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Far-Called, our navies melt away 
On dune and headlands si& the fire 

Lo, al1 out pomp of yesterday 
1s one with Nineveh and Tyre! 

Kipling's "Recessional" 



"The Rise and Fall of a Canadian Maritime Policy, 1939-1965" traces the strategic, economic and 
technoIogica1 imperatives of Canadian maritime policy from the problems of the Second World War 
through the reconversion period and cold-war rearmarnent eras. Wartime experiences spawned a 
large balanced naval fleet, and a large uceanic merchant marine, In addition, Canada's shipyards ranked 
among the nation's ten largest industrial employers. The dificulties and expense of this growth prompted 
efforts to protect these wartime developments. Although the post-war plight of each of these sectors 
has received discussion in the secondary literature, virtually no account has examined the effort to 
coordinate the measures of protection between the three elements, the navy, slipyards and merchant 
marine. Establishing that such a coordinated, largely traditional, maritime policy was pursued is the 
first objective of this thesis. 

During the period of post-war planning, the governrnent developed policies to maintain these 
hard-won national assets. In a nascent fom of militarism, the state, labour and enterprise al1 supported 
this maritime policy, a policy directed at maintaining a viable merchant marine, a navy to defend it 
and an industry that could supply the ships for bot1.i. In large measure, these means of protection were 
loose1y mrdinated through the newiy created Canadian Maritime Commission (1 947- l965), but were 
greatly influenced by the requirements of the Royal Canadian Navy. 

As a study of industry, navalism and the state, this dissertation appraises the economics of 
the industries involved, the shifting forms of state management, and the influence of the Cold War. 
The interaction between the naval and civil arms of the governent and civil sectors over issues of 
strategy, structures, procurement and maritime irade are addressed. These elements considered, Canadian 
maritime policy progressed with increasingly mimi results through the late nineteen-fifties. Contradic- 
tions between naval, trade and industrial policy hampered the pursuit of a well coordinated maritime 
policy throughout the years of the Canadian Maritime Commission. The changed nature of maritime 
trade, and prolonged labour and market crises for the merchant fleet marked it the first pillar of this 
maritime policy to collapse. More slowly, new assumptions about industrial competitiveness and 
national security, combined with rapidly escalating costs associated with naval shipbuilding, and 
new NATO strategies, eroded the technological, managerial and financial foundations of the coordinated 
maritime policy. 

The related naval and industrial policies to preserve these industries were not fundamentally 
reformed until the period of integration of the Canadian Armed Forces, beginning in 1964. For the 
navy, a rapid rate of technological change cornpounded the impending obsolescence of much of the 
war-built fleet. Modernizing the fleet prornised to sharply increase naval demands on the federal budget 
through 1985. Staying abreast the technology and changing NATO strategies prompted the far reaching 
reforms to both naval and merchant shipbuifding policy undertaken by the Liberal administration 
of Lester B. Pearson. By 1965 the role of the Canadian Maritime Commission was greatly reduced, 
and the Canadian deep-sea merchant marine had virtually disappeared from the seven seas. Pearson's 
reforms stmck down the Maritime Commission, reduced and reoriented the navy, and separated 
responsibilities for shipping and shipbuilding policy. Thus ended a distinct p e n d  of Canadian maritime 
policy . 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

Twice before the Second World War Canadian maritime policy had collapsed in the face of 

competing conceptions of empire and commercial interest. An indigenous maritime policy ran 

counter to Canada's historical pattern of military and economic developrnent. Industrially the 

continentalist National Policy of the 1870s turned development policy away fkom the sea.' Thou& 

once home to a thriving merchant fleet, the passing of the age of sail marked Canada's decline as a 

maritime nation. Most of the surviving merchant fleet sailed under British registry, employing 

British crews and officers.' Militarily, as child of first the French then British Empires, naval matters 

were lefi to the imperial mother country.3 During the Second World War Canada rebuilt its maritime 

industries and not only revived the navy and merchant marine, but took them to new heights. As the 

Second World War drew to a close, the state, labour and enterprise supported the fiaming of a 

Canadian maritime policy that would preserve the industrial, naval and merchant shipping capacity 

developed during the war. The Canadian state's efforts to develop and preseme these national assets 

is the subject of Ihis thesis. 

'Car1 Berger, The Wnting of Canadian Histor- 2nd. ed., (Toronto, 1986),passim. 

2~ohn Bartlet Brebner, North Atlantic Trianale. The Interplay of Canada. the United States and Great 
Britain, reprint ed. (Toronto, 1966), captures the trade patterns in the age of sail. For a critical analysis of 
the merchant fleet's decline see, Enc Sager with Gerald Panting, Maritime Ca~ital. The S h i ~ ~ i n a  Indusin 
in Atlantic Canada 1820- 1 9 14, (Montreal and Kingston, 1 990). 

3 ~ o r  a view of Canada as a client state see, Roger Sarty and Donald M. Schurman, "An Historical 
Perspective on Canadian Naval Policy," Argonauta, (March 1987):4: 1 : 6- 13. W.A.B. Douglas, "Canadian 
Naval Historiography, " Mariner's Minor, (Novembw 1984):70:349-362. 



Prier to the Second World War Canada denionstrated a continuing dependence on the 

Imperia1 connection for both international shipping and naval defence. Alîhough these colonial 

attachrnents are explored at length in Chapter Two, several points require attention here. Both an 

independent naval policy and a wider maritime policy ran counter to Canada's pattern of historical 

development. Economic policy in the 19th C e n t q  was directed at interna1 development. John A. 

Macdonald's post-confederation National Policy erected tariff barriers against select manufactures 

in order to employ domestic demand to promote local industries. Two policies bolstered the effects 

of the tariff. Efforts to promote the development of an east - west Canadian economy included the 

construction of the national transcontinental railway system and the encouragement of Western 

immigration. Both settled new markets and promoted the exploitation of the developing wheat 

export industry. As identified by Harold Innis, the new wheat staple superseded the fur trade that had 

built Montreal's merchant comm~nity.~ With the waning of the fur trade and the corning industrial 

age, these interests sought a new staple on which to base the nascent Canadian economy -- hence 

attention turned to the west and the promise of wheat. Although the origins and nature of the 

National Policy remain contested concepts5 there is general agreement among scholars that Canada's 

continentalist pattern of development was driven by and benefitted central Canada.6 

With the state's economic development policy tumed toward the prairie west, maritime policy 

was never a prioriS. Developing the west gave the centre of the country another peripher), to exploit, 

'A more recent formulation on this theme reveals its wide acceptance, see Ben Forster, "The Coming of 
the National Policy, Business, Governrnent, md the Tariff, 1876- 1879," in Journal of Canadian Studies, 
(Fall 1 979): 14: 39-62. Many other wvorks trace the origins of the protectionist impulse to the early 1800s. 

'John H. Dales, "'National Policy' Myths, Past and Present," Journal of Canadian Studies, (Fall 
1979): 14: 92-94; Michael Bliss, Northern Entemrise, (Toronto, l987), p. 237. 

6Even Bliss who views the National Policy as a constmct of historians argues the combination of tariff 
baniers, immigration policy and staples exploitation benefited the financial interests of central Canada. 
See, Northern Entarise, pp. 426-27. 



consolidating what Donald Creighton termed the Empire of the StLawrence.' These tendencies 

inform W.L. Morton's claim diat the history of Canada could be written without reference to its 

maritime extremities.' In consequence, before the Second World War, Canada's merchant navy 

flourished only in the domestic Great Lakes and StLawrence trades. A handful of ships owned by 

Canadian National Railways operated liner services to the West Indies with the he1p of Canadian and 

West Indian govenunent subsidies. While Canadian merchant vessels plied the coastal trades of 

British Columbia and the Maritime Provinces, most Canadian shipping requirements were met by 

British registered ships. 

SimiIar dependence was displayed by the Canadisui navy. The strategic defence of Canada's 

coasts remained chiefly the legal prerogative of the Royal Navy. The Canadian navy's stated mission 

restncted it to coastal defence operations, exclusively within the Dominion's territorial waters. 

Oceanic defence rest with the Royal Navy. While Britain promised to protect Canada's waters, the 

Canadian govement  also found comfort in the American promise enshrined in the Monroe doctrine. 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt reiterated that doctrine at a Queen's University convocation at 

Kingston, Ontario, in May 1938. Roosevelt declared that the approaches to North America would 

be protected by the United States N a ~ y . ~  The Second World War proved ail these pre-war 

assumptions wrong. 

At the close of the Second World War Canada stood between empires, at the threshold to an 

'Donald Creighton, The Empire of the St. Lawrence, (Toronto, 1956) and "Economic Nationalism and 
Confederation," in Towards the Discoverv of Canada: Selected Essavs, (Toronto, 1972), pp. 122-36. Craig 
Brown, "The Nationalism of the National Policy," in Peter Russell, ed., Nationalism in Canada, (Toronto: 
McGraw Hill, 1966), pp. 158- 162. Paul Craven and Tom Traves, "The Class Politics of the National 
Policy, 1872- 1933," Journal of Canadian Studies, (FaIl 1 979): 14: 14-38. 

8W.L. Morton, "Clio in Canada," reprinted in, Car1 Berger ed., A~proaches to Canadian History, 
(Toronto, 1979), p. 44. 

%any M. Gough, "The Royal Navy and Canadian Dominion," The Mariner's Mirror, (1 986):6:5- 15. 
C.P. Stacey, The Militarv Problems of Canada, (Toronto: Ryerson, 1940), pp. 135-145, 
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age of politicd independence and revitalized international trade. Wartirne shipbuilding efforts, in 

particular, yielded unprecedented prospects for framing a new successful and fiilly Canadian 

maritime policy. In 1945 Canada's navy was third largest in the world. Though dwarfed by the 

United States Navy, Canada's naval service with 90,000 members nearly equalled the size of the pre- 

war Royal Navy. Pulled fiom their pre-war stupor, Canada's shipyards held 70,000 workers capable 

of producing modem commercial and naval tonnage. For the first time since the passing of the age 

of sail, Canada's merchant marine ranked within the world's top ten fleets, surpassed only by the 

merchant marines of Great Britain and the United States. The Second World War provided the 

Canadian government both with the basic components, and the opportunity to fiame a coordinated 

maritime policy preserving these national assets. The Second World War thus spawned what the 

Canadian government neglected to build in peace -- a strong ocean merchant marine, a large navy 

capable of participating in global naval operations, and the shipyards and technical capaciîy to build 

ships for both. 

After the war, an interventionist maritime policy enjoyed a period of support in Canada. The 

rise and faIl of that moment of maritime policy is the tale related in the following pages. This thesis 

demonstrates that a warîime shipping crisis and the mobilization of the shipbuilding industry 

prompted efforts to create or maintain the fùlly-integrated ship design and production capability for 

the Navy, a thriving civil shipbuilding industq and a large Canadian-registered ocean-going 

merchant £leet. With the clear example of American intervention in shipbuilding and shipping, a 

mode1 esplored in the nest chapter, the Canadian government sought to preserve the foundations of 

the maritime policy established during the war. 



Themes and Contribution 

The primary object here is to demonstrate that a coordinated maritime policy existed from the close 

of the Second World War until the mid- 1960s. The second objective is to address how the navy and 

the Canadian Maritime Commission coordinated Canada's maritime policy for merchant shipping, 

civil shipbuilding and naval pdicy. Several essential questions are addressed. How were resources 

allocated in pursuit of a maritime policy for Canada? How were competing industrial, economic, 

rnilitary and political interests accornrnodated? How did the management of Canada's maritime 

policy change over t h e ,  and what was its relationship with naval policy? To answer these questions 

it was necessary to cut across several traditional and quite separate fields of historical inquiry, namely 

defence, industrial and transportation policy. 

This work explores the interaction between the civil and m i l i t q  sectors of governrnent over 

issues of procurement policy, naval force structure, and strategic shipping policy. These generally 

diverse elements enjoyed a moment of coordinated policy managed through a newly formed 

Canadian Maritime Commission, which had specific responsibility for developing policies to 

preserve the shipping indusm, maintain Canada's shipyards, and coordinate naval shipbuilding 

programmes. 

Shifting naval strategy and contradictoq trade requirements affected the effort to maintain 

and integrated maritime policy. Following a brief period of disarmament and laissez-faire the 

Maritime Commission developed an integrated maritime policy. The Maritime Cornmission's limited 

protection of the civil industries and its minor role in naval remasnent quickly gave way when the 

Cold War escalated in 1950. Thereafter defence concems came to dominate governrnent policy 

through nid-decade. Expedients adopted to help the shipyards and merchant marine provided 

enduring legacies for those charged with fiainhg maritime policy. Efforts to return the commercial 



enterprises to the discipline of the market and wean the shipyards off naval work proved exceedingly 

difficult. The long denouement of the integrated maritime policy mded abruptly with the far 

reaching reforms to defence, industrial and transportation policy introduced by the administration of 

Lester B. Pearson in the rnid- 1960s. 

Recent literature on state intervention in the Canadian private sector has illustrateci the 

positive, ordering and stabilizing influence of govemment reg~lation.'~ In examining the varied 

interests reflected in the deliberations of the Cabinet, the Canadian Maritime Commission, and the 

departments of Defence, Defence Production, Transport, and Finance, this study demonstrates that 

defence policy, and its formation, cannot be ignored when assessing civil shipping and shipbuilding 

policy for this era. For the civil industries, defence policy stilted the market and hampered domestic 

and international competitiveness. Changes in naval policy, fleet structure and missions, constantly 

impinged on the state's industrial policy towards the shipping and shipbuilding industries. 

Governrnent subsidi~s and policies diverted both shipping and shipbuilding industries fiom the 

pattern of development dictated by the commercial market place. In place of a consistent policy to 

reconvert industries to the more complex requirements of peace-tirne demand, the state in the case 

of shipbuilding allowed naval building to buoy demand. Equally, the survival of the war-built 

merchant fleet would be largely dictated by the state's slategic interests. For shipping, the cost of 

direct intervention proved an unwelcome burden. When the opportunity presented itself to meet 

Canada's strategic shipping interests without maintaining a Canadian flagged fleet that option was 

taken. For both industries, when subsidies were suspended and the Maritime Commission 

eliminatcd, the state had yet to develop a long term policy for maintaining the international 

competitiveness of either. 

"'Cf. Ken Cruikshank, "Policy Entrepreneurs and Innovation," pp. 1 03- 1 24, and Mark Cox, "innovation 
on Trial," pp. 125-147, in Peler Boskerville, ed. Canadian Pa~ers  in Business Historv, Volume II, 
(Victoria, B.C., 1993). 
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The Canadian Maritime Commission's efforts to secure a maritime policy tying the fate of 

ocean shipping to promotion of work in Canadian shipyards met resistance from other elements of 

the federal govenunent, and ran counter to wider economic or industrial policy. Although in post- 

war planning the navy called for preservation of the merchant marine, the navy thereafter showed 

little interest in the issue and generally deferred to the Canadian Maritime Commission on the 

question of Canada's strategic sea-lift requirements. Similarly, the navy favoured efforts to develop 

Canada's warship construction capability but grew to protest the costs associated with such an 

endeavour. The Department of Defence Production that superseded the wartime Department of 

Munitions and Supply moved into open conflict with the policies implemented by the Maritime 

Commission over the management of naval shipbuilding contracts. Efforts by Defence Production 

to introduce greater cornpetitive pressures in naval building brought about a fundamental 

reconsideration of government policy toward the shipyards. Equal access to government largesse 

practiced under the arrangements established by the Canadian Maritime Commission proved contrary 

to the financial interests of the navy, and the effort by Defence Production to reduce government 

defence cos ts. Competing interests also confounded pursuit of a successful shipping policy. Wider 

Canadian trade policy, aimed particularly at the export of staples and the revival of Britain's 

economy, stayed the government's support for a large oceanic merchant marine. But it was not left 

to the fate of the market. Instead, primarily for national security reasons, the war-built merchant fleet 

was forced to remain in non-cornpetitive markets. 

Neither the generd maritime policy, nor the specific roIe of the Canadian Maritime 

Commission enjoy extensive examination in any secondary literature. Consequently, the account 

given here represents an initial foray into a vast field and cuts across several lines of enquiry that are 

usually addressed in isolation, namely defence, industrial and trade policy. The approach here is 

neither that of business nor economic history, though it should interest schoiars in these fields. This 
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thesis takes an institutional administrative approach, focussing primarily on the activities of several 

govemment agencies or departments, primarily the Royal Canadian Navy, Canadian Maritime 

Commission, and the Department of Defence Production (and its predecessor agencies). The 

initiatives of these governrnent actors are addressed in Iight of intra-departmental interests, and the 

strategies employed by the two main civil lobbies, nameIy the shipbuilders' and shipowners' 

organizations, that agitated for a coordinated maritime policy. The long term goals and interests of 

these five interested parties were seerningly to be harmonized under an over-arching maritime policy. 

Considerations of political economy, the history of technology, and bureaucracy provide the 

central themes which fiame the following account." Discussion of these diverse elements is 

informed by a nurnber of theoretical considerations, but the following narrative is not dominated by 

discussions of theory; nevertheless, some elernents require iteration. Alfred Chandler argues that 

form follows fwiction, structure follows strategy, but only after overcoming innate institutional 

inertia." To borrow Chandler's terminology, the "strategies and structures" employed by the visible 

hand of governrnent are thus central issues in this thesis. The apparatus of state intervention, its 

development, deliberations and its mems of overcoming inertia, are esarnined at length. 

ReveaIing both how Canada's maritime industrial policy changed over time and how 

competing industrial, economic, rnilitw and political interests intersected or clashed requires 

consideration of the particular perceptions of technology and economy held by the Canadian power 

" ~ h e  currency of these themes was suggested by Louis Galarnbos, "Technology, Political Economy, 
and Professionalization: Central Ttrernes of the Organizational Syntheses," Business Historv Review No.57 
(Winter 1983): 47 1-93. See also, Nathan Rosenberg's. Inside the Black Box: Technolow and Economics 
(Cambridge MA, 1982). 

12see Need D. Chandler, Strategv and Structure: Cha~ters in the Historv of American Industriai 
Enterprise, (Cambridge, MA, 1962), and The Visible Hand. The Managerial Revolution in American 
Business, (Cambridge, MA, 1977). 



elite,I3 emergent international economic regimes, strategic naval concerns, and regional politics. 

Canada's maritime policy throughout the period under review is seen to have required different foms 

of intervention in the shipping and shipbuilding industries. Whereas regulation would control the 

shape of the deep-sea merchant marine, less direct intervention through technical leadership and 

contract management were ernployed to shape and control the shipbuilding industry. 

In Canada the Second World War greatly hastened the creation of a large and relatively 

dispersed industrial manufacturing sector. Following the war, as in both Britain and the United 

States, the Canadian government employed a spate of quasi-Keynesian industrial policies which 

require little rehearsing here. As elsewhere, the machinery of state intervention was largely 

developed during the war. In Canada's case both the Department of Finance and the Department of 

Munitions and Supply finished the war possessing large actuarial, accounting, legal and statistical 

branches -- elements crucial for manageci intervention into private industty." This machinery was 

an essential linchpin between the state and indusûy; however, the war-tirne Canadian experience of 

state bureaucracy managing industrial poIicy remains largely unexplored.'* 

In C.D. Howe,I6 Robert Bothwell and William Kilbourn reveal much about the very personal 

role of Canada's war-production Tsar. While an insightfbl account they are largely uncritical of his 

management philosophy and imply a rather seamless continuiiy between wartirne and post-war 

industrial policy. This thesis demonslates that establishing the legacy of wartirne experience on 

13~ere, one has room to profitably contrast the divergent works of John Porter The Vertical Mosaic, 
(Toronto, 1965), and Wallace Clement, The Canadian Cornorate Elite, (Toronto, 1975). 

I4~or a very readable account of this see, J.L. Granatstein, The Ottawa Men. The Civil Service 
Mandarins. 1935-1 957, (Toronto, 1982); also, J.E. Hodgetts, et al. The Bioaa~hv of an Institution: The 
Civil Service Commission of Canada. 1 908- 1967, (Montreal and Kingston, 1972). 

l 5  See David Zimmerman, "Northern Waves: Science, Technology and the Royal Canadian Navy, 1939- 
45," (Ph.D. dissertation, University of New Brunswick, 1986), chapter 1, note 39. 
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cold-war industrial mobilization strategies is more problematic than generally assumed. Howe's anti- 

bureaucratic tendencies brought about a rapid dismantling of the war-built military-industrial- 

complex. As CoId-War rearnlarnent began new structures would be needed and these held many 

consequences for the wider maritime policy. These developments were most directly reflected in 

naval building and procurement policy. The Cold-War build-up called forth a major building 

programme within domestic shipyards. Unlike the United States or most of her European allies, 

Canada undertook naval building prharily within civilian shipyards. 

The naval experiences of the Second World War have had recent critical esamination 

pointiiig out many of the technical deficiencies of the fleet. The Canadian navy began the war with 

few ships, but finished the war with the third largest fleet in the world. In total manpower the 

Canadian naval service nearly equailed the pre-war strength of the Royal Navy. The fleet had moved 

fiom one ill-equipped for coastal operations to one consisting of several major fieet units, light-fleet 

carriers and cruisers. Such growth had neither been easy nor searnless. Wartime problems of growth 

and naval administration le& enduring legacies. in particular, the post-war Naval Staff" continuai 

the search for a balanced fleet and desired to avoid repeating the problems of naval procurement and 

administration experienced during the war.'* 

The wartime history of the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN) is extensively chronicled, but 

"The navy's senior oficers operated under the Naval Board comprised of the five or at times seven 
senior oEcer's of the RCN, but most advanced naval planning was conducted within the Naval Staff 
through which the senior officers at Naval Service Headquarters, Ottawa, conducted most long range 
planning. 

I 8 ~ o r  a solid introduction see, W. A.B. Douglas, "Codict and Innovation in the Royal Canadian Navy ," 
in Naval Warfare in the Twentieth Centurv, G. Jordan, ed., (New York, 1977), pp. 2 10-232. See also, 
Michael Hadley, U-boats Aaainst Canada, (Montreal and Kingston, 1985); Marc Milner, "Canada's Navd 
War," Acadiensis, vol. 12' No.2, (Spring 1 983), and Miiner, The North Atlantic Run, (Toronto, 1985); 
David Zimmeman has exqended the examination of the wartime naval equipment crises as identified by 
Miiner in The Great Naval Battle of Ottawa, (Toronto, 1989). 



Canadian naval historiography remairis underdeveloped for the post-war period.lg The extensive 

pst-war naval building programme, in particular, still requires a history of its own. That programme 

commenced with one ice breaker and three modem anti-submarine frigates in 1949. The Korean 

Conflict quadmpled the nurnber of new naval vessels under construction. At the same t h e  the fleet 

was rapidly expanded by recommissioning retired war-built ships. The technical achievements and 

financial problerns associated with this build-up have been only partially addressed in the available 

literature;" but these issues form an important part of this account of the rise and fall of post-war 

maritime policy. It  wil1 be seen that naval building programmes bore direct consequences for the 

wider maritime policy. 

As demonstrated in the works of Benjamin Franklin Cooling, Gary S. Weir, and others:' 

tensions inherent to the statefs dependence on commercial producers may result in agents of the state 

viewing private profit as inirnical to the national interest. Following Weir, efforts to control private 

profit traditionally charnel state actions toward antagonistic ends: the pursuit of either state 

controlled manufacture or the "liberal regulation" of business prices through controlling demand and 

terms of p r~duc t ion .~~  In short, if the Canadian state was bent on domestic production it wuld either 

operate shipyards to provide for its needs, or ensure private yards were capable of doing so. Both 

' W. A.B. Douglas, "Canadian Naval Historiography," The Mariner's Mirror, 70 (1 984): 349-362; Marc 
Milner, "Naval History in Canada: The State of the Art," (unpublished paper, University of New 
Brunswick, 1993). 

' O ~ o n ~  German, The Sea 1s At Our Gates The Histoy of the Canadian Na- (Toronto, 1990). On the 
basics of Canadian defence policy through most of this period see, James Eayrs, in Defence of Canada, 
vols. II - IV, (Toronto, various years); Joel Jockel, No Boundaries Upstairs, (Vancouver, 1987). Two very 
usefùl works are the technical chapters in James A. Boutilier, ed. RCN in Retrosaect 19 10- 1968, 
(Vancouver, l982), and W.A.B. Douglas, ed., RCN in Transition 1910- 1985, (Vancouver, 1988). 

"~enjarnin Franklin Cooling, Grev Steel and Blue Water Naw, (Hamden CT, 1979); Gary E. Weir, 
Buildin~ h e r i c a n  Submarines 1 914- 1940, (Washington D.C., 199 1); Weir, "The Navy, Industry, and 
Conflicting Expectations: Fried Krupp of Essen and the Electric Boat Company, " pp. 350-368, WiIliarn R. 
Roberts and Jack Sweetman, eds., New Intepretations of Naval Histo~y, (Annapolis, MD, 199 1). 

"Weir, "The Navy, Industry, and Conflichg Expectations," pp. 350-52. 
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systems required considerable administrative overhead and expertise. The developrnent of such 

apparatus is a large part of the story recounted in the following pages. As will be seen, in a free- 

market economy such developrnents cafled for constant efforts to reconcile tensions between industry 

and agents of the state through new administrative apparatus, contractual forms, and management 

regirnes. Eventually these tensions forced a fundamental reconsideration of Canada's maritime 

policy, reorganization of the navy, and a recasting of government policy toward shipyards and the 

deep-sea merchant marine. 

In outline, îhis study traces the rise and faIl of this integrated maritime policy. Chapters two 

to five illustrate the pre-war, wartirne and irnmediate post-war maritime policy and related naval 

policy that contributed to its rise. It will be seen that while the mobilization of Canada's maritime 

industries proved essential during the war, support for a coordinated maritime policy enjoyed only 

limited success fiom rnid- 1943 through 1947. Chapters six and seven examine the period when 

greater coordination of maritime policy became a reality. The termination of wartime shipping 

controls at the end of 1946 and growing international security and economic concerns led to the 

formation of a Canadian Maritime Commission in 1947 just as Canada's shipping industry rnoved 

into real crisis. The Commission's role in the nascent naval rearmament effort and its critical role in 

determining the fate of the Canadian flagged ocean fleet are addressed in chapters seven and eight. 

Rearmament revitalized the navy, giving new life to its balanced fleet, brought new work to Canadian 

shipyards, and changed the role of the Canadian Maritime Commission. 

Subsequent problems associated with managing the naval programme, developing a long 

term policy for maintenance of Canadian shipyard capacity, and maintaining the ocean merchant 

marine are addressed in the remaining chapters. Chapters nine and ten discuss efforts between 1953 

and 1957 to maintain Canada's maritime policy by placing the civil industries on a fimer financial 

footing and reducing the cost of naval building. The distortion of govenunent demand on the 
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shipbuilding industry and new concems about protection of Canadian shipping fms in light of the 

decision to build the St.Lawrence Seaway renewed discussions of long term maritime policy, but 

resulted in little new policy. 

In contrast to the period of shidy and inaction, the government of John Diefenbaker, elected 

in 1957, took several major policy decisions effecting Canada's maritime policy. Chapters eleven 

and twelve examine the developments in policy during the Diefenbaker era. A new naval building 

programme was promised that would rekindle the navy's balanced surface fleet capability. Moreover, 

though the shipyards received special subsidies or were monopolized in naval building, the merchant 

marine was cast adrifi in the international market place. 

Greater changes came with the election of the Pearson govemment in 1963. All aspects of 

Canadian maritime policy underwent reconsideration by the new administration. As chapter thirteen 

illustrates, naval roles and composition, shipbuilding subsides and the role of the Maritime 

Commission came under fundamenta1 reform. By the close of 1965 the central tenets of Canada's 

maritime policy as practiced since shortly &er the Second World War were alrnost completely 

rejected by the new government. Pearson's government curtailed the naval building programme, 

suspended shipbuilding subsidies and disbandcd the Canadian Maritime Commission. Chapter 

fourieen presents a critical summary and conclusion. 

Sources 

Canada's post-war maritime policy, as fully developed by the Canadian Maritime Commission, 

integrated merchant shipping, civil and naval shipbuilding policies but has remaineci unexamineci 

in the secondary literature. One will search in vain through the standard accounts of Canada's 



transportation, industrial or naval policy for m acknowledgrnent that such a coordinated maritime 

policy ever existed. A recent popular study of Canada's naval policy concludes simply that following 

the Second World War the Canadian government had no merchant shipping poli~y. '~ 

Other histonans have noted the "absolute dearth of published material on the Canadian 

merchant marine f i e r  the sailing fleets disappeared. . .."24 The coup d'oeil rendered by the gaps in 

the Iiterature have resulted in a leap in logic -- to the conclusion there was no maritime policy. 

Within the growing literature on Canadian industrial policy, relatively little attention has been paid 

to the heavy manufacturing industry of shipbuilding." Cmadian naval histoq is generally well 

deveIoped in discussing the composition of the fleet or particular crises during the Cold War. 

Canada's naval historiography, however, has similarly failed to offer an account of the govement's 

effort to frame a maritime policy linking ocean shipping, shipbuilding and naval policy. The bones 

of Canada's post-war maritime policy may not be found in the secondary literature, but are 

demonstrably visible in the archiva1 record. 

Only certain aspects of the civil dimension of Canada's maritime policy have gained wide 

attention in secondary accounts. The foundation works of the history of Canadian transportation 

have neither addressed the timing and forrn of govenunent intervention in these industries, nor the 

=German, The (Toronto, 1 990), p. 236. 

24~enneth S. Mackenzie, "The Preparedness of Canada's Merchant Marine for Two World Wars, 19 1 3 - 
1947," (Paper presenteù to the Conference "Canadian Navy in the Modem World", Halifax, October 1985), 
p. 2. Reinforcing Mackenzie's assessrnent are Nicholas Tracy, Canadian Shipbuilding and Shi~uine, 
Businesses: The State of the Scholarship, (Research Report No. 1 1, Canadian Marine Transportation Centre, 
Dalhousie University, Halifax, 1985), and Felicity Hamington, A Historv of Shiuuina. Shi~building and 
Policv in Canada. Part 4, (Canadian Marine Transportation Centre, Dalhousie University, Halifax, 1983). 
A cornparison of their accounts illustrates little advancernent in the research since A.W. Cunie's, Canadian 
Trans~ortation Econornics, (Toronto, 1967). 

2 5 ~ o r  a comprehensive discussion of Canadian industrial policy see the Roval Conmission on the 
Economic Union and Development Prosuects for Canada; Donald G. McFetridge, ed., Canadian Industrial 
Policv in Action, vo1.4; Economics of Industrial Policv and Stratew, vo1.5; and, André Blais, Industrial 
Policv, vol. 44, (Toronto, 1985). 
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infiuence of strategic miIitary requirernent~.'~ For the shipping and shipbuilding industries, published 

sources generally fa11 within one of three categories; l), governent   publication^;^' 2), antiquarian 

 narrative^;^' and, 3), industry sponsored ~tudies.~'  Many of these works betray similar shortcornings. 

For instance, most reflect an extremely narrow economic calculus of the unprofitability of Canadian 

ocean shipping services, or argue for the nexessity of rcrtionalizing the shipbuilding i n d ~ s t r y . ~ ~  Such 

conclusions may prove valid but they have not been based on an examination of the archival record. 

The most notable exception to the shortfall in secondary accounts is the history of the 

principal maritime unions. The watefiont labour struggles pitting the Canadian Seamen's Union 

against the Seafarers' International Union for control of both the ocean and Great Lakes rnerchant 

marine have received due attention in the thriving field of Canadian labour history. Rather than 

challenge accounts, such as William Kaplan's Evervthing that Floats, this work draws upon and 

2 6 ~ f  Currie, Canadian Transportation Economics, with G.P. de T. Glazebrook, A Historv of 
Transoortation in Canada. Vol.11: National Economv 1867-1 936, (reprint Toronto 1964); and, H.L. Purdy, 
Trans~ort Com~etition and Public Policv in Canada, (Vancouver, 1972). 

2 7 ~ e e  Howard J. Darling, The Elements of an IntemationaI Shiuping Policv for Canada, (Transport 
Canada, Marine Board, Ottawa 1974); Transport Canada, A Ship~ing Policv for Canada, (Marine Division, 
TP 1767: Ottawa, 1979); Department of Finance, "An Analysis of Canadian Deep-Sea Shipping Options," 
Working Paper for the Shipping Advisoq Board, (Ottawa, November 1978). 

'8~ary S. Dewar, "Canadian Bulk Construction, 1960-1 970: Seaways and Subsidies," lnland Seas, 
(Sumer  1987), pp. 102-1 23; M.G. Angus, "Post War History and Present Pattern of the Canadian Deep- 
Sea Shipping Industry," paper presented to the Technical Section of the Canadian Shipbuilders and Ship 
Repainng Association, Montreal, Febmary 1 964; Gerald Morgan, "Park Steamships: An Outline History," 
(paper presented to the Deepsea Shipping History Conference, Mernorial University of Newfoundland, 
1983). 

*'~lcan Shipping Services Ltd., Shiu~ing Ovtions for Canadian International D e e ~  Sea Trade, 
(Transport Canada Research and Development Centre, December 1977); C.S.M. Shepard, An Inauirv into 
the Canadian Shiobuilding Industrv: The Facilities. Subsidies and Future, (Canadian Marine Transportation 
Centre, Dalhousie University, Halifax 1983). 

300n the enduring influence of such perceptions see, "Task Force on Deep-Sea Shipping" Report to the 
Minister of Transport, (TP6347E, Ottawa, April l985), with the second Annual Rmort of the Canadian 
Maritime Commission, (Ottawa 1949). 



complements many of ti~em.~' Consequently, many details of maritime labour struggles recounted 

by others are not revisited here. Even so, the wider context of these inter-union struggles requires 

attention. Craig Heron rightly called for historians to flesh out the story by examining the econornics 

of the industry, the form of state management, and the influence of the Cold War. It is precisely in 

these three areas that this account concentrates. Discerning the infiuence of these entwined elements 

is central to the story of Canada's maritime policy £iom 1945 to 1965.37 

Given the dearth of secondary historical examination, this thesis relies heavily on primary 

sources. The most important records consulted are those of the Cabinet, Privy Council, Cabinet 

Defence Committee, the Panel on the Econornic Aspects of Defence, the Chiefs of Staffs Committee, 

the Naval Board, and the Canadian Maritime Comniissiori. Many of these records have been 

declassified for tliis study. Other major sources deciassifred or consulted include the records of the 

Departments of Transport, Defence Production, Industry, Finance, and the Treasuy Board. The 

latter two sources are particularly reveaIing of intra-govenunentaI conflicts. The arnount of 

declassification required to complete this study speaks to the extent to which the question of Canada's 

maritime policy has b e n  ignored or overlooked. 

Augrnenting these sources are the personal papers of Prime Ministers W.L. Mackenzie King, 

Louis St.Laurent, John G. Diefenbaker, Lester B. Pearson; those of the Ministers of Defence, Angus 

L. Macdonald (Naval Service), D.C. Abbott, Brooke Claxton, Douglas Harkness, Gordon Churchifl, 

Paul Hellyer; those of the Ministers of Transport, Lionel Chevrier, George Marler, Leon Balcer, and 

Jack Pickersgill; those of Adrnirals Harry G. DeWolf, Herbert S. Rayner, J.V. Brock, and Horatio 

31~ee,  William Kaplan, Evervthing that Floats: Pat SulIivan. Hal Banks. and the Searnen's Unions of 
Canada, (Toronto, 1987). Jirn Green, Against the Tide: The Storv of the Canadian Seamen's Union, 
(Vancouver, 1986). John Stanton, Life & Death of the Canadian Seanim's Union, (Toronto, 1978); Pat 
Sullivan, Red Sails on the Great Lakes, (Toronto, 1955); and, Stuart Jarnieson, Industrial Relations in 
Canada, (Toronto, 1957). 

32~raig Heron, "Communists, Gangsters, and Canadian Sailors," LabourLe Travail, (Fall 1989): 23 1- 
237. 



Nelson Lay; and, finally, the surviving papers of the "Minister of Everythmg," C.D. H ~ w e . ~ ~  To 

provide an industry perspective the minutes and reports of the Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship 

Repairing Association, the Canadian Shipowners' As~ociat ion,~~ and the records of several large f m s  

have been e~amined.~' 

The documentary sources, however, hold a certain tyranny for the researcher. Many records, 

particularly minutes, are post-hoc consensus statements which too easily conceal the battles fought 

within the corridors of power. The ministerial system of Canadian govemance is highly dependent 

on interdepartmental consultation. The over-arching interests of the Department of Finance and 

Treaswy Board ensure that al1 large expenditures are subjected to considerable review; consequently, 

it is a system dependent on the circulation of paper studies, reports, examinations and cornmittees. 

Competing political, economic and bureaucratie interests can be discerned fiom those records even 

if their tone is subdued, forma1 or sterilized. 

Whatever the obscurity of the documentary sources, they demonstrate that over the course 

of 1945 to 1965 Canada pursued a traditional maritime policy. Intra-governmental and national 

support for this policy remained ambiguous because it was a major departure from Canada's historical 

pattern of  econornic development and detachment from the sea. Despite the ambiguity of its support 

the extant published literature offers little or no recognition that such a coordinated and sustained 

maritime poliçy ever existeci. Neither Canadian naval historiography, nor Canadian business or 

transportation histories have captured this story. The primary objective of this thesis, therefore, is 

3 3 ~ 1 ~  of these persona1 papers are held by the National Archives of Canada, hereafler cited as NAC, and 
are listed individudly in the bibfiography. 

3 4 ~ h e  records of the shipbuilding association are held by the Canadian Marine Industries Association, 
Ottawa, while the records of the Canadian Shipowners' Association are held at their offices in Ottawa. 

3 5 ~ o s t  notable here are the intemal histones of Yarrows Lirnited, Victoria, and Burrard ShipbuiIding 
Ltd., P . C .  Public Archives], and Canadian Stearnship Lines, retained by the Maritime Museum of the 
Great Lakes, Kingston, Ontario. 
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to demonstrate that a concerted, largely traditional, maritime policy in fact existed. In establishing 

these facts, this account focusses heavily on the naval dimension both because of its central 

importance, and because the documentary trail is now traceable. Certain other dimensions, such as 

the merchant marine, cannot be covered in as much detail -- too much remains hidden in privately 

held or closed papers. Nevertheless, a vast array of materials are now available to support the central 

contention of this work that fiom 1943 until its hl1 and fmal collapse in 1965 the Canadian state 

developed piecemeal a classic national maritime policy grounded on the Arnencan model. Until its 

reformulation in 1965, this policy stood at variance with Canada's traditional colonial maritime 

policy. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Canada's Maritime Heritage 

The Second World War challenged Canada's continuing dependence on the Imperia1 comection for 

shipping services and naval defence. As illustrated by the experiences of Britain, France and the 

United States, the development of a conscious maritime policy in the years prior to 1939 included 

state support not sirnply for the naval fleet, but the requisite shipbuilding indusîq and a deep-sea 

merchant marine. At the tum of the century, the fiee trade philosophy that informed British and 

hence Canadian shipping poIicy increasingly s t d  in contrast to more activist state intervention 

practiced by the United States and oîher nations. Al1 the major industrial powers of the age promoted 

the building of large naval fleets. All, escept Britain, protected their merchant marine through 

favourabIe govemment contracts, camiage preferences, access restrictions and relateci means. Britain 

once employed similar measures, enshrined in the various Navigation Acts enacted since the reign 

of Henry VII. In the 1840s Britain repealed those acts in favour of a policy of free trade. Yet 

Britain's domination of oceanic merchant trade was undeniable. Free trade and the transition fiom 

sail to s t e m  during the nineteenth centwy seerned only to further Britain's market dominance. 

Through the tuni of the century, mmy nations adopted protectionist measures to develop their 

maritime industries, but nearly sis& percent of world merchant tonnage flew the Union Jack. 

in the period of conversion of merchant and naval fleets from sail to stem, and wood to iron, 

North American nations f a r d  less well than Britain. During the age of sail the United States, like 

Canada, possessed a major oceanic shipping fleet built largely in domestic shipyards. For reasons 
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that remain under debate, the Canadian and American maritime industries declined precipitously 

through the late nineteenth century.' In both Canada and the United States the wooden shipping and 

shipbuilding industries failed to preserve their international position during the shift fkom wood to 

steel, and sail to s tem.  The decline of the American merchant marine sparked greater govemment 

intervention. By the end of the century the United States, in contrast to Canada, moved dramatically 

to foster its maritime industries and naval forces. America's naval expansion was parallelled by a 

series of measures to protect domestic shipyards and promote the Arnerican merchant marine. 

No greater champion can be found for these developments than Alfred Thayer Mahan, the 

"evangelist of Sea Power. "' A serving naval officer assigned to teach at the US Naval War College 

in the 1880s, Mahan propounded a seminal theory of Sea Power. The efficacy of his theory of Sea 

Power remains contentious, but the debates over the accuracy a d  influence of Mahan do not require 

revisiting here.3 Ncvertheless, because the terni niaritirne policy is used throughout this thesis to 

refer to a set of policies loosely drawn from the Amencan-Mahanist school, a brief review of his 

argument and related American maritime policy is in order. 

'Eric Sager and Gerald Panting, Maritime Capital, (Montreal, 1991) provide the most exhaustive 
esamination of this issue to date. 

'Mahan's reputation owes much to the work of Harold and Margaret Sprout, see, their The Rise of American 
Naval Power 1 776- 1 9 1 8, (Princeton, 1 W2), esp. pp. 207-223, and Margaret Tuttle Sprout, "Mahan: Evangelist 
of Seapower," in Edward Meade Eule, Makers of Modem Stratew, (Princeton, 1943), pp. 415-446. For 
contemporary esamples of the Sprout's laudatoxy views of Mahan see, Stephen Howarth, To Shinninn Sea. A 
Historv of the United States Naw 1775-1 99 1, (New York, 199 l), pp. 2 16-2 17. 

'A.T. Mahan, The Influence of Seapower U ~ o n  Historv 1660-1783, (London, 1889), on the legacy of 
Mahan, and for a summation of his thought see, Barry M. Gough, "Maritime Strategy: The Legacies of Mahan 
and Corbett as Philosophers of Sea Power," Royal United Services Institute Journal, (Winter 1988), pp. 55-62; 
and for an unadulteraled picture of the mercantile and power poIiticaI implications of Mahan, see William 
Reitzel, "Mahan on Use of the Sea," in B.M Simpson, War Strategv and Maritime Power, (New York, 1977), 
pp. 95- 107. 



A Model Maritime f oIicy 

Mahan attributed Britain's centuries long rise to international preeminence to what he termed Sea 

Power. Mahan's witings assayed the mixture of natural elements and active policies that allowed 

Britain to establish the Pax Britonnica, Much of Britain's success lay in the fortunes of natural 

condition, its geographic dimensions, the availability of good harbours, sufficient population, and 

the role of the sea in society, particularly as a medium for trade and sustenance. According to 

Mahan, Britain stumbled upon the proper mis of a large standing navy, foreign bases and commercial 

shipping and shipbuilding enterprises as important adjuncts to the nation's commercial and military 

security. Since wealtb derived from trade, and the bulk of the world's trade went by sea, Mahan 

concluded that the foundation of modern economic power lay in a nation's use of the sea. Most of 

his notions were not new: al1 maritime states had, at one tirne or another, engaged in protective 

legislation to guard and promote the carriage of their goods or to help build their navies. What 

proved crucial about Mahan's observations was that he drew together the many disparate strands of 

shipping, shipbuilding, naval and commercial policies into a coherent theory of Sea Power 

Moreover, Mahan's theories appeared at a moment of particular flux in international affairs. New 

industrial states were developing the means of building navies, and the Pax Britonnica was on the 

wane. In linking mercantilist and militarist developments in explaining Britain's historical rise to 

commercial and naval preeminence, Mahan offered a geo-political blueprint which many in his day 

found compelling and which still permeates mucli discussion of maritime and naval policy in the 

United S t a t e ~ . ~  

4Mahan proved of universal interest. He was widely read in Great Britain, where his farne appears to have 
started, and was trmslated into Gennan and many other languages. The Kaiser and Japanese Adrniralty studied 
his work in some detail. For a critical review of Mahan's legacy, but a solid introduction to his geopolitical 



Mahan argued that America demonstrated many natural traits similar to Britain's, but had not 

developed the sinews of maritime power. He called for America to follow the path of Britain's 

experience, to develop a large modern standing navy, merchant marine, and shipbuilding industry. 

In brief, Mahan called for a policy coordinathg naval development with support for essential 

maritime indusiries, particularly shipping and shipbuilding. His work is rnostly remembered for its 

navalist arguments, particularly the call for a large blue-water battleship fleet capable of oceanic 

operations. The popularity of this tenet led to a certain battleship fetish amongst the major navies 

of the world that only ended during the Second World War. But Mahan's call for such a battIe-flet 

was informed by his belief that previous American naval policy, which attempted to build a f l e t  

capable only of coastal defence, was both militarily unsound, giving only an illusion of defence, and 

unbecoming a great nation dependent on the sea for survival and trade. Great navies were a means 

of protecting that trade. The civil trade dimensions of Mahan's writings have attracted l e s  criticism 

but were a major element of his theory of Sea Power. On the civil side, his maritime policy appeared 

to call for a merchant fleet capable of meeting much of America's carriage requirements. Mahan 

viewed the rnerchant marine as an adjunct to the nation's naval strength and sources of expertise in 

tirne of war. It was essential for the state to preserve that fleet, prirnariIy under American flag, and 

support domestic shipyards as the best means of ensuring America's freedom of action upon the seas. 

America possessed the natural means and capabilities, but hitherto had lacked the national will to 

pursue a sirnilar maritime policy. 

Such a maritime policy remained primarily a political issue. Mahan's writinçs found a 

politicaI champion in Teddy Roosevelt and other American navalists. His theory served as 

justification for America's search for naval supremacy. From the 1898 Spanish American War to the 

thoughts çee, Micliael T. Isenberg, Shield of the Republic, volume 1, (New York, 1993), pp. 26-40. G. Marcus, 
A Naval Historv of Enaland, (London, 196 1 ), pp. XI, and Peter Paret, Makers of Modem Strate% (Princeton, 
198S), p. 467. 
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1907-08 world cruise of Roosevelt's "Great White Fleet," Mahan was champion or apologist for 

America's growing utilization of the navy as an instrument of foreign policy.* The building of the 

US battleship fleet had begun in the 1880s. From the 1890s the United States developed 

progressively stronger measures to promote American flagged ocean shipping. Subsidies and general 

efforts to promote American trade in Arnerican ships had some real effect before the Great War. By 

subsidies, tas incentives and vade restrictions the United States merchant fleet between 1890 and 

1914 increased fiom 5.5 to 9.4 percent of world t~nnage .~  Mahan was not responsible for these 

developments, but his works gave shape to the inchoate naval and maritime policies of the United 

States. Ever after the trident of Arnerican sea power has remained composecl of an ocean going 

merchant marine and a large navy, supporteci at home by a dedicated industrial base. 

Following the Great War, American navalism followed mutatis mutandis Mahan's 

protectionist prescriptions. The maintenance of a large battleship fleet was only one element of 

American maritime policy that continued through the inter-war years. The promotion of a merchant 

fleet by government intervention was another pilla. In 1916, with the USA still neutral, more 

positive steps were taken. The Merchant Shipping Act prompted the laying down with government 

assistance of a large number of merchant vessels.' Further amenciments to the Act, cornmencing in 

1920, added greater preferential treatment to US ships and closed Arnerican coastal trades to foreign 

flagged ships. American coastal shipping, including routes to Hawaii and other American colonies 

or protectorates, remained restricted to US registered ships. On internationa1 trades, particularly in 

the Pacific, US registered liner services received substantial subsidies to develop and maintain 

'James R. Recker, Teddv Roosevelt's Cieat White Fleet, (Annapolis, MD, 1988). 

%ee William D. Wray, Mitsubishi and the NYK 1870- 19 14, (Cambridge MA, 1986), p. 424. 

'5. SafFort, "The American Merchant Marine as an Expression of Foreign Policy: Woodrow Wilson and the 
Genesis of Modem Maritime Diplomacy," in B. Labarree, ed. The Atlantic World of Robert G. Albion, 
(Middleton, CT, 1975), pp. 144- 168. 
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s e r v i c e ~ . ~  increased security concerns and sharp commercial rivalxy in Asia during the 1930s saw 

these efforts built upon M e r .  In 1936, to M e r  coordinate American naval and merchant shipping 

and shipbuilding policy, Franklin Roosevelt created the Arnerican Maritime Commission. This new 

body served to coordinate American civil maritime policy. The Maritime Commission adrninistered 

construction and shipping subsidies and other protective policies aimed at protecting American 

shipyards and merchant marine. 

These efforts were not divorced fkom wider secuxity concerns. Protection and promotion of 

America's civil maritime industries preserved what were considered essential national assets at a time 

when naval building remained mornentarily restricted by international arms limitation agreements. 

Apart fkom the work contracted by the Arnerican Maritime Commission to civilian shipyards, the 

United States governrnent operated a large number of naval shipyards maintained esclusively for the 

construction of vessels for the navy. On the east, West and gulf coasts the US Navy maintained no 

fewer than a dozen large shipyards devoted solely to naval work. To meet naval building 

requirements, therefore, the govenunent could draw on its own resources or seek civil contractors. 

American maritime policy displayed particularly militaristic characteristics; however, many 

nations estended extensive protection to theù ocean shipping and shipbuilding industries for 

economic reasons. Indeed, most leading industrial nations have pursued for defence and econornic 

reasons protection of the shipyards and merchant marine. Many nations have viewed these sectors 

as "trigger" industries essential to changing the nation's industrial structure and stimulating more 

%or a b i e f  survey of American maritime policy consult, Joseph C. Sweeney, "A Short History of the 
American Ocean Going Merchant Marine and the Interactions of Public Policy," pp. 83-97, and Elkan Turk, 
Jr., "The Federal Maritime Commission," pp. 12 1 - 13 3, in the Fordham Cornorate Law Institute Proceedings, 
(New York, 1978). See also S.G. Sturrney, British Shivvina and World Com~etition, (London, 19621, 
especially p. 392. 
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trade.g However, little parallel to such policies is found in the Canadian esperience prior to 1945. 

Maritime Policy In The Canadian Dominion 

Of Canada's wider maritime policy before the Second World War it remains accurate to conclude, 

as W.A.B. Douglas did, that Mahan's theory had little to do with the "realities of the Canadian 

e~per ience ." '~  For the period prior to September 1939 Douglas is correct. Canada displayed many 

attributes associated with a Mahanist policy, such as a substantial coast line, large fishing f l e t  and 

a dependency on overseas trade. But the presence of these factors did not dictate a Mahanist 

maritime policy . 

Before the First World War Canada's once thriving sailing fleet disappeared as an oceanic 

force. The transition from sail to s t e m  and wood to iron and steel saw Britain gain dominance of 

Empire shipping and shipbuilding. Canada's defence rieeds were sirnilarly met by the mother 

country. On the eve of the Great War, the British Admiralty's efforts to shore up the Pax Britannica 

by encouraging colonial contributions to the arrns race at sea sparked some navalist stirrings in 

Canada." The navy's birth struggle affected its political fortunes throughout the pre-war era. 

'Wray, Mitsubishi and NYK, p. 515. On the French espenence see, Theodore Ropp, The Development of 
a Modem Naw: French Naval Policv. 187 1-1 904, (Annapolis MD, 1987); on Britain, see, D.K. Brown, A 
Centurv of Naval Construction. The Historv of the Roval Coms of Naval Constructors, 1883-1 983, (London, 
1983) and Bernard Semrnel, Liberalisrn and Naval Stratem. Ideolom. Interest, and Sea Power dur in^ the Pax 
Britannica (London, 1986); on the USA see, B.F. Cooling, Grev Steel and Blue Water, (1-Iarndon, CT, 1979); 
and on Germany see, Gary Weir, "The Navy, Industry and Conflicting Espectations: Fred Krupp of Essen and 
the Eleciric Boat Company," pp. 350-368, in W.R. Roberts and J. Sweetrnan, eds., New Intemretations of 
Naval Historv, (Annapolis, 199 1 ). 

'%ouglas, "Canadian Naval Historiography," p. 359. 

" On navalist stinings see, Thomas Richard Melville, "Canada and Sea Power: Canadian Naval Thought 
and Policy, 1860- 19 10," (Ph.D. dissertation, Duke University, Durham, NC, 1981), and the political debate, 
see, Richard Howard Gimblett, "Tin-Pots or Dreadnoughts?: The Evolution of Naval Policy of the Laurier 
Administration, 1896- 191 1 ," (MA thesis, Trent University, 1981 ). 
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Prompteci by growing concern in Britain and Canada with the rise of the German High Seas Fleet, 

discussions between the UK and Dominion government had b e n  ongoing since at least 1904. In the 

wake of the 1909 Dreadnought Crisis, agitation within Canada for a greater Canadian contribution 

to empire defence prompted several major new undertakings. 

The subsequent naval debate in Canada requires only a bnef outline here. htroduced 

following the 1909 Imperial Defence Conference, the Naval Service Bill called for a Canadian fleet 

of five cruisers and six destroyers, which, if possible, were to be built in Canada within the next six 

years and evenly distributed between the east and west coasts. Passage of the bill in May 1910 

brought the Cnnadicrn Nnval Service into existence. For the new service, soon renarned the Royal 

Canadian Navy, the government purchased two vessels, the eleven thousand ton cruiser Niobe and 

thirty-sis hundred ton cruiser Rainbow, from the Royal Navy, to serve as an interim training fleet 

while tenders were called for the dedicated building effort. At the 191 1 Imperial Conference it was 

agreed that training and discipline of the new Canadian and Australian navies would be in accordance 

with British practices." The Royal Navy agreed to provide training for officers and the personnel 

necessary for instructional and administrative duties. AIthough each navy would be a separate and 

sovereign service, either Dominion governrnent could in time of war place its vessels at the disposal 

of the Admiralty. The Admiralty undertook to integrate those forces into the Imperial fleet. These 

arrangements essentially satisfied the two dominions by recognizing their titular independence from 

Whitehall. 

However, the nature of Canada's naval cornmitment becarne an issue which struck at the very 

foundations of this nation's developing identity. For Anglophobe nationalists, the cornmitment 

appeared too solid a contribution to the Empire. To pro-Empire nationalists, it appeared the opposite 

"University of New Brunswick Archives, R.B. Bennett Papers, mereafter Bennett Papers] box 13, file: 
Estemal Affairs, p. 5929. 



-- a breach with the mother country. Rather than reconcile the issue, however, Prime Minister Sir 

WiWd Laurier's efforts spawned an odd alliance between the Upper Canadian Tories and anti-empire 

Lower Canadien nationalists. This compact contributed to the defeat of Laurier's government in the 

election of 191 l.I3 

Efforts by the subsequent administration of Robert Borden to furnish direct financial support 

to the building of dreadnoughts by Great Britain proved equally divisive. Whereas the Liberals 

preferred an independent navy as a mark of sovereignty, the Tories preferred to demonstrate Imperia1 

solidarity by contributing financially to the construction of the British battIe fleet. Borden's Naval 

Aid Bill, introduced in December 19 12, was forced through the House of Commons by the first use 

of closure, ultirnately to be rejected by the Liberal dominateci Senate in April 19 13. As debate r a g d  

over the bill, recruiting for the RCN stopped, ships became inactive, desertions soared. The 

Parliament of Canada gained the trappings of an independent naval policy but committed little 

material or manpower to actually building a fleet. Denounced in its day as a "th-pot navy," the 

fledgling fleet proved wholly unprepared for the Great War.I4 

In 19 14 the total manpower of the navy approached 300. The new vessels called for in the 

first naval appropriation were never undertaken. The cruisers Niobe and Rainbow laid inactive after 

the debates of 19 13. The latter could only make steam because of the efforts of the large number of 

Royal Navy officers and ratings on loan to Canada. The hurried requisition of numerous small 

coastal crafi, tugs and motor launches in August 19 14 provided a small fleet for harbour defence and 

coastaI patrol. A hasty purchase by the provincial government of British Columbia of two 

I3In milita~y plans and appreciations the term Empire and Upper and Lower Canada rernained the common 
terrninology until the Second World War. For a more detailed examination of this debate see, Roger Sarty and 
Don Schurman , "An Historical Perspective on Canadian Naval Policy," Argonauta, (March 1987):4: 1 :6- 13. 

I 4 ~ h e  phrase appears to have been Sam Hughes', the Tory's defence critic; see, Ron Haycock Sam Hughes. 
(Ottawa, 1986), p. 124. On the RCN in World War One see, Michael L. Hadley and Roger Sa*, Tin-Pots & 
Pirate S h i ~ s ,  (Montreal and Kingston, 199 1 ). 
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submarines built for Chile and smuggled past the blockade imposed by the neutral United States, 

quickly augmented the fleet. The fledgling RCN grew ten fold during the war. By the time of the 

Armistice it was nearly 10,000 strong, manning twenty-nine coastal patrol vessels, two submarines, 

and a number of Royal Navy vessels. The Canadian navy saw action predominantly off Canada's east 

coast? but remained predorninantly a small vesse1 fleet. As a source of manpower, however, the RCN 

proved valuable in filling assignments throughout the hperial fleet. 

Virtually no new construction of warships was undertaken for Canadian requirements, 

though Canadian shipyards did provide a number of vessels to the United Kingdom. In the years 

prior to the First World War steel shipbuilding in Canada developed primarily in response to the 

requirements of inland lakes shipping market, and to a Iesser degree coastal shipping requirements. 

Sparked by the wheat boom, and the concentration of industrialization occurring in southern Ontario 

and around Montreal, Canada's steel shipyards built vessels for the transport of grain, coal, ore and 

similar bulk cargoes carried on the Great Lakes. In early century a number of yards were established 

to produce for the lakes market: small yards and boatworks like, Collingwoods, Pullson, Doty, The 

Hamilton Bridge Company, and Port Arthur's. On the St.Lawrence, major shipyards developed at 

Sorel, Quebec, and in 1912 Canadian Vickers was established at Montreal. 

Vickers undertook to maintain a 625 foot floating dry dock capable of holding vessels to 

25,000 tons. This development came in train of similar undertakings on the east and west coast. 

Admiralty efforts to increase the ship repair capacity of the Empire led to a concerted effort to expand 

these capabilities in Canada. Admiralty subsidies provided for building graving docks at Prince 

Rupert, British Columbia, and Saint John, New Brunswick. These facilities complemented those 

already built through Adrnirahy subsidy at Esquimalt, British Columbia, Kingston, Ontario, Halifax, 

Nova Scotia and Levis, Quebec. These facilities in turn encouraged some wastal steel shipbuilding 

by providing ready building sites. For instance, on the West coast the Vancouver b a s 4  farnily 
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enterprise Wallace Shipbuilding utilized the graving dock provided at Prince Rupert. Similarly, 

private shipyards developed at Halifax and Saint John around the subsidized dry-dock facilities. 

Small coastal vessels, fishing boats and harbour crafi, however, predominated the demands on these 

coastal shipyards. 

Germany's 19 17 unrestricted U-boat campaign provided the major irnpetus for building steel- 

hulled merchant ships in Canada. The unparalleled destruction of Empire shipping caused the British 

government to seek replacement tonnage from whatever sources it could develop. Canadian 

shipyards helped fil1 Britain's requirements. Over the years 19 17- 19 18 Canadian shipyards built a 

large number of vessels, with most going to the account of the Imperia1 Munitions Board of the 

British government. The s t e m  driven vessels built for Britain were small, ranging between 1,700 

deadweight-tons (dwt) to 5,800 dwt. The more deveioped Great Lake shipyards could only provide 

vessels of the lower tonnages because of the drafi and dimension restrictions imposed by the 

%.Lawrence Canals. Because speed and quantity of production were essential, al1 the war-ordered 

steamers were of cmde design and manufacture, but given the U-boat crisis were considered to have 

paid for themselves with the completion of even one retum sailing." 

It was similarly cmde vessels that the Canadian government undertook to build in the spring 

of 19 18. Until then, al1 the major vessels completed in Canada during the war were undertaken for 

the British and would remain their property at the end of hostilities. Both to lay the foundations for 

a post-war Canadian-owned merchant marine, and as a gesture towards contributing more for Empire 

requirements, the Dominion government undertook domestic production to be retained on Canadian 

accounts. At least twenipfive vessels were laid down under this programme, but the effort came so 

late in the war that most were not completed until well after the Armistice. With their completion 

"Michael Bliss, A Canadian Millionaire: The Life and Business Times of Sir Joseph Flavelle. Bart., 
(Toronto, 1978); David Carnegie, The Historv of Munitions Suv~lv  in Canada. 19 14-1 91 8, (Longmans Green, 
1925), pp. 204-2 t 4. 
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the Canadian government owned a sizable merchant fleet of 63 ships, aggregating some 285,000 

dwt.16 

Despite the tribulations of mobilization during the First World War, these efforts held littie 

consequence for the post-war navy, or long term maritime policy." Corne the armistice, the RCN 

speedily wasted away. From 5,978 personnel in 1918 the navy deched to 1,048 by 1920, and by 

the end of 1922 stood at 366, al1 rads.  Admiralty largesse largely accounted for the survival of the 

RCN through the p e n d  19 18- 1922. The marked unwillingness of the Dominion government to 

provide for its oum naval construction resulted in repeated gifts of obsolete vessels fiom the United 

Kingdom government. In 1920 it provided the sis year-old cruiser Aurora, two four year-old 

destroyers the Patrician and Patriot, and two submarines. In 1922 the submarines and the Aurora 

were disposed of. The Patrician and Patriot decornmissioned in 1926. In the interirn, however, four 

coastal minesweepers built during the war recommissioned. That sarne year the United Kingdom 

loaned Canada two older destroyers, the Chamdain and Vancouver. 

The Chief of the Naval Service, Captain Walter Hose sought to increase public awareness 

of the naw by fonning naval reserve units across the country, but the professional service remained 

small and dependent on the Royal Navy for most training and equiprnent. By 1927 just 125 

members, al1 ranks, remained in the naval service. The navy's place in the defence of Canada 

remained troubled. At the height of the Great Depression senous consideration was given to 

eliminating the navy altogether. In 1933 Walter Hose convinced the Cabinet not to strike the navy 

I6Second Annual Re~ort. Canadian Maritime Commission, (Ottawa, 1949), pp. 13-14. 

"On the esperiences of the RCN during the Great War and the menace posed by the first German U-boat 
carnpaign of the twentieth-century see the authoritative account by S a 9  and Hadley, Tin Pots and Pirate S h i ~ s ,  
passim. 



from the estimates, as suggested by A.G. L. McNaughton, the Chief of the Amy General Staff." 

The navy survived this low point. From there the tide of fortune changed. Despite real increases to 

the navy's budgets in the late 1930s the Royal Navy remained responsible for the strategic naval 

defence of Canada. Whatever the constitutional niceties of Canada's independence, the RCN was 

formally counted as part of the Imperial fleet.I9 

The Statute of Westminster, proclaimed into law 3 1 December 193 1, granted Canada full 

sovereign status as an independent nation state. Defence and rnerchant shipping matters proved 

exceptions. Indeed when it came to discussion of trade and defence, the term Empire rather than 

Commonwealth remained the preferred term until the beginning of the Second World War. By the 

mid 1920s the Dominion was fùlly self-governing but was not a fully sovereign state. The continuing 

evolution of Canada's status came to a head at the 1926 Imperial Conference. The new Canadian 

prime minister William Lyon Mackenzie King, fresh from a dispute with the govemor general, 

determined to gain true sovereignty. Like most of his counterparts from the self-governing (white) 

dominions King accepted the ill-defined autonomy granted in the final communique issued by the 

conference. The Balfour Report transformed the Empire into the Commonwealth. Its members 

received autonomy, equality, and were assured of free association, but shared a cornmon allegiance. 

Under the Crown they remained within the Empire, but became members of the Commonwealth. 

How this new relationship would work remained uncertain. Sovereignty was imrnutable, but as Lord 

Balfour esplained: "Function is rn~table."'~ Whereas the defence relationship remained unsettled 

"This discussion of inter-war naval policy is based on R.W.H.. McKillop, "Staying on the Sleigh: Walter 
Hose and a Permanent Naval Policy for Canada," (M,A. thesis, War Studies, Royal MiIitary College of Canada, 
Kingston, 199 1 ), see particularly pp. 109- 1 10. 

'%ennet1 Papers, box 425, Admiralty message, attached lettw George Vanier to O.D. Skelton, 29 January 
1932, discusses this point. 

20This discussion is derived from W. David McInîyre, The Commonwealth of Nations. Onpins and Imuact 
1 869-1 97 1 . Europe and the World in the Ane of Exuansion. Volume IX. (Minneapolis, 1977), pp. 188- 192. 
Balfour cited, p. 190. See also W. Blair Neathy, William Lvon Mackenzie K i n ~ .  Volume II. The Lonelv 



through the inter-war years, the details of merchant shipping were agreed to. 

The legal aspects of the transformation encapsulated in the Balfour Report were left to the 

1929 Conference on the Operation of Dominion Legislation. For the rnost part, participants struck 

down British laws that overrode Dominion legislation, such as the 1865 "Colonial Laws VaIidity 

Act." Although removing Westminster's legisiative oversight, the 1929 Conference agreed to a new 

merchant shipping agreement. This accord extended al1 British maritime law to the Dominions and 

reaffimed that ali the waters of the Commonwealth were open to ships registered within in any of 

its many countries." 

In preparing the basis for the Statute of Westminster, the British govenunent gained 

acceptanca among the Commonwealth nations for the British Commonwealth Merchant Shipping 

Agreement. Under this agreement, the signatories left their coastal trades, i.e. purely domestic 

services, open to ships registered within the Empire. Since Britain controlled 44.9 and 27.3 percent 

of the worId's tonnage between 1913 and 1939, British market domination challenged whatever 

efforts were taken to foster domestically registered services.** It was arguable that, as a member of 

the Empire, Canada did not require its own flagged merchant fleet. British vessels dominated the 

ocean tramp and regular liner services, and for over a hundred years Britain had advanced a free 

market system in global shipping. It has not gone unremarked that ships of British registry, rather 

than Canadian, dominated Canada's intercoastal trade, that between the West and east coasts, and 

much of the coastal trade. As one historian has noted, "British shipping was cornpetitive with 

Heights 1924-1 932, (Toronto, 1963). pp. 78-86, 143-56; and, Vincent Massey, What's Past is Prologue: The 
Memoirs of the Right Honourable Vincent Massev. C.H. (London, l963), pp. 1 12, 163. 

"Bennett Papers, Box 704, "Report of 'Conference on the Operation of Dominion Legislation and Merchant 
Shipping Legislation, 1 929,"', "British Commonwealth Merchant Shipping Agreement," 1 7 December 193 1. 

'Tieport of the Comrnittee of Inciuiw into Shi~pine, Rt.Hon. Viscount Rochdale, Chairman, (London, 
HMSO, 1970), p. 9. 
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Canadian shipping, even in Canadian markets, because of the high cost of Canadian l a b o ~ . ~ . " ~ ~  

Labour costs were not the only factor. British tax and maritime regulations were more advantageous; 

nevertheless, in undertaking not to close the coastal trade to Empire ships the Canadian govemment 

surrendered one of the primary instruments employed by nations intent on fostering their merchant 

marine and shipbuilding industries. The Dominion government, nevertheless, attempted to foster a 

Canadian merchant marine. 

During the inter-war penod the form of protection afforded shipping by the American 

Maritime Commission was regarded within the British Empire as rather too s~cialist; '~ nevertheless, 

a Canadian esperiment with direct intervention originated during the First World Wu.  Shortly after 

undertaking the 19 17 merchant shipbuilding programme, the Dominion government announceci plans 

to establish a Canadian merchant marine for the carriage of Canadian trade to the world. All told, 

the Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM) employed sis@-four Canadian-built ships, 

registered in Canada and ernploying Canadian officers and seamen. Of crude wartime design, the 

ships of the CGMM tumed a profit only in the early 1920s. As Europe's shipyards revived after the 

war, new ships, built to more exacting standards of speed, comfort and capacity surpassed the 

capabilities of the Canadian ships. Obsolesence, high operating cost and the Great Depression 

plagued the CGMM. Moreover, Canadian esporters proved reluctant to support "Canadian" ships, 

preferring speed of service or low rates instead. The decision to create the CGMM remained 

controversial in many business circles, and was seen as undue intervention by the state into private 

business. Many prominent Canadian businesses, then dependent on British financial backing or 

shareholders, remained vocal opponents. Long a source of parliamentary debate, the war-built ships 

'W. Tracy, Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship~ing, (Halifax, 1985), p. 8. 

'4National Archives of Canada (hereafler NAC), Record Group 46 (Department of Transport) vol. 127 1,  
file Pacific Services, see especially material relating to 1936 Canberra Conference. 



of the CGMM were not replaced by modem tonnage. But scrapping the fleet proved an equally 

difficult policy for respective ad~ninistrations.~~ 

Through the late 1920s and early 1930s elements of the CGMM were sold-off. This slow 

dissolution cornrnenced first with smaller coastal vessels whicl~ often ran in direct cornpetition with 

private firrns. By 1934 only the large vessels on the antipodean run remaineci. Efforts by the 

management of the CGMM to have the vessels on this important route modernized gained some 

government encouragement in light of the increasing degree of American and Japanese ship 

subsidies. The concems of Britain, Australia and New Zealand about American subsidized shipping 

operations in the Pacific resulted in a series of approaches to the Canadian governent 

recommending either rnodemizing the vessels of the CGMM or supporting the construction of new 

vessels to be taken over by private operators. In 1936 a newly elected Minister of Marine and 

Railways, C.D. Howe, confronted this problem. Howe -- an American-born MIT educated engineer 

-- demonstrated with his first portfolio al1 the hallmarks later associated with his liandling of wartirne 

mobilization and post-war reconversion. 

Almost immediately he reorganized transport yolicy. Howe formed the Department of 

Transport, responsible for road, rail, air and sea transport. Failed programmes, such as the Canadian 

Government Merchant Marine, were jettisoned. Always distmstful of direct government control of 

commercial enterprise, Howe sponsored the plan to sel1 the vessels of the CGMM to a newly forrned 

private venture which would operate those vessels while having new ships built under joint state 

subsidy by Australia, New Zeaiand and Canada. In 1937 this resulted in the Canadian Pacific 

Company and Union Steamship Company of New Zealand forming the Canadian-Australian Line. 

This line would have provided an "Al1 Red Route" rendering it possible to circumnavigate the globe 

"Bennett Papers, box 704, R.J. Manion, Minister of Railways to Cabinet, 3 1 July 193 1, and cofidential 
letter frorn H.H. Stevens, Minister of Trade and Commerce to R.B. Bennett, 12 Febmary 1932 recornmending 
ciisbanding the enterprise. 
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while remaining within the British Empire. This new venture undertook to build two new ships of 

25,000 gross tons in the low cost shipyards of Britain. But the war intervened to upset these 

 arrangement^.'^ 

After 1937, following the dissolution of the CGMM, government-owned shipping included 

only a few srnall freighters, several steam packets, car femes, and the Canadian National Steamship 

Lines. CN Stearnships was formed out of the vessels of the CGMM and operated under continuous 

subsidies paid jointly by Canada and the other signatories of the British West Indies trade agreement 

of 1925. The trades to the leeward and windward islands remained subsidized but profitable. 

Ironically the only real source of Canadian private ship-owning operations arose in direct cornpetition 

to the CNS and the subsidized West Indies trade. But in 1939 outside the five ships of the CNS, there 

were onIy nine or ten deep-sea merchant cargo ships registered in Canada. 

Dependency, Denial and Defence Preparedness 

The works of C.P. Stacey, James Eayrs, and others, amply demonstrate the pitiful degree of pre-war 

preparations in Canada;" nevertheless, several points bear highlighting for their later significance 

to developments traced in this thesis. Until Britain commenceci its rearmament program in 1935 

'"he new ships never reached service and the old vessels of the CGMM operated as part of the Canadian- 
Austral ian Line until the early 1 950s -- indeed on this Line's final voyage the S. S. Aorangi, brought this author's 
father fiom Australia. NAC RG 46 vol. 1269 file 3 1 14 1, "Australasian Service"; RG 46 vol. 127 1 file: "Pacific 
Services," clipping, "Subsidies for Empire Ships, New Plan to Fight USA Rival in Pacific," Svdnev Dailv 
Telegravh, (1 6 April 1936); see also, Imperia1 Shippina Comrnittee. 35th Report, "The Possibilities of British 
Passenger and Cargo Service Between Western Canada and Australia- New Zealand," (London: HMSO 1936); 
RG 46, vol. 1269, file 2 1 105, "Canada and New Zeoland On the Pacific." 

"See particuIarly, C.P. Stacey, Arms Men and Goveiments, (Toronto, 1970), and James Eayrç, in Defence 
of Canada: Aupeasement and Remment ,  (Toronto, 1965). 



defence production was hardly a topic of discussion in Canadian political ~ ~ ~ l e s . ~ ~  Revulsion with 

European militarisrn and wariness of General Staffs or mobilization planning, informed the 

assessments of the international situation made by Mackenzie King and his chief advisor on foreign 

affairs, Undersecretary of State for Estemal Affairs Dr. O.D. Skelton. Both men blamed such 

planning for having caused Europe's lock-step march to the trench lines in 1914. Acutely aware that 

previous defence policy debates had proven nationaIly divisive, Mackenzie King moved warily in 

forming defence comrnitments. Defence issues had twice served to draw the underlying tensions 

between "English" and "French" Canada to the fore, challenging the very foundations of the 

Canadian federation. King witnessed both the divisive naval debate of 1909- 19 12, and the Great War 

conscription crisis. Defence, like few other issues, had cl~allenged what his biographer temed King's 

"prism of unity." King's appreciation of the fragility of this union, and the volatility of defence 

issues, informed his conduct throughout his many administrations. Caution in foreign affairs became 

King's watchword: caution against esacerbating Anglo and French Canadian tensions; caution against 

being pulled into Britain's wider empire defence effort; and caution against undermining the nascent 

recognition of Canada's sovereignty in international affair~.~' King appears to have firmly believed 

that should Britain again find itself at war Canada bore a "self-evident national dutyW3' to stand with 

her. But the Prime Minister cooperated little with Britain's defence planners. Only after the 1938 

Munich crisis did King make plain his belief in that self-evident du&, but even then he proved 

reluctant to make detailed plans or anytliing more than the moral cornmitment. 

'Tor recent critical literature on this period see, David MacKenzie, "The Bren Gun Scanda1 and the Maclean 
Publishing Company's Investigation of Canadian Defence Contracts, 1938-1940," Revue d'&des 
canadiennes/.Jounial of Canadian Studies, (Fall 1991):26:3: 140- 161. 

'9H.B. Neatby, William Lvon MacKenzie K i n ~ .  Volume 3. The Prism of Unitv, (Toronto, 1976), on this 
period see, pp. 278-5 1. 

30J.L Granatstein and R. Bothwell, "'A Self-Evident National Duty': Canadian Foreign Policy, 1935- 1939," 
Journal of Imperia1 and Commonwealth Historv, (Summer 1975):2 12-233. 
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In many ways such caution was not uniquely King's. The splendid degree of isolation from 

the affairs of the world afforded by Canada's geographic location informed what defence planning 

was undertaken by both Liberal and Conservative administrations. Content to strive for recognition 

of her independence fi-om Bntain, Canadian participation in the collective securiiy arrangements of 

the League of Nations remained firmly rooted in the concept of Canada as a "fire-proof house" -- far 

removed from the troubles of the world. That analogy made by Senator Raoul Dandurand to the 

world disannament conference at Geneva in 1932 was followed by these insights fiom Sir George 

Perley, the Chief of the Canadian delegation: 

We are more than ten n~illions of people, and the fiîth trading nation in the 
world, but our armaments. . . are calculated only for the preservation of 
interna1 order and for the performance of the obligations imposed on us by 
international  la^.^' 

Conservative and Liberal govemments alike avoided creating obligations or capabilities until the 

prospects for maintaining the peace of Europe deteriorateci to the point of war. 

By the carly 1930s England's relative naval weakness found parallel only in the reign of 

Charles II. As the empire promised to be a reluctant source of reinforcement, the Admiralty 

undertook a number of initiatives to strengthen its hand in any future war by seeking aid where it 

could be found. Canada's development of responsible government signified by the 193 1 Statute of 

Westminster ensured sovereignty in the making of dornestic and foreign policy, but the imperial ties 

remained strong. Recognition by the League of Nations also encourage. the feeling of sovereignty, 

but it was a limited sovereignty. Though given an independent voice, Canada possessed few 

independent means of eserting influence in foreign affairs. The Department of External Affairs 

remained small, understaffed and the persona1 responsibility of the Prime Minister. Mackenzie King 

"~emett Papers, Bx. 425 file L- 150 vol. 7 (A), text of speech of Sir George Perley, 13 February 1932. 
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repeatedly refused to coordinate naval defence requirements with the Royal Navy. Only when war 

clouds gathered in Europe did maritime defence policy gain renewed consideration. With the general 

failure of the second London naval disarmament coderence in early 1936 world wide naval building 

proceeded largely uithout the restraints in place since the 192 1 Washington Naval Conference. The 

navies of Japan, the United Kingdom, Italy, France, the United States, and fascist Germany undertook 

major capital ship programes. 

At the 1937 Imperia1 Conference, the government did undertake to man two new destroyers. 

These were eamarked for the Paciiic. The Minister of Defence, in defending the agreement to the 

House of Cornmons, noted that Canada was able to concentrate its small force in the Pacific because 

the Royal Navy protected Canada's Atlantic inter est^.^^ On that cornmitment, however, the British 

had doubts. The Royal Navy's inferior strength would be necessary for the defence of home waters. 

The Admiralty faced repeated rejection of its requests to the Canadian government to coordinate 

naval defence requirements. Thereafter, the Royal N a y  arranged in secret discussions with the 

United States that the maritime defence of North and South America, including Canada's coastal 

waters, would be the responsibility of the United States N a ~ y . ~ ~  King's policy of avoidance 

undoubtedly rankled the Admiralty, but little pressure was brought to bear for fear of alienating, in 

peace time, a likely wôrtime alIy. 

With economic recovery from the Great Depression and the announcement of British 

rearniament, Mackenzie King's government moved rehctantly toward its own rearmament 

programme. For the ten years ending March 3 1, 1936 the annual average expenditure by the 

Department of National Defence was $17.4 millions. In the following fiscal year the espenditure 

''Hansard, 1938, pp. 1644-35. 

33See record of Ingersoll-Phillips conversations, Adrniralty papers ADM 1110012- 1938 and ADM Y9822- 
1938, cited Stephen Roskill, Naval Policv Behveen the Wars. Volume. II: The Period of Reluctant 
Rearmarnent 1930- 1939, (London, 1976), pp. 367-368. 



increased to approsimately $23 millions. Despite continuing increases through the end of the decade 

the RCN remained what C.P. Stacey termed the "Cinderella S e r ~ i c e . " ~ ~  Increases to the naval 

appropriation lagged well behind those given the A m y  and Airforce. On average between 1925 and 

1938 the RCN received only 15 percent of defence expenditures, a figure which compared very 

unfavourably with the other dominions, particularly Australia and New Zealand which dedicated 

between 47 and 60 percent of their budgets to naval defence. The very Iimited attention given 

Canadian naval defence is illustrated by many comparisons. Table One illustrates the 1925- 193 8 

averages of tonnage and percentages of population within the naval services of several nations in 

comparison to Canada. The relative and real paucity of the Canadian effort is clear. 

Table One3' 

Canada 

Great Britain 

Australia 

1 Argentina 1 111,610 1 11,300 1 .O87 1 9.9 I 

New Zealand 

United States 

After the Munich Crisis of 1938 King's govenunent promised greater attention to naval 

defence. Plans were announced to maintain the navy at a strength of 18 destroyers, 16 minesweepers 

and 8 smaller anti-submarine vessels. By May 1939, these plans had been revised downward. As 

Naval Tonnage 

4,064 

1,159,264 

50,720 

3JC.P. Stacey, The Militaw Problems of Canada. A Survev of Defence Policies and S t ra te~c  Considerations 
Past and Present, (Toronto, 1 940), p. 145. 

10,638 

1,214,758 

3 5 N ~ C  RG 24 (Department of National Defence) Vol. 11463, file: DOR Reports, "An Estimation of 
Canada's Post War Naval Espenditures, August 1 944. 

Personnel 

883 

98,222 

4,287 

1,152 

1 13,603 

% population 

.O084 

.2 12 

.O66 

Tons/Persomiel 

4.6 

11.8 

11.8 

.O76 

.O9 1 

9.2 

10.7 



demonstrated by Marc Milner, the RCN would enter the war a "gun oriented" navy. The fleet 

consisted of thirteen ships, sis of whicli formed a homogeneous flotilla of modem destroyers, the rest 

were minesweepers and training v e ~ s e l s . ~ ~  

King's govement  undertook to purchase new destroyers in Britain. The Fraser and 

St.Laurent, near sisters to the Saauenav, joined the RCN in 1937. With the heightening of 

international tensions the following year, King's govement acquired from England two more 

destroyers, the Ottawa and Restigouche. By that tirne both Canadian industry and the Canadian naval 

staff, particularly the Chief of the Naval Staff Admira1 Percy Nelles, had been agitating for 

construction of large naval vessels in Canada. King's govement did undertake the construction of 

four modem minesweepers, in four separate yards, as a means of enhancing the defence industrial 

base. However, the decision to purchase the destroyers in England rather than to undertake their 

construction in Canada directly affected the course of eventual wartime industrial mobilization of 

Canada's shipyards. Efforts by the RCN and Canadian shipyards to have the govement undertake 

the construction of advanced warships in Canada were repeatedly rebuffed3' By the late 1930s, the 

Canadian government had a modest programme of warsliip acquisition underway, but remaineci 

without any concomitant effort to develop, much less sustain, an advanced shipbuilding industry 

capable of meeting Canada's war requirements. 

Though it marked a new commitment, the dramatic increase in the defence budget was not 

nearly enough to overcome the deficiencies of Canada's military forces. Charles Stacey reflecting 

on the state of the RCN in 1940 remarked "the comparatively lirnited attention given to the navy was 

"Milner, North Atlantic Ru, pp. 8-9; G.N. Tucker, The Naval Service of Canada: Its Official Histoq. 
Volume 1, and Volume. II. Activities On Shore Durinp the Second World War, (Ottawa, 1952), pp. 366-8, 
and p. 22. 

"Discussion of these efforts in National Archives of Canada (NAC) MG 26 52 , (MacKenzie King Papen), 
1~01.256 file N-500 v.3(a). 
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probably the weakest point of Canada's pre-war defence programme. . .."38 AlthOugh the service 

enjoyed real increases to the number of ships in operation, the administrative and technical 

foundations of the RCN remained undeveloped. 

British Admiralty plans looked forward to the naval threat that would exist afier completion 

of both Gemany's and Japan's naval building programmes in 1942. To meet her shipbuilding and 

ship repair requirements Admiralîy pIans called for maintenance of an indusîry employing some half- 

million skilled and semi-skilled workers in some 224 trade specializations. This figure did not 

include unskilled labour or managerial staff, it did not include those necessw for servicing or 

supplying the shipbuilding industry, marine engineering, the production of naval marnent, machine 

tools, general stores, foodstuffs or other such supplies, not to mention making any allowance for the 

transportatioii, inspection, storage, or imports of chief materials or end p r ~ d u c t s . ~ ~  Those figures, 

incomplete as they were, had no paralle1 in Canadian planning. A survey hastily conducted in 1937 

by the Department of Transport concluded simply that Canadian shipyards and marine components 

manufacturers were "found able to meet the demands likely to be placed upon it."40 But when war 

commenced the Deputy Minister of the navy was infomed that neither the RCN, nor any element 

of the govemment possessed a clear view of Canada's shipyard ~apac i ty .~~  When war came the 

govemment largely had to make a standing start at industrial mobilization and develop the apparatus 

to do so. Luckily, Canada would prove able to draw on Admiralty expertise and utilize designs 

38Stacey, The Militarv Problerns of Canada, p. 1 45. 

39G.A.H.Gordon, British Seapower and Procurement between the Wars. A Rea~~raisd of Rearmament, 
(London, 1988), p. 6. 

40NAC RG 24 vol. 2772, file: HS 6619, memo Clyde Caldwell to M.G.O., 20 April 1937. 

41NAC RG 19 (Department of Finance) vol. 3984 file N-2-9, "Memo to Acting Depuy Minister (Naval and 
Air), Novernber 1 7, 193 9. 



prepared for tl~em.~' 

The reluctance to make forma1 defence agreements demonstrated a parallel in preparing 

Canada's industrial base for the demands of war. Canada's industrial mobilization planning was tied 

to a proposal that surfaced in 1937 to make Canada the "arsenal of the British empire." This idea 

gained publicity when the UK Chiefs-of-Staff circulated such a proposa1 on the eve of the 1937 

Imperia1 Conférence. British parliamentary statements and press reports led to wide public 

discussion of the issue. Sir Thomas Inskip, UK Minister for Coordination of Defence, argued before 

the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, that Canada bore "almost certain immunity fiom air attack" 

thus forming a secure bastion for Empire defence production. Although Canadian industrial lobbyists 

proved eager to contribute to Britain's rearmament effort, the Canadian governent  remained wary. 

O.D. Skelton's assessments of these efforts revealed the overriding concerm of the governrnent. 

Argued Skelton, the effort to make Canada the "arsenal of the British Empire" might well nullie 

what irnrnunity from attack Canada then held by challenging "those against whom her amis industry 

may be used to do their utmost to overcome her existing physical and technical irnmunity." Further, 

suc11 undertakings could involve a "war cornmitment in advance," and so tie the hands of the 

Canadian parliament to decide on the participation in war. Such a development, Skelton added, 

"could also be regarded as a linking of Canada with the European military compfes," thus bringing 

the ire of the United States. Though conceding that participation in the British reamament effort 

would stimulate employment, Skelton concluded such production could intetfere with the "real and 

permanent economic interests of the 

In order to prevent being inadvertently drawn into that European military cornplex, the 

42Gordon, British Seapower and Procurement, pp. 272-273. 

4 3 ~ ~ ~  RG 19 vo1.3983, file N-2-4, O.D. Skelton, "Note Respecting the Growth of the Armament Industry 
in Canada," 12 July 1938. Further correspondence in this file rnaintained by the Deputy Minister of Finance 
Dr.W.C. Clark demonstrates the preoccupation of Skelton and the Prime Minister with controlling arms 
manufacture in Canada. 
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g o v e m e n t  from late 1936 took steps to f m l y  conîrol the letting of marnent  contracts in Canada, 

and particuIarly to control the profits of arms manufactuers. Such distrust was not uniquely 

Canadian, but the degree to which the Canadian state moved to separate m s  production froni both 

military organizations and the mysterious back-room dealings of generals, politicians and arms- 

maliers was perhaps unequaled. The whiff of scandal accompanying the first meagre steps at 

Canadian rearmament only partially explains this development. Talk of excess profits and weapons 

and rations scandals had plagued Canadian war production in 19 14- 19 18. New scandals emerged 

almost as soon as the governrnent began espanding the defence program in the late 1930s. In the 

closing months of 1938, the "Bren Gun Scandai" erupted in the press and House. Just as rearmament 

had become a very real concem to the govermnent it was revealed that the Canadian Minister of 

Defence, Ian Mackenzie, was partner to lucrative machine gun contracts for the Canadian anny and 

the United Kingdom. Whatever the detaib of the scandal, it illustrated io King and Skelton the 

probIems of being too closely associated with "arms merchants." For King, at least, it confmed the 

belief in establishing fum civilian control over military orders and production in Canada. 

To avoid future problems an administrative solution was undertaken. The government 

established a body composed of businessmen "with an intimate knowledge of indusirial and 

commercial affairs" responsible for the business, commercial and financial aspects of the defence 

programme."Cornmencing operations in July 1939, the resulting "Defence Purchasing Board" 

achieved little before the Canadian declaration of war against Germany. Nevertheless, these 

measures established an enduring separation of responsibiliîy between the m e d  forces and weapons 

purchasing arm of the government. 

David Mackenzie argues that the well documented "Bren Gu" scanda1 hindered the 

J 4 ~ ~ ~  RG 19, v. 3953, file N-2-3-1, "Further Matennl For Use in Speech" n.d. On the organization of îhe 
Defence Purchasing Board s e ,  NAC RG 28 (Department of Munitions and Supply) vol. 568, file 201-1 pt.2. 
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developrnent of an industrial defence policy in the crucial period before war in Europe e~upted.~' The 

scanda1 may well have served as a coup d'oeil drawing both the attention of the government, press 

and officia1 opposition. While attention was distracted to the rnodalities of goverment contracting, 

little preparation or advanced planning for mobilization was undertaken. Measures in the last months 

of 1938 did include preparation of the "War Book" outlining the various emergency responsibilities, 

should war come, and some thought went towards the legislation to mobilize indus@. The War 

Purchasing Board was still largely being organized when war started. Detailed surveys of plant, 

emergency production designs, the stock piling of strategic materials and machine-tools and the like 

were no where in evidence. 

At the outbreak of the Second World War the production of warships posed particular 

problems for Canadian shipyards. Few shipyards were capable of building even simple large 

rnerchant ships. There was even less capacity to build advanced warships. In 1939 the shipbuilding 

industiy employed roughly 3500 workers, in some 14 large shipyards, and 15 small boat-works. 

Work consisted primarily of ship repairs and salvage, with some construction of small lake freighters, 

tugs, and pIeasure craft. Outdated and inefficient equipment and managerial practices predominated. 

Only a nominal volume of ship-repair work had kept the industry from extinction in the 

1930s. In the fifteen years from 1922 to 1937 Canadian yards constnicted only forty-two steel ships 

of a length esceeding 150 feet. The sources of primary demand are reveakd in the following figures: 

23 of these vessels were canal sized lake freighters, îhree were passenger steamers for the 

St.Lawrence river, six were upper Iakes bulk carriers, with only ten vessels being produced for ocean 

work. Between 1930 and September 1939 Canadian shipyards built only fourteen steel steamers 

exceeding 150 feet in length. Of these, three were for govemment orders, al1 were under 1,800 tons 

gross, and for the lakes and St.Lawrence trades. When the nation scrambled to combat German U- 

45Mackenzie, "The Bren Gun Scandai," p. 140. 
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boats in World War II it found its shipyards blth "grass growing in the launching ways. . . the huge 

gantry's [sic] and cranes gathering mst, much of the expensive machinery in the shops idle for years. 

. . . "46 Most shipyards only survived the inter-war period by undertaking other forms of engineering 

work. Every yard suffered from a lack of skilled Iabour and management staffs. 

Canada's shipping capacity displayed sirnilar weaknesses. Canada ranked either fourth or 

fifth in the volume of world trade. On average between 1925 and 1940 fi@ percent of the value of 

Canadian imports and esports were dependent on seaborne trade.47 International trade was essential 

to Canada's economic and industrial survival. As the Royal Commission on Dominion - Provincial 

Relations reported in early 1940, Canada was "one of the least self-sufficient countries in the 

~ o r l d . " ~ '  In the year ending 3 1 March 1939, 1 16,987 vessels, accounting for some 9O,l6 1,573 dwt 

entered and leA Canadian ports. But few Canadian registered ships participated in the caniage of 

Canadian cargoes to the world. 

For 1939, taking into account al1 the worid's steamships and motor-ships over 100 dwt and 

exclusive of vessels still under sail, world total shipping numbered 29,763 ships with a gross tonnage 

of 68,509,432. Canada, however, possessed a relatively small ocean going merchant marine. Total 

Canadian tonnage in vessels over 100 gross tons approached 1,223,900 tons or some 792 ships, but 

the deep-sea fleet comprised only 250,000 gross tons, placing Canada near the bottom of the list of 

46Canadian ShipbuiIding and Ship Repairing Association, Brief on Sh i~bu i ld in~  (1 944), p. 57. See also, 
Directorate of History, National Defence Headquarters, Ottawa, (hereafter Dhist), 8200 vo1.3. 1939-45, 
"Background Material Re: launchings on Augyst 1 1, 1945 at Montreal and Vancouver." 

47NAC RG 24 vol. 1 1463, file DOR-Reports, "RCN Operational Research Report, No.26, "An Estimation 
of Canada's Post War Naval Expenditure", 1 5 September 1944. See also Brebner, North Atlantic Triande, pp. 
305-309. 

48Report of the Roval Commission on Dominion Provincial Relations. Book 1. Canada: 1867- 1939, (Ottawa, 
1940), p. 179. I am indebted to Robert Bothwell's "Who Paying for hy îh ing  these days? War Production in 
Canada 1939- I 945," in J. Dreizinger, ed. Mobilization for Total War, (Waterloo, 198 1 ), p. 59. 
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world maritime n a t i o n ~ . ~ ~  Ernploying l e s ~  than 500 Canadian seamen, those ships engaged in the 

West Indies, South Pacific and tramp services. Short of being given help fi-om her allies, these 

vessels were the only Canadian registered deep-sea fkeight operators available for mobilization to 

meet Canada's strategic shipping requirement~.~~ Problems of dependence on ships of other nations 

becarne apparent soon after the outbreak of war. 

In 1939, despite the efforts of William Lyon Mackenzie King and his Liberal administration 

not to accept Empire defence commitments, Canada remained part of the British Empire. Canada 

may have been a wholly independent and sovereign nation state, but economically, industrially and 

psychologically it remained very much within and dependent on the British Empire. That Empire 

relationship was perhaps no more strongly illustrateci than by the British domination of most sectors 

of Canadian maritime trade and defence. Adrnittedly, the growing trade relationship with the United 

States off-set that domination somewhat, but Canada's seaborne relationships were very largely 

dictated by the Empire connection. In matters of defence the Dominion possessed an exceedingly 

small standing army, a virhially weapon-less Militia, a srnall airforce and a professional navy with 

very few ships and less than 1500 personnel. In matters of trade, Canadian goods that were not 

destined for the United States were generally plied within the Empire, carried in British registered 

ships. These patterns were sorely tested by the war. 

4'WAC RG 46, vol. 1272, file "Shipping-Post War Policy," di.& of comments prepared for Honourable 
James A. MacKinnon, Minister of Trade and Commerce, "Canadian Shipping and the War", January 1945. 

50At the outbreak of war Canadian flagged ocean tonnage over 2000 bw,r numbered only some 30 vessels 
with a total capacity of 250,000 tons. Ten of these vessels were owned and operated by Canadian National 
Stcamship lines, engaged primarily in ihe Canada- British West Indies trade; nine oil tankers owned and 
operated by Imperial Oil Limited; three oil and coal carriers operated by DOSCO; and, two vessels were 
Canadian Pacific Railway trans-Pacific liners operating on the antipodean m. The remaining six vessels were 
engaged in and suitable only for coastal work. The tanker trade is generally deah as a very distinct segment 
of the shipping industry and not addressed within discussions of the merchant marine. See, Margaret Hogar., 
Esso Mariners. A Historv of Imwenal Oil's Fleet O~erations from 1899-1 980, (Toronto: Imperial Oil Limited, 
1980). 



CHAPTER THREE 

The Price of Admiralty 

The Battle of the Atlantic from 1939 to 1945 posed heavy demands on the Canadian shipbuilding 

industry, merchant marine and navy. To fight the Atlantic campaign the Canadian Navy undertook 

the largest expansion of any navy during the war, rising fiom six fleet units to over 400 by war's end. 

An almost equally massive mobilization in merchant shipbuilding also occurred. Moreover, to meet 

Canada's strategic requirements a Canadian owned and manned merchant marine was re-established. 

Such expansion was neither seamless nor painless. The undertaking to create a rnerchant marine 

came only after rnonths of protest fiom Canadian industry and the apparent failure of allied shipping 

pool arrangements to fùlfil Canadian requirements. The mobilization of the shipbuilding industry 

was possible only with tremendous technical assistance fiom Britain. More telling of the inadequacy 

of prewar preparations were the severe technical demands placed on the Canadian navy. Found 

wanting by her allies, the RCN's escort forces were withdrawn fiom the centre of the Battle of the 

Atlantic at its height in early 1943. Merchant shipping and shipbuilding faced sirnilar crises in 1943. 

Whatever the rnany challenges confionteci in 1943, Canada came to possess the world's 

third largest navy, third largest merchant marine, and a major shipbuilding industry. The six years 

of war at sea between 1939 and 1945 was the defining experience for the Canadian navy and the 

catalyst for the creation of an integrated maritime policy. Although the ultirnate post-war survival 

of that policy was by no means guaranteed in 1945, the legacy of World War II -- its lessons and 

physical infrastnicture -- would establish the foundations of Canada's post-war naval and maritime 



policy. The test of war demonstrateci the inadequacy of Canada's preexisting policies, but 

determining what the legacies of the war should be was not a simple matter.' 

During the early stages of the war there was little demonstration that pre-war policy was 

unsound. From 1939 to the summer of 1940, while the Phoney War was at fidl stall, Canadian 

resources met little test. Until the fa11 of France in June 1940 Canadian industrial and military 

mobilization remained quite limited. Mackenzie King's policy of limited liability entailed only a 

moderate mobilization of military forces. Moreover, despite continuing suspicions about the 

international arms trade, King preferred a policy of providing arms rather than troops to Bntain and 

France. With the fa11 of France, Canada stood as Britain's principal CO-belligerent. Limited Iiability 

would not do, but there was no handy spigot to tum on Canadian mobilization. The War Supplies 

Board proved an alrnost instant failure. Superseding it came the Departnient of Munitions and 

Supply, Establishing the basic organization of the Department under the leadership of C.D. Howe 

was on1y beginning when France fell. The department entered a long phase of learning by doing. 

Similar strictures applying to the mobilization of manpower have been well esamined over the years 

and need no recounting here.* The transition fiom the policy of limited liability and unrefined 

cornmitment to mobilization for total war naturally tested pre-existing arrangements. Many 

unforeseen hurdles were encountered. It is moot that the lack of foresight resulted fiom lack of 

forethought. The test of war upon the basic elements of Canada's maritime policy, particularly the 

shipbuilding industty, the merchant marine and the Royal Canadian Navy demanded that what had 

not been prepared in peace had to be prepared in war. 

In al1 three sectors the measures of growth are astounding. The Canadian flagged merchant 

'Judging pre-war policy according to the test of war should strike the average reader as rather ahistorical. 
The term test is used here not judgementally, but comparatively, to refer to how much and what type of change 
to policy the war promoted. The principles for such a test are well established see, Arthur Marwick, ed., Total 
War and Social Change, (New York, 1989). 

'See, J.L. Granaistein, Canada's War. 



marine rose from one of less than 100,000 gross register tons to nearly 3.5 million tons, making it 

the third largest merchant marine in the world by 1945. Shipbuilding made sirnilar gains. In 1939 

only a few yards were capable of building major merchant or naval ships. Outdated and inefficient 

equipment and managenal capacity predominated. But wartime demand swelled the industry's ranks. 

By late 1943, when construction peaked, there were 25 major and 65 minor shipyards. Employrnent 

in the industry rose fi-om about 3,600 in 1939 to peak at over 75,000 in 1943 . 3  Al1 told the industry 

produced over a thousand vessels. With war espenditures of some 1.2 billion dollars, production 

included 383 naval vessels, and 395 merchant ships and hundreds of lesser marine crafI4 

The growth of the Royal Canadian Navy was equally phenornenal. Once war came Canada's 

naval strength in men and ships grew very rapidly, total rnanpower eventually surpassed that of the 

pre-war Royal Navy. At the close of hostilities, only the United States and Britain surpassed 

Canada's contribution to allied naval power. From war's start to end the Canadian navy assisted in 

escorting nearly 222,000,000 deadweight tons of cargo from North America to Europe. Canada's 

ships had convoyed across the stretches of the Atlantic, assisted operations in the Mediterranean, and 

served as escorts for supplies to northem Russia. At the height of the Battle of the Atlantic the 

Canadian navy contributeci fi@ percent of al1 close escorts for convoys between North America and 

the United Kingdom. Equally phenomenal, the navy's manpower increased from the 3 12 officers, 

and 3,292 ratings -- regular and reserve -- to reach by March i945,3,604 officers, and over 95,000 

ratings. In cornparison to the small fleet on hand when the war started which had to be augmented 

'NAC RG 28 (Munitions and Supply) R2-R8, Vol. 862, "Canada's industrial War Effort," d s  pp. 97-99, 
(Department of Finance, 1947). 

4NAC RG 49 (Department of Defence Production) Vol. 547, f.200-13-337 v. 1 ., Joint Intelligence Board 
(Canada), National Intelligence Survey, Shipbuilding, MS-Sec. 64, (August 1953). On the politics of 
shipbuilding dwing the war see, DMst., F.N. Smith, "History of the British Admiralty Mission in Canada," 
British Admiralty Technical Mission, 1946. E.R. Forbes lends a very critical eye to Howe and shipbuilding 
contracts in "Consolidating Disparity: The Maritimes and the Industrialization of Canada During the Second 
World War," Acadiensis, (Spring 1986): 1 5:2: 3-27. 
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by thirteen l u x ~  yachts smuggled past United States customs for conversion into coastal patrol 

vessels, the RCN's fleet by the end of March 1945 included 939 vessels.' Of these, 373 were 

warships, including cruisers, aircraft carriers, destroyers, figates, corvettes, minesweepers, coastal 

patroI vessels, and numerous small craft. Although prima.dy a small ship navy designed for convoy 

protection, the RCN's fleet made a significant contribution to the offensive power of the allies and 

by 1945 was on its way to developing into a large balanced fleet capable of tram-Pacific carrier 

operations. 

The growth in al1 three sectors, shipping, shipbuilding and the navy, marked very 

considerable wartime achievement. The rapidity of growth, and sheer numbers obtained, shouid not 

confuse the observation that the demands of war were considerably underestimated in pre-war 

assessrnents of Canada's needs. That the test of war was met with dispatch does not dispel the 

argument that pre-war planning provided a very poor fondation on which to build. The gross 

numbers may belie the point, but the espansion of industry and the navy was not without major 

problems. No definitive account of those difficulties exists, but a number of identifiable problerns 

of wartime administration and material proved of lasting significance for Canadian maritime policy. 

For clarity, the review of these related problems is divided into a discussion of the development of 

Canadian naval policy, and problems of war finance, administration, and material. 

The Challenge to Trade 

The German campaign against ocean trade sought to choke off vital supplies to Britain. In 1939 

Britain imported an estirnated 55 million tons of goods by sea. To c a q  these goods Britain 

'On the secret mission to secure yachts for conversion in Canada see, NAC MG 27 III B20 Rt.Hon. C.D. 
Howe Papers, (cited hereafler as Howe Papers), vol. 52 f 5-14-2, "Interirn Report No. 1 ," 27 April 1940, and 
attached. 



rnaintained the largest merchant marine in the world, comprising over 3000 vessels for oceanic 

service and 1000 large coastal vessels, comprising in total some 21 million deadtveight tons 

(~apacity).~ Over 160,000 merchant mariners kept this fleet in service. In peace, this merchant 

marine camed the trade of much of world; in war, the state cxercised strict control over its 

movements and use through the British Ministry of War Transport (BMWT). 

To ensure Britain's strategic needs were met the BMWT established a scheme of 

requisitioning, ship charters and wartirne insuraice.' Under this programme, ships long on 

commercial service elsewhere in the world were called to meet the needs of Britain. Without 

consultation with the Canadian government the BMWT appointed Sir Edward Beatty, President of 

Canadian Pacific Railway, "Controller of Sbipping in Canada." Under this authority many Canadian 

liner services hlfilled by vessels on UK regisîq were taken out of their regular services. The entire 

CP Shipping line felI under the direction of the British Adrn~ralty. Canadisin National Steamships 

on regular service to the West Indies were also al1 requisitioned by the United Kingdom government. 

In total CP and CN steamships contributed over one-half million gras  tons of shipping, mostly in 

the form of passenger liners to the UK government. Of the twenty-two liners contributed only seven 

returned to commercial service in 1945.8 Al1 commercial trade was disrupted by Britain's 

requisitioning programme. The regular export of 10,000 tons per month of newsprint to the far-east 

and Australasia was cut by seveniy-five percent. The annual importation of 3,000,000 irnperial 

gallons of molasses to Montreal fiom the West Indies was disrupted when the tankers used in this 

6Figures denved fi-om John Keegan, The Second World War, (New York, 1989), p. 104. 

' S .  McKee Rosen, The Combined Boards of the Second World War. An Esweriement in International 
Administration, (New York, 195 1 ),passim. See also C.B.A. Behrens, Merchant Shiouinn and the Dernands 
of War, (London, 1955), pp. 284-359. 

'On the appointment of Beatty see, NAC RG 46 (Department of Transport), vol. 1272, f Ship Licensing 
Board, letter British High Commission to O.D. Sicelton, 2 Novernber 1939. On CP ships see, George Musk, 
Canadian Pacific, pp. 43-44, and 236; on CNS see, Felicity Hannington, The Ladv Boats, pp. 99-133. 
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trade were requistioned. The pre-~inter stockpihg of 70,000 tons of bauxite for the Alurninum 

Company of Canada (ALCOA) was jeopardized when Britain took the ships regularly employed. 

Regular service to South Africa from Montreal and Halifax was cancelled when the ships went into 

British service. The export of 30,000 bushels of wheat to South Arnerica was also cancelled when 

the regular ships became unavailable. At the close of 1939 there remaineci no defmite provisions or 

arrangements "for the allotment of pnority space which may be required by Canadian exporters. . .."' 

In the early stages of the war chartering ships of other registry was possible. However, the initial 

months of the war witnessed a tremendous escalation in shipping rates. In Canada this rate spiral was 

made worse because as a belligerent power extra insurance and other guarantees became necessary. 

In many instances insurance could not be had at any price. By Decernber 1940 less than eight percent 

of the world's ocean tonnage lay available for charter to belligerent waters." 

Although trade on Canada's Atlantic Coast was irnrnediately disnipted, it wns shielded from 

many economic pressures because allied shipping controls and convoys were put into effect almost 

immediately after the war began. To manage what shipping was available a system of controls and 

licenses was established by a Decernber 1939 Order-in-Council under the newly formed Canadian 

Shipping Board (CSB). To meet Canadian requirements, and augment deep-sea tonnage, the CSB 

imposed progressively stricter controls over al1 ships of 100 gross tons, or greater, trading in 

Canadian waters. Many inland lakes vessels were converted to allow for operations in coastal 

regions, and some for overseas work. Humed pwchases, the technical seizure in prix of five 

Danish vessels, the requisition of four French vessels, the outright seizure of one Italian and one 

German vesse1 increased the Canadian controlled merchant fleet in the opening stages of the war. 

%AC RG 46, vol. 1272, f. "Ship License Board", memo J. Bawden and Commander J. Heenan, 7 October, 
1939. 

'"Harbour and Shiouing, (December 1940) :23: 12: 365. 



Normal load restrictions were also removed. The Canadian Shipping Board surveyed al1 obsolete 

vessels, and even derelict hdks found in Canada were assessed for the possibility of refurbishing 

these craft for caoriage trades. Moreover, strict control over the allocation of shipping space was 

irnposed through import restrictions and other measures adopted by the Canadian Shipping Priorities 

Cornmittee. 

Even with these rneasures Canada's foreign trade requirements could not be met by the 

sources under Canadian control. Only good cooperation with the British Ministry of War Transport 

and, later, the Arnerican Wartime Shipping Authority (WSA) ensured the continuous supply of 

vessels for Canada's strategic requirements. Even before entering the war the United States extended 

protection of merchant shipping to vessels in the Atlantic by transfemng ships from UK to neutral 

US registry. As well, the US provided carriage to many essential Canadian cargoes through US 

ports. As 1941 closed Canada was "increasingly dependent on the United States for shipping 

space. "" 

The Canadian West Coast proved a wholly different matter. Prior to America's entry into the 

war the Pacific m a n  trades operated primarily on a peace-time footing. Canadian producers wishing 

to esport fiom Vancouver, Port Moody, New Westminster, Prince Rupert, or other B.C. ports, faced 

increased insurance rates that iil sorne instances rose 900 percent. Canadian esporters were only 

cushioned from these increases if their ships were operating under British merchant shipping 

controls. The Canadian govemment did not introduce its own maritime war risk insurance until after 

the start of the Pacific War." Moreover, US law prevented Arnerican registered ships from trading 

"NAC MG 26 54 Rt. Hon. W.L.M. King Papers (hereafter cited as King Papers), vol. 416 f. 4002, report 
of Economic Advisory Cornmittee, 7 October 194 1, and on the transfer to neutral regisîry see, correspondence 
UK High Comrnissioner to Norman Robertson, June -July 194 1. 

12NAC RG 46 vol. 1 272, f. War Risk Insurance, correspondence regarding bill 56, 3rd session, 19th 
Parliament, 6 George VII, 1942. On insurance rates for various routes, see, Harbour and Shiv~ine, (March 
1943): 135. 
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in belligerent waters. No allied convoy scheme operated on the ~ e s t  coast to ensure the continuation 

of normal, let alone essential trades, though the latter were given consideration under the Atlantic 

shipping control scheme. The west coast consequently became the birîh place to a vocal lobby 

demanding the govement  undertake the building of merchant ships to cany their g ~ o d s . ' ~  The most 

notable advocate was B.C. industrialist and lumber baron, H.R. MacMillan. He gained a national 

forum when in June 1940 C.D. Howe appointed him national "Tirnber Controller." MacMillan used 

the opportunity to cnticize Canadian mobilization in general, and the failures of C.D. Howe in 

particular. In November 1940, arnid growing public debate about Canadian mobilization, MacMillan 

gained appointment to the head of the War Requirements Board with the first task to study the 

management and progress of Canadian rnobilization. 

Wider problems of war production had been stirring debate in the press and House. Fuelling 

this uider clamour was the realization the war was not going well. Despite setbacks on the battlefield 

mobilization for total war appeared incomplete. Despite its desperate plight British orders in Canada 

were slow in coming and subject to ciramatic changes in p~iority.'~ To sort out British orders and 

intentions C.D. Howe sailed to the United Kingdom in late 1940. It proved an eventful voyage. 

Howe luckily swived the loss of the liner, the Western Prince, to a German torpedo on 14 December 

1940. His close advisor Gordon Scott was not so fortunate. Ever after Howe showed dogged 

determination to see Canada make a major contribution to the war in the Atlantic. The trip to London 

also gave Canada the first complete blueprint of British requirements for 1941-42. Canadian 

industrial mobilization thereafter moved into fùll swing." 

"See for instance, Vancouver City Archives, Wilson Family Papers, MSS 362 v. 42, f. 8, "1 941 -42 War 
Contracts Cornmittee," letter re: "Shipbuilding in Canada," 23 May 1940. 

140n Britain's reluctance to place orders in Canada and the confusion of priorities see, Bothwell and 
Kilbourn, C.D. Howe, pp. 130-1 35 and passim. 

'5Bothwell and Kilbourn, C.D. Howe, pp. 142- 143. 



For Howe, too, al1 was not well on the home front. While Howe was away MacMillan 

completed his report. Critical elements found their way to the press, al1 fuelling speculation that 

MacMillan desired Howe's job. Whatever the tnith of the matter, Howe disarrned his critic by 

appointing him to a valuable new position -- Director General: Wartime Merchant Shipbuilding.'" 

When conceived, this new agency aimed to build vessels primarily for foreign sale and operation, 

yet within the year Howe and the Cabinet endorsed a major programme of building new vessels for 

Canadian control and operation. The problems of production are recounted later in this chapter; for 

the moment the decision to build a Canadian merchant marine requires fuller examination. 

Despite the development of Anglo-American shipping coordinathg authorities, and the 

Canadian Shipping Board, Canadian needs were in constant danger of being overlooked. Through 

late 1940 and well into 194 1 Britain and the United States engaged in a long running dispute over 

ship allocations." The Canadian Shipping Board encountered progressive difficulty having tonnage 

assigned by the allied boards for anythrng more than absolutely essential needs. In light of these 

difficulties, the Canadian Shipping Board recommended to Cabinet that Canada undertake to build 

merchant ships for export to our allies, and to fmish vessels for Canadian control and supply of 

domestic requirements. The Board's recommendation must be taken as a measure of the problem. 

It was not in the Board's mandate to make such policy suggestions -- as the issue 1ay beyond their 

assigned responsibility. 

in early March 194 1, the CSB first recornmended building and retaining vessels on Canadian 

registry. Within Cabinet opposition to this proposal was led by Howe. First, it was argued our allies 

'%, "Need War Chief," Financial Post (Toronto), 23 November 1940, p. 26; Votes and Proceedings, House 
of Cornrnons, 27 February 1 94 1, Hansard, 26 February 194 1, pp 1055-57; this entire discussion is drawn fiom 
Bothwell and Kilbourn, C.D. Howe, pp. 14 1, 146-149. The H.R. MacMillan Papers, housed in the Special 
Collections, Main Library, University of British Columbia, appear to offer a tremendous arnount of material 
on this crucial period, and Wartirne Merchant Shipbuilding, but were closed to this researcher. 

"See, Rosen, The Combined Boards. and Behrens, Merchant S h i ~ ~ i n g  and the Demands of War, pp. 284- 
359. 



would provide for our needs. Howe undertook to impress our allies to pay attention to our needs. 

Second, the Canadian inter-war rnerchant shipping experience had demonstrated to C.D. Howe that 

any Canadian merchant marine would face daunting commercial prospects. Third, Howe preferred, 

if possible, to export vessels to the United States to eam hard currency. War finance was already 

causing very grave problems for the govemment. lncreased sales of major items of capital equipment 

and bulk cornmodities were being pursued. Howe was even then developing a major scheme to 

develop merchant shipbuilding to fil1 Amencan demand. This led shortly to the formation of 

Wartime Merchant Shipbuilding and the appointment of MacMillan to its head. Sales to the United 

States were of particular importance because they served as a valuable source for American dollars 

essential for purchases of war materials and the Canadian balance of payments. In light of Howe's 

resistance to supporting a Canadian merchant marine and the promise of developing the American 

export market, the government deferred on the CSB request. The recommendation gained a second 

hearing within the year.'' 

Canadian reliance on allied shipping becarne most precarious following the opening of the 

Pacific War in December 194 1. Rather than ease the conflict over shipping resources being waged 

between British and Amencan authorities, the American entry into the war saw positions harden. 

The Anglo-American debate was made worse by the heightening of the U-boat carnpaign off 

American waters. Prior to 1942 an average of two million tons of shipping was lost per year to 

enemy action. In 1942 losses jurnped to eight million tons.Ig Racked by interna1 debates and 

increased demands, the aflied shipping pool mangement proved incapable of meeting Canada's 

strategic needs. Vessels for the movement of essential wmmodities, such as oil, bauxite and coal 

'%AC RG 25 (ExTemal AfFairs), vol. 1984 f. 1 1 14 pt.3, letter L. D. Wilgress, Chairman CSB, to Howe, and 
reply Howe to Wilgress, 23 January and 27 January 1942. Both letters discuss the earlier proposal. 

lgSee Marc Miher, "The Battle of the Atlantic," Journal of Strategic Studies, (March 1990): 13:1:45-66. 



suitable for coking operations were in perilous ~upply. '~ Oil was perhaps the most pressing shortage. 

Approxirnately 50 percent of Canadian needs were filled by tankers canying fuels fiom the 

Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico. On 1 April the government began gasoline rationing. Later that 

month the Royal Canadian Navy began escorting oil convoys for its own requirements through the 

Caribbean to Columbia and Venezuela." By late 1942, over 50 percent of the initiai Canadian 

merchant tonnage had been l o s t . ' ~ r o m  49 vessels available in rnid-1940 the Canadian ocean fleet 

had been reduced to 25 by early 1943.23 Disruption of West Coast commerce had been one thing, 

disruption of the war effort was quite another. Facing this problem, Howe moved to accept the 

recommendations of the CSB to buiId merchant ships for Canada's own needs. 

Initially, ten vessels were laid down for Canada's needs, but the numbers quickly increased. 

Forined by Order-in-Council, 8 April 1942, Park Stearnships Company Limited became responsible 

for taking over Canada's new cargo ships. The Company operated by assigning these new vessels to 

private operating companies which becarne responsible for the economy of the vessels and the 

remittance of profits in escess of the operating fee. Al1 Park Stearnships remained subject to 

assignment by the Canadian Shipping P riorities Board. Though subject to oversight by higher allied 

shipping control bodies, the vessels served as credit within the allied shipping pool. These vessels 

greatIy relieved the shortage of space available to Canadian priori& cargoes and served as a lever in 

dealing with the allied shipping boards; the allies could either ensure carriage of Canadian goods 

'OD/Hist. (UK Ministry of War Transport) MT 59/379, see on oil and bauxite, "Extract fiom Anglo- 
Arnerican Shipping Adjustments -- Progress Reports," 7 May, 1942, and 2 1 May 1942. On Britain's awareness 
of Canadian concems and the Canadian disappointment with allied arrangements see, cabIe, British Minisq 
of Shipping Mission, New York to "Ship Minder," London, 23 May 1942. 

"Robert C. Fisher, "'We'll Get Our Own': Canada and the Oil Shipping Crisis of 1 942," The Northem 
MarinerLe Marin du Nord, (April 1 993):3:2: 33-39. 

"These tosses accounted for thirteen Canadian owned vessels, four newly purchased and eight prize or 
requisitioned vessels. 

23NAC RG 46 vol. 127 1 file, Post War Planning "Canada's Merchant Fleet" March 1943. 
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through assignment of vessels, or watch the Canadians employ ships ineffi~iently.'~ Realizhg the 

many advantages of this form of operation prompteci the government to move well beyond the initial 

ten vesse1 programme. Park Stearnships eventually controlled over 1 15 merchanî vessels, manned 

by some 12,000 Canadian merchant mariners.*' Moreover, Canada retained ownership of many 

vessels loaned to Britain. Through these steps, Canada's merchant fleet had risen from virtual 

extinction to become the fourth largest in the world by 1945. 

The Value And Challenges of Shipbuilding 

The growth of Canada's merchant fleet was made possible by Canada's shipbuilding programme. By 

the end of the war some twenty-five major yards were in operation. Nearly 80,000 thouand workers 

directly filled these and the lesser plants. Without counting the thousands of repair and 

modemkation jobs that monopolized the shipyards at Halifax and Saint John for most of the war, the 

Canadian shipbuilding industry produced nearly 3.5 million tons of merchant shipping, and some 

three-hundred odd ships of war. Nearly moribund at the start of the war, the industry was nearly self- 

suffkient in technical expertise and local manufacture of al1 major marine components, at least for 

merchant vessels, by 1945. The shipbuilding programmes peaked by the rniddle of 1943 when the 

shipyards were Iaunching some 14 ships per month. Whereas, the first large îreighter took 210 days 

to build, it was possible by the end of 1943 to buiId this ciass in 38 d a y ~ . ' ~  

'4NAC RG 2 , 7 c  Privy Council Office, Cabinet War Commitiee, (hereafler CWC), ~01.8, Cab. Doc #112, 
A.D.P. Heeney to Howe, 5 March 1942. 

2JHarbour and Shiuuing, (September 1946): 439. RG 46 vol. 1272, file "Shipping -- Post War Policy," text 
of speech by Honourable Jas MacKinnon, Minister of Trade and Commerce, "Canadian Shipping and the War," 
9 January 1945. 

26For details of  construction see, the unpublished history of shipbuilding found in NAC RG 28 vo1.7, file 
21, "Wartime Merchant Shipping." 



The value of ship production to îhe Canadian war effort cannot be measured in ships alone. 

Though each ship for the allies rnay have been an invaluable commodity, the fact is that the real 

monetary value attached to these ships made them very important to the financial management of the 

Canadian war effort, parti'cularly through the dark months of 1941 when Canada was Britain's main 

declared aHy and source of North American supply. 

A Canadian financial crisis developed in December 1940 when Britain ceased gold payrnents 

to Canada. Rather than paying in specie, Britain began financing purchases by selling UK-held 

Canadian portfolio investments, primarily in the United States." This transformation in capital 

ownerships, Howe reported to Cabinet, threatened "seriously upsetting normal trade relations" vis 

c i  vis Canada and the USA in the post-war era.28 Further, British goId had traditionally off-set 

Canadian purchases in the United States. To forestall a greater fuiancial crisis, Canada extended a 

one-billion dollar loan to the UK. Britain, however, threatened to quickly exhaust the loan. Canada 

faced the position of having to extend unsecurecl financing for al1 British war purchases in Canada. 

American lend-lease arrangements could be extended to Canada. But acceptance of the offer would 

have required the government to sell-off Canadian investrnents in the United States, a measure that 

wodd also have serious post-war implications and one never favoured by the cabinet. 

Canadian shipbuilding potential played a major role in alleviating these strictures. From 

August 1940 forma1 defence ties with the United States had been undertaken through the Ogdensburg 

"NAC RG 2,7c vo1.3, CWC minutes, 13 March 1941. By March 1941 Britain's current account deficit with 
Canada promised to reach 1.5 billion dollars for the year. A11 purchases made in Canada for Bntain since 
Decernber had been frnanced by the Canadian govement. This additional burden prornised to increase 
govement spending for the year to reach 60 percent of the national product. The introduction of Iend-lease 
by the United States compounded these diaculties by promising to divert British orders frorn Canadian 
manufactures, thus decreasing the national product and increasing the govenunent share of spending 
proportionally, making it more dflicult to finance the Canadian defence programme. 

280n the implications of selling Canadian owned American securities in exchange for lend-lease aid "thus 
seriousiy upsetting normal trade relations," see, Howe Papers, vol. 196, file: "Prime Minister 194 1-5 1 " (11, 
letter, Howe to Mackenzie King, 8 April 194 1. 



Agreement. With the establishment of more formal ties, however, King's government gahed a 

speedy hearing from President Roosevelt. With the financial cisis brewing, King proposed to 

Roosevelt a scheme for balancing defence purchases between the two nations. With liîtle change to 

King's original proposal to ease Canada's balance of trade problem, Roosevelt signed the Hyde Park 

Agreement on 20 April 194 1. The agreement pledged that the United States would off-set Canadian 

purchases in the USA by American purchases of defence products from Canada. Nevertheless, 

depending heavily on Arnerican production to fiilfil both British wôr orders placed through Canada 

and to meet purely Canadian needs, Canada was hard pressed to fmd major items for esport to the 

USA. Small warships and Iarge merchant ships proved the major exceptions. Shipbuilding promised 

to provide the major rnanufactured good sold to the United States under the Hyde Park agreement. 

On the heels of its signing the United States Maritime Commission placed an "open order" for a11 the 

ships Canada "cared to deIiver." When first undertaken the shipbuilding programme promised to 

account for about two-thirds of the funds made available by the Hyde Park Agreement, totalling 

nearly two-billion  dollar^.'^ Following the outbreak of the war against Japan US purchases of other 

Canadian commodities increased thus reducing the importance of Canadian shipbuilding; 

nevertheless, the building programme undertaken in early 1941 remained of enduring strategic value 

by helping to maintain a healty trade balance. 

Beyond the strategic significance of Canada's shipyard capacity was the usefulness of the 

ships. The choice of ship type owed much to the preliminary designs and estimates developed by 

the British Admiralty Technical Mission which furnished the plans. The two basic %es settled on 

were the 9,300 dwr North Sands type, generally referred to as 10,000 tonners, and the 4,700 dwt 

"Sec NAC RG 2,7c, CWC, on financial problems and restriction of Iend-lease see, volume 3, minutes 26 
February to 27 March; on Hyde Park see, Vol. 4, minutes 2 1 April 194 1, and on terms of the Arnerican order 
see, vol. 8, 1 2 February 1942. In June 1942 the open order was closed at 100 ships. For greater elaboration 
of Canada's financial problems and balance of trade difficulties see, J.L. Granatstein, How Britain's Weakness 
Forced Canada into the Arms of the United States, (Toronto, 1988), pp.32-37, but he is quiet on the role of 
shipbuilding. 



coastal packet Gray type. Both were coal- fired steamers designed for rapid constmction at relatively 

primitive shipyar~ls.~~ The director of merchant shipbuilding recomrnended concentrathg production 

on the smaller 4,700 ton Gray type because "when the world is at peace again" they would fmd a 

much better operating market. The navy, however, objected to that recommendation. Instead, the 

Naval Staff favoured building the larger class despite whatever problerns of commercial viability that 

might present in the post-hostilities era. On this question Howe deferred to the n a ~ y . ~ '  In any event 

their basic plans required extensive modification to allow for Canadian manufacturing practices and 

to substitute for items which were in short supply. These many changes seriously delayed 

production; the frst ship was rushed to completion at Canadian Vickers in late December 1941, 

many months ahead of any following ship. 

The delays experienced by both the naval and merchant building programmes infomed many 

of the arguments that surfaced in Ottawa during planning discussions of Canada's post-war maritime 

policy. It is essential for the later discussion of post-war planning to look at some of the reasons for 

delay. The merchant and naval shipbuilding programmes, though managed between late 1941 and 

early 1944 by separate sub-agencies of Munitions and Supply, experienced similar problems. For 

the moment the naval and merhcant programmes are addressed as one.32 The administrative 

'%e North Sands type had a length between perpendiculars of 4 16 feet, employing coal-fued Scotch marine 
boilers. The hull underwent major modification by enclosing the shelter deck the àwt increased from 9,300 to 
about 10,350 tons and length increased to 435. With these r n ~ ~ c a t i o n s  vessels built for the United States 
incorporated an oil plant and water tube boilers ihese vessels became Victory ships. By the end of war work 
commenced on a Canadian hybrid capable of oil or coal stearning known as the Canadian me. The 4,700 ton 
Gray was mal fired with an over-al1 length of 328 feet. They underwent modifkation to the Dominion type 
by addition of a 'tween deck and installation of improved cargo handling gear. See, NAC RG 28 vol. 7, file 
2 1, Wartime Merchant Shipping. 

"NAC RG2-7c, CWC vo1.3, Letter R.A.C. Henry, Chaiman Wartime Requirements Board to CD. Howe 
27 February 194 1 ; letter, Acting Deputy Minister for Naval Service io Secretary Wartime Requirements Board, 
24 February 1 94 1 ; letter D.R. CarswelI to C.D. Howe, 20 February 194 1 ; and, minutes, C WC 5 March 1 94 1. 

'*The first naval orders placed for Munitions and Supply were handled by Wtirtime Merchant Shipbuilding. 
In late 194 1, however, the newly formed Naval Shipbuilding Division of Munitions and Supply assurneci 
responsibiIity for naval contracts. 
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apparatus within the navy, and the Canadian govemment, notably the Department of Munitions and 

Supply, required very extensive deveiopment. For naval production Howe insisted on keeping to the 

principle established before the war that a civil agency should handle defence pr~duction.~~ Both the 

navy and Munitions and Supply had to develop the means of liaison and technical exchangc between 

one another, and with the Adrniralty, and British industry. The inadequacy of these ties at war's 

commencement resulted in numerous delays, confusion, and lack of coordination. 

After the evacuation of Dunkirk, shipping losses in the Atlantic became so gave the United 

Kingdom moved to greatly increase its merchant shipbuilding efforts. Until those events no British 

and few Canadian orders liad been placed with Canadian shipyards. Afier surveying North American 

shipbuilding yards, the British Technical Merchant Shipbuilding Mission ordered twenty-sis 10,000 

dwt cargo ships from three of Canada's largest shipyards. Ordered in December 1 940, little practical 

work was completed before the reorganization of the Canadian mobilization effort, which saw the 

appointment of H.R. MacMillan, in early 1941. As director of shipbuilding, MacMiIlan created the 

administrative apparatus to control contracting practices, and established new supervisory and 

coordination sub-branches for the construction and assembly of ships and the management of 

shipyards and other essential plants. Wartime Merchant Shipping Limited assumed responsibility 

for administerhg the British orders and placed new orders for the Canadian Department of Munitions 

and Supply. 

The British orders received by late 1940 were for 88 10,000 dwt ships and five 4,700 ton 

ships, To meet that demand Canadian shipyard capacity required rapid expansion and modemization. 

As of April 194 1 only four shipyards, with a total of nine berths, were capable of building 10,000 

dwt vessels. Moreover, the dimensions of these ships precluded building on the Great Lakes, where 

some of the most modern facilities could be found. Off the lakes, the most modern yards judged 

"NAC Howe Papers, vol. 1524 f. 1222, Howe to MacDonald, 16 June 194 1. 
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capable of building these vessels were Canadian Vickers at Montreal with three berths, Davie 

Shipbuilding & Repairing Company Lirnited at Lauzon Quebec with two berths, Burrard Dry Dock 

Company at Vancouver with two berths, Prince Rupert Dry Dock with two berths and three srnaller 

yards on the west coast, showed potential for rapid mobilization. In the east, Marine Industries 

Limited at Sorel, Quebec, prornised to develop a capacity for the largest v e ~ s e l s . ~ ~  Furthemore, 

skilled manpower was in critical shortage. To overcome the acute shortage of skilled draughtsmen 

and craftsrnen, it had proveii essential by late 1940 to draw key men fkom British shipyards and 

introduce an intensive training programme in Canada.3s Through these methods the first major 

merchant ship was delivered at the end of 194 1. 

Serious delays continued through 1942, however. A s w e y  of both merchant and naval ship 

production problems undertaken in rnid- 1942 disclosed three major reasons for the delays. First was 

dependence on British-supplied plans. Their delivery proved slow with many details proving either 

incomplete or requiring conversion to Canadian standards.36 Second, Canada maintained insufficient 

technical staff to oversee construction. Experts lent to Canada or sent to oversee building of vessels 

for Admiraky account greatly reduced the impact of this problem but it remained pressing. For 

instance, al1 questions of alterations or interpretations of plans for the naval programme had to be 

handled by Naval Headquarters rather than inadequately trained local yard overseers. This delayed 

production and overburdened the headquarters staff. In part to off-set this problem, the standards 

dernanded of the shipyards were greatly reduced. Whereas normal naval practice was to demand 

greater system redundancy and very high standards of components and testing, (to prevent 

3 4 T ~ o  other eastern yards appemed capable of rapid expansion, or of building smaller cargo vessels -- the 
Saint John Dry Dock Company, of New Brunswick, and Geo.T.Davie & Sons Lirnited, of Lauzon, Quebec. 

W A C  RG 28, vol. 862, "Canada's Industrid War Effort," mis (Department of Finance, Ottawa, 1947) pp. 
97-99. 

3 6 N ~ C  KG 28 vo1.77, file 1 - 1 - 1 66, "Survey of Shipbuilding Branch," 20 July 1 942. 



catastrophic l o s ~  fiom shock effects and battIe damage), many naval vessels built in Canada were 

constructed to civilian  standard^.^' 

Shortages of specialized steel and other components presented the third major bottleneck in 

Canadian production. Steel remained a critical item throughout the war because the United States 

was relied upon to provide many special shapes, angles and plates. Originally the Canadian Steel 

Controller preferred not to utilize Canadian milling capacity because the small production runs for 

these components would disrupt larger prograrnme~.~~ But supply of key components for these 

designs could not be relied on fiom Great Britain, due to her own demands and the precarious 

shipping situation. Supply from the United States becarne very problematic, fvst because of currency 

considerations, and then when American mobilization went into full swing after Pearl Harbor many 

components were withheld for American neecls. Thus new demands fell on Canadian industry when 

its capacity was already apparently fully ~ccupied.~' The chief components which industry now 

sought to produce included many never built in Canada. In particular many of the engines and 

propellers of the size essential to both building programmes required developing production capacity 

in Canada. These developments naturally took appreciable t h e ,  which delayed expansion of the 

building programme W e r .  Nevertheless, by the middle of 1943 Canada was self-sufficient in 99 

"For naval headquarters the Adnliralty made available for the duration of the war an experienced naval 
"constructor" Captain A.N. Harrison, of the Royal Corps of Naval Constructors, to serve as the Dûector of 
Naval Construction (DNC). NAC RG 24 vol. 1 1842, file COPC 8200-1 v. 1, Naval Message, NSHQ to COCP, 
19 February 1942. On problems of standards see, NAC RG 24 83-84f167, vo1.3788, file 8200-2, memo A.N. 
Harrison to Assistant Chief of Naval Staff, 12 June 1944, and Harrison to Director of Warfare and Training, 
4 June 1 944. 

38Canadian requirements fYom American production were handled through the Combined Production 
Resources Board, which Canada was only allowed to join in November 1942. Changing American priorities 
often hampered Canadian deliveries. NAC RG 28a vo1.56 file 1-1 -1 02, Steel Controller to Staff Meeting, 21 
Apnl 1943. See also, Howe Papers, vol. 42, file s-9-25 (2), Howe to D. W. Ambridge, 24 August 1943. 

"This is not to contest E.R Forbes' observation that Sydney Steel was under utilized as late as i 944, but to 
note the steel controlIer's policy of not utilizing every ounce of Canadian capacity because he thought 
production runs were too short to warrant local manufacture. See Forbes, "Consolidating DispaRty ...." 



percent of ship component~.~~ 

Many of these components were provided by small companies under the novel mobilization 

measures adopted by Howe in early 194 1. In light of the financial diff~culties then being experienced 

Howe did not desire to expand the production programme much beyond the limit then reached. 

Rather, it was intended to maintain production near esisting or previously planned employment 

Ievel~.~' Howe had aiready favoured the largest manufstcturing fims with the largest contracts, but 

to mobilize "the last ounce" of productive capacity it was necessary to introduce the "bits and pieces" 

programme. Rather than build new large plants smaller producers received sub-contract orders, large 

projects being broken down Uito small sub-contracts. This approach Iessened the need for 

govemment financing expanding pIant capacity and better utilized the nation's machine tool supplies, 

then in critical ~hortage.~' But for the shipbuilâing programme the horizontal spreading of contracts 

compounded the problems of coordination and production. 

The need for more systematic control of component production and distribution led to the 

establishment of several coordinating agencies. The amount of steel required for one 10,000 ton 

vessel illustrates the scale of the problem addressed. One North Sands iype vessel needed 3,350 tons 

of steel, in shapes and angles being produced by twenty different companies. in the initial 

mobilization of the shipbuilding indus@- Munitions and Supply tried to rely on the shipyards to 

follow standard commercial practices. Private shipyards were supposed to order their own material, 

but this soon proved unworkable. Canadian shipyards were small, rendering economies of scale 

difficult to achieve. Whereas it was not uncornmon for US shipyards to employ 15,000 workers, the 

4 0 N ~ C  RG 28 vol. 56, file 1 - 1 - 1 02, D. A.Clark, Director of Naval Shipbuilding to Directors' General, 
Munitions and Supply, 2 1 April 1943. 

4'NAC RG 2-7c, vol. 3 CWC minutes 13 March 1941. 

'*On the "Bit and Pieces" programme see NAC Howe Papers, vo1.196, file: "Prime Minister", text of 
cornments to House, 4 Novernber 194 1. 
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average Canadian yard was weil below 3,000 w o r k e r ~ . ~ ~  Steel mills refused small orders. Local 

purchase of many marine components needlessly duplicated effort, and complicated cost control. 

Shipyards staff, always in critical supply, lacked the time or training to trace orders. Al1 delayed 

orderly production and stymied efforts by Munitions and Supply to control costs. Consequently, 

ordering and distributing such cornmodities to achieve econornies of scale production and ensure 

unintempted work at shipyards dispersed throughout the country was undertaken by Munitions and 

SUPPIY. 

It proved a considerable achievement. A centralized purchasing and distributing agency 

became responsible for o r d e ~ g  common components and steeI. The major cornponents purchased 

in this manner included main engines, drive shafting, boilers, superheaters, auxiliaries, winches, 

steering gear, windlasses, propellers, and major navigational and electronic cornp~nents.~~ The naval 

programme similarly found centralization essential. Moreover, for the naval programme, to alleviate 

the considerable shortage of draughtsmen and technical drawers, a centralized drawing agency was 

established to transpose Admiralty designs into Canadian blueprints. Similady, three shipyards, one 

at Hamilton, one at Quebec, and one at Saint John were made responsible for final fitting out of 

vessels constructed elsewhere. By such rneasures the major difficulties of establishing the naval and 

merchant shipbuikiing programmes were overcome. Naval policy was another matter. 

43D/Hist. Admiralty papers. ADM 1 16/4990, Report A.L. Ayre, UK Director of Merchant Shipbuilding, 14 
September 1942. This paper demonstrates that Canadian West Coast yards, Canada's largest and most efficient 
had only one-third of the shipyard force used at Vancouver, Washington, and achieved a 1 :  1.7 ratio in 
manpower to tonnage launched in cornparison to the US yard. 

44NAC RG 28 vol. 77, file I-1-166, "Survey of Shipbuilding Branch," 20 July 1942 The Industrial Front, 
(Department of  Munitions and Supply, 1 943, 1 944, and 1 945) 



The Challenge to Naval PoJicy 

Prior to the war the RCN's role was limited to the "protection of our harbours and of trade in 

Canadian waters."45 The irnpracticality of this lirnited role was clear within the first month of 

hostitities. The Liberal cabinet of Mackenzie King accepted expansion of the navy's mission to 

provide "reasonable protection to the trade in our harbours and in the focal areas in the vicinity of 

our Canadian c o a s t ~ . " ~ ~  But, soon thereafter, the govermnent found it necessary to commit the cream 

of the Canadian navy to the direct defence of Britain's Coast. Before the war ended major elements 

of the Canadian fleet would have operated in the Straits of Malacca, on northern convoys to 

Murmansk, across the Mediterranean, throughout the Pacific and always on both sides of the 

Atlantic. 

In the summer of 1940, the RCN found itself thnist into a mission much the reverse of that 

envisioned in pre-war preparations. To protect Britain's home waters, helping to fight off an invasion 

force, the major units of the Canadian navy were dispatched to the eastenl Atlantic. The six 

destroyers Canada was able to contribute to the defence of the United Kingdom, and in support of 

the Royal Navy, largely denuded Canadian waters of Canadian warships. As the German U-boat 

campaign blossomed into the Battle of the Atlantic, a carnpaign against the commercial sinews of the 

Empire, the Canadian naval mission necessady swelled. These developing missions severely taxed 

the administrative capacities of the tiny pre-war service to meet its obligations. An examination of 

both the expancihg naval mission and development of the navy's administrative organization 

illustrate the poverty of pre-war preparations. 

45D/Hist, Naval Appreciation 17 January 1939, in "Review of the Development of Canadian Naval Policy," 
Directorate of Plans, RCN, December 1943. MS 10-1 7-1 0-34, file 1650-1 Policy Vo1.2. 

46My emphasis. Memo dated 29 September 1939, cited Development of Canadian Naval Policy. 
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Joining the Naval Staff fiom the Admiralty on the eve of war Cornmander(RN) Eric Brand 

found Naval Service Headquarters consisted of "eleven men over a grocer's ~hop."~" It was not 

hyperbole. With less than two-hundred professional naval officers in the Canadian service the 

headquarters staff was exceedingly small. No real planning or administrative organization existed 

outside of a handful of men. Vice Admiral Percy W. Nelles, the Chief of the Naval Staff, appointed 

in 1934, was the most senior. NeIles, the first Canadian to head the navy, had joined as a cadet at its 

inception. Most of his sea time was spent aboard vessels of the RN. He was the first graduate of the 

Canadian naval college to reach the rank of commander, and in 193 1 he was given command of the 

newly commissioned destroyer HMCS Samenay. A smaI1 bespectacled man, Nelles did not possess 

a headquarters staff designed for building a larger navy. Captain Angus Curry was the lone engineer 

officer at NSHQ when war cornrnenced. With only several hundred officers the pre-war RCN lacked 

a technical foundation any greater than that needed for moderate dockyard maintenance. Nelles' 

problems were compounded by his decision when the war started to send as many of the most 

capable officers to the coastal cornrnands at Halifax and Esquimalt as he could, because that was 

where their operational espertise could be best used. Yet, afier the tum of events dwing the summer 

of 1940, Naval Service Headquarters was given essentially carte blanche to outline fùture building 

requirements. 

During the early stages of the war neither the Canadian Naval Staff, nor any element of the 

Canadian governrnent, had been in the position to judge the value of certain types of equipment, such 

as radar and sonar; nor could they foresee the type of naval war that lay ahead when the first naval 

building programme began in 1940. Through a series of largely ad hoc building programmes the 

47D/Hist. Eric Brand Papers, Brand interview, 8 1 /145 pt.7. Brand's observation should not be discounted 
as an example of the RN's patronizing attitude toward colonial navies. As discussed in later chapters, Brand 
would devote rnuch of his life toward shaping Canada's post-war maritime policy. 1 am indebted to Dr. Roger 
Sarty for bringing Brand's comment to my attention. 
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RCN by early 1943 consisted of three auxiliary cruisers, 13 destroyers, 76 corvettes, and scores of 

smaller vesseIs. The RCN had begun the war with only four vessels outfitted for anti-submarine 

warfare, but by January 1943 possessed 207 vessels so equipped, and by the end of thp- 5.ear that 

figure was expected to rise to 290 ~ h i p s . ~ ~  

Building and managing tliis fleet brought many demands. Some of these new demands were 

reflected in the many changes necessary in the management of the navy. From top to bottom the 

navy's administrative structure needed building-up and restmcturing. In late 1940 came appointment 

o f  a separate service minister. The former premier of Nova Scotia, Angus L. Macdonald filled the 

post for most of the war. With the new Minister came appointment of a civil deputy minister, 

charged primarily with esercising financial oversight. Under Macdonald came appointment of the 

Naval Council, consisting of the Minister, his deputy, the Chief of the Naval Staff, his deputy, and 

the director of Naval Intelligence. 

In 1942 the Naval Council gave way to the Naval Board, which offkially was only an 

advisory body for the Minister, but which in practice exercised most of the higher direction of the 

naval effort, such as deciding on building and modernization programmes. The Naval Board 

consisted of the Minister, his deputy, the CNS, a Vice Chief, and the heads of the developing 

directorates of personnel, equipment & supply, naval engineering and the Board secretary. Below 

the Board was established the formal Naval Staff, which consisted of the heads of most of the 

technical and administrative branches. Operating within Naval Service Headquarters, the Naval Staff 

held a position subordinate to the Naval Board but was responsible for much of the day-to-day 

operational and administrative guidance to the fighting navy. By war's end the staff at Naval Service 

headquarters ran into the hundreds. No longer could the Naval Staff be described as eleven men over 

a grocer's shop. By 1945 over half of the navy's 90,000 personnel were employed in administrative 

48D/Hist. Navai StafT Minute, 18 January 1943. 
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and related shore activities. Outside NSHQ large RCN staffs managed the greatly enlarged bases at 

Halifax and Esquimalt, the new bases at St.John's, Sydney, Saint John, Prince Rupert, the workhg-up 

base at Somers Isle, Bermuda, and bases elsewhere. London, Londonderry, Washington and New 

York housed RCN technical or liaison staffs. 

The development of the RCN's technical directorates, and the increased complexity of the 

management problems confronting the navy, resulted in many other developments within NSHQ. 

Al1 demonstrated that the higher direction of the naval effort could not be left primarily to the coastal 

cornrnanders operating out of Halifax and Esquimalt. 

Just as the war demonstrated the poveriy of the RCN's pre-existinç administrative structure 

it revealed the error of the RCN's pre-war mission -- the direct defence of Canada's legal coastal 

waters. In response to the crises on the French front, in May 1940 the RCN's destroyer force was 

placed at the disposal of the Admiralty for operations in European waters. Several advantages 

followed from this cornrnitment. The Naval Staff argued in favour of this commitment because it 

was clear the security of the Canadian coastal area could not be guaranteed by the sis destroyers of 

the RCN operating wiîhout the aid of the Royal Navy. The penl faced by Britain consequently 

became Canada's peril. By August 1940 five of Canada's sis destroyers followed the locus of the war 

to the English Channel and western approaches. The destroyer-for-bases deal arranged between 

Washington and Whitehall, wherein the USA provided Bntain with 40 Firsi- World War destroyers 

in eschange for basing rights in Newfoundland and elsewhere, brought some relief to Canada's 

coastal forces. The RN provided sis of those destroyers to the RCN. Unsuitable for fleet operations, 

these old "four stackers" did yeoman service as convoy escorts. While the locus of the ocean war 

remained in the eastern Atlantic, the RCN rernained adamant that the most valuable service it couid 

provide was through "the provision of ships with trained RCN crews in Ewopean waters."49 

'%/Wist. file 1650-1 vo1.2 "Naval Appreciation," 6 October 1940. 



Consequen tl y, beyond those forces j udged essential for Canada's inunediate coastal defence, it 

remained policy to provide as many RCN vessels to Admiralty control as could be spared. 

Those essential requirernents continued to expand. As previously noted, responsibility could 

not be constrained by territorial "coastal waters." Defence of Newfoundland marked the most 

immediate area of expansion for RCN activity. As well, auxiliary forces were dispatched to help the 

Adrniralty's Commander and Chief, Atlantic and West Indies Station, marshall and control activities 

in the Caribbean. With the fa11 of France came realization that Britain itself was vulnerable to 

invasion. Steps were taken 10 prepare Halifax to receive the Royal Navy, should Britain fall, or its 

port facilities become untenable. That threat hastened formalization of security arrangements with 

the United States. 

In August 1940 came establishment of the Canada-United States Permanent Joint Board of 

Defence. Under its aegis Canada and the United States developed the "Black Plan," which posited 

the fa11 of Britain and imposed espanded obligations on the RCN. Hence while still desirous to send 

ships to Britain's assistance, more Canadian forces had to be retained in the western Atlantic. 

Sufficient naval and air forces were to be retained in Canada to allow their deployment as a strikuig 

force against concerteci surface raiding operations by Germany. Because of the precariousness of 

North Atlantic shipping routes, the Admiralty sought a secure base for escort force destroyers and 

corvettes in the western Atlantic. In June 1941, NSHQ accepted the Admiralty's request that 

Canadian forces undertake anti-submarine protection of convoys between Newfoundland and Iceland. 

To conduct these operations the RCN created the Newfoundland Escort Force (NEF), headquartered 

at St. John's." The NEF absorbed the bulk of RCN escort vessels coming available through 1941, 

including a nwnber of vessels previously assigned to UK waters or laid down in Canada to Britain's 

''Bernard Ransom, "Canada's 'New@john' Tenancy: The Royal Canadian Navy in StJohn's, 194 1-1 945," 
Acadiensis, (Spring 1994):23:2:45-7 1. 



acco~nt .~ '  

In the on-going planning with the United States a number of strategic assessments and 

dispositions had been agreed to. The US Navy's "Western Hemisphere Defence Plan No.4" (WPL- 

5 1) assurned that when fully esecuted the United States Navy would provide protection of al1 allied 

convoys in the North West Atlantic area. Under this plan the Canadian corvettes and destroyers in 

the NEF would be relieved of ocean convoy work, focusing instead on local defence and coastal 

convoy protection, or operations in the eastem Atlantic war zone.52 

The western expansion of the German U-boat campaign brought further allocation of RCN 

forces to operations h m  St. John's. In September 1941 following the heavy losses sustained by 

Convoy SC 42, twenty-five additional corvettes were slated for the NEF. Canada's cornitment to 

oceanic escort east of Newfoundland becarne permanent after the December 7, 194 1, Japanese attack 

on Pearl Harbor. Arnerican attention focused on correcting the imbalance of forces in the Pacific; 

consequently, plans which saw the American navy dominating operations in the North Atlantic fell 

into abeyance. Canada found itself contiming a naval cornmitment which had been entirely 

unforeseen before the war but which was of vital importance to the wider western coalition war 

effort. 

Nevertheless, the American entry into the war brought into effect the full ternis of the allied 

powers joint plan, ABC-22. Negotiated in July 1941 ABC-22 outlined responsibilities to be 

assumed by each ally upon American entry into war against Germany. The plan required the RCN 

to assist the USN in the protection of shipping in the northern reaches of the western and eastern 

"Notably ten corvettes laid d o m  under the first naval building programme. 

52These plans calleû for a total of five destroyers and 23 corvettes. Ail Canadian forces above those figures 
were to remain available for dispatch to the Admiralty. m i l e  negotiations completed the development of 
Canadian-Amencan defence plans, the RCN cornmitment to the NEF increased to eight destroyers, and 25 
corvettes. At the request of the United States these forces were to rcmain in operation until American naval 
forces could supersede them. 
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seaboards. Forces required to comply with the plan entailed five destroyers and fifteen corvettes. 

These commitments were prernised on two assumptions. The fvst assurnption was that the United 

States would take on the major burden in this theatre. The second assumption was that the lociis of 

the U-boat carnpaign woitld remain in the eastem Atlantic. Both proved wrong. The United States 

could not live up to its obligation to fil1 whatever defensive gaps existed in the Atlantic, Canadian 

escorts based at St.Johnls therefore assumed the American responsibility for ocean escort of the main 

convoys east of Newfoiuidland in 1942. Concurrently, Halifax-based escorts assumed responsibility 

for oceanic convoys, sailing as far south as New York. In addition the RCN had to provide for local 

convoys and defence, as well as its oil convoys which began in May 1942. Strains were to be 

expected and in 1942 -- under pressure from German attacks -- the St.Lawrence was closed to 

commercial vessels as a means of freeing escorts for oceanic operations. Al1 told, by the end of 1942 

the Canadian navy was contributing nearly 50 percent of ocean escorts operating on the North 

Atlantic. 

In step with this expanded role, the Naval Board moved on 1 June 1942 to have the title of 

the base at St.Johnls transferred to the RCN from the Royal Navy, in recognition of the Canadian 

contribution to the Battle of the Atlantic. The fullest confirmation of that contribution came in early 

1943 when the allies accepted that the Canadian contribution warranteci a distinct Canadian 

command. The allies agreed to Canada taking operational responsibility for convoys and trade 

defence in the western North Atlantic. The Canadian North Atlantic Area thus formed was to be the 

only allied ttieatre of operations in which a Canadian held comand. Recognition of the independent 

command drove home the move away fiom reliance on the Admiralty, and the new forma1 

cooperation with the United States. Further, the move to defend the approaches to Canadian waters 

with Canadian ships marked an importance principle. The new arrangement prevented Canadian 

ships, operating within Canadian waters, from falling under the operational control of either the RN 
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or USN. Gaining allied recognition of a distinct Canadian cornmand has been well expIored in the 

secondary literature; it only warrants note that Naval Staff appreciations regarding the shape of the 

post-war navy would reflect the lessons of that ~ t n i g g l e . ~ ~  

How detailed post-war planning, which cornmenced in 1943, argued for an expanded naval 

force is addressed in a later chapter. The expanded role of the navy to 1943 weighed heavily on those 

plans. The expanded role demonstrated the inadequacy of pre-war preparations. But the test of war 

also had a more material dimension. Developing the technical foundation on which to build a 

merchant navy and fighting fleet proved troubling on many levels. Given the lack of planning and 

forethought, given the lack of any large technical base, given the dearth of imagination, dollars and 

equipment which plagued the pre-war navy, major problems with wartime expansion were to be 

expected. These problems are most ciearly seen in the administrative and technical weahesses of 

the navy which esploded in the equipment crisis of 1943. 

The Crisis In Material 

The 1943 naval equipment crisis is of interest for both its lasting importance and because it helps 

illustrate the nature of the problems faced during the war. The crisis sparked reorganization within 

the navy and contributed to the reduction of the entire Canadian shipbuilding programme. Because 

two recent works have chronicled this crisis in detail only a very brief summary is necessary here.54 

To wage the Battie of the Atlantic it was necessary to lay down many new ships of war in 

Canadian shipyards. There had been M e  pre-war preparation for such demands on Canadian 

53All the above discussion of the developrnent of Canadian naval policy is drawn fiom DMst. file Naval 
Policy, 1650- 1 vo1.2, MS 10 1 7- 10-34, Plans Division, "The Development of Canadian Naval Policy," 9 
December 1943. See also Douglas, "Conflict and innovation," op.cit., and the authoritative Milner, North 
Atlantic Run, passim. 

54See Milner, North Atlantic R u ,  and Zimmerman, The Great Naval Rattle, passim. 
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industry. By the end of 1942 the Naval Board had settIed on a number of building programmes that 

would produce the buik of warships for the RCN during the war. The RCN's f l e t  was anticipated 

to include by December 1945 three au'iiliary cruisers, eight fleet Tribal class destroyers, 26 older 

escort destroyers, 1 1 1 frigates, 1 14 corvettes, and a large number of lesser classes. The Tribals, 

fiigates and corvettes could al1 be constructeci in Canadian shipyards. The large Tribal destroyers, 

however, were exceedingly complex and only four were undertaken in Canada, at Halifax. None of 

those produced in Canada completed trials before the war ended. Constnicting the smaller frigates 

also entaileci overcoming great technologicaf hurdles. Tremendous delays occurred in their 

construction and the original order had to be reduced to a total of 64. None of these entered service 

during 1942, when they had been scheduled to join the ffeet. Only at the end of 1943 did the fi-igate 

programme begin its major contribution to the effort at ses." Only the much less cornplex corvettes 

lent themselves to truly rapid construction in crude shipyards. It was with corvettes that the RCN 

fought through the winning phase of the Battle of the Atlantic. 

In the main, vessels cornpleted in Canada were technically undemanding. Warship 

construction focused on the ubiquitous, but simple corvette. Based on a commercial whaler design, 

these simple vessels posed no great technological feat to produce in Canadian shipyards, and they 

fomed the core of Canada's escort forces during the Battle of the Atlantic. But the original corvettes 

proved fw fiom ideal for North Atlantic escort duty and submarine hunting. Their technical 

shortcomings did not go unnoticed and resuIted in the 1943 naval equipment crisis. 

In the rush to support Britain -- a gesture of necessity as much as sentiment -- more vessels 

were built than could be well equipped. When the effects of thcse equipment deficiencies became 

apparent the RCN had fallen well behind the British and American navies; both ensurd their ships 

55D\Hist. Naval Board minutes, 5 October 1942; Naval Staff minutes, 13 1-2, 5 November 1942; D\Hist., 
NHS 8200 vol. II, Construction of Ships, narrative, " 1943- 1 944 Shipbuilding Program, River and Loch Class," 
p. 2. 



received the most modem equipment before making it available to Canada. Canada had never 

developed the technical overhead associated with supporting a modem navy. During the war some 

indication was gained of what that overhead entailed. Traditionally, the Adrniralty had been reIied 

upon to fùrnish technical guidance, establish standards, develop weapons and provide the guidelines, 

if not the means, of major maintenance, modernization and refitting. This absolved the pre-war 

Naval Staff from handling much technical material, which given its size it could not have hoped to 

handle. During the war Canada remained able to avail itself of the wide degree of technical support 

offered by British shipyards and Admiralty expertise but this often entailed delays. Going it alone 

was not an option. For example, the Admiralty's Armarnent Supply Department maintained 80,000 

employees who conducted research, development and production of the weapons and accessories 

required by the navy in No sirnilar organization in scaIe or role existed within the Canadian 

govemmcnt, but Canada was able to draw relatively freely upon the Admiralty's k n o ~ l e d g e . ~ ~  

Moreover, very large nurnbers of RN or retired RN officers filled the cornrnissioned ranks of the 

RCN. Within the Canadian navy by the middle of 1943 fully one-half of al1 naval lieutenant- 

cornanders and over a quarter of the commanders were either on loan fiom the RN, retired from 

it, or were RN Reserve o f f i c e r ~ . ~ ~  

Technical dependence came at some cost. Canada's technical and adminstrative weaknesses 

became apparent during the 1943 naval equipment crisis. The equipment crisis broke in late 1942 

but lasted through 1943. lt came in a flood of complaints from Canadian naval commanders, and 

56This discussion of the technical limits of the RCN and size of the Adrniralty contribution is derived fiom 
notes in D/Hist. 81 /52O/l440-5 vol.XI1 "RCN history generd World War II." 

"~A4ist. 81/520/1440-5 vol.XI1 "RCN history general World War II." The Admiralty's development of the 
anti-submarine weapon "Squid" alone called for seven different technical departments, and required 5000 
technical drawings before reaching production-- which the RCN could littfe avail itself of because it was stil1 
fitting the previous generation of anti-submarine weapon, the Hedgehog. 

58This figure is derived fiom the RCN's Navy Lists for 1943. 



allied navies, about the technical state of the Canadian fleet. Rapid growth had brought dilution of 

skilled personnel, hurried training and a lack of oversight, al1 reducing tactical effectiveness. For 

instance, during convoy SC 107 in November 1942, the Canadian escort forces were usually disposed 

at night in formations set down in Royal Navy tactical doctrine. Those dispositions assumed the 

screening escorts had modem type 271 lOcm radar, as was fitted to British escorts. The ships were 

stationed in an estended screen at distances set by the effective range of type 271 gear. However, 

since the ships had an inferior Canadian designed and supplied meter wavelength radar set, not the 

271, they could not establish an effective screen against the U-boats approaching the convoy on the 

surface. The result for convoy and escort was dis as trou^.'^ 

These failures did not go unnoticed. Although NSHQ was already seeking remedies, in early 

January 1943 the Royal Navy secureci removal of the principal Canadian escort forces fiom the rnid- 

Atlantic convoy routes.@' The implications of this withdrawal went unnoted by the Minister, but then 

in mid-1943 he caught wind of a flood of cornplaints about Canadian equipment that had arriveci at 

Naval Service headquarters from operational cornrnands and ship cornmanders, al1 which seemed 

to go un-answered. By the tirne the naval minister, Angus L. Macdonald, learned of the full extent 

of the RCN's technical difficulties and aIlied concems the decisive phase of the Battle of the Atlantic 

had passed. 

The Chief of the Naval Staff, Percy Nelles, proved unable, or perhaps unwilling, to provide 

the minister with fdl details of the fleet's weaknesses. Nelles argued the origins of the crisis lay in 

the lack of pre-war preparations and technical dependence on the Royal Navy. Canada had only 

managed to "scratch the surface since 1939" of acquiring the experience, specialists and developing 

al1 the necessary and related research, development and manufacturing capacity to break that 

590n this convoy action see, note in DIHist. 81/520/I440-5 vol. xi, "RCN History, General World War II." 

Wlner, North Atlantic Ru, passitt~. 



dependency. Until those capacities were built up, Nelles argued, "we shall always be behind the 

game."6' Whatever the truth, Nelles' explmations proved unsatisfactory. The minister had him 

replaced. The sacking of Admira1 Percy Nelles did not solve the equipment problems, but did mark 

a turning point in the Minister's interest in his navy. For the remainder of his tenue as Minister, 

Macdonald became a major champion for a large, fully capable, balanced fleet to ernerge as the 

legacy of the ~ a r . ~ '  Many on the Naval Staff supported Macdonald's effort and that struggle is 

addressed more fidly in a later chapter. 

The response to allied concems was not confinecl to the navy. Munitions and Supply 

investigated the state of the shipyards. Both the commercial and naval building programmes were 

fourid well behind schedule, and suffering fiom manpower shortages. Shipyard and labour 

limitations had been reached. The main naval base at Halifax was experiencing a major shortage of 

workmen, but lacked the facilities to house them. The imposition of martial law and restriction of 

movement within the Halifas environs was considered but rejected. Cabinet was informed in 

Novernber 1943 that the "naval shipbuilding programme is being pressed as far as facilities, and 

particularly labour, will permit."63 The manpower required for the naval modernization effort had 

to be taken fiom yards then employed in new con~tnrct ion.~~ Consequently, by the end of 1943 

6'D/Hist. Hon. Angus L. Macdonald Papers, 8012 18, F276134, Nelles to Macdonald, "Memorandum for the 
Minister," 27 November 1943. 

%e also exercised greater attention on the &airs of the fleet. In January 1944 he formed the Deputy 
Minister's Advisory Cornmittee, which oversaw al1 future fleet development. See D/Hist. minutes, Depuiy 
Minister's Advisory Committee (uncatalogued but filed with the Naval Staff minutes.) On MacDonald's 
personal interest in the navy thereakr. See his, "The Pnce of Admiralty," and "The Spell of the Great Sea," 
in The Speeches of Annus 1, Macdonald, (Toronto, 1960). 

63NAC RG 2,7c  CWC, Cab. Doc. 675, "Canadian Production Problexns," Economics and Statistics Branch, 
Munitions and Supply , 1 November 1 943. 

64NAC RG 24 83-84/167 vol. 3803 file 8200-800 pl. 1, NS 1037-28-30 Message CNEC G.L. Stephens to 
Director Trade Division, Captain E. S. Brand, 27 June 1943. 



management of the naval and merchant shipbuilding programmes was amalgamated under a new 

agency, W artime Shipbuilding Limi ted. 

The collapse of the U-boat offensive in early 1943 lessened the demand on Canadian 

resources. When the turn of the tide became clear the future merchant building programme was 

reduced by fi@-percent, and al1 naval vessels proposed to be laid down after 1 October 1944 were 

can~e l l ed .~~  Reconsideration of the merchant shipping programme had already taken place because 

of problerns associated with fmding crewrnen for Canadian flagged vessels. The Prime Minister 

insisted that rnanning of the merchant fleet occur without the use of conscription and would later be 

informed that in order to man Canadian vessels they had to rely on a "rather poor type of man" that 

in large part were regarded as "evaders of military service. 

The navy, merchant manne and shipbuilding industry, al1 proved near the limit of their 

potential in 1943. The defeat of the U-boat campaign eased those limits. The Cabinet, already 

looking forward to the problems of reconstruction, was not desirous of undertaking M e r  large- 

scale war work, and the allies were convinced that the Battle of the Atlantic had turned in their 

f avo~r .~ '  The tum of events cannot preclude the observation that Canada's naval and maritime 

resources were senously taxed, if not overburdened, before the redirection in government priorities. 

From then on attention focused on completing orders already in hand, and modernizing the vessels 

of the RCN. 

65NAC RG 2,7c, CWC minutes volume X I I ,  28 July 1943, and 8 September 1943, and volume X V  CWC 
Doc.675-1 November 1943, "Canada Production Problems," Economic and Statistics Branch, Department of 
Munitions and Supply, I November 1943; on cancelling 52 new naval vessels see, RG 28a vol. 129 f.3-C-29 
Naval Message, CNS to C-in-C CNA and COPC, 8-12- 1943. On how these measures aimed at overcoming 
technical and manpower problems see, RG 28a, vol. 56, file 1-1 -1 02, D.8. Carswell to Director's General, 
Munitions and SuppIy, 17 January 1944. NAC Howe Papers, vol. 42, file S-9-25(2), Howe to D. W. Ambridge, 
24 August 1943. 

"NAC RG 2, 7c, CWC minutes, 21 December 1943, on the slander of the crews see, MG 27 54 vol. 33 1, 
f. 3534, m m o  to W.L.M. King, March 1945. 

67NAC, Howe Papers, vol 42, file s-9-25(2) letter, Howe to Charles A. Banks, 13 December 1943. 
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The limits reached by both the navy and industry in 1943 would later prove a powerful 

argument in the han& of those who favoured greater devotion of govemment resources to the navy 

and maritime industries in the post-war period. The tragedies and investrnents of the war greatly 

developed both. If any-hng the maritime dimension of Canada's war revealed the paucity of 

investment in the national overhead of sovereignty. Having long shunned the Empire and Admiralty, 

the wartime development of Canadian shipbuilding, merchant shipping and the RCN were only 

accomplished with the very direct assistance of those institutions. Unequivocally, the RCN's technical 

infrastructure was greatly enhanced by the war. Dochyard and harbour facilities were modernized, 

technical directorates specializing in major çomponents, tactical doctrine, and operational and 

scientific research departments were added to naval headquarters. The physical devdopment of 

Canada's capacity demonstrated the price of Admiralty. Given the test of war, the simple 

assurnptions that infonned pre-war defence policy were challenged and found wanting. Even as the 

war challenged those old assumptions many within the govemment were txying to determine what 

the maritime legacies of the war shouid be. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Reconstruction And Maritime Policy 

As the war moved to a dose Canadm labour, shipping, and shipbuilding interests intensifieci their 

calls for Canada to pursue a protective maritime policy sirnilar to that followed in the United States.' 

Like the labour and industrial lobbies, many interna1 goverment appraisals recommended post-war 

protection. Shipping shortages and the problems and expense of mobilizing shipbuilding for war, 

convinced many within govemment that continued support for both civil maritime industries was in 

the national interest. The Departments of Transport, Finance, Trade and Commerce, and the navy 

al1 contributed separate studies generally endorsing some form of protection.' Such a Canadian 

maritime policy, however, faced many practical and ideological obstacles. The problems of 

reconversion to conditions of commercial demand figured large in these discussions, but while 

strategic or naval considerations held less weight they were fundamental motives behind the cal1 for 

a coordinated maritime policy when serious reconstruction planning commenced in 1943.3 

In the main, this chapter addresses the plans for the merchant marine and shipbuilding 

industries and leaves naval policy for the next chapter. For both the navy and civil maritime 

'NAC Howe Papers vol. 85, file Merchant Marine (3), submission of Pat Sullivan, President of the 
Canadian Searnan's Union, Pat Sullivan, to the Honourable C.D. Howe, Minister of Reconstruction, 3 May 
1944; and, NAC RG 46 vol. 1270, "Brief on Shipbuilding," by the Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repair 
Association, I l  October 1944. 

'Sec NAC RG 2-7c Vol. 16 Cabinet War Cornmittee discussion, 5 October 1944. 

3NAC King Papers vol. 37 1, file 3906 for Mackenzie King's request for detailed post-war planning, 27 
December 1 943. 
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industries it will be seen that issues of reconstruction and maritime policy were far fiom settled when 

the war ended. The debates and concerns raised during the p e n d  of planning for the post-hostilities 

world did not end with the coming of peace, but nurnerous new considerations would corne to light. 

How the new circurnstances of the peace were met owed much to assessments and courses of action 

taking during the period of reconstruction planning before the return of peace. That little was clearly 

decided before the end of the war, therefore, does not render war-the discussions irrelevant. Rather 

these deliberations are fundamental for understanding some of the courses of action later taken. 

The Call For A Maritime Policy 

From the first, government post-war planning linked the fate of the shipbuilding industry with that 

of m a n  shipping. From the inception of the merchant shipping programme interna1 governent 

discussions addressed the post-war prospects for wartime constructed vessels. As previously 

discussed, while the Director of Shipbuilding argued that smaller merchant ships would be more 

applicable to Canadian peace-time needs, the navy had recomrnended building larger ve~sels .~  The 

focus of wartime merchant shipbuilding was duected at the 10,000 dwr class of ships ideally suited 

for strategic sea-lifi, but very likely to face a highly cornpetitive and glutted market when peace was 

restored. Nevertheless, through 1943 attention turned to what should be done with the war-built 

merchant ships, searnen and shipyards. Cabinet turned to the issue when, on 15 July 1943, the 

Canadian Shipping Board (CSB) again reached beyond its mandate to request guidance on long term 

shipping policy so that the they could better plan further war-time requirements. The CSB pointed 

4A single 10,000 tonner could cary al1 of the following on a single voyage; l), enough flour, chcese, 
bacon, hm, canned and dried foods to feed 250,000 for one week; 2), enough universal troop carriers, 
tnicks, and motorcycles to equip a fiil1 infantry battalion: 3), enough bombs to fdly load 225 heavy 
bombers for one raid on Germany; 4), lumber, plywood, wallboard and nails for 90 x 4 room cottages; 5) 
two bombers stowed on deck; and 6), enough aluminium to build over 600 Spitfres. See, D/Hist. Brand 
Papers, Vol. VI. 
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out that should the govement  desire to maintain a merchant marine in the post-war p e r d  such 

consideration should be made sooner than later because of dificulties raising merchant shipping 

crews. In particuhr, the CSB desired Cabinet's direction concerning "the estent to which new ships 

being built in Canada for war purposes should be utilized to build up a Canadian merchant marine 

both for war and peace requirements." To that end, the CSB recomrnended the prompt appointment 

of a single coordinating body, similar to the Arnerican Maritime Comrni~sion.~ 

The question put to Cabinet by the CSB, however, was prornpted by a more immediate 

concern. The governrnent's long term intentions would influence how the pressing shortage of 

merchant seamen would be overcome. The Canadian shipbuilding programme remained scheduled 

to provide some 150-250,000 tons of additional capacity per year through 1945. Manning this new 

tonnage, the Canadian Shipping Board pointed out, meant facing shortages of skiIled navigation 

officers, engineers, and esperienced seamen. Manning the projected Canadian output of new tonnage 

would require some 1,800 officers and engineers, and about 7,000 seamen being recruited into the 

Canadian merchant marine per year. These nurnbers were far in excess of those being attracted to 

the service in 1943.' 

Before Cabinet gave these questions much consideration they were referred to the Cabinet's 

Economic Advisory Comrnitîee (EAC), under the Chairmanship of the Deputy Minister of Finance 

Dr. W.C. Clark. The EAC's report presented to Cabinet in August 1943 gave only tentative answers, 

and recommended further consideration be given to long term policy and formation of a centralized 

coordinating body like the Arnerican Maritime Commission. Clark's report noted that for the initial 

5NAC RG 2,7c Minutes, CWC, Cab. doc. 606, "Report of the Acivisory Committee on Economic Policy 
on the Recomrncndations of the Canadian Shipping Board, (July 15 1 943)," 3 September 1943. 

6NAC RG 2,7c Minutes, CWC. Cab.doc. 606. 

'NAC RG 2,7c Minutes CWC, 7-8 September 1943, and Cab.Doc. 606 "Report of the Advisory 
Committee on Economic Policy on the Recomrnendations of the Canadian Shipping Board, (July 15, 
1943)," dated 3 September 1943. 



post-war period, at least, retention of vessels under Canadian control promised an "adequate 

bargaining position in obtaining shipping space and in arranging for as rapid a resumption of normal 

export trade as possible." More tentativeiy, the EAC's report concluded it was probably better to 

have a larger post-war merchant marine than Canada possessed at the beginning of hostilities. 

Potential advantages were many. Maintenance of a larger merchant naw promised enhanced 

international prestige, could service vital Canadian trade routes, and would serve as an outlet for 

demobilized naval personnel.' 

However, the shipbuilding programme then under-way would yield a post-war rnerchant fleet 

of over 3,000,000 dwt. This was considered "entirely too large and unbalanced" to compete 

internationally without either extensive goverment subsidies, or the aççeptance of wages and 

working conditions far below Canadian standards. Further, the EAC report pointed out, many of the 

war-built ships promised only limited commercial viability. Their design promised to be quickly 

outclassed by faster commercial vessels purpose-built for liner services. The EAC closed its review 

of the questions raised by the CSB by calling for M e r  study by the EAC of the appropriate size and 

composition of the post-war merchant marine.9 

The report was given first consideration by the War Cabinet at the meetings of 7-8 

September, but decisions were deferred until C.D. Howe reviewed the question. Howe's response 

came at the Cabinet meeting of 27 Septeinber. He made plain his concern that the esperience of the 

pre-war Canadian Goverment Merchant Marine -- the organization he disbanded -- not be repeated. 

Nevertheless, he supportai the fullest examination of policy options. Howe infonned his colleagues 

that he was already in the process of eliminating some of the problems identifieci by the CSB. The 

%AC RG 2 7C minutes of CWC, 7-8 September 1943. 

gThroughout, the Canadian documents used the term "merchant marine" as opposed to the British term 
"merchant navy." See, NAC RG 2,7c Minutes CWC, "Report of the Advisory Cornmittee on Economic 
Policy on the Recomrnendations of the Canadian Shipping Board, (July 15, 1943)," dated 3 September 
1943. 



manning problem would be eased, he infomed them, by already planned reductions to merchant 

building. As for long term policy, Howe was prepared, following consultations with the Deputy 

Minister of Transport, to strike a special sub-cornmittee of Cabinet to examine the whole question 

of Canada's post-war merchant shipping and shipbuilding industries.I0 

At the sarne meeting the Minister of Trade and Commerce, James MacKinnon, made plain 

that he was anxious to see the merchant marine and shipbuilding industries prosper after the war. 

Largely at his insistence, and with Howe's support, fùrther examination of these issues was removed 

from the Cabinet's Economic Advisory Conmitte. A new body, the Interdepartmental Committee 

on Merchant Ship Policy (ICMSP), soon undertook an examination of Canada's maritime policy." 

Within Cabinet Howe and MacKinnon remained those most concerned with these matters, and the 

ICMSP would report directly to Cabinet. MacKinnon favoured this reporting scheme because it 

removed a layer of discussion dominated primarïly by considerations put forward by cconomists at 

the Department of Finance, particularly Dr. Clark, whose finoncial conservatism could too easily 

prejudice a policy of more direct support." 

The Interdepartmental Cornmittee On Merchant Shipping Policy 

Formation of the committee quickly followed the Cabinet meeting. Appointees came from the 

Departrnents of Munitions and Supply, Finance, Transport, Trade and Commerce, the Naval Service, 

the Canadian Shipping Board, the National Harbours Board, Park Steamships, and the Privy Council. 

The Chair fell to long-time Deputy Minister of Transport and confident of Howe, C.P. Edwards. 

-- -- - 

'%AC RG 2,7c, CWC, minutes, 7-8 September 1943; RG 2, 18 vol. 25 file M- 15. 

"NAC RG 2, 18 vol. 25 file M-15. See, Cab.Doc. 606 and Cab.Doc.659, July 1943. 

"NAC RG 2, 18 vol. 25 file M-15. 



Members other than the Chair included, I3r.W.C. Clark, the Deputy Minister, (DM), of Finance; 

Oliver Master, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce; F.H. Angus of Extemal Affairs; Chairman 

of the Canadian Shipping Board, A.L.W. MacCallum; Director of the Trade Division, Naval Staff, 

Captain Eric Brand; Vice Chairman of the National Harbour Board, J.E. St.Laurent; President of 

Defence Communications Ltd, and some-tirne Deputy Minister of Munitions and Supply, R.A.C. 

Henry; E.F. Riddle, the General Manager of Park Steamships; Director of Merchant Searnen, A. 

Randles; Director General Shipbuilding Branch, Munitions and Supply, D.B. Carswell; and the 

Secretaxy, fiom the Privy Council Office, J.F. Fredericson, who was soon replaced by J.R. Baldwin. 

The ICMSP, consequently, represented every interested branch and division within the government. 

With the exception of A.L.W. MacCallum, who remained connected to the Shipping Federation of 

Canada, the Comrnittee was devoid of indusûy representation. 

The cornmittee was given a wide mandate. At the very least it would develop the 

government's position on several related questions. Specifically the Cornmittee was to report on: 

merchant shipping policy and, in particular, the present manning of 
merchant ships, the disposition of ships after the war, the post-war size and 
composition of the Canadian merchant marine, and the type of permanent 
machinery required to c m - o u t  the post-war shipping policy.13 

The Cornmittee's first major report was not ready for Cabinet until May 1944. In preparation for the 

interim and final reports of the ICMSP nurnerous supporting studies were prepared, many of which 

Cabinet addressed piece-meal. The most important studies included: a general survey of Canadian 

seaborne trade, witli particular attention to cargoes, and routes; a review of pre-war merchant 

shipping policy; and a review of government apparatus that administered elements of maritime 

I3NAC RG 2, 18, vol. 25, file M-15 Letter, CSB to Honourable James. B. MacKinnon, Minister of Trade 
and Commerce, 1 5 July 1 943, CWC Doc. 659; and Cab.Doc. 606, "Report of the Advisory Comrnittee on 
Econornic Policy on Kecommendations of CSB, (1 5 July 1943)," and minutes of EAC dated 4 August, 
sarne file. 
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po l i~y . '~  This last question was the most gemme to consideration of forming a central coordinating 

agency for Canadian maritime policy similar in function to the American Maritime Commission. 

What recommendations would be made to that end, however, depended heavily on an assessrnent of 

post-war commercial prospects for the shipping and shipbuilding industries. 

For the ICMSP the Department of Trade and Commerce attempted to survey future 

commercial demand. The results of the survey are illustrative of the conflicting expectations which 

the wider cornmittee would have to rectify. To measure future demand Trade and Commerce 

conducted a detailed survey of trade commissions, and principal exporters. This survey proved 

particularly important because it promised to reveal what dernand for Canadian merchant shipping 

services might exist after the war. Because Canadian exports greatly outstripped shipped imports the 

survey addressed mainly the need for ships to carry Canadian go& overseas. Canadian trade 

commissioners in ten posts were approached for details of cargoes and explanation of how Canadian 

trade reached foreign  destination^.'^ It was testimony to the lack of  pre-war attention to such matters 

that Trade and Commerce did not already possess this information. As it was, Canada's Trade 

Cornmissioners had to rely on memory to reconstnict pre-war trade patterns and routes, and shipping 

services. However, the iypes of various commodities esported by Canada were readily identifiable. 

Lumber, paper products, flour, wheat, lead, seed potatoes, followed by mmufactured goods, such as 

automobiles, sewing machines, rubber tires, and canned goods were Canada's primary exports. For 

the Trade Commissions, how these Canadian goods went to market remained a topic of conjecture, 

though indications were that some 50-70 percent had travelled in British registered shipping. Despite 

the paucity of vital statistics, eight of the ten trade commissioners believed that governent support 

14NAC RG 1 9 vol. 3 998 file S- 1 2-2-6 contains al1 the various reports and summwies of surveys. 

"The trade cornmissioners surveyed were those to Australia, Indin, South Africa, Brazil, Argentins and 
& Uruguay, Eeypt and the Middle East, New Zealand, Chile and Columbia, and the United Kingdom. 



for a post-war merchant fleet would improve trade opportunities. Several argued that the absence 

of a Canadian flagged merchant marine possibly retardeci trade expansion before the war.I6 

While governrnent agents readily supported the cal1 for some forrn of subsidized merchant 

marine, the ICMSP's survey found the reception cool among private firrns. The survey of major 

exporîing firms revealed few desired subsidizing a Canadian merchant fleet fearing such a policy 

would increase rates for carriage of their goods." The survey of Canadian exporters revealed some 

divergence of opinion between West coast and east coast exporters. Virtually no east coast exporter 

complained of lack of capacity or competition. In contrast, a nurnber of West coast exporters, 

especially those dependent on regular liner services, found too IittIe competition and complained of 

American trade practices which reduced their competitiveness in the Asian market. In particular, it 

was argued the San Francisco Liner Conference fed information to American competitors who preyed 

on routes or markets opened by Canadians. The Canadian finns could not always get competitive 

rates, and had problems securing priority in handling of cargoes. A nurnber complained of having 

their space taken by American exporters after embarkation had been promi~ed. '~ 

Esporters both east and west believed no opportunities to espand Canadian trade had been 

lost by any lack of ability to secure caniage of Canadian goods. Asked their opinion of maintaining 

a government run shipping line, similar to the CGMM, no exporter spolie in favour of such a rnove. 

Many spoke against it. However, a scheme to encourage Canadian firms to patronize Canadian 

registered ships, operated by private f m s ,  gained much support from west coast esporters. Their 

reaction was described to the Minister of Trade and Commerce as "emphatic" that the war built fleet 

I6N~C RG 46 vol. 1269 Memo. to Mr. Oliver Master, DM, Trade and Commerce, "Synopsis of Reports 
from Trade Commissioners in Connection with Canadian Merchant Shipping Policy," 15 March 1944. 

"NAC RG 46 vol. 1269, Reports of survey, F. Bawden to Minister of Trade and Commerce, January 
1944. 

'%AC RG 46 vol. 127 1, file CSB, sec: interviews conducted by F.W. Bawden, Trade and Commerce, 
January-February 1944. 



should remain under Canadian flag. Many argued that such an effort could encourage the expansion 

of Canadian trade. Representatives of the Canadian Wheat Pool also endorsed the idea. But lack of 

interest typified reaction to the idea in the east where many services were already available. 

Exporters reliant on tramp, rather than scheduled liner services, were more direct. West coast 

shippers dependent prirnariIy on tramp shipping did not want the goverment to adopt any policy b a t  

might preclude the use of the cheapest ships available. Those dependent of tramp services argued 

as did Howard Van Dusen, Vice President of H.R.MacMillan Lumber & Shipping Company, that the 

flag did not matter, "as long as they float and the rates are right."Ig 

In assessing Canadian hpor t  shipping requirements the survey by Trade and Commerce 

indicated there esisted no shortage of carriage space before the war. Canadian exports, af'ter all, 

were generaHy far greater than imports. Furthermore, the rnajority of Canadian essential imports 

came via overland routes from the United States, though perhaps having been landed in Amencan 

ports. The only Canadian esporter that expressed any interest in improving imports were the 

manufactures of mbber goods.'* 

The survey of exporters clearly did not lend much weight to calls for greater intervention 

in the shipping industry. Their rnarked ambivalence was reflected in the interim report of the 

ICMSP. Prepared in April 1944 and submitted to Cabinet in early May the interim report did not cal1 

for a substantial policy of intervention. The report did not reject the mode1 of the American Maritime 

Commission, but argued much geater study was required, and conditions of post-war trade would 

have to dari@. In representing a consensus among the competing govemrnent bodies involved the 

report lcft open many questions. The interim report noted the issue was not the creation of a 

'WAC RG 46 vol. 127 1 ,  file CSB, see interviews conducted by F. W. Bawden, Trade and Commerce, 
Januaxy-February 1 944. 

'%AC RG 46 vol. 127 1 ,  file Functions of Canadian Shipping Board, Memo F.E.Bawden, Director of 
Trade Routes and Stearnship Subsidies, to Oliver Master, Acting Deputy Minister, Trade and Commerce, 
"Ocean Shipping Facilities for Canadian Esport and import Trade," March 16, 1944. 



merchant marine, but rather what to do nlth the one Canada now possessed. The maintenance of an 

efficient Canadian merchant marine would require some govenunent assistance and supervision "as 

may be reqiiired in the national interest." What that interest was, remained unanswered, but basic 

consideration "should be satisfaction of the requirements of National Defence and the rendering of 

service to Canadian export trade." The national security argument was most succinctly presented. 

Experience since 1 93 9: 

has demonsîrated that ~i thout  a merchant navy, the Canadian government 
is not in a favourable position to exercise any effective voice in the 
international machinery of control established to regdate the movement of 
imports and exports in time of war. " 

As the statement made clear, the X M S P  recognized that the present merchant fleet proved an 

invaluable lever in international shipping discussions and had met real Canadian shipping demand. 

Though post-war demand remained impossible to gauge, the interim report made an effort 

to assess Canada's cont inuing strategic shipping requirement . The KMSP sought to measure 

capacity essential to meet the minimum import and export requirements. To meet 100 percent of 

Canada's needs some 250,000 tons capacity of oceanic shipping would be called for. The report did 

not cal1 for a fleet of this size but argued. By analogy to the American policy of maintaining a 

merchant fleet capable of canying 50 percent of US requirements, the ICMSP did recornrnend that 

Canadian policy should aim at maintaining some 100 and 125 10,000 dwt vessels for ocean servicezz 

The report noted, however, that the cost of maintaining such a fleet in peaçetirne might have 

to be borne through direct government subsidy, or some other means of keeping vessels on Canadian 

registry, because ihe commercial viability under the Canadian flag proved dificult to predict. In 

"NAC RG 46 vol. 1270 file "Reports of Sub-Committee, Disposal and Financial Policies, Merchant 
Shipping Policy," 5 May 1 944. 

"NAC RG 2, 18 Cab. Doc 73 9, hbrim report, Appendix 6, 14 March 1943.. 



assessing potential post-war commercial demand the short term prospects, through 1947-48, appeared 

very favourable for a profitable operation of war-built vessels. Post-war economic conditions 

remained too uncertain to make long range predictions, but clearly some instability wouid follow the 

war. Such uncertainty prompted the ICMSP's recommendation for retaining govemment control of 

the merchant fleet through at least the initial post-war penod to ensure Canada's interests as an 

exporting country were met.23 

Promotion of a Canadian merchant fleet, however, would have to take into sonsideration the 

potential effects of measures designed to encourage Canadian shipping which may have 

consequences for nations which were accustomed to buying Canadian products on a substantial scale. 

Particular concern was expressed for trade with the United Kingdom. The volume of trade to the UK 

was vital, for among other reasons, United Kingdom trade with Canada served as a vital source of 

American dollars, essential to the Canadian balance of trade with the United States. Canada's 

paramount interest, argued the report, lay in the promotion of esternal trade, not necessarily its 

carriage in Canadian ships. 

Further, the long tenn profitability of Canadian vessels could not be judged with any 

accuracy. The interim report thought it likely more modem ships, of both larger and faster design, 

would supersede the war tonnage once European shipyards recovered. The rate of economic 

recovery was also uncertain. Equalïy uncertain was the results of any international discussion on 

regulating the post-war shipping order. International discussions on post-war shipping practices were 

only beginning, but, the report noted, th- would undoubtedly affect whatever course of action the 

Cabinet adopted. 

In the short term, international discussions appeared bound to address immediate post-war 

*'NAC RG 2, 18 Reporls Interdepartmental Cornmittee on Merchant Shipping Policy, Cab.Doc. 739, and 
740, March 14, 1943, and March 22,1943. 



problems, the disposa1 of excess tonnage, control or moderation of shipping rates, and cargo priorities 

and assignments. Canada's contribution to the discussion of the stabilization of shipping rates, and 

whatever post-war controls would be retained, would depend largely on the state retaining control 

of the merchant fleet. The possession of the fleet was thought to lend weight to Canada's voice in 

international discussion: "if we retain our ships we will probably rank as the third maritime nation 

and be entitled to considerable influence in the discussion of international shipping." In those 

discussions it appeared many nations would favour a post-war shipping regime that avoided the 

"bitter and cut-throat cornpetition" and subsidy race of the 1930s. The report recommended Canada 

seek to end the subsidy battles, and seek irnprovement to labour and working conditions for seamen. 

In summation, it recomrnended that the government guard against building too large a Canadian 

merchant marine, one that could only survive through state subsidy; nevertheless, "a limited and 

efficient merchant marine, given such supervision and necessary assistance by the govemment as 

might be required, shouid be rnaintained." That merchant fleet should operate through the medium 

of private Canadian companies, "to as large and extent as pos~ible."'~ 

In closing, the report recommended no long terni policy for disposa1 of the merchant f let  

be decided upon until the outcome of forthcoming international arrangements was known, and 

international trade had recovered to a point where shipping operated in open c~rnpetition.'~ Whereas, 

in the short term, shipping rates and demand would remain high, thus allowing the profitable 

operation of war produced tonnage, long t e m  prospects were very dificult to forecast. Even so, it 

appeared likely that although Canadian ships could remain as profitable as American merchant ships, 

they wouId eventually have to compete with the fee and operating costs of British registered vessels. 

'4NAC RG2, 18, Cab.Doc 739, ruid 740 Merchant Shipping Policy, Interdepartmental Cornmittee 
Reports," 14 and 22 March 1 943. 

25 Cab.Doc 739, and 740 Merchant Shipping Policy, Interdepartmental Cornmittee Reports," 14 and 22 
March 1943. 
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While those exact costs were unknown, it was conceded that labour costs gave United Kingdom ships 

a very favourable cost advantage. Meeting British competitive conditions would require a substantial 

reduction in Canadian operating costs, of which crew expenses appeared the most elastic. 

Despite that concem the report clearly argued the government shouId retain control of the 

merchant fleet, at least until its full bargaining weight had been wieldd in the forthcoming 

international discussions, and through the initial penod of instability thought likely to foXlow the end 

of the European war. Though chary of recommending a long tenn policy, the report recornmended 

selling the majoriiy of Canadian vessels to Canadian owners and operators for retention under 

Canadian registry. This recornrnendation was clearIy bom of compromise in the face of objections 

raised by Finance and Munitions and Supply to any sclieme that would involve the government in 

ninning a shipping service similar to the pre-war Canadian Governrnent Merchant Marine. Should 

insufficient demand exist for the purchase of these vessels, the report recommended continuing the 

present incentive-management fee operations conducted through Park Steamships. The capital 

investrnent in ships already made by the government made these programmes feasible. Only in the 

event of both policies fading, did the report recornrnended selling the fleet to foreign owners, or 

laying it  p.'^ 

In brief, the ICMSP report recognized that the government would not be willing to pay the 

costs associated with maintaining the shipping or shipbuilding industries at their present size. 

Limited protection could be afforded however, by 1) the state coordinating shipping and shipbuilding 

policy in order to maintain both; 2) selling the merchant fleet to Canadian flag operators on 

favourable terms, for operation on a commercial basis; and 3) formation of a central coordinating 

26NAC RG 46 vol. 1270, file "Report of Sub-Cornmittee, Disposa1 and Financial Policies, Merchant 
Shipping Policy," 5 May 1944. 



agency similar to the American Maritime Commission." Ali were tentative proposals, which the 

ICMSP maintained would require greater research and deliberation. 

After reviewing the interim reports the Cabinet War Committee approved its 

recommendations in principle, but requested M e r  studies be undertaken and international 

developments assessed before any final course of governent action was settled upon. These M e r  

studies were brought piecemeal to the Cabinet Wax Committee for ~onsideration.~~evertheless, 

following Cabinet's review of the interim report, C.D.Howe announced the government would 

support a post-war merchant marine. While welcomed by many of the labour and industrial lobbies, 

the announcement predated any fm policy decision by the Cabinet on what form that support would 

take. Many issues remained unresolved. Indeed, the ICMSP wodd issue no final report. Instead, 

a series of recornmendations were put fonvard to Cabinet at various times, on separate aspects of 

post-war shipping and shipbuilding policy. 

The available record of decision-making is far from complete. However, fiom the tabling 

of the ICMSP's interim report, in April 1944, to consideration of the cornmittee's fmal 

recornmendations the following December, three fùndarnental issues appear to have caused the 

substantial delay. First, it was necessary to complete a nwnber of detailed studies. The second 

source of deiay appears to be the conduct of international negotiations on post-war shipping 

arrangements. The final cause was likely the substantial division of opinion within the ICMSP over 

the appropriate government apparatus to administer a Canadian maritime policy. This final issue is 

of greatest consequence for the development of long tenn maritime policy, but each problem requires 

some examination. 

"Sec NAC King Papers, vol. 37 1 ,  file 3906 response to enquiry on reconstruction priorities, surnmary to 
Mackenzie King, 27 December 1943; NAC RG 46 vol. 1 172, file 1200.00. J.R. Baldwin to J.F. Fredericson, 
1 1 April 1944. 

2~~~ RG 2,7c, CWC Minutes, 12 April 1943. 
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In the end, the debates within the ICMSP were never resolved, and by November 1944 its 

role became redundant with the creation of the Department of Reconstruction. In nid-October 1944 

Cabinet authorized creation of îhe Department of Reconstruction and Supply. Most of the final 

recommendations of the ICMSP came after C.D. Howe's appointment to the new Ministr),. At least 

in terms of the maritime industries, Howe received a fiee hand to fi-arne policy. Given that mandate, 

Howe esercised v e v  persona1 direction over these questions, largely removing the role of bi-partisan 

cornmittee in the process. By November 1944 Howe's position as de facto minister of reconstruction 

was confirmed by the Prime Minister. His opinions thereafter held disproportionate weight effecting 

the shaping of al1 reconstruction rnatters related to maritime industries. Howe's very direct bearing 

on the final resolution of questions of protection and reconversion is most clearly seen in the 

consideration of support for the shipbuilding industry over which he esercised his powers to assign 

or direct government work to the shipyards he favoured rather than develop an industry-wide policy 

of support. Howe also settled the question of fonning a central coordinating body similar to the 

American Maritime Conunission. In the ongoing discussions of the ICMSP and in considerations 

made by Howe's Department of Reconstruction the issues were never completely separated, but are 

dealt with separately for the moment. 

Protecting The Shipyards 

Among its last reports, the ICMSP assessed the likely competitive position of Canada's shipyards. 

The detailed study, separate from previous esaminations which subordinated discussion of 

shipbuilding to shipping policy, was prompted by a request for continued government financial and 

policy assistance put to the Prime Minister by the newly formed Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship 
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Repairing Asso~ia t ion .~~ Consisting of al1 the major shipyards that existed before the war and several 

west Coast yards built up during the conflict, the CSSRA suggested several protective measures, such 

as; I )  undertaking a sustained naval shipbuilding programme; 2) closing the coasting trade to al1 

foreign flagged or built shipping, including vessels of UK registry; and 3) reducing tariffs on the 

irnport of certain marine components, such as main engines and gearing~.~' 

While Canadian costs were generally below those of Amcrican shipyards, they were 

substantially higher than European, particdarly British, costs. Under long-standing Canadian policy, 

notably the Imperia1 Merchant Shipping Agreement, Canadian tariffs did not apply to the importation 

of British built ships, which enjoyed a forty to fifty percent cost advantage to Canadian construction 

costs. The Canadian industxy consequently faced British competition for international and domestic 

markets. The CS SRA recognized the govemment wodd prove unwilling to subsidize construction 

for foreign sales, but sought protection of the Canadian market. To stimulate domestic demand, the 

Association sought continuation of a substantial naval building programme, on which the government 

had yet to decide, and the imposition of controls to the domestic market. In particular, the 

Association sought governent regulation to force the operators of Canadian fishing and coastal and 

inland watenvays shippers to place their fleets on Canadian registry, thereafter building any new 

vessels at Canadian ~hipyards.~' The Interdepartmental Committee's report on the CSSRA's brief, 

delivered to Cabinet 11 October 1944, supported the proposition that it would be advantageous to 

maintain a large Canadian shipbuilding industry in time of peace, as well as war. but noted the 

difficuity Canadian shipyards would have with international competition. 

In the Cornmittee's opinion the industry operated many more shipyards than Canada's 

. . . - . - -- 

'9The Prime Minister received the CSSRA Brief on Shipbuilding on 9 August 1944. 

30CSSRA Brief on Shipbuilding, 1944. Minutes CSSRA 1944- 1945. 

3'CSSRA Brief on Shipbuilding, 1944. 



peacetirne demand couid ever support. Only a reduction in the number of yards and concentration 

of the skilled personnel could maintain profitable operations. The Cornmittee made Iittle of the 

recomrnendation to abrogate the Imperia1 Merchant Shipping Agreement, except to note that such 

a change was a matter of high policy requiring further study. The Committee did recommend, 

however, that government coordination with the shipbuilding industry should only proceed once 

indusûy took the initiative to present a plan for its own rationalization. 

The Deputy Minister of Finance, Dr. Clark, found this proposition troubling. The industry 

would then likely feel able to act like a cartel, taking advantage of govemment assistance which such 

a proposa1 intimated the state would be obliged to render. Clark also argued that closing the coasting 

trade would merely shift costs from the shipbuilding industry to the owners and operators of 

Canadian shipping. As he argued, "our only hope is to try to build up, in one way or another, an 

efficient and low cost shipbuilding indusûy." He suggested the newly formeci Department of 

Reconstruction examine means of prompting the industry to specialize in certain types of 

construction where it enjoyed a cost advantage, though he was at a loss to suggest what those might 

be.3' In any event the issue fell to the newly fonned Department of Reconstruction, C.D.Howe, 

Minister, to address. 

Howe's advisors believed the CSSRA's brief was entirely too one sided. The industry took 

no responsibiliiy for its owm rationalization and was asking the government "to enter a policy of 

paternalism." The industqh overhead and labour costs were not internationally ~ornpeti t ive.~~ 

Consequently, the Association would not be approached for a forma1 plan for self-rationalization. 

32NAC RG 46 vol. 1270 file Canadian Shipping Board, "Report to Cabinet Upon the Brief of the 
Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing Association," by interdepartmental Committee on Merchant 
Shipping Policy, 1 I October 1944. NAC RG 19 vol. 3998 file S-12-2-6, Letter Dr. W.C. Clark, to J.F. 
Fredericson, 16 Octoba 1944, see also RG 2,18 vol. 25, file M- 15- 1944 (August-December). 

33NAC Howe Papers vol. 85, Memo W.J. Bennett to C.D. Howe, and leîter Frank Ross, President Saint 
John Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Ltd., to J.E. Sirnard, President, Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing 
Association, copy addresseci to Howe, 5 September 1944. 
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Instead, Howe curtailed work at the govemment owned or managed shipyards, and favoured several 

old, established yards with the last of war-time building contracts. To ease the transition to peace- 

time demand, careh1 control was esercised over al1 govemment shipbuilding. Contracts in hand for 

merchant and non-essential naval craft were aIlowed to shift their completion dates, in order to ensure 

continuity of work within the shipyards. Howe also made requests of the British Ministry of War 

Transport to supply the designs of more modem tonnage, vessels more suitable for post-war trade. 

The request was not wannly received, Howe being infonned that al1 Britain's effort remained on 

building for wu-tirne needs. Howe did arrange for a new vesse1 design based on the wartime h d l  

but modernized in engine and arrangement, including a large freezer space. Three vessels of this type 

were among the last laid down during the war. Their contracts were given as bridging work to the 

three largest shipyards, Burrards, Vickers, and Marine Industries. From these efforts it would appear 

Howe was totally opposed to any more elaborate assistance to the shipyards. For the most part the 

comparative advantages of the shipyards would see a retum to the stahts quo m t e  bellum. This was 

a policy of reconstniction never articulated in any minute. For Howe, letting the industry fmd its 

own level was the quickest way of reducing excess capacity, but there was little to be gainecl 

handicapping the most fit. Only they were to be fed the last of the govemment ~ o r k . ~ ~  

Interim Controls For International Shipping 

Chief among the basic assumptions of the iCMSP uras that international slipping would compete in 

an open market shortly after the war ended. Rate competition was favoured by îhe Department of 

'"The records of the Department of Reconstruction are very thin in regards actual decisions, and little 
correspondence is containeci in them. The proof of this final point, however, is the observation that the 
vessels of the Canadian Constnictor Class were only built in these three aforementioned yards. Action in 
this case speaks where words are lacking. 
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Finance because it promised to be most favourable to Canadian external trade. Whatever Canadian 

ocean merchant fleet was to be preserved after the war would depend largely on the nature of that 

open market. Late war international discussions acknowledged the benefits of an open market while 

irnposing continuing resbictions. 

In late July 1944 London hosted international discussions on continuing international 

controls on merchant shipping after the end of the European war. The London talks centred on a 

proposal previously circulated by the United Kingdom. London informed Canada in early July that 

it intended to hold taks  in London at the end of the month to address the establishment of an 

international maritime administration to coordinate merchant shipping during the period immediately 

following the collapse of German resistance. Under the UK proposal, al1 United Nations shipping 

and that formerly controlled by the Axis would be controlled through this new agency with a view 

to providing for essential peace-time and recovery and relief requirements. As conceived this 

controlling body would be a sub-agency to the formative United Nations. Each allied power would 

retain actual control of its flag shipping and could direct tonnage to meet its own needs. Al1 shipping 

in excess to those national requirements was to be pIaced at the disposa1 of the proposed United 

Maritime Authority (UMA). Nations with insufficient tonnage would apply to this body for 

assis tance. An executive council consisting of represent atives fiom various nations would oversee 

operations and discuss policy, but real authority would rest with the UMA Esecutive Boards. The 

two executive boards, one based in London, the other in Washington were to be comprised of 

representatives of only the largest ship owning nations. These agencies would determine actual 

allocations of shipping and priorities. In effect, the esecutive boards appeared likely to continue the 

control and division of world wide responsibilities exercised by the British Ministry of War 

Transport, the Arnerican War Shipping Administration and the British and American Combined War 

Shipping Adjustrnents Board. 
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Prier to the London talks the United States responded to the British proposal. The Americans 

would seek agreement on granting the Executive Boards the power to requisition shipping, rather 

than rely on a ship licensing scheme which the British proposed. Further, the United States would 

seek agreement on formalizing continuation of controls for a definite period, to cease six rnonths afier 

the formal surrender of Japan. Before talks began the United Kingdom indicated its acceptance of 

these revisions to the document now termed the "Agreement of Principals." The United Kingdom 

and Amencan govemments both sought an agreement that would prevent a r e m  to open 

cornpetition in the Atlantic while the war in the Pacific was still on, something which a number of 

smaller powers were anxious to do. It was this draft agreement that was sent via the Canadian High 

Commission to Ottawa in early July. 

It was not quite a done-deal but this "agreement of principals" would form the proposal the 

hastily arranged Canadian delegation addressed in London. To guide the delegation in these 

negotiations the ICMSP evaluated the proposal. The ICMSP indicated the scheme was far more 

fonnalized than that esercised during the war. Canadian participation in allied shipping matters had 

been on a voluntary basis, whereas the new proposa1 entailed a legal obligation. Secondly, the 

effective period of control called for by the United States, i.e. sis months from the end of war with 

Japan, would only be assented to if assurances were given that Canada's vital esport and import 

shipping requirements were assured of as favourable consideration granted any other country. 

Further, the Canadian delegation was instructed to seek representation on both the Council and the 

Executive Boards. Should the United States and Britain continue to dominate those boards, Canada 

"rnight easily find itself at a di~advantage."~' 

Vincent Massey, High Cornmissioner to the United Kingdom, led the Canadian delegation 

"NAC RG 46 vol. 1270 file CSB. C.P. Edwards, "Shipping Policy, UK-US Proposals for International 
Control of Merchant Shipping Mer the Conclusion of Hostilities In Europe" 6 July 1944. On Cabinet's 
acceptance of these guidelines see, RG 2, 7c, CWC Minutes, 12 July 1944, 
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which consisted of A.L.W. MacCallum, Chairman of the Canadian Shipping Board, and J.A. 

Langley, Canadian Trade Commissioner to London. Having built the third or fourth largest merchant 

fleet in the world, the Canadian delegation had fair claim to membership of any executive 

international bodies that might control post-war shipping. However, following prelirninw 

discussions Massey infomed Ottawa he thought success unlikely. The Canadian delegation found 

its position untenable when the United States delegation insisted that a Canadian presence on thc 

Boards would be deemed to give over-representation to the British Empire. Massey thought that to 

argue the point too strenuously might jeopardize the entire agreement. When it became clear that 

Canadian insistence threatened to jeopardize the talks, Cabinet directeci Massey to concede the 

issue.36 in a compromise Canada gained acceptance as an associate member to the esecutive boards, 

a powerless but advisory position. 

The Agreement of Principals for continued shipping controls, signed in London in August 

1944, stipulated that the United Maritime Authority would corne into being following Germany's 

sumender. Thereafter al1 allied tonnage would be controlled to provide for military, trade and relief 

operations wdcr the auspices of the United Nations. How Canada would control its vessels through 

the ensuing p e n d  of reconstruction remained undetermined. Both the Minister of Transport and 

Minister of Munitions and SuppIy favoured direct government control through this transition period, 

whereafter the ships would be sold to private Canadian operators. As Howe argued to his Cabinet 

colIegues, private operators could provide "a more vigorous merchant marine than could be 

developed under government auspices. "37 

Determining what size the Canadian merchant marine could operate on a cornpetitive basis 

36NAC RG 2,7c, CWC minutes, 19 July 1944, and telegram no. 1924, Canadian High Comrnissioner, 
London, to Esternal Affairs, Ottawa, 28 July 1944, and Cab.Doc. No.865, "Report Upon the London 
Conference and Agreement on Shipping Control," 25 September 1944, and "Report of Delegation," 15 
August 1944. 

37NAC RG 2,7c, CWC minutes, 5 October 1944. 
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fell to Howe's Reconstruction Department for consideration. Howe's reconstmction cornmittee had 

Iiardly addressecl the issue of long term maritime policy when Japanese resistance collapsed in 

August 1945. However, a more definite decision had been taken on a central coordinating agency 

for maritime policy. 

A Central Coordinating Body For Maritime Policy 

The ICMSP offered two reports regarding post-war government machinery for the administration of 

maritime p~licy.~"he first report to the Cabinet War Cornmittee, dated 27 September 1944, outlined 

the diffuse government apparatus then dealing with shipping and shipbuilding policy. In comparison 

to the United States, Canada's system was seen to be overly complex and divided. The Department 

of Transport, for instance, controlled registration of ships, certification of officers, regulations 

regarding employrnent and safety rit sea, steamships inspection, and aids to navigation. The 

Department of Trade and Commerce controlled stearnship subsidies and monitored trade routes. The 

Department of National Health bore responsibility for the mariners sickness fund. The Custorns 

Division of the Department of National Revenue made regulations regarding the coastal trade, and 

clearances of cargoes and vessels. The Department of Labour monitored application of international 

labour organization conventions on hours of employment and working conditions. From outlining 

this comples and overlapping series of responsibilities the report moved on to examine the agencies 

made necessary by the war. These included the Canadian Shipping Board, the Park Steamship 

Company, the Shipbuilding Branch of Munitions and Supply, the Director of Merchant Seamen, the 

Transport Controller, and numerous other agencies. 

3%lAC RG 46 vol. 1270 file CSB, memo "The Machinery for Govemment Administration of Canadian 
Shipping," 27 September 1944, and "Machinery for Governent  Administration of Post-War Shipping 
Policy," 29 Deceinber 1944. 
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Responsibilities esercised by these new agencies were not expected to al1 lapse when peace 

came. Canada would not only possess a much larger merchant marine, but new problems were bound 

to arise. The greatly enlarged shipping and shipbuilding industries, the training and discipline of 

merchant crews, and Canadian representation in whatever international body oversaw shipping would 

al1 require a more dedicated government apparatus. The ripe plum hardly warranted articulation: 

Canada should establish a single authority vested with jurisdiction over these many matters as a 

means of fostering the development of Canada's rnerchant marine. The type of jurisdiction to be 

granted this body, however, remained unclear. Substantial disagreement had arisen within the 

Interdepartmental Committee on Merchant Shipping Policy. Whether this central body would 

control, coordinate, or simply advise the govenunent on such policy remained an issue for W e r  

study. 

The final report on the appropriate detailed apparatus was only put forward to Cabinet in late 

December 1 944. It, too, recommended establishment of a central agency, responsible to the Minister 

of Transport. Al1 matters conceming the merchant navy, inerchant seamen, and shipbuilding were 

among the largest responsibilities to be granted this body. This central authority was to decide on 

the pos t-war utiiization and disposition of war-built vessels, construction of new vessels, and the 

general coordination of shipping and shipbuilding policy with the requirements of international trade 

and national security. As well, it would take care of the administration of any subsidies or other 

assistance that might be extended these industries. 

Deliberations over these questions were marked by a heated division of opinion within the 

goverrunent, and tempered by international developments. From inception, two questions sparked 

dissention within the Cornmittee: the fate of the post-war merchant marine, and the need for a 

centralized govemment body to manage state policy toward maritime industries. The Committee 

divided between a laissez faire element and one favouring greater intervention. The non- 



interventionists favoured the stotus quo. Led by the Deputy Minister of Transport, Commander C.P. 

Edwards, the advocates of laissez @ire argued that existing arrangements and policies were 

~ufficient.~~ Edwards found most support from the Deputy Minister of Finance and the representative 

of Extemal Affairs. Advocates of more positive state policy were John Baldwin of the Privy Council, 

R.A.C. Henry, former head of Park Steamships and confidant to H ~ w e , ~ '  and Captain Eric Brand, 

who spoke for the navy. This refonnist faction enjoyed the favour of both the Minister of Trade and 

Commerce, Jas MacKinnon, and C.D. Howe. While Howe supported changes to the stahrs quo he 

consistently opposed any scheme that promised to involve the govemrnent in providing extensive 

subsidies .4 '  

The apparent divisions within the Cornmittee are clearly illustrated by a clash that occurred 

in early 1944. John Baldwin attempted to write a brief for the Prime Minister in preparation for the 

May 1944 meeting of Empire Prime Minister~.~' Baldwin's memo suggested Canada would follow 

a very positive policy, overseen by a centralized body and liliely to include promoting and 

maintaining her new status in international shipping. Baldwin's memo was intercepted by the 

Committee's External Affairs representative, Scot Macdonald. Macdonald took great exception to 

the thnists of Baldwin's note. Whereas Baldwin wrote that "a considerable block of informed 

opinion" considered that Canada's war-built fleet could be economically operated serving Canada's 

'?NAC Howe Papers, vol. 85 file 43 (3), Edwards to Howe, 15 January 1945. 

40As Executive Assistant to Howe at Munitions and Supply, H e q  early advocated forming a Canadian 
Commission along the lines of the Arnerican Maritime Commission; see, NAC RG 19 vol. 3998, file S-12- 
2-6, Henry to Dr. W.C. Clark, 23 August 1 943. 

4'NAC RG2, I 8 vol. 25, file M- 1 5, for an outline of this debate and its factions see, letter J.F. Fredericson 
to A.D.P. Heeney, Clerk of the P r i y  Council, 29 September 1944; and, DIHist. Eric Brand Papers, volume 
II, "Canadian merchant shipping policy, some recollections, 1939-1 949," dated December 1969. 

42See C.P. Stacey, Canada and the Ape of Conflict. Volume 2: 192 1-1 948. the Mackenzie King Era, 
(Toronto, 19811, p. 365; and, J.W. Pickersgill and D.F. Forster, MacKenzie King Record, vol. 1 (Toronto, 
1960), pp. 663-688 for discussion of this Prime Ministers' Conference. 



export trade d e r  the war, it was pointed out that profitability was likely only to last through the 

initial reconstruction period when high rates would dominate. Canadian exporters, Macdonald noted, 

were interested primarily in trading, that is "in cheap fkeights, rather than in shipping profits, and will 

accordingly support any policy likely to meet their requirements in this respect." He concluded: 

Would it not be advisable to indicate first, that Canada's interests 
are primarily those of a trading nation, that she is interested in 
cheap freights, but would not be wvilling to curtail the United 
Kingdom market by imperiling their "invisible" export balance, and 
second that the consensus of Canadian opinion is in favour of 
private rather than government ~peration. '~ 

As it turned out, the corrected brief was not raised at the Prime Ministers' meeting in London. The 

issue of merchant shipping policy did not make the fmal agenda. Macdonald's corrective however 

reveals the continuing debate within the govemment. These debates were never resohed by the 

cornmittee involved. 

Howe as Minister of Reconstruction exercised his very considerable discretionary powers 

to settIe matters unilaterally. On the issue of a central coordinating body Howe rernained confkonted 

with divided advice. Whereas the ICMSP's final report cailed for a single coordinating body vested 

with new authorities taken from the various bodies within governrnent affecting aspects of maritime 

policy, the Chairman of the Committee, the Deputy Minister of Transport, appended his dissenting 

view. As he esplaineci to Howe, the state's present machinery appeared to him wholly appropriate, 

"working entirely satisfactorily. . .." Placing al1 shipping matters under one rninister, he conceded, 

would make a tidier job of it, but "there does not seem to me to be any great urgency about it." 

Edwards was particularly concerned not to see either a diminution of the responsibilities of the 

Depuîy Minister of Transport, or the creation of hard feelings that would resuIt frorn shifting 

43NAC RG 2 vol. 25 file M- 15 1944 (January-July), letter, Scott Macdonald, Extemal Anairs, to J.R. 
Baldwin, Pnvy Council, 17 April 1944. 



responsibility away from so many other agencies. Moreover, argued Edwards, such a body ran 

counter to the general policy being followed by the Liberal govemment since the 1935 election 

regarding the development of the civil service. The Departmental structure they had created placed 

the Deputy Minister in charge of daily operations and economic management. Any type of extra- 

departmental body ran counter to those efforts and challenged the role of the Deputy Min i~ t e r .~~  

The final report of the Interdepartmental Cornmittee, and Edwards' dissenting report, were 

not raised in Cabinet until January 1945. With Howe absent, the Cabinet deferred any decision on 

the report's final rec~mmendations.~~ Howe earlier acceded to the logic of forming a central 

coordinating agency. He remained content to await the clarification of international issues before 

implementing such a move. When the issue finally came to the reconstruction cornmittee Howe 

again agreed that a centralized body would be formed. However, he explained in March 1945, that 

appointment would await the tennination of the war, so that he could have his pick of somwne "of 

the highest calibre" for the job.j6 

Howe's deferral did not indicate lack of interest. Rather, with the allied agreement in 

principles the continuation of conîrols removed the urgency of this issue. Germany had not yet 

collapsed and the war in the far-east was anticipated to prove exceedingly protracteci and shipping 

intensive. Canada was not alone in fmding its post-war maritime policy unsettled when the sudden 

collapse of Japan resistance, following the atomic bombings of 6 and 8 August, brought the fighting 

to an end. 

44NAC Howe Papers, vol. 85. C.P.Edwards to Howe, 15 January 1945. 

4SNAC RG 28 vol. 859, minutes meetings, Department of Reconstmction and Supply, 23 March 1945; 
and, NAC RG 19 E-3(J) vol. 3581, file M- 17, minutes Cabinet Comrnittee on Reconstruction and Supply, 
23 January 1945. 

46NAC RG 28 vol. 859 file: Meetings of Departmental Heads -- Reconstniction Comrnittee, 23 March 
1945. Howe clearly favoured appointment of such a body, Xe, RG 28, vol. 859, vol. 1, minutes, meetings 
with Deputy Minister, 22 March 1945. 
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The many debates on shipping policy and the appropriate apparatus to mariage the 

trernendous national assets present in the merchant marine were never fully resolved within the 

governrnent. That the protection of shipping should not impede Canadian esports or imports, or 

reduce the flow of American dollars brought in by trade with the United Kingdom, appeared the 

major concern of the Department of Finance. Resolving those contradictions proved impossible 

while the war was on. The governrnent had recognized there would be a maritime legacy to the war. 

Efforts would be taken to preserve the merchant fleet, but at little cost to the government. The 

continuation of wartirne shipping controls into the post-war period promised to see the fleet 

remaining profitable, at least in the short term. Through the period of continued controls, the 

govemment could consider its options more fully. Measures would also be taken to ease the 

shipyards into the conditions of post-war demand. The shipbuilding industry's request for subsidies 

and other major fonns of assistance, however, were rejected. Instead, Howe chose to favour the 

major shipyards with the last of the war work, and allow production schedules to slip. Maritime 

policy for the period after the immediate end of the war and penod of special controls, however, 

remained unsettled. The debate over a centralized maritime commission appears to have been settled, 

but the timing, and indeed final shape of such a body, was left primarily to C.D. Howe to decide and 

he decided to wait. The Cabinet and Howe acceptai the principle of a centralized body to coordinate 

Canada's maritime policy, but Howe was content to allow the conditions of peace to clmi@ 

themselves before establishing such an agency. In the dying months of the war, Canadian naval 

policy faced similar challenges. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Big Ship Time 

Whether or not a wider, more comprehensive maritime policy would emerge from the experience of 

war was not resolved before the termination of hostilities. The debates over the civil dimensions of 

a wider maritime policy found some paralle1 in discussions of the navy's fate. Whether or not Canada 

was going to preserve its greatly enlarged naval force after the war would be of fundamental 

importance to other elements of Canada's maritime policy, as will be demonstrated in later chapters. 

Moreover, national navies are traditionally regarded as an indicator of the importance a state attaches 

to the sea, building prestige and reat presence on the oceans of the world. The accepted role of the 

Canadian navy at the end of the war c m  be taken as a mark of where maritime defence and related 

questions stood among wider governrnent concerns. 

In one of the most seminal pieces of Canadian naval histonography W.A.B. Douglas has 

related the essentials of the RCNfs wartime stmggle to shape the post-war fleet.' Douglas 

demonstrated that from late 1940 Naval Staff planning sought to lay the foundations for a much 

larger post-war fleet. The arguments marshallcd through the sis  years of war by the Naval Staff are 

well recounted by Douglas, but his account depends primarily on staff papers produced from 1939 

to late 1943. This chapter fills many of the elisions in Douglas's explanation of developments 

'W.A.B. Douglas, "Confiict and Innovation in the Royal Canadian Navy, 1939-1 945,"Gerald Jordan, 
ed., Naval Warfare in the Twentieth Centurv 1900-1 945. (London and New York, 1977), pp. 21 0-232. 



through 1944 and 1945.2 

As Douglas argued, naval planning demonstrated a marked continuity, but also some 

important transitions. From the first days of war in 1939 the Naval Staff contemplated the shape of 

the pst-war navy. From first to last, one fundamental concern of senior naval planners was to 

prevent the return to the "peacetinie penury which had almost destroyed the navy between the w a r ~ . " ~  

The early assessments of post-war naval requirements outlineà a number of assumptions shared in 

later appreciations, but some fundamental assurnptions would change by war's end. The most telling 

assumption questioned in late war planning was tliat the Royal Navy remained the hub of an Empire 

fleet. The subordination of the navies of Australia, New Zealand, South Afiica, India, and Canada 

to the Royal Navy had been portrayeci as "eminently reasonable" in a Canadian navai appreciation 

produced in late 1940e4 By late war that assurnption was no longer tenable. Many senior Canadian 

naval officers expressed their dissatisfaction with the Royal Navy.' Others conîinued to argue for 

Canada being included within an Empire defence scheme. Mackenzie King's opposition to such an 

idea held great consequence for the final shape and role of the RCN. 

Whatever the plans put fonvard by die navy for its pst-war purpose and composition, much 

depended on the Prime Minister's predilections. During discussions of the pst-war navy held dwing 

1944 and early 1945 several overarching concerns weighed heavily in Mackenzie King's minci. Chief 

'A forthcoming oficial history of the RCN promises rnuch. On more recent historiography, none of 
which address well the details of these late war debates see, Gennan, Sea 1s At Our Gates, J. Boutilier, ai., 
RCN in Retrosnect; and W.A.B. Douglas, ed., RCN in Transition. Stacey's, Arms, Men and Govemments, 
offers only some details of planning for the Pacific War, pp. 60-63. 

'Douglas, "Conflict and Innovation, " p. 2 15. 

%ee, Douglas and DHist. 1650-1 vo1.2, unsigned staff appreciation, "Canada's Post War Navy," 11 
November 1940. 

'Marc Milner, "A Canadian Perspective on Canadian and ArneRcan Naval Relations Since 1945," in Joel 
J. SokolsLy and Joseph T. Jockel, Fiftv Years of Canada-United States Defense Coowration. (Lewiston, 
NY, 1992) pp. 148-149. 



among these concems were questions of conscription, recognition of Canadian sovereignty in 

determining defence policy, and a desire not to commit a future govenunent to either a fiscally 

irresponsible or overly militaristic defence programme. Regarding the first concern, the conscription 

crisis of late 1944 arose over the question of reinforcements and replacements for the Canadian army 

fighting in Europe. Schisms within Cabinet over the question of sending conscripts would bring 

King close to resignation. He was determinecl not to de@ his earlier promises to send only volunteers 

overseas. Ever concerned about Iosing support in Quebec, King was detemineci not to be forced into 

a Union Government which conscription for overseas service had forced in 19 17. The naval minister, 

Angus L. Macdonald, already a champion of a large pst-war fleet, became a major proponent within 

Cabinet for the unrestricted use of conscripts overseas. After the protracteci conscription debates of 

late 1944, al1 of Macdonald's proposais to Cabinet were met with great suspicion. 

A second and related influence on the Prime Minister's receptiveness to pst-war naval 

planning was his determination not to tie the hands of a fbture government by taking on large fiscal 

commitments unrelated to the present war. Al1 three services advanced proposai expenditures under 

emergency war-time estimates that were aimed primarily at building forces for the coming peace. 

The Prime Minister was adarnant that Canada not follow the path well trod by European militarists. 

In late 1944, as Cabinet's attention turned to reconstruction and future elections, interest turneci to 

expenditures for civil needs rather than buying supplies for further or future war. In late September 

1944, after discussing the coming Pacific commihneiit, King confidecl to his Diary: 

1 had opened the [Cabinet] discussion by saying the reaf question 
before us was to decide whether Canada from now on was to seek to return 
to an industrial country, eager to further the arts of peace, or to regard itself 
as the countries of Europe had for so many years, under steady preparation 
for war with large amed  force^.^ 

%AC King Papers, Diary, 28 September 1944. (Hereafter refend to as King Diary). 
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Not surprisingly, the Prime Minister resisted naval plans which appeared to structure the 

post-war navy within an Empire naval force. The consequences for the navy of King's concems 

cannot be revealed by solely looking at post-war naval planning and Cabinet discussions. Through 

late 1944 a dedicated body, the Post Hostilities Planning Commîttee, supposediy bore responsibility 

for such policy development, but its deliberations held little effect for future naval policy.7 Largely 

absent fiom its reports, minutes and decisions is the story of how the Prime Minister's concems, 

about conscription, the Pacific cornmitment, Canadian sovereignty and post-war naval policy collided 

with the navy's efforts to shape the post-war RCN. 

King's views on the navy were intimately tied to the naval force authorized for the Pacific. 

The navy sought to build its ideal post-war fleet under the guise of preparing for the war against 

Japan. The RCN hoped to finish the war with a large well balanced fleet, and elements of the Naval 

Staff consciously struggled to achieve that fleet struchrre. In struggling to build its post-war fleet by 

having such a force approved for the Pacific, the RCN sought to present the Cabinet with a fait 

accompli. That effort was not lost on King, and debates over the Pacific conunitment helped clarify 

his view of tliese navalist designs. Most telling of King's growing wariness of naval planning was 

the reconsideration of the nurnber of forces committed to the Pacific War. Whereas the Prime 

Minister initially agreed to a naval force perhaps 45,000 strong for the Pacific, the final figure 

authorized was just over 13,000. This final force, more or less, formed the nucleus of the post-war 

navy. Naval planners had counted on the force sent to the Pacific fonning the core of the post-war 

RCN. The reductions in the totaI forces committed to the Pacific War, therefore, rnarked a real 

decline in the navy's post-war potential. 

As demonstrated by Douglas, the crystallization of RCN post-war f l e t  planning came at the 

'On the Post Hostilities Planning Cornmittee, see the volumes for 1944 and 1945 of Documents on 
Canadian Ek%ernal Relations, (Ottawa, vanous years). 
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first Quebec Conference. At the Citadel from 17 to 27  August 1943, Roosevelt and Churchill met 

to settle matters for the invasion of Europe and preliminary plans for "Stage II", the war against 

Japan. King displayed palpable excitement at hosting the leaders of the two greatest democracies. 

His diary goes to some Iengths describing the near euplioria he experienced seeing the Canadian Red 

Ensign flying as an equal between the Union Jack and Stars and Stripes.' For King, the flag's 

position equal to our allies signified a fiilfilment of l i s  decades long search for recognition of 

Canadian sovereign status. However, King was interested in more than symbolism. The conference 

was seen as confirmation of a new international status eamed by Canada's moral and matenal 

cornmitment to the allied war effort. Far from being wearied by that struggle, in mid 1943, King was 

determined to continue a significant contribution, as measured in domestic terms, and some have 

maintained his govemnent - riding public pressure - sought to engage the Axis more c lo~ely .~  

Although there was littie dornestic support for a major effort in the Pacific, King at the time of the 

first Quebec Conference believed both the United States and Britain would be notably appreciative 

of Canada's efforts and continuing parti~ipation.'~ Within eighteen months of the conference, 

however, King's anticipation had t m e d  to disappointment. 

Disappointment came from the realization that neither of these geat  powers attache. much 

significance to either the Canadian contribution to the war or to Canada's status as a middle power. 

Whatever the post-war value of this concept of Canada as "middle power," it gained currency within 

the King administration during the early phase of post-war planning. While elements of the Canadian 

government, particularly the Department of External AfYairs, persisteci in propounding the concept, 

Mackenzie King appears to have conceded it a casualty to Great Power real politzk even before the 

Torster and Pickersgill, Mackenzie Kinn Record, Vol. 1, p. 542. 

'Sec Milner, North Atlantic Run, for discussion of domestic political pressure to partake in greater 
offensive operations, pp. 254-55. 

IOSee, Pickersgill and Forster, Mackenzie Kin~  Record, Vol. 1, pp. 642-683. 
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war ended." Much of this may appear well removed fiom issues of naval or maritime policy, but 

King's disillusionment with these wider political developments greatly infhenced his views on what 

contribution Canada would make to the Pacific War and post-war order. The physical composition 

of the post-war fleet held consequence for related maritime industries, shipyards, and other 

manufacturers. Beyond such tangible concerns lay intangible questions of maritime policy, most 

particularly, the purpose of the post-war navy. In the traditional calculus of diplornacy a nation 

determined to exercise its international status as a "middle power" would have to maintain a navy 

cornmensurate with its status. King accepted iieither the premise nor the conclusion. 

Naval Designs 

With the allies prepared to discuss preparations for the war in the Pacific, the Canadian Naval Staff 

used the occasion of the first Quebec Conference to redirect the shape of the navy from one 

dominateci by small ships to one compriseci of a large balanced fleet. Responsibility for that 

conscious effort fell in mid- 1943 not only to the Chief of the Naval Staff, Vice Admiral Percy Nelles, 

but to several senior ofFicers, most notably the Vice Chief of the Naval Staff, Captain Wallace 

Creery, the Director of Naval Plans, Captain Hany G. DeWolf, and Captain Horatio Nelson Lay, 

nephew to the prime minister, former Director of Plans, and by August 1943 special member of the 

naval staff responsible for naval aviation. Al1 were career RCN officers with first hand experience 

of the neglect of the navy at home during the inter-war years. Al1 had advanced training and 

considerable sea service with the Royal Navy. 

"John Holrnes, The Shapin~ of Peace. Canada and the Search for World Order. 1943- 1957 Vol. 2, , 
(Toronto, 1982), pp. 37-75. Holmes attributes the tenn "middle power" to Jan Smuts, the leader of another 
colony Qing to have its sovereign f o m  recognized. 



In coordinating long term objectives with the war-time requirements of our allies, these 

senior members of the Canadian Naval Staff re-positioned the navy for the pst-war era. As officia1 

historian Gilbert Tucker put it: 

a Navy wliich was almost entirely an escort force would be modified in the direction 
of a modem and well balanced fleet, abIe to participate effectively in the invasion 
of Europe and the Pacific War, and at the same time likely to meet the needs of the 
post-war period. '' 

Pacific War planning, in particular, was central to îhis scheme. From the first Quebec 

Conference of August 1943 to the second Quebec Conference a year later, the Canadian Naval Staff 

laboured under the belief that a large cornmitment would be made to the Pacific War. Even as late 

as June 1945 the staff assumed the war against Japan would last well into 1946, and that the Canadian 

navy would be approxiniately 44,000 strong.') Crucial to the fleet's proposed composition was the 

notion that the war in the Pacific was expected to be v e v  different fiom the Battle of the Atlantic. 

Rather than concentrating on small ship merchant convoy escort forces, the Pacific War allowed the 

Staff to seek larger naval vessels, destroyers, cruisers and light-fleet aircraft carriers, in preparation 

for the surface combat operations that wvere thought to typ* the naval war against Japan. Operating 

this large balanced force through the conclusion of hostilities would allow the Naval Staff to argue 

for its retention as the preferred post-war fleet. 

The shaping of this pst-war fieet cm be traced through the many planning documents 

circulating among the Naval Staff in preparation for the fust Quebec discussions. On the eve of his 

appointment to head the Policy and Strategy section of the Naval Staff, Lieutenant G. Todd, RCNVR, 

- - 

"~ucker, The Naval Service of Canada, Vol.11, p. 85. 

I3D/Hist. Naval Board Minutes, 166,7 June 1945; Naval Staff Minutes, 305- 1,4 Septernber 1945. 



brought together the strands of policy being shepherded within the staE.14 The "Todd Appreciation" 

was formally accepted for planning by the Naval Staff in December 1943, but had formed the basis 

of stafTdiscixssion during the first Quebec Conference in August. l5 

The Todd Appreciation must also be seen in the context of the 1943 debate over the 

operational control of naval forces in "Canadian" areas. Elements of the Canadian Naval Staff were 

pressing for a separate theatre in the North Atlantic Area by early 1943, but botli the United States 

and Britain Iiad appeared prepared to retain control of naval operations on Canada's east coast. In 

the end, the RCN won their case at the Washington Convoy Corference of March 1943, and secured 

operational control of anti-submarine and escort operations off Canada and Newfoundland. Most 

particularly, the appointment of a Canadian Commander-in-Chief Canadian North Atlantic, prevented 

the appointment of a British Admira1 to command allied forces in Newfoundland and the Maritime 

Provinces. l6 

In contemplating fbture requirements the experience of securing that independent Canadian 

command was not overlooked. It remahed a limited independence. Todd recommended a navy fuIly 

capable of meeting Canada's strategic requirements. Some basic premises of these requirements were 

straight forward. War against the United States was unimaginable. Secondly, the RCN wodd not 

be engaged in a war without the forces of the Empire, or the United States, contributing to that effort. 

The United States would retain strategic and operational control of large surface units in this theatre, 

"Lt. Commander Todd, RCNVR, held an MA from Glasgow University in Economics and was formerly 
British Vice Consul, Willrnington, North Carolina, and embassy staffer in Washington. By June 1943 he 
served as Head, Policy and Strategy Section, Plans Directorate, serving under Hamy DeWolf. 

1 5 ~ ~ ~  RG 24 D 1, vol. 3844 file NS 10 170 10-34 "Canada's Postwar Navy," 17 November 1943. 
Hereafter cited as Todd Appreciation. 

%ee discussion of this possibility in correspondence Capt. R. Bidwell to Cdr. H.N. Lay and Capt. Frank 
Houghton, Jan.-March 1943, in NAC RG 24 ~01.11987, file 1292. See also W.G.D. Lund, "The Royal 
Canadian Navy's Quest for Autonomy in the Northwest Atlantic, 194 1-1 943," Naval War Colleae Review, 
(May-June 1980): 23 : 73-92. 



a role granted them under the Anglo - Arnerican ABC-1 agreement. At the t h e  that agreement was 

drafted Canada possessed no naval forces able to fulfil such a role and was simply informed of this 

new division of responsi bilities . l7 Elements of the Naval Staff concluded Canadian independence 

in a future conflict, therefore, would depend on Canada's ability to demonstrate capability and 

competency in the control of larger operational forces, that is task units of major vessels. 

Todd's Appreciation recognized the likely continuation of a permanent Canadian-American 

Defence relationship. Neverîheless, there was only one agreed guide to future naval tasks in the 

event of a naval attack upon Canada, ABC-22. Like ABC-1 this was an allied strategic planning 

document developed following British and American staff discussions in 1941, and accepted by the 

Canadian Cabinet later tliat year.I8 Under ABC-22 the burden of North American defence fell mainiy 

on the United States. Nevertlieless, " to avoid undue subordination," maintenance of certain minimal 

capabilities for the RCN were crucial. The RCN in conjunction with the Royal Canadian Air Force 

would be expected to defeat al1 enemy attacks, except those of a sustained nature employing 

battleships, in Canada's adjacent waters. The 300 mile neutral zone set by the Panama Declaration 

of 3 October 1939 was cited as the possible area Canada would be responsible for.I9 The navy 

should, however, be capable of offering limited resistance to such a concerteci attack until ships of 

the US Nahy could provide assistance. in practice, this demanded that Canada maintain independent 

maritime ponter of not inconsiderable consequence, and expense. The choices presented were 

opposites. Whether Canada would accept the burden, with: 

 t ta ce^, Canada and the Ane of Conflict. Volume 2, pp. 355-356. 

''~arnes Eayrs, In Defence of Canada. Peacemakinn and Deterrence, (Toronto, 1977 ed.) p. 336. 

'PThis  being defined as an area large enough to permit detection, interception and engagement of enemy 
forces before they entered coastal waters, and generally beyond the normal retum range of carrier aircraft. 
NAC RG 24 Dl, vol. 3844 file NS 10 17- 10-34, "Canada's Postwar Navy," 17 November 1943 (the Todd 
Appreciation). 



al1 the political, diplomatic, commercial and other advantages which such 
status offers, or whether Canada intends to depend wholly upon the United 
States for protection. . . with a consistent reduction in status to the level of 
Mexico, and other Latin-American satellites. . . .20 

The attendant limits such a relationship would place on Canadian foreign policy initiatives, and 

freedoni to act in concert with the Empire, were outlined in some detail." 

Beyond the political implications, the Naval Staff called for a large ship, balanced fleet with 

"real striking power . . .."" The possession oîreal striking power would yield a navy capable of more 

than limited defensive operations. The 1944 Naval War Plan outlhed the true purpose of such 

capabilities: "No enemy will ever lure himself to defeat in the coastal waters of Canada. His defeat 

can only come d e r  Canada and her allies have taken the offensive and carried the war to the enemy. 

. .." This was a clear cal1 to develop the abiliiy to participate in war beyond Canada's coastal 

approaches, in the decisive theatre.'3 Such capabiliîy would bnng allied recognition of Canadian 

participation, reduce reliance on and leverage of the United States, and leave Canada capable of 

participation in British Empire, or other, operations. 

The fleet structure being called for little resembled the coastal defence force of the inter-war 

years. Despite the uncertainty of potential enemies or scales of attack, the staff argued that because 

of the difficulties of moving ships between coasts, no false economy shouid force the concentration 

of the navy on only one coast. In contrast to its pre-war disposition of forces, the navy would require 

a bi-coûstal structure, with its ships somewhat equally stationed east and west. This was the only 

means of enswing continual security to the nation's coastal areas. To fulfil those fûnctions the staff 

*'~odd Appreciation. 

"Todd Appreciation. 

"Todd Appreciation. 

23Douglas, "Conflict and Innovation," p. 223, and NAC RG 24 vol. 3845, N S  10 17- 10-56, "Canadian 
Naval War Plan, 1944," 30  November 1943. 
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recommended a fleet coniposed of five cruisers, three flotillas of nine destroyers, sixteen £ngates, 

twelve minesweepers, and a naval air service consisting of two small aimai3 carriers and the 

necessary aircraft and fleet train of attendant supply and maintenance ships. To meet f l e t  and shore 

establishment requirements would require a permanent naval complement of approximately 30,000. 

The battle to gain authorization for a navy ten times its pre-war strength in personnel would last the 

remainder of the war. 

Angus L. Macdonald becarne a strong advocate within the Cabinet for such a navy. The 

equipment crises of 1943 re-enforced Macdonald's desire to see the Canadian navy emerge fiom the 

shadow of the Royal Navy. The problems of dependency had proven most trying for the men at sea, 

the Naval Staff and the minister. Within the Ottawa Naval Staff many desired that the RCN adopt 

American methods and equipment. This desire did not represent a wish among the staff to move 

Canada from being a colony of Britain's to a satellite of the United States. Rather, it was a measure 

of independence which held promise of easing supply and technical dependence on the Royal N a ~ y . ~ ~  

The minister also wished to see an end to that dependency. Responding to some reconiniendations 

fiom London, the Minister informecl Admiral Nelles, by early 1944 the senior Canadian naval oficer 

in London, that he sought a force that would be not "merely an appendage of some larger n a ~ y . " ~ ~  

Macdonald privately and publicly moved to support a first class post-war naval establishment, one 

devoting at least the same per capita levels of financing committed by the United States and most 

other Commonwealth nations. Naval Staff estimates indicated that the dedication of 0.5 to 1.0 

percent of gross national income to the navy would provide for a force of between 15,000 to 25,000 

al1 ranks. Macdonald had requested the preparation of such e s h a t e s  as a preliminaq step to 

24Milner, "A Canadian Perspective on Canadim Arnerican Naval Relations," in F i h  Years of Canada- 
United States Defense Coomration, pp. 148- 149. 

25Publi~ Archives of Nova Scotia, (PANS), Angus L. Macdonald Papers, Macdonald to Admirai P.W. 
Nelles, 3 April 1944. Douglas, "Conflict and Innovation," p. 227. 
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Iaunching a public propaganda campaign aimed at stirring support for the navy. They came to hand, 

however, just as the debates withh Cabinet over the Pacific cornmitment and acquisition of carriers 

wcre coming to a head. The minister ordered public release of these estimates forestalled until a 

more opportune time. For MacDonald that opporhinity did not 

What price the Cabinet was willing to pay proved contentious throughout 1944 and most of 

1945. Before the question of the post-war navy's role and composition was settlcd MacDonald had 

resigned. His efforts to build in war a navy for the post-war era raised suspicion arnongst his 

colleagues and brought MacDonald into direct conflict with some of Mackenzie King's most 

chenshed concems, The central issues of disagreement proved the nascent Canadian naval air service 

and the navy's role in the Pacific War. 

Naval Aviation 

Between the end of 1942 and August 1944 the Naval Staff pursued the establishment of Canadian 

con t rolled aircraft carrier forces. The requirement denved initially fiom problems in Canadian anti- 

submarine operations in the mid Atlantic in 1942, when the RCN escorts were hampered by a lack 

of air-support. Small carriers were found essential for maintaining such support. By August 1943, 

however, the notion of auxiliary carriers had been transformeci into a full fledged scheme to acquire 

a fleet air-arm based on light fleet carriers as the principal capital ships of a balanced fleet. The 

subject was first mooted at the prime ministerial level before the first Quebec Conference. At the 

time the Naval Staff maintained that the Admiralty had requested Canada assume manning of small 

%n these figures, and MacDonald's effort to publicite them see NAC RG 24, vol. 1 1463 f. DOR- 
Reports, RCN Operational Research Report, No. 26, "An Estimation of Canada's Post-War Naval 
Expenditure," 1 5 Septernber 1944, and the "Addition", dated 2 1 September 1944, created at the Minister's 
request. See also marginal notes by MacDonald's executive assistant on memo ACNS to CNS, 28 August 
1944. 
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carriers in order to relieve a crushing shortage of personnel being felt by the Royal Navy. King, who 

supporteci the idea of aircraft carriers for the RCN, was prepared to accept the manning of carriers 

provided by Britain as a measure of easing the Royal Navy's manning problems, but he was not 

willing to allow the RCN to increase its total manning ceiling. Further he wanted it recognized that 

manning these vessels for war purposes did not entai1 a cornmitment by the Canadian govenunent 

to niaintain such forces in peace-time. The CNS, then still Admiral NeIIes, conceded that the navy 

desired to obtain carriers precisely because they would set the course for the pst-war navy. For the 

moment that confession brought further discussion of the matter to a close." Long range planning 

for a Iight fleet c h e r  air-ann, however, continued. 

In J a n u w  1944 the Minister approacheû the War Cabinet for authority to take over several 

auxiliary carriers. At this meetin2 the new CNS, Admiral G.C. Jones, maintained their importance 

for war service and Mackenzie King hardly probed his arguments. Indeed through 1944 King 

remained aloof from much of the discussion of carrier forces for the very particular reason that his 

nephew, Captain Horatio Nelson Lay, was arnong the chief proponents of the idea within the Naval 

Staff and had been nominated to command the first carrier Canada manned2* 

Through 1943 Lay developed most of groundwork for the creation of a Canadian carrier 

force and had periodically kept his uncle infonned. In January 1943 Lay, then an acting Captain and 

Director of the Operations Division of the Naval Staff, submitted a mernorandum to Nelles stressing 

the importance of considering carrier aviation an essential component to a balanced fleet. More 

particularly, he recommended that training of pilots and crews commence immediately for the 

manning of four escort carriers that would be used to fil1 the "air-gap" in the mid-Atlantic. Britain 

had previously suggestcd that it would train Canadian pilots and crews for such work, but the 

"NAC RG 2,7c, CWC minutes, 8 September and 24 December 1943. 

"Sec King Diary, passim. 
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proposal had received short consideration. Lay's recommendations, however, gained far greater 

consideration within the Naval Staff. Lay found common cause in the concems held by the Director 

of the Plans Division, Captain Harry G. DeWoif, who was concemed about the need to close the air- 

gap. In April 1943 their joint memoranda to the Chief of Naval StaE outlined their concerns. They 

reconunended inmediate steps be taken to fom a Canadian naval air service. They asked for greater 

attention to al1 air-related issues and resources, shore-based aircraft, blimps, and carrier aircraft. 

M e r  discussion of this memorandum by the full Naval Board, Lay was chosen to complete a 

comprehensive study of the use of carrier forces by both the United Kingdom and United States and 

to make recommendations regarding what course of development a Canadian force would have to 

tal~e.'~ 

Completing a tour of British and Amencan facilities Lay wrote his final report. The Minister 

received Lay's recommendations in late August 1943. As in previous reports he called for Unmediate 

establishment of a Canadian carrier arm, modelled on the Royat Navy's Fleet Air Arm. As a start 

Canada should immediately seek training of personnel, and arrange for the acquisition of two escort 

carriers fiom the Royal N a ~ y . ~ '  Lay's preference for emulating the British pattern came from the 

observation that Canada could not hope to match in scale or scope the naval aviation organization 

created in the United States. Whatever Lay's sentimental attachments to the ways of the Royal Navy, 

British caniers were smaller, aircraft less diversified, and the fleet-train -- the essential logistic 

support ships necessary to cotiduct continuous operations across the vast Pacific -- was less 

developed and less expensive. Moreover, i b n  shore establishment to training and equipment 

regimes standards and procedures were nearly uniform, thus the British inodel was far more easily 

2Tor a s m a r y  of the Naval Staffs planned developrnent of a light fleet carrier force see, J.D.F. Kealy 
and E.C.Russel1, A Historv of Canadian Naval Aviation 19 18-1 962, (The Naval Historical Section: DND, 
Ottawa, 1965), esp. pp. 21-22, and 3 1-38. 

'%ealy and Russell, A Historv of Canadian Naval Aviation, p. 23. 
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grafted into the RCN than the American. Close ties within the Empire would allow the sharing of 

certain resources, particularly the logistical tail associateci with carrier forces.31 

The cost of going it alone could ody be much higher, but such concems were not foremost 

in Mackenzie King's calcdations. Discussion of this proposa1 within Cabinet came on the heels of 

the first Quebec Conference. The Royal Navy made plain it desired Canada to contibute crews for 

vessels being delivered to Adiniralty accounts but which the Royal Navy was vev  hard pressed to 

man. This manning problem elicited sincere concern from King and others in the Cabinet. At the 

Cabinet meeting of 8 September 1943, the Chief of the Naval Staff, and Minister attempted to play 

on this concern and gain authority to start a Canadian naval air service based on escort carriers which 

the RN could not man. The meeting did not go well for the Minister. First King raised objections 

to the navy gaining any increase in manpower. He argued that manning these new vessels was not 

to "increase our commitments for war services. . .. That some things would have to be given up for 

others that were talien on."3' Thus the men required to man the new carriers would have to be found 

within the previousiy agreed manpower ceiling for the navy of 84,000. King remained open to the 

idea but suspicious of plans produced solely within the navy. 

A joint RCN and Royal Canadian Air Force committee was calleci to examine the issue. 

King's scepticism about naval planning had corne froin the admission of the Chief of Naval Staff that 

manning British carriers might not be achieved before the war ended. When pressed in Cabinet, Vice 

Admiral Nelles admitted these forces were to lay the foundation for a post-war balanceci f let .  It was 

an admission that nearly scuttled the effort then and there. As previously mentioned, King disliked 

any proposal that appeared aimed at the post-war order. King was also distressed at the suggestion 

that the development of such camer forces would enhance Empire defence. He thought this an 

"NAC RG 2,7c, CWC Minutes, 24 December 1943. 

3 w ~ ~  RG 2,7c CWC Minutes, 8 September 1943. 
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unwarranted ~ t e p  toward an integrated Empire defence policy which he had long resisted. King, 

however, did support the M e r  study of the necessity of canier forces to the Canadian war effort. 

Future naval approaches to the Cabinet would drop this Empire theme, but continued to 

argue for following the Royal Navy mode]. The joint RCN-RCAF cornmittee reported in October 

1943 to the effect that the war effort demanded inunediate development of Canadian canier aviation 

forces. In subsequent talks the Admiralty made a f i m  offer of two American built escort carriers. 

Accepting vessels built under lend-lease presented some complication to the subsequent negotiations, 

but Cabinet tentatively accepte. the offer in October 1943, giving full approval in January 1944. 

Approval came once it was clear other naval building programmes were being scaled back. 

Recojpition that the Battle of îhe Atlantic had peaked in favour of the allied powers brought 

reductions to the various escort building programmes. Attention could focus on buiIding or manning 

the ships necessary for Pacific operations. 

Upon acceptance of the escort carrier proposal the CNS nominated Nelson Lay to command 

the first vesse1 taken over, HMS Nabob. At this point King absolved himself fiom deciding on the 

carrier question because he perceived a conflict of interest in the fact that his nephew was so 

intimately involved. King would refrain fiom voicing his opinion on the question in Cabinet until 

after the second conscription crisis, by then his opposition to the navy's tactics, and the obstinacy of 

the naval minister in pursuing his design for the post-war navy would have considerably shaped the 

Prime Minister's opposition to the idea. King saw the navy's true designs. He confideci to his diary 

that the navy had put forward many objectionable carrier proposais but "kept at the business until 

they secured it by one method or a n ~ t h e r . " ~ ~  For the most part, King refrained from many of the 

Cabinet debates over carier aviation between January and August 1944. The deployment of 

Canadian canier forces to the Pacific, liowever, proved the issue that shook him of this silence. 

33 King Diary, 1 2 January 1944. 
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When the Naval Staff looked forward to the Pacific War they anticipated there would be little 

or no role for the escort carriers as used in the North Atlantic. Larger carriers, those designed to 

support major surface and landing operations, were sought. In July 1944, f i e r  several months of 

discussion with the Canadian staff, the AdmiraIty formally requested Canada take over two light fleet 

carriers for Canadian emplodvment during the Pacific War. The light fleets were major ships, capable 

of substantial stnke operations. The Admiralty infonned the RCN staff in August 1944 that two such 

carriers, O ~ e a n ~ ~  and Warrior, could be made available by early 1945. Aithougli planning for 

Canadian acceptance of these vessels continued without interruption, a major complication arose 

almost imrnediately. Because the light j7eet.s were major units, the Admiralty wanted to retain some 

degree of Say in their operational employment. From the Canadian side this proposa1 proved the 

major hurdle precluding a formai agreement to the terms of transfer until late April 1945." Canadian 

naval t r a c  fiom London appeared to support Admiralty efforts to retain such a Say. Few grew as 

troubled over the question as Mackenzie King. 

Sovereignty And The Pacific War 

King had striven throughout his career to ensure tliat Canadian independence fiom Britain was 

recognized internationally. Much of British post-war defence planning tended to underestimate the 

weight attached to that concern by King and many other Canadians. King's sensitivities were piqued 

in January 1944, when Lord Halifax, the British Ambassador to Washington, informeci a Toronto 

audience that the 1931 Statute of Westminster was not a declaration of independence, but a 

'4Because of delays in obtaining îhese vessels the Ocean became an RN ship. In its stead Canada 
accepted the Mannificent. 

3 S ~ e a ~ y  and Russell, A Historv of Canadian Naval Aviation, pp. 32-35, 



"Declaration of Interdependen~e."~~ King recorded in his diary that Halifax's comments left him 

dumbfounded. The comments stnick like a "bolt out of [sic] blue, like a conspiracy on the part of 

imperialists to win their own victory in the middle of the war." King regarded the Halifax speech, 

he informed the Governor General, "as one of the greatest mistakes . . . made in a quarter century by 

SUIS public manw3' Behind this he saw the hand of Churchill and otl~er "Tories". 

It was not that he objected to the preservation of the Empire. What he found most offensive 

was the potential centralization of strategic decision-making in London. Equal consultation within 

the Empire had never been exercised by Whitehall. There was no indication that the mother of 

parliaments would give its children equal Say in determining Empire defence policy even if al1 

thought such a policy desirable. King did not. He had fought against this form of ceniralization most 

of his political life.38 

At the May 1944 meeting of Commonwealth prime ministers in London King made his 

objections k n ~ w n ? ~  yet for many months thereafter Britain's "Post Hostilities Planning Staff" acted 

to frame an Empire defence policy which assumed the entire Commonwealth would contribute. 

Mackenzie King's reality held no place for the blithe assumptions of Empire coordination. When 

made aware of such designs, King rebelled against what Asquith called the "tranquil consciousness 

of effortless superiority" that English Tories, as King called them, assurned in dealing with his 

D~rninion.~"ether or not the Canadian Naval Staff believed in such a course of action King came 

36Nicholas Mansergh. ed. Documents and Speeches on British Commonwealth Affairs 193 1-1 952. 
Vol. 1, (London, 1953), p. 578. 

"King Diary, 25 January 1944. 

38King Diary, 25 January 1944. 

3')King Diary, 4 May 1944. 

' '%hg wote of this attribute. . . "which makes them so intolerable to others." King Diary, 25 January 
1944. 



to see such motives in their proposais. By October 1944 King had corne to see the department and 

its minister as "saturated with the imperial navy idea."4' 

King's nephew, Captain Lay, played in important role in reinforcing this view. Lay retunied 

to Canada after having lis first carrier cnppled during an action against the German battleship 

Tirpitz. He met with King just as the debate of the Pacific cornmitment, post-war forces and 

conscription were building decp divisions within cabinet. Lay confïied King's greatest fears about 

the course of naval planning for the Pacific. King had repeatedly informed the naval minister that 

Canadian forces should be confined to the North and Central Pacific, preferably in conjunction with 

American operations, rather than as part of a British fleet. His nephew now informed him that naval 

plans called for the use of Canada's carriers in the south Pacific, perhaps stationed in Benga1.42 

Debates within the War Cabinet over the Pacific cornmitment came to a head shortly 

thereafter. On the eve of the second Quebec Conference a statement regarding Canadian 

participation in the Pacific war was called for by the allies. In preparation for that conference the 

War Cabinet on September 6, 1944, committed sizable forces to the new theatre. Although Cabinet 

authorized a significant force it was only half of what the navy originally planneci to send. The 

reduction was prompteci by concem for the overall govemment estimates and recognition that the war 

would likely terminate before al1 the force could be dispatched. Nevertheless, the strength figures 

presented to the allies at Quebec were greatIy in excess of those fmally authorized by the Cabinet. 

Moreover, Canadian forces were to be restricted in their deployment to the north and central Pacific 

regions. 

With Churchill in Canada for the second Quebec Conf'erence King was able to discuss this 

"King Diary, 1 1 October 1944; see also NAC KG 2, 7c, CWC meeting 1 1 October 1944. 

42King Diary, 9 October 1944, and for details of British designs to use "pretty much our whole naval 
service" see NAC RG 2,7c CWC 3 1 August 1944. 
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cornmitment directly. Roosevelt and Churchill had just agreed that Britain and the United States 

would coordinate operations in the Pacific under overall American command. For King, this turn 

of events relieved some of lus concerns about the RCN being seen to operate with British forces. He 

stressed to Churchill, however, that RCN forces "should be held to the north." Ironically, as Canada 

was not a party to the most senior staff talks being conducted during the conference, it was Churchill 

who would have to consult the Arnerican president over the appropriate role for the RCN in the 

Pacific. After consulting Roosevelt, Churchill again met with King and the Canadian Chiefs of Staff. 

Churchill's comments after discussions with Roosevelt did little to allay King's concerns. 

Churchill maintained that the cornbined British and American forces would hold 

prepondering [sic] strength but that if we wished to have some of our ships 
participate as a subsidiary part of the British navy well and good. One of 
the British chiefs mentioned that there would only be a few ships required.j3 

Churchill added that perhaps a role could be found for the RCN in the Aleutians or Kuriles. At this 

King argued Canadian interests extended beyond the northern Pacific. What he told Churchill is not 

fully recorded. He told his diary, however, tliat Canada's interests lay as much in the Pacific region 

as the Atlantic. Churchill was informed that Canadian forces could best contribute to operations 

aimed at Formosa or the Philippines. King, however, did not want Canadian vessels participating 

in the securing of British colonies in the Far East and Indian Ocean, 

The whole discussion with Churchill lefi King il1 at ease and little decision was reached. The 

officia1 minutes would later be changed, substantially reducing the naval figures Canada was 

committed to ~end .~~Thi s  final revision came very much fiom King's conmrns over the thrust of 

43King Diary, 14 September 1 944. 

44No minutes of the meeting with Churchiîi have been found for this study, but the First Sea Lord, 
Admiral Cunningham would later remark on this change in his diary. . ."On purpose, dirty work." See, 
British Library, British Museum, ADD 52577, Papers of Admiral Cunningham, diary 04/10/44. 1 am 
indebted to Marc Milner for making this information available. 
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Churchill's comments. To operate as a subsidiary implied continued subordination. To avoid that 

appearance King moved to see the creation of wholly independent Canadian naval force: 

What 1 had most dreaded in regard to Imperia1 forces, etc. can be 
entirely expiaine. away by having whatever we do, done on a token 
basis with forces that are wholly and exciusively Canadian, fighting as 
such but under American comrnand in the same way that the British 
forces will be fighting, not however, as "subsidiaries" of the British 
Navy, as Churchill had expressed it but as a Canadian unit. . . .45 

To avoid the appearance of a subsidiary force while living up to a commitment to provide forces for 

the Pacific, the War Cabinet pared down the navy's force estimates. King's views on the matter had 

appreciably matured. The slight dealt to Canada's international standing inherent to ChwchiIl's offer 

of a subsidiary role was fully recognized. King infonned the Cabinet, that as Canada 

had 

no essential interest in that part of the world [Indian ocean/Australasia] and 
the government should be carefid not to make the rtiistake of endeavouring 
to put up too good an appearance. On the contrary, we should provide 
token forces and nothing more.46 

Though a token force, the Canadian fleet prepared for the Pacific was to be a largely self contained 

figliting unit. 

The recourse to tokenisin signalled King's disappoinhnent with the United States and Britain. 

Whatever truck middie-power status might hold in the pst-war era, a disheartened King found ou. 

major allies were not suitably appreciative of Canada's wartime efforts. Gone was the optimism he 

-- -- -- - - 

4 5 ~ i n g  Dialy, 14 September 1944 

4 6 N ~ ~  RG 2,7c, C WC minutes 5 October 1 944. 
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had felt during the first Quebec Conference. Churchill's efforts at returning to balance of power 

diplomacy, seen in his remarks to King, and near simultaneous dealings with Stalin over the Warsaw 

rising and spheres of influence in the Balkans, were sharp blows to the more idyllic visions of the 

post-war order. King desired Canada remain aloof from such a militaristic new order. Moreover, 

since the allies little appreciated the sacrifice of Canadian blood and treasure, mere tokenism was 

sufficient. 

The Prime Minister favoured a naval commitment of no more than 10,000 men, less than a 

third of the Naval S t e s  first proposals. On 11 October 1944, Macdonald prevailed in raising the 

commiûnent to a more balancd structure. Sorne l3,4 12 men, manning two cruisers, two light fl eet 

carriers, eleven fleet destroyers, thirty fngates, and eight Castle corvettes were authorized for the 

Pacific. As a token force it remained a considerable task unit, but it would be wholly dependent on 

either the USN or, preferably, the RN for supply because it had no fleet train. As discussions with 

the alIies continued it appeared the British were more willing to support Canadian naval operations 

than was the USN. The unwillingness of the United States to support the British and Canadian 

Pacific fleets increased over the last months of 1944. From a practical side there would be no 

shortage of ships participahg in the final drive against Japan. Consequently, the British Empire 

contribution was viewed by many Americans as primarily an attempt to regain Britain's credibility 

in the far east. Despite the changing geo-politics of the situation, reduction in the level of Canadian 

participation appears dictated primarily by the factors outlined a b ~ v e . ~ '  

However, King's concerns reached a new high on 11 Apnl 1945. The naval minister 

unleashed a surprise on the War Cabinet. The British were anxious to h o w  if Canada could meet 

the manning schedule of the two fieet carriers. One of the original vessels offered had already had 

4'NAC RG2,7c Cab.Doc. 20 March 1945, memo to CWC fiom Chiefs of Staff, "Canadion Participation 
in War Against Japan: Joint Re-Examination of Service Prognrmrnes." See also CWC meeting, 7 March 
1945. 
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to be manned by the RN because RCN crews were not a~ailabIe.~' Macdonald infonned the Cabinet 

that the manning of the two fieet carriers might not be done without recouse to conscription. 

Whereas the imperial tie rankled King's sensibilities, the issue of conscription sb-uck much deeper. 

Through late 1944 conscription questions had nearly brought the dissolution of his govement. 

King thought conscription Iiad risked "civil war" as well. Earlier that year, on the West Coast the local 

commander, Major General George Pearkes, had found it necessary to use force in putting down a 

rebellion among troops signed-up for domestic service but who feared being sent overseas. 

Macdonald had sided with the conscriptionists, but in the end had not resigned as did his senior 

colleague h y  Minister J.L. Ralston. In raising the issue again the naval minister had pressed his 

hand too far. Argued King, if the navy could not man the carriers with forces at hand, the RCN 

"wouid just have to drop that aspect of their possible contribution a l t~gether ."~~ 

After the War Cornmittee meeting Macdonald and King met in brief discussion. When 

Macdonald let King know that he would not seek re-election in the pending campaign the issue of 

resignation came up. Macdonald indicated he wished to see the navy through the end of the war. 

King pushed on the timing of resignation. It was best to appoint a new minister before the election. 

Without really offering it, Macdonald's resignation had been acceptai. King confided to his di ary..." 1 

will feel a great relief in having lum out of the govt [sic] al t~gether."~~ The minister had dragged his 

heels in bringing fonvard clear statements of naval deployrnent to the Pacific. With neither marked 

allied appreciation for any contribution, nor doniestic support for a major effort in the Pacific, King 

became increasingly unneniecl with his minister. To raise the perennially hoary question of 

conscription at this late date in the war, simply to man carriers which only the navy appeared 

48See Kealy and Russell, A Historv of Canadian Naval Aviation, p. 36. 

4king Diary, 1 1 April 1945. 

'%mg Diary, 1 1 April 1945. 
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desperate to obtain, had been too much. The new minister, D.C. Abbott, appointed 16 April 1945, 

proved more in keeping with King's proclivities. Abbott never fell under the spell of the Naval Staff. 

The Post Hostilities Navy 

The new naval minister quickiy disabused the Naval Staff of its larger designs. The new Director 

of NavaI Plans, Captain Herbert S. Rayner, sought to cr& a rationale and structure acceptable to 

Abbott, the Cabinet and the RCN. As Rayner envisioned it, the smallest effective fleet should be 

capable of rapid and organized espansion, possess the ability to repel most scales of attacks on 

Canada's coasts, the ability to conûibute to hemispheric defence arrangements then undergoing 

discussion with the United States, and conûibute to the maintenance of the sea lines of 

communication, as had been the primaq task of the RCN during the war. It was to be a navy capable 

of handling most of its own siratesic, logistical and vesse1 requirements. While that meant it could 

contribute to a Commonwealth defence fleet, the new appreciation touted this capability as an 

important means of lending physical support to the actions of the new world security organization, 

the United Nations. Only a balanced fleet could meet these varied tasks. 

Rayner's assessrnent called for a balanced fleet comprised of 20,000 personnel, manning two 

fleet carriers, four light cruisers, and tweniy fleet destroyers in full commission, with many otlier 

craft in reserve. The appreciation pointed out that Canada shouid ideally operate five aircraft carriers, 

two for each coast, and one under-going refit at any given time. In recognizing Cabinet's Iack of 

support for such a programme, two carriers were put forward as the bare practicaI minimum for 

sustained ope ration^.^' 

"NAC RG 24 83-84/167 vol. 610 file 1818-3, vol. 1, Rayner's "The Continuing Royal Canadian Navy," 
23 July 1945. 
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When Cabinet rnoved to give fùll consideration to the post-hostilities navy, Abbott's fiscal 

conservatism made itself felt early. Naval Staff appreciations were judged excessively costly. 

Abbott would not represent Rayner's plan to Cabinet. The staff pared its requests in response. 

Abbott thought Cabinet would have difficulty justifjhg large pst-war defence estirnates, and the 

desire to demobilize volunteers made clear he would not support such a large pr~gramme.~' This last 

point took on increased currency following the surrender of Germany in early May. Between then 

and the Japanese surrender in August the Naval StafY maintained plans for a post-war force of 

approsimately 18,000. The continuing war against Japan was thought to alleviate some manning 

problerns becausc the regular establishment of the navy nuinbered only 4,000. Large numbers would 

remain in the RCN/RCNVR on active service through the war against Japan which was expected to 

continue into 1946. The cessation of hostilities brought in to force a recently announced Cabinet 

policy of rapid demobilization. Large numbers of volunteers who had previously indicated their 

willingness to serve through 1 946 were declared redundant .s3 

In response to the Minister's objections and the rnanning problem, Rayner, and the Assistant 

Chief of the Naval Staff, Captain Hamy DeWolf, put forward three alternate plans to Cabinet. Each 

demonstrated the desire to maintain a balanced, big ship navy, and each called for the retention of 

two carriers and cruisers. The first option called for a total manning strength of I0,000 al1 ranks. 

The navy would maintain two carriers one of which would be placed in reserve. Plan two provided 

for a manning pool of 15,000, with a cornmensurate increase in the number of ships to remain in 

operation. The third plan, that favoured by the Naval Staff, proposed a strength of 18,000 personnel, 

operating two light fleet carrier task forces. The importance of an adequate shore establishment 

'%AC RG 24 83-841167, vol. 610 file 1 1818-1, Minutes of Ninth Meeting, On Post Hostilities 
Problems, 3 1 July 1945. On Abbott's reiection of the proposed naval budget of $5O,OOO,OOO see, vol. 6 10 
file 1818-3, minutes of special meeting of Minister of Defence and Chiefs of Staff, 25 June 1945. 

53~ouglas, "Confiict and Innovation", p. 277; Tucker, Naval Service of Canada Vol. II, pp. 492-93; 
D/Hist. "Brief Digest of the History of the Royal Canadian Navy, (NSHQ, 1953). 
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would mean a f i - f@ ship to shore ratio of personnel. Al1 plans recognized the dficulty the 

permanent RCN would experience in achieving the manning strength of even the most modest plan. 

Partially to alleviate that problem and partially to reduce defence cornrnitments, Cabinet accepted the 

first option, the 10,000 man navy. In doing so, however, Cabinet recognized the uncertain post-war 

security environment and the developing nature of defence arrangements under the United Nations 

and with the United States, then actively being discussed through the Permanent Joint Board of 

Defence. Pendmg the outconie of those discussions and international developments, the 10,000 man 

force became known as the "Interim Navy" to be added to or reduced as new circumstances 

warrantedS4 The Cabinet's position on the acceptance of the light fieet carriers remained unsettled 

through the remainder of 1 945. 

Having won a reduced but balanced fleet, the Naval Staff would tum attention to making the 

"interin1 navy" larger, and more permanent. The Naval Staff also faced the problem of having a 

manpower ceiling well below what they considered suitable. They faced the challenge of preserving 

not only a balanced fleet but a capable shore establishment, one able to meet fleet research, 

development and maintenance needs. That the pst-war navy was going to be twice the size of the 

pre-war service was a considerable development. Moreover, the Prime Minister's disdain for 

militarist policies did not completely work against the navy. A balanced force was essential if 

Canada was to avoid undue subordination to others, but in the nund tiiat mattered most a token force 

was adequate. 

The diminished prospects for the pst-war navy spoke to the disorganized state of Canadian 

maritime policy upon cessation of hostilities. The navy could only be one pillar of any wider 

maritime policy. On the civil side, as on the naval side, when the guns fell silent Canada's maritime 

policy appeared disaggregated and uncoordinated. Although the navy stopped fighting, international 

54D/Hist. 1650-1 vol. 2, Merno. to Cabinet, from Minister of National Defence, 17 December 1945. 
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shipping remained under wartirne controls for many more months. The peace brought new 

challenges which cut to the foundations of what had been built up in the war. The new peace brought 

decline to the navy, the merchant marine and Canada's shipyards. But advocates of a concerteci, 

coordinated maritime policy did not concede the field. Within eighteen rnonths a Canadian Maritime 

Commission was formed and the navy's fortunes changed again. 



CHAPTER SIX 

Maritime Policy From Liberalkm To Protection, 1945-1949 

We believe that peace is not merely the absence of war but the positive 
establishment of prosperity. Trade between nations, like the welt-being of the 
people within each nation, is a main pillar on which to build the structure of lasting 
peace. l 

Thus Brooke Claxton, Chainnan of the Canadian delegation to the Paris Peace Conference, 

summarized Canada's desire for the post-war order. Revitalizing the world economy and Canadian 

overseas trade loomed large in the rninds of those steerîng Canada's foreign policy into the post-war 

era. Achieving those desires faced unforeseen irnpediments. The lasting peace, on which to build 

trade prosperiîy, proved fieeting. The conditions that created these troubles similarly affected 

Canada's nascent maritime and naval policy. Between January 1946 and 1948 the pillars of Liberal 

policy, of Mackenzie King's Liberal vision of renewed trade and reduced international armarnents, 

crumbled. As international trade stumbled through a series of crises, the bases of cold-war 

rearmament were laid. Within several months of outlining Canada's desires to those attending the 

1946 peace conference Claxton found himself appointed Canada's minister of defence. In that post, 

he spearheaded Canada's largest peace-time mobilization of forces, setting the rnilitary foundations 

of Canada's defence establishment for the long quasi-war with the Soviet Union. Until these 

measures moved to full-swing, however, Canada's maritime policy remained ad hoc and 

'Brooke Claxton, Chairman, Canadian Delegation, Paris Peace Conference, 8 October 1946, document 
#72, Documents on Canadian Estemal Relations, volume 12, (Ottawa: Department of Extemol Mairs, 
1972). 



uncoordinated. 

The war ended with few decisions reached on long term maritime policy. For a brief period 

of reconstruction, the period of reconverting industry to the conditions of the peace, policies 

displayed some consensus, but few details were agreed to and no consensus on long term policy 

existed. Cabinet had accepted, in theory, the formation of some centralized vehicle for coordinating 

maritime poIicy, but C.D. Howe deferred its establishment. Moreover, the full consequences of the 

peace for the navy remained to be determined. From 1945 through early 1948 the issues of a wider 

maritime policy and the fate of the navy were dealt with in isoIation by a government determined to 

follow a policy of economic laissezfaire and disarmament. 

This Liberal agenda proved short lived. Canada was dependent on revived external trade, 

primarily to the United Kuigdom. Problems with Britain's recovery challenged Canada's economic 

policies, and very particularly challenged the Canadian merchant marine. Simultaneous to the 

faltering of the European recoves. came renewed international tensions that halted the process of 

disarmament. These challenges, posed in the first twenty months of the peace, jeopardized 

revitalizing the commercial employment of shipping and the shipyards, and kindled a Canadian 

maritime policy entailing greater state intervention than formerly accepted by Cabinet. 

In the face of progressive commercial impediments and growing international tension C.D. 

Howe established a central cwrdinating body, the Canadian Maritime Comniission. Before the 

Canadian Maritime Commission would have the opportunity to get off the ground the commercial 

viability of Canada's ocean fleet and shipyards moved from a pend of hi& demand to the verge of 

conmercial failure. The period of post-war disamament quickly came to a close. The Commission 

evenhiaiiy addressed issues of remanient and commercial viability of the civil industries in a related 

manner. That story is largely the topic of the next chapter, but, in short, with the coming of the cold- 

war rearmament programnie these issues were addressed in conjunction. Creating a policy linking 
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strictly commercial merchant shipping and shipbuitding interests to state policy that dealt with them 

as strategic industries, vital for national security and naval requirements, marked a major departure 

from the optirnisin with which the King govenunent had viewed the new international order in 1945. 

Because of its delayed formation the Maritime Conmission confronted several immediate crises. 

In response, the Maritime Commission tunied the state away fiom the policy of laissez faire toward 

shipping and the shipyards. The fate of the new policy is more fiilly traced in subsequent chapters. 

For the moment, the troubled period of naval demobilization, and laissez faire towards the shipyards 

and shipping, leading to the creation of the Canadian Maritime Commission require attention. 

The Tenets of Liberalism 

Mackenzie King retained the Extemal AfTairs portfolio into the post-war period. Despite the real 

growth of goverment bureaucracy through the war, King still largely deterrnined foreign policy 

himself. As seen in the previous chapter, Mackenzie King shied away from many of the elaborate 

defence requirements his service chiefs considered essential. King disliked representatives of 

Extemal Affairs propounding the theory of Canada as a rniddle power. As previously demonstrated, 

the images. had emerged in 1944, but King went to sorne lengths to distance himself from the 

concept in 1945. With few pressing international tiu-eats King proved content to let the armed forces 

decline very rapidly. He inforrned the Cabinet in 1947 it had not been fast enough. He asked for 

more reductions. Canada needed "to get baclc to the Liberal pnnciples of economy, reduction of 

taxation, [and] anti-militarism. . .."' These tenets summarize the policies King preferred to follow 

in the post-war period. 

'Pickersgill and Forster, The Mackenzie King Record. Vo1.4, p. 6. C.P. Stacey, Canada in the Ane of 
Conflict. Vol. II, p. 397. 
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But both economic liberalism and disarmament proved dficult to achieve to the degree King 

desired. The 1945 election was fought over the issue of demobilization and social policy. The 

Liberats stole the thunder from the social reform slate of the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation 

(CCF), by promising a nurnber of new initiatives. Rapid disarmament freed resources necessary for 

social spending, but few of the early promises were met.3 Nevertheless, by late 1946 the three m e d  

sentices had reduced theinselves to new limits set when the war ended: 35,000 personnel and a 

combined budget just above $195,000,000. Compared to pre-war figures of less than 8,000 

personnel and an annual budget of $33,000,000 the amed forces remained unusually large. Even 

so, the sputtering economic recovery and shifting political priorities by the end of 1946 called the 

maintenance of these forces into question. The government's pledge to increase social spending 

called King to have al1 the service programmes ree~amined.~ 

One measure of economy effected soon afler was the appointment of Brooke Claxton to the 

Department of Defence. He would head al1 three armed services, and his first task was to cut costs. 

As for the review of priorities Lester Pearson later recalled that while King thought it natural for 

Canada to retain a "vev high proportion of air strength" he believed the other services could be 

reduced. The Canadian navy would never share the importance attached to "air strength" in Canadian 

defence planning, but the review of basic defence policy recognized that sending Canadian troops 

overseas presented enduring problems for any Canadian govenunent -- best avoided by not 

committing land forces. Canada was most suited to providing air and sea forces. It was in those 

elements that Canadian defence spending would concentrate.' 

While the navy was no longer the "cinderella service" its importance within Canadian 

3Alvin Finkel, "Paradise Postponed: A Re-examination of the Green Book Proposals of 1945," Journal 
ofthe CHA 1993, pp. 120-142. 

4Stacey, Canada in the Age of Conflict. p. 397. 

5NAC MG 26 N (Hon. L.B. Pearson Papers), file: Defence Policy Since 1945, fcirca 19631 



defence priorities was not hnediately matched by increased relative funding. The Liberals preferred 

air and naval forces, but this proved more a rationale for reducing the Army, than building up the 

others. Moreover, for King and his Minister of Finance, D.C. Abbott, the nation's economic 

condition precluded increased defence spending. 

Canada's pst-war econoniic problems appeared acute just before Abbott received the 

Finance portfolio in late 1946. The fuiancial underpinnings of the new peace remained unsound. 

Because these financial problems held direct consequence for Canadian maritime policy some 

elaboration is essential. As previously mentioned, before the war the triangular pattern of Canadian 

international trade earnings maintained a healthy balance of payments. Canada's financial position 

depended on maintainhg what Professor R.S. Sayer termed a "bilateral unbalance within a balanced 

'North Atlantic Triangle."'6 In effect, Canada's chronic trade deficit with the United States was 

financed by Canadian earnings of American dollars in trade with Bntain and the sterling bloc. 

Domestic economic prosperity depended on a healthy and open global trading system. Canada 

therefore came to play a leading role in establishing the new pst-war economic order associated with 

the Bretton Woods agreement of 1944. Bretton Woods established fixed exchange rates beiween 

currencies and the signatories undertook to maintain rough pariiy in trade balances between one 

another. The foundations set at Bretton Woods were built upon for the 1947 General Agreement on 

TariEs and Trade (GATT), where again the Canadian delegation ptayed an important role. 

What Arthur Schlesinger Jr. has termed the "indiscriminate multilateralism" of the North 

Amencan parties during these ialks stood in contrast to bilateralism, autarky and economic 

nationalism that was associated with so many inter-war troubles. The details of Canada's contribution 

6R.S. Sayer, Financial Policv. 1939-45, (London, 1956), pp. 322-323, cited J.L. Granatstein, How 
Britain's Weakness Forced Canada into the Arms of the United States, (Toronto, 1989), p. 33. ûranatstein's 
account has greatly influenced the discussion of Canada's economic relations as recounted throughout this 
dissertation, 
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to the shaping of the liberalized post-war order need little recounting hem. Whatever the aspirations 

for greater multilateral trade, the health of Canada's economy remained tied to the revival of Britain's 

economy. Expectations of its revival proved premature.' With the rising tensions of the cold war, 

problenis of economy and militarism challenged the Liberals' policy of disarmament and laissez faire 

towards the nation's shipyards, merchant marine and navy. 

Ebb Tide For The Navy 

Before the government responded to these new problems the initial pst-war years were extremely 

difficult for the RCN. First came rapid demobilization. The RCN finished the war with 404 

warships, and 556 auxiliary vesse l~ .~  In seventeen months, notes the official historian, between 

September 1945 and March 1946. 298 of the larger vessels and 319 local vessels and harbour cr& 

were disposed of by the Naval Senice. By the end of April 1946 the RCN was reduced to its peace- 

tirne complement of men and ~ h i p s . ~  From a complement of over 90,000 in 1945 the navy was to 

reach a stable state with about 10,000 al1 ranks. To achieve that strength meant actually increasing 

the size of the regular navy because virtually al1 war-tiine recruitment had been for the naval 

reserve.I0 Whatever the vagaries of manning, both the equipment crises and real growth of the RCN 

during the war lent strong support to those within the RCN to see that force emerge fully formed 

'Sctilesir~~er, cited in Lloyd C. Gardner, et al. The Onnins of the Cold War, (Toronto, 1970), p. 1 15. On 
Canada's participation see the authoritative John Holmes, The Sha~ina of Peace. Vol II, (Toronto, 1982), 
passim, and Vol. 1, pp. 52-60.. 

'Rewrt of National Defence for Naval Service fiscal vear endinn March 3 1. 1946., (Ottawa, 1 947). 

vucker, The Naval Service of Canada. vol. II., pp. 492-93. 

'"Retention of these "volunteers" was furîher complicated by the sudden collapse of Japan. Many had 
indicated a willingness to continue serving through 1946, but with the war over had to be declared 
redundant. See, Chief of Naval Personnel, to Minister, 23 May 1945, NS 424-25 (18), cited Tucker, J& 
Naval Service of Canada. ~01.11, p. 48 1. 
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fiom under the cloak of the Admiralty. The RCN did emerge as an independent national service afler 

1945 but it was not long to be the large balanced force that Angus L. Macdonald had stnven for 

through the last years of war. While most of King's Cabinet supported the contention that the war 

had entitled Canada to play a more fonvard role in international &airs, few shared Macdonald's 

naval c o r o l l ~ .  

War may have changed the orientation of the navy, from a small ship force to a balanced fleet 

unit capable of blue water operations, but to what purpose? With the exception of Russia the war had 

destroyed al1 possible naval rivals, except Britain and the United States. The RCN's fleet had little 

clear strategic pwpose, except the patrol of Canadan waters. The war had made clear tliat what 

Canada failed to do in its own defence others, particularly the United States, might feel compeled 

to do for her. Certain implications for Canadian sovereignty were clear enough, but what wnstituted 

an appropriate fleet remained an open debate. Without any agreed prernises on which to tailor forces 

the navy remained incapable of articulating an accepted strategic raison d'être for a fleet any larger 

than the approved "interim force." Not surprisingly, Macdonald's successor, D.C. Abbott, proved 

unconvinced that large naval forces were required. 

The navy's penchant for building a balanced carrier task-force fleet continued into the post- 

war period. The ideal fleet favoured in late war naval pIanning, i.e. carrier task forces and cruisers, 

remained the notionai stnicture striven for until new financial stringency and reorientation of forces 

to meet the Soviet threat in the Atlantic cornpelleci the abandonment of the carrier task force 

structure. With the termination of the war against Japan in August 1945 the Canadian Naval Staff 

faced immediate problems identfiing forces and personnel to remain in whatever continuing naval 

force the Cabinet would ultirnately approve. Clear guidance from Cabinet came in Septernber when 

the Naval Staff was instructed to plan for a continuing navy of no more than 10,000 personnel a11 

r ads .  Cabinet confirmeci this decision in December 1945, despite pleas from the Naval Staff that 



the manning of the second carrier, due for delivery in 1946, would required a minimum force of 

1 17500." 

Through 1946, the senior members of the Naval Staff persisted in seeking authorization for 

two fully manned carrier task forces, one deployed to each coast." By late 1946 the navy faced 

contradictory stresses. Budget reductions were continuing . New defence discussions with the United 

States were just starting to occur but rising international tensions could not be ignored. Twice the 

Chief of the Naval Staff, Vice Admiral Herbert E. Reid, took his concerns public. As Reid saw it 

Canada could support a navy of 40,000 personnel. The public protest was futile. When the 

reductions continueci the censured Reid took early retirement.I3 Reid's fate was symptomatic of the 

trouble plagued interim navy. Within the Naval Staff efforts to gain authorization for manning the 

second carrier and maintaining balanced forces on each coast remained primary concerns until m e r  

major reductions to the defence estimates came in 1947. 

In January 1947 D.C. Abbott came to exercise even greater control over the navy's fortunes. 

He was appointed Minister of Finance, and the navy lost a separate minister when the junior cabinet 

member Brooke Claxton took over control of a11 three armed services as Minister of Defence. D.C. 

Abbott made plain that the failure of the international trading economy to revitalize itself forced the 

govenunent to demand further reductions to the entire defence budget.I4 The word of fùrther major 

reductions prompted much sou1 searching within the Naval Staff The reduction in estimates made 

necessary reducing the manning ceiling fiom 10,000 to 7,500. Less than fi& percent of that total 

IiD/Hist. Naval Policy, 1650-1 vol. II, Memo to Cabinet fi-om Minister of National Defence, 17 
December 1945. 

12D/Hist. Naval Policy 1650-1 vol. III. Memo. Director oFNaval Plans and InteIligence, Captain H.N. 
Lay, to ACNS, 9 Novernber 1946. 

"On Reid's comments in an interview on 6 Novernber 1946 see, "Reid Wams Our Navy Tm Small," 
Ottawa Mornina Joumal, 7 Novernber, 1946, cited in Eayrs, Peacemakina and Deterrence, p. 57. 

I4D/Hist. Naval Policy, 1650-1 vol. III, Minute, Dep. SecW. (Staff) to DNPI, 16 Janumy 1947. 



could be put to sea. These reductions forceà a major reconsideration of the composition of the fleet. 

The new acting head of Naval Plans called for a fundamenta1 reorientation of the RCN. Even Nelson 

Lay, long the champion of naval aviation, agreed with the conclusion that plans could no Ionger be 

based on an effort to presenre the carrier task force str~cture. '~ The new orientation would be 

prernised primarily on the Soviet Union's submarine threat in the North Atlantic. Consequently, it 

was likeIy that in future war at ssa the RCN's role "will be substantially the same as in the last 

war ... the direct defence of coastal and overseas sea c~mmunications."'~ The task forces which had 

been the object of senior naval planners since 1943 were judged of only limited eficacy to such 

missions; moreover, their expense made them too costly to maintain in peacetime. First the purse 

strings, now logic, closed against the carrier task force concept. The Naval StaE recommended 

abandonment of the concept." This proved an important decision that influenced the course of naval 

planning through the initial spurt of cold-war rearmament that began at the end of 1947. 

Reductions had forced the Naval StaE to reconsider the ideal structure of the fleet. But the 

RCN remained hard pressed to reach the manpower force goals set under the "interimu plan. Until 

early 1948 naval recruiting could only maintain a force well below the reduced target manning slate 

of 7,500.18 Retirements outstripped enroilments on a monthly basis by nearly two to one. Naval 

efforts to improve conditions of service, improve training, and ensure proper shore and modern ship 

facilities, hampered by an esceedingly tight budget, were made worse through 1947 as the tempo of 

'SDA3ist. Naval Policy, 1650-1 vol. III, Director Naval Plans and intelligence, Capt. H.N. Lay, to 
ACNS, 9 Novanber 1946. 

'6D/Hist. Naval Policy 1650-1, vol. III, NDNP&I,  Cdr. Storrs tn ACNS, 17 January 1947. 

"~/Hist. Naval Policy 1650-1, vol. III, A/DNP&I, Cdr. Storrs to ACNS, 17 January 1947. See also, 
later memo. largely reiterating these arguments and in agreement with them prepared by the first stalwart of 
the RCN's task-force concept Captain H.N. Lay to DCNS, 14 March 1947. 

of 1 July 1947 the RCN was oniy 5,767 men strong. See NAC RG 24 vol. 8067, PJDP Progress 
Report May-September, 1 947. 



peace time naval operations increased because of growing concerns about the international peace. 

From at least early 1947 growing fear of the Soviet Union augured for increases to Canada's 

defences, but budget appropriations lagged well behind this growing awareness. Communist 

subversive activities against Canada, revealed in the Igor Gouzenko case of 1945, had tumed some 

attention inwards against radical trade union elements, but the Soviet Union's activities in Europe 

prompted renewed interest in Canada's militw preparedness. As early as April 1947 Mackenzie 

King regarded the USSR as the "dragon in action. Destructive of al1 that is constr~ctive."'~ 

Whatever King's disillusionment, at the close of 1946, the torch of foreign policy making had been 

handed over fiom the Prime Minister's office to his Quebec lieutenant, Louis StLaurent. This 

marked a significant departure in Canadian foreign policy formulation as the Prime Minister had 

traditionally acted as foreign minister. St.Laurent and his second, Lester B. Pearson, brought a sense 

of continuity and internationalist, though Eurocentric, cornmitment to Canadian foreign and defence 

policy that would last into the 1960s. Though St.Laurent and Pearson might have argued that events 

may have warrantai earlier attention to matters of defence, the success of the Czech Communist coup 

d'érnr in the spring of 1948 elicited Cabinet's support for substantial increases to defence 

expenditures. For StLaurent and Pearson the affair of spring 1948 brought back memories of Mach 

1938. Then the world had failed to perceive the latent threat of fascism: now again a totalitarian 

order appeared to be on the march. Unlike 1938, the Quebec members of the Liberal caucus 

supported strong action in response. This was the begiming of an unusual domestic consensus for 

a policy of military preparedness. 

Rising international pressures soon intervened to once again yield clear purpose to the 

'*fQng's disillusionment is clear fiom his diary. In April 1947 he wrote: "Each day emphasized anew the 
appalling alignrnent that is shaping up between Capitalist and Cornmunistic countries. The insidious nature 
of the Cornmunist movement is its worst feature. It is the dragon in action. Destructive of a11 that is 
constructive. Undermining standards of morality, beauty and tmth; religion and al1 else that makes for 
enduring peace, happiness and prosperity." King Diary, 2 April 1947. 
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Canadian navy. Following the March 1948 coup in Czechoslovakia Canadian naval rearmament 

began in earnest. On the eve of rearmament the Naval Staff had trimmed sails. By mid-1947 the 

senior naval staff realized the government was udikely to ever fully support the large carrier based 

fleet they desired to maintain. The fleet the navy now sought to build would consist of small fast 

ships, optimized for anti-submarine warfare. The details of that effort are largely left to the next 

chapter. However, rearmament would corne to play a major role in the protection of both the 

shipbuilding and shipping industries. Before tming to tliat influence it is necessary to review the 

initial pst-war pIight of these industries. 

The Period of Laissez Faire 

Des pite many studies post-war shipping and shipbuilding policy had not been settled before the 

cessation of hostilities. As previously mentioned, responsibility for reconstruction planning was 

vested in C.D. Howe. As wartiine Minister of Munitions and Supply, and later Reconstruction and 

Supply, Howe gailied a reputation for hostiliiy towards labour and popular welfare schcmes but 

respect for his "hard nosed" business sense." As Minister of Reconstruction Howe sought to return 

the slupbuilding and shipping industries to normal conmercial practices as quickly as possible. 

For shipbuilding, with the cessation of hostilities, normal commercial control was restored 

to the entire indusûy. Because the shipbuilding industry expected that pst-war demand wodd 

remain buoyant until the European shipyards revitalized, a long term policy of government support 

was not an immediate necessity. The industry was originally requested to bring forward proposals 

to aid in reconstruction planning. The financial implications of the industry's proposals, however, 

'O Robert Bothwell, "War Into Peace: C.D. Howe As Minister of Reconstruction," Canadian Cornmittee 
for the Historv of the Second World War, (Royal Military College- St.Jean, PQ, 20-22 October 1977), p. 3. 



proved too severe. Rather tlian develop a plan of over-arching support, Howe preferred to see only 

the most comercially viable shipyards survive the peace. To this end his deparûnent directed that 

the work to bridge the transition to peace-time demand went to the major yards, established before 

the war. Measures included allowing the protracted completion of the Tribal class destroyers, being 

built at Halifax, and a government order for three merchant vessels for Canadian National Steamships 

to be built at Burrardk2' Howe often kept a persona1 eye on the disposition of suc11 work. Howe 

would personally assign the government's first major ps t -wa.  building contract to Marine Industries 

Limited, Sorel," Foreign orders were also actively sought by Howe's oficials. By these efforts, 

through the first twenty-four montlis of peace, the governments of France, Itaiy and Nationalist China 

placed orders in Canada. Despite such bridging schemes no concerted policy of reconversion 

assistance was forinulated. 

The attenuation of late war contracts and incapacity of war-devastated European shipyards 

kept many order books full through 1947. The shipyards did not face any imrnediate crisis. But 

revitalization of European shipyards and growing international currency problems, coupled with the 

traditionally high Canadian labour wages, began taking a toll on Canadian order books. in mid-1947 

a govemment survey of contracts for 1948 revealed no major shipyard had contracts lined-up. Such 

prospects brought renewed attention to considerations of long term government policy toward the 

shipyards. The lack of iinrnediate attention to long term policy for the shipyards stood in contrast 

to the continuous attention received by merchant shipping. 

Merchant shipping was never far from financial crisis. The pliglit of Canadian flagged ocean 

shipping drew the government's attention. The impending problems of merchant shipping were in 

"~annin~ton, 'The Ladv Boats, passim. 

%AC RG 46 , vol. 1255 file 2402.2.8b PT. 1, letter J.V. Clyne to M.W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister, 
Trade and Commerce, 16 December 1948. 
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part responsible for C.D. Howe's announcement in April 1946 that the government would form a 

Canadian Maritime Commission in order to address the fate of both industries." D r h g  and 

ratification of the bill, esarnined later in this chapter, would not see the Maritime Commission 

become a fiinctioning body until mid 1948. By then, it was clear both industries were in economic 

doldrums. Measwes s t ~ r i n g  them into healthy winds proved longer to gather. 

Canada's merchant fleet faced ill-winds almost as soon as the guns fell silent. As mentioned 

in a previous chapter, irnmediately afler the war ended problerns of market access impeded the 

employment of the Canadian ocean merchant marine. Phor to October 1945 few Canadian ocean 

go ing vessels experienced diffrculty loading full cargoes for the United Kingdom, Aus tralia, India, 

South Afnca, or the Baltic md Mediterranean regions. Canadian tonnage had been integrated into 

the scheme of deployment drafted by the recluistened allied merchant shipping pools, the United 

Maritime Authority. As soon as the war with Japan ended, however, international shipping went 

from a condition of overall scarcity to overall surplus. This led to a series of negotiations beginning 

in Washington in October 1945 to discuss the issue of overcapacity. There, the United States 

expressed concern that this overcapacity not result in rabid cornpetition. To maintain the "hannony 

of the war effort," the United States sou& controls and agreements to avoid "cut-throat cornpetition 

in a world that was overtomaged." American estimates demonstrateci that shipping capacity 

exceeded demand by two to one." The United States Maritime Commission proposed rationalizing 

its war-built fleet by volunteering to lay-up some 2,000 vessels, roughiy 50 percent of the American 

'jJ.V. Clyne, Jack of AI1 Trades: Memones of a Busv Life, (Toronto, 1985), p. 127. 

'"Despite wartime losses the world's total merchant fleet esceeded sixq-six million tons gross, some ten 
million tons greater than that available in September 1939. See, the allie. discussions in NAC RG 46 vol. 
1269 file: UMEB. 



building pr~gramme.'~ 

Few allies, except Canada, proved willing to reciprocate. A number of European nations, 

particularly Denmark and Norway, arguai their problem was lack of tonnage, not surplus. The 

Europeans ail expressed the opinion that any lay-up should corne solely from Canada and the United 

States. Recognizing that international cornpetition would be fierce and that many nations would seek 

to employ their ships for currency generation, the Canadian Cabinet was prepared to accept disposal 

of a large portion of the war-built merchant fleet off Canadian registry, but would take actions to 

encourage the maintenance of a siibstantial Canadian registered merchant marine.'6 These measures 

were in concert with the higher Canadian objectives of establishing a more liberal economic order, 

and aiding European recovery. Tn concert with its objective of establishing a liberal economic order, 

the Cabinet voted to support an "international rati~nalization"~' of shipping. The allies were 

informed that with the end of shipping controls, touted for late 1946, Canadian shipping operations 

were to be nui "entirely upon a 'private enterprise' ba~is."'~ The details of disposa1 to foreign nations 

and steps to encourage Canadian ownership, however, were not settled before a series of crises 

afTected world merchant shipping in general and Canadian vesseIs in particular. Shortly d e r  the 

termination of fighting actions by the United Kingdom, govenunent brought the suMval of the 

Canadian merchant fleet into grave doubt. 

The primary trade routes for Canadian vessels remained wittiin the sterling axa; only five 

"NAC, RG 19 E3 (J) vol. 358 1, file M-17, Interdepartmental Comrnittee on Merchant Shipping Policy, 
Document #5, "Brief Appreciation of the Situation Regarding Size of Post War Canadian Merchant Navy 
and Future Policy and Administration," 12 December 1945; and RG 28A (Department of Reconsîruction), 
vol. 1425 file 3-1-23. 

2 6 N ~ C  RG 28 B, vol. 856, Cabinet Construction Director's files, Vol. I,28 Septernber 1945. 

2 7 N ~ C  RG 28 B, Vol. 856, Cabinet- Construction Directive, record of Cabinet Decision, 28 September 
1945. 

'%AC MG 30  E 435 Vo1.3. Report to the Provisional Maritime Consultive Council, 3 September 1946. 



vessels were eamiarked for operation into strictly dollar areas. The sterling bloc recognized by a bi- 

lateral British and American agreement formalized the world shipping areas which the respective 

shipping administrations had conîrolled during the war. The sterling bloc formally entailed the entire 

British Empire, its mandated tenitories and protectorates, and Iceland. Informally, the bloc 

encompassed al1 those nations wvhich relied on gold reserves held by the Bank of England; this 

included a large number of Middle Eastern, Afiican and Asian temtories, and other European powers 

that pegged their currency to sterling. As independent States belonging to the Empire, but with 

economies based on the US dollar, Canada and Newfoundland were excluded from the sterling area.29 

This exclusion severely hampered the operation of Canadian flagged merchant shipping that relied 

on trade to the sterling bloc, but required papen t  in American dollars. The consequences became 

apparent as Britain's post-war economic troubles emerged. 

Even before Gennany's surender it was clear that moves by the United Kingdom could 

jeopardize survival of the Canadian merchant fleet. Several senior Canadian diplornats were privy 

to the bue extent of Britain's economic problems. While they may have been brought into the 

discussioris as a means of firthering pressure on the United States to deal favourably with British 

officiais. Britain's plight pIaced the Canadian economy in real jeopardy. The potential effects that 

Britain's economic problems might have on the Canadian camiage trade were identified early in 

Canadian discussions of pst-war sliipping policy. Healthy trade rather than the carriage of goods 

had to be the primary Canadian concern. Moreover, the Depariments of Finance and Extemal AfEairs 

hoped that the negotiations cornmenceci at Bretton Woods in 1944 would see an open trading systen~ 

based on freely convertible cunrencies. Even though Canadian vessels would likely deal primarily 

within the sterling bloc, the promises of convertibility meant there should have been no problem with 

'%AC RG 28A vol. 1425 file 3-1-23, A.L.W. MacCallum, Chairman, CSB to Honourable James A. 
MacKinnon, Minister of Trûde and Commerce, 16 November 1945. 



Canadian ships eaming dollar fkeight~.~' 

The speed with which the British economy moved into crisis after the war, however, was 

anticipated by few. The full details are well recounted by others, but Canada's efforts to deal with 

this problem require a little f'urther elaboration. Neither the American State Department nor 

executive accepted that the immediate suspension of lend -1ease would force the Exchequer to 

develop a sterling autarhy. The evidence inarshalled by, arguably, the forernost economist of the day, 

Lord Keynes, demonstrating that the suspension of lend-lease would force Britain into "starvation 

corner," failed to convince the Arnericans. Two days &er the Japanese surrender the United States 

suspended the lend-lease programme. Thereafter, Britain's balance of payments vis à vis the United 

States could not be sustained without severe controls on convertibility and dollar purchases. These 

controls disrupted the pattern of triangle trade balances which Canada depended upon to fmance 

purchases fiom the United States3' 

Canada moved quickly to aid the United Kingdom. In early 1946 a series of discussions 

were held regarding the extension of special loans at no or low interest to the UK. Eventually, nearly 

1.25 billion dollars in Canadian loans were extended to the United Kingdom. In exchange for these 

favourable loans Britain promised to continue certain large purchases of agricultural commodities, 

particularly wheat and bacon, from Canada. Canadian trade oficials initially sought to use the loans 

to gain greater access to the UK market by expanding the sale of these comniodities, but the British 

only agreed to maintain present and historical levels. Though Britain's weakness could not be 

%JAC RG 2,7c CWC see discussion of issues raised by the Undersecretary of State for Extemal 
Affairs, Norman Robertson, in Minutes 4 October 1944; on the promised convertibility see, Alec 
Cairncross, Years of Recoverv: British Econornic Policv 1945-1 95 1, (London, l985), p. 85. 

3 ' ~ . ~ .  Sayer, Financial Policv, 1939-45, (London, l956), and L.S. Presnell, Estemal Economic Policv 
Since the War. Volume (London, 1986) have been of particular worth to this study. On Canadian 
understanding of Britain's plight and response see the recollections of the Canadian representative to the 
early Anglo-American discussions, D.V. LePan, Brinht Glass of Memow (Toronto, 1979), and Hector 
Mackenzie's "The Path to Temptation: The Negotiation of Canada's Reconstruction Loan to Britain in 
1946," CHA Historical Pawrs, (Ottawa, 1982), pp. 196-220. 



capitalized on, the present and historical levels of Canadian trade into the UK were essential. For 

a trading nation that saw nearly fifty percent of al1 exports go to the sterling bloc such sales were 

essential. By late 1946 Canada was extending Britain ten million dollars in credit per month to 

support purchases fiom Canada. A revived British economy, with or without tied ioms, was a matter 

of enlightened self-interest for the Canadian g~vernment.~' 

The details of how those goods got to market ultimately proved less important. In its 

precarious financial situation, Britain maintained control of sterling and dolIar reserves. Such control 

not only promised to affect the triangle trade, that between Britain, Canada and the United States, but 

threatened to close off the Empire to Canadian merchant ships. Restricting access of Canadian ships 

to the sterling trades was not a simple consequence of wider fiscal problems, it was itself one object 

of Britain's growing financial controls. Britain depended heavily on what it traditionally termed 

"invisible" earnings. Invisibles consisted of earnings to the current accounts attributable to sliipping 

receipts, interest payments, and profits and dividends on foreign investments. In pre-war trade 

invisibles closed the gap in Britain's trade balance. Invisible earnings constituted a sigruficant 

component of Britain's trade requirements, but the level of invisible trade earnings was not expected 

to recover quickly after the war. Through the two world wars Britain divested for@-two percent of 

its overseas assets. Consequently, it could not expect the same de- of invisible contributions f?om 

those assets. The British merchant marine provided the one area of invisible earnings that could be 

made to increase. Pre-war, the British merchant marine contributed nearly one-third of net invisible 

earnings. The Exchequer's Office recognized early in post-war financial planning that merchant 

shipping would be very important to the post-war econornic recovery. At the close of the war, 

32Granatstein, How Britain's Weakness, pp. 46-47; Cairncross, Years of Recoveq. See also, Susan 
Hawson, "The Chigins of Cheap Money 1945-7," Economic Historv Review, (1987) 15:3:433-452; Robert 
Bothwell and John English, "Canadian Trade Policy in the Age of American Dominance and British 
Decline, 1 943 -47," Canadian Review of American Studies, (1 977):8: 52-65. 
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however, Britain's merchant fleet consisted of thirty percent less tonnage than in 1939. A crash 

merchant shipping programme would correct that figure by late 1948; nevertheless, very particular 

attention went to ensuring Britain's merchant niarine at least regained its share of  invisible^.^^ 

Canadian measures to redress such action would clearly have to account for the fact that Canada's 

p r i n ? ~  interest was not in the carriage trade, but in the selling of export goods. 

The fust time that dilenuna was Faced the Canadian govenunent salvaged both interests, but 

the tightening of controls within the sterling area brought major reconsideration to the size of 

rnerchant fleet the Canadian govemment would try to maintain under the Canadian flag. Nearly al1 

the Park Sliips relied on carriage to the sterling area. The first financial crisis stnick in the wake of 

the suspension of lend-lease. Britain responded by introducing measures to conserve US dollars. 

Despite the United Maritime Authority "controlling" shipping tluough 1946, there was no basis of 

agreement to ensure utilization of capacity by assigrnent of vessels and cargoes according to a quota 

arrangement. A number of importing countries attempted to use their own shipping whenever 

possible, as a means of eaming foreign currency, or protecting their foreign reserves. Canada's 

protests that its flag tonnage should be given a proper share of movement of material throughout the 

regulated areas had only limited effect. The problem became acute when, in November 1945, Britain 

imposed new restrictions on trade within the "sterling bloc." The UK Treasury insûucted the 

Ministry of War Transport to curtail the use of al1 dollar-cost vessels in the movement of cargoes 

from North Arnerica to al1 sterling 

Canada controlled nearly 2.5 million tons of shipping, but most depended on îrade to the 

sterling bloc. However, UK shipping authorities promised carriage to less than ten Canadian ships. 

330n the role of invisibles see, Presnell, Estemal Economic Policv, p. 3; on the size of the pst-war 
merchant marine see, Thomas Hughes, h e d  Truce, (London, 1988), p. 3 16; on British divestment 
through two world wars see, Caimcross, Years of Recoverv, p. 78. 

3 4 N ~ ~  RG 28A vol. 1425 file 3-1-23, A.L.W. MacCallurn, Chahan, CSB to Honourable James A. 
MacKinnon, Minister of Trade and Commerce, 16 November 1945. 



During discussions held in Washington in late 1945 representatives of Canada's Trade and Commerce 

Department and the Canadian Shipping Board discussed means to avert the crisis with the Director 

of the British Ministry of War Transport, Sir Cy-ril Hurcomb. The British representative stated quite 

frankly that the Exchequer could not af5ord to expend dollars on Canadian vesseis. He pointedly 

suggested Canada go one better on the American lead, and Iay-up most of the fleet. Rebuffed in 

Washington, the Canadian position gained a second hearing when Sir Cyril found it necessary to Msit 

Ottawa to discuss retaining under British control the large number of ships loaned her by Canada 

under the Mutual Aid Agreement. Short of shipping, Britain wished to continue operating nearly 100 

Canadian vessels for a number of years. In discussions C.D. Howe inveigled Sir Cyril to integrate 

Park ships on a dollar cost basis in the movement of goocls. Sir Cyril agreed to allow a number of 

Canadian ships into the sterling bloc trades through the remaining period of direct govenunent 

control, which was first scheduled to end in February but later postponed to October 1946. No record 

of minutes from the meeting can be found, but clearly, Howe threatened to demand an immediate 

return of the Mutual Aid ships. In effect, Howe demanded a quid pro quo solution: the United 

Kingdom could continue to operate Canadian owned ships on loan to them, only if a roughly equal 

number of privately owned Canadian ships remained engaged in sterling bloc trade. Howe's actions 

gained some breathing space for the Canadian fleet. The specific agreement promised to keep 90 of 

the 110 large Park ships employed, thus greatly reducing the inmediate pressure to lay-up the 

majority of Canadian ships. However, if there was to be full employment of the Canadian merchant 

fleet after the ternination of the United Maritime Authority, some means to ensure continued access 

to the sterling area became ne~essary .~~ 

'%AC RG 28A vol. 1425 file 3-1-23, letter Mark McGlung, Omce of the Privy Council to V.W. Scully, 
Deputy Minister of Reconstruction, 19 December 1945, Minutes interdepartmental Cornmittee on Merchant 
Shipping Policy , 2  1 December 1945; RG 19 E3 (J) vol. 3 58 1 file M- 17, ICMSP Docs.#5, "Brief 
Appreciation of the Situation Regarding Size of Post War Canadian Merchant Navy and Future Policy and 
Administration," 12 December 1945. 



To establish the post-war merchant marine on a "private enterprise" basis, Cabinet had 

aheady endorsed a policy of selling off the fleet to Canadian operators." Britain's actions forced 

some reconsideration of this policy. Through December 1945 a reconstituted Interdepartmental 

Cornmittee on Merchant Shipping Policy studied the needs of a competitive merchant fleet. While 

some like A.L.W. MacCallum warned the fleet could never be competitive; others argued that much 

of the Park fleet could find employment. The Park fleet, however, constituted only about two-thirds 

of total Canadian tonnage. Cabinet authorized efforts to maintain the former Park ships on Canadian 

regi~try.~' However, in light of this crisis, and on the recommendations of the Deparûnents of 

Finance and Reconstruction, the Cabinet decided to sel1 approximately one million dwt of shipping 

off Canadian registry. The plan endorsed by the Cabinet called for the maintenance of a merchant 

fleet of approximately 1.5 million alwl, that is virtually the entire Park Steamship fleet which 

numbered some 156 ships at the end of the war. Most of these would continue in Canadian hands 

after the disposal to non-Canadian operators of some one million tons of war-built shipping. 

Translated into ships, the plan supported by Cabinet called for retaining some 140 ships, of which 

110 were 10,000 àwt, that were to be sold to Canadian o ~ n e r s . ~ ~  

To encourage the establishment of a Canadian registered merchant fleet the surplus dry cargo 

vessels would be sold to Canadian companies under preferential conditions. These hcluded deferred 

payments and prices below international market value. In light of these tems the government 

3 6 N ~ ~  RG 2, Cabinet minutes, 15 September 1945. 

"NAC RG 28A vol. 1425 file 3-1-23, letter Mark McGlung, Ofice of the Privy Council to V.W. Scully, 
Deputy Minister of Reconstniction, 19 December 1945, Minutes Interdepartmental Cornmittee on Merchant 
Shipping Policy, 2 1 December 1945; RG 19 E3(J) vol. 3581 file M-17, ICMSP Docs.#5, "Brief 
Appreciation of the Situation Regarding Size of Post War Canadian Merchant Navy and Future Policy and 
Administration," 12 December 1945. 

380n rationalization of Canadian fieet see, RG 28 B (Department of Reconstniction) vol. 856, Cabinet 
Construction Director's Files, vol. i, 28 September 1945, and RG 46 vol. 1275 E [Park S.S.] General 
Correspondence 1948- 1 966. 
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imposed what became called the "flag covenant." This covenant entailed restricting foreign sale of 

these vessels by requiring pnor written government approval. As discussed in later chapters, in years 

to  corne this covenant proved the most effective tool in the government's repertoire for shaping the 

fate of the ocean merchant marine. Had many buyers foreseen the lengths to which the govenunent 

would insist on exercising the flag covenant many would likely have forsaken the offer to purchase. 

At first it no doubt appeared a reasonable entanglement of the owner's privileges given the favourable 

purchase pnce. 

Through 1946 roughly two thirds of the war-built merchant fleet was sold under covenant 

to  Canadian operators, the remainder went to foreign purchasers. By June 1947 some 104 of the 

larger war-built vessels and 25 smaller ships had been sold to a total of 33 Canadian registered 

shipping companies. Another 80 of the larger vessels remained on lease to the United Kingdom 

under mutual aid, but were due for return to Canadian control by the end of 1950.39 Although the 

sales came in the face of growing international impediments to Canadian flagged shipping, they met 

gales of public criticism expressing alarm at selling so many vessels off Canadian regdry. In Apnl 

1946, partially to allay public criticism of current maritime policy, C.D. Howe announced the 

government's intention to form a Canadian Maritime Commission which would recommend the best 

course to steer for Canadian maritime p o l i ~ y . ~ ~  

390riginally the British Ministry of War Transport leased 98 Canadian built vessels under these 
arrangements, but eight were lost during the war. They now agreed to purchase ten of the rernaining 90. 
with the remainder being returned to Canada in two lots by the end of 1950. On details of the terms of 
disposal see, Hansard, 20 November 1945, pp. 23 16; drafl speech on bill to create the Canadian Maritime 
Commission, prepared by Capt. Eric Brand for C.D. Howe, 16 June 1947, D~I-iist. Brand Papers, Vol.11; 
and, NAC RG 46 vol. 1275, file "Vesse1 Lists", "Canadian Purchasers of 'Park' Vessels," 20 January 1948. 

40J.V. Clyne, the first Chairmari of the Commission, maintained Howe informed him this announcement 
WGS prompteci by such public clamour. Clyne, Jack of al1 Trades: Memoirs of a Busv Life, (Toronto, 1985), 
p. 127. 



A Canadian Maritime Commission 

C.D. Howe informd the House in April 1946 that the govemment intended introducing legislation 

to form a Canadian Maritime Commission during the 1947 session. It appears that wide-spread 

criticism aroused by the sale of merchant ships to foreign operators prompted Howe's announcement. 

Following the announcement foreign sales of war-built tonnage were halteci, pending the 

recommendations of the Comiiission about future disposa1 p01icy.~' These ineasures temporarily 

allayed further criticism of government ship disposa1 policy. But Howe's misgivings about the role 

of such a body do not appear to have slackened. Drafiing the bill to form the commission, and then 

developing considered policy, proved very protracted. Only in late 1948 would the Commission 

begin to affect policy. 

To drafi the bill Howe obtained the services of Captain Eric Brand. Fron~ 1939 until his 

retirement in early 1946 Brand had been the director of Naval Intelligence and Merchant Shipping 

at Naval Service Headquarters. In that capacity he had drafted the navy's recommendations for a 

post-war merchant marine and shipbuiIding policy that went to the Interdepartmental Cornmittee on 

Merchant Shipping Policy in 1944. Brand, a member of that Committee, was approached by Howe 

just p ior  to retirement fiom the Royal Navy. Brand agreed to draft the proposeci Canadian Maritime 

Commission bill. He anticipated getting to work on the bill in June 1946. However, before Brand 

could tum attention to drafting the bill a shipping crisis on the Great Laiies captured government 

attention and took Brand away fiom Ottawa. 

The Great Lakes shipping strike of 1946 delayed drafting of the bill for many months and 

soured many within govenunent to the demands of seafariiig labour and Brand's peculiar methods 

of meeting those demands. At the end of May 1946 the Canadian Seamen's Union (CSU) called a 

4'Clyne, Jack of al1 Trades, p. 127 
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strike which effectively paralysed Lakes shipping in its first post-war season. Howe "loaned" Brand 

to the Department of Labour in order to tackle the Lakes crisis. Employing wartime labour control 

measures, the Minister of Labour appointed Brand "Lakes Controller" with effective powers of 

management over al1 Great Lakes shipping companies and unions. Brand had exercised similar 

authority during the war. Largely through his initiatives the wartime merchant sailors had been able 

to employ hiîing halls, secure what they considered fair wages, and promote union membership. 

These wartime measures had seen the CSU gain control of most ocean and lakes seamen, but wartime 

wage agreements and working conditions had not been dictated by the market. In the first season of 

shipping when wartime controls were to be relaxed the union pushed to see their wartime 

achievements accepted by shipowners. 

The ostensible reason for the stnke was the CSU's search for a contract giving an eight hour 

day. This would require owners employing three watches instead of two. The employers, however, 

refused to negotiate with a union they were condemning as "communist." The charge was not 

wirhout merit. The CSU was the only union narned as communist-dominatcd by the testimony of the 

Soviet defector Igor Go~zenlio.~' That revelation was shared with the United States which wouid use 

the example of the CSU for the creation of an elaborate intemal security apparatus, that for maritime 

labour would include rekindling links with Italian organized crime families to secure America's 

~a ter f ront . '~  Those efforts eventually spilled over into Canada, and are exarnined in a Iater chapter. 

Thereafter, certain elements of the Canadian government also remained leery of dealing with this 

union. As will be seen, in time, this distrust woidd prove the union's undoing. 

During this dispute, however, what bearing their communist orientation might have on the 

42King Diary, Appendix to Djary for 1945 "The Gouzenko Diary." For the Mews of one of the union's 
founders see, Pat Sullivan, Red Sails on the Great Lakes, (Toronto, 1955). 

43King diary, Gouzenko appendis; University Microfilms of America Records of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, Part II 1946-53, Reel IV, "Strategic Study of the Northwestem Approaches to the North Arnerican 
Continent-Short Titie Deerland" Joint War Planning Cornmittee, 30 Septeniber 1947. 
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matter of the eight hour day was lost on Brand. He would not accept the argument of the shipowners 

that communist ties invalidated the union as bargaining agent. The two major lakes shipping 

companies, Canada Steamship Lines and Scot Misner & Sons presented the greatest challenge to 

Brand's authority. Whereas Misner was refusing to sign with the union, Canada Steamship Lines had 

already signed with the union but endeavoured to break those contracts. The owners argued the 

union gained control through fear and intimidation. But Brand found that thuggery was not confhed 

to the union. The employers attempted to intimidate not only the workers but Brand. Industry 

representatives threatened to ensure Brand would never become a comrnissioner on the proposed 

Maritime Commi~sion.~~ Moreover, the owners of both shipping lines repeatedly moved to 

circumvent Brand's legally binding directives. Brand's insistence that the contracts be honoured 

brought their enduring ire. Through Brand's efforts the Lakes crisis ended wiîh a compromise one- 

year contract. But Brand had won the enduring enrnity of the major lakes shipping lines. 

Brand's action also gained the enduring distrust of the Minister of Transport, Lionel Chevrier. 

The Franco-Ontarian Chevrier espressed little interest in ocean shipping, but throughout his years 

in governent remained extremely interested in Great Lakes and St.Lawrence shipping matters. 

Chevrier would be instrumental in developing the St.Lawrence Seaway, Ieaving the govemment in 

1954 to be first head of the Seaway Commission. Throughout his time as Minister, he remained very 

partial to the interests of industry rather than labour. At the insistence of Chevrier, Brand would not 

be appoint4 to the Maritime Conmission. Indeed, before Brand had the opportunity to finish 

drafting the bill, Chevrier called on his friends within the industry to prepare an altemate drafi. The 

subsequent proposais focussed almost exclusively on efforts to protect ship-owners and shipbuilders; 

44D/Hist. Brand Papers, Vol. II, "Canadian Merchant Shipping Policy, Some Recollections," December, 
1969; NAC RG 46 vol. 1170 file 101.0.6, "Daily Dinry of Events Re Merchant Shipping Cosrdination." 



questions of labour conditions and safety standards were almost wholly i g n ~ r e d . ~ ~  Although Chevrier 

would propose his draft to Howe, it was not entertained. Nevertheless, Chevrier would have a Say 

over the bill's final form. 

Returning to the Department of Reconstruction in late 1946 Brand prepared the fvst draft 

of the bill. This draf3 followed closely the recommendations submitted by the navy in 1944. The 

case as put forward by Brand then, and now reiterated, was proto-typically Mahanist. Control of al1 

marine matters including shipping, shipbuilding, fishing, seamen, stevedores, shipowners, 

construction and operational subsidies was to rest with one govenunent organization. In his view, 

given the climate of international trade, both Canadian shipping and shipbuilding would eventually 

require extensive subsidies to cornpete intemationally. As for maintaining these industries for 

military reasons, the state's role was clear: uneconomic policies to gird the nation for war were 

responsibilities not to be neg le~ ted .~~  Yet, Brand held few illusions about what the Canadian state 

would support. He found the American mode1 an Mperfect guide, without "any sound economic 

argument." As well, Brand argued, "many ardent peace lovers" would bridle at a policy premised 

on maintaining auxiliary forces for "future ~ a r s . " ~ '  Even so, he maintained, a central controlling 

organization would serve both sound commercial and rni1ita-y purposes. The most compelling role 

for any Maritime Commission, argued Brand, was to mediate the interests of Iabour and indus t~y .~~  

Howe personally eviscerated Brand's first drafl. Howe direct4 the expurgation of any 

inference within the bill that the Commission's role was to give aid to the industry, through subsidy, 

4'Coordinating production of t h i s  opposing draft was H.J. Rhalves, the head of Park Stearnships 
Company and former head of Imperia1 Oil's Marine services branch. 

46NAC RG 46 Vol. 1 169, f. 100.00 "Explanatory Notes on Proposed Canadian Maritime Commission," 9 
January 1947. 

47"Explanatory Notes on Proposed Canadian Maritime Commission." 
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or any other direct means of defraying costs. Many proposed powers were sûuck dom,  particularly 

the degree of centralization and oversight regarding labour matters. Overcoming Howe's objections 

was only part of the problem confronting Brand. Within the Department of Transport, the Deputy 

Minister raised trenchant objection to the Commission receiving authority for al1 marine matters, at 

the expense of his department. The Ministers of Transport and Labour raised objections to the 

commission receiving authority over labour standards for merchant seamen. 

Jealous of the prerogatives of his minisûy, Lionel Chevrier ensured that the new commission 

would not remove the powers of the Department of Transport to affect policy regarding shipping. 

The Deputy Minister of Transport, C.P. Edwards, also spoke against the new Commission 

circumventing the responsibilities of his department. Though there was a long history of Canadian 

regulatory agencies being established to represent the interests of special lobbies,jg recent 

development of the Canadian civil service, argued Edwards, was premised on building strong 

departments under the guidance of professional administrators at the deputy ministerial level who 

reported directly to the minister. Edwards argued forms of administration running counter to these 

developments should not be ~ndertaken.'~ 

In light of these objections many compromises were necessasr before the bill went to first 

reading. The fmal bill was a far c y  fiom the Mahanist, neomercantilist mode1 first proposed by 

Brand. Howe's parliamentary secretary, George Mcllraith, helped Brand cornplete the final draft 

which little resembled his early recornmendations.'' The commission was greatly reduced from 

Brand's grand prescriptions, but it was clearly in keeping with other Liberal govenunent agencies and 

49 On such agencies see, Carmen Baggeley, The Ernernence of the Renulatorv State in Canada, (Ottawa, 
198 l), and W.T. Stanbury, Governent Reaulation. Scove. Growth. Process, montreal, 1980). 

'OD/Hist. Brand Papers, Vol. II, on resistance to the Commission by the Department of Transport see, 
Brand, "Some Recollections. . .." December 1969. 

51Conespondence in NAC RG 46 vol. 1 169 file 100.00; and, DiHist. Brand Papers, Vol. II, "Some 
Recollections. . .." December 1969. 



practices. The Commission was to be separate fiom the Department of Transport, but responsible 

to the same Minister. Moreover, the Department of Transport would maintain most of its voice in 

s hi pping and s hipbuilding matters, while the Department of Labour remained responsible for 

merchant labour. Enacted 23 June 1947, the Canadian Maritime Commission bill created an 

organization devoid of executive powers. The Commission was simply an advisory body reporting 

to the Minister of Transport. Establislied under the Minister of Transport, the Commission's fust and 

primary task was to nionitor the state of the shipping and shipbuilding industries, and recommend, 

from time to t h e ,  forms of assistance. The Commission received no authority over the welfare, 

training, or conditions of maritime labour. Terming this the "crux of the whole matter" of preserving 

the shipping industry, Brand protested bat  the Commission received "al1 responsibility without any 

authority. "" His prescience proved unwekome. 

With Chevrier's agreement three Commissioners were chosen by Howe. Although Howe had 

promiseci Brand a position it was not offered him. In hs stead, Chevrier insisted on the appointment 

of H.J. Rhalves, the former Director of Park Stearnships, who had prepared Chevrier's alternative bill. 

Chevrier succeeded in gaining that appointment, but Rhalves had only bnef tenure with the 

Commission. A mental i n f i i t y  shortly forced his retirement. Of greater Iongevity proved the 

Comnlissioner put forward by External Mairs. Louis C. Audette, a Francophone frrst-secretary, 

proved acceptable to Howe. Audette, fomerly a member of the Ottawa Liberal law firm Connolly, 

O'Brian and Audette, had risen to the rank of Lieutenant-Commander in the Royal Canadian 

Volunteer Reserve and commanded both a corvette and a frigate before the war ended. A life long 

Liberal, Audette enjoyed a distinguished career in govenunent service, eventually heading the 

Maritime Commission before becoming chief of the Canadian Tarif Board in 1959. 

'WAC RG 46 vol. 1 169, file 100.00, merno. on meeting Eric Brand wiîh C.D. Howe, 4 November 
1946; message Howe to Brand, 1 1 November 1946; Brand to J.R. Baldwin, Secretary Pnvy Cou.mil, 2 
January 1947; Brand letter to McIlraith 19 March 1947; Memo. Brand to Howe, 17 January 1947. 



The choice of chief Commissioner, or Chairman, fell to C.D. Howe, whose selectioii most 

closely reflected his views on financial matters. A self-professed acolyte of Adam Smith, the 

Vancouver based maritime lawyer John Vaientine Clyne accepted the post of Chairman. Clyne, an 

experienced Admiralty lawyer, was h o w n  to Howe through a series of dealings predating Howe's 

entry into government. During the war Clyne had represented the governent  in a riumber of 

maritime cases, particularly in prosecutions of delinquent merchant seamen. His qualities, however 

they becarne known, commended him to Howe. From his exposure to Park Steamships during the 

war Clyne grew to accept government support for continuing a merchant marine after the war. 

Shortly after appointment Clyne pushed successfully for transfeming responsibility for Park 

Steamships from the Department of Trade and Commerce to the Commi~sion.~~ Thereafter, until his 

appointment to the high court of British Columbia, in early 1950, Clyne attempted to find viable 

markets for these vessels. In the face of that continuing stmggle Clyne eventually recommended a 

subsidy scheme. He remained, nevertheless, an avid free trader and believer in small government. 

Both traits he demonstrated upon appointment. 

In pushing the watered down Maritime Commission through interdepartmental acceptance, 

Howe had gained acceptance by Chevrier that the Commission should be in a position to develop its 

powers and role, rather than have them hlly prescribed by legislation. Consequently, Clyne received 

free rein to shape the Commission. From the Fust, Clyne explained to the Minister, the Commission 

was prone to represent the interests "of employers rather than labour."54 As well, authorized a staff 

of some 200, Clyne argued he could save the government rnoney by making due with a staff of 

5 3 N ~ ~  MG 30  A 1 2 vol. 3, file 12, Interview of J.V. Clyne by Mr. Jim Green, 1 3 January 198 1. 

54See NAC RG 46 vol. 1 1 69, file 1 O 1 .O pt. O Clyne to A. McNarnara of the Department of Labour, 20 
Novernber 1947; McNamara to L. Audette, Cornrnissioner, Canadian Maritime Commission, 20 November 
1947, and the remainder of the correspondence on the labour cornmittee in NAC RG 46 Vol. 1 17 1 file 
103.9. On Clyne's view regarding the interests of employers see, letter Clyne to Chewier, 8 December 
1947. 
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twenty. He slashed proposed sub-agencies and positions accordingly. Through its lifetime the 

Canadian Maritime Commission would never employ a staff larger than thirt~.'~ 

With that tremulous foothold in the bureaucracy the Commission set about assessing the 

problems of Canadian slupping and shipb~ilding.~~ The Commission's fust task became 

recommending whether protection of the shipbuilding and shipping industries was warranted. Struck 

in late 1947 the Commission required many rnonths of study before it was ready to make any major 

recommendations on shipping and shipbuilding policy. More than two years elapsed between Howe's 

announcement of the govenunent's intention to form the Commission and its first major policy 

proposals. By then the international competitive situation of Canadian shipyards and merchant 

shipping moved fiom a period of buoyancy to impending collapse. By late 1948 the Maritime 

Commission recognized the policy of laissezfiire would spell the disappearance of both. 

Industries Seek Protection 

The anti-bureaucratie measures adopted by Clyne ensured the Commission remained dependent on 

industrial lobbies for technical information. Lacking sacient staff to conduct in-depth and 

impartial research, the Commission relied on the Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Association 

for information and statistics. Formed in 1944, this Association represented the nation's twelve major 

and rnost established shipyards, accounting for some 80-90 percent of total capacity and employment. 

In 1947 the yards of the Association produced some 50,000 tons of shipping with a labour force of 

approximately 14,000. The Association had first approached the goverment in 1944 with a cal1 for 

major intervention to ensure survival of the shipyards through the coming peace. Since 1944, the 

- 

55Clyne, Jack of Al1 Trades, pp. 127-1 39. 

56 Clyne, Jack of Al1 Trades, pp. 127-139. 
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Association had undergone some reorganization which saw several of the major yards established 

during the war removed fiom its directorship. By the time the Association submitted its fust major 

recommendations to the Commission in April 1948 it was dominated by the major shipyards that pre- 

dated the war, i.e. Burrards, Yarrows, Marine Industries Limited, Canadian Vickers, Halifax 

Shipyards, and the yards of Canadian Steamship Line~.~' 

The brief now submitted to the Commission outlined the Association's wncerns about the 

post-war plight of the industry. Among the major f ims  fùlly one-third of shipyard capacity sat idle. 

The Canadian shipyards had remained viable afler the war because of foreign demand. That demand 

was now dwindling for a host of reasons. In 1947 foreign orders accounted for some 78 percent of 

total tonnage completed; however, shortages of Canadian steel, increasing currency problems, and 

the revival of European shipyards hampered securing more foreign contracts. As their report noted, 

the Canadian industry's future demand consisted of either building "new ships for Canadian owners 

who are engaged in overscas trade, or it builds and exports ships to foreign b ~ ~ e r s . " ~ ~  

In light of the declining foreign market, the Association outlined an enîrepreneurial strategy 

with tenets that would remain unchanged throughout the period 1948-1965. First, they called for a 

"national shipping policy," that wouid favour the construction and registration of ships in Canada. 

The government was to stimulate ship construction by encouraging Canadian ship-owning. 

Commercial demand could be enhanced by defraying capital costs through accelerated depreciation. 

Given the apparent problenis of Canada's ocean merchant marine, the Association called for the 

governent to encourage building ships for the Great Lakes, rather than ocean trades. Most of the 

Lakes tonnage predated the war and was approaching the end of its projected life. Incentives were 

57This is based on a review of the CSSRA minutes and annual reports, 1944-1949. 

S8"Submission of the Advisory Cornmittee of Conadian Shipbuilders to the Canadian Maritime 
Commission," 16 April 1948, records of the Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Association, (hereafier 
cited as CSSRA). 
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called for to encourage a well paced replacement programme. Additionally, the Association 

recommended the goverment produce a planned naval construction programme to compensate for 

slumping commercial sales. To ensure fairness, recommended the Association, govenunent building 

was to be based on allocation of work instead of cornpetitive tenders.59 

The Commission undertwk to examine al1 of these proposais in detail. Clyne warned the 

Association, however, that the govenunent could never replace "the drive of private enterprise," and 

would oppose s~bsidies.~' As it stood, the order books of the shipbuilding industry remained 

relatively hl1 in early 1948. However, when it later became clear the order books wodd not be 

refilled many of the proposed means of protection recommended to the Minister of Transport by the 

Maritime Commission mirrored those requested by the Shipbuilding Association. 

Shipping interests similarly expressed their concerns to and through the Commission. 

Ca n adian shipping companies, however, spoke wi th a divided voice. Three essential divisions 

existed within the industry, The Dominion Marine Association represented the interests of Great 

Lakes, or "inland seau operators. O\vned by both foreign and Canadian companies, Great Lakes 

shipping was largely inunune from the commercial pressures which came to plague the ocean 

merchant marine during this period. Canadian cabotage laws largely protected Great Lakes operators 

from American competition, and the limited dimensions of the St. Lawrence River prevented access 

for most empire registered ships. Consequently, in the initial pst-war period the Canadian Maritime 

Commission did not aggregate the interes ts of Lakes operators with the ocean merchant marine. 

Ocean operators, however, did not speak with one voice. Rather, the interests of ocean 

operators were represented by two ofien distinct groups. The Shipping Federation of Canada 

59Submission of the Advisory Cornmittee, 16 Apnl 1948. 

?Notes on presentation by J.V. Clyne to the Technical Section of the CSSRA, 16 July 1948, CSSRA 
files. 



presented one point of view. Formed in 1903 and headquartered in Montreal, the Shipping 

Federation was similar to the Dominion Marine Association in that it represented the interests of 

s hi p-owners and operators in negotiations with waterfront labour, seamen, dockhands, bricking fums 

and various port authorities and customs oficials. In negotiations, the Federation represented the 

interests of al1 major firms, foreign and domestic, which engaged ocean vessels in commercial brade 

with Canada. The foreign shipping interests represented by the Federation were predominantly of 

British registry operating on Iong established Canadian routes, such as those employed by the ships 

of Dominion Steel operating between Nova Scotia and the St. Lawrence, or in trades between Canada 

and E~rope .~ '  The Federation resisted any proposeci measure that would limit access to Canadian 

waters or trade by British or other foreign shipping traditionally allowed that ac~ess.~' 

Whereas, the Shipping Federation represented both foreign and Canadian ship owners, the 

particular interests of Canadian owners would not be represented by a separate lobby until the 

Canadian Sliipowners Association fonned in March 1953.63 However, before the creation of the 

Canadian Shipowner's Association the Canadian purchasers of former Park Steamship vessels ofien 

gained independent hearing by the Maritime Commission. The Commission, consequent~y, risked 

being in the invidious position of reconciling sometimes contradictory shipping interests. In the 

"By 197 1 the Federation represented esclusively British registered shipping in Canada. Information on 
Shipping Federation derived from,"Report of Canadian Chamber of Shipping," (Ottawa, 197 l ) ,  p. 9. See 
also, Kaplan, Evenirthinn that Floats, p. 60. 

6 2 ~ s  had been the pre-war case. See, for instance, the letter to Prime Minister R.B. Bennett, from Vice 
President Dominion Steel and Coal Corp., 10 March 1934, and Nova Scotia Transportation Commission, 
Maritime Board of Trade, letter to Bennett, 14 March 1934. Similar objections could be raised about West 
Coast ports see, letter "R.K.F." to Sir George Perley, acting P.M., 8 Septernber, 1934, in R.B. Bennett 
Papers, bx.704. Throughout the period 1945-1 955, the Federation's Chairman, A.L.W. MacCallum, former 
head of the Canadian Shipping Board, maintained easy access to the highest circles of governrnent. 

"The author thanks the new Canadian Shipowners' Association, Ottawa (based on the former Dominion 
Marine Association) for access to the files of the original CSA. The discussion of CSA activities 
throughout this work is based on these files, particularly the notes and records left by M.G. Angus; see, 
CSA records, file 50-1 Histoxy and Role. 
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period 1947 to 1949, however, Canadian shipowners most ofien perceived no conflict between their 

needs and those of the Shipping Federation. When tightened controls on the convertibility of sterling 

hindered al1 Canadian oceanic shipping operations, shipbuilders, shipowners, and the Federation 

requested the Commission find means of easing Canadian access to the sterling 

Compromising Canadian efforts to preserve the indusûy was tiie short shrift given the fiee 

market by others. The termination of wartime sliipping controls did not result in an open market. 

The continuation of shipping controls appeared at first to guarantee assigntnent of cargoes to 

Canadian flag vessels by both the American and British shipping pool authorities. 

As for long term policy, some hope rested in seeing the United Nations create an 

International Maritime Council, similar to tliat regulating the civil aviation industry. Unlike Canada's 

interest in the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), eventually headquartered in 

Montreal, the Canadian Cabinet rather huniediy decided not to press for senior membership in the 

maritime counterpart. The allied meetings called at the end of 1944 to establish short term shipping 

controls through the early months of peace saw the Canadian Cabinet concede the point of senior 

Canadian membership in the international control organization. As previously mentioned, these taks 

were called on very short notice and Canadian interests were not p r e ~ s e d . ~ ~  Canada owned the third 

or fourth largest merchant fleet in the world and could very probably lay strong claim to senior 

membership. No serious claim was attempted because it was tiiought the United States would object 

on grounds the British Empire was over-represented. Moreover, more traditional maritime nations, 

such as Norway and Holland, that depended very heavily on shipping receipts to maintain their 

balance of payrnents, were thought better suited to such work. Finally, Canada was pressing its case 

for gaining a senior voice in the UN civil aviation organization, a matter long dear to the heart of 

" 4 N ~ C  RG 46 vol. 1330, Minutes Canadian Maritime Commission, 1948. 

'%AC RG2 7c, CWC minutes 19 July 1944, and Cab. doc. 865, 15 August 1944. 



C.D. Howe. Canada's diplomatie efforts at the UN concentrated to that end.66 

Detailed proposais for a working drafl charter for this agency were subjects of discussion at 

the UN maritime conference at Geneva in 1948. Canada was among the first nations to support the 

charter emerging from that conference. The proposeci Intergovemental Maritime Organization 

(IMCO) would have far less authority than the similar ICAO. None of its rulings would be binding 

without first being passed into law by each signatoy. The very title htergovenunental Maritime 

Consultative . . .  Agency illusbates the diminished stature being sought for this agency. Leadhg 

maritime nations, particularly the United States, did not wish to see a strong regdatory body 

created6' The United States and most Scandinavian countries demonstrated vehement opposition 

to any body exercising any great authority over Iabour costs or national subsidy schemes. In the face 

of that ambivalence the final United Nations organization amounted to little. The draft charter for 

this body saw it reduced pnmhly to one simply able to generate d e s  for safety at sea, though it had 

advisory status over a number of maritime issues, including labour codes (thus expiicitly superseding 

the role of the International Labour Organization), and was only proclaimed into forma1 existence 

in 1959, too late to affect the fortunes of the Canadian ocean merchant marine. 

Through 1947, whiIe discussions of fonning such a body were ongoing, many foms of 

shipping controls remained in place. international shipping markets were not returning to a free 

enterprise basis. The agreement that guaranteed a proportion of British cargoes were assigneci 

Howe and civil aviation see the definitive, David Mackenzie, Canada and International Civil 
Aviation 193 2- 1948, (Toronto, 1989); NAC RG 19 E-3(J) vol. 358 1. file M- 17, minutes of Cabinet 
Cornmittee on Reconstniction and Supply, 23 January 1946; Cable, Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain, 27 Novernber 1946, document 7 13, Documents on Canadian 
Extemal Relations 1946, p. 1234. 

6 7 ~ o r  an account of these agencies see, Eula McDonald, "Toward A World Maritime Organization," 
De~artment of State Bulletin, Vol.XVII1, No.447 and No.448 (January 25 and February 1, 1948), Final Act 
and Related Documents, of the United Nations Maritime Conference, (Lake Success, 1948); and D. Marx 
Jr. International Shippina Cartels: A Studv of International Self-Remdation bv Ship~ina Conferences, (New 
York, 1969), pp. 272-275. 
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Canadian flagged vessels expirai in October 1946. With access to British markets now threatened 

and the merchant marines of other nations being revived, the still buoyant dernand for Canadian 

bottoms could not last. In 1946, Canadian flagged vessels moved over sixty-percent of cargoes 

enter4  and cleared fiom Canadian ports. Thereafter the number would decline precipitou~ly.~' With 

the expiration of the British undertaking, Canadian ships were in open cornpetition with other dollar 

fieight carriers for a share of world freight. This occurred at a very inauspicious moment. 

European economic recovery was already slowing. Just as international shipping was being 

released fiom control the UK moved into a worsening balance of payments crisis. Consequently, 

Canadian access to the sterling bloc was progressiveIy restricted. In Iight of fiscal problems Britain 

redoubled its efforts to secure hard currency and limit dollar expenditures through shipping receipts, 

the rnost traditional of British "invisibles." Devaluation of the pound sterling in mid 1947, leading 

to the suspension of convertibility in August 1947, greatly worsened the situation for Canadian 

shippers. Lack of convertibility of sterling meant Canadian crews, demurrage, and other fees could 

not be paid in dollars. 

British imposed hiirdles for Canadian ship operators were not always apparent. The 

obscurity of ùiis effort is best revealed in the means by which the British Ministry of Transport began 

restricting Canadian carriage of traditional cargoes to and from the United Kingd~rn.~' The manner 

in which this was done sufIiciently confused the issue so that this serious barrier to entry was 

difficult to recognize, and the Canadian govenunent was largely powerless to redress. As the British 

Ministry of War Transport removed itself from the management and assignment of cargoes, 

responsibility passed ont0 an non-govemental organization representing the main conference lines. 

@H.J. RhaIves, "Development, Operations and Disposa1 of Crown-Owned Park Stearnship Company 
Limiteci Vessels," (9 May 1947), p. 1 1, NAC RG 46 vol. 1275 file: "History of Park Steamship Company". 

%AC RG 1 9 vol. 4432, file 9460-00 vol. 1, Ciyne to Dr. W.C. Clark, DM Finance, 28 September 1 948. 
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Shipping "conferences" were composed of subscribing liner services. The North Atlantic 

Conference, for example, operating out of London, allotteci cargoes at guaranteed rates to the various 

member liner companies. Exporters could avail themselves of the timely and reliable liner services 

by agreeing to ship only in conference liners. As restrictive trade organizations conferences had 

previously corne under cnticism for rate fixing by the Canadian, and other governments, but the 

international character of such practices made theni hard to combat." Nevertheless, they remained 

cartels, which British practice now encouraged. When the Ministry of War Transport wound-up its 

affairs, UK shipping operations did not revert to an open market system, regulated by some invisible 

hand. Rather, under the new British arrangement the conferences assigned cargoes amongst 

conference membcrs, thus reinforcing the conference system. Although tramp rates were clearly 

more econolnical, British owned liner services contributed niost to Britain's invisible earnings 

(shipping receipts). However, because no Canadian shipping f m  belonged to the major Atlantic 

Conferences, they were not assigned a percentage of carriage. The bulk of the newly established 

Canadian shipping firms operated tramp services, but the Conference system was solely the preserve 

of liner services. It took a number of inonths for Canadian f m s  to realize they were being squeezed 

out of the Wsterling market." 

This situation was made worse by a stipulation attached to the European Recovery Program, 

a.k.a. the Marshall Plan, aiinounced in June 1947. American registered vessels were required to cany 

'Oit should be added here the British Conferences were at Ieast wmpelled to publish their rates for set 
routes, this made their hctioning more transparent than Arnerican or other European Conferences. For a 
histoy of the Canadian efforts to control liner conferences see, Inefid A. Bryan, "Shipping Conferences and 
Canadion Shipping Policy," New Directions in Federal Marine Transmrtation Policv, (Toronto 1973, and 
Restrictive Tradc Practices Commission, Shippina Conference Amnuements and Practices, (Ottawa, 1965). 

"NAC RG 19 vol. 4432, file 9460-00 vol. 1, J.V. Clyne to Dr. W.C. Clark, Deputy Minister ofFinance, 
28 September 1948. 



50 percent of Marshall aid cargoes." As shipping fomled an important generator of foreign currency 

for most European nations, the recipient states sought to carry the remaining 50 percent of ERP 

purchased cargoes in vessels under their flag.73 These progressive impediments to Canadian access 

to the sterling area met only ad hoc response from the Canadian government. Regardless of the 

plight of Canadian carriers, the continuation of Canadian external trade remained essential, but 

troubled by these dEculties. Problems of carriage could only be secondary to problems of esporting 

in general. Yet the inany and growing impediments to Canadian camage did bring concerted 

government attention, as discussed below. For the merchant marine the world of laissez-faire trade 

had not materialized. 

The govemment's response to the deveIoping problems of the merchant marine remained 

largely uncoordinated until the formation of the Canadian Maritime Conmission. This new 

Commission gained only advisory status when first formed. As will be seen, within eighteen monîhs 

it obtained more esecutive powers to coordinate government shipbuilding, helped plan the navy's 

r e m m e n t  programme, and determined the fate of the merchant marine, In al1 three areas the 

Canadian Maritime Commission gained authority only in the face of nsing international tensions and 

comn~ercial trade barriers. Before the rise of tliese tensions and the formation of a coordinating organ 

for maritime policy expediency rather than planning typified Canada's post-war maritime policy. The 

rise of the Maritime Commission marked the end of the penod of laissezfaire. In recognition of the 

growing commercial impediments to Canadian maritime interests, the Cabinet soon began addressing 

protective measures introduced by the Commission. New initiatives to protect these industries were 

"On these various fiscal problems see, C.C.S. Newton, "The SterIing Crises of 1947 and the British 
Response to the Marshall Plan," Economic Historv Review, (1 984) 28:3:391-408; and Vibeke Sorensen, 
"The Politics of Closed Markets: Denmark, the Marshall Plan, and European Integration, 19451 963," 
International Historv Review, (1 993) 15: 1 : 23-45. 

"NAC RG 19 vol. 4432, file 9460-00 vol. 1 ., letter J.V. Clyne to Dr. W.C. Clark, Deputy Minister of 
Finance, 28 September 1948. 
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not purely irdormed by trade or employment concems. Coiicems about defence preparedness soon 

sign5cantly affecteci the shaping of Canadian maritime policy, and for a while dominated them. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

Rearmament and Reflagging, 1948-1950 

Whatever maritime policy the Maritime Commission fmally chose to promote was invariably 

prernised on the assurnption that enduring interests of trade and defeiice were tied to the shipping and 

shipbuilding industries. In the Mahanisthavalist ideal these were mutually supporting interests, 

preserved by and in the interest of the state. The Canadian government's ambivalent gasp of this 

relationship had already been revealed in the tepid powers given the Canadian Maritime Commission. 

Through the years 1948-1949 Canadian efforts to pursue an idealist maritime policy revealed the 

contradictions inherent to both the ideal type, and Canada's vider trade and defence concems. 

Ironically, through this period, as these contradictions becarne apparent and state policy moved to 

irrevocably separate shipping policy fiom shipbuilding policy, the powers of the Canadian Maritime 

Commission increased considerably. On the one hand, a growing international financial crisis, and 

on the other hand, the beginning of cold-war rearmarnent moved to separate shipping fi-om 

shipbuilding interests; but both contributed to the strengthening of the Maritime Commission. 

Through rearmarnent and a concomitant financial crisis the Maritime Commission took on increased 

responsibilities as it searched for a coherent maritime policy that accordai to Canada's trade and 

defence requirements. By the end of 1949 radical steps had been taken or proposed by the Maritime 

Commission in pursuit of both interests. 

AIthough diverse interests called for state intervention, protection, or promotion, government 

measures proved meagre unti 1 issues of defence preparedness and industrial mo bilization became 
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state priorities. For the shipbuilding industry, in time, developments in naval policy altered 

fundamentally its relations hips wi th the government. Similarly , ocean shipping policy, soon 

proposed by the Maritime Commission, came to be largely determined by cold-war considerations. 

The limited protection afforded these industries before the rise of such strategic concerns requires 

some examination. 

During its initial years the Maritime Commission's recommendations to aid the shipbuilding 

industry were closely tied to efforts to preserve the ocean merchant marine. As previously related, 

the war-built merchant fleet quickly moved toward crisis with the termination of wartime shipping 

controls at the close of 1946. By the end of 1949 the majonty of these vessels were forced to transfer 

to United Kingdom registry. The plan to transfer registry came only after less drastic measures failed 

to secure Canadian vessels access to markets. Although the origins of the transfer programme are 

found in the increashgly uncornpetitive position of Canada's war-built vessels, the choice of the UK 

flag was dictated by strategic concerns. The merchant marine was preserved on British registry, not 

for its commercial amactiveness, but because that registry promised to keep these ships available to 

Canada in the event of war. 

The Cold War similarly affected policy toward the shipyards. To increase domestic 

commercial demand, the Maritime Commission eventually won support for a merchant ship 

replacement plan. Special ship disposal and tax initiatives were undertaken to preserve the Canadian 

ocean merchant marine, while stimulating domestic shipyard demand. Growing international 

financial probiems, however, rendered these steps nugatory. M i l e  efforts to enhance these civil 

measures continueci, new naval work soon surpassed those meagre efforts at state support. 

Maintainhg the shipyards was no longer simply good conmercial or political policy it was viewed 

a strategic necessity. 

For the shipyards and merchant marine 1949 brought drastic measures from the Maritime 
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Commission. In that year both commercial trades were hit by major declines in their international 

trade because of growing international fuiancial crises. These international fmancial shocks were 

coincident to the rising tensions of the Cold War. Bot.  complicated the Maritime Commission's 

efforts to frame long-terni maritime policy. Thougli the commercial viability of both industries was 

in question, their strategic importance grew. Reconciling the state's defence interests in these 

industries with a desire to maintain them on a commercial basis brought the Maritime Commission 

greater direct control of maritime policy. Before the end of 1949 the Maritime Commission was 

directly involved in managing portions of the naval rearmament progranune and for sîrategic, rather 

than commercial reasons, controlled a merchant shipping subsidy programme. The increased 

tensions of the Cold War proved fortuitous. Just as the policy of laissez faire promised to take its 

tol1 on Canada's merchant marine and shipyards rearmament moved to the fore in Canadian maritime 

policy . 

Rearmament Begins 

On the heels of the communist led Prague putsch, in the spring of 1948, Canadian defence 

preparedness took on new emphasis within the govemment. Discussions with the United States and 

Britain had been ongoing for some time, but, initially, as inunediate warfare appeared uniikely, few 

new alliance commitments or defence expenditures were undertaken. Following events in 

Czechoslovakia, Canadian defence appropriations grew steadily. The Cabinet had never discounted 

earlier British fears about instability in Europe; indeed in 1947 the Minister of Extemal AfTairs, Louis 

St-Laurent, called for the creation of collective security arrangements. His cal1 came when it was 

clear the United Nations remained incapable of action because of the veto exercised by the Soviet 

Union on the Security Council. The govenunent had watched developments in Gemany and Greece 
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through 1947 with growing unease. For the Canadian Cabinet, the Czech coup, followed closely by 

the Soviet effort to close-off Berlin to the occupying powers, brought renewed and lasting attention 

to global security issues. The subsequent role of Canada in the development of the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization is too well recounted by others to need reexamination here;' nevertheIess, the 

naval and maritime implications of this new dedication to collective security require mention. 

Rearmament would change fundamentally the role of the Maritime Commission. Defence needs 

progressively informed the shaping of national policy toward both the shipping and shipbuilding 

industries. 

Within Canadian defence planning, îhe greatest concern until the events of spring 1948 had 

been with American anxiety over securing the northern approaches to North Ameiica. Arctic defence 

had been the fust pnority in the early discussions of the revived Canadian-American Permanent Joint 

Board of Defence (PJBD). A series of joint operations were undertaken commencing in 1947 and 

plans laid for developing early warning sites and permanent staging areas. Few within the Canadian 

govemment placeci as much weight on these defences as the Americans did. Canadian strategic 

estimates maintained the Soviet Union was not anxious for war but if war came it would likely be 

in the far, or middle, east. Wherever war came, the greatest direct threat to North America was 

thought likely to be a wide ranging submarine campaign against shipping. The "northern threat" was 

likely then to be one of harassing Iodgements, or feints. Nevertheless, given the pressure from the 

United States to demonstrate a northern defence capacity, Cabinet hinied attention to the matter. 

For the navy this new attention resulted in increased budgets and new naval building 

programmes. Rearmament pulled the navy from its doldnuns. The RCN reached its nadir in 1947. 

'John W. Holmes, The Shaninn of Peace: Canada and the Search For World Order. 1943-1957. VoIurne 
2, (Toronto, l982), pp. 98- 122; Dale C. Thompson, Louis St. Laurent. Canadian, (Toronto, 1967), pp. 2 18, 
228-9; James Eayrs, in Defence Of Canada: Peacemakinn and kterrence, (Toronto, 1972), passim. 



Al1 told, enlistment in the RCN then stood at 6,857 al1 ranks.' At the time Vice Admiral H.T.W. 

Grant gained appointment to Chief of the Canadian Naval Staff (CNS) in late 1947, the fleet stood 

at only eight ships in commission. Grant, described by one observer as "a sea dog to the core," was 

the product of many years service with the Royal Navy. For his actions in the recent war in 

command of the cruiser HMS Entemrise he liad been awarded the Distinguished Service Order. An 

Imperia1 navy man, resistant to RCN uniforms being blazoned with "Canada" flashes, Grant saw the 

RCN through a period of rapid and sustained g r 0 ~ t . h . ~  By his retirement in 1951 the RCN stood 

1 2,000 strong, manned 24 commissioned vessels, and awaited delivery of 39 ships. The construction 

of that fleet presented very particular challenges for the navy and Maritime Commission and are 

addressed more fdly in the next chapter. For the moment it is necessary to address the navy through 

the immediate post-war doldrums. 

Rapid demobilization of the RCN lefi a navy with very Iimited purpose. However, after 

demobilization peaked in 1947, rearmament, spurred by growing international tensions, called forth 

new efforts to articulate the navy's purpose, role and composition. From demobilization to the 

beginning of rearmament, the RCN experienced challenges to the Naval S t a s  cultural links to the 

Royal Navy and the balanced fleet task-force concept. Both survived enough to be renewed when 

in 1949 concern about security in Europe and across the North Atlantic brought a renewal of the 

forma1 defensive ties to Britain. Mediated now through the North Atlantic TreaS) Organization 

(NATO), those renewed ties partially reversed the direction of initial post-war defence policy. Rather 

than a navy structured primarily for coastal patrol under, at most, a bi-lateral defence tie to the United 

States, by 1950 the RCN was being structured for oceanic operations in conjunction with both the 

'Rewrt of Deputv Minister for fiscal vear 1948. (Department of Defence, Ottawa, 1949). 

3Bom in Halifax, Grant attended the Naval College there, gaduating as Midshipman at the age of 
seventeen. He served through the last portion of the Great War with the RN, remaining in service with 
them until 1923, again serving in RN vessels from 1927 to 1931. Much of his wartirne experience was in 
command of the RN destroyers. See Tony G m a n ,  Sea At Our Gates, p.206. 



USN and Royal Navy. 

The s w i n g  seas of naval policy affect4 Mder maritime policy. Strategic sea 1 8 ,  

represented in Canada's merchant marine, and strategic shipbuiiding capacity, represented in her 

shipyards, gained renewed importance. Defence concems had rehdled their importance for the 

state. The changing premises of Canadian naval policy influenced wider maritime policy. To 

understand the changes to naval policy that would later corne to bring reconsideration to the wider 

maritime policy it is necessary for the moment to address naval policy in the p e n d  1946 to 1950. 

At the start of the cold-war rearmament programme, the RCN faced three related problems; 

shortages of rnoney, manpower, and purpose. The last of these is of inmediate concern. The main 

strategic purposes accepted for the interim navy had been to provide portions of a task force capable 

of defending the waters adjacent to the East and West coasts, securing the Canadian portions of vital 

trade routes and main lines of sea communications. It was envisioned that Canada would be required 

to conduct such operations only as part of the defence of North America which naturally would mean 

the United States would also be providing major forces for the protection of Canada's appr~aches.~ 

The realization that Canada was engaged in an attenuated struggle with the Soviet Union, 

a quasi-war that would Iast many years, came only slowly. Even more tenuous were the strategic 

guidelines that should be followed. That the Cold War devolved into a test of wills between two 

super-powers capable of destroying the world within several niinutes was a much later development. 

In the peri~d 1947-5 1 the nuclear, or more correctly therrnonuclear, deterrence strategies which later 

served as the foundation Stones in the strategic postures of both sides in this struggle were only then 

being contemplated, they would take many more years to become reality. Military plans through the 

period 1947-49 acknowledged the potential significance of aromic weapons but viewed them 

4Minutes of "special meeting" Minister's with Chiefs of Staff, 25 June 1945, NS 1818-13 (1): general 
amouncement re: postwar short service, August 1 945, NS 1 8 18-9(2) cited Tucker, Naval Service of 
Canada. Vol. II, note 48, p. 489. 
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primarily as only larger more powerfùi bombs. Nuclear weapons had yet to fundamentally change 

the dynamics of war at sea. 

During the negotiations with NATO allies over roles and missions the RCN favoured 

contributing to operations well beyond Canada's coastal waters. With the backing of die RN and 

USN the RCN proposed to the Cabinet that it be tasked with aiding in the defence of the entire 

Atlantic area. In order to keep a maximum number of European forces at the "front" the three 

wartime allies favoured leaving the defence of the Atlantic area to the naval forces of the United 

States, UK, and Canada. In allied discussions the Canadian Naval Staff pledged the RCN's small 

but baIanced fleet to the conduct of defensive operations across the breadth of the Atlantic. This 

cornmitment was prernised on the RCN maintaining a "collective balanced force." The original terms 

of the NATO alliance called for each nation to contribute "balanced forces" but there was 

considerable disagreement amongst the signatories as to the meaning of the term. Although the 

federal Cabinet had yet to decide on its meaning the RCN Naval Staff viewed it as endorsing their 

efforts to maintain a naval force of aircrafi carriers, cruisers and deet class destroyers. 

A balanced fleet had remained a consistent objective of senior naval officers throughout the 

recent wu, even though it bore little resemblance to Canada's most pressing naval requirement, the 

anti-U-boat campaign in the North Atlanti~.~ In late war planning the Naval Staff expected to man 

the most up to date and modern fighting ships. These would constitute a navy designed for fleet 

rather than convoy operations. Vessels to be retained included the cruisers HMCS Unanda, and 

HMCS Ontario. As well, following up the negotiations with the Admiralty over Canadian manning 

of aircraft carriers, two RN carriers were to be made available and manned by the RCN after the war 

concluded. HMS Wanior was quiclily brought to hand, while the second carrier being wmpleted 

at Belfast was due for completion during 1946. Adding to these four capital ships RCN plans called 

' ~ o u ~ l a s ,  "ConfIict and Innovation. . .." pp. 2 10-32. 
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for retention of a number of destroyers. Virtually al1 frigates, corvettes and minesweepers were 

earmarked for disposal. The fiscal stringency of 1945-47 had resulted in the decision to man only 

one aircraft carrier, and employ the cruisers as training vessels. By these measures of economy the 

RCN's small fleet remained able to constitute a bahceci force capable of carrier, surface support, 

minesweeping operations, and most importantly anti-submarine warfare (ASW).6 

The desire to maintain a balanced fleet capable of contributing to offensive and defensive 

operations on the high-seas partially esplains the navy's reluctance to contribute to northem 

operations. The Soviet Union posed the only real threat to the United States. In 1946, Washington 

defence analysts articulatecl the "Polar Concept." Some American assessments compared the Arctic 

Ocean to the pivota1 role of the Mediterranean in the days of the Roman Empire when it served as 

the crossroads of the world. As a natural pathway for commercial aircrafl in peace-the, it was also 

the most likely approach route for hostile aircraft, rockets, and missiles in time of war. It was also 

potentially the best route for land forces to make lodgements on the North American continent. Such 

scenarios prompted a good deal of joint air-training between the US Air Force and the Royal 

Canadian Air Force. Joint exercises were also conducted with land force elements. 

The RCN proved reluctant to contribute to these northern defence measures. The complete 

absence of naval facilities along the approaches to the arctic, and the vev  limited size of the navy 

partially explain that hesitancy.' With attention tuniing north, however, by late 1947 pressure on the 

RCN resulted in the decision to send a number of vessels on northern cruises. Several Canadian 

destroyers sailed into the Hudson's Bay for the first t he ,  and other forces contributed to American 

research activities in the Aleutians, or forayed into what \vas then cailed Frobisher Bay, Baffin Island. 

%e cornrnissioned fleet in early 1949 consisted of one light fleet camer, one cruiser, five destroyers, 
two fiigates, and one minesweeper. Department of Defence Annual Remrt (for fiscal year ending March 
19491, (Ottawa: King's Printer, 195 1), sec. 205, p. 39. 

'Merno. Asst. Naval Secretary to DNPI 23 June 1947, NSS 8000-A-50 vol. 1 ,  cited DMist., "History of 
HMCS Labrador," n.d, 
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The aircrafi carrier being completed at Belfast was also to receive increased insulation to aHow its 

operation in more northern climes. From the realization that the United States would operate in 

Canadian northern waters if the RCN could not, came the decision to build the navy's fvst ice- 

breaker. 

Through 1948 plans for the design and construction of such a vesse1 were circulateci within 

the Naval Staff. The proposa1 moved fonvard only several months ahead of a larger naval 

rearmament programme. By the end of 1948 a basic building programme had been accepted as 

essential. For northern presence operations, an icebreaker would be laid down, while for anti- 

submarine warfare, a new class of submarine hunters would be undertaken. The icebreaker, fuially 

christened HMCS Labrador, was based on designs borrowed fiom the United States. The icebreaker 

proposal progressed îhrough the approval stage before the Canadian Maritime Commission had time 

to establish itself Consequently, C.D. Howe largely handled the assignment of the contract. On his 

recommendation the Labrador was assigned to Marine Industries Limited, of Quebec. 

Preparations of the design and final Cabinet approval for the submarine hunters would not 

corne until early 1949. The development of that programme is addressed more fuliy in the next 

chapter. The navy's premise for building these vessels, however, was the fear of war emanating fiom 

Europe, rather than fiom above the pole. The deteriorating European security situation and renewed 

defence discussions with the United Kingdom, and then the United States and other powers 

negotiating the North Atlantic Treaty, drew the attention of the Canadian Naval StaE to the problems 

of securing the North Atlantic sea-lanes. 

At NATO's inception the large submarine fleet of the Soviet Union posed the primary naval 

threat. The Soviet surface fleet possessed virhially no blue-water capability, but the submarine fleet 

8D/Hist Rayrnont Collection, 734223 file 1303 minutes Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee, (hereafter cited as 
COSC), meeting 386, 15 April 1947, wherein the cornments of the Chainnan of the COSC, General Charles 
Foukes are most telling. 
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was feared to have mastered the advanced technologies captured fiom Nazi Gennany. For the 

western allies the submarine was the problem to be dealt with. In shaping its contribution to NATO 

maritime defence, Canada pledged its small but balanced fleet to the conduct of ASW operations. 

The small fleet still constituted a balanced force capable of carrier, surface support, and ASW. But 

in 1949 the submarines were the oniy real naval hreat presented by the Soviet Union. Canadian 

naval forces very quickly rnoved to specialize the fleet against this menace. Tactical anti-submarine 

operations and the provision of oceanic convoy escorts remained important missions, given the state 

of the Soviet Navy, and the most likely role for the RCN in the event of war. Cargoes stilf had to be 

moved between points A and B, lines of commerce and naval manoeuvre still had to be secured, and 

convoys appeared the best rneans of economizing the movement of merchant ships and their scarce 

protectors, the e s~or t s .~  But with budgets on the increase and major new construction in advanced 

stages of planning, a series of mutinies in early 1949 rocked the RCN. 

The Little Mutinies 

From 1947 to 1949 the tempo of peacetime training operations increased notably. This came witli 

little increase to the material condition of the fleet; indeed in 1947, it came in the wake of pay 

reductions. The increased tempo of training had become an item of concem among the navy's senior 

officers and it was hoped that new construction would help alleviate some very poor seaboard 

conditions. Al1 large navies have experienced major mutinies, and for many, whatever the 

particulars, these disturbances resulted in fundamental reforms of management of the lower deck. 

%s evolving contribution can be traced through the minutes of the COSC, and Naval Board. On the 
principle points raised above see, COSC minutes, 473, 20 September 1950, and CSC-5-27-10-10, 18 
September 1950, which points out RCN deficiencies fiom this objective of 36 escorts, and 34 long range 
patrol aircraft. 
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The Royal Canadian Navy proved no exception. Through early 1949, three successive mutinies 

occun-ed aboard Canadian ships of war, operating on far distant stations. These were al1 minor afhirs 

as mutinies go. In each case crews locked thernselves either into quarters or mess decks and refused 

orders to work. The first incident occmed on the destroyer HMCS Athabaskan when participating 

in training operations off the coast of Mexico. On the morning of 26 February 1949, some 90 ratings 

holed-up in the mess deck refused orders. The second incident happened off Nanking, China, when 

on the rnorning of 15 March 1949, 83 ratings aboard the destroyer HMCS Crescent refùsed orders, 

Five days later, the final incident o c c h .  The aircrdt carrier HMCS Mamificent, then exercising 

in the Caribbean Sea, deIayed flight operations when 31 ratings refùsed orders to Ieave their mess." 

In îheir wake, alarms rang at Naval Service Headquarters. Throughout the national capital 

other alarms sounded when the press caught hold of the story. What was afoot in the navy? Who 

was responsible? Communists? A failure of naval leadership? To answer these questions the 

Minister of Defence, Brooke Claxton, announced formation of a special commission of enquiry into 

the "incidents" rocking the navy. The enquiry marked a depariure fiom previous practice. During 

the war virtually al1 incidents of this nature were investigated by British Admiraity courts, and a 

similar post-war incident in 1947 was simply handled inforrnally, when several senior oficers were 

summarily relieved of their posts. The incidents in 1949 were too widespread to handle informally. 

Handing them over to Admiralty jurisdiction in peace-tirne had no precedent but remairted a legal 

option. However to do so would be out of step with the thrust of wider government policy. Just prior 

to dispatching HMCS Crescent to operate with the Royal Navy off China the govenunent had moved 

'%mort on Certain Incidents which Occwred on Board HMC S h i ~ s  Athabaskan, Crescent and 
Mamificent, and other Maiters Concemina the Roval Canadian Navv, (Ottawa, October 1949). Petcr 
Archambault, "Mutiny and the Imperia1 Tradition: The Canadian Naval Mutinies of 1949 and the 
Experience of Mutiny in the Royal Navy," (MA thesis, University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, 1992). 



to abrogate al1 Admiralty jurisdiction in mattexs of Canadian naval discipline." The minister's special 

enquiry obviated the problem of having to deveIop the Canadian system. 

The enquiry would lead to even greater "Canadianization" of the RCN. The member of the 

Maritime Commission appointed to the three man board of enquhy, Louis Audette, rarely hesitated 

to classi@ the acts as tnutiny, but officially they were referred to as "incidents." For Audette, the 

very inadequacy of a naval code of service discipline largely copied unchanged from the code 

employed by the Royal Navy was symptomatic of one of the RCN's greatest faifings. The traditions 

of the service which the RCN enjoyed were almost al1 simple imports from the Royal Navy. Many 

were out of keeping with Canadian sentiments and sensitivities.12 That conclusion was shared by the 

other members of the enquiry, its Chairman Vice Admira1 (RCN) E. Rollo Mainguy, and the lawyer 

and confidant to the Prime Minister, Leonard Brockington. 

These concerns greatly influencecl the final report of the special commission. The enquji's 

fïndings took exception to the continued social influence of the Royal Na\y connection and identified 

failures of leadership at many levels.13 The particulan for each ship do not require repeating here, 

except to note on each vesse1 men's grievances were not being well addressed through the forma1 

system. Compounding the general failure to remain alive to the needs of the lower deck were 

inexpenenced officers and non-commissioned ofkers. The RCN was just beginning its major cold- 

war expansion. With ships being kept at sea longer, and exercises being wnducted more ofien, too 

many new hands were given senior appointments without proper oversight. Before the new fleet 

"NAC RG 2 vol. 125 file D-16-3-5, "Mernorandun For the Secretary of State For Extemal Affairs, 
Cornrnand of Canadian Destroyer sent to China," 31 January 1949. This memo. outlines the provisions of 
the 19 1 1 "Mernorandun of Conferences Between the British Admiralty and Representatives of the 
Dominion of Canada and the Commonwealth of Australia," which included the stipulation that Canada 
obtain the concurrence of the Imperia1 govemment before sending a warship into a foreign port, and while 
in foreign ports report to the Admiralty and take Adrniralty instructions. 

I2~ouis Audette, "The Naval Mutinies of 1949," in W.A.B. Douglas, ed. The RCN in Transition. 

I3"R- on Certain 'Incidents'. 



could be buih, the older vessels were asked to do longer patrols and more exercises. The rapid 

increase in sea-tirne came despite a cut in pay and regardless of the living conditions aboard the 

ships. The enquiry found that on much of the fleet, messing, laundry facilities, the quality of food, 

and virtually every other basic issue of habitability was iderior. No communist or labour conspiracy 

was unearthed. Yet as the RCN geared-up for the Cold War al1 within the navy, oficers and men, 

were asked to work harder, with inadequate resources. Most officers were aware of the reasons. 

Many ratings were not. Inexperienced senior leadership simply compounded poor communications. 

To aid growth, niany officers were being rotated through command positions at an accelerated pace. 

Inexperience and overwork, combined with the traditional RN social attitudes proved a combustible 

mixture. 

The Enquiry recommended several imrnediate actions. First, it reiterated the importance of 

informal grievance procedures. Second, their report called for "Canadianizing" the navy. This was 

to be a conscious effort to move beyond the traditions of the Royal Navy, and imperial sentiment, 

by creating a distinct Canadian identity. The issuance of "Canada" flashes for uniform shoulders was 

one visible measure recommended. The war-time practice of prominently displaying maple leafs on 

ship's funnels was aIso recommended. Other steps included improving knowledge of the navy's role 

through better distribution of tlie RCN's in-house magazine, the Crowsnest. 

Eliminating the distance between ratings and officers proved more dificult. Minister of 

Defence Brooke Claxton complained the senior officers: 

had al1 joined about the year 1914, had been trained largely with the RN, 
and served together through every rank and every course, had English 
accents and fixed ideas. . .. way out of line with Canadian sentiment but 
[also]. . . the feelings of the junior officers, petty oficers and ratings of our 



new Navy.I4 

The affiliations of the senior oficers were clearly the legacy of pre-war naval policy. But 

what had been a Wtue was now vice. Claxton's easy condemnation reveals the minister's orientation 

as a Montreal bom Liberal nationalist but the problem was more than a matter of tastes. RCN 

attachments to the RN were not ody of sentiment or affection. The senior r a d s  of the RCN were 

inoculated with the ideas of the RN. It had bewme flesh of their flesh that a bdanced blue-water 

fieet was the measure of a tme navy. As rearmament cornmenced the Naval StafTresmecteci the cal1 

for a balanced fleet. That desire combined with the prevalence of RN affectations among the senior 

ranks of the RCN caused continual friction behveen the minister and his Naval Staff. Little headway 

was made in removing the influence of the years of Royal Navy training upon the navy's senior 

officers. Virtually al1 wlio wouid rise to flag rank in the 1950s and 1960s esperienced many years 

service with the RN where certain affections were bread to their bone." 

Whatever the longevity of those affectations, the mutinies and enquiry of 1949 did shake up 

the navy. No s e h g  oEcer remained unaware of what had happened, no longer could the sub- 

standard shipboard conditions be ignoreci. AIthough the Naval StafT was not compelled to act on any 

of the Enquiry's recommendations, living conditions and habitability would become major concems 

in al1 senior Naval Staff planning throughout the cold-war build-up of forces. Whatever the previous 

failures of leadership, the policy of "rnake do" had failed. While the social affiliations of the navy's 

senior ranks were hard to change, the mutinies left an indelible legacy -- the quest for technical 

excellence. Thereafter, the search for technical excellence within Canadian ships became a dominant 

'*NAc MG 32 B5 Rt.Hon. Brooke Claxton Papers, (hereafter Claxton Papers), vol. 222, Claxton 
memoirs. See also John D. Harbron, "Royal Canadian Navy at Peace 1945-1 955: The Uncertain Heritage," 
Oum's Ouarterlv, (Autumn l966):83 :3: 332. 

''On the perseverance of these affiliations see, Commodore James Plorner, Deputy Director of 
Personnel, report, " 1962 Review of the 'Mainguy' Report,", appendix A, to Mïnutes of Proceedings and 
Evidence, 110.2 1, Monday, 18 November 1963, Srnial Cornmittee on Defence, (Ottawa, 1963). 
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theme in al1 naval building. This search for technical and matenal excellence was borne out in the 

first major pst-war naval building programme. The major vessels undertaken during rearmament 

would be called the "Cadillacs" of the navy.16 The costs of excellence eventually challengeci the 

foundations of the evolving maritime policy being developed by the Maritime Commission. 

The Rise of the Maritime Commission and Policies of Protection 

By the close of 1948, boîh shipping and shipbuilding were gaining new appreciation as strategic 

assets. In train to developing naval plans, government attention tmed to Canada's industrial defence 

base. For the present it is only intended to trace the developing relationship between the navy and 

shipbuilding indusûy during the early stages of rearmament. The thoroughness of demobilization had 

brought the rapid dismantling of the Department of Munitions and Supply (DMS). There remained 

no government agency charged with, or capable of, exercising powers of coniract management and 

technical coordination similar those enjoyed by DMS during the war. Not al1 institutional memoy 

had been lost. Many of the principal organisers of Canada's industrial war effort remained active in 

industry or govement. None was more notable than the former Minister of Munitions and Supply, 

C.D. Howe. Still a Minister of the Crown, now in charge of the Department of Trade and Commerce, 

Howe again was asked to place Canada's industries on a war footing. He chose to act along the Iines 

developed during the Second World War -- the state was made a partner to established industries. 

In April 1948 Cabinet authorized formation of the Indusirial Defence Board (IDB). With 

the help of the nascent Maritime Commission, the IDB surveyed Canadian shipyard capacity. The 

Industrial Defence Board developed a close relationship with the main lobbying organization of the 

"On the origins of this nickname see, Commodore W.J. Broughton, "SNAME Centennial History," 
(unpubhshed manuscript produced for German and Milne Inc., March 1991), p. 1 1. 
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shipbuilding indusû-y, the Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Association (CSSU). Rather 

than liaise with the Industrial Defence Board, the CSSRA spoke as the main technical advisory body 

for shipbuilding through the Canadian Maritime Commission. 

The Commission's attention to these matters also brought it new powers and responsibilities. 

Before the close of 1948 the Maritime Commission would secure for itself a clear voice in managing 

Canada's shipyard potential. Responsibilities given the Commission because of the attention to 

rearmament proved essential in this deveIopment. Most significantly, at the urging of C.D. Howe, 

the Cabinet on Armistice Day 1948 granted the Commission "responsibility for supervising" the 

placing of al1 goverment shipbuilding orders. Howe recommended the move, not simply because 

of the impending naval building effort, but because he was preparing a long term policy of support 

for the shipyards that faced increasing commercial irnpediments." This authority greatly enlianced 

the Commission's ambit of responsibiliiy, which was again widened in March 1949 when the Cabinet 

made the Commission responsible for alIocating al1 government shipbuilding and ship repair work 

among the nation's major shipyards. 

The Commission gained the power to allocate a11 government shipbuilding, repair and 

conversion contracts, and to do so without s e e h g  tenders for work. At the discretion of the 

Commission, though requiring final Cabinet approval, a11 future government work was to be 

ailocated for the purpose of presenting a strategic shipbuilding capacity. Literally with one voice, 

as rearmament was undertaken, the short lived Industrial Defence Board, Maritime Commission, and 

Canadian Shipbuilding Association had recommended the government foflow a policy of alIocation. 

Spreading the work, it was argued, was the best means of overcoming the technical deficiencies of 

the industry. Undoubtedly the policy appeaied to a political system still heaviiy imbued with 

patronage, but the immediate problems posed by rearmament and the creeping strictures on the fiee 

"NAC RG 46 vol 1 192 file 2401 -0 pt. 1, memo. C.D. Howe to J.V. CIyne, 12 October 1948. 
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market appear most influential is securing Cabinet approval." 

In response to the inquires started by the IDB, the industry called for a sustained naval 

building programme, recommending naval buiIding maintain a labour force of 7,000 to 10,000. The 

Maritime Commission was eventually asked to respond to these recommendations and develop the 

outlines of a future naval building programme to maintain whatever industria1 base the government 

deemed essential, (the details of which are addressed Iater). The role of the IDB remained transitory, 

the final industrial programme becoming the responsibility of the Maritime Commission. This 

relationship was easily canied over to the Canadian Maritime Commission, for in late 1948 H.J. 

Rhalves resigned from the Commission because of il1 health. To replace Rhalves, the government 

appointed Angus McGugan, the current Managing Director of the Shipbuilding Association, to the 

Maritime Commission. McGugm, a Scottish born and trained marine engineer, and former director 

of Wartime Shipbuilding Limited, cemented the relationship between the state and industry through 

the early cold-war rearmament programme. 

From inception, the Maritime Commission possessed a quasi-militq purpose. As the cold- 

war deepened this purpose moved to the fore. Following the preliminary assessments prepared by 

the IDB, Howe requested the Maritime Commission assess the nation's strategic shipbuilding 

requirements. Cabinet requested the Commission study the necessity of preserving a nucleus of ski11 

among the nation's four shipbuilding regions -- the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, St. Lawrence River, 

'sLouis Audette Papers [(private coIlection) hereafter cited as Audette Private Papers], Cab. doc. 
901/1949, "Assistance to Shipping and Shipbuilding," and memo A.D.P. Heeney, Secretaq of Cabinet to 
Lionel Chevrier, Minister of Transport, 1 March 1949; NAC RG 24 83-84/167 vo1.3788, file 8200-6, v. 1, 
merno Minister of Defence to Govemor in Council, 14 March 1949; and NAC RG 46 vol. 1 188 file 2402.9 
pt. 1, Minutes of Naval Shipbuilding Panel, Canadian Maritime Commission, 6 July 1950. This discussion 
of the general progress of cold-war rearmament is greatiy informed by Lawrence R. Aronson, "From World 
War to Lirnited War: Canadian- Arnerican industrial Mobilization for Defence, 1939-1954," Revue 
Internationale d'Histoire Militaire, (1 982):5 1 : 208-246. 



and Great Lakes. Ig 

Given his technical knowledge of shipbuilding and intimate knowledge of Canada's major 

shipyards, preparation of this assessrnent fell to Angus McGugan." When the Commission turned 

its attention to planning the phasing and disposition of contracts for the naval building p r o g r m e ,  

McGugan maintained his preeminence." Until the mid-1950s McGugan served as the Chaiman of 

the ad hoc Shipbuilding Cornmittee, serving as the chef marine technical advisor to the government's 

new contracting a m ,  the Canadian Commercial Corporation, a role in which he reconciled the ofien 

divergent interests of the navy, industry, and contract agents -- as discussed in later chapters. 

In preparing the estimate of strategic shipbuilding requirements, McGugan simply asked the 

Shipbuilding Association for information on production capacity, technical competence, and 

employment levels. Although McGugan maintained a very close and personal relationship with the 

Association, he was not purely a tool of the ind~stry.~"ome impartiality was reflected in his 

estimate of the absolute minimuin size the shipbuilding industy could decline to without destroying 

its strategic potential. Recognizing that the industry would not soon regain its export market, and 

with an eye to reasonable economy, McGugm argued the state should seek only to maintain a 

strategic nucleus of 7,000 shipyard ~ o r k e r s . ~ ~  In time, that figure proved of importance because 

future interdepartmental discussions of shipbuilding policy referred to it as the level authorized by 

"~udette Private Papers, A.D.P. Heeney to Chevrier, 12 November 1948; NAC RG 46 vol. 1 192 file 
240 1 pt. 1 Clyne to Chevrier, 5 October 1948, and Howe to Clyne, 12 October 1948. 

Z°CSSRA Files, Report to Industrial Defence Board, 20 October 1948; NAC RG 46 vol. 1 192 file 2401 - 
O pt. 1, C.D. Howe to Clyne, 12 October 1948; NAC RG 46 vol. 1255 file 2402.2.8.B, Clyne to M.W. 
MacKenzie, Deputy Minister, Trade and Commerce, 16 Decmber 1948. 

"NAC RG 46 vol. 1 192 file 240 1 .O pt. 1, Minister of Transport to Clyne, 5 October 1948; Howe to 
Clyne 12 October 1948. 

22At the moment of his untimely death in 1956 the CSSRA Executive Secretary, Mrs. Lett, was his 
inamorata. 

?le drah of McGugan's strategic estimate are available in NAC RG 46 vol. 1 192, file 2401-1. 



Cabinet to protect. Although great weight was later attached to the figure, it was prepiued in haste, 

with little detailed examination of governmental or industrial requirements. It was simply a figure 

based on the information provided by the Shipbuilding Association then approaching its pst-war 

employment low of 9,500 

The shipyards were not alone in declining commercial viability. The Maritime Comniission's 

increasing participation in planning the naval r e m m e n t  programme came just as the international 

shipping situation was moving into a new crisis. A series of informal agreements, bolstered by moral 

suasion, had seen the United Kingdom take efforts to ensure that approximately th* percent of 

cargoes it moved fiom Canada into the sterling areas went in Canadian ships. Through the last 

quarter of 1948, however, the British Minisûy of Transport stopped acting in this manner. The right 

of cargo assignment was trmsferred from the Ministry to the main British Conference lines. The 

British government favoured Conference liner services. Tramp operations were primarily conducted 

under ffag-of-convenience registry, which provided nothing to improving British balance of 

payments. Conference lines that were domicileci in the UK contibuted to the balance of payments. 

As no Canadian registered ships beIonged to the main Conferences, Canadian ships had not been 

receiving allocated cargoes in the proportions previously agreed to by the British Ministry of 

Transport. 25 

Clyne personally conducted negotiations with UK treasury officiais. In these discussions 

Clyne pointecl out that restrictions, such as the United States policy of carrying 50 percent of 

Marshall Plan cargoes, and Britain's recent actions to restrict the use of Canadian shipping, 

jeopardized the survival of both Canadian shipping and shipyards. He asked for assurances that 

24NAC RG 46 vol. 1192 file 2401-0 pt. 1, Clyne to Chevrier, 5 October 1948. 

''"An Economic Report on the Canadian Merchant Marine," Bureau of Transportation Econornics, 
Department of Transport, August 1948. This report formed the key shipping background papa for the 
early recommendations of the Canadian Maritime Commission. NAC MG 32 B 2 1 Rt. Hon. George Marler 
Papers (hereafler Marler Papers) vo1.86, file 94-8. 
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Britain would take some 15-20 percent of total volume in Canadian ships. Treasury officiais 

defended their restrictions on Canadian vessels, maintaining that the "exigencies of Britain's position 

might render such practices ne~essary."'~ Discussions held later that month only c o n f i e d  that 

attitude. Ciyne rnooted restricting imports of merchant tonnage into Canada that was capable of 

participating in the coastal or lakes trades. This step could not help the merchant marine, but would 

protect the shipyards. In reply, British officiais coldly stated such a move would only adversely 

effect the Canada-UK irade balance, and "that a reduction of repair facilities in Canadian yards would 

be Iess serious to the United Kingdom and to Canada . . ,."27 

The Canadian Department of Finance came to share the British view. The object of mutual 

aid was to ensure Britain's essential Iiquidity. Any effort to demand reciprocal purchases in Canada 

simply reduced the most eficient use of the money made available through mutual aid. The 

department's position was that direct subsidies to Canadian merchant shipping would be preferable 

to any indirect methods. The department also opposai restricting the importation of vessels. Ctyne 

did not pursue the matter; nevertheless, negotiations on caniage assigrunents continued until the 

British Minisûy of Transport agreed to take measures to maintain Canada's participation in sterling 

freights by inveigling the Conferences to give some cargoes to Canadian bot tom^.^' As this new 

agreement promiseci continued access Canada remaineci the only nation with a substantial merchant 

fleet that did not take direct measures to assign international cargoes to the national merchant fIeet. 

T 'us despite considerable efforts on the part of the Maritime Commission to support Canadian 

shipping through negotiating market access, the govenunent still preferred the earlier policy of 

'%AC RG 19, vol. 4432, file 9460-00, letter Clyne to Dr. W.C. Clark, re: discussions with UK 
Treasq, 28 September 1948. 

"NAC RG 19 vol. 4432 file 9460-00, minutes of meeting in offices of the Canadian Maritime 
Commission, between J.V. Clyne and Sir Gilmour Jenkins, 22 Novernber 1 948. 

'%AC RG 19 vol. 4432 file 9460-00, letter J.V. Clyne to Dr. W. Clark, Deputy Minister, Finance, 25 
Novernber 1 948. 



laissez faire. 

Moreover, the new access agreement brought short relief. The ability to trade in fiee 

competition, already questionable, faced greater hwdles. Britain and a number of other nations had 

avoided being tied to the American 50 percent carriage clause of the Marshall Plan by creative 

accounhg practices. The UK govemment, for instance, used separate fiinding to pay for shipping 

of Marshall Aid purchased cargoes. By not using dollars made available through the Marshall Plan, 

Britain was able move the majority of its Marshall Aid purchased goods in wholly British vessels. 

In early 1949 the United States moved to close this loophole. If Canadian vessels were experiencing 

difficuities when Britain was able to assign nearly 100 percent of tlieir cargoes to UK ships, the plight 

of the Canadian ships was only made worse by these new Amencan steps. Canada's protests that 

increased American flag discrimination were contrary to principles of non-discrimination and 

multilateral trading were to no effe~t.'~ 

The Maritime Commission recognized that Canadian shipping operations were having 

problems securing cargoes because the bulk of the fleet was cornpeting with other obsolescent vessels 

in the tramp trades. Shortly afier the lifting of shipping controls maintained under the 1945 

Agreement of Principals, Canadian operators complained of finding stiff competition fiom "faster 

and more efficient" v e s ~ e l s . ~ ~  The Canadian 10,000 and 4,700 dwt. vessels were of the general dry 

cargo type, comparable to the ordinary tramp ships of the pre-war period; that is, rnostly bulk camers 

with moderate speed of 10-1 1 knots. As such they could not compte with specialized ships, such 

as refngerated vessels or fast passengerlcargo ships, employai by most liner services. The Canadian 

'%AC RG 19 vol. 4432, file 9460-00, letter Clyne to Clark, 22 November 1948, ltr. Clark to Clyne, 1 
December 1948; letter Clyne to J. J. Deutsch, Director of International Economic Relations, 6 December 
1948; Cabinet Minute, 25 January 1949, minutes, Interdepartmental Cornittee on Merchant Shipping 
Policy, 2 February 1949; message Minister of Extemal Afïairs to Canadian Ambassador, Washington, 3 
February 1949. 

'%AC MG 30 E 435 Captain Jock Heenan Papers (Heenan Papers), vol. 2, file 2-5, letter, A.L. Lawes to 
Capt. J. Heenan, Director of Trade Routes Division, Department of Trade and Commerce, 7 May 1947. 
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merchant fleet, therefore, required extensive modernization in order to compte in that market, 

With obsolescent vessels and many additional barriers to profitable carriage, the Canadian 

ocean merchant marine required ever increasing protection. The ftrst measure proposed by the 

Maritime Commission to aid fleet modernization, essential for the preservation of ocean shipping, 

was directly tied to protecting Canadian shipbuilding. J.V. Clyne succeeded in havins Cabinet accept 

a plan which promised to reduce operating costs through encouraging the construction of a more 

eficient and modem merchant fleet. 

The Maritime Commission's first major initiative to modernize the merchant fieet buiIt on 

the flag covenant restriction placed on purchasers of former Park Steamships. The scheme proposed 

by the Maritime Commissioti, called the Tonnage or Ship Replacement Plan, would allow owners 

to sel1 their Park vessels, or other ships subject to the flag covenant, out of Canadian registry. To do 

so, however, the owners had to undertake to place in escrow a surn equal to either the selling prke 

of the vessel, or an amount equal to the original purchase price from goverment, whichever the 

greater. These escrow monies had to be used for building or purchashg new or more modem ocean 

merchant vessels. 

Captain Eric Brand had first circulated such a plan in early 1946. The Treasury Board and 

Departments of Finance and Trade and Commerce endorsed the concept, but al1 recommended taking 

no action until the pending Maritime Commission had time to examine the issue. It was testimony 

to Brand's howledge of the induse that his scheme was so readily reswrected by the Chairman of 

the Commission, though it was perhaps given a push in his direction by Brand, who had just recently 

won the open civil service cornpetition for Executive Manager of the Maritime Commission. The 

proposa1 now brought to hand by Clyne came in response to the irnrnediate problems caused by 

Britain's suspension of sterling convertibility in August 1947. In February 1948 Cabinet approved 



the Replacement Plan3' 

The original Replacement Plan had little effect. The effort to modemize tiie merchant marine 

through the replacement plan did not result in increased orders for new vessels. Some 39 vessels 

were sold under this plan through 1949, but building for the unprofitable ocean trades did not 

f01low.~~ Instead the escrow monies generated by the sale of covenanted vessels were used to effect 

minor modifications to existing vessels or simply retained in escrow bank accounts for future use. 

Confronted with a decline in foreign sales of Canadian tonnage, the Maritime Commission 

introduced a number of amendments to the plan. The Replacement Plan advanced originally to aid 

ocean shipping, quickly became the peg on which M e r  protection for the shipbuilding industry was 

hung . 

By the close of 1948, the currency and balance of payments problems long troubling the 

shipping industry had begun jeopardizing shipbuilding as well. Average monthiy employment had 

been falling steadily fiom early 1948. In 1946 shipyard employment stwd at 14,899, and by 1949 

it was 9,530. In tonnage produced, the Canadian share of world output declined fiom fourth place 

to t ~ e l f t h . ~ ~  This relative decline rnarked the collapse of the export market brought about by 

currency problems and the revival of European yards. Canadian domestic demand remained weak. 

In 1949 eighteen of twenty six-vessels completed were for export, six for the domestic commercial 

market, and the remainder for federal or provincial government~.~~ When these vessels were 

31 However, drafting the detailed proposa1 met considerable delay, and it only received forma1 approval 
in January 1949. (P.C. 178). 

32~teel  shortages, caused by Canada's own balance of payment problems, and full order books in 1948 
meant Canadian yards wouId not be able to begin new construction on a large number of merchant ships 
until late 1949. See, NAC Heenan Papers, vol. 2, file 2-5, letter A.L. Lawes to Capt. J. Heenan, Director 
Trade Routes Division, Department of Trade and Commerce, 7 May 1947. 

33~nnual reports' Canadian Maritime Commission 1948- 195 1 ; JIB Intelligence report 1953; Audette 
Private Papers, memo. to Cabinet "Assistance to Shipping and Shipbuilding," 12 Febniary 1949. 

34~nnual report Canadian Maritime Commission, (Ottawa: March 1950), p. 1 1. 
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completed, the esport order books would be virtually empty. 

The very real market impediments both industries now faced compelled even the most 

hardened advocates of hissez faire to offer protection. In late 1948, in train with its survey of 

shipyard capaciîy, the Maritime Commission began development of a long-tenn shipyard policy. 

Cabinet eventuaily approved portions of that scheme. Since early 1948 increased problems in 

securing new foreign orders for the shipyards had concemed the Maritime Commission. In light of 

the growing trade impediments J.V. Clyne sought Cabinet consideration of more elaborate protection, 

at least until market restrictions were eased and currency problems allayed. There was little 

indication that short term prospects would see market restrictions e a ~ e d . ~ ~  While working on the 

naval reannament p r o g r m e ,  the Commission continued studying comprehensive measures of 

protection for both shipbuilding and shipping industries. In Febniary 1949 Clyne argued îhat a 

comprehensive programme of protection was essential. Clyne informed the Minister: "1 can see no 

other way of keeping these industries a f l ~ a t . " ~ ~  Given the resistance to the idea of subsidies arnongst 

the Cabinet, and in light of Canada's own fiscal difficulties, direct subsidies gained little 

consideration, While ruling out direct subsidies, the Commission secureci several other means of 

protecting the shipbuilding industry. 

These more elaborate plans were brought to Cabinet in late 1948 and early 1949. Before the 

end of 1948, after considerable intergovemmental discussion, the Cabinet made the Maritime 

Commission responsible for dlocating government shipbuilding. When originafly granted the power 

of allocation was only considered a minor means of protection because of the Iimited scope of the 

anticipated government shipbuilding req~irements.~' This authority eventually proved the major 

"Audette Private Papers, Clyne letter to I-Iowe, 1 November 1948. 

"Audette Private Papers, Clyne to Chevrier, 1 1 Febmary 1949. 

37Audette Private Papers, Cab. min. 1 1 November 1948, Heeney to Chevrier, 12 Novernber 1948; NAC 
RG 46 vol. i 192 file 240 1 .  pt. 1 wrrespondence, Clyne to Howe, late 1948. 
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weapon in the Maritime Commission's struggle to preserve the nation's major shipyards. The rapid 

expansion of government ship requirements, primarily because of increased naval needs, would soon 

see far more work allocated than originaIly forecast. 

At the time allocation was adopted, revitalizing commercial dernand remained the preferred 

means of supporting the shipbuilding industry. To that end, Cabinet approved changes to the Ship 

Replacement Plan. To enhance the Ship Replacement Plan, by encouraging the employment of the 

escrow h d s  for construction in Canada, preferential depreciation rates and freedom fiom recapture 

of profits by taxation were introduced. These new measures were gatherçd into the 1949 Canadian 

Vesse1 Construction Assistance Act (CVCA). The CVCA was meant to complement the earlier Ship 

Replacement Plan by encouraging more work in Canadian shipyards and hastening the modemization 

of war-built tonnage. When introduced it was anticipated this plan would mostly affect construction 

for coastal and inland trades because they remained ~rofitable.~' While both acts were major 

departures fiom the previous policy of non intervention, the impending financial crisis of 1949 

almost immediately negated their combined effect. 

For both shipping and shipbuilding, cheaper foreign competition reduced their international 

competitiveness. Under the Commonwealth Merchant Shipping Agreement (193 11, and the Canada 

Shipping Act (1935), Canadian ship operations were open to direct competition fiom United 

Kingdom vessels. Moreover, Canadian shipbuilders competed with UK builders within Canada's 

domestic market, and there were no restrictions on the importation of new vessels fiom within the 

Empire. Recognizing that neither the international shipping nor shipbuilding markets operated 

according to free market principles, Clyne proposed rneasures to close or protect the Canadian market 

from al1 foreign competition. These recommenciations macked a real deparlure from Clyne's earlier 

anti-protectionist position, but he had come to view these steps as essential if the Canadian industries 

3SCht=vner in Hansard, 5 December 1949, pp. 2704,2705,27 17. 



were to survive. Clyne recornmended closing the coasting trade to al1 non-Canadian vessels. 

Further, he proposeci to help equalize costs between Canadian and British shipbuilding, by advancing 

low cost building loans. Clyne's plan was to build twenty-five modem mercllant ships over a seven 

year period. The effort wodd involve some $25,000,000 in direct cost to the govemment, and 

involve another $45,000,000 to $50,000,000 in low interest loans. The state wouid retain title until 

the loans were repaid. Naval requirements would also be used to bring relief to the indusûy. As 

naval, building plans funied up in early 1949 tlie expected naval programme promised to place some 

$30,000,000 of work over the next several year~ .~ '  

The detailed naval building progamme and the Commission's recommendations for 

stimulating civil shipyards orders went to Cabinet for consideration in March 1949. Cabinet accepted 

the strategic estirnate of 7,000 shipyard workers and approved tlie 194811949 five year $37,000,000 

naval shipbuilding programme developed by the Maritime Commission and naky. The naval 

remmament programme, then contemplated, only promised some assistance to the shipbuilding 

industry and was unlikeiy to bring relief until late 1949 or early 1950. For that reason Clyne brought 

forward his proposal to stimulate civil production through the $25,000,000 building effort. But the 

Cabinet bound over, until 1 March 1950, most of the Maritime Commission's civil shipbuilding 

Cabinet did approve modi&ing the rate of capital depreciation for shipowners in an effort 

to increase the use of the Ship Replacement plan. Under normal conditions a Canadian ship could 

only daim depreciation of from 3 to 6 percent, depending on the owner's profit. Even in profitless 

years depreciation had to be taken. In such conditions the owner forfeited the opportunity to 

amortize hlly his investment, which resulted in some financial disability when seeking modem 

3gAudette Private Papers, Cab. doc. 90111949, "Assistance to Shipping and Shipbuilding," March 1949. 

40 Audette Pnvate Papers, memo. A.D.P. Heeney to Chevrier, 1 Mar& 1 949. 
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replacement vessels. The acceleratd depreciation programme was fonnalized under the Canadian 

Vesse1 Construction Assistance act of 1949. The CVCA increased depreciation to 33.33 percent per 

annum. These terms provided the flexibility for writing off capital investment as fast as earnings 

permitted." Cabinet accepted this accelerated depreciation programme in an effort to stimulate 

Canadian sliipbuilding by enhancing the attractiveness of the Ship Replacement Plan and to stimulate 

Great Lakes building. As far as oceanic shipping was concerned, later tax changes aimed at M e r  

enhancing the Ship Replacement Plan would be incorporatexi into the CVCA. Despite these 

measures, the Maritime Conmission's major recommendations for protecting the civil industries were 

deferred. 

The delay ensured that the cornpetitive position of both industries wodd be M e r  eroded. 

Had Cabinet foreseen that both industries would soon nearly collapse the question might not have 

been deferred. Whatever ideological resistance to such a programme may have existed in Cabinet, 

the W O ~ ~ S  of the Finance Department were more prosaic. Canada's balance of trade problems were 

expected to worsen over the year. Very recent talks with UK oficials had confirmed that new 

strictures would be placed on access to the sterling bloc. Many industries would be seeking relief 

from a government purse too poor to respond. Reannament alone would place a strain on the 

economy. The shpyards would have to make do for the moment with naval work. As it happened, 

Canada's financial predicament in 1949 proved far worse than Finance oficials foresaw. The 

financial crises of 1949 stnick a blow to Canadian ocean shipping from which it never recoverd. 

4'~udette Private Papers, Cab.Doc. 90 1 11949, "Assistance to Shipping and Shipbuilding," and merno. 
A.D.P. Heeney, Secretary of the Cabinet to Chevrier, 1 March 1 949. 



Farewell The Merchant F l e t  

Shortly after Cabinet deferred addressing the Maritime Conmission's civil shipbuilding proposais, 

merchant shipping experienced the first of several major setbacks that came in 1949. First, in May, 

a major labour crisis erupted into an international strike that disrupted Canadian ships until late July. 

Almost imtriediately d e r  the strike was settled came a second blow. A major fiscal crisis, caused 

by an unforeseen devaluation of the pound sterling, effectively rendered the Canadian merchant fleet 

economically moribund. The strike had already brought a number of shipowners to the verge of 

bankniptcy, devaluation then rendered the carriage of goods in Canadian ships uneconomic. The 

majority of shipowners prepared to lay up their vessels, rather than maintain operations at substantial 

loss. It fell to the Maritime Commission to develop a plan for the fleet's survival. The solution 

struck upon proved unique in the history of maritime trade, and was made possible only by the shared 

strategic requirements of Canada and the United Kingdom: to preserve a Canadian owned fleet, the 

Maritime Commission arranged a mass transfer of ships from the Canadian flag to that of the Union 

Jack. The ships remained Canadian but the crews, fees and charter rates became British. 

Although the labour troubles of this t h e  have been very well recounted by others, the origins 

and acceptance of the reflagging proposal have never before been examined in detail in any 

secondary source. 42 Continual labour m e s  t clearly informeci the Maritime Commission's and 

Cabinet's response to the merchant marine's financial crises. Although a feu; speculative observations 

and a summary of the labour problems follows, the primas. interest here is the reflagging proposal. 

Beyond problems of market access, the Canadian merchant marine sae red  from poor labour 

relations. From 1946 to 1949 the Canadian Seamen's Union (CSU) sought to dorninate the merchant 

4 2 ~ t  least any of those reviewed for this study. Cf. Kaplan, Eve~vthina that Floats, and Edwards, 
Waterfiont Warlord. 
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trades on the Great Lakes and Atlantic coast. Strikes and violence accompanied these efforts. 

FolIowing the Lakes Shipping Crises of 1946 the CSU negotiated annual contracts. Worli stoppages 

accompanied these efforts in 1947 and 1948. In March 1949, the Shipping Federation of Canada, 

representing most Canadian merchant lake and ocean ship operators, rehsed to negotiate a new 

contract with the CSU. 

In a move of dubious legality, the Shipping Feàeration sought to replace the CSU with the 

American-Ied Seafarers International Union ( S u .  As soon as the CSU's contract expired the 

Shipping Federation arranged for the SIU to begin replacing CSU crews. With some justification the 

shipowners argued the CSU was communist inspired and bent on disrupting shipping to Europe. The 

precipitous actions of the Federation fulfilled that expectation when the CSU called a world-wide 

strike of Canadian shipping. In Britain the stevedores went out in sympathy and a national 

emergency was declared. The strike lasted until 22 July and won the Union nothing but the ire of 

the g~vernment .~~ 

The strike proved disastrous for the CSU. After losing control of most ocean shipping the 

Union was roundly denounced as communist. Following the strike the Labour Relations Board 

decertified the union.44 The Canadian government oficially remained neutral throughout this 

dispute. Oficially the only major concem was with the breach of the Canada Shipping Act which 

prohibited Canadian seanien striking a ship in a foreign port. What members of the government 

knew or cared of the Union's alleged "communist" domination will perhaps never be adequately 

43This discussion of the fate of the CSU is derived fiom Kaplan, Evervthina that FIonts, pp.6668. See 
also, J im Green, Aaainst the Tide: The Storv of the Canadian Seamen's Union, (Vancouver, 1986). StilI 
valuable is Stuart Jarnieson, Industrial Relations in Canada, (Toronto, 1966, orig. 1957), pp. 49-52. 

44 Kaplan maintains this action was also probably illegal. See, Evervthina that Floats, p. 7 1 .  



known -- there is a very curious gap in many of the officia1 and personal paper~.~' Without 

documentary evidence it remains only speculation that the government conspired with representatives 

of the indusûy to destroy the CSU because it was a communist organi~ation.~~ 

The financial interests of the ship owners should not be lightly discarded as ample enough 

cause to seek relief fiom the CSU. Two major issues conceming the shipowners wrere operating 

costs, and the allegations that the Union was Communist dominated. Regarding the first of these 

issues, Canadian operating costs were relativety hi&. Canadian ships were ovemanneci as compared 

to most tramp vessels. Many Canadian ships, because of îheir antiquatecl machinery, required larger 

crews, thus they employed nearly the same inanning schedules as had been accepteci during the war 

when economy of operation was not a priority. The CSU assiduously resisted efforts on part of the 

shipowners to d u c e  manning levels. As for the second issue, the owner's concem with the alleged 

communist domination of the CSU was not purely ideological. American authorities had begun to 

raise the issue. Frorn Iate November 1948 the US Immigration Department began threatening to 

place barriers in the way of CSU manned ships landkg in American waters4' 

It should be recalled that the CSU was being roundly cnticised as a comunist union as early 

as 1946. Thoss criticisms would not have been lost on the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the 

US Naval hvestigative Service (USNIS). Under a long running division of responsibility between 

the FBI and Naval Intelligence, the USNIS concemed itself with securing the American waterfiont. 

45This gap exists in otherwise continuous files maintained by the Canadian Maritime Commission, the 
Department of Transport, and the Department of Labour, and also exists in the papers of the Prime 
Minister, C.D. Howe, Chewier, and the Minister of Labour, Humphrey Mitchell. For discussion of the 
strike see, NAC RG 2 vol. 125 file D-16-3-5, Cabinet minutes, 20 May 1949; memo for Mr. Claxton, 28 
Apnl 1949; Cabinet Document 974,27 May 2 949. 

46For such speculation see Green, Anainst the Tide, passim. 

47From late November 1948 the US Department of Immigration began waming Canadian shipowners 
that it was prepared to begin controlling the freedom of members of communist unions, see Kaplan, 
Evervthing that Floats, pp.6 1-62. 



T o  that end, during the Second World War, the USNIS eniployed Italian dominated organized crime 

families to weed out undesirables from America's waterfiont. For favourable treatment, Lucky 

Luciano used his crime family to destroy communist organizations on the New York waterfront. 

The same syndicates controlled the San Francisco waterfiont. San Francisco had been home to the 

most radical wateri?ont unions in the 1930s, that radicalism had switched to marked complacency 

in the post-war period4* 

The San Francisco connection is important, because to replace the CSU, the Shipping 

Federation brought in Hal Banks of the Seafarers' international Union of San Francisco. It remains 

conjecture that Banks represented a continuing relationship between the USNIS and organized crime 

families but it is clear that despite his criminal record Banks had legally entered the countq on the 

eve of  the strike. Unîil the early 1960s he would use his bulIy-boy tactics to strengthen the SIU 

before eventualIy fleeing back to the United States in the face of criminal charges. Under still 

mysterious gounds a successful Canadian extradition request was quashed -- some accounts Say at 

the request of a member of the Canadian Cabinet.49 However, the colourful experiences of Banks 

4 ~ e  US Navy's trust in that Union quietude made San Francisco the choice port for the beginning of 
the cargo container revolution which made redundant thousands of stevedores within the decade. On the 
Second World War experience see for example, Robert Lacey, Little Man Mever. Lanskv and the Gangster 
Life. (Boston, 1 99 1 ), pp. 1 42- 148. No published account has made the comection between the wartime 
relationship with organized crime and the wld-war suppression of radical waterfront trade unions. For the 
best on Banks and the SIU see, Peter Edwards, Waterf?ont Warlord. The Life and Violent Times of Hal C. 
Banks, (Toronto, 1987), and Kaplan, Evervthinn îhat Floats,passinl. 

49Some might take this as proof of govenunent collusion in the destruction of the CSU. The request to 
stay the extradition came fiom a mernber of the Canadian cabinet, according to Dean Rusk the US 
Secretary of State. It is perhaps simple coincidence that his Canadian counterpart was Paul Martin Sr., 
father of Canada's curent Minister of Finance and curent head of Canada Steamship Lines. In 1968 when 
the extradition was settled, Paul Martin Jr. was a senior officer of Power Corporation which held the 
controlling interest in Canada Steamship Lines, the Company which enjoyed the best relationship with 
Banks' union. On Banks and exeadition see, Peter Edwards, Waterfiont Warlord, pp. 170- 175, and on 
Banks' relationship with CSL, see, Edgar Andrew Collard, Passage to the Sea. The Stow of Canada 
Steamshi~ Lines, (Toronto, 199 l), pp. 309-325. I am not the first to raise questions of propriety about Paul 
Martin Sr. During the war Howe had twice raised questions about Martin being "rnixed up" in war 
contracts, with the clear implication he was unsuitable for the Privy Council; see, King Diary, 16 April 
1945. 
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and the SIU are traced little M e r  here. The activities of Banks and the SrCJ were reserved primarily 

to the Great Lakes shipping, because after 1949, the Canadian ocean merchant-marine employed few 

Canadians, for reasons that will be made clear momentarily. 

Whatever the role of internai security concerns, or govenunent collusion in the success of 

Hal Banks, the change in union could not redress the underlying incapacity of the ocean fleet to 

compete internationally. The Maritime Commission considered subsidies. Notwithstanding 

ideological opposition, the goverment's liquidity probtems would have made it a liard sell. The 

Chairman of the Maritime Commission, however, was not convinced that even subsidies would work. 

As Clyne explained to the Deputy Minister of Finance, Dr. William Clark, the decline in Canadian 

shipping "is primarily due to the inability of the Canadian shipping industry to engage in free and 

open cornpetition. . .."50 Subsidies would not bring cargoes. Subsidies could not overcome the 

carriage restrictions imposed by British actions and the Marshall Plan. Subsidies would not end 

efforts by nations to preserve their cunencies, or earn foreign dollars through shipping. Canadian 

ships were being forced to compete in a niarket restricted and protected by others. Moreover, as 

faster, more modem tonnage entered service, the Canadian war-built ships moved into the most 

cornpetitive low-end tramp market where a difference of pennies in operating expenses could make 

or break a contract. 

Whatever the merchant marine's labour problems, in early May 1949, the Secretary of the 

Cabinet was informeci that the Canadian shipping fleet was "in real danger of extinction due to the 

increasing restrictions placed by other couniries on the use of Canadian ~hips."~'  Cabinet was 

requested to give the Maritime Commission clear guidance. The merchant shipping question did not 

'?+4C RG 19 vol. 4432 file 9460-00 Clyne to Clark, 25 November 1948. 

"NAC RG 19 vol. 4432, file 9460-00, crnnts of Mr. Fisher, ICMSP, to A.F. W.Plurnptre, reproduced in 
letter, Plurnptre to Norman Robertson, Secty. of the Cabinet, 4 May 1949. 



receive concerted attention until a greater trade problem arose in the face of precipitous British 

actions which caused an immediate, fatal, crisis for Canadian shipping. 

At the end of June 1949, in the face of a balance of payments crisis, the UK govemment 

stopped al1 dollar expenditures. Negotiations forestalled international panic until 18 September 

1949, when the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir StaFford Cripps, unexpectedly announceci the pound 

sterling's devaluation fiom US$4.03 to US$2.80. One objective of the British move was to reduce 

the amount of dollars îrades of British shipping. That effort proved a success -- Britain's dollar and 

gold reserves, emed primarily through invisibles, increased 70 percent by June 1950. Devaluation 

succeeded for the UK in drastically increasing its invisible earnings, and changed the ratio of imports 

to the UK from the dollar area to the sterling area. By June 1950 the ratio had gone fiom 62/38 to 

48/52, and the trend continued, peaking in 1953 at 40/60.s2 

British devaluation ignited an international currency crisis that hit Canada particuiarly hard. 

The devaluation came after repeated assurances fiom the Exchequer that such a course of action 

would not be taken. In these discussions Canadian oficials rernonstrated that such precipitous action 

would cut the British off within a high cost area. Protection by import restrictions would only 

weaken the global economy, and force Canada to trade more extensively with the United States. 

Both proved true. By the end of September, Canada's major export cIients, Save the United States, 

devalueci their cwrencies an average of 30 percent, while the Canadian dollar lost 10 percent to the 

American. By value in March 1949 the greatest recipients of Canadian goods were the USA, Britain, 

France, Netherlands, Belgium and Italy. The last four a11 initiated major devahations. Denmark, 

France, Ireland, Netherlands, and Norway devalued 30 percent; West Gennany devalued 20 percent; 

?NAC RG 2, Cabinet minutes, 20 June 1949. Cairncross, Years of Recoverv, pp. 208-2 1 1 .  On 
Canada's concerns, see Cairncross, p. 17 1 ,  cf. N. Manserge, Survev of British Commonwealth Affairs, 
(1958), p. 344. Some maintain devaluation forced the use of British ships thus reducing costs, rather than 
increasing profits. See, Pressnell, Extemal Economic Policv Since the War. Vol. 1.  The Post War 
Financial Settlernent, p. 447. 



Sweden had devalued by 30 percent the year before, and Austria, Greece, and Iceland made farger 

devaluations, while Belgium, ltaly and Portugal devalued slightly less than Gemany." Whereas 

devaluation brought a marked improvement to Britain's short term economic prospects, Canada 

moved irrevocably away from the pattern of triangle trade." Rearmament partially obscures 

measures of this transition, but during 1950 Canadian exports to the United States increased some 

thirty-four percent, by value, while trade with the WK and sterling bloc declined from $1000 million 

to Iess than $700 million in 1950. Hasty assessments completed in the wake of this move by the 

Canadian Department of Finance estimated, accurately, that Canada's exports to the United Kingdom 

would decline by some $400,000,000, or nearly 25 percent of the previous year's total trade value. 

Changes to Canada's current account balances, which mark a fiindamental redirection of the Canadian 

economy away £rom Empire trade are illustrated in Table Two. 

Table TwoS5 

Canada's Current Account Balance 

USA 

UK 

'%ee, NAC RG 49 vol. 355 file 154- 1 - 1 pt. 1,  Econornic News #3, (Ottawa 1 March 1949), and 
Cairncross, Years of Recovent, p. 209. 

Rest of Sterling Bloc 

Other 

540n this 30 percent devaluation see, Arthur Marwick, Britnin in the Centurv of Total War, (New York, 
1968), p. 34 1, and for its consequences on Canadian exports, Alexander, The Decav of Trade, p. 4 1, and for 
a Canadian shipping F m ,  P.N. Davis, The Trade Makers. Elder Demwster in West Afnca 1852-1 972, 
(London, 1973), pp. 332-333. 
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The decline in trade to the sterling bloc proved slightly less drastic than anticipated in the Canadian 

Department of Finance. Although the table is just for three years, Canadian trade patterns would 

never revert back to their old fom. Moreover, since the British actions resulted in the devaluation 

of other currencies, Canada's fiscal problems were worse, especially as the government was moving 

to divert receipts into the rearmament pr~gramme.'~ 

Whatever long terni implications this held for the Canadian economy, the British move 

caused the near immediate collapse of the Canadian merchant marine. Devaluation affecteci both 
. .. 

Canadian shipbuilding and shipping, but the latter was most immediately distressed. Before the 

devaluations and rate collapse, Canadian per diem ship operating costs compared unfavourably to 

British costs, averaging $8 10.50 versus $525.46, for a comparative cost ratio of 1.5: 1. Devaluation 

increased this ratio to 1.8:1, thus further eroding Canadian competitivene~s.~' For similar reasons, 

foreign orders in Canadian shipyards also evaporated. 

Compounding this problem, international fieight rates collapsed. In 1948 the charter value 

per-ton averaged $3.50-4.00, by November 1949 it stood at $1.50-2.00. For profitable operations 

Canadian ships required roughly $2.70 per ton.58 These shocks compounded the trouble created by 

the losses incurred during the CSU sirike. During the strike tlurty-three Canadian shipping 

companies, comprising almost the entire deep-sea shipping industry, defaulted on their mort gage^.^^ 

'6The genesis of this problem can be followed in NAC RG 2, Cabinet minutes, 8 September 1948; 25 
September 1948; 20 June 1949; 6 July 1949; 13 July 1949, and 19 September 1949. 

"See, NAC Howe Papers, vol. 4 1 file S-9-25-1, letter CIyne to Chevrier, 24 November 1949, and 
D/Hist. Brand Papers, Vol. VI, table "Comparative Daily Opernting Costs Since Devaluation. . .." 30 
December 1949. 

%AC Howe Papers, vo1.41 file S-9-25-1, Clyne to Chevrier, 24 November 1949. On the fluctuation of 
keight rates over this period see, the 6th Annual Reuort of the Canadian Maritime Commission, (23 June 
1953), pp. 6-7. 

590n the default see, NAC RG 2 fol. 125, file D-16-3-5, Cab. doc. 974,27 May 1949, and Merno for Mr. 
Claxton, 28 April 1949. 
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Devaluation and the rate collapse made their situation markedly worse. Few had returned to 

profitable operations. As the year closed, over one-quarter of the merchant fleet was laid up, and 

many ships were operating at a loss. Even before the relative figures could be calculated, Clyne 

recommended a drastic step to preserve the merchant marine, and secure carg~es.~' 

The Maritime Commission recoinmended a two-step solution. Al1 Canadian merchant ships 

subject to the flag covenant were to be extended some f o m  of extraordinary state protection. Three- 

quarters of the fleet, recommended the Commission, should be allowed to transfer the flag of regisûy 

from Canada to the United Kingdom. The remaining vessels were to receive special operating 

subsidies. By the end of 1949 the Cabinet moved to recognize that Canadian costs made the ocean 

merchant fleet non-cornpetitive. The new market situation begged some radical means of redress but, 

given the relative numbers and the expectation that the decline in trade to the sterling bloc would 

severely impact the entire Canadian economy, subsidies îhen appeared even more prohibitive. 

Solution las in taking advantage of the imperial connection to a o r d  Cabinet the opportunity to avoid 

a choice between subsidies or extinction. With a quarter of the ocean merchant marine laid-up, Clyne 

recommended the transfer of most of the nierchant marine to UK registry. This proposal originated 

from the shipowners, but when they proposed it in May 1949, before the devaluation crises, the 

government condemned it. Members of the Maritime Commission, as well as the Deputy Minister 

of Labour, realized that the proposal was an unacceptable measure aimed at circumventing legitimate 

union ope ration^.^' 

%AC Howe Papers, vol. 41 file S-9-25-1, letter J.V. Clyne to Lionel Chevrier, 24 November 1949. 
Also Audette Private Papers, Clyne to Chevrier, 25 October 1949. 

6'RG 27 (Department of Labour) vol. 3526 file 3-2-10-4 pt. 21, letter W.C. Duncan, President Saguenay 
Temiinals to J.V. Clyne, 4 May 1949. Clyne argued the transfer was unnecessary, and provocative. See, 
letter Clyne to A. McNmara, Depuîy Minister of Labour, 12 May 1949. 



However, following the rate collapse, Cl-me resurrected the proposal.62 Before gaining 

Cabinet approval, the Minister authorized informal discussions with UK representatives.63 On 17 

October the Minister of Transport requested the Department of External Ma i r s  have the Canadian 

High Commissioner in London approach British authorities and arrange for Clyne to discuss the 

transfer plan. Labour tranquility, lower costs and national security were al1 outlined as reasons for 

this move in Chevrier's letter to External. His request fiom Extemal to the High Commissioner noted 

the problem caused by devaluation, and raised concerns over access to these ships in an emergency. 

The message closed with a note that "the matter is urgent because the Government is under 

pressure"64-- industry pressure, presumably, to alleviate what had become intolerable cos& in a 

restricted market. 

A considered response came from the Pennanent Secretaty of the British Department of 

Transport, Sir Gilmour JenIiins, on 26 October. Sir Gilrnour proved willing to discuss the matter but 

raised concerns about retransfemng the vessels in an emergency, and concems about the seamen's 

union, the CSU, causing tro~bIe.~'  J.V. Clyne arrived in London on 1 November to discuss these 

matters directly. Originally cool to the proposal, the UK Minisûy of Transport responded to the 

threat the vessels would be sold to "flag-of-convenience" operators rather than simply laid-up. Once 

Clyne made clear that the Canadian government was likely to release these vessels fi-om al1 sale 

621t could be argued he did so at the request of indusiq, but the evidence 1s not complete. Supporting the 
industry as initiator theory, see NAC RG 46 vol. 1 195, file "CSU Strike", W.C. Duncan, President 
Saguenay Terminais Ltd., to J.V. Clyne, subject: reconsideration of proposal to transfer ffag registry, 27 
September 1949. 

63~udette Private Papers, sec Clyne to Chevrier, 25 October 1949; Record of Cabinet Decision, 29 
November 1949; N.A. Robertson to Clyne, 1 December 1949. 

61NAC RG 46 vol. 1245, file 2627.0, letter Chevrier to Extemal Affairs, 17 October 1949, and letter 
A.F.W. Plurnptre, to Canadian High Commissioner, 18 October 1949. 

6 5 N ~ ~  RG 46 vol. 1245 file 2627.0, letter Sir Gilrnour Jenkins, to Canadian Hi& Commissioner, 26 
October 1949. 
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restrictions, rather than forcing the vessels to be laid up, as British representatives suggested, the 

question received more considered examination by the UK Treasury and Ministry of ~ r a n s p o r t . ~  

In the subsequent negotiations occurring through November 1949 the terms of possible transfer were 

.agreed to, though no fonnalized letters of understanding were exchanged. There appeared to be 

agreement on the principal issues. The ships would be allowed to transfer to UK regisûy, but remain 

Canadian owned and paid in convertible sterling controlled through a special management scheme 

authorized by the Exchequer. They would be allowed to earn both dollar and sterling freights, while 

profits would accrue to their Canadian owners, taxes, fees and other "invisibles" would benefit the 

m. 

Of crucial importance to the Canadian govenunent was British acceptance that these 

Canadian owned ships would count towards Canada's credit in any potential allied shipping pool 

during an emergency or war situation. Discussions were already under way with allies over what 

shipping arrangements wodd be necessary in t h e  of war. Only recently had the North Atlantic 

Treaîy Organization addressed reviving the shipping pool arrangements of the previous war. Al1 

allies were promised access to the pools, but concrete arrangements were not yet in place. Wartime 

experience demonstrated that even a small shipping capacity could be essential to meet needs which 

pool authorities might not value. Ail these questions Clyne personally discussed with his British 

counterparts. 

After securing assurances on these questions, the issue was placed before Cabinet. The 

proposa1 brought to Cabinet by the Minister of Transport reconunended tramferring the bulk of the 

merchant flect to UK registry, while subsidizing those that remained registered in Canada. The 

unprecedented transfer clearly presented many potential political problems, particulary given the 

level of union activism. PracticalIy and ideologically, subsidies presented a problem. The Minister 

66Clyne, Jack of Al1 Trades, pp. 134- 137. 
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of Finance, D.C. Abbott, refused to give M e r  discussion to the matter if it was meant to be justXuA 

on economic grounds. Abbott argued, that given Canada's fmancial situation, strategic military 

necessity was the only acceptable rationale for subsidies. Chevrier convincingly argued that the 

retention of some ships on Canadian regisûy ensured some national capacity until NATO shipping 

pool arrangements were settled. He pointed out that in a crisis the pools could not come into proper 

operation for at least three months. The transfer of vessels to the United Kingdom aided the retention 

of emergency shipping capaciîy, but because forma1 agreements on pools had not yet been achieved 

it was rtrgued a prudent step to maintain some indigenous capaciîy. This argument overcame the 

resistance of the Minister of Finance; Cabinet approved the transfer and a one year subsidy for 37 

vessek6' Reflagging ens~ued for the Canadian govemment continued access to strategic sea l a ,  if 

necessary. without entailing the fmancial costs of subsidizing most of the fleet. 

Issues of political sensitivity remaineci. The subsidy programme was seen as a partial means 

to allay public or union protest. Although the shipowners had secured new contracts with the S N  

that promised them a 17 percent reduction in operating costs, the British govemment insisted that 

British registered ships would be expected to have British crews, or at least British pay rates. There 

would be little room for Hal Banks or his union. To reâuce any public outciy the vessels changing 

registry could not do so en masse. Rather, each company would have to apply separately, and then 

could only transfer two or three slips at any one time. Bi-itish oficials would control the pace of 

acceptance. Such measures had their desired effect, the only sustained opposition came from the 

CSU. Clyne infonned the Pnme Minister to ignore those protests because they came from a 

communist mouthpiecea 

67~udette Private Papers, Clyne to Chevrier, 25 ~ctober' 1949; Record of Cabinet decision, 29 
November 1949; Norman Robertson, Undersecretary of State for External a i r s ,  to Clyne, 1 Deceinber 
1949. 

WAC MG 26 L @t. Hon. Louis St.Laurent Papers), vol. 160., file S-50 v.5 letter J.V. Clyne to W.R. 
Martin, Secretary to the Prime Minister, 2 1 February 1950. 



The Iack of vocal opposition to the government's plan cannot be attributed to a successful 

effort to keep the issue from the public eye. On the contrary. To explain the military rationale for 

subsidizing so few vessels, and the decision to transfer the bulk of the fleet from the Canadian flag, 

the Prime Minister personally rose in the House on Friday, 9 December 1949, to announce these 

measures. The Prime Minister's speech, drafted by the Maritime Commission, reprised the 

govenunent's considerations. The problems of obtaining dollar cargoes and the decline in shipping 

rates since March 1949 resulted in Canadian operators taking substantial losses. The governent 

could not find financial justification for maintaining a "Canadian flag fleet by artificial nieans." The 

government had no interest in maintaining an industry at the expense of the taxpayers, and, more 

importantly, at the expense of other export industries. The objections to such a subsidy were 

outlined. They would not promote a healthy eEcient industry and proinised a steady and usually 

increasing drain upon public h d s .  ln an overtomaged world shipping subsides represented "a waste 

of the taxpayer's money." The Prime Minister continued: 

1 do not propose to go into aII the dificulties involved in shipping subsidies, 
shce the govemment's basic objection to a policy of subsidization rests on 
wider grounds. The world is still suffering from the effect of two great 
wars. Dislocation resulting from such war had disrupted world trade to an 
extent that nations are taking extraordinary steps for the preservation of 
their economies. Our view has consistently been that it is not possible to 
seek a solution to our trade and currency dficuIties on a purely national 
basis. Canada has goods to sell, but our European customers lack dollars 
to buy them. Tliey cannot acquire such dollars unless we do our share of 
buying fiom them. In other words we must seek to encourage inlports from 
countries to whom we desire to sell our goods and in this sense shipping 
services of other countries represent an import. We must not adopt 
measures which would hinder the revival of world trade and defer the 
achievement of balance between dollar and non-dollar trading areas. If we 
were to adopt a policy of subsidization of national shipping, it would be a 
protectionist measure disabling other countries fiom trading with 

6%st. Brand Papers, Vol.11, "Ex%act from House of Comrnons Debates. Officia1 Report - Friday, 
December 9th, 1949. Canadian Deep-Sea Shipping Industry - Statement of Governrnent Poiicy by the 
Prime Minis ter. " 



Trade not carriage was the goverment's primary concern. The continuation of an acceptable level 

of triangle trade made necessary the sacrifice of the bulk of the Canadian flagged ocean fleet, not to 

a competitive market, but to one more tightly regulated than the Canadian govemment desired. 

The Prime Minister's statement, however, did announce the small subsidy programme. The 

govemment promised a one year shipping subsidy to maintain about 500,000 &t. on Canadian 

registry. This subsidy programme gained acceptance by Cabinet primarily because NATO shipping 

pool arrangements remained unsettled. But the subsidy clearly served a political purpose in allaying 

public criticism. Cabinet judged it prudent to maintain some ships on registq until the NATO 

shipping pool arrangements could be made, which the government anticipated would be completed 

by the end of 1950. The Maritime Commission administered this subsidy, expected to total some 

$3,000,000 and apply to some thu-ty-seven ve~sels. '~ The bulk of the ocean fleet subsequently 

transfened flag, thus depriving even the SW of employment in most ocean t r ade~ .~ '  The former Park 

Ships remained subject to the pre-existing flag covenant, which was now strengthened by Cabinet 

stipdating the covenanted ships could not be sold off the UK registry. 

As 1949 drew to a close it was also clear that the shipbuilding induse  would require further 

assistance. The devaluation of sterling seriously undermineci whatever competitive advantages 

Canadian shipbuilders enjoyed in bidding for foreign orders. With the coltapse of the ship export 

market the Maritime Commission estimated the planned naval construction programme could not 

keep the shipyards employing what it considered the essential strategic nucleus labour pool of 7,000 

'O~udette Private Papers, Clyne to Chevrier, 25 October 1949; record of Cabinet Decision, 29 November 
1 949; Norman Robertson to Clyne, 1 December 1 949. 

"The government offered a special training programme to displaced merchant seamen; see, Prime 
Minister's speech, 9 Deceber 1949, and Clyne, Jack of Al1 Trades, pp. 134-1 37. 
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shipyard ~orkers . '~  Protecting that strategic base formed a p o w e f i  argument for the industrial 

lobby: soon events would meet their fears. Just as Cabinet was willing to consider radical measures 

for the merchant marine, it now endorsed more elaborate forms of protection for shipbuilding. Both 

expansion of the naval programme and restricting the coastal trade to Canadian buiIt ships were 

exploreci as means of increasing demand. As will be seen in the next chapter, steps were just being 

taken to realize this goal when the Korean War erupted. With that new war, rearmament moved into 

full swing thus obviating the search for a more considered policy of protecting Canadian shipyards. 

This redoubleci rearmament effort M e r  transfonned what remained of the integrated 

maritime policy. In the period between the immediate end of the Second World War, and the 

rearmament programme sparked by the Korean War, Canadian maritime policy cannot be said to 

have proven either forward looking or well articulated. It should not be thought that those setting 

policy failed to adequately prepare or plan policy, Rather, whatever nascent policy had been 

considered before the end of the Japanese war, the relentless march of protection by Canada's recent 

allies, allies that had previously maintained they favoured free trade, overturned Canadian plans. The 

unsettled environment would have befûddled the best laid plans. Howe's proclivity to wait for events 

to clarib was, if in error, an error in caution about the uncertain play of international developments 

that would beggar the imagination of planners. 

Events clarifieci the dubious prospects of Canadian ocean shipping and sliipbuilding. The 

problems associrited with higher labour and production costs, and barriers raised by currency and 

carriage restrictions, proved formidable obstacles which representatives of the Canadian state were 

very largely powerless to dispei. Regardless of any desire to have a maritime policy encouraging 

Canadian shipping and shipbuilding, the creation of a quasi-regulatory agency to oversee but not 

72 NAC RG 46 vol. 1188 file 2402.2.9. pt. 1, A. McGugan to W.D. Low, Canadian Commercial 
Corporation, 12 July 1950; NAC RG 24 83-84167 vol. 3788 file 8200-1, N.A.Robertson to Admial H.L. 
Houghton, 1 4 July 1950, and Houghton to Robertson, 2 1 July 1 950. 
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make policy was an expression of government ambivalence in the face of those impending problems. 

Ody crises brought the Canadian Maritime Commission greater regulatory authority. But by then 

policy could only be highly reactive, rather tl~an preparatoxy and preemptive. Had cold-war 

rearmament and defence preparedness not arisen at that moment in history the post-war story of 

Canadian ocean shipping and shipbuilding would have proven very dflerent. Enlarging the naval 

building programme, and employing the impenal tie to reflag the merchant fleet staved off complete 

collapse. Canada's maritime policy, thereafler, took a unique form. Shipping and shipbuilding codd 

no longer reasonably be perceived as mutually supporting industries. The fortunes of this policy, 

now tied to the naval building programme and the reflagged merchant marine, are addressed in the 

remaining chapters of this work. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

Building the Navy in a Command Economy, 1949-1954 

The Cold War brought tremendous changes to Canada's maritime policy. With naval work 

dominating the major shipyards, the Maritime Commission placed on hold its efforts to find other 

means of stirnufating commercial demand. Though forestalling that search, the original post-war 

shipbuilding programme created a short lived national technological enterprise that has received 

almost no attention in the secondaq literature.' Protection of the shipyards became a strategic 

priority as the state developed a cornmand economy for warship production and built-up the naly to 

an unprecedented peace-time cornplement. From 52 ships in 1950, naval acquisition and production 

resulted in a fleet of 129 ships by 1958. To achieve this growth economies of scale were abandoned, 

as the naval building programme became a major industrial development effort. 

The rapid growth of the navy resulted fiom the remobilization of war-built vessels not yet 

broken-up and the undertaking of a major naval new construction programme. The new consîruction 

programme included the production of the most technically advanced warships Canada had ever 

 o or the best of the extant literature, and as an indication of the limited sources and perspectives on 
these policies see, S.M. Davis, "Naval Procurement, 1950 to 1965," in David G. Haglund, ed., Canada's 
Defence Industrial Base, (Toronto, 1988), pp. 97- 1 17; Dan W. Middlemiss, "Economic Considerations in 
the Development of the Canadian Navy since 1945," in W.A.B. Douglas, ed. The RCN in Transition 1910- 
1985, (Vancouver, 1988), pp. 254-279; J.H.W. Knox, "An Engineer's Outline of RCN History: Part II," in 
James A. Boutilier, ed. The RCN in Retrospect 1910-1 968, (Vancouver, 1982), pp. 3 17-333; and, R.B. 
Byers, "Canadian Defence and Defence Procurement: Implications for Economic Policy," in Dennis Stairs 
and Gilbert R. Winharn, eds. Selected Problems in Formulatine Foreimi Economic Policy, (Toronto & 
Ottawa, l985), pp. 1 3 1 - 195. 



undertaken. During the period 1949- 1964 four advanced classes of warship were developed through 

to contract.' The state led the construction of the twenty ships which cornpriseci the destroyer escorts 

DE 205 St.Laurent, DE 257 Restigouche, DE 261 MacKenzie, and DE 265 Annapolis classes. The 

governent allocated work, provided capital assistance, led in the development of design and 

fabrication techniques, and in the process created and maintained Canada's private industrial capacity 

to constmct modem warships. 

- .  
A focus on the initial probiems of developing the Canadian industry illuminates the dynarnics 

between the industry and the state. Facilitating the state's management role in these programmes 

were the contractual relationships to private industry. The contract -- a commonplace legal 

instrument -- possesses both an instrumental importance, that of detennining the terms of 

administrative management, and a symbolic importance, encapsulating transitions in the relationships 

between contracting  partie^.^ A focus on the evolving contractual relationships imposes certain 

Iimitations on the following analysis but adumbrates discussion of the state's effort to control the 

comrnand technology for warship construction in Canada as it relates to developments in navai and 

maritime policy. The financial, technical and managerial problems of naval rearmament would corne 

to play a significant role in the reshaping of Canada's wider maritime policy, at least that directed to 

supporting the shipyards and some form of merchant fleet, British flagged or otherwise. 

Much of the later reconsideration of policy toward the shipyards sternrned from the costs 

* ~ h e  DE 205 St. Laurent, DE 257 Restigouche, DDE 261 MacKenzie, and DDH 266 h a n o l i s  classes 
were al1 based on the sarne huIl and propulsion machines.. Vessels, DDH 265 and DDH 266 were greatly 
modifiai by the introduction of a helicopter hanger. The DDG 270 General Purpose Fngate would have 
been the nex? generation, but was terminated shortly d e r  contract negotiations began. 

3Lany Owens, sees the contract as "the key instnimentality by which the elements of the various sectors 
of society.. . determine (bargain) the economic allocation of rights and responsibilities," in, "MIT and the 
Federal 'Angel' Academic R & D and Federal-Private Cooperation before World War II," is& (1  990): 81 : 
21 1-2 13. My essay draws from this insight suggested by Owens, and also draws conceptually from F.J. 
Glover, "Govemment Contracting, Competition and Growth in the Heavy Woollen Industry," Econornic 
Historv Review, (1963-64): 16: 478-98. 
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associated with the first major post-war naval building programme. Cost ovemins associated with 

the management of the naval programme resulted in fundamental reconsideration of the state's 

approach to the shipyards and naval policy. Two interrelated problems informed these later 

discussions. First, the basic management regirne, typified by the contractual relationships with the 

major shipyards, proved inefficient. Second, hasty rearmament measures, taken folIowing the 

commencement of the Korean War, entailed costs which could not be sustained. Prior to Korea the 

major objective of NATO driven rearmarnent was to deter agression in Europe. Following Korea, - .  

the object of rearmament tux-ned to actually preparing for war. Thereafter, the navy's originally 

modest naval building programme, of one icebreaker, and three fngates, expanded dramatically. 

Before the end of 1950, the navy was committed to seven modem frigates, but within îwelve months 

this had risen to fo~r t een .~  The perceived likelihood of general war, however, distracted the 

govemment's attention from matters of uhimate cost. In early 195 1 CD. Howe, the Minister of 

Defence Production, explained that, if the military asked for a gold plated piano, "we buy a gold- 

plated piano. . .."5 

Managing production in such a permissive regime proved a major challenge to the 

govemment. The construction of these vessels ako proved a major technological feat for Canadian 

industry. Unable to secure access to British and American naval cornponents ranging fiom turbines, 

turbine gearings, fire control computers, mortars, guns and many other sub-components, construction 

was undertaken in Canada at extraordinary cost. Financial planning for the original programme 

'DMst. Raymont Collection, Minutes, Chiefs of StafTComrnittee (hereafler COSC), 473,20 September 
1950, and COSC doc. 5-27-1 0-10, 18 September 1950: D/Hist. Min. Naval Board meeting 333,27 
Decernber 1950. 

5~othwell and Kilbourn, C.D. Howe, p. 257. 



proved remarkably inaccurate, misjudging the final wsts by at least a magnitude of threz6 

Problems encountered with the fust major post-war naval building programrne affected not 

only naval poIicy, but wider industrial and maritime policy. Financial and technical problems would 

lead the navy into greater, not less, dependence on the Royal Navy. The shipyards would corne to 

feel captive to a not always profitable naval building programme. The Treasury Board, Department 

of Finance, and eventually the RCN, came to question the costs associated with building Canada's 

navy in domestic shipyards. But it would not be a question of simply tuming off the government 

spigot. Through to eady 1957, naval demand would nearly monopolize the major shipyards. 

Rearmarnent brought relief from the commercial plight the shipyards faced with the crises of 

devaluation, but enticed the leading yards into a contractual relationship many grew displeasd with, 

and which prevented the shipyards from capitalizing on their respective natural competitive 

advantages. 

With the focus on naval building, efforts by the Maritime Commission to develop other 

policies encouraging or promoting Canadian shipbuiIding fell into abeyance. On the eve of the 

Korean War, the Commission succeeded in gaining Cabinet consideration of a proposa1 to resîrict 

the importation of old vessels into Canada. Similarly, proposals like Clyne's civil shipbuilding plan 

of early 1950 were placed on hold. The Korean War stayed that consideration, and the proposal 

would not return to Cabinet until the mid- 1950s.' 

Al1 proved powerfiil reasons to seek changes. If naval building was to be curtailed, 

6 On this programme see, S.M. Davis, "The St.Laurent Decision: Genesis of a Canadian Fleet," in 
W.A.B. Douglas, ed., The RCN in Transition. 19 10- 1985, (Vancouver, 1985). pp. 187-208; and, Michael A. 
Hemessy, "The State As hovator:  Controlling the Comrnand Technology for Warship Consiruction in 
Canada, 1949-1 965," in Peter Baskerville, ed., Canadian Pauers in Business History. Vo1.2, (Victoria, B.C., 
1993), pp. 147-178. 

'NAC RG 24 83-841167 vol. 3788 file 8200-6, C.M. Drury to H.T.W. Grant, 6 April 1949; minutes of 
Sub-cornmittee on Limitation of Canadian Coastal Trade, 13 June 1950, and N.A. Robertson, Sectry of the 
Cabinet, to H.L. Houghton, A/CNS, 14 July 1950, and Houghton to Robertson, 2 1 July 1950. See, also 
Chevrier in Hansard, minutes and Proceedings on bill 303, Tuesday 20 June 1950, passim. 
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reconversion again became the issue. Just as happened at the close of the Second World War, 

consideration of reconversion strategies brought reconsideration of the merchant fleet's fate, and the 

issue of subsidies for commercial construction. Moreover, the navy's plans and strategic assumptions 

about maritime defence influenced the policies affecting merchant shipping and shipbuilding. It is 

IargeIy to identie those continuing influences that post-war naval policy requires attention. 

Naval Rearmament and the Korean Boom 

Cabinet authorized the first post-war naval building programme in fate 1948. It calIed for 

construction of an arctic icebreaker, three modem anti-submarine warfare (ASW) escort frigates, and 

several small harbour craft. The three Canadian frigates becarne the lead ships of the St.Laurent class 

building programme. These frigates were to be ultramodem ships, of Canadian design and 

manufacture, capable of locating and destroying the advanced type of U-boats which Germany had 

almost brought into service in the closing months of the war.' Although the technical specifications 

and fabrication of the Canadian ships designed to counter that threat remained unsettled, this smaH 

naval building programme prornised some relief to the plight of the major shipyards. Contract 

negotiations on the first three vessels had just concluded when the Korean War erupted. 

North Korea's aggression followed by the Chinese intervention in November 1950 prompted 

the Canadian Minister of Defence to announce a five-year, five-billion dollar "Accelerated Defence 

Programme." Canadian cold-war rearmament moved into fbll-swing. The scale of the total 

rearmarnent effort was staggering. Plans were generated on the premise that Canada should prepare 

its forces for war, rather than for deterring war. Basic plans for wartime mobilization prepared in 

'NAC RG 24 vol. 8067, file NSM 1270- 15-7 v. 1 ,  "Oral Presentation to the Chiefs of Staffs Cornmittee, 
Russia's Naval Capabilities," Captain H.N. Lay, 7 June 1946. 
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1949 called for peak production to be achieved by 1952, though later modifieci to rnid-1954, by 

which time Canadian industry was to be geared to producing war-goods at a rate some 32.3 percent 

greater than the rate achieved in 1944. Howe explained to the Canadian Manufactures' Association 

that "ordinary individual and commercial interests" would have to take the "back seat" in the name 

of defence "for a generation if nece~sary."~ 

Civil production in many sectors of the manufacturing economy did take a back seat. From 

1 April 1950 to early Decernber 1953 Canadian defence orders accounted for some 4.25 billion 

dollars in capital outlay, nearly two billion of this to increase plant and the material base for key 

production facilities. Nearly 83 percent of these monies were spent within Canada, Iess than one-haif 

billion dollars had gone to foreign orders. A statistical summary prepared for Howe at the end of 

1953 concluded, defence "procurement appears now as a sustaining element in the Canadian 

economy as a wh01e."'~ 

However true of other industries, this was certainly an accurate description of defence 

production in the major shipyards. The scale and scoge of the building programme increased slightly 

with four ships being added after the start of the Korean War. Within the year, plans to widen the 

potential mobilization base and develop redundant sources of supply followed. Cabinet authorized 

the RCN to recmit to a ceiling of 20,450 regulars and a reserve of 12,300. The naval building 

programme doubled, and would double again within 24 months." After the Chinese intervention, 

a major refit for ASW service of older vessels was undertaken. The Tribal class destroyers were 

refïtted for escort and ASW duties, and 18 smaller war built figates were saved frorn the breaker's 

%AC RG 49, vol. 454, file 200-2-7- 1 (v. 1 ), Howe to CMA, 5 June 195 1 .  

'%AC RG 49 vol. 355 file 154-1 - 1 pt.2, "The Canadian Defence Procurement Programme ( 1  950-1 953) 
A Statistical Report," 14 December 1953. 

"DRIist. Naval Board Minutes, Special Meeting, 27 July 1950, and Naval Board min. 333,27 December 
1950. 
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yard, rnodernized and rechristened the Prestonian class. In the 1951152 budget came authorization 

for a further seven desîroyer escorts. These were completed under the original contract formula but 

comprised a modified class of destroyer escort known as the DE 257 Restigouche Class. In 1952 

the Naval Staff proved successful in gaining Cabinet support for maintenance of the carrier aviation 

branch of the RCN by taking a new carrier fiom the United Kingdom. The HMCS Bonaventure 

would not commission until afier its completion at Harland and Wolf Shipyards, Belfast in 1957, but 

its scheduled incorporation into ihe fleet revitalized the navy's balanced fleet concept which financial 

concerns had shelved in 1947. The transitory stimulus of the Korean crises inflated the navy's fleet 

to levels unprecedented in peace-time. To increase the ready fieet the RCN recalled vessels fiom the 

wrecker's yards, made new acquisitions fiom the United Kingdom, and undertook new shipbuilding 

in Canada. New naval shipbuilding held direct consequence for Canada's wider maritime policy. 

To achieve this growth, economies of scale were abandoned, and the naval programme became a 

major development effort. 

The basic objectives for the naval expansion programme were set by the navy. Fundarnentals 

insisted upon were redundancy and self-suficiency of supply. Essentially that meant Canadian 

production of al1 major components, and where that proved impossible, reliance on North Amencan 

s ~ p p l y . ' ~  For the shipbuilding industry this entailed being geared-up to produce possibly 100 

frigates within three years. In developing this potential Angus McGugan of the Maritime 

Commission proved the key interlocutor. McGugan served as the technical advisor to the Canadian 

Commercial Corporation, the contract branch of Trade and Commerce, and chairman of the ad hoc 

Naval Shipbuilding Panel which oversaw the higher management of the naval building programme. 

Although the Korean boom breathed new life into the navy, and brought new responsibilities 

"DMist., RCN Mobilization Logistics Book, and the Defence Supply Panel approval of naval 
requirements, Chiefs of Staff' Meeting Minutes, 478th meeting, 27 Decernber 1950; NAC RG 24 83-841167 
vol. 3788, file 8200- 1 letter Claxton to Howe, 4 April 1 95 1 .  



to the Maritime Commission, it was viewed as only a transitory stimulus to the shipyards. The 

foundations of the naval expansion programme, however, were weaker than most participants 

appreciated. The navy's expansion blue-print produced in 1949, from which the Korean boom goals 

were derived, was not based on any clear calculation of ultimate costs or a solid naval appreciaîion 

of force requirements. Inter-service rivalry served as impetus for much of the blue-print. To keep 

its place in the national defence programme, explained the Chief of Naval Staff, " If we had not 

jurnped into this and filIed up every position we could, our estirnate, instead of being $82 million 

would have been $50 million, and we would never have becorne en~arged."'~ When the navy 

prepared its response for the planning documents comprishg the Accelerated Defence Plan they had 

been asked to respond to hypothetical needs in wartime, ultimate costs were not to be a major 

consideration. Rather, the object was to identie requirements, which would inform peacetime 

development of the forces to be acted upon and prioritized by the Chiefs of Staff and Cabinet 

Defence Cornmittee. There was little expectation of the force goals being achieved through peace 

t h e  defence budgets. 

The Korean War, however, pressured the Cabinet into implementing most of the Accelerated 

Defence Programme. Cabinet felt compelled to act because the United States so greatly increased 

its defence budget. By December 1950 there were real concerns within the Canadian government 

over the war in Korea and possible Soviet actions elsewhere, but it had not been thought that Korea 

was the prelude to a wider war. Near hysteria, however, gripped Washington. Lester Pearson, îhe 

Minister of External Affairs, informed his colleagues that Canada was being severely criticised 

within Washington circles for underestimating the gravity of the situation and its failure to take 

"NAC MG 3 1 E 1 8 (Louis Audette Papers), vol. 4 file 1 3 testimony of witness #9. This testimony was 
brought to my attention by Peter Archambault, see his, "Mutiny and the Imperia1 Tradition: The Canadian 
Naval Mutinies of 1949 and the Experience of Mutiny in the Royal Navy," (MA thesis, University of New 
Brunswick, Fredericton, 1992). 



adequate steps to meet it. Those fears were not likely to be calmed by allies that were seen not to be 

pulling their share of the collective defence burden. Therefore, in pursuit of alliance solidarity the 

Canadian Cabinet authorized implementing the AcceIerated Defence Programme. This programme 

promised to keep Canadian defence expenditures at the same relative proportion of Gross National 

Product committed to defence vis à vis the United States as dernonstrated p ior  to the Korean War.14 

In time, cooler heads prevaiied in Washington, and the excessive costs associated with the Korean 

boom brought reconsideration of defence preparedness measures throughout the NATO alliance. 

Reconsideration in Canada followed. 

By then, however, Canada was committed to major force allocations for NATO. As 1950 

closed NATO ministers meeting in Brussels agreed that the tirne of greatest danger to Europe was 

at hand. Immediate steps were taken to directly defend western Europe by a build-up of forces there. 

The USSR was thought capable of reaching the Pyrenees within three months if it desired. Steps 

were authorized to "close-the-gap" in Europe's defcnces. Forces already approved by Cabinet under 

the Accelerated Defence Programme becarne Canada's commitment under NATO's Medium Term 

Defence Plan. The Canadian forces to be contributed to the security of the North Atlantic Ocean 

region by 1954 were, one light fleet carrier, two cruisers, 42 ocean escorts, 40 c h e r  boni aircrafi, 

and three squadrons of maritime patrol aircraft.I5 Building these forces proved an undertaking 

particularly challenging for the state to manage and the shipbuilding industry to produce. 

'4This discussion is based on a reading of al1 Cabinet minutes and defence related submissions from June 
1950 through early 195 1, see particularly, NAC RG 2 , series 16, vols. 22 and 23, especially Cab. minutes, 
21 December 1950, and Joint Memo Minister of Defence and Minister of Esternal Affairs, Cab.Doc. 3 12- 
50,28 December 1950, and Cab. Conclusion, 28 December 1950, and Cabinet Conclusion, 24 January 
1951. 

''These figures are for D+i80, forces on hand at D-Day diEered only in that 24 ocean escorts and 1 
cruiser were called for. NAC RG 2 series 16, vol. 23, Cabinet Conclusion, 28 December 1950, and 1 
February 195 1, and Minister of Defence Memorandurn, Cab. Doc. 3 1 January. 195 1. See also, D/Hist. 
minutes Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee, 73,20 September 1950, and COSC-5-27- 10-10, 18 September 1950 on 
RCN deficiencies. 



Challenges of the St.Laurent Programme 

The naval programme consisted of both new construction and the modernization of existing vessels 

for the demands of modem anti-submarine warfare in the age of atomic war. Canada had been an 

observer to the American testing programme of atomic weapons in the Pacific and remained informed 

of the new technical challenges possed by atomic weapons.16 The hunting of submarines was also 

more complicated than it had been in World War II. The technology which Germany embodied in 

the Type XXI U-boat rendered many means of submarine detection highly questionable. Its greater 

undenvater endurance, and speed and the ability to recharge its battefies by exposing only a smdl 

"snorkel" air-intake made visual and surface radar siting much less likely." To hunt these true 

submarines greater reliance would have to be made on advanced sonar systems mounted in fast ships. 

Canada's shipyards were asked to produce those ships.18 

W l e  naval work wouId come to dominate demand in Canadian shipyards, the specific 

requirernents of naval production were more exacting than normal commercial work. Designs and 

fabrication techniques were much more demanding. For the shipyards, the naval programme 

represented a major development effort. Equally taxed was the navy's ability to design these vessels, 

and the state's ability to manage the production of them. Problems esperienced in the production of 

these vessels greatly influenced the course of future policy toward the shipyards and the development 

16NAC RG 2, vol. 353 file W-46-w 1946-48, "Future Developments in Weapons and Methods of War," 
[the Clutterbuck report] UK Ministry of Defence, Cabinet Briefing, copy no. 77,8 July 1946, and 
correspondence regarding the Clutterbuck Report, letter A. Cluîterbuck to Rt. Hon. Louis St. Laurent, 
Acting Prime Minister, 8 August 1946. H.N. Lay, Memoirs of a Mariner, (Ottawa, 1982), pp. 178-85. 

"For a discussion of the changed nature of ASW in the last phase of the Second World War, see, Marc 
Milner, The U-boat Hunters, (Toronto, forthcoming), chapters 5 & 6. 

WAC RG 24 vol. 8067, file NSM 1270- 15-7 v. 1 "Oral Presentation to the Chiefs of Staffs Cornmittee, 
Russia's Naval Capabilities," by Capt. H.N. Lay, 7 June 1 946; RG 24 83-8411 67, vol. 46 1, A.H.G. Storrs, 
Director of Naval Plans and Operations, to AKNS, "Types of Ships to meet R.C.N. Requirements," 1 1 
May, 1948. 



of the RCN. 

The indusûy's technical limitations remained substantial. Despite the scope and scale of its 

wartime achievements, the shipbuilding indusûy remained technically backward. Consisting of 

predominantly farnily owned firms, the major shipyards were not widely diversiiied. Plant 

introduced during the war remained largely unmodernized. Wartime expansion had corne primarily 

from the major pre-war shipyards. State cooperation with the existing producers had proven essential 

however. Though a few yards were nationalized the state provided most of the technical and design 

leadership required for both merchant and naval vesse1 construction. While detailed fabrication was 

left to local hands, design, blueprints, and material supply were centralized. The challenges the war 

posed to commercial industry were overcome by the state establishing such centralized rnethods. The 

war had not drastically altered the project management capabilities of individual firms. Yards 

experiencing difficulty scheduling work 0 t h  found management imposed by the Department of 

Munitions and Supply.lg Most of these temporary managers returned to their civil occupations upon 

dernobilization, and the centralized design, ordering and overseeing roles taken on by Mulitions and 

Supply wound-up. Further, by 1949, many designers and draughtsmen trained during the war had 

Iefi the industry." 

SimilarIy, the war had little effect on the comparative advantage of individual shipyards. 

Although war demand increased production for many facilities from five to twenty fold from pre-war 

'9Toronto Shipbuilding and Quebec Shipbuilding Ltd. were two nationalized f ims taken over to impose 
better management. On centralized purchasing and coordination of supplies Trafalgar Shipbuilding Ltd. 
was formed, primarily to manage fiigate construction. Wartime Merchant Shipbuilding, similar centralized 
purchasing. Despite its crucial role, Trafalgar Shipbuilding is not mentioned in the officia1 history. Cf. J.De 
N. Kennedy, Historv of the Department of Munitions and S u ~ d v .  Canada in the Second World War. Two 
volumes. (King's Printer, 1950), with The Industrial Front, (Department of Munitions and Supply, January 
1943). See also, DMst.  F.N. Smith, "Histoy of the British Adrniralty Technical Mission in Canada," circa 
1946. 

*'On the state of the industry see, annual reports of the Canadian Maritime Commission for 1948, 1949, 
and 1 950, (Ottawa: King's Printer). 



levels, the working capital of the effected companies did not enjoy similar growth. Howe vowed the 

war would not make any millionaires. Stringent contract controls imposed by his department limited 

windfall profit taking. Under wartirne profit controls and taxation scnitiny, many cornpanies 

complained of dificulty maintaining their profitabiliîy. It was possible for companies to lose money 

on government work through no fault of their own. In the United States legislation protected 

cornpanies from incurring loses resulting from government agents changing the contract or design 

requirements, or by delays resulting fiom rationing, or changing strategic priorities. Canadian 

manufacturers enjoyed none of these protections. The contract appeals process, controlled by 

Munitions and Supply, rarely offered relief." Measures such as forced renegotiation of contracts 

helped ensure both long-tenn weakness of war industries, and preserved much of the relative 

advantages of the largest pre-war ship~a.rds.~* Ln any event, the war had built no giants and left little 

managerial legacy for the shipyards to cal1 on during the peace. By 1949 only Canadian Vickers in 

Montreal, Burrard Shipbuilding in British Columbia, and Davie Shipbuilding in Lauzon, Quebec, 

were appraised by the Maritime Commission as maintahhg the managerial and design staffs to 

support the requirements of the naval programme.23 The chance to overcome those limitations came 

with the post-war rearmarnent programme. 

In planning the rearmament programme it was apparent that in a crisis Canadian needs codd 

not be met by either British or Arnerican supply. Under the accepted planning scenario dependency 

on supply of key wmponents fiom the United Kingdom was to be avoided. Supply from the United 

States was complicated by restrictions in place that prevented the US govement selling war 

"NAC RG 28, vol. 129, file 3-C-29, discussion here concems the contracts appeals process. 

"NAC RG 28 a. vol. 56, file 1 - 1-1  02, submission of F.H. Brown to Staff Meeting, Directors General, 
Munitions and Supply, 1 9 January 1 944. 

23NAC RG 46 vol. 1 192, file 2401 -0 pt. 3, memo. Angus McGugan to Chahan, J.V. Clyne, 26 April 
1950. 
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materials to a foreign power. Efforts had been undenvay since 1948 to relax those provisions of 

America's neutrality laws, but little headway was made before the end of 195 1. Moreover, the "Buy 

American Act" prevented the US government fiom purchasing ships or major marine components 

from abroad. Even if American laws had allowed it, the Canadian govemment viewed that act as a 

reason for extending some sirnilar protection to Canadian shipyards. Canadian balance of trade 

problems, particularly a shortage of American dollars, the maintenance of employment in Canadian 

shipyards, and problems of gaining military supplies fiom the United States combined to result in 

the decision to design and produce warships domestically. Although forma1 security planning with 

the United States resulted in the 1946 decision to adopt North American rather than British 

equipment and rnanufacturing standards, US law precluded much progress. The US govemment 

could only sel1 to Canada items technically declared surplus by the US Govemrnent and was 

constrained in making large purchases in Canada. Even this loophole was closed when in June 1948 

Congress passed Public Law 462 forbidding the sale of surplus rnilitary equipment to foreign nations. 

These problems were not solved until after the outbreak of war in 1950. Even then the Buy 

American Act remained in force for shipbuilding 24 Given Britain's precarious strategic situation the 

RCN did not want to be left dependent on UK shipbuilding. For these reasons domestic production 

was judged essential. To undertake the programme the govenunent had to sponsor major advances 

in hulI fabrication, machinery, and weapons production technologies. Engines, gearing, auxiliaries, 

radar, sonar, and weapons would alt be designed or produced under license in Canada. 

The first vessels resulting from this effort were the DE 205 St. Laurent Class destroyer 

escorts. Affectionately termed the "Cadillacs" of the navy, îhese vessels were among the first in the 

world designed to counter the Type XXI submarine threat. In almost every quarter, the St. Laurent 

24NAC RG 24 vol. 8067, file NSMS 1270- 1 5-1, Journal Permanent Joint Board of Defence, (PJDB) 1 1 - 
12 September 1947. See also, DMst. Rayrnont Collection 82/196 PJDB Journal, especially, PJBD Jomal  
for 19-20 August 1 948,17-18 March 1949,22-23 June 1949,20-25 August 195 1. 



Class anti-submarine frigates displayed significant innovations in design and construction. Canada's 

small fleet dictated a critical selection of fighting equipment and electrics not found in foreign 

designed vessels. The resulting vessel was distinguished from foreign classes of similar function by 

weapons suite, exceptionally hi& free-board, and clean-round lines. Obscured by those lines were 

other unique aspects of the vessel. Designed for the nuclear-biological environment, the central 

sections of the ship could be sealed-off to f o m  an air-tight citadel. The hull was designed so that 

no rnatter what damage and flooding occurred the vessel could not capsize. The power-plant and 

drive train involved re-tooling pnvate industry and the development of special facilities for 

production and te~ting.~' The St.Laurents were designed to cruise at speeds in excess of twenty-nine 

knots. For power, they relied on a British designed plant and an Admiralty protome drive train. 

This consisted of the most advanced steam turbine plant, the Yarrows (UK) designed Y. 100, and the 

most advanced form of ground, case-hardened double-reduction gearing, designed by the Swiss 

MAAG Company under Admiralty patent. 

Particular attention was paid to the matters of habitability. The "naval incidents" of 1949 

drew particular attention to the issues of crew cornfort and morale. The St.Laurents would set the 

new standard. Rather than build crew and messing accommodation along the farniIiar lines of Royal 

Naval vessels (i.e. hammocks and meals in the men's sleeping area) they were built along American 

lines, with fixed bunks, and centralized rne~sing.*~ 

Naval design requirements held little parallel with the commercial needs or capabilities of 

the industry. No commercial yard maintained staff sufficient to produce the requisite degree of 

design and drawing refuiement demanded by the navy. This problem was compounded by the navy's 

2SD/Hist, file 8200 (Gen), "Shipbuilding in the Canadian Navy" 1948-52. 

26Constructor Captain Roland (Rolly) Baker, the vessels chief designer elaborates on these innovations 
in, R. Baker, "Habitability in the Ships of the RCN," Societv of Naval and Marine Architects Transactions, 
[SNAME] (1 956):64: 3 17-408. 



own technical deficiencies. With most of its central staff organization eliminated by post-war 

demobilization, it was necessary for the RCN to seek assistance fi-om the Royal Navy. 

Responsibility for the design fell to Constructor Captain Rowland Baker, loaned f?om the RN's Royal 

Corps of Naval Constructors until the first Canadian fngate neared ~ompletion.~' Lacking either the 

staffor staff system to prepare detailed draft designs, the Canadian Staff depended heavily on Baker's 

wide expertise. 

Baker's influence went well beyond planning the design. He drew heavily on his knowledge 

of the latest developments in huIl and propulsion being followed by the Admiralty and designed a 

vessel dependent on British design, fabrication and performance objectives. For this reason at least 

one member of the Admiralty would later credit Baker with keeping Canada "British in the 

shipbuilding field."28 The hull and vessel type reflected British naval philosophy. Many of the key 

components designed into the vessel by Baker were of British design or manufacture. The major 

exception was American designed communications and navigational electronics. 

It is erroneous, however, to credit Baker with sole design of these ships. In theory the Naval 

Staff should have presented Baker with a detailed performance, or "Staff," requirement ftom which 

he designed a ship, but the process proved much more fluid. Progressing the vessel fiom conception 

to design and then fabrication demonstrated some continuing problems within naval headquarters. 

The Staff Requirement was generated only well after the vessel's design was well advanced. It was 

written to justify a design pulled together by Baker from a series of disparate expectations outlined 

by the Naval Staff. The staff had pushed for a new naval programme through 1947-48, but when 

27Before being sent to Canada, in 1948, Baker's career as a naval designer was already distinguished. 
During the recent war he had originated the design of the "Landing Cr&, Tank" which played such a 
prominent role in allied amphibious landings. Upon his retum to Britain in 1956, Baker would lead the 
design tearn for the UK nuclear submarine programme, for which he received a Knighthood. See, Brown, A 
Centurv of Naval Construction, pp. 232-233.. 

28Cornments of the former Third Lord, (Controller), Ralph Edwards, cited in Brown, A Centurv of Naval 
Construction, p. 232. 



the governrnent approved the building programme in principle at the end of 1948 the staff had only 

a basic conception of what they wanted. A detailed design had to be produced in some haste. In part, 

this afEorded Baker the opportunity to incorporate so many British features. The Naval Staff beiieved 

it was important that extra attention be paid to the problems of mass production, hence the design was 

to be geared to production practices of Arnerican shipyards, rather than the British fabrication pattern 

followed in Canada's yards. A rough sketch design with dimensions gained Cabinet approval in 

March 1949, but the detailed drawing work and staff requirement remained unsettled. 

The origins of the rough sketch design remain contentious. One key participant, the Director 

of Naval Plans & Operations, Captain J e W  V. Brock claims credit that is not disputed here. While 

he probably overemphasises his role, Brock recalled the haste with which events must have 

progressed, and which ceriainly surrounded later programmes he was associated with. 

As Brock explained, 

1 arranged with the Constmctor in Chief of the Navy [Baker] to tidy up the 
first conceptual plans of the new type of ship we two had been t a b g  
about, and together we prepared a brief outline description, quickly 
produced a few artist's sketches that looked handsome enough, although 
somewhat ahead of their t h e  -- with enclosed bridges and other modem 
irnprovements. . .. 

At long last, we had broken free fiom the old ways and had started 
something new and exiting. In general the Navy was delighted, but there 
was a certain amount of resentment amongst some of my seniors over the 
fact that such an important development had evolved and was being brought 
to fruition in such a hasty and unilateral manr~er.'~ 

The navy's haste entailed tremendous costs, but many of these remained hidden for several years. 

Some of those costs were associated with the new fabrication demands placed on the shipbuilding 

"J.V. Brock, The Dark Broad Seas, (Toronto, 1981), pp. 196-7. Matwin Davis questions Brock's daim 
but 1 am indebted to his account. See, Davis, "The St.Laurent Decision," in W.A.B. Douglas, RCN in 
Transition 1 9 10- 1985, pp. 20 1-02. 
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The introduction of mass production required hybrid solutions. The vesse1 required 

fundamental changes to standard Canadian fabrication techniques. hdeed the proposed vessels called 

for many innovations fiom the industry which ranged fiom new standards of hull-steel to the wide- 

spread introduction of welded aluminum in the superstructure. Canadian shipyards were judged too 

small to adopt American mass production techniques so Baker introduced a compromise technique 

known as "unit construction". The proccss had recently been developed in the United Kingdom to 

advance its shipyards toward mass production. Instead of following the standard production method 
. . 

of building from the keel up, the hulls were produced in prefabricated sections, about 75 in all, 

ranging fiom 5 to 27 tons. Each unit was built separately and then moved to the building ways and 

welded together to form the 366 foot hull. 

Further complicating development of mass production methods were the construction 

practises of most Canadian yards. The continued reliance on artisans and artificers made it virtually 

impossible to constmct ships to a unifonn design. The practices of Canadian yards derived primarily 

fiSom those of the United Kingdom. As was British practice, ships of a class might maintain comrnon 

exterior Iines but these concealed a multitude of unique installations. This was inevitable because 

most shipyards relied on only very general plans. The naval architects furnished only general 

outfitting drawings before construction. These drawings left a gwd  deal of detaif to the individual 

working trades to resolve. When fitting their particular specialties, such as the layout of piping, or 

the nin of electrical cables, ducts, and the like, this could result in wide variations between ships, 

depending on which trade was first on the job. Final layout could often prove less than ideal as 

others had to work around the first items installed. Such variations not only delayed construction 

because many unique solutions had to be developed, but promiseci continuous difficuIties when a 
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class alteration or modification was ad~pted.~' The result of this production philosophy was 

refiected in the different production schedules for comparable vesse1 classes. Once designeci, a smdl 

destroyer was expected to take one year in the United States to complete, but couid be expected to 

require four years in the United Kingd~rn.~' In an effort to avoid these problems during the DE 205 

St-Laurent programme, and to bring Canadian fabrication practices closer to American mass 

production rnethods, the navy insisted on much greater design uniformity. 

The Shipbuilding Association recornmended that the navy develop an in-house design and 

drawing capacity by establishing a central drawing office. Captain Baker and the Chief of Naval 

Technical Services, Rear Admiral J.G. Knowlton, declined this measure for two reasons. First, the 

navy lacked the skilled manpower, and would have difficulty recmiting it. Second, argued Baker, 

a navy owned drawing office would have "power without r e ~ ~ o n s i b i l i t ~ . " ~ ~  AAer reviewing wartime 

experience Captain Baker recommended establishing a Naval Central Drawing Office, staffed by 

Naval and civilian personnel but under a civilian contractor. Canadian Vickers received the sub- 

contract for this work. It was a hybrid solution to the technical deficiencies of both the industry and 

n a ~ y . ~ ~  In a step c o n t r q  to both commercial practice and naval directives on procurement, Vickers 

would participate in the development of the prototype design. In short, the navy provided sketch 

designs and rough specifications. To achieve the finished product, Canadian Vickers, the Central 

Drawing Office, and Naval Technical Services would jointly act as naval architects and engineers. 

By this process the final design, composite building drawings, and complete specifications were 

''On British practice see, Admira1 S.M.Davis R.C.N., R. C.N.C. (ret. ) unpublished mernoir, " Technical 
Decision Making in the R.C.N. 1 953- 1965," in author's possession, pp. 328-9. 

''On the conîrasting construction tirnes see, DMst. Naval Staff Mindes, 4 13th meeting, 20 May 1948, 
and 430th meeting, 26 October 1 948. 

32NAC RG 24 83-841167 vol. 3788 file 8200-6, merno. Baker to Admiral Knowlton, 2 November 1948. 

"NAC RG 24 83-841167 vol. 3788 file 8200-6, memo. W.H. Milne to Knowlton, 2 November, 1948. 
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pr~duced.~" effect this division of labour left responsibility for the full design to the state, but was 

accomplished through a close working relationship with a pnvate commercial concern. 

The solution imposed on draughtsmen, workers, and the shipyards involved the use of 

"composite drawings." These were large, detailed drawings of each cornpartment showing the exact 

location of every pipe, wire, fitting or attachent present within. This proved a highly involved 

process requiring those planning each sub-system, for instance heating, to develop their fitting pattern 

on paper which then passed to the "Composite Section" where drawings and the conflicts among 

different systems would be rectified. Most of this dynamic design process was expected to occur 

during the completion of the lead-ship. In theory, the follow-on vessels would simply be produced 

to proven drawing~.~' As home of the Naval Central Drawing Office, Canadian Vickers was judged 

most suited to produce the prototype lead-ship. As lead-yard, Vickers was expected to follow normal 

commercial practice and order al1 major components and materials. Unlike any commercial 

programme, however, Vickers wouid inform the follow-on yards of detailed specifications, material 

orders, and sub-component suppliers. This division of responsibilities was only partially addressed 

in the contractual relationship. 

Contract Particulars: Allocation and Cost Plus 

The industry did not greet the technical demands of the proposed St.Laurent class with equanimity. 

The industry's scepticisrn was reflected in the negotiations over contracts, whose final terins followed 

lengthy negotiations between the Canadian Maritime Commission, the Canadian Commercial 

'"AC RG 46 vol. 1 188 file 2402.2.9, J.V. Clyne, Chairman Canadian Maritime Commission to W.D. 
Low, 26 May, 1949, and 29 June 1949, and "Preparation of Drawings for Canadian N S  Escort," n.d. but 
circa May 1 949. 

"Davis, manuscript memoir p. 329. 
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Corporation, (the contract administration branch of the Ministry of Trade and Commerce), and the 

Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Association. 

As Minister of Reconstruction C.D. Howe sought to return the shipbuilding industry to 

normal commercial practices as quickly as possible. But when peace-time demand failed to employ 

the previously established yards, Howe charnpioned more positive measures. The Canadian 

Maritime Commission undertook a series of efforts to preserve the shipbuilding industry. As 

recounted in the previous chapter, to preserve a nucleus of skiIl among the nation's four shipbuilding 

regions the Maritime Commission becarne responsible for allocating governrnent shipbuilding and 

ship repair work. 

When fust adopted the policy of allocation was considered only a minor means of protection. 

With the Defence Department anxious to increase the mobilization base, the policy of allocation of 

contracts was widened to include modemkation and repairs and al1 new naval construction. The fust 

three St.Laurent class contracts were distributcd across the country, because the naval programme 

entailed developing and maintaining a regionally dispersed manufacturing capacity. Beyond its 

political expediency, such dispersion fdfilled strategic requirements enunciated by the navy. To 

manage the policy of dispersion, the Maritime Commission kept track of both government and 

private building so that shipyards belonging to the Shipbuilding Association lacking commercial 

orders remained in operation. The disposition of personnel and production capacity maintained by 

the Commission and later by the Department of Defence Production followed the ratio: 25 percent 

Maritimes, 40 percent Quebec, 6 percent Ontario, and 29 percent British Columbia.36 As the Cold 

War unfolded these ratios entailed the dispersal of far more work than originally estimated. Once 

Canada's major rearmament programme was undertaken in 1950-5 1 the principle of allocation 

3 6 N ~ ~  RG 49, vol. 454 file 200-2-7- 1 ,  Howe to Canadian Manufactures Association, 5 June 1 95 1. 



became a central pillar of ship procurement p o l i ~ ~ . ~ '  

The Shipbuilding Association had called for the allocation of government work in 1948. The 

principle had only recently been accepted by the govemment when the Korean War started. Work 

allocation, however, did not prevent the shipbuilders fiom insisting on a contract form that would 

ensure hem a good profit. The Association represented some 80 percent of shipyard capacity, and 

comprised al1 the major shipyards. When told of the St.Laurentls innovative technical requirements, 

the Association identifieci three areas of concern. First, the Association demanded close and 

continuous consultation between the industry and navy over the design, because no single agency in 

Canada possessed the requisite architectural, design, or cirafting facilities. Second, the Association 

noted the absence of appropriate means of manufacturing advanced marine turbines, boilers, and 

gearing. Substantial capital assistance, and state support in securing site licenses or defraying 

development costs were called for. The Association's final concem was to limit the risks being 

assumed by the bu il der^.^* 

The builders feared work commencing without full and detailed specifications. Such 

deficiencies could only result in costly alterations and delay. To rninimize builder's risk they called 

for cost-plus con tract^.^^ The govemment contracting agency, the Canadian Commercial 

Corporation, favoured fixed p ice  contracts, because "our economic system is based on free enterprise 

and the only contract which fits into this system is a fixed p ice  c ~ n t r a c t . " ~ ~  However, between July 

"For a summary of other means of protection afEorded the industry, see NAC RG 19, vol. 4650 file 
39 10-02, Cab. doc 1 186-69,lO December 1 969. The discussion between the Chairman of the Maritime 
Commission J.V. Clyne and Howe cm be followed in, NAC RG 46, vol. 1 192 file 240 1 .O pt. 1. 

38NAC RG 24 83-84467 vol. 3788 f. 8200-6, rnemo. Captain Baker to Chief of Naval Staff, 2 November 
1948. 

39NAC RG 24 83-84/167 vol. 3788 f'. 8200-6, rnemo. Captain Baker to Chief of Naval Staff, 2 November 
1948. 

'%AC RG 65 vol. 15, file I-78(v. l ) ,  letter F.F. Waddell, legal officer io W.D. Low, Manoging Director, 
Canadian Commercial Corporation, 1 8 January 1 950. 



1949 and April 1950 the Association won its argument that the speculative nature of the work on the 

DE 205 Class warranted cost-plus contracts. As the navy represented it to the Canadian Maritime 

Commission and Canadian Commercial C~rporation,~' cost-plus contracts were essential "because 

the vessels are of a type never before built in Canada and no company will risk a fm bid." The 

Maritime Commission ~oncurred.~~ 

Once cost-plus contracts were accepted in principle the debate turned to the margin of profit, 

The Association favoured seven and a half percent profit over cost. The Canadian Commercial 

Corporation insisted on five percent over cost, as had been standard form during the ~ a r . ~ ~  

Government negotiators pointed out that the naval shipbuilding programme was an educationd order, 

designed to advance the industrial technology and improve the commercial viability of the shipyards. 

Governrnent representatives also pointed out that since contracts were being allocated the builders 

were assured of receiving work, al1 their costs, "and in addition a profit."44 The Association 

responded by pointing out the government could not yet provide a firm design. Without knowing 

what the detailed work entailed the industry could neither provide tenders nor be held to fm cost 

projections. Without a settled design the shipyards feared they would have to cany high labour 

overheads if the programme was delayed. To protect the industry from such cost the builders were 

ensured of receiving monthly progress payments but the governrnent insisted on very intrusive 

41The Canadian Commercial Corporation, the contract branch of the Ministry of Trade and Cornmerce 
relied on the Maritime Commission for technical assessments, and other industrial recornrnendations. 

"NAC RG 24 83-84/167 box 3788 file 8200-6 voI.2, Rear Admiral J.G. Knowlton, Chief of Naval 
Technical Services to Deputy Minister of Defence, C.M. Drury, 9 August 1950; the 195 1-52 Shipbuilding 
Programme called for seven destroyer escorts of the DES 257 Class at a programme price of $57,400,000. 
On the origins of this programme see, NAC MG 32 B 5 (Honourable Brooke Claxton Papers) vol. 94, 
Minister of Defmce to T.B. 1 3 February 1 95 1. 

430n wartime contract control see, "Canada's Industriai War Effort," p. 46. 

4 4 ~ ~ C  RG 46, vol. 1 191 file 2402.2.2, minutes of Meetings, Canadian Maritime Commission-Canadian 
Commercial Corporation-Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repau Association, 17 April 1950. 
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auditing as a means of determining costs. Extended the protection of monthly payments, and ensured 

of limited liability for materials and workrnanship, the Association acceded to the five percent limit 

on profits.45 

Shortly aRer the beginning of the Korean War, in order to provide "educational orders," the 

Maritime Commission allocated the orders for four additional Destroyer Escorts, at an estimated 

programme cost of $35,000,000 to yards that would be used in an ernergen~y,~~ Given the asswned 

imminence of a new world war, the goverment desired to widen the industry's capacity, and ensure 

more than one source of supply. This was reflected in the allocation of work. The first three vessels 

were allocated to: Canadian Vickers, Montreal, which received DE 205 St.Laurent; DE 206 

Saguenay, went to Halifax Shipbuilding, a marginal yard with little design or management capacity 

but of straiegic importance; and Burrard Shipbuilding received the contract for DE 207 Skeena. The 

second set of allocated contracts went as follows: Canadian Vickers, DE 229 Ottawa; Halifax 

Shipyards, DE 230 Marearee; Burrard Shipbuilding, DE 23 3 Fraser; and, Marine Industries Limited, 

Sorel Quebec, received DE 234 A~siniboine.~' Consequently, al1 the major shipyards capable of 

oceanic work, except Saint John Shipbuilding, which declined,"' were allocated destroyer escorts. 

Saint John and other yards were al1 soon engaged in either new construcLon or repair and 

modernization work. By the end of 195 1 the shipbuilding and repairing programme was accounting 

45NAC RG 49, vol. 1, letter, Purchashg Agent to W.D. Low, CCC, 20 December 1950. 

46D/Hist. Naval Board Minutes, "Special Meeting," 27 July 1950, and Naval Board Minutes, meeting 
333,27 December 1950. 

470n the political "pull" of Marine Industries Limited, see, Peter C. Newman, The Canadian 
Establishment, Vol. 1, (Toronto, 1979). pp. 228-229. 

48NAC RG 46, vol. 1 188 file 2402.2.9 pt.2, letter Frank Wilson, President, Saint John Shipbuilding Ltd, 
to Angus McGugan, 3 1 March 195 1. Wilson asked for contracts for less complex vessels, like 
minesweepers. 
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for over $75,000,000 in annual e~penditures.~' 

The potential for politics to influence the allocation of work loads cannot be denied. 

However, after the initial seven vessels were assignai the process of allocation became much more 

regulated. In anticipation of discussion raised Iater this point warrants elaboration. The Canadian 

Maritime Commission tracked work loads and order books for the industry and made allocations 

accordingly. This greatly reduced the persona1 intervention of politicians into the process. The 

Maritime Commission's recommendations of work assignments had to be authorized by the Cabinet, 

but the Cabinet proved Ioath to alter the recommendations of the Cornmi~sion.~~ The Maritime 

Commission became a focus for lobbying, but work allocations were largely determined by 

considering the nature of the requirement, available facilities, past pei-formance, need, work-load, 

geography, and related cons ide ration^.^' As espanding and rnaintaining capacity underlay the 

governent shipbuilding programme the industry largely remained politically quiescent. 

To rnonitor those, and manage progress payments, the state had to develop new means of 

auditing the shipyards. The demands of managing the naval programme proved far in escess of the 

capacities maintained within the Canadian goverment. The apparatus of the wartirne Department 

of Munitions and SuppIy had b e n  broken-up shortly d e r  the fighting stopped. A similar agency, 

the Department of Defence Production, fomed in 195 1, eventually developed the means of doing 

so, but that did not happen until 1953 or 1954. Until then project planning was a divided 

responsibility between the Maritime Commission, Commercial Corporation, the Technical Services 

4'%TAC Claxton Papers, vol. 94, NSS 1650-26,3 1 July 1950, Memo CNS H.T. W. Grant to Minister of 
Defence "Accelerated Defence Programme, Tooling Up hdustry for Shipbuilding." 

''This is c~nfumed by the Cabinet minutes from 1952 to 1960, and in an interview with the former 
chairman of the Canadian Maritime Commission, Louis Audette, 17 July 1990. See, NAC RG 46, vol. 
1330, CMC minute books. 

'INAC RG 49 bx. 769 file 300-1 3, reply of J.C. Rutledge, Director, Shipbuilding Rranch, DDP to 
Glassco Royal Commission on Governent Organization, and paper subrnitted, "Deface Purchasing of 
Ships and Components", dtd. 2 1 February, 1 96 1, p. 3. 
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of the RCN, and Canadian Vickers. The higher management of the original naval building 

programme occurred through an ad hoc Naval Shipbuilding Panel, chaired by Angus McGugan of 

the Maritime Commission. In doing so the Canadian Maritime Commission moved to resemble the 

American Maritime Commission, which through its chainnan managed the US merchant shipbuilding 

programme during the war. Unlike the American Commission with a staff reaching several hundred, 

the Canadian effort remained largely McGugan's. Until being superseded, McGugan's ad hoc 

shipbuilding cornmittee guided production through the first three years of the programme in 

consultation with the management of Canadian Vi~kers.'~ The rise of the Department of Defence 

production eventualiy eclipsed the technical-advisory-management role of the Maritime Commission 

in the naval programme. That development, as will be exarnined later, led to tensions over the 

shaping of wider issues of maritime policy. 

Although the agencies of state management were to change, by the time the keel of DE 205 

was laid on 22 November 1950 the state had arrogated two fimdamental roles of management to 

itself control of the programme and the final design remained primarily in govemment hands. The 

ad hoc shipbuilding panel, chaird by McGugan, exercised oversight and drew the various 

contractors and shipyards into closer cooperation. In large measure, these consultations were 

prompted by the contractor's lack of ultimate responsibiliîy. Although Canadian Vickers ran the 

drawing office, the design rested ultimately with the navy, and it took many years to develop the final 

plans and specifications. Many of these were refmed by the navy over the course of the programme 

through its local overseeing stafY Renioved from the contractor's ambit, design, material and 

equipment standards were directly determined by the Technical Services of the RCN and its 

representatives in the shipyards, the Local Naval Overseer. It proved a troubled and protracted 

development effort. Several ycars elapsed before measures of more positive oversight and control 

"NAC RG 46, vol. 11 91, file 2402.2.2, "Special Meeting," 29 August 1950. 
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developed to supersede the ad hoc organization chaired by McGugan of the Maritime Commi~sion.~~ 

Determining Costs Before Recriminations 

With the expansion of the frigate programme, the contractual principles adopted for the initial three 

frigates were adopted for the entire class with little examination of their ultimate costs or 

consequences. The allocation of work and cost-plus contracts for the ASW figates, and other new 

vessels, were two notable contractual arrangements that contributed substantially to the naval 

programme running well over budget. Following the expansion of the naval construction effort, after 

June 1 95 0, the Cost Inspection and Audit division of the Finance Department raised objections. It 

was pointed out that the contractual terrns of the naval programme entailed the government absorbing 

unusually high overheads, whch arnounted to subsidizing the industry at the govemment's expense. 

Despite these objections, none of the principal govement  agencies involved in ordering the vessels 

recornmended any changes4 

McGugan defended the policies. The high costs being absorbed by the govement,  argued 

McGugan, resulted not fiom the contractual terms but from the overhead in civilian yards increasing 

drastically because of a decline in commercial orders caused by eschange problems. Moreover, one 

object of the naval programme was to maintain Canadian production capa~ity.'~ The financial 

530n this dynarnic design process see NAC RG 46, vol. 1 188, file 2402.2.9, "Preparation of Drawings for 
Canadian A/S Escort," and RG 49, vol. 355, file 154- 1 - 1 pt. 1 "Minutes of Meeting", 10 September 195 1, 
and vol. 395, file 156-21 -2, Minutes of Director's Conference, various dates. 

"NAC RG 46, vol. 1 188, file 2402.9 pt. 1, McGugan to W.D. Low, Canadian Commercial Corporation, 
12 July 1950, and minutes Naval Shipbuilding Panel, 6 August 1950. 

"Sec, NAC RG 24 83-84/167, vol. 3788 file 8200-6 vol. 1, Minister of Defence to Govemor in Council, 
14 March 1949; NAC RG 46, vol. 1 188, file 2402.9. pt. 1 Minutes of Naval Shipbuilding Panel, CMC, 6 
July 1950, and McGugan to W.D. Low, Canadian Commercial Corporation, 12 July 1950. 
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consequences of these decisions would not be clear until after 1955 when the first of the ASW 

fngates entered service. 

Undoubtedly, the expansion of the building effort complicated production planning, but it 

did not materially alter the contractual relationships between industry and the state. Despite the 

objections of the auditors, none of the three principal govemment agencies involveci in ordering the 

vessels recomrnended any changes.56 Perhaps, reluctance to challenge the contract formula reflected 

the perceived urgency of the international situation. While objections would appear from many 

quarters later, the Korean crisis caused the expansion of the once modest effort to create and disperse 

the advanced industrial capacity to produce modem warships. To that end, the state supporteci wide- 

ranging innovations in design and construction. 

In April 195 1 the newly formed Department of Defence Production, with the ubiquitous C.D. 

Howe as Minister, superseded the Commercial Corporation as contract agent. At first this entailed 

no change to the basic programme but eventually the technical oversight provided by the Maritime 

Commission was surrendered to the Shipbuilding Branch of Defence Production. The new agency 

slowly gained the technical expertise to monitor and then guide the production programme. 

The fust director of the Shipbuilding Branch of Defence Production busied himself with 

creating a suficiently large technical staff to monitor the burgeoning naval building programme. 

Among the first problerns identified was the navy's practice of sk.p!y giving witten, and sometirnes 

verbal orders, to the lead-yard to begm "development" of auxiliary items, fittings, and components, 

on the promise that a contract would be negotiated later. Defence Production brought this to an end 

by September 195 1. Al1 future contracts for developing items would go to tenders, called by Defence 

56NAC RG 46, vol. 1 188, file 2402.9. pt. 1, Minutes of Naval Shipbuilding Panel, 6 August 1950. 
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Prod~ction.~' ControlIing such contracts required understanding the scheduling of work, but it was 

not until February 1 952 that Defence Production began preparing a component-order and work- 

schedule master chart for coordinating purchasing and production schedule~.~~ 

The lack of such coordination plagued the programme with poor scheduling. From inception 

poor coordination drastically escalated costs. Canadian Vickers Iaunched the basic hull of DE 205 

in November 195 1. Though the hull was largely complete, major components remained unsettled, 

and the design in~omplete.~~ The launchings of the second two vessels were to follow the lead yard 

by six months. The unsettled design and changes in components and manufacturers defeated such 

~cheduling.~' As of 1 May 1953, with many months of work remaining, Canadian Vickers had 

expended some 240,000 man-hours on workirig drawings, and 550,000 man-hours building and 

outfitting the lead vessel. As workers sat idle, the government paid the overhead, salaries and 

maintenance costs. Delays on the lead ship also reduced progress on the others. As the General 

Manager at Vickers pointed out, the hulls would be ready but the navy would receive "three 

prototypes instead of one, "" 

In 1953 the new director of Defence Production's Shipbuilding Branch, A.P. Craig, a Vice 

President at Westinghouse Canada on loan to the govemment as a dollar-a-year mm, took control 

"NAC RG 49, vol. 355, file 154-1 - 1 pt. 1 ,  "Minutes of Meeting" with representative of DDP Canadian 
Vickers, and Davie Shipbuilding, 1 O September 195 1, and "Revised Naval Shipbuilding hstmctional Letter 
No. 1 " [the fomal division of responsibilities between the DDP and RCN] 24 August 195 1 .  

'%AC RG 49, vol. 395, file 156-2 1-3-2, Minutes of Director's Conferences, 29 February 1952,30 April 
1952, and 30 July 1952. 

5%AC RG 49, vol. 1 188, file 2402.2.9 pt.2, "Memorandum Outlining Status of Destroyer Escort Design 
and Constmction and the Rescheduling of P r o g r m e  as of May 1 ,  1953." 

@"DE 206 laid down at Halifax on 4 April 195 1 only Iaunched on 30 July 1953, while DE 207 laid down 
at Burrard's on 1 June 195 1 ,  launched on 19 August, 1952. 

"NAC RG 49, vol. 355, file 154-2-8-1 pt. 1, minutes meeting 25 July 1952. 



of a programme experiencing s e n ~ ~ ~  delays and cost ove min^.^^ In his effort to re-organize the 

programme Craig sought to have 600 men per day, working in two shifts, complete the first ship for 

dock trials by Novernber 1954. However, because of a lack of guidance £Yom the navy, the state of 

the drawings, the absence of master plans, and the late delivery of essential material,63 the work 

regime desired by Craig was not achieved until December 1953. Despite Craig's efforts to recast the 

schedule, results over the course of the year left incomplete some 40 percent of the superstructure, 

more than 50 percent of the outfitting, and 75 percent of the electrical ~ o r k . ~ ~  

Production, noted Craig, began with incomplete basic design information on many of the 

intricate systems of machinery, armament, fire-control systems, and communications. Al1 estimates 

on preparing the working and machinery drawings and out-fitting the ship had proven "much too 

low." The effort to have Vickers indirectly manage the procurement of materials by the follow-on 

yards also proved ill-foimded. Large manufacturers demanded that the governent order items in 

bulk and under one payrnent authority. Hence, even îhough Defence Production had neither the 

authority to expedite drawings, apply technical direction, or take part in inspections, it became 

directIy involved in the procurement of items by establishing a pool ordering system and a revolving 

fund for the payrnent of sub-contractors. In order to remove bottlenecks, Defence Production 

pursued a policy of "pressing and driving and occasionally blasting," regardess of the increased 

work-load it a s su~ned .~~  That such measures were necessary demonstrated that the technical lessons 

learned during the Second World War had to be relearned. The industq could not be relied upon 

to maintain its technical expertise at a level required for advanced warship production and giving ad 

620n Craig and his immediate successor see, "R.M. Robertson Named to Direct $450,000,000 
Programme for Navy", Ottawa Citizen, 28 July 1 954. 

63Rutledge, "Memorandum Outlining Status, . .." 

64NAC RG 49, vol. 369, file 154-90- 1 - 1 pt.2, Progress Reports, DE 205,3 1 May 1 954. 

65NAC RG 49, vol. 369 file 154-90-1 - 1 pt. 1 ,  letter A.M. Kerr to Wm. Cunningham, 2 June 1952. 



hoc responsibility to agencies such as the Maritime Commission or Canadian Commercial 

Corporation could not make good that weakness. 

Lack of advanced design facilities and technical staff was felt most acutely at the central 

drawing office. The Naval Central Drawing Office (NCDO) was especially overworked. Drawings 

could not be completed until technical details were available and the navy's requirements and 

specifications finalized. As the design authority, Naval Technical Services was taking some "eight 

to ten . .. months" to respond to technical questions for which the NCDO required immedrate answers. 

A number of delays resulted from the Naval Technical Service changing or refining specifications 

and characteristics of materials and components by incorporating ideas revealed through technical 

infonnation supplied in manufacturer's tenders. This unethical design refmement process caused 

many delays. To criticism fiom the industry and NCDO, the Naval authorities retorted that the 

"builders should realize that their technical services and skilled persona1 [sic] were being used to 

develo~ an original design."66 But that was not the only process of design refinement. 

Most of the major weapons, communications, electrïc and propdsion systems chosen for the 

St.Laurent class were in the later stages of design development. Achieving production runs for the 

selected sonar, guns, turbines, and gearing imposed far greater hurdles than anticipated. A nuniber 

of major components originally chosen had to be rejected at later stages of production because they 

would not be available. Several key sonar, and weapons systems, such as the British designed 3"70 

High/Angle/Low/Angle gun were first slated to be fit and then cancelled. An American designed 

3"50 was fitted in its place, but the 3"70 was to be retrofitted when available. The main engine and 

drive train also imposed problems of production. They were adopted in the prototype stage, 

refinement of their design brought several wstly alterations to the internai structure of the ships and 

66NAC RG 46, vol. 1 19 1, file 2402-2- 1 pt. 1, comment by the Principal Naval Overseer, Montreal, at 
meeting of 16 March 195 1. 
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delayed production of the components thernsel~es.~~ 

The resulting delays and duplication of effort greatly affected the Central Drawing Office. 

With so many systems undergohg design refinement the drawing office fell well behind in keeping 

the drawings up to date. Best to avoid criticism, argued the local Naval Overseer, because many of 

the employees were "rapidly approaching nervous breakdowns. . .."68 Efforts by Canadian Vickers 

to secure more skilled men for the Drawing Off~ce fiom other shipyards yielded only minor returns. 

Although - - the govemment aided off-shore recruitrnent, skilled designers and draughtsmen remained 

scarce. The Chief of Naval Technical Services appealed to the other major civilian yards to help man 

the NCDO because it was "a department of Govermnent" and not "a Vickers organization." As an 

appeal it reveaIed how the naval service viewed the design and construction process, but it met 

Iimited response -- the personnel simply were not a~ailable.~' 

Whatever the management problems the initial surge in govenunent contracts proved a 

treniendous boon to the Shipbuilding Association. By 1953 some 80 percent of work in the shipyards 

was due to Governent account, only nine percent of which was independent of military orders7' 

While obviously stabilizing the indusûy, govemment work possibly restricted gains in comparative 

advantage between f m s  by virtually monopolizing the yards. Defence requirements received 

priority. Numerous commercial contracts were declined because shipyards could not obtain priority 

6 7 ~ ~ ~  RG 24, vol. 1 1762, file 1270-365, Overseer's records, passim; RG 49, vol. 355, file 154- 1 - 1 pt.2 
project files, "Surnrnary of Meeting held at NSHQ," 22 March 1954. 

%AC RG 24, vol. 1 1762, file 1270-365, Principal Naval Overseer, Montreal, to AICNTS (Ships), 2 1 
Juiy 1953. 

6%IAC RG 24, vol. 1 1762, file 1270-365, minutes- 25 February 1953. Halifax Shipyards, building one 
of the original three vessels, had only one electrical draughtsmen and possessed no marine engineering 
draughtsmen; see, NAC RG 24, vol. 1 1762, file 1270-365, Ietter, D. Scouler, General Superintendent to 
T.W.D. Abell, purchosing agent DDP, 5 June 1952. 

70CSSRA-Minutes, 13 June 1953. 



ratings for steel or other sub-contracted items." Even the commercial production of warships was 

thwarted by defence production. Efforts by commercial yards to reduce the overheads being 

maintaineci by the govenunent by selling warships to foreign powers proved ill-founded or abortive. 

InitiaIly there had been some anticipation of fulfilling orders for the United States Navy, but given 

the staunch domestic shipbuilding lobby in that country this came to nought.?' The basic hull of the 

2051257 could have been sold to foreign powers, but the Defence Department vetoed the sale of the 

associated drive and propulsion eq~iprnent.'~ With the government monopolizing demand, no ship 

was completed for foreign order in Canada between November 1953 and March 1957. Whife the 

Association gained benefits fiom govemment demand, the degree to which this prevented 

individual firms from seeking a more efficient allocation of resources, or prevented a M e r  

rationalization, eventually came to concern those responsible for framing maritime policy. Those 

reforms are addressed in the remaining chapters of this work. 

Naval rearmament severely tested the capacities of the navy, governrnent and industry. As 

well, reamament reversed several trends in the development of naval and maritime policy established 

in the initial post-war period. In contrast to the thnist of naval policy initiated by Claston and 

indicated in the Mainguy Report, the rearmament programme drew the navy inore deeply into 

technical reliance on the Royal Navy. Financial and technical considerations, rather than a sense of 

shared heritage informed that shift. Rearmament also drew the navy into a relationship with 

Canadian industry which proved more espensive than originally forecast. Rearmament drew the 

Canadian Maritime Commission into an advisoxy role it was not designed to deal with. The problems 

"NAC RG 49, vol. 48, file 122-4-3 v. 1 ,  K. S. Harris, Steel Controller to D. Scauie, Halifax Shipyards, 
17 August 195 1 ,  and F. Pain to Les Chantiers Maritimes de Charlevoix Ltee, 22 fevrier 195 1 .  

"NAC RG 24 83-8411 67, vol. 7389, file 8200- 16, Admira1 H.T. W. Grant to Minister, NSC 8200- 16 
(TS) 21 December 1950; andD/Hist., Monthly Report, February 195 1 ,  HMCS NIAGARA, NS 8000. 

'"AC RG 24 83-8411 67, vol. 3789, file 8200-1 6, letter, J.R. Chisholm to General Manager Canadian 
Vickers, 1 1 January 1955. 
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of the Maritime Commission reflected the inadequacies of the govement's interna1 management 

regime for industry and technology before the Korean Boom. The evolution of the Department of 

Defence Production, simiIarly reflected those inadequacies. Defence Production wouid continue 

moving to supersede the Maritime Commission as chief technical advisor on shipbuilding. 

Reannarnent brought for the shipyards relief from the commercial plight they faced with the crises 

of devaluation. But naval work enticed the leading yards into a contractual relationship many were 

unpleased with, and which prevented the shipyards from capitalizing on their respective natural 
. - 

cornpetitive advantages. Al1 proved powerfüi reasons to seek changes. If and when naval building 

was curtailed, reconversion would again become an issue. New strategic assumptions and a 

reemphasis on economy interacted to bring change to the state's protection of the leading shipyards. 

Those changes and their relationship to reforms of the other elements of Canada's maritime policy 

require attention. 



CHAPTER NINE 

The Disintegrating Maritime Policy 

Naval work continued to dorninate demand in the major shipyards for most of the decade. Over the 

ten-year period 1950 to 1959 govenunent work, primady naval, represented 67 percent of demand 

in the sisteen major shipyards. Much of this demand consisted of allocated repair, modemization 

or refit work. As well, the considerable delays experienced by the St. Laurent, and follow-on vessels 

accounted for a hi& proportion.' Although naval work remained the dominant source of shipyard 

demand through the decade, the boom in naval work was perceived as an aberation. Initially 

completion of most of these ships was to occur about 1956. The return to normality would see the 

shipyards having to face up to the plight presented them in 1949, before mobilization moved into full 

swing. Anticipating naval work tapering off, the Canadian Maritime Commission, in conjunction 

with related agencies, prepared a series of recommendations to maintain the industry. 

The spate of naval building commencing in 1949 was never meant as a substitute for a more 

cornprehensive maritime policy. The decision to reflag a large portion of the merchant marine 

followed by the rapid expansion in naval building made such a policy appear less urgent, but the 

Maritime Commission was in existence to recomrnend forms of coordinating the interests of shipping 

and shipbuilding. In 1952 the Maritime Commission advanceci rewrnmendations for a long-term 

'NAC RG 46, vol. 1 186, file 2402.0, Memo. L.C. Crosthwait to Chairman, CMC, 13 Febmary 1961 
demonsirateci that he exact proportions of shipbuilding demand over 195 1 - 1 959 were, naval work 55 
percent; other federal govermnent work 12 percent; and commercial/provinciai work 33 percent. In dollar 
value this accounted to naval $384,100,000, governrnent $25,100,000, and commercial $25,300,000. 
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maritime policy premised on the windùig down of the naval building programme and the coiithuing 

problems of the merchant fleet. Schemes produced by the Maritime Commission for the promotion 

of commercial work remained tied to efforts to support a Canadian merchant marine. 

The Liberal administration of Louis St.Laurent, while willing to consider a number of 

recommendations, proved loath to accept schemes of support prepared by the Maritime Commission 

that tied shipbuilding policy to a policy of supporthg the merchant marine. At the close of 1953, in 

response to the proposais put fonvard in 1952, the Cabinet settled on a policy of dealing with the 

issues of shipping and shipbuilding separately. This disintegration of Canada's maritime policy 

marked a step away fiom the Mahanist or American model, but it was not the final dénouement. It 

proved oniy a lasting challenge to the Maritime Commission's further proposals of assistance for both 

industries. 

The Commission could propose and Cabinet might dispose, but many other interested parties 

had a Say before these matters reached Cabinet. Throughout the decade, the Maritime Commission 

was not the sole party within the govenunent interested in long term maritime policy. The 

Department of Trade and Commerce and Deparûnent of Finance proved enduring opponents to the 

recommendations of greater state support for these industries. This chapter addresses the fate of the 

Commission's 1952 proposals over which the opposition of the Department of Finance and Trade and 

Commerce brought the 1953 decision to separate shipping and shipbuilding policy. This separation 

of interests and the Cabinet's response to the other elements of the Maritime Commission's proposals 

established a fiamework for al1 fùrther maritime policy initiatives through the remaining years of 

%.Laurent's govenunent. 

The Commission called for a long term policy of operational and constructional subsidies -- 

subsidies premised, in part, on maintaining a viable deep-sea merchant marine. This proved simply 

the first of repeated efforts by the Commissioii throughout the 1950s to fiame a policy linking the 
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encouragement of shipbuilding to the presemation of the merchant marine. This proposal, like al1 

those that followed, faced criticism fiom the Departments of Finance and Trade and Commerce 

because of a fundamental division of interests behveen shipowners, who desired profitable 

operations, and those who employed ships to have their goods camied to market at the lowest possible 

price. The strategic value of a merchant fleet, however, could not be discounteci on such economic 

grounds. At the close of 1952 there remained no fomalized NATO shipping pool agreement. Ln 

time of emergency Canada's shipping interests could not be guaranteed.' PrimariIy for that reason, 

the Commission's proposals remained matters of contention within the Liberal Cabinet until late 

1953, when Cabinet again rejected a subsidy programme and authorized the M e r  transfer of vessels 

to United Kingdom registry. In rnaliing that decision the Liberal Cabinet rejected the Maritime 

Commission's efforts to frame an overarcliing maritime policy, one linking shipping with 

shipbuilding. The decision left other issues unsettled. A Canadian owned merchant fleet would 

continue, though pnmarily under British flag. These Canadian ships required some continuing 

attention, as would the need to fiame a policy for the shipyards when naval worlc declined. 

The New Cal1 for a Coordinated Maritime Policy 

Appointed to the high court of British Columbia, Clyne lcft the Commission in 1950. The Deputy 

Minister of Transport J.C. Lessard retained the role of deputy minister and served as C h a h a n  of 

the Maritime Commission until 1954. Under Lessard, in November 1952, Cabinet began 

consideration of the first cornprehensive scheme of protection, Four central topics, shipbuilding 

policy, shipping subsidies, strategic sea-lifl capacity, and closure of the coastal trade to foreign 

%AC RG 49, vol. 1246 file 2627.0 pl. 3, "A Report on the Operation of the One Year Subsidy For 
Canadian Flag Ocean Steamships, 1950-1 95 1, with Cofidential Appendix, copy 2," 1 November 1952. 



vessels, were issues r a i d  for continuing examination by the Maritime Commission's proposais. 

Al1 received attention as a result of the Commission's recommendations, but by the end of 1953 the 

only certain course of action seîtled upon concerned protection of the ocean merchant marine. Rather 

than continue with a subsidy plan, Cabinet supported allowing the transfer of the remaining vessels 

on Canadian registq to the flag of the United Kingdom. The result would see nearly 100 Canadian 

owned ships flying the Union Jack but subject to the "flag covenant" agreement. 

The transfer-of-flag agreement reached with the United Kingdom in 1949 did not result in 

a complete collapse of the Canadian flagged ocean fleet. The one-year subsidy announced in 

December 1949 had proven rather superfluous because following the outbreak of the Korean War 

international shipping rates soared. For instance, Canadian shipments to the UK of grain, per 

standard measure of 120 pounds, rose from $1.1 1 in the second quarter of 1950 to $3.15 in the first 

quarter of 195 1. T'hi*-nine of the former Park ships had received the special govenunent subsidy 

through 1950. When cargo rates climbed some three-fold, a number of owners decided not to 

proceed with the transfer of registry but were not offered the sub~idy.~  By the end of 1952, however, 

the freight boom was turning to bust. Canada possessed a still significant ocean merchant marine of 

55 dry cargo ~ h i p s . ~  With the decline in shipping rates experienced through 1952 the owners of these 

vessels turned to the Commission for help. 

The shipowners acted through the Canadian Sliipowners' Association (CSA). Oficially 

fonnalized in March 1953', the CSA met repeatedly with senior Cabinet members and eventually the 

3The United Kingdom Chamber of Shipping freight index set at 1948=100, reached 180.6 by March 
1950. See, "A Report on the operation of the one year subsidy." 

4NAC MG 32 B 16 Rt.Hon. Lionel Chevrier Papers (hereafter Chevrier Papers) vol. 24, file Merchant 
Shipping 1953, memo., n.d. "Observations by Maritime Commission." 

5This based on records held by the new Canadian Shipowners' Association (fomed 1979) which retains 
the files of the original organization, but represents Great Lrikes interests, rather than ocean shipping. See, 
CSA file 50-1, "History and Role." 
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Prime Minister to discuss a Iong-term policy of protection proposed by the Maritime Commission 

in November 1952. The government's deliberations regarding that proposal, which lasted throughout 

the year, proved instrumental in setting the course for Canada's ftture maritime poky. 

Lionel Chevrier, while Minister of Transport, ( 1947- l954), supporteci the Maritime 

Commission's effort to have Cabinet adopt a comprehensive programme. Anticipating the request 

of further assistance the Commission's recommendations were not reserved to simply remedying the 

merchant marine's troubles. As the Minister recommended to the Cabinet, the Commission's proposa1 

was two-fold. First, it was recognized that for the merchant marine to be economically viable 

modem tonnage would have to be obtained. Therefore, with an eye to encouraging the replacement 

of obsolete tonnage the Commission recommended both the closure of the coastal trade to foreign 

registered vessels, and, second, a long term policy of operational and constructional subsidies. In 

corn bination these steps were judged essential for bolstenng domestic shipbuilding demand and 

preserving and modernizing the merchant fleet. Modernization woiild be encouraged by giving 

certain tax exemptions and other benefits to ship-owners who sold their war-built tonnage and 

employed the receipts for building new ships in Canada. This last rneasure, using the proceeds fkom 

the sale of old vessels to buiId new ones was already being insisted upon by the Commission for 

ships entangled by the flag-covenant. 

To prevcnt profiteering during the fieight boom of the Korean War, the Commission secured 

a Cabinet niling that the proceeds from the sale of any 'flag-covenanted' ship had to be placed into 

the special escrow fhd, controlIed by the Commission for the Ship Replacement Plan, but those 

monies could only be used for the construction of new tonnage in Canada. The Commission's policy 

apparently succeeded in preventing profiteering, but did not generate sufficient capital to really 

support new construction in Canadian yards. Only one vesse1 was sold under these provisions. Many 

shipowners were highly critical of this policy. The): were denied fair profits and placed in the 



position of having to see their money go to subsidize construction in Canadian shipyards. The 

shipowners argued if they were to be tied to the flag covenant they had a claim to governent 

as~istance.~ Nevertheless, this policy established the basic principle, connecting new building with 

modernizing the merchant fleet, that fomed the foundation of the Commission's new 

recommendations.' 

Given the wider trade and industrial policy implications, let alone the intriguing question of 

a state agency managing special funds that remained the propew of private commercial operations, 

Cabinet referred the proposais to a special joint conunittee, the interdepartmental Coinmittee on 

External Trade Policy and Merchant Shipping.' This special joint cornmittee consisteci of 

representatives of the Depariments of Finance, Trade and Commerce, Agriculture, Transport, 

National Defence, External Affàirs, and the Privy Council and Maritime Commission. The dominant 

interests voiced, however, were those of Finance and Trade and Commerce. While the Maritime 

Commission and Deparûnent of Transport recommended protection, the Depariments of Finance 

and Trade and Commerce raised major objections. 

The early deliberations of the joint Committee put to rest, for the moment, the Maritime 

Commission's efforts to promote commercial work in Canada's shipyards by encouraging the 

modernkation of the merchant marine. Within the Department of Finance, the 34 year old Simon 

Reisman addressed the Commission's recommendations. A graduate of McGill and the London 

School of Economics, Reisman was a rising star within the Department which he joined in 1946. He 

had been one of the Department's representatives during the original GATT negotiations and by 1956 

%AC RG 2, vol. Cabinet Conclusion, 19 May 1953, Chevrier citing telegram fiom CSA to Minister of 
Transport, 14 May 1953. 

'~udette Private Papers, letter CMC to Lionel Chevrier, 18 July 1952. 

'Cf. NAC RG 2, vol. 2653, Cabinet Conclusions, 13 May 1953; NAC RG 19 vol. 4432 file 9460-00, 
ICETP tiles, and MG 32 B 16 (Chevrier Papers), file Merchant Shipping Policy. 
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had become the Director of the International Economic Relations Division where he concentrated 

on Canada-United States irade issues, before becoming the Associate Deputy Minister of Finance in 

196 1. His response to the Maritime Commission's recommendation was devastating. Reisman 

informed the Deputy Minister there was no essential linkage between shipping and shipbuilding -- 
thus stnking a blow to a central assuniption of a Mahanist maritime policy. Reisman argued that 

efforts to restrict registxy, or access to Canadian waters as a rneans of promoting domestic 

shipbuilding, or to link ship-operating with ship building could only keep both industries inefficient 

and unecon~rnical.~ 

Beyond such theoretka1 concerns, Reisman tumed the Maritime Commission's own work 

against its present proposais. He pointed out that the shipbuilding industry currently employed nearly 

19,000 men. This was a strength well above the 7,000 minimum put foward by Angus McGugan 

of the Maritime Commission and accepted by the Cabinet, in 1949, as the essential strategic nucleus 

of skilied shipyard labour.10 This would not prove the last time that figure or other policy 

recommendations of the Maritime Commission would corne to be used against its M e r  policy 

recommendations, The Interdepartmental Cornmittee on Extemal Trade Policy confïrmed Reisman's 

objections. Cabinet receiveci the recommendation that the problems of shipping and shipbuilding be 

addressed separaiely because the shipyards were operating "at nearly three times the capacity" 

accepted as a strategic necessity." Long terrn policy for the shipyards could wait. 

The merchant fleet's problems were irnmediate. Here again Reisrnan's proposais proved 

instrumental. He accepted the argument for modemizing the merchant fleet through aiding the 

construction of modern ships. He rejected the Commission's recommendation to force owners to 

%AC RG 19, vol. 4432, file 9460-00, Reisman to Deputy Minister of Finance, W.C. Clark, 9 December 
1952. 

'%AC RG 19, vol. 4432, file 9460-00, Reisman to Clark, 9 Decernber 1952. 

"NAC RG 19, vol. 4432, file 946040, ICETP Doc. 145 20 May 1953. 



build in Canadian shipyards. Reisman proposai that financial aid given to shipowners to modernize 

their vessels not require them to have the work done in Canadian shipyards. FolIowing Reisman's 

recommendations, the Interdepartmental Committee on Extemal Trade Policy and Merchant Shipping 

recommended amending the Maritime Commission's Ship Replacement Plan. Shipowners' would 

be allowed to employ monies subject to the Commission's special escrow account, (Le. al1 money 

earned by the sale of flag-covenanted vessels) to purchase new dry-cargo tonnage. In May 1953 

Cabinet accepted the argument to lifi restrictions on the use of the escrow fùnds so that the ship 

operators couId employ these fimds to have new ships built anywhere. However, Cabinet insisteci 

that ships built with those fùnds remain on Canadian regisîry. This stipulation was part of an effort 

to allay public controversy. Fears of stining a public outcry eventually delayed announcement of 

this and related changes: it was, after al], an election year. While Cabinet accepted the economic 

logic of the argument it deferred making a public amouncement of the changss regarding the escrow 

fund until a new nava1 shipbuilding programme could also be announced. It was thought that the 

announcement of new naval work would sofien complaints that the escrow fund was now being used 

to encourage work in foreign shipyards. However, no new naval building programme was ready to 

announce. Consequently, the shipowners who had been seeking assistance since late 1952 continued 

waiting for an answer to their request for subsidies or lifting of the fiag covenant on war-built 

vessels. '' 

Demanding either subsidies or release from the flag covenant, the ship operators represented 

by the Canadian Shipowners' Association beseeched the government for relief. The CSA had sought 

an audience with the Frime Minister since early 1953, but the audience cane only after the Liberals 

"NAC Chewier Papers, vol. 24, file Merchant Ship Policy, Cabinet memo to CMC on refemng question 
to ICETP and Merchant Shipping Policy Cornmittee, 26 May 1953; recorded of Cabinet decision 12 June 
1953; Audette Private Papers, merno. from Chevrier to J.C. Lessard, Chairman Maritime Commission, 17 
November 1953 and surnrnary Cabinet discussion, 10 November 1953; on acceptance of the argument re: 
escrow fun& see, NAC RG 2, vol. 2653, Cabinet Conclusion, 13 May 1953, 26 May 1953. 



secured a renewed majority mandate with 171 seats, in what Professor Donald Creighton dubbed the 

"listless holiday"13 election of 10 August 1953. In October the CSA met with most of the Cabinet 

in an extraordinary meeting at the Prime Minister's Office. Melvin G. Angus, President of the CSA, 

laid out their primary concern: war-built vessels entangled in the flag covenant should either be 

released from those restrictions, or given subsidy. Both the Prime Minister and C. D. Howe appeared 

well informed of the conditions placed on the shoulders of Canadian shipowners. St.Laurent 

commented that if the vessels in question were ever to be cornpetitive they would have to be replaced 

with "faster and more modem vessels." C.D. Howe, as the minutes record, questioned "that îhere was 

any real stranglehold by the govemment. He said that the only restriction was that these vessels 

rernain under the Canadian flag. They had paid for thuiase!ves and no one was stopping their owners 

from replacing them by selling them or putting them into escrow." That attitude is precisely what 

concerned tlie President of the CSA. The "flag covenant" could well cause the demise of a nurnber 

of shipping cornpanies. Unless there were changes to present government policy and regulations, 

Angus maintained, " b a h p t c y  will result." Little was decided in the meeting, but the Prime 

Minister made assurances that the government would act in the "national interest," and if the 

government decided to retain a Canadian merchant fleet "it would have to be s~bsidized."'~ 

The CSA remained uninformed of the Cabinet's decision regarding the escrow monies while 

a joint committee considered the question of shipping subsidies. Outside of the Maritime 

Commission subsidies found little support. As general policy they ran counter to Canada's 

international position on such protectionist measures. As specific policy, subsidies to the merchant 

fleet threatened to entai1 Iiigher costs to Canadian exporters. This concem stnick at perhaps the 

I3DonaId Creighton, The Forked Road: Canada 1939- 1957, floronto, 1 W6), p. 23 5. 

I4NAC Marler papers, vol. 86, file 94-8, "Minutes of the Meeting of Members of the Cabinet with 
Representatives of the Canadian Shipowners Association on Thursday, Octobet 15, 1953, in the Prime 
Minister's Office, East Block." 
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central assumption of the Mahanist maritime policy. Mahan developed his ideal fkom observing a 

relabonship existing between commercial shipowners and the camiage trade fiom the seventeenth 

through most of the nineteenth centuries. In those centuries the interests of shipowners and those 

desiring to have commadities exported were often identical because the entrepreneur shipowners of 

the day owned the commodities they carried. From at least the middle of the late nineteenth century 

that relationship began changing." The introduction of scheduled liners, and the rise of tramp 

shipping services only a decade or so before the First World War, made common the division of 

interests between the carrier and those wishing to have their goods carried. True, many nations 

continued to link the fate of the two, but Canadian policy was subject to neither the weight of history 

nor inertia. On the joint Cornmittee the majority held that subsidies for the ocean merchant marine 

could not be justified ffionomically. 

The Committee's recommendations to Cabinet explained that subsidies were contrary to the 

general thmst of Canada's wider trade policy, and, in particular, Canada's objections to the "buy 

American" policy of the United States. Trade and Commerce would not support a policy which 

might raise the costs to Canadian exporters. Moreover, the representative of Finance, Trade and 

Commerce and Extemal maintained it was in Canada's interest to help the United Kingdom, and other 

countries, that could operate shipping and shipbuilding "on an economic basis to earn Canadian 

 dollar^."'^ The Maritime Commission argued that there were economic reasons to maintain the 

merchant fleet, and demonstrated the benefits to Canada's baIance of trade. To maintain a favourable 

trade balance with the United States, Canada continued to reIy on trade to the sterling bloc, which 

lsSager and Panting, Maritime Ca~ital. 

'6NAC RG 2, vol. 2652 Cabinet Conclusions, 13 May 1953, and Cab. doc. 1 17-53, Report fiom the 
Undenecretary of State for External Affairs, "A report f?om the interdepartmental Cornmittee on External 
Trade Policy and Merchant Shipping Policy," 1 May 1953. 



over the period 1953 to 1958 accounted for approximately 65 percent of world trade by value.'' At 

approximately 35 to 50 million dollars, however, merchant shipping's contribution to Canada's 

"invisibles" remained small in relationship to the role of commodity export earnings. The value of 

such invisibles paled in cornparison to the effect high cost subsidies niight have on commodity 

producers -- at least that was the view of the Department of Trade and Commerce. Moreover, for 

most of the years 1945 to 1952 Canada enjoyed a balance of trade surplus, thus diminishing the 

importance of whatever extra eamings a Canadian merchant fleet might yield. At the time this 

question went for Cabinet consideration Canada's balance of trade remained fav~urable.'~ 

Although the economic argument won little support f?om Trade and Commerce or Finance, 

both had little ready reply to the Commission's argument that there remained a strategic need to 

maintain Canadian sea lift. The NATO shipping pool arrangements remained unsettled. The Minister 

of Trade and Commerce, C.D. Howe, was willing to accept subsidies, but only to maintain a fleet 

sufficient to meet emergency requirements. The Minister of Finance, Douglas Abbott, would support 

the effort only if there was a sound strategic reason to subsidize a Canadian flag fleet. Base. on 1951 

estimates, on an annual basis Canadian defence and industrial requirements ran to an excess of 134 

10,000 dwt cargo vessels, of similar design to the ex-Park ships, operating in continuous senice. 

The Maritime Commission did not propose to keep such numbers under the Canadian flag, but the 

Commission estimated Canada required approximately 50 10,000 tomers to meet essential 

requirements through the first six months of war. The first six months of war, argued the Maritime 

"on size of the sterling trade see, submission of CSA to the Royal Commission on Canada's Coasting 
Trade, Minutes of Proceedings, 12 July 1955, p. 297. On Canada's attachment to the world multilateral 
trade system see, Bruce Muirhead, "Canada, the United States, and the GATT Review Session, 1954-55: A 
Clash of Perceptions," Canadian Historical Review, (1992) 4:484-506. Robert Bothwell and John 
English, "Canadian Trade Policy in the Age of Arnerican Dominance and British Decline, 1943- 1957," 
Canadian Review of American Studies, (1 977):8:57-65. 

''In 1952 Canada had a $200 million dollar surplus, though 195 1 had brought a large negative because 
of defence purchases Erom the United States. See, F.H. Leacy, ed. Historical Statistics of Canada, 2nd. ed. 
(Ottawa, 1983), tables G57-115. 



Commission, would see considerable confusion in the control of allied shipping. The Commission 

assumed, however, that a workable pooling arrangement would be reached during the initial pend 

of hostilities. 

Achieving a successful pooling agreement in peacetime continued to be problematic. The 

NATO shipping pool discussions, conducted through the Planning Board for Ocean Shipping, 

(PBOS), remained ody at a rudimentary stage. Although most of the details of these NATO 

discussions remain classified, it is apparent the United States was asking other nations to pool their 

shipping resources, while it sought to control a large portion of its shipping for its own needs.19 The 

problern which had plagued allied pooling in the Second World War, and largely prompted 

construction for Canadian requirements, remained unresolved: the principal building nations sought 

to control tonnage for their own indusirial or militasr need~.~ '  Despite the mcuities of achieving 

a successfiil pooling agreement, both the Departments of Trade and Commerce and of Finance, found 

the Maritime Commission's subsidized f l e t  recommendations excessive, but could not say what was 

necessary or how Canadian needs would be met in an emergency." 

The special cornmittee esamining this question remained divided. The Maritime 

Commission refmed their estimate of hulls required, but neither the Department of Finance, nor 

Trade and Commerce representatives, accepteci those estinlates. It has not been possible to determine 

the exact nature of their opposition, though it is clear in later discussions that both their respective 

Ministers opposed the vexy principle of subsidizing the merchant fleet. In any event, the Canadian 

"A summaxy of Canada's arrangements under PBOS can be developed from the reports on NATO 
annual PBOS meetings prepared by the Maritime Commission, which provided the Canadian chief 
delegate, in the George Marler Papas, volumes, 85 and 86. 

'Qerhren's demonstrates this is "what usually happened in the war. . .", see, Merchant Shivpinn and the 
Demands of War, (London, 1 955), p. 448. 

"NAC RG 2, vol. 2652, Cab. doc. 1 17-53, and Cabinet discussions, 13 May, and 19 May and 26 May 
1953. 



Maritime Commission could not convince other parties to accept a discrete number of ships as 

essential for Canadian requirements. M e r  several months of discussion al1 three parties agreed to 

change tack. Rather than identify the number of ships to keep in operation, they settled on the 

monetary figure the government might find necessary to spend in subsidy. On this they agreed that 

between 2.5 and 3.5 million dollars in annual subsides would be necessary to cover the extra costs 

of approximately 35 Canadian ships retnaining on Canadian regisûy. This estimate was presented 

to Cabinet in Iate 1953.2' 

While departmental oficials had reached agreement on the total amount of subsidy being 

contemplated, the Minister of Finance remaineci leery of such a venture. On his insistence the 

"strategic necessity" argument went to the military Chiefs of StafT Committee for consideration. As 

Abbott saw it, if the strategic requirement was justifïed, the Deparîment of Defence shouid be 

responsible for the subsidy. For the Chiefs of Staff Committee, therefore, the question was more than 

identfying a hypothetical need, but of voicing a willingness to pay for maintenance of a capacity not 

normally associated with any of the armed forces. Neither the particular reply sent forward by the 

Naval Staff, nor that provided by ihe Chiefs of Staff, recoxnmended extending subsidies. Though it 

was not the question put to them, the Chiefs of Stafl'reply pointed out the fact that the tonnage in 

question was neither fast, nor modern enough, to be of great use to the arrned forces in wartime. The 

Chiefs of Staff also pointed out that Canada's shipping capacity was not restricted to vessels simply 

on Canadian registr),. Whatever the dificulties associated with NATO shipping pool arrangements, 

Canada retained a sizable merchant fleet under British flag. Britain promised that al1 the ships 

transferred to UK registry that were subject to the Canadian covenant woutd be retunied to Canadian 

registry in the event of war. Canadian covenant restricted ships on British registry, it was pointai 

'%AC RG 2, vol. 2653, file Cabinet Conclusions, 7 October 1953. See also Cab. dm. 23 1-53, Merno.. 
fiom Combined Cornittees on Exqemal Trade Policy and Merchant Shipping Policy, 5 October 1953. 



out, were an RCN responsibility for equipping with gum mid other components in the event of war. 

With those considerations in mind, and in light of strains on the defence budget, the Chiefs of Staff 

response argued that the defence dollar could best be spent to other endsz3 

The navy's response, which was not passed to Cabinet but was sent to the Chiefs of Staff, is 

a little more revealing. First, it was erroneously maintained that îhe war-built vessels had been 

designed with an eye to post-war employment for profit, rather than strategic war-time needs. The 

entrepreneurs that had since purchased those vessels had gambled and lost. The navy was not 

interested in pulling the& coals from the fue. Second, the question of need was avoided. Estimates 

of the best size of Canada's necessq strategic sea-18, the RCN response noted, were best made by 

the Maritime Coinmission. Maintenance of the fourth arm of defence, as both British and American 

literature referred to the merchant fleet,2%as not a naval responsibility, at least not one whicli they 

were willing to pay for. Consequently, the Chiefs of Staff informecl Cabinet that the maintenance 

of Canadian manned ships on Canadian registry was "not suffrciently serious . . . to warrant subsidy 

from Department of National Defence fùnd~."~' 

The reply from the Chiefs of Staff closed the examination of shipping subsidies. It proved 

to be the last time the Maritime Comniission employed both strategic and econornic arguments in 

support of their effort to protect a Canadian owned rnerchant fleet, on Canadian registry. That 

question closed, LioneI Chevrier argued the Cabinet should authorize the Maritime Commission to 

reopen discussions with United Kingdom representatives about authorizing a fùrther transfer of 

Canadian flag ships to UK registry and inform the Canadian Shipowners' Association of the change 

"NAC RG 2, vol. 2653, Cabinet Conclusion, 10 Novanber 1953. 

24NAC MarIer Papers, vol. 85, on this argument being made to the government see letter from Mr. W.J. 
Fisher, Executive Director, Canadian Shipowners Association, to C.D. Howe, 4 May 1954. 

25D/Hist. COSC minutes, 547th meeting, 27 October 1953. On RCN commitrnents to a m  merchant 
ships on UK registxy see, D/Hist. Naval Staff minutes, 569-2, 8 January 1954. 



to the escrow fun&. Cabinet appr~ved.'~ 

The CSA welcomed both moves and discussions with the United Kingdom govenunent 

concluded in favour of a continued transfer arrangement in early 1954. The consequences of this 

reflagging were spelt out to the Minister of Transport: 

This reduction in the fleet will of course reduce the personnel 
engaged in shipping both in the management and labour side and wi11 make 
the eventual r e m  of over 100 ships [on UK registry] very dflicult, if not 
illusoxy in fact. V e v  shortly the management staff and the Canadian 
Oficers and men who have gauied shipping and seafaring experience 
during the last 10 years will be dispersed. 

The consequences of this is an increased dependence on the United 
Kingdom and a reduction of our influence in any Allied war lime pooling 
arrangements and in peace-time transportation council~.~' 

Under the enlarged transfer scheme 1 12 Canadian vessels, amounting to nearly 800,000 dwf operated 

on UK registry by the end of the year." AAer these transfers, only nineteen ocean going <irv cargo 

ships rernained on Canadian regisûy, only five of these were war-built 10,000 tonners. Total m a n  

tonnage remaining on Canadian registry appro'rimated 100,000 dwî, that is, about one-third the ocean 

tonnage on Canadian regisûy in 1939-29 

Little remained of the original recoinmendations to coordinate shipping and shipbuilding 

'6~udette Private Papers, CMC memo. for Minister of Transport, 8 December 1953; message Chevrier 
to Lessard, 16 December 1953; NAC RG 2 vol. 2653 file Cabinet Conclusions, 10 Novernber 1953, and 10 
December 1953, see also, niemo. Minister of Transport to Cabinet, Cab. dm. 324-53,8 December 1953, 
recornmending a reflagging scheme if subsidies unacceptable. 

"NAC RG 46, vol. 1246, file 2627.0 pt.3, memo. to Minister of Transport, from Chairman, Canadian 
Mantime Commission, 8 April 1954. 

'%AC RG 46, vol. 1330, minutes, Canadian Mantime Commission, 10 June 1954. 

'%AC RG 46, vol. 1246, file 2627.0 pt.3, memo. Chairman CMC to Minister of Transport, "United 
Kingdom transfers," 8 April 1954. On the size of the merchant fleet after reflagging see, NAC Marler 
Papers, vol. 86, file 94-8, memo. to the Minister of Transport, 4 November 1954. The exact ocean fieet 
composition was, 5 x 10,000 tonners, 7 x 4,700 tonners, two vessels given Canada as war reparations, and 
five others, for a total of 19 ocean going vessels. For slightiy diffèrent figures see, "Ocean Going Shipping 
and Canadian Shipbuilding Industry," (Woods, Gordon & Co., November 1965) a comrnissioned study for 
the CSSRA, pp. Appendix 1, 1-10. 
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policy, using the former to support the latter. Examination of the issues raised by the Maritime 

Commission's proposal actually separated those interests. A long tenn policy of support for the 

shipyards was put off to another day. With the new arrangements for the use of escrow fùncis, e m e d  

through the sale of flag covenanted Canadian owned ships, Canadian shipowners were no longer 

forced to subsidize new construction in Canadian slupyards. But the escrow monies were still to be 

used to build new cargo tonnage, though in foreign shipyards. Canada's strategic needs, it appeared, 

would be fulfiIled by Canadian vessels on UK registry: the only regisûy where Canadian shipowners 

could seek financial success for their war-built vessels. The CSA continued its effort to gain greater 

protection for its members or relief from the flag covenant restrictions. Those efforts are addressed 

momentarily. 

The decisions of 1953 to aIlow further reflagging of the merchant niarine and to postpone 

M e r  consideration of shipbuilding policy largely shattered the Maritime Commission's effort to 

fiame a coordinated maritime policy. Of the original proposais for an over-arching maritime policy 

advanced by the Maritime Commission in 1952 only one remained outstanding. When 1953 drew 

to an end, only the Maritime Commission's proposal regarding the closure of Canada's coastal waters 

to al1 non-Canadian registered vessels remained to be settled. To the Maritime Commission's cal1 

for the closing of the coastal trade the St.Laurent govenunent eventualiy formed a Royal Commission 

to examine the issue. Whereas the Maritime Commission raised the question in light of presening 

strategic capacities, the motive for the Royal Commission proved more pecuniaxy. The Maritime 

Commission's efforts had Iargely been directed at protecting ocean shipbuilding and shipping. 

The closure of the coastal trade, however, involved more than Canada's oceans. By 

defuiition, Canada's "coastal trades" included Great Lakes and St.Lawrence shipping. Geography 

afforded Great Lakes shipping and shipbuilding protection fiom much outside cornpetition, but also 

prevented Lakes shipyards fiom building large vessels for other than Lakes trades. The Great Lakes 
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and St.Lawrence River provided essential interna1 communications to Canada's industrial heartland. 

The system, however, did not provide a suitable outlet to the sea. Development of that intemal 

shipping potential, particulriry by creating the St.Lawrence Seaway, which wouId allow international 

shipping access to the St.Lawrence above Montreal into ttie Great Lakes, had remained an unrealized 

dream of successive Canadian governments. The economics of shipping and shipbuilding on 

Canada's inland seas are generally concedeci as rather distinct from the interests, economics, and 

history of their oceanic countexparts. However, because of its consequences on the franiing of 

maritime-oceans policy that matter requires brkf e~aminat ion .~~ 

Origins of the Seaway 

St.Laurentls government had been seeking agreement with the United States over construction of a 

series of deep water locks and canals to allow large freighter access to the Lakes via the St.Lawrence 

River since 1951. The St-Lawrence Seaway project, as it became known, had long been 

contempfated. The access of vessels carrying 2,000 tons or more cargo fiom the St.Lawrence River 

to the Great Lakes was precluded by the depth limitations of the existing channel and locks. Building 

a large vesse1 canal had remained a topic of discussion between Canada and the United States since 

completion of the improved Welland Canal that opened navigation between lakes Erie and Ontario 

in 1932. The most econornical route for the St.Lawrence Canal was partially through American 

territory . Though U. S. presidents from Wilson to Eisenhower expresseci support for the project, 

Congressional support for the necessary funding was blocked by a staunch lobby consisting of US 

%ee for instance, William 1,. Marr and Donald G. Paterson, Canada: An Economic Histoy, 
(Toronto, 1980), pp. 335-6; L.P. Sydor, "The St.Lawrence Seaway: National Shares in Seaway Wheat 
Benefits," Canadian Journal of Economics, (1 97 1):4:4:543-55; and, Lionel Chevrier, The St. Lawrence 
Seawav, (New York, 1959), passim. 
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east coast ports, railway companies, and coal interests. Lionel Chevrier, who later wrote a history 

of project, championed its cause within St.Laurent's Cabinet. Fmtrated by American 

procrastination, Chevrier gained Howe's ear, and later Cabinet support, for a plan to build the canal 

soIely through Canadian territory. For several years, St.Laurentts government encourageci the idea 

publicly that Canada would go it alone if US participation was not forthcoming. After several years 

of bluff, Canadian engineers began work on the project in early 1954. Shortly thereafter, the 

Americans johed the project. It was anticipated the Seaway would be complete in tirne for the 1959 

navigation ~eason.~ '  The opening of the Seaway, however, promised to niake foreign access easier 

into what had remained essentially a closed Canadian market. 

As lisid been expected, the public announcement that the project was going forward 

immediately prompted a number of Lakes shippers and shipbuilders to cal1 for protection. Fearing 

that the canal would open the lakes to shipping and shipbuilding cornpetition, thus devastating ocean 

operations, the Dominion Marine Association, representing the major lakes shipping companies, 

called for protection. Similarly, the shipbuilders sought to stimulate domestic demand by having 

the coasting trade restricted to Canadian built and registered ships. This recommendation had been 

a constant objective in their lobbying since at least 1950. It took on greater urgency in their 

pleadings after the govemment changed the provisions of the Ship Replacement escrow fund to allow 

the expenditure of monies overseas. 

For the shipbuilders, closing the coastal trade was viewed as an essential step in gaining a 

closed market. The Shipbuilding Association long maintained that closure of Canada's coastal waters 

should be undertaken as a measure of protection for their industry. It became the thmst of mucli of 

the shipbuilders' lobbying throughout much of this period. In early 1954 the shipbuilders' launched 

3'St.Lawrence Seawnv Develoument Cornration. hnuai  Report 1960, (Ottawa, 1961); T.L. Hill, J& 
St.Lawrence Seawav (New York, 1 959), and Dale C, Thomson, Louis Sthurent. Canadian, (Toronto, 
1967), pp. 307,320, 346-7. 



a major advertising and lobbying campaign calling for the closure of coastal waters because of the 

impedmg Seaway project and called for a Royal Commission to examine the que~tion.~' 

in anticipation of such public concern, Chevrier had already mooted a Royal Commission 

to his Cabinet colleagues in 1953. But while Extemal AfT'airs and Finance developed their positions 

on the closure of Canada's coastal waters, Cabinet delayed announcing its formation. Changing 

Canada's compliance with, or renouncing provisions of, the 193 1 Commonwealth Mercliant Shipping 

Agreement, promiseci to be a controversial issue. Before calling the Royal Commission, Cabinet 

directed the Department of Estemaf Affairs to broach the subject with the UK government. From 

these discussions it appeared the United Krngdom would object to any changes regarding access to 

Canadian waters. These objections idormed the joint position developed by the Department of 

Finance and External AfTairs to the proposal. Within the Commonwealth several nations had already 

added certain restrictions to their waters. Australia and New Zealand required special coasting 

licences and compliance with wage, manning and accommodation standards. Jndia and Pakistan fidIy 

reserved their coastal waters to national flag-vessels. Nevertheless, External AfTairs' position was 

that the "introduction of firther discriminatory restrictions in Canadian coastal laws and regulations 

would represent an important departure from a shipping policy [Commonwealth policy] which is 

broadly uniform. . .."33 Further, the adoption of restrictions similar to Australia's or New Zealand's 

were likely to prove "substantially more restrictive" in Canada's case because of the different 

geographic setting, higher wage scales, and similar considerations. The position put fornard by 

3 2 C ~ S ~ ~ - ~ i n u t e s ,  18 May 1950, 1 1 May 195 1,28 June 1952, 13 June 1953,27 October 1953, and the 
decision to launch a concerted campaign to sway politicians and the general public to close the coastal 
trade, and recommend a Royal Commission study of the question, 9 March 1954. 

3 3 N ~ ~  RG 19, vol. 4433, file 946045 pt.2, Marine Services-Merchant Shipping General Series -- Royal 
Commission on Coastal Trade, draft submission to Royal Commission, by A.E. Ritchie, Undersecretary of 
State for Extemal Mairs, and written cornments by A.F. W. Plumptre n.d.; see also, draft message, to High 
Commission, London, fiom P.M. Towe, Econornics Branch, External Affairs, 26 June 1954. On infonnal 
discussion of the subject with the UK s e  in the same file, message High Cornrnissioner, London to 
External AfEairs, Ottawa, 28 June 1954. 



Finance and Extemal M a i r s  continued by summarizing the general t h s t  of Canadian foreign 

economic policy, Their primary goals remained the reduction of barriers impeding the fiee fiow in 

international trade. Further, discrimination promised . . . "higher costs which must either be borne 

by the Canadian consumer or  result in the loss of domestic and foreign markets for Canadian 

p r o d ~ c e r s . " ~ ~  Their bottom line was that die marine industries on the Great Lalies were not to be 

aEorded any more protection than their ocean counterpark. 

Acceding to that logic presented many obvious problems for an elected Cabinet. To allay 

public protest, and vent popular feelings, on 1 March 1955, the Cabinet stnick the Royal Commission 

on Canada's Coasting Trade,"s and appointed Justice William F. Spence, of the High Court of 

Ontario, chair. As the Cabinet settled so recently the question of preserving a merchant marine on 

strategic gromds, the Royal Commission was not to enquire into the strategic requirement for ocean 

or coastal ~ h i p p i n g . ~ ~  The Spence Conunission was to report on the potential effect the Seaway could 

have on such industries as Lakes shipping and shipbuilding, the wider impact on coastal shipping, 

and to assess how the canal might afFect Canada's international trade relations. Answering those 

questions took the Commission several years. While the Royal Commission remained in session the 

govenunent remained reluctant to fiame a comprehensive maritime policy. Although the Liberals 

were twned from office by the time the Royal Commission completed its report in 1957, the Royal 

Commission did not delay al1 consideration of shipping or shipbuilding  poli^^.^' The fundamental 

34NAC RG 19, vol. 4433, file 9460-5 pt.2, cirait submission to Royal Commission, n,d. but 1954. 

3 S N ~ C  RG 2, vol. 2656, Cabinet Conclusions, 13 May 1954, and RG 2 vol. 2657, Cabinet Conclusions, 
28 February, and 1 March 1955, and Order In Council P.C. 1955-308, 1 March 1 955. 

3 6 N ~ ~  RG 2, vol. 2657, Cabinet Conclusion, 1 March 1955. 

37NAC RG 2, vol. 2657, Cabinet Minutes, 28 February and 1 March, and P.C. 1955-308, fomiing the 
Royal Commission. On the hesitancy to form new policy until afier the Royal Commission reported see, 
Audette Private Papers, memo. George Marler, Minister of Transport to Cabinet "Shipping Policy", 16 July 
1956. 
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problems associated with the naval programme, changing NATO strategy, and the enduring problems 

of the British-flagged, Canadian-owned merchant fleet continued to demand attention. 

The adjustments to the Ship Replacement programme's escrow provisions, and authorization 

to M e r  transfer vessels to British regisûy, lefi many problems in maritime policy unsettled. W l e  

the Royal Commission would explore related issues for the coastal and lakes trades, Canaàian owned 

ocean shipping remained constrained by current policies. The last years of Liberal rule witnessed 

considerable attention to those problems, but little action on the part of legislators. Efforts by the 

Maritime Commission to achieve a coordinated maritime policy employing the interests of one 

sector, shipping, to encourage development or sustain another, shipbuilding, continued throughout 

this period. The fact that the buk of Canada's oceanic merchant fleet was now on British regisûy 

simply complicated the process. The Maritime Commission initiated discussions through the 

following years but these resulted in little new policy. Nevertheless, tliese reconimendations and 

developments in defence procurement policy and NATO strategy laid the ground work for a fluny 

of major initiatives in maritime policy that followed the report of the Royal Commission on the 

Coasting Trade. 



CHAPTER TEN 

Reform and Reconsideration in the Last Liberal Years, 1954-1957 

The adjustrnents to the Ship Replacement programme's escrow provisions, and authorization to 

further transfer vessels to British registry, Ieft many problems in maritime policy unsettled. While 

the Royal Commission on the Coasting Trade would explore related issues for the coastal and lakes 

trades, Canadian-owned ocean shipping remained constrained by present policies. The last years of 

Liberal rule witnessed considerable attention to those problems. Efforts by the Maritime 

Commission to achieve a coordinated maritime policy, employing the interests of one sector -- 

shipping -- to encourage development or sustenance to the shipbuilding industry, continued 

throughout this period. Maritime Commission-initiated discussions through these years resulted in 

little new policy. Nevertheless, developments in defence procurement policy and NATO strategy 

informed governent policy making, laying partial groundwork for the flurry of new initiatives in 

maritime policy that followed the report of the Royal Comrnission on the Coasting Trade. Before 

that Royal Commission issued its report, several diverse developments in naval policy, budgetaq 

restraint and continued calls for assistance from the Canadian Shipowners' Association brought a 

partial reintegration of maritime policy. 

In July 1954 Lionel Chevrier resigned from Cabinet to take charge of the Seaway project. 

His successor as Minister of Transport, George Marler, formerly the leader of the official opposition 

in the Quebec legislature, attempted to reopen the issue of linking merchant shipping with 

shipbuilding policy. The Maritime Comrnission prepared a series of studies of the forms and success 
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of the types of protection aEorded Canadian shipping and shipbuilding. For the latter the current 

level of naval work, while soon projected to decline, and construction for the Great Lakes shipping 

trades continued to keep employment at healthy levels. Although there remained fairly marked 

stability in government shipyard demand, fundamental reconsideration of naval building priorities 

and programme management provcd ongoing influences on the proposais being put fonvard by the 

Commission. Changing NATO strategy and growing budgetav problenls informed those 

deveiopments, but the shipyards were shielded fiom their immediate effects. Canadian shipowners, 

however, remained plagued by problems resulting from the flag covenant restriction. From the 

separate fields of commercial shipping policy, NATO strategy and shipping pool arrangements, and 

the problems associated witli the naval building programme came pressure for change. The last years 

of St.Laurentts govement witnessed considerable change to the state's policy toward the shipyards, 

reconsideration of the reflagged merchant marine, and reduced responsibilities for the Maritime 

Commission. 

The End of the Korean Boom 

While defence production by 1953 had become a major sustaining force witliin the economy, it had 

been assumed that fiom about 1954 NATO nations would be in a position to switch from creating 

military and industrial capacities to sustaining tliem. This was considered to entail considerable 

saving in defence expcnditures. Developments in 1954, however, invalidated those assumptions. 

For two related reasons, Canadian defence expenditures were not to find any reduction. Each of 

these reasons is examineci in more detail beIow, but essentially NATO's strategic doctrine changed 

and the cost of maintaining Canada's forces proved far greater than original estimates predicted. 

Both these developments affected naval operational and fleet development planning. As naval work 
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had become the single largest source of shipyard demand, the scope and scheduling of naval building 

and modernization programmes held significance for Canada's maritime policy. Efforts would be 

made to fiame a new reconversion policy, to wean the shipyards off naval work. Development of 

that policy, however, was no longer solely the responsibility of the Maritime Commission. The fiil1 

consequences of these new initiatives and developments would not be known in the last years of the 

St.Laurent administration, but the new assumptions which came to light in 1954 were of enduring 

consequence. 

From the outset of the Korean War, mobilization planning recognized this boom would be 

transitory. The planning date for fidl preparation of the industrial base and the build-up of forces 

was mid-1954. Thereafler, NATO nations were to plan for sirnply maintaining production capacities 

and standing forces. These assuniptions were largely why the Maritime Conunission Iiad brought 

forward its maritime policy proposals in 1952. A fundamental assimiption of the mobilization steps 

taken in late 1950 and 195 1 was that the cost of sustaining forces and industrial capacity would be 

appreciably less than the costs associated with actually building those forces and capacities. In 1954 

those assumptions were proven wrong. 

Planning for anticipated reduction of defence expenditures and maintenance of the industrial 

base fell primady to the Defence Department and the Department of Defence Production. The 

Minister of Defence, Brooke Claxton, decided to retire in 1954. Before leaving office he had 

prepared a series of detailed budget estimates ident*ing each service's requirements through the 

remainder of the decade. Those estimates revealed a tremendous problern for his successor to deal 

with. With mobilization paced to the NATO build-up date of 30 June 1954, "we had been going 

along as i f .  . . al1 we had to do would be maintain them [forces] in a proper state of readiness." The 

cost of simply maintaining strengths then achieved, however, looked prohibitive. Ctaxton discovered 

the airforce alone projected a need for $500 million a year for aircrafl replacement and rnodernization 



"or more than 25% of the projected defence budget - this was a minimum." Claxton confessed to 

feeling like "Alice in Wonderland," where it took "al1 the ninning ~ Q Q  can do to keep in the same 

place."' These demands placed unanticipated strains on the budgets of al1 the armed services. For 

the navy the consequences held direct bearing on efforts by the Maritime Commission to maintain 

the strategic shipyards. Changes to NATO strategy in general and new naval developments, 

however, complicated how the navy reacted to the new budgetary realities. 

Between 1948 and 1955 the navy's manpower had newly doubled and the fleet had grown 

from six vessels (fkigates or larger) in active service, to twenty-seven. Most of the larger vessels 

undertaken in the years 1949-5 1, particularly the St.Laurent and Restigouche class fngates, had yet 

to join the fleet. The navy would not complete the growth prompted by the Korean War for several 

more years, with the last of the St.Laurent/Resti~ouche class due to be completed in 1958. The 

RCN's build-up lagged behind the other services; bot11 the army and airforce programmes completed 

their essential NATO force requirement goals by 1955. As already mentioned, the costs of 

maintaining al1 three senrices at existing States of readiness were becorning clear. Followhg the 

assessments prepared for Claxton in 1954, the three services were instructed in early 1955 that no 

new capital programme could be undertaken without some previously accepted programme being 

dropped.' 

These new budget limitations came not only from the financial problems created by Canada's 

hasty Korean mobilisation, but were informed by some fundamentai changes to NATO strategy. A 

general change to NATO strategy came with the adoption by al1 the member nations of the so-called 

"New Look" strategy in December 1954. The "New Look," codified in the NATO Militay 

'NAC CIaxton Papers, vol. 222, Claston memoirs, book 7, pp. 1291-92. Emphasis in original. 

'Sharon Hobson, The Comwsition of Canada's Naval Fleel 1946-85, (Halifas, 1986), pp. 58 and 71. 
On the budget restriction see, Dniist., Col. R.L. Rayrnont, "Report on the Organbation and Procedures 
Designed to Develop Canadian Deface Policy. . . (National Defence Headquarters, Ottawa, February 
1978), ref. no. 79/17 vol. 1 ., pp. 187-188. 



Conmittee's planning document MC-48, marked the first major recognition by NATO of the 

destructive potential of thennonuclear warfare. Whereas previous NATO planning assumptions 

presumed nuclear weapons would be used, they were thought to present little more problem than 

large conventional bombs. Moreover, neither the United States nor Ihe Soviet Union possessed 

atomic weapons in large nunibers in the period 1 945-1950.3 During the Korean War, however, the 

United States began the niass stockpiling of atomic weapons and commenceci detailed planning for 

their \vide-scale use in a conflict with the Soviet Union. In 1952 the United States introduced 

discussion of the "New Look" strategy to NATO councils. Reliance on atomic weapons promised 

to limit the cost of defence preparedness by reducing the need for large standing reserve forces and 

maintenance of an industrial base at such a state of readiness that it could swing into war production 

after the commencement of hostilities. The financial advantages of such a strategy made it appealing 

to most NATO members. A reliance on the American nuclear urnbrella would allow less emphasis 

being placed on large, standing conventional military forces, Both Britain and the United States 

recognized that advantage from at least 1952, at which point the NATO MiMary Council began work 

on MC-48, which gained acceptance by al1 NATO members in Deceniber 1954.' 

Whatever the financial advantages of the strategy enshrined in MC-48 it held the key to the 

developing strategy of "fonvard defence." At NATO's inception, American, British and Canadian 

assessments of the defensive potential of their continental allies held little promise in their abiIity to 

survive a Soviet assault. Planners had assumed that most of continental Europe would be o v e m ,  

at wluch time the surviving allies would have to prepare to repeat the success of the Normandy 

'Hany R. Borowski, A Hollow Threat: Stratenic Air Power and Containment Before Korea, (Westport, 
CT, 1 982), passim. 

4For perhaps the most illumina ting discussion of MC-48 to be released to the public see, briefing 
material retained by the former Canadian Chief of Staff, General Foulkes, in DiHist., Raymont Collection, 
625, unsigned, undated top secret memo., "The Development of Nuclear Weapons For Canadian Forces in 
NATO (Europe). " 
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invasion. Following Eisenhower's appointment as Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) 

and the build-up of Arnerican forces in Germany, these assuniptions were no longer suitable. 

Eisenhower maintained the battle for Europe should not be conceded. Thus began the move towards 

West German rearmament and development of the "forward defence" policy, which cailed for halting 

any Soviet invasion forces at the inter-Geiman border. NATO could not match Moscow division for 

division, but nuclear weapons promised the most tactically and frnancially sound defensive strategy. 

Nuclear weapons were a stronger deterrent, but also a more lethal fighting force should deterrence 

fail. Adopting this strategy came after very considerable discussion within NATO councils. 

Whatever the detaiIs of those debates what is of importance here is the series of new assumptions 

about force structures and industrial mobilisation that resulted from NATO's adoption of MC-48 at 

the end of 1954.' 

The premise that thermonuclear weapons would be used at the outset of any war with the 

Soviet Union challenged many previous planning assumptions regarding force structures and 

industrial mobilization. Previous plans had assumed a period of prolonged tensions would precede 

any war, and that the nature of the combat would essentially follow the practices and methods of the 

Second World War. Consequently, whereas the previous assumption admitted to tune being 

available to mobilize and deploy armed forces, the new assumptions placed greater stress on having 

ready standing forces. Certain key industries would have to reniain on a war-footing, rather than be 

prepared to mobiIize after war conunenced. The very devastation made possible by thermonuclear 

weapons rendered it less likely that a large standing industrial base would survive the first p e n d  of 

the war. One might question these assumptions, and tliey were certainly questioned in their day. It 

'~iHist., Raymont Collection, 625, "The Development of Nuclear Weapons For Canadian Forces in 
NATO (Europe)." 
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took many years of discussion within NATO to fully accept the planning implications6, but the 

greater reliance on standing forces, and the reduced requirement for maintaining industrial plant in 

a state of war readiness formed two of the essential lines of argument that aRected al1 NATO 

planning after this period. For both armed forces and the related industria1 base, the most direct 

implication was that the war was going to be fought with the forces at hand and that there would be 

no lengthy build-up of manpower or war supplies afier hostilities started. Most NATO nations 

referred to the resulting strate= by the old naval tenn "forces-in-being" the war was going to be 

fought with the forces at hand, "in-being" at its commencement. Large standing military reserve 

forces and idle industrial capacity thereafter were less important. 

These new assumptions, coupled with the impending budgetary problems of Canada's anned 

forces held great consequençe for Canadian naval policy, and the state's relationship to the major 

si-upyards. These consequences were oniy starting to be dealt with by St.Laurent8s government in the 

period 1954-6. The navy had to reconsider its future building requirements and maintenance of al1 

the shipyard capacity generated and protecteâ by current work programmes. The iùll fuiancial 

implications of the 1949-5 1 naval building programme remained uncertain for some time. In light 

of the new strategic and financial realities, the ineficiencies and cost overmns associated with that 

programme that became apparent over the period 1955-56 proveâ instrumental in changing the 

govement's approach to the shipyards. 

6Even when accepted it is not clear that al1 parties understood the implications. As late as June 1960 the 
Canadian Prime ~ i & t e r  thought NATO nuckar strategy was not to use nuclear weapons d l  the Soviet 
Union did so, thus arguing to cabinet that the object i n i a r  wns to force thefirst use of nuclear weapons by 
the USSR! See, PCO Cabinet minutes, 9 July 1960. Three recent studies prepared by Galen Roger Perras 
are very illuminating on these strategic policy statements; see, The Birth of Forward Defence: Nato and the 
Defence of Europe. 1 945- 1 955, PR502. Massive Retaliation, New Look and Nato Strateav. Nuclear 
Wea~ons and the Defence of Eurom 1954-1 960, PR5O3. Nato and the Defence of Eurorie, 196 1-1 967. 
Flexible Resmnse is Adowted, PR504. (DNDfOREA: Ottawa, 1989.) 



Cost Becomes An Issue 

The RCN's appreciation of the naval-operational implications of MC-48 was tied to the redization 

of the financial implications of their current naval building methods. The St.Laurent/Resti~ouche 

programme remained considerably behind schedule. As will be denionstrated, the substantial cost 

overruns of the St.Laurent/Restigouche programme prompted the navy, and other interested agencies, 

to look for new means of managing naval production, rnodernization and refitting policy. Of the 

three, new construction was the most complex and is the subject of the fullest discussion in the 

following pages, tiiough similar problems afflicted the lesser tasks of refitting and modemization.' 

Largely at Howe's insistence, HMCS St.Laurent was rushed to coinpletion before the end 

of 1955 -- three years late, and ten nionths before the next of the class. Unparalleled in design, 

endurance, stability and method of fabrication, the DE 205 Class was also unmatched in price. 

Delays prompted by the lack of sliiIled personnel, the slow production of essentiaI machinery, and 

the RCN's on-going design modifications escalateci production costs draniati~ally.~ When approved 

in 1948 the navy expected the first DE 205 to become operational by October 1952, at an estiniated 

cost of $8,000,000.9 Final average cost exceeded $17,000,000 per ship. On top of this, each slup 

'NAC RG 24 83-84/167, box 3549, file 8000-35 pt. 1, memo fiom Rear Admira1 (E) J.G. Knowlton to 
Vice Chief of the Naval Staff, "RCN Estimates," 3 1 May 1955, and DVZist. Naval Staff minutes 32/55 30 
October 1955. 

'~drniral J.G. Knowlton, the Chief of Naval Technical Services highlighted the major areas of delay in a 
meeting of July 1952. Mer declining the suggestion ihat the navy take over direct project management, for 
lack of skilled personnel, he remarked that lack of suficient eiectrical technicians, and technical drawers 
would prove the major hurdles. See, NAC RG 49, vol. 355, file 154-2-8-1, "Minutes of meeting," A.P. 
Craig, J.G. Knowlton, A. McGugan, meeting with representatives of Canadian Vickers, 25 June 1952. 

%AC RG 24 83-84/167, vol. 3789, file 8200-16, memo. H.T.W. Grant, CNS to Minister of Defence, 6 
January 1 95 1. On completion dates see RG 49, vol. 300, file 1 52-7-3, memo. A.M. Kerr, Deputy Dir. 
Production, Ship Division, DDP to Mr. Zimrnerman, 18 September 195 1, which established that sea trials 
for al1 the vessels were to be conducted between November 1 952 and July 1 954. 



mounted over $5,000,000 of components such as fighting equipment and electronics which the navy 

providecl for out of a separate h d .  Protracted development of the basic design and equipment and 

hopelessly inaccurate initial estimates accounted for such escalation.'* With class completion 

beginning in 1955 the total costs per vessel averaged nearly three times the original estimates." The 

follow-on DE 257 Restigouche class also came into service years behind schedule and over-budget, 

final costs averaging more than 24 million  dollar^.'^ 

An explanation for these cost ovemuis c m  be found in the contractual reiations between 

government and industry. Responding to a review ordered by the Minisier of Finance, the Defence 

Departnient admitted ihat the purchase of equipment of unknown specifications and the 

commencement of construction without drawings delayed progress. In future, wrote the Deputy 

Minister of Defence, the department would avoid ordering unproven equipmeiit, but argued that 

greater control over the naval central drawing office and insistence on firm price contracts could avert 

such problems rec~rting. '~ The Chief of the Naval Staff, Rear Admiral E.R. Mainguy, proved more 

defensive. After consulting with the Chief of Technical Services, the CNS blamed the escalation of 

costs on the selection of equipment in "the development stage." Of greater consequence in his view, 

was îhe "lack of conipetent personnel in the central drawing office at Canadian Vickers. . . and also 

at the Electrical Manufacturers." He pointed out that the Naval Technical Services in the early stages 

' m e  annual rate of inflation over the construction pend averaged about two percent. On the overhead 
maintained by delays, which meant the Government in some instances was left paying some 98 percent of a 
f m ' s  entire overhead. See, NAC RG 24 83-841167, bos 3764, file 8200-DDEISL v.22, G.M. Luther, 
Deputy Minister, DDP, 12 May 1958, amer;. For average vessel costs, and actual manhour expenditures 
are in message Naval Secretary to Financial Division, DDP, 30 July 1962, same bos and file. 

"NAC RG 24 83-841167, vol. 3549, file 8000-35 pt.2, message NCNTS H.G. Burchell to Secretary 
Naval Staff, 8 August 1956. 

WAC RG 24 83-841167, file 1277, DDG vol. 1 ,  letter A.J.C. Pomeroy, DDP to the Director General 
(Ships), RCN, 22 March 1 963. 

"NAC RG 24 83-841167, box 3788, file 8200-6 v.6, letter, L.P. Chesley, ADM(R) DND to Walter E. 
Hams, Minister of Finance, 2 February 1955. 



of the programme had to return seventy-five percent of al1 technical drawings for revision. Mainguy 

did not distinguish behveen revisions attributable to error, design change, or those resulting frorn the 

local naval overseers and naval architects making specification refmements, as happened frequently.I4 

Finally, Mainguy criticised the decision to accept responsibility for maintaining the high overheads 

associated with the cost-plus contracts.I5 

It was both ahistorical and disingenuous of the senior Naval Staff to blarne the form of 

contract for cost o v e m s .  The problems of delay and design change widely feared by the 

shpbuilders at the start of the programme appeared forgotten, if ever made known, to those who now 

looked for means of deflecting from the design authoriîy responsibiIity for delays and overnins. At 

the inception of the programme neither the planning nor the accounting methods of the industry, 

Department of Defence, Canadian Maritime Commission or Department of Defence Production 

adequately predicted the hurdles and costs encountered in prod~ction.'~ The navy only completed 

the design in August 1954 -- thirty seven months after the launching of St.Laurentls hull. No form 

of contract could have prevented the government assuming responsibility for the high overhead costs 

associated with what was in effect a widespread and protracted developrnent programme. 

However, the navy's latc-found criticism of the contract formula was not unique. 

Dissatisfaction with the contractual reIationship was not the sole concern of the governrnent. Both 

the Shipbuilders'Association and many affiliated sub-contractors espressed concern over the contract 

formula. The actuarial practices of the day could not account for al1 the costs entailed in erratic 

production nrns and shifting specifications. The shipbuilders made their dissatisfaction known. The 

I4Such as those that prompted the " t h e  prototypes" outburst cited above. 

"NAC RG 24 83-84/167, box 3788, file 8200-6 v.6, memo. Admiral E.R. Mainguy, CNS to Hon. R.O. 
Campney, Minister of Defence, 30 May 1955. 

I6NAC RG 49, vol. 632, file 20 1-42- 1 ,  on the inadequacy of the economic models for predicting 
potential cost increases through delays in delivery of components consult message to R.E. Addison, 
Shipbuilding Branch, DDP, 19 September 1 954. 
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Chairman of the Maritime Commission infonned the Minister of Transport: 

[The Shipbuilders] ... are not happy about the mounting costs of the 
Naval Shipbuilding Program. They are fiilly aware of the demoralizing 
effect which straight cost-plus contracts can have on the workers due to 
delays in obtaining technical information or equipment over which the 
shipbuilder has no control." 

A highly cwnbersome audit process that followed completion of the ships added to this hstration. 

Final government obligations often remained unclear until the audits were cornpleted some four or 

five years afier the navy received the ships.I8 Xt cannot be said the major shipbuilding yards were ill- 

served by the naval programme, but they were dissatisfied with its management. 

Their dissatisfaction was shared by the navy and other branches of the govement. In light 

of the cost o v e m s  associated with the DE 205 project, the Treasury Board began pressing for 

greater oversight and more formal control of naval construction programmes. To monitor such major 

capital programmes the Treasury Board formed the Defence Supply Naval Shipbuilding Panel 

(DSNSP). Although not vested with executive authority, the DSNSP served as a clearing house for 

debate, programme oversight, and increasingly formal coordination of activities. More directly, it 

superseded the ad hoc Shipbuilding Cornmittee chaired by the Maritime Commission. The reader 

shoufd recall that the ad hoc committee had arisen as a marriage of convetiience when the 

Commercial Corporation of Canada, the branch of Trade and Commerce responsible for signing 

contractors, sought to employ the Maritime Commission's expertise to assess work and technical 

information suppfied by shipbuilders. Upon formation, the DSNSP superseded the ad hoc 

shipbuilding panel. This transfer carne with no protest from the Maritime Commission, because 

"NAC Chevrier Papers, letter, Chairman CMC, to Minister of Transport, 24 June 1953. 

'Tor exarnple, NAC RG 24 33-841167, box 3764, file 8200-DDEISL v.22, "Authority to Amend 
Contract," 13 March 1964, and Naval Secretary, to Financial Division, DDP, 30 July 1 962. These relate to 
payments for ships cornpleted some four to five years previously. 
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McGugan had corne to realize neither he, nor the small staff of the Commission, had sufficient 

expertise in modem management or engineering. Through the new shipbuilding panel the 

Department of Defence Production actively combated rising costs by insisting on new contract 

formulas aimed at reducing the financial liabilities of the government, or removing costly bottlenecks 

in the ordering and supply of components. Those initiatives are examined later in this work. 

The first steps along the path of contract reform were taken almost immediately after the 

DSNSP was created. At the second meeting of this panel, in June 1956, senior representatives fiom 

each department directly concerned with ship construction, (i.e. the Director of the Shipbuilding 

Branch of Defence Production, the senior naval designer, the Assistant Deputy Minister of Defence 

for procurement, and a senior mernber of the Treasury Board), discussed the necessity of controlling 

costs in h twe  programmes. During this discussion the Shipbuilding Branch of Defence Production 

illustrated how it had a1ready set about gaining greater direct authority over procurement. 

Making the case for new economies through reformed contracting was Jack RutIedge, the 

new head of the Shipbuilding Branch of Defence Production. Rutledge, a former naval lieutenant, 

joined Defence Production at its creation. As a chartered accountant he worked in the general 

contract review branch. As the many problems associated with the naval programme emerged he 

moved to a new position, the Deputy Head of the Shipbuilding Branch, in 1954. From then until 

retirement from the civil service in the mid-1960s, Rutledge was the key figure within Defence 

Production and later the Department of Indus- dealing with the refmement of naval contracting 

practice for new ships and maintenance and repairs. He was already deeply concemed with the 

reform of naval contracting practices before appointment to the new shipbuilding panel. He now 

brought to those panel discussions his already f o d  opinions on how to economize in future 

programmes. As he would explain to the panel, economies were to be found in reconsidering the 

p~inciples involved in allocation of naval work and cost-plus contracts. 



Early in the DE 205 programme the industry ref i s4  to accept anything l e s ~  than a cost-plus 

formula, because, the shipbuilders argued, there were too many risks attached to starting work on a 

major constructional programme when neither the design nor other technical detaiis were k n o ~ n . ' ~  

Cost-plus had been essential for getting the programme to move ahead in a period of growing world 

crises. That sense of urgency no longer applied. The continuing global struggle required continuous 

attention to defence preparedness, but following Stalin's death the thaw in east-west relations, 

apparent by late 1955, made war less imminent. The govenunent could now take a firmer hand in 

dealing with private contractors. Before the St.Laurents were undertaken the theoretical 

inefficiencies of the cost-plus contract formula were understood. Those apprehended ineEciencies 

had been born out during the programme. Cost-plus helped shipyards pay for high labour and 

shipyard overheads and gave little incentive to fmd economies or eficiencies in production. In fact 

the opposite was true. The inherent ineficiencies of this contract formula were made worse by the 

policy of work allocation. Botli allocation and cost-plus principles encouraged the maintenance of 

high overhead rates, on wliich the contractor's profit would be calculated, and discouraged increased 

efficiency by sustaining marginal yards and rewarding delay. Both policies clearly increased co~ts. '~ 

But with commercial orders virtually non-existent, allocation had become a fundamental 

tenet of the govemment's general industrial policy. As the navy explored its future building 

requirements it appeared it could be more cost effective to purchase vessels directly fiom other 

nations. The Vice Chief of the Naval Staff raised this recommendation fonnally in late 1955. In 

response it was simp1y reiterated to the navy that govement policy was to build warships in Canada, 

'%AC RG 46, vol. 1188, file 2402.2.0 pt.2, letter T.R. McLagan to Deputy Minister, Trade and 
Commerce, 26 February 195 1 ; and RG 46 vol. 1 19 1 ,  f. 2402.2.2 pt. 1 ,  minutes of meeting, 20 November 
1951. 

'%AC RG 49, vol. 632, file 201-42-1 pt. 1,  J.C. Rutledge, Deputy Director, Shipbuilding Branch to D.A. 
Golden, Deputy Minister, Defence Production, 2 1 October 1954. 



and allocation of that work remainecl a hdamental principle." The navy's planning for fleet 

development under the new assumptions of MC-48 is examineci in greater detail Iater in this chapter. 

Nevertheless, it c m  be said that for the navy it was no longer deemed essential to maintain an 

industrial capacity to build, in war, perhaps 100 St.Laurent class fiigates. But in 1955 the 

government was not ready to radically alter its approach to the shipyards. 

Defence Production could not irnmediately address the policy of allocation, but could address 

the cost-plus contracts. As Rutledge informeci the DSNSP, the introduction of other contract 

formulas would require the navy, the design authority, to provide sufEcient details to allow more 

rigourous planning and contract formulae. Defence Production wanted to use the more detailed 

designs in order to develop with the industry a new contract formula based on man-hour target 

estimates for a target-price, cost-recovery contract. DDP viewed th~s  as an interim contract formula 

because it still cushioned cornpetitive pressures tluough "undesirable cost reimbursement features."" 

While allaying the builder's risk, these features required strict control of the design. To encourage 

efficiency Rutledge believed "man-hour tenders were the answer. . .." Such tenders would allow 

f m e r  budgeting and control of prices, given suitable provision for the escalation of labour and 

material costs. Moves toward such contracts were already under ~ a y . * ~  

A joint cornmittee of the Shipbuilders' Association, the Maritime Commission, and DDP was 

struck to develop a target type contract formula. By the end of October 1956 the Association, 

insisting on cost-reco~pment,~~ had accepted a fixed fee contract formula. This entaileà the builder 

being reimbursed costs and paid a fee based on achieving a target price. The target p k e  was itself 

2'D/Hist. Naval Staff Minutes, 40155-2, RAdm. Lay to Assistant, Chief Naval Technical Services, 
(Ships), Captain J. Deane, 20 December 1955. 

2?NAC RG 49, vol. 632, file 20 1-42-1 pt. 1, Rutledge to Golden, 2 1 October 1954. 

23RG 24 83-84/167, box 124, îïle 1277-1 vol. 1 minutes- DSNSP, second meeting, June 1956. 

'4~anadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Association, general minutes, 29 June 1953. 
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determined on a percentage basis from agreed man-hour expenditure figures. The particulars of these 

target contract formulas prove quite involved, but, in bief, the govenunent undertook to pay actual 

material, labour and overhead costs. Al1 of these would be expressed as a man-hour figure which 

served as the targets. The builder's fixeci fee would be calculated on a percentage basis detemineci 

separately for each item." These at least were the goals that Rutledge set for his department. Getting 

the shipbuilders to agree to them would be only one of the problems to be confronted. The navy 

would also have to be in a position to hlly articulate and plan its requirements. To avoid the cost 

overruns associated with the very protracted design-development phase of the St.Laurent class, a 

great deal more preparatory work would be necessary by the navy and Defence Production before 

approaching the shipbuilders with work. As it had never been done in Canada, determining how 

much lead time al1 the government agents required could ody  be guessed at. Urgency and rush had 

typified al1 previous major naval programmes. Rutledge's ideal contract conditions called for a 

departure fiom Canada's historical pattern of naval procurement. But there could be no test of that, 

and related assumptions, until the navy was prepared to cal1 for further new building. New fiscal and 

strategic conditions complicated that chore. 

Problems in Planning the New Look Navy 

Naval planning staffs were not shielded fiom the strategic and financial reconsideration of Canadian 

defence policy. In early 1955 al1 branches of the armed forces were asked to address future 

requirements planning with a particular eye to meeting capital equipment replacement needs in hght 

of the steady increases to military personnel costs. in 1955-56 out of a total budget appropriation of 

1.8 billion dollars the sum of 920 million, nearly 52 percent, was for persorinel, operations and 

' 5 C S S R ~  Minutes, 6 May 1959. 
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maintenance costs (hereafter PO&M). This was the first pst-war fiscal year in which PO&M costs 

took more than 50 percent of the budget. The demand curve remained uncertain at the time, but it 

was sirnply the beginning of trends that would see those costs rob more and more fiom the equipment 

and construction cost portions of the defence budget. Though its terminus was unlnown the trend 

was identified early. The escalation in PO&M had taken an doreseen 59 million dollars fiom the 

capital budget for 1954-55. This would grow to 135 million dollars in 1955-56. The Deputy 

Minister of Defence directed the three services to prepare plans to deal with essential capital 

equipment replacement in light of thot continuing trend. The services were to attempt to limit the 

growth of PO&M costs, while also planning for a capital replacement budget that represented a 

diminishing share of the overall defence budget already set to decline in 1 95 6-57.'6 

Planning for future building and ship replacement fell directly to the Chief of Naval 

Technical Services, Rear-Admiral J.G. Knowlton. Within six weeks of the Deputy Minister's 

directive Knowlton outlined the basic guidelines for fleet planning to the Vice Chief of the Naval 

StafT. The navy's growing obligations and manpower posed a serious problem. For 1954-55 the 

RCN's PO&M arnounted to $147,520,000. RCN capital expenditures for the same fiscal year 

amounted to $132,985,000. Obligations and currently approved growth of the navy would see it 

reaching a manpower ceiling of 20,000, with nearly $778,000,000 in approved programmes corning 

to completion over the next three to sis years. By then the annual PO&M would amount to over 

$200,000,000. Jiist as the navy should be commencing an orderly programme of fleet modernization 

through new construction, the capital h d s  to do so were rapidly declining. Explaineci Knowlton: 

"Assuming an optimistic view whereby the Naval appropriation remains at about $300 million for 

the next ten years. . . no provision has yet been made for expenditure on a purely replacement 

'%AC RG 24 83-841167, box 3549, file 8000-35 pt. 1, Deputy Minister's 15 April 1955 letter, cited 
memo. RADM(E) J.G. Knowlton, CNTS, to VCNS, NSS 2200-56 (TSV)), "RCN Estirnates. Analysis of 
Annual Expenditure," 3 1 May 1955. 
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programme and no h d s  will be available under the $300,000,000 budget." Beginning about 1960 

it might be possible to earmark $100 million per year for the replacement of aimai? and ships 

essential to simply inaintain the "forces in being at an efficient standard."" 

There remained little margin for manoeuvre. Until 1960 the navy could simply hope to 

complete previously planned programmes. No new commitments should be undertaken. Knowlton 

had served through the pre-war financial doldrums and period of rapid disarmament. From those 

experiences he argued the senior stafï should use the time given thern by these restraints to 

thoroughly plan what future buiiding should be undertaken once current liabilities were met. He 

called for a careful plan of replacement to be based on the total naval appropriations, and projected 

operating costs, which every effort must be taken to control, and the projected limits on capital 

expenditures. With national considerations promising a period of rigid economy, Knowlton 

maintained that to avoid "Operation Drift" the RCN must plan for "Operation Austerity." He had 

seen Operation Drift before. As fiscal retrenchrnent took hold ad hoc decisions to eliminate people 

and commitments would come witli little regard for the ultimate consequences. Perhaps more 

destructive, the staff might fa11 subject to a colp d'oeil, a grasping at an "ideal plan for the peacetime 

navy." To steady the navy's compass Knowlton called for the creation of a new planning body to 

establish rigid control over al1 requirernents and naval development. Such a new body, the vaval ]  

Policy Planning Cwrdinating Conmittee, served that role through the remaining years of the RCN. 

Moreover, Knowlton's appreciation immediately es tablished the navy 's future building policy . The 

"only safe goal in an austerity period," he argued, was to build fewer "ships and aircraft but better 

"Of Knowlton's estimated $100,000,000 for capital costs he estimated $45 million for new ship 
construction, $10 million for aircraft, $8 million for signais and wireless, $10 million for amorment, $5 
million for ammunition and bombs, $5 million for shore construction, and $5 million for sirnilar needs. 
This left about $1 2 million for other capital espenditures. 



ships and aircrafl. . .. "28 

Knowlton's memo consequently set off a review of approved and projected programmes and 

manpower needs. The implications of the manpower review were known by the end of 1955. 

Greater emphasis was to be placed on maintaining professional forces and less reliance placed on the 

reserves. Reserve strength declined steadily, then precipitously in the late 1950s. Maintaining a 

sufficiently modem fleet was among the first major problems identifid in the reviews launched by 

Knowlton. Under then approved terms for naval planning the useful life of a Canadian warship was 

twenty years. Most other NATO nations rated usefùl life at fifteen years, so it cannot be maintained 

Canadian naval planners were particularly pessimistic. Indeed, given the very large proportion of 

war-built vessels and ships that suf5ered many years of harà war service, there were good questions 

to be raised about the possibility of the ships actually serving twenty years. Nevertheless, given the 

assumed Me-span of twenty years the RCN faced a crisis of block obsolescence by the early 1960s. 

Initial estimates demonstrated that al1 of the wu-built vessels, except the Tribal Class destroyers, 

would be obsolete and need retirenient by 1960. Because of the practical impossibility of planning 

for such a replacement programme the Naval StafT modified its assumptions. Old ships would 

simply have to remain in service longer, despite this increased burden on the defence budget because 

of rising maintenance costs. But even more moderate estimates of fieet replacement needs made the 

effort forebidding: 21 Bangor minesweeper/coastal patrol vessels to retire by year end 1963, 7 

Alaerine patrol vessels to leave the service by the end of 1965, 18 frigates to retire that same year, 

and by the end of 1968, al1 11 Tribal destroyers.'g In late 1955, with only one of the StLaurent 

frigates ordered in 1948 in service, the navy was contemplating having to replace sixty-seven ships 

WAL RG 24 83-84/167, box 3549, file 8000-35 pt. 1, memo J.G. Knowlton, Rear Admiral (E), to 
VCNS, 3 1 May 1955, "RCN Estimates". 

'%AC RG 24 83-84/167, vol. 3549, file 8000-35 pt.2, memo. RADMF) W.W. Porteous, CNTS, to 
A/CNS(W) 1 Novernber 1956. 
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over the next twelve years, and in the frrst 6ve of those years there was no prospect of increased 

capital project money. The air of fiscal restraint could only have made those prospects more 

daunting . 

In surveying capital programme requirements over the next five years, Knowlton's memo 

maintained there was no room for additional projects. The Naval Staff, however, proved anxious to 

begin addressing the loorning crisis of block obsolescence. Consequently, currently approved capital 

projects came under scrutiny. In keeping with Knowlton's philosophy of "fewer but better," attention 

turned to the previously approved programme to build a class of second-rate vessels baseci on the 

St.Laurent hull that were designed to replace the Baneor and Aleerine vessels in coastal patrol work. 

In the face of these new budget constraints, and the adoption of MC 48, the RCN's plans to 

commence construction of the class of second-rate frigates, to be called the Vancouver class, were 

reconsidered. The Vancouver class design had been brought forward as a means of providing the 

navy with better coastal patrol vessels, to replace the Prestonian Class war-built frigates, and as a 

means of maintaining production staffs and expertise within the essential shipyards. Construction 

of the Vancouver class, therefore, was in part premised on maintaining shipyard employnient as a 

follow-on to the St.Laurent/Resti~ouche classes. Budgetary approvaI for the class had come before 

the adoption of MC-48, but the growing fiscal concems of the Department of Defence prompte. the 

Minister to direct that expenditures, except for long lead tirne items such as main engines and 

gearings, were not to be made until 1955. The already apparent strains on the defence budget 

prompted this decision. Delaying the naval programnie for the year would help smooth out the 

capital equipment demand curve of al1 three senices, for instance, by preventing them al1 from 

making major new capital equipment purchases in a single year. The delay of the navy's programme 

allowed the Naval Staff more tirne to digest the implications of the "New Look" strategy. In keeping 
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with the principle of "fewer but better," the Naval StafT cancelled construction of the Vancouver~.'~ 

This did not pose a problem for projected shipyard demand, because of the delays in completing the 

%Laurent programme. The Naval Staff also gained time to plan tlieir future requirements more 

carefdly. 

The New Look Navy 

Following cancellation of these vessels the Naval Staff re-drew the basic performance requirements 

for the next set of vessels they desired to have built. They expected fewer ships, and they planned 

for better ships. In planning these vessels the Naval Staff and technical services realized that the 

Chiefs of Staff Committee would only support a building programme under the current budget 

ceiling. Replacing on a one for one basis the 35 escort vessels due to leave the navy between 1958 

and 1968 could not be contemplated. While the full implications and operational requirements were 

being developed for support of the MC-48 war concept, the planned fleet replacement building 

programme was postponed. The plan then put fonvard for the navy by Knowlton argued that 

replacing vessels retiring from the fleet was expected to require laying d o m  four new ships each 

fiscal year from 1957 to 1960, followed by hvo ships a year from 1960 to fiscal year 1966-67. The 

new staff requirements called for greater range, speed and endurance. These improved characteristics 

were judged essential for meeting the operational methods then developing. 

The Naval Staff had to contend with a number of changes to operational assumptions and 

commitments that came as a result of MC-48 but which in many instances took several years to 

recognize. When NATO began undertaking concerted joint naval planning in 1951, Canada 

committed its naval forces prirnarily to the NATO North Atlantic group. To supply forces capable 

'"D/Hist. Naval Stnff rnin.32/55-30 October 1955. 



of serving as ocean wnvoy escorts, Canada recomrnissioned a large number of war-built figates. 

The basic concept of maritime defence was based on the war-time practice of controi and protection 

of convoys, anti-submarine operations and rninesweeping. Canada committed a total force of some 

42 ships, including its aircraft carrier, to these tasks. AH of this was premised on the long-war 

concept prevailing before MC-48. The maritime plan called for reinforcing Europe with supplies and 

additionaI troops after the outbreak of war. To do so the control of the North Atlantic was essential. 

Those basic plans changed litîle after the appointment in 1952 of NATO's first Supreme Allied 

Commander Atlantic, USN Admira1 Lpde  McCormick, though Canada's carrier contribution to 

operations in the Eastern Atlantic was ~lar i f ied .~~ 

Under the new planning assumptions, however, operationally, the role of ASW forces was 

no longer clearly one of facilitating passage on the high seas. For the navy this meant no longer 

preparing simply to re-fight the Battle of the Atlantic. Instead two clear missions developed. The 

continental defence of North America now entailed preventing the approach of Soviet submarines 

capable of Iaunching nuclear cruise missiles. For this mission an extensive under-water sound 

surveillance system (SOSUS) was de~e loped .~~  In theory, this passive listening system could detect 

low-frequency sound transmissions -- those typically made by s~brnarines.'~ Through analysis of 

"This discussion is based on the typed persona1 notes of Canada's former Chief of the Defence Staff, 
General Charles Foulkes, found in D/Hist. Raymont Collection, Foulkes Papers, File: ASW. 

3'D/Hist. Minutes of the Naval Board, "Special Meeting", 16 November 1953, and "Special Meeting" 5 
October 1954. As a joint developrnent effort between the USN and Bell Laboratones this entailed the 
emplacement of a series of chains of under-water listening devices at about 100 fathoms and stretching over 
several hundred miles. These listening chains were to be laid on both coasts, and eventually e'rtended to the 
ocean transit choke points along the great circle routes. Canada joined the project shortly after inception, 
and participated as well in an abortive British inshore system, which SOSUS eventually replaced. 

33Most details of this system remain classifieci, although it appears the Soviet Union was kept abreast of 
the technical aspects of these developments through an operative placed in charge of the Admiralty's 
underwater research establishment. On the agent, Alister Watson, see Peter Wright, Spv Catcher, (New 
York, 1987), pp. 25 l-60,267,29 1, and 332; John Costelo, Mask of Treachey, (London, 1988), pp. 145, 
156-7,474,561,598,605,614. 
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those sounds it was hoped to plot submarine con tac t~ .~~  The New Look strategy adopted by the RCN 

embraced the possibilities of that system, recognizing that naval strength no longer remained simply 

a fmction of hulls in the water, but demanded more capable ships, and greater utilization of naval 

aviation on long and short range patrol. A surface fleet capable of exploiting SOSUS contacts 

required greater endurance, speed and irnproved weapons systems. Building forces optirnized to 

respond to this static defensive chah contributed to the naval defensive mission in the western 

Atlantic growing quite distinct from the operational methods being conternplated for the eastem 

Atlantic. 

For operations in the eastern Atlantic, USN and RN forces were evolving to support a 

forward offensive maritime strategy. To defend the sea lanes and support the land carnpaign, British 

and American navies required the development of balanced fleets, based on carrier task forces, 

capable of offensive operations against the major Soviet nava1 bases and in support of land 

operations. As well, ASW barrier operations were developed. These entailed securing various choke 

points, such as the Greenland-Iceland-UK gap, through which Soviet naval forces would have to pass 

to gain the high seas or North American approaches. The RCN did not restructure itself to participate 

in the strike operations against the Soviet Union, but it had a long- standing cornmitment to 

contribute one aircraft carrier and six escorts for operations in European waters. The Canadian 

carrier force was to form one of the five ASW escort groups under the direct command of the 

Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic (SACLANT) for the conduct of offensive ASW operations. 

Canada's contribution to this forward strategy required the maintenance of balanced naval forces 

capable of responding to sub-surface, surface and air-threat~?~ because in the event of war, Canada's 

34The science of data-sound processing largely had to be inventeci to actually produce timely plotting of 
submarine contacts. Into the mid- 1960s cornputer technologies did not provide for the tirnely production of 
these plots. See, Victor C. Anderson, "The First Twenty Years of Acoustic Signal Processing," Journal of 
the Acoustical Society of Amenca, (1 972): 5 1 : 1 062- 106s. 

3sD/Hist., Chiefs of Staffs, minutes, 542, 14 Septemba 1953, discusses the ongins of this cornmitment. 
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carrier force was to be stationed at Brest. Whatever the diplomatic value of having forces committed 

to eastem Atlantic operations, in tirne that role becarne more detached fiom the RCN's specialized 

mission in the western Atlantic. 

The development of the SOSUS system and the growing presence of Soviet submarines in 

the western Atlantic complicated the navy's efforts to develop the fleet according to the philosophy 

of "fewer but better" ships. After the cancellation of the Vancouver Class, naval technical services 

developed designs for more advanced vessels. While seeking to improve on the operational 

performance characteristics, such as speed and endurance, naval designers grew concerned about the 

greater costs entailed in such designs. The current revolutions in weapons and electronics technology 

simply compounded problems. Allied navies were now fitting short and long range missile systems, 

advanced electronic warfare equipment, improved radar, sonar and communication gear, al1 being 

transformed by the transistor revolution. Simply staying abreast of allied developments promised 

increased espense. The growth of the general Soviet fleet and its irnproved submarine characteristics 

also demanded better ships. The allied response Norman Friedman has dubbed the "Post-War Naval 

Revolution" -- entailed both the radical and fundamental modernization of naval systems and 

operating concepts.36 These new concepts are esplored later in this work, but the new performance 

objectives for the RCN outlined by the Naval Staff proved even more demanding than the St.Laurents 

could meet. 

The improving range, endurance and general sophistication of the growing Soviet submarine 

force complicated plans for the protection of Canada's coastal waters. An early 1955 study of 

Canada's coastal defence requirements, which assumed the establishment during war of inter-coastal 

convoys, estimated some 90 to 110 vessels would be essential for Canada's needs. Current nava1 

strength earmarked for coastal patrol was only half that number and was slated to decline rapidly over 

36Norman Friedman, The Post War Naval Revolution, (Annapolis, MD, 1986), pp. 9- 10,29. 
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the next decade. The cost implications of having to maintain the number of vessels within fleet were 

so dramatic they were not raised in defence planning circles outside the navy. The new short war 

hypothesis of MC-48 brought the assurnption of inter-coastal convoys into question, but the growing 

tactical problem of locating and successfully hunting Soviet submarines still required more advanced 

ships. The early introduction of the helicopter into the fleet was viewed as one means of improving 

the endurance and range of current forces. Studies for an extensive modernization programme to 

improve the tactical capabilities of the existing f l e t  required several years to complete. The 

St.Laurents were exceedingly expensive but their effectiveness against modern submarines appeared 

marginal. No sooner had the class become operational than major refits were contemplated to 

improve performance, but they were not immediately undertaken because of concems of public 

contr~versy.~' Whatever new building the navy undertook, the technical requirements would be even 

more demanding. The Naval Staff recognized that current naval strength, as represented by the 

number of vessels in service, coufd not be maintained. In consequence, they formulated a one for 

two replacement schedule. 

To improve performance charactenstics the Naval Technical Services branch designed a 

tmly new ASW frigate. The proposed Mackenzie Class was to be fitted with improved machinery, 

sonars, and guided missiles. These were to be the fewer but better ships. The planned replacement 

programme proposed in early 1956 called for replacing over 50 obsolescent vessels with 26 of these 

new destroyer-escorts. The reduced nurnbers would be made up for by more capable ships, and the 

early introduction of helicopters into the fleet.38 At an estirnated price tag of $30 million per ship, 

as opposed to $26 million for the Restiaouche class, the marginal real increases in projected 

- 

37D/Hist., Naval Board min. 576-4,24 September 1958. 

38DMist., COSC minutes, 588, 9 February f 956; PPCC min. 56-8, 19 March 1956; Naval Board min. 
482-2, 19 April 1956. 



performance of the Mackenzie~ called many to question the wisdom of proceeding with the project. 

The original Mackenzie class programme proposai to the Chiefs of Staff so threatened to exceed the 

budget that tlie Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff refuseci to pass it on for higher consideration. When 

the Naval Board contemplated seeking permission to have the ships built outside the country they 

were infonned that maintenance of the shipbuilding industry must also be taken into a c c o ~ n t . ~ ~  

Replacing naval vessels on a one for one basis liad already been rejected by the Naval Staff. 

Refùsal of programme approval for the Mackenzie class sent the technical services back to the 

drawing boards. The Naval Board through 1956 sought Cabinet approval for a phased vesse1 

replacement programme premised on replacing 57 retinng vessels by 26 new vessels over roughly 

a 15 year period. Without a finn design and in light of wider reconsideration of shipbuilding policy, 

the Cabinet deferred approval for the navy's ship replacement programme, but authorized funding 

for continued design ~tudies.~' In making this decision Cabinet relied on the recommendations of 

the Cabinet Defence Committee (CDC). The CDC's recommendation not to proceed with the 

MacKenzie class resulted primarily from the budgeting implications of the proposed programme. 

In supporting the recommendations of the CDC, however, Cabinet raised the issue of general 

government shipbuilding policy. Delays in bringing forward new naval building progranunes would 

result in no major warship being laid down in Canadian shipyards between 1956 and 1958. Not only 

did this create problems for an orderly, moderatdy paced naval ship replacement programme, but it 

marked a major decline in government financial support for the shipyards. The navy was not in a 

position to make another bid to Cabinet until early 1957. The proposal that then went forward was 

tied to promises of substantial reforms in the contracting process. Those promised reforms were in 

'WHist., Naval Board minutes 482-3,21 March 1956. 

'"Pnvy Council Office (PCO) minules, Cabinet Defence Cornmittee, meeting 1 1 1 ,  13 August 1956; 
NAC RG 2, Cabinet Minutes, 1 5 August 1956. 
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turn related to a wider reconsideration of shipbuilding policy that moved through the approval 

process in tandem with efforts to relieve the plight of Canada's remaining merchant marine. 

Stimulating civil demand was viewed as one means of lessening the practical impact of these 

decisions. Cabinet's decision to defer the new naval programme came only afler acceptance, in 

principle, of a series of new initiatives of the Maritime Commission to reinvigorate the ocean 

shipping industry by modieing the civil Ship Replacement programme, thus stimulating work in 

Canadian shipyards. These successful initiatives reversed a long trend of unsuccessful efforts by the 

Maritime Commission to aid the high-seas shipping industry. 

The Nagging Fate of High Seas Shipping 

As the ships on UK registry aged, the Canadian Shipowners' Association continued its effort either 

to be released from the flag covenant or be given direct subsidies. Modifications to the escrow fund 

for ship replacement and the hrther reflagging of vessels which came of the Maritime Commission's 

1952 proposals did not alleviate problems in the eyes of the Shipbuilding Association. The Maritime 

Commission also regarded the decisions of 1953 as siiupk expedients. The shipowners had asked 

for either direct assistance or complete freedom from restrictions on their vessels, but concluded the 

Chairman of the Maritime Commission: "Neither was effectively given them in the Cabinet 

decision" of 1 953.4' 

The Maritime Commission suggested the flag covenant could be used for the basis of a 

successful maritime policy, but only if coupled with other fonns of assistance such as operating and 

construction subsidies, or greater tax allowances for fleet modernization. The Commission's brief 

- -- -- - - - - 

'"NAC Marier Papas, vol. 86, file 94-8, "Memo to Minister of Transport," 30 Novernber 1954. 



to the new minister concluded: 

the present position is one of h d u l  lack of positive policy. The 
shipping indusûy needs either freedom from restrictions governing 
it or assistance to develop within these restrictions. The 
Commission recornmends against mere freedom from restriction 
and in favour of as~istance.~' 

In support of assistance, the Commission addresseci al1 the issues, fiom the intangible value of 

"showing the flag" to the ~ o n o m i c  contribution towards the balance of trade and the strategic value 

of having ships within the allied shipping pool arrangements. The Canadian ships on British registry 

currently made that contribution, but they were a wasting asset, destined to disappear within ten years 

if no steps were taken to assist their replacement. The expedient of transferring these vessels to UK 

registry did not substitute for a long-term policy of maintaining an ocean merchant marine. If the 

state was determined to support such a merchant marine, steps would have to be taken to allow 

Canadian flagged vessels to survive, because the expecfient of transfening the flag to the United 

Kingdom would not always be open to the govemment. UK authorities were even then making it 

clear that if it did not serve Britain's interests they would not be willing to allow the transfer of 

further vessels under this "special management ~cherne ."~~ 

The shipowners were becoming particulariy restless. The Royal Commission on the 

Coasting Trade could offer them no relief. Distressed with the apparent attitude that no govemment 

policy would be announced before the Royal Conmission completed its report, the CSA began a 

public relations campaign seeking support and finally beseeched the Prime Minister directly: give 

4?\IAC Marler Papers, vol. 86, file 94-8, memo. fiom Chaiman, CMC to Minister of Transport, 30 
November 1954. 

4 3 N ~ C  Marler Papers, vol. 86, file 94-8, memo. from Chairman, CMC to Minister of Transport, 30 
November 1954. 
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support or free the industry "to determine its own future as best it ~ a n . " ~ ~  Leaving the industry to the 

fate of the market, however, was not being considered by the goverment. 

Although the CSA went largely d o n n e d  of these developments, Marler was attempting 

to develop a scheme of subsidization. The argument in favour of the subsidy was not strong. He did 

gain the tacit acceptance of C.D. Howe to develop a fluctuating, rather than blanket subsidy 

prop~sal.~' Rather than offer a b l d e t  annual subsidy, Marler proposai a fluctuating annual subsidy 

of up to $100,000 per ship to cover operating cost differentials. But the strategic argument that had 

been essential in securing approval of the previous subsidy programme now gained even less support. 

NATO's new planning assumptions about the nature of a future war undercut the arguments 

previously used in calling for the maintenance of a large standing merchant marine necessary for 

convoying large amounts of supplies to Europe after the war commenced. Rather, the forward 

defence posture required building up stochqiIes in Europe before any war. Obviously it was 

impossible to predict what shipping demands would be made but the "short sharp" war hypothesis, 

as the British termed it, called for less demands being placed on shipping. This reconsideration 

allowed the NATO Planning Board for Ocean Shipping (PBOS) to overcome previous obstacles in 

their discussions. in May 1955 PBOS discussions overcame al1 the major hurdles previously 

preventing an allied shipping pool agreement. The United States, having reconsidered its war-time 

requirements in light of the new strategic thinking adopted in MC-48, acceded to the pooling plan.46 

Anticipation of that progress cooled the reception of Marler's first proposais. Even his new 

depuîy minister called them into question. Former Privy Courtcil Secretary J.R. Baldwin, Deputy 

44NAC Marler Papers, vol. 85, letter fiom M.G. Angus, President Canadian Shipowners Association, to 
the Rt. Hon. Louis St. Laurent," 16 June 1955. 

*'NAC Marler Papers, vol. 86, file 94-8, letter C.D. Howe to Marler, 4 March 1955. 

460n the success of recent NATO PBOS meetings see, Marler Papers, vol. 86, file 94-8, memo to the 
Minister of Transport, 25 May 1 955. 
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Minister of Transport since late 1953, thought the strategic issue a red hen-ing. Baldwin, unlike his 

predecessor, àid not head the Maritime Commission. That appointment fell to the long-tirne 

Commissioner Louis Audette, on whom most of the work of the Chairinan had already fallen because 

of the daily obligations of the Depuîy Minister. While the redivision of responsibiIity should not be 

considered a diminution of the Commission's role, it did make the Minister subject to confiicting 

policy recommendations from within liis close circle of direct advisors. Baldwin had long been a 

supporter of a concerted maritime policy and efforts to preserve both the shipping and shipbuilding 

industries. In the important debates over forming the Maritime Commission held during the later 

stages of the war, he generally supported the position of Captain Eric Brand. But now, aller 

surveying the record of Cabinet decisions, Baldwin was weary of advancinç any large scheme of 

support. He remained unconvinced that the Maritime Commission had represented the advantages 

of releasing the international ocean fleet fi-om al1 govemment obligations. Baldwin argued that 

complete release from those obligations might well be the best course to propose. Merchant shipping 

skills could be maintained by the coastalAakes trades, and government shipbuilding contracts could 

maintain the ~hipyards.~' 

Baldwin found the strategic argument particularly weak. He conceded there were advantages 

to having ships witliin an allied shipping pool. But the cost of maintaining the presence through the 

years of peace, he thought, might weigh against that potential advantage. The record of Cabinet 

decisions demonstrated the cost was not thought warranteci. That was a fair reading of the prima 

facie historical record, but it underestimateci the role of carriage and currency restrictions on the 

reflagging decision of 1949. Whatever the limitations of his understanding of the origins of those 

previous decisions, Baldwin correctly noted the strategic argument had only been recently dealt with 

and found lacking by the Chiefs of Staff and Cabinet. He argued that the issue could be looked at 

4 7 N ~ C  Marier Papers, vol. 86, file 94-8, memo. Baldwin to Minister, 22 December 1 954. 



again, if the Minister insisted. He maintaineci the new review might conclude, as he had, that "if 

anything, the changes in the situation militate against support. . .." because of advances in heavy air 

lift capabilities for both troops and c a r g ~ e s . ~ ~  Baldwin's optirnistic view of the capacity of aircraft 

to meet strategic lifi should be considered in Iight of the observation that aircrafl of the mid-1950s 

capable of exceedingly heavy lift were very few. By the mid 1950s aircrafi like the Lockheed C- 130, 

then preparing to enter service, had perhaps three times the capacity of the DC-3 Dakota, the work- 

horse of air Iogistics during the Second World War. At only fifieen Iong tons capacity, however, 

even the C-130 paled in cornparison to the lift capacity of one 10,000 dwt ship by a ratio approaching 

600 to one.49 But Baldwin's overly optimistic assumption was not fatal to his argument. Afler the 

success of the PBOS talks, the strategic question would not be seriously considered within the Liberal 

Cabinet again. 

The weakened strategic argument did not prevent Marlar from attempting to gain support for 

several recornmendations to Cabinet. Those efforts centreci on recornmendations by the Maritime 

Commission that the vessels remaining on Canadian registry and those transferred to UK registry 

subject to the flag covenant should be subsidized. The Commission argued a smdl merchant marine 

would maintain a pool of skilled ship operators and shipping management. The Commission also 

recommended that the merchant fleet's small contribution to the balance of payments not be 

dismissed out of hand. Rather than lifi the flag restriction, Marler recommended a subsidy capable 

of fluctuating according to the profit or losses of the individual ships involved. 

4sNAC Marler Papers, vol. 86, file 94-8, merno. Baldwin to Ivlinister, 19 October 1954. 

4TJSN Admiral Chester Nimitz once estirnated he required 100,000 long tons of cargo every month to 
keep bis m i e s  supplied for the drive across the central Pacific. This required about 44 10,000 &r 
ves&ls. For aircri& to rnove the same arnount of cargo it  would take 10,000 four engined aircraft, manned 
by 120,000 skilled crews and gound support personnel, and dependent on 98 ocean going tankers for the 
supply of their fuel. Jet powered heavy lift aircraft like the C- 14 1 A, which did not reach service until 
1965, could only manage 3 1.6 long tons of cargo, thus to achieve the same lifi of 44 ships some 3 165 
sorties need be flown. On Nimitz's estimate see "The One Prop of the Country," The S h i ~ ~ i n a  World, 
(London), 14 June 1950, p. 52 1. 



In reviewing these proposais, the new Minister of Finance, Walter Harris, noted that Marler 

barely mentioned the strategic value of the fleet. Rather, the proposal went fonvard largely on the 

argument of maintainhg employment. Harris found this a difficult argument to accept because so 

many industries could make similar ~lairns.'~ Various drafts of Marler's proposals circulated through 

1955, but none survived the interna1 consultation process.'' The strategic argument no longer carried 

great weight in any ministerfs portfolio. 

Feelings elsewhere within the governent were not warm to calls for special relief. After 

informa1 discussions with representatives of Finance and the Privy Council Ofice, Baldwin 

infomed Marler that the many suggested remedies would likely fa11 flat, being treated as a "sort of 

'here we go again' proposition. . .."" Howe and successive muiisters of Finance remained opposed 

to the principle of subsidies. Late the nest year, Howe explained, in peacetirne there was "no purpose 

in competing with the Americans in subsidizing a merchant marine."s3 British requisitioning of a 

nwnber of Canadian owned ships during the Suez Crisis and the related spike in freight rates brought 

no reconsideration of this position. 

Marler eventuaily relinquished his effort to gain subsidies. Representatives of the 

Shipowners' Association held a disappointing meeting with Marler in November 1955. He could 

promise neither relief from the flag covenant on vessels purchased from the War Assets Corporation 

nor operational or constructional subsidies. Within those bounds, he requested the CSA bring 

forward proposals for governent assistance, which they did in January 1956. The Association's 

'%AC Marler Papers, vol. 86, file 94-8, letter W. Harris to Marler, 19 April 1955. 

"NAC Marler Papers, vol. 12 1, file Shipping Policy 1956, draft Cabinet memo, Re: deep-sea shipping, 
dispatched 20 June 1955, cf with earlier drafts and comments in Marler vol. 86, file 94-8. 

52NAC Marler Papers, vol. 86, file 94-8, memo. J.R. Baldwin to Minister, 4 January 1956. 

53NAC Howe Papers, vol. 65, file: Merchant Marine, letter C.D. Howe to J.G. Ewan, 19 November 
1956. 



proposals recognized the fatal opposition to subsidies. Their new recommendations prornised little 

immediate relief to the shipping companies wncerned, but would help them to plan and fund the 

modernization of their vessel~. '~ 

Restructuring the rules of the cwrent Ship Replacement Plan was central to their proposal. 

The Plan, as it read, entailed a perpetual claim on their war-buiIt ships, or the proceeds arising out 

of their disposal. No other former crown assets entailed such liability for the new owners. Howe's 

earlier observation that the flag restriction was not a stranglehold was not shared by the shipowners. 

Yes, they could sel1 their vessels, but the proceeds either went into an escrow fund which had to be 

used on new construction, or  they wuld forfeit those h d s  al1 together if they were not employed 

in accordance with the planss The Maritime Commission actually facilitated a third alternative. The 

Commission managed a secondq  market for money generated through the sale of covenanted 

vessels. Monies in the escrow f h d  could be sold ai a discount to a party interested in building new 

tonnage or undertaking major improvements to a vessel. Despite this, the funds collected under the 

Ship Replacement Plan were not being used as originally intendeci, that is to build new ocean tonnage 

for Canadian registxy. The fünds were being used for ship rnodeniization, but they could not be used 

for new tankers or coastal and lakes tonnage. The restrictions on the use of the fiinds irnposed by 

Cabinet actually reduced the secondq  market value of the money held in the escrow fiind, and 

practically reduced the value of the ships subject to the flag covenant, because those monies had to 

be eannarked for use only on the least remunerative class of vessel for Canadian registry, ocean 

54NAC Marler Papers, vol. 86, file 94-8, Ietter M.G. Angus to Marler, 20 January 1956. 

551n actual wording the legal provision was to pay either a $25,000 penalty or the surn equal to the 
proceeds of sale, whichever was the greater. The average sale prie  of the former Park ships between 1947 
and 196 1 was $574,585 though in the last years many sold for a scrap value of $200,000.00. Usable or 
scrap, the owner's option was to forfeit a very large sum of capital if they did not use the escrow monies 
within seven years when they defaulted to the crown. The average sale pnce is derived fiom figures in 
NAC RG 46, vol. 1207, file 305 1 - 1 pt. 3 "Interdepartmental Cornmittee on Shipbuilding Subsidies, 
Research Activities, Part 1. Surnrnary of Legislative and Executive Action," June 1965. 
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shipping tonnage. In effect, the new restrictions intensifieci problems with the Replacement Plan. 

The money was not being used for new ocean tonnage, because al1 such new tonnage would itseif 

become subject to the flag covenant. The government had not seen fit to place any lirnit on the 

restriction, Owners and principal operators had sought some relief to that restriction for years. These 

owners and operators were the principal sources of demand for escrow nionies, but they knew best 

the problem posed by having no clear limit to the freedom of their capital assets. 

The owners argued that the cost of building new tonnage alone was high enough to deter 

many, but to then find one's vessel subject to an open-ended restriction to Canadian registry simply 

stayed their hand. The potential value of the old ships to îheir fleet modernization plans remained 

unrealized. Fleet modemization had been viewed as essential almost from the first considerations 

of post-war shipping policy, as Howe's failed effort to gain a modem design fiom the United 

Kingdom in 1944 attests. By the end of 1948, the Maritime Commission began developing the 

design for a modern 12,000 ton vessel, capable of 14 knots. Clyne's modemization proposal that had 

gone fonvard in late 1949 was based on building these ships, but was passed over when naval 

demands promised to rnonopolize the major shipyards. The Replacement Plan rernained the pninaxy 

policy instrument encouraging fleet modernization. Theoretically, the liquidation of al1 the 

Canadian-owned war-built tonnage on UK registry at the end of 1956 would generate approximately 

$50,000,000, a sum suficient to build 25 to 50 modem ocean cargo vessels. The object of the 

Replacement Plan had been to make that happen. But the cost of operating on Canadian regisûy 

proved prohibitive. Some ships could operate without relief, but with no limit to the flag restriction, 

should economic fortunes change the owners were trapped, or their entangled investment forfeit. 

Despite the lack of mobility of their capital entangled in the flag covenant, it should not be 

thought that government policy atone forestalleci the efforts of individual entrepreneurs to modernize 

their fleets thxough new building. The failure to build new tramp tonnage was a cornmon feature of 



British shipping through 1956. Many UK firms, through which the bulk of Canada's ocean fleet 

were now operated, similarly did not build new tramp tonnage. New building on British regisûy fell 

prbarily to vessels for liner services. Whatever the allure of "cold profit," the motivation of 

entrepreneurs is aIways difficult to discern, but it appears that within British shipping circles al1 

expected the tramp market to enjoy only a short pst-war period of profitabiliîy, and then rapidly 

decline. Arguably, that view was reinforceci by the British Minisûy of Transport's actions which 

placed responsibility for the assignment of cargoes in the hands of the liner conferences who 

favoured themselves over tramp services. These measures preserved the profitability of liner 

services, but were contrary to the actual trends in world shipping. While British tramp service 

declined over these years, the global tramp f l e t  increased by over 50 percent as did the total volume 

of sea-born trade. 30th British and Arnerican registered tramp tonnage declined over this period of 

time, in both real and relative te~ms.'~ While British entrepreneurs failed to modernize, the United 

States set about reconsidering its massive fleet subsidization programme. Major reductions in that 

effort predated NATO's adoption of MC-48, but came largely fiom the American goverment's 

earlier recognition of the changed conditions of future war requirements. Rather than support very 

high priced Arnerican tramp services, the US govenunent moved to encourage the development of 

flag of convenience tramp fleets." Those &forts are of only passing concem here, but it is worth 

noting that Canadian tramp tonnage declined at a faster rate and more compIetely than either that 

trends in gIobal shipping and Bntain's miss-steps, see Cornmittee of biauirv into S h i ~ ~ i n g ,  Rt. Hon. 
Vsct. Rochdale Report, (London, 1970) Cmnd. 4337, pp. 12, and 140, and Alexanderson and Norstrom, 
World ShiP~ing, pp. 29-37. 

S7America's coastal waters remained closed to foreign vessels, thus maintaining a healthy coastal fleet, 
but the subsidized fleet had dwindled to approximately three hundred vessels by the mid-1950s. The 
United States completed the war with 4,86 1 merchant ships; 2,047 were retained for strategic purposes in a 
mothballed condition, and 1500 were sold to flag-of-convenience operations in Panama, Liberia or 
elsewhere. Approximately half the remaining tonnage composed the US merchant fleet, representing 
fifieen percent of total world tonnage, and employed in canying about one tfiird of America's Foreign trade. 
See, "The Decline in Arnerican Shipping," Economist, 19 April 1955, and "Docks Run Dq," Economist, 
16 April 1955. 



of the United States or Great Britain. 

Trends in British shipping did not match the îrack of global developments. Canadian ships 

on UK registry were even more out of step, because they did not enjoy the same tau privileges as UK 

owned ships. The CSA's recornmendations to Marler sought redress for a number of these problems. 

The CSA called for improved ship depreciation and constructional subsidies and clearer definition 

to the limits of the flag covenant. Al1 these measures required Cabinet approval or 1egisIative 

action. 58 

Like his predecessors Marler failed to have Cabinet accede to a plan of subsidization. His 

efforts at aiding high-seas shipping, however, were not complete failures. The recornmendations 

proposed by the CSA in January 1956 did result in a successful policy initiative to Cabinet. The 

CSAts recommended changes to the Ship Replacement programme prompteci Marler to have the 

entire govenunent approach to sliip procurement policies reviewed. The inefficiencies attached to 

the means of government ship procurement begged for modification to government practices. Marler 

recogriized that very sudden or drastic changes in policy, however, would result in wide-spread 

public protest, originating naturally from shipyard labour and management. With the government 

likely to seek a renewal of its mandate within eighteen months setting the shipyards afire could serve 

no useful purpose. The Minister's thinking on the subject emerged in a series of successful initiatives 

he took to Cabinet. 

Following the CSA's recornmendations, Marler introduced a new plan to Cabinet concerning 

deep sea shipping policy in July. The many shortcomings of the current civil ship replacement 

programme were outlined. Particular attention went to the deterrent value of the current flag 

restriction clause attaching to vessels built or modifieci using money generated fiom former "Park" 

vessels. The Replacement Programme was not being used to build modem tonnage for the ocean 

'%AC Marler Papen, vol. 86, file 94-8, letter M.G. Angus to Marler, 20 January 1956. 
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fleet, because owrters were deterred from investing in vessels, "over which they would not have 

complete control." He recommended, therefore, that some fixed b i t  be placed on the flag restriction 

clause. This change was anticipated, as the CSA recommended, to stimulate greater use of the 

escrow monies because the owners could now at least determine the associated risks. Marler pointed 

out, as well, that both world fieight rates and shipbuilding demand were Iugh. These factors in 

conjunction with the proposed modification to the Replacement Plan were Iikely to encourage new 

ship construction in Canada, where because of declining naval demand excess shipyard capacity was 

becoming apparent. Several adjusiments to Federal tax laws, particularly capital asset depreciation 

measures, were also attached to Marler's Cabinet proposal. 

The Treasury Board and Department of Finance were asked to study these tax proposals 

M e r ,  before Cabinet approved them. Between the end of July 1956 and 31 March 1957 Cabinet 

adjusted ship depreciation regulations contained in the Canadian Vesse1 Construction Act to increase 

depreciation and afXord Canadian-owned ships on UK registry the same tas liabilities offered under 

this act to Canadian-registered ships, almost bringing them into line with the privileges enjoyed by 

UK-owned shps under British laws." 

While the details of the new tax laws required some months to develop, Cabinet immediately 

approved changes to the ship replacement plan; these were announced in the House on 10 August. 

The flag covenant was limited to five years for al1 new vessels undertaken in Canadian yards, and 

ten years for vessels built elsewhere. Escrow monies could also be used for the building of tanker 

tonnage. Aithough Marler proposed it, Cabinet did not accept lifting or limiting the fiag covenant 

of the war-built tonnage. Unfortunately, the Cabinet minutes do not disclose the nature of the 

opposition to that proposition. The fact that the shipowners felt particularly constrained by the flag 

'%AC RG 2, vol. 5775 Cabinet Conclusions, 3 1 July 1956, and RG 2, vol. 1893, Cabinet Conclusions, 
28 March 1957. 
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covenant never seems to have overly wncemed Howe. As he argued previously, the owners had 

purchased the ships on special terms (though the government actually recovered most of their cost); 

hence the flag restriction was placed into the terms of sale, a contract they willingly agreed to. 1t was 

a risk openly incwed and the govenunent had never prornised relief. Howe may simply have stuck 

to his guns on this point. Keepitig control of vessels tlirough the flag covenant, however, did 

commend itself because it rernained perliaps the surest way for the govenunent to channel some of 

the remaining value of these assets towards new construction in Canada. Keeping the old ships on 

British registry helped ensure the assets of their liquidation, estimated at between 25 and 50 million 

dollars, were fiinnelled into the ship repla~ernent.~' These measures promised some work to 

Canadian shipyards at a time when future naval building requirements remained uncertain and state 

procurement policy was undergoing reconsiderafion. While govemment plans went unsettled the 

completion of the current naval programme promised a sipifIcant reduction in shipyard demand. 

Efforts to stimulate civil demand while rethinking procurement policy converged in the last inonths 

of the Liberal govenunent 

New Politics in Procurement Policy 

In the dying months of St.Laurent's administration the diverse requirements of future naval building, 

commercial sliipbuilding, and merchant shipping converged within the initiatives brought to Cabinet 

by the Minister of Transport. With NATO's new concepts the cal1 of strategic neceçsity no longer 

afforded strong support for the shipyards, or the merchant marine. New economy becanle the interest 

%AC RG 2, vol. 5775 Cabinet Conclusions, 23 July 1956, and Cab. doc. 15 1-56, 16 July 1956. On the 
liquidation value of the ships on UK registxy see, the estirnate in Marler's memo to Cabinet, 30 November 
1954 found in Marler Papers, vol. 86, file 94-8, and figures detailing the composition of the fleet in R w r t  
of the Royal Commission on Canada's Coastinn Trade, (Ottawa, 1957). 
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of the government, or at least those at Defence Production and the Department of Transport 

responsible for managing procurement. The navy, too, was interested in new economies, but though 

it rernained committed to a policy of Canadian vesse1 production, it laclied any acceptable plan of 

fleet replacement. 

The navy's fleet replacement planning fmed-up through late 195 6. As previously 

mentioned, their plan introduced erulier that year had not gained approval. The navy's effort to repeat 

the mistake of the early St.Laurent programme and gain approval for a wholly new class of ship, 

equipped with unproven systems, failed in 1956. The desire to avoid a crash building programme, 

when presented with the block obsolescence problem and knowledge of their budgetary strains 

accounted for the urgency behind the Naval Staf£'s efforts to secure approval for that programme. 

The costs associated with urgency and rush, however, were overly clear to Defence Production which 

sought to impose new contract methods, and so reduce overall costs to the government. Completion 

of the largest element of the naval programme presented a problem for the Cabinet. Government 

demand in the shipsyards would decline sharpiy. To darnpen the political consequences either a new 

naval programme had to be introduced, or civil work stimulated. 

Some of these confiicting pressures were focussed on the Naval Board. The navy could 

continue to insist in following the new trends in weapons and ship design and insist on new, as yet 

undesigneci, vessels. Waiting for the technical questions to be settled, however, could take several 

years. That delay would simply compound the block obsolescence problem and ensure healy 

demands on the capital procurement budget. Delay would also see some dissipation of the skilled 

labour forces employed on the current destroyer escort programme. The Naval StaE recommended 

undertaking two ships while design studies progressed, but Defence Production found this an 

uneconornical solution. Defence Production insisted that for the sake of econoniy no new building 

programme could be less than four ships. Both the navy and Defence Production realized that cost 



and construction t h e  would depend on how much a future vesse1 "ciiffers fiom what is already being 

built. "61 

Responding to such concerns, the Naval Board in January 1957 endorsed a new proposal for 

the ship replacement programme. With the many technical questions of new anti-air and anti- 

submarine weapons unsettled, the Board directed that a programme of continuing design study be 

undertaken to determine the RCN's future building needs. Given the tremendous changes occuning 

in submarine, missile, and electronic technologies the Naval Board did not e x p t  to have a fum 

design for a new surface ship ready for several years. This was an unacceptable delay for the 

shipyards, and would hamper the orderly retirement of aging naval vessels. Consequently, the Naval 

Board called for the laying down of four additional Restieouche class vessels, iwo in fiscal year 

1957-58, followed by two in fiscal year 1958-59. The Board minutes record that this 

recommendation came "in spite of the limited capabilities of the Resti~ouche class, because] it was 

advisable to continue to lay down additional ships of this class" until a new design could be phased 

into production without intempting shipyard work, or the orderly replacement of retiring naval 

v e ~ s e l s . ~ ~  

This new proposal rnoved through the Chiefs of StaE cornmittee later that month. In early 

February 1957 the Cabinet Defence Comrnittee approved the plan with the stipulation that 

construction was to proceed under new contractual arrangements aimeci at insuring more "economical 

construction and proc~rernent."~~ Shortly thereafler Cabinet endorsed these plans. The reduced Pace 

of naval construction and the new contractual formulas to be developed remained an item of Cabinet 

6'NAC RG 24 83-84fI67, vol. 3549, file 8000-35 pt.2, draft minutes of 6th DSNSP meeting, 4 January 
1956. 

62D/Hist., Naval Board minutes 5 17, 9 January 1957. 

6 3 N ~ C  RG 24 83-S4/167, vol. 3549, file 8000-35 pt.2, minutes, CDC 113th meeting 6-7 February 1957, 
and Minister's subrnission, Cab. doc., D4-57,30 January 1957. 



concern. While Defence Production could use the new building programme to develop a more 

effective contract formula for naval building, the policy of work allocation was under review by the 

Minister of Transport. Shortly after acceptance of the new naval programme that Minister's efforts 

forced the Cabinet to seek a coniplete reexamination of the policy. 

In late 1956 Marler introduced a plan to Cabinet to reduce the costs of govemmental ship 

procurement while maintaining shipyard employment. Cabinet's acceptance of Marler's proposal 

marked a reintroduction of politics into the ship procurement policy. The Department of Transport 

had requirements for five new vessels. Rather than follow the simple policy of allocation called for 

by the Cabinet decision of 11 November 1948, Marler proposed to award the contracts as follows: 

the largest contract would go to the lowest tender; the next largest to the next lowest, and so on, 

eliminating the tenderers to whom a preceding contract had been awarded. This process would 

continue to spread govemment work, while encouraging the more efficient yards to develop their 

project pIanning skills, essential at least for writing competitive tenders.64 

Marler clearly articulateci that his objective was to prevent the one or two most competitive 

shipyards from gaining al1 the government work. Marler did not defend this effort to avoid the 

dictates of the market by citing strategic necessity. Rather, politics proved the one major reason 

employed in defence of his plan. Marler had promised Halifax Shipyards a share of future Transport 

Department construction. Under his new tendering process, he felt assured that Halifax would win 

at least the most inexpensive v e ~ s e l . ~ ~  The introduction of these political concerns into the formal 

discussion of govemment shipbuilding contracts is notable because of its rarity. For al1 the naval and 

other govemment work undertaken following Cabinet charging the Maritime Commission with 

%AC RG 2, vol. 5775 Cabinet Conclusions, 7 November 1956, and Cab. doc. 2 1 1-56, 1 November 
1956. 

6 5 N ~ C  RG 2, vol. 5775 Cabinet Conclusions, 7 November 1956. 
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responsibility for recommending the ailocation of work in November 1948, there is no other recorded 

instance of discussion within Cabinet chambers of such political concems. Allocation as practiced 

by the Commission in large measure removed those discussions fiom the Cabinet chambers. The 

Maritime Commission becanie the focus of Iobbying but with little apparent eEect. The irony to be 

recognized here, is that as market tendering again entered into the process of govenunent ship 

procurement so, too, did politics, a new trend that continued despite the electoral defeat of the 

Liberals on 10 June 1957. 

The new tendering process developed by Transport complicated the conflicting goals of 

aiding the major shipyards feeling the decline of naval demand while simultaneously reducing direct 

costs to the govement. In Mach 1957 Marler had to retum to Cabinet for discussion of the results 

of his tendering scheme. Halifax Shpyards had failed to win a contract. Rather a new shipyard, not 

a member of the Shipbuilders' Association, had won. Marler argued the new yard, EEUEU 

Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company of Sorel, Quebec, had no track record, and "there had been no 

undertaking to keep such yards in business." He sought Cabinet approval to ove- the tenders, and 

award the work to Halifax His colleagues did not agree. They recornmended Defence Production 

and Transport undertake a study of the new yard's ability to p e r f ~ r m . ~ ~  Though it delayed the placing 

of al1 the contracts, the study was not completed when the Liberals lefl office. 

Rearmament brought for the shipyards relief from the commercial plight they faced with the 

crises of devaluation, but enticed the leading yards into a contractual relationship many were 

unpleased with, and which prevented the shipyards fiom capitalizing on their respective natural 

cornpetitive advantages. Al1 proved powerful reasons to seek changes. If naval building was to be 

curtaited, reconversion again became the issue. In considering pdicies of reconversion the fate of 

the merchant marine and subsidies to aid commercial construction became items for exploration. In 

'%$AC RG 2, vol. 1893, Cabinet Conclusions, 28 March 1957. 
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the name of public interest, reformists of govenunent procurement viewed increased competition as 

a solution to the fundamental weaknesses of the indusûy. The policies of allocation and cost-plus 

contracts undoubtediy increased costs, but as long as basic design functions remained the puniew 

of the state could the vagaries of production be cured by increased competition? Before Defence 

Production would have the opportunity to really test that assmption the navy had to define what 

ships it wanted. 



CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Inaction and Austerity in the First Conservative Years, 1957-1960 

With the election of the Conservative administration of John G. Diefenbaker, in June 1957, the 

Maritime Commission found a more receptive ear. Following continued reconsideration of navd 

policy and fleet development plans, and a monetary crisis in 1957-58, the Conservatives made several 

decisive changes to the shape of Canada's continuing maritime policy. They announced a major new 

naval programme in 1961. The new programme called for fewer but far more capable vessels. 

Staying abreast very rapidly changing weapons technology placed M e r  strains on naval plans, but 

the Cabinet appeared to accept a significantly Iargcr naval budget. Nevertheless, the arnount of naval 

work to be undertaken in Canadian yards was not going to approach that called for by the 

St. LaurentRestigouche and related programmes. That real decline, and the realization that the 

St.Lawrence Seaway posed new problerns for the competitiveness of Canada's Great Lakes fleet, 

prompted the introduction of a shipbuilding subsidy programme. They also announced plans to close 

Canada's coastal trades to foreign shipping, resening Canadian waters solely to Canadian flagged 

vessels. This final measure was aimed at protecting Canada's idand seas, where both shipbuilders 

and shipping companies were feeling the bite of new cornpetition created by the opening the Seaway 

in 1959. Sirnilar help, though contemplated, was not offered the ocean merchant marine. 

Shipowners, however, were released from the flag covenant restrictions on war-built vessels. Most 

of the remaining war-builts operating under the reflagging scheme on British regisîry were scrapped 

or sold. Only one remained in operation under Canadian or British flag by the end of 1963. 
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Despite these new initiatives maritime policy through the early Diefenbaker years reflected 

the trends previously established under the Liberals. The growing expense of maintaining 

independent naval forces and sustaining ocean shipping and the shipyards was not faced up to by the 

Liberals before leaving office, The Conservatives inherited the ad hoc defence procurement and 

maritime policies but proved equally loath to r e t m  to first principles. Instead, incremental changes 

to project and contract management were introduced to naval production. These changes brought 

the policies of the Maritime Commission into conflict with the Department of Defence Production. 

As well, changing NATO naval strategy promised to affect the navy's role and composition. The 

implications of changing NATO naval strategy were faced by the Cabinet in 1960 whm the major 

expansion to the RCN's fleet was authorized. The new naval building programme would not effect 

the shipyards to the same degree as the St.Laurent programme; therefore, new initiatives to wean the 

industry off defence dollars would be advanced. Consequently, while the navy would be bent toward 

greater subordination to NATO, policy toward shipping and the shipyards reflected a greater concem 

with maintaining employment, through protection of Great Lakes interests, rather than towards 

fostering international competitiveness. 

Although Diefenbaker held ofice between July 1957 and April 1963, the major positive 

changes to Canada's maritime policy appear ahost  al1 confineci to the Tory's last thirty-six months 

in office. These were controversial months for Diefenbaker. His hanciling of defence relations with 

the United States largely toppled his government. Although this chapter addresses maritime po1icy 

during the fust half of Diefenbaker's term, a brief esplmation of the problems associated with 

Diefenbaker's handling of foreign and defence policy is an essential prearnble to that discussion. 



The Troubled Administration of John G. Diefenbaker 

The launch of Sputnik in 1957 and the Cuban missile crisis of October 1962 essentially frame 

Diefenbaker's reign. Sputnik ended the short thaw in east-west relations that followed the 1955 

Geneva disarmament conference. Not only did the Soviet Union appear more threatening, but it now 

also possessed the means of delivering long range thennonuclear attacks by intercontinental ballistic 

missiles. While many western allies remained uncertain about the appropriate response to this new 

menace, the Prime Minister's personal rnishandling of defence questions and relations with the United 

States plagued his administration. Much of the literature on Diefenbaker focusses on the problems 

of defence policy: accounts concentrate on issues of continental air defence, particularly the NORAD 

agreement, the cancellation of the Avro Arrow jet intercepter, or the confusion over the acquisition 

of nuclear weapons, This last issue prompted the US State Department's press release of January 

1963 that called Diefenbaker a liar and brought about the non-confidence vote in the House that 

toppled his goverment.' 

Undeniably defence and Diefenbaker's style of leadership becarne his undoing. in 1962 

when the United States asked its friends to stand with it against the stationing of short range nuclear 

missiles in Cuba, Diefenbaker appeared to publicly challenge American policy. Canada's armed 

forces, tied by treaty obligations to respond in support of the United States, acted despite the Prime 

Minister's vacillation. These contradictory actions fuelled an already growing debate over 

Diefenbaker's cornpetence. Even before the Cuban crisis, Diefenbaker's handling of defence relations 

with the United States had brought controversy. The debate centred on his pledge to acquire nuclear 

'~epresentative of îhese îhemes are Joseph T. Jockel, No Boundaries Uustairs. Canada. the United 
States. and the Ongins of North Amencan Air Defence. (Vancouver, 1987); Robert BoihweIl, Canada and 
the United States: The Politcs of h t n e r ~ h i ~ ,  (Toronto, 1992) pp. 70-98; and, J.L. Granatstein, Canada 
1957-1 967. The Years of Uncertaintv and Innovation, (Toronto, 1986), see especially, chapter 5, "The 
Defence Debacle, 1957- 1 963," and chapter 9, "Unification: The Politics of the h e d  Forces. " 
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weapons from the United States for deployment in Canada. Having made a clear public pledge, 

Diefenbaker balked at Amencan terms. This sowed dissention within his Cabinet and provided a 

central theme in the Liberal campaign strategy in 1963.' 

The centrality of debates regarding these issues to the final collapse of Diefenbaker's 

government should not be underestimated, but they have dominateci accounts. The focus on these 

defence problems has clearly drawn attention away from the very positive developments in maritime 

policy made by his govemrnent. In this and the following chapter that balance is partially redressed. 

These chapters fmus on the many positive developments in maritime policy under the Conservatives. 

Yet, however positive those measures, the enduring problems of defence policy for the Diefenbaker 

administration marred whatever new departues were taken in Canadian maritime policy. What J.L. 

Granatstein termed the "defence debacle," entailed a corollary for Canada's wider maritime policy. 

The Maritime Commission had previously advanced recommendations to close the coasting 

trade, to promote commercial orders for shipbuilding (through subsidies, gants or tax incentives), 

and to rekindle, modeniize or otherwise protect the ocean shipping fieet sailing under the Union Jack, 

or eliminate the flag covenant restriction on war-built vessels which kept them there. The 

temporizing displayed by the Liberals found sharp contrast in the actions taken in the last years of 

the Conservative governrnent. However? it is fair to say that intervention and support was not the 

Conservatives first option. In matters of both naval and commercial policy towards the maritime 

industries, the Conservatives let events drive policy. 

In opposition, Diefenbaker's Tory nationalists constantly challenged the size of the defence 

budget and the growing defence relationship with the United States. In office, they only trimmed 

'NAC MG 32 B 19 (Hon. G. Harkness Papers), "The Nuclear Arms Question and the Political Cnsis 
Which Arose From it in January and Febmary, 1963," a narrative produced by Harkness, 19-27 August 
1 963. Cf. J.M. Ghent, "Canadian - Arnerican Relations and the Nuclear Weapons Controversy , 1958- 
1963," (Ph.D. dissertation, History, Universiiy of Illinois, Urbana, 1976). 



the former while increasing Canada's defensive dependence on the United States. Upon election they 

were pledged to reduce overall defence spending. Reductions in defence were to be used to fund 

several new initiatives such as increased financial assistance to Prairie grain fme r s ,  suffering under 

the effécts of recently introduced US wheat subsidies, and the development of the Canada Pension 

plan and related social spending. 

The last year of Liberal d e  saw total defence expenditures of $l,806,WI,OOO. In 1957-58 

Diefenbaker's government reduced this to $1,695,872,000 and in the following year, 195 8-5 9, to 

$ l,66ly83O,OOO. By 1959-60 it reached $l,5 12,209,000. As a total of govement spending, defence 

declined fiom 36.3 percent to 26.4 per~ent .~  Al1 three services were experiencing the dilemma of 

running faster just to stay in place. Nearly half the total defence budget remained devoted to pay and 

allowances for civil and rnilitaq members. Of the three services the navy took the greatest share of 

budget reductions because of the growving demands for continental air-defence systems. The navy's 

budget deched from $363 million in fiscal year 1956-57 to $240 million in fiscal year 1960-61. 

The ratio of defence dollar spent for the navy versus the air-force went fiom 1 :2.6 to 1 :3.03.4 

New initiatives for continental air-defence further strained the defence budget and raised new 

questions about standing conventional military and naval forces. It also brought greater integration 

of American and Canadian defence policy. In his first days of office Diefenbaker signed the North 

American Air Defence Agreement (NORAD)y establishing integrated headquarters and national 

responsibilities for mutual defence. Negotiations begun under the LiberaIs were at a prelimlliary 

stage when Diefenbaker took office. Neither he nor his Minister of Defence, George Pearkes, liked 

3 ~ o u s e  of Cornrnons, "Special Cornmittee on Defence Expenditures. Minutes of Proceedings and 
Evidmce, No&" 1 June 1960, pp. 200-2 1 1. See also, Reginald Roy, For Most Conmicuous Braverv. A 
Biogfa~hv of Major-GeneraI George Pearkes, V.C., Through Two World Wars, (Vancouver, 1977), p. 303. 

4~anada. National Defence. Ex~lanaton, Material Relatine to 1961 /6î Esthales, (Ottawa, 196 l), p. 
47. 



making decisions by cornmittee. Presented a draft treaty, Pearkes chose to simply ignore the Chiefs 

of Staff Committee and Cabinet Defence Committee and walked it d o m  the hall to Diefenbaker's 

office. Without consdting other Cabinet colleagues Diefenbaker accepted the draft proposal, 

Without knowing the implications Diefenbaker comrnitted his and future government to a major 

forma1 defence alliance. Unlike the general pledges of the NATO treaty the NORAD agreement 

granted extraterritorial rights and fixed responsibiIities. It was certainly a prerogative of the 

individuals to act as they did, but the Liberals made great political stir over the seeming naivete of 

the new administration. Diefenbaker thereafter was more circumspect in making decisions, 

particularly about defencc5 Nevertheless, his general distrust of the formality of Cabinet consultative 

leadership and of senior bureaucrats remained enduring traits. It was a trait that could leave public 

policies appeming very expedient. Both defence and maritime poIicy suffered because of it. 

During his first three years in office Diefenbaker appeared determined to reduce defence 

expenditures. The determination to reduce overall defence spending brought a fiindamental shifi in 

defence production practices. This change increased Canada's military ties to the United States. 

Perhaps no single decision of Diefenbaker's government has proven more controversial than the 

cancellation of the CF-105 Avro Arrow hi& altitude jet interceptor, Cancellation of the programme 

after several hundreds of millions of dollars of expenditures, with the craft at deIivery stage, is widely 

regarded as a fatal blow to a once globally competitive advanced aeronautics indu~try.~ The 

cancellation is not revisited here escept to make the point that the espenses of developing aircraft like 

the CF- 105 Avro Arrow were so excessive they moved the govemment to develop greater defence 

production sharing arrangements with the United States. Charles Foulkes, then Chairman of the 

' ~ e e  Roy's interview with General Charles Fouikes, cited in For Most Conmicuous Braver-, pp. 288- 
289. 

%ee Robert Bothwell, "Defence and Industry in Canada, 1935-1970,", in B.F. Cooling, ed., Wnr. 
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Chiefs of the Staff, later explained: 

the complexity and liigh cost of modem defence weapons were 
rnaking it impractical for countries the size of Canada to design, 
develop and produce entire weapon systems to satisfy a limiteci 
Canadian demand. The result was a Canadian decision to 
coordinate development and production of weapons systems with 
the U.S. and to abandon the development of certain major systems 
on her own7 

The impending decision to cancel the airçraft led to the Canada- U.S. Defence Production Sharing 

Agreement of 1958, which effectively opened the door to Canadian companies becoming prime 

contractors and major sub-contractors to the American defence department. Canadian access to 

American technology was also eased, obviating the need to produce sirnilm high-technoIogy 

cornponents or weapons systems in Canada. Improved reciprocal access, Canadian officials hoped, 

would allow the Canadian forces to procure more American components without subsiantially 

disturbing the Canadian-Arnerican trade balance, because there would be increased US purchases in 

Canada to off-set Canadian purchases. This benefit was realized at least through the period 1958- 

1967, when mutual defence purchases effectively cancelled each other out in the trade balance at 

about $280 million per ~ e a r . ~  

The defence production sharing arrangements would ease the supply of a large number of 

components required for naval production, but held little consequence for government shipbuilding 

policy. Canadian yards were expensive, but American yards were more expensive and yet the US 

services would not be bringing work to Canadian shipyards. American shipyards were espressly 

shielded fiom the new market opened by the defence production sharing agreement. The Buy 

7 ~ ~ s t . ,  Raymont Collection, General Charles Foulkes Papers, file. Defence Production, "Canada - 
U.S. Defence Production Sharing," comments drafted by Foukes for Ambassador CharIes Ritchie, 3 1 
January 1967. 

'~oulkes paper, 3 1 January 1967. 
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American Act (1933) stipulated that the US governent had to procure and repair ships in US 

shipyards. Congress insisted this stipulation remain in effect as a condition of accepting the defence 

production sharing agreement.g Nevertheless, efforts to increase production sharing with the United 

States and otlier NATO aIlies would eventually affect Canada's shipbuilding and naval policy. But 

the consequences were not immediate. The navy had no major shipbuilding programme ready to 

commence, and the govemment was not prepared to redraft the Liberals' basic approach to the 

maritime industries. Like the Liberals, the Tories decided to wait for the effects of the new Seaway 

to become clear before framing an overarching maritime policy. 

Waiting for the Royal Commission 

In June 1957 responsibility for framuig maritime policy felI to George Hees, Diefenbaker's first 

Minister of Transport. Shortly after taking up the portfolio Hees provided the prime minister with 

an early sketch of his ideas regarding special protection for shipping and shipbuilding. Hees found 

it inadvisable to contemplate any programme of comprehensive protection for these industries. 

When he made his views known Hees had not had the time to study the nature of these industries 

in any detail, or to really inform himself on previous govement policy. His objections then were 

based primarily on ideological grounds. He favouted letting the play of market forces determine the 

fates of these industries, but he concdd  his views were not informed by any detailed knowledge 

of previous policy, or the industry. For that reason, he told Diefenbaker, he would be making no 

major policy initiatives towards the shipyards or shipping industries until sometime after the Royal 

Commission on the Coasting Trade issued its report. Though he would wait for the Royal 

Commission before fiaming any policy, Hees informed Diefenbaker that the maintenance of a 

%othwell, Canada and The United States, p. 173. 
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shipbuilding industry in Canada was important but there were too many "high cost yards. . . with 

littie business." If govemment assistance was necessasr, he preferred to only help the efficient yards 

"if this c m  be done without at the same time maintaining the more uneconomic yards."I0 In any 

event, nothing would be done witil the Royal Commission reported, and the real consequences of the 

Seaway were known. Until then, he recommended the shipyards be allowed to find "their own level," 

but government work in the shipyards was to remain stable." 

In keeping with this approach the Department of Transport continued exercising direct 

responsibility for ordering vessels it required, thus avoiding the proçess of alIocation still being 

employed by the Maritime Commission for naval work. From the disposition of contracts offered 

by the Department of Transport, however, it appears that in order to maintain the level of work in the 

established shipyards (those within the Shipbuilding Association) cornpetitive tendering was 

controIled in a manner sirnilar to the methods proposed by George Marler dwing the last Liberal 

goverment.'* For the most part, however, the fate of the Maritime Commission's efforts to kame 

a coordinated shipping and shipbuilding policy had to await the Royal Commission on the Coasting 

Trade. 

Several policy decisions were taken in the early days of the government which affecteci the 

fbture course of those efforts. The new government reexamined the recently approved naval building 

programme, which cal1ed for the laying down of two repeat Restigouche class ships per year. 

Authority ffom the new government came before the end of December to proceed as planned, though 

Defence Production would insist on new means of improving the cost efficiency of their production, 

'%AC RG 19, vol. 4950, file 39 10-02 V. 1 ,  letter Hees to Diefenbaker, 30 October 1957. 

"NAC RG 19, vol. 4422, file 9175-02 V. 1 ,  rnerno. G.V. Sainsbury to S.S. Reisman, 14 Apnl 1959. 

"NAC RG 19, vol. 4422, file 9 175-02 V. 1, see sumrnary of measures of support, rnemo. E.A. 
Oestreicher to L. Fry, of Treasury Board, 22 June 1962. 
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a policy examined in more detail below. As well, the t a ~  changes that would have allowed Canadian 

ships on British regisûy privileges similar to Canadian registration fell under reexamination and 

were not promulgated. The international freight rate increase that followed the 1956 Suez crisis 

cushioned Canadian shipowners fiom the effects of this delay. Reintroduction of îhese proposed tax 

measures only came in late 1958, in the face of a drarnatic decline in shipping fieight rates. The 

reintroduction of these proposals touched off yet another intemal government debate over issues of 

special relief for shipping. Those debates are exarnined a little later in this chapter, 

Before the Royal Commission issued its report the Cabinet took a major policy decision 

which haunted al1 future discussion of shipping matters through the late 1950s. By late 1957 there 

were less than eleven of the original 145 deep-sea operating cargo vessels remaining on Canadian 

regisüy. Seven of these remained in operation as Canadian National Stearnships, which had been 

born out of the disbanding of the Canadian Govemment Merchant Marine in the late 1930s in order 

to fulfil obligations of the 1925 British West Indies trade agreement. As a Crown Corporation the 

operations were subsidized through government gants  to the parent corporation Canadian National 

Railways. As mentioned previously, these operations had not proven profitable for some t h e  and 

the parent Company had sought the year previously to either disband the enterprise or secure a direct 

subsidy for the continued operation of these vessels fulfilling govement treaty obligations. The 

Liberals thought it inopportune to offer a direct subsidy to this one shipping line when rehsing them 

to others, but they did increase the funding to the CNR.13 

In late 1957 the management of the Company again approached the government for direct 

help. Increased appropriations to the parent company had covered losses, but now a very unstable 

labour situation threatened to greatly increase the cost of operating the vessels, or force them to be 

laid up. The management explained the source of the labour troubles was Hal Banks and the S N  

' 3 ~ ~ ~  RG 2, vol. 1893, Cabinet minutes, 16 August 1957. 
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which had rnanned CNS ships since 1949. With the union contract due to expire by the end of 1957 

negotiations had begun on a new contract early in the year. The union demanded a 50 percent wage 

increase, while the company offered eight percent across the board, After several weeks of stalemate 

the company had the Department of Labour appoint a conciliation board. The board recommended 

an eleven percent increase, the company accepted, the union refused. On 4 Jidy the union stnick the 

ships. Most of the ships laid-up through August. After gaining special approvaI fiom the board of 

Canadian National, CNS offered a 16 percent wage increase. The union again refhed. Donald 

Gordon, the Chairman of Canadian National, and former director of the Wartime Prices and Trade 

Board, met personally with Banks to try and get to the heart of the dispute. Banks reiüsed to reduce 

his demand for a 50 percent increase. Banks' intransigence remains difficult to explain, though there 

is some indication he hoped to win a deal giving him control over the hiring of non-unionized staff 

working for Canadian National. After the meeting with Gordon hopes for a settlement dissipated. 

Banks began a publicity campaign stating the union would smner see the vessels rust-out and sink 

than accept less than a 50 percent increase.14 

Gordon did not intend to oblige. Instead, Gordon sought permission f?om the Cabinet to 

reflag the vessels. Taking them off Canadian registry would terminate any obligations to the union 

and ailow a return to operations, probably at a substantial saving over previous Canadian crew rates. 

Gordon later explained he simply could not and would not "deaI with Harold Banks and defied him 

by going out of bus in es^."'^ Eventually that was the result of these developments, but in 1957 

Gordon was hopeful that the ships would rernain in business. With little thought to the course of 

future policy Hees endorsed the reflagging proposal and his colleagues accepted the 

1 4 ~ ~ ~  RG 2, vol. 1893, Cabinet minutes, 16 August, 2 1 November, 2 December, 13 December, and 2 1 
December, and Cab. doc. 282-57,6 November 1957. 
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recommendation.16 Britain, however, was not interested in allowing the vessels to reflag under the 

Union Jack. The distasteful implications of union breaking inherent to the proposa1 were only part 

of the reason Britain refbed the ships. A markedly improved economy and tentative steps toward 

full convertibility of sterling meant there was less need on Britain's part for such special 

arrangements. British officiais did help the CNS find an interested party." Cabinet proved reluctant 

to authorize such a move until public sentiment could be gauged. Shortly before Christmas the press 

were leaked the story. Obituaries, rather than protest f o l l ~ w e d . ~ ~  By the end of the year the CN 

Steamships bore the registration Port of Spain, Trinidad. Getting the ships back into operations, 

however, proved another matter. The fleet was tied up in Montreal and Halifax, and repeated efforts 

to bring in Jamaican crews were blocked on the waterfront by Banks' organization. The year ended 

with them still out of operation, strike bound in Canadian ports.Ig 

Violence later erupted over these vessels which brought Banks a certain notorieîy that came 

to work against those attempting to fiame poiicies for the preservation of a Canadian merchant 

marine. It certainly brought the end of the Canadian National Steamships. The transfer of registry 

did not end the labour dispute. After violence erupted in Halifax in early 1958, Gordon sought 

Cabinet approval to divest Canadian National of its shipping operation. On 2 1 May 1958 George 

Hees, rising in the House, announced that Canadian National Steamships was to be wound-up and 

its assets sold. Shortly thereafter its operations ceased and the Cuban governrnent took ownership 

RG 2, vol. 1893, Cabinet Conclusions, 16 August 1957. 

RG 46, vol. 1246, file 2627.0 pt. 4, correspondence, L.C. Audette with W. Graham, 
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of the former ships of the CNS." Banks, however, would continue to trouble the Canadian 

waterfiont, and Diefenbaker's governrnent soon faced similar choices about protecting Great Lakes 

shipping. 

The Royal Commission on the Coasting Trade 

The final report of the Royal Commission on the Coasting Trade similarIy undermined efforts to 

preserve Canada's inaritirne industries. Formed in March 1955, the Spence Commission esamineci 

recommendations for protecting the coastal trade in light of present shipping requirements, carriage 

patterns, and export requirements submitted its frnal and only report to the govenunent in December 

1957. The Royal Commission paid particular attention to the carriage patterns in Canadian waters. 

The Commission determined that although the Commonwealth Merchant Shipping agreement 

granted access to Canadian coastal trades to al1 cornrnonwealth nations, cornpetition carne ahos t  

entirely from British ships. The Spence Commission found that many Canadian shipping f m s  on 

both the east and West coasts employed, via seasonal charter, British vesseIs in the coastal trade. In 

the 1953-54 season, for instance, some 44 British registered vessels, 16 of them Canadian owned, 

operated in this manner. The largest single proportion of such trade entailed, predominantly, lurnber, 

ore and similar bulk shipments between points in Atlantic Canada and Quebec. About ten percent 

of total camiage went in British ships. Nevertheless, Canadian registered vessels canied virtually 

al1 the coasting trade on the Pacific Coast, the Great Lakes, and the St. Lawrence River above 

Montreal, and three quarters of the trade on the East Coast and lower St. Lawrence. Of particular 

significance was the finding that the largest single proportion of the coastal trade was in the Great 

'%annington, Lady Boats, p. 152. 
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Lakes and St. Lawrence River. Vessels in these trades were predominantly Canadian registereda2' 

The St. Lawrence Seaway threatened to remove the protection geography afforded the Great 

Lakes fleet and shipyards. Open cornpetition fiom United Kingdom vessels is what the Great Lakes 

shipping and shipyard owners feared most. Their cal1 for protection did not go unopposeci. Of the 

approximately 170 biefs submitted to the Royal Commission only a quater called for closure of 

Canada's waters. The manufacturers of various marine components and ships, trade unions, and 

boards of trade and cities with marine industries called for restrictions to the coastal trade. Five 

provincial governments, B. C., Alberta, Newfoundland, Manitoba and Saskatchewan, s tated clear 

opposition to such proposals. Nova Scotia and New Brunswick equivwated. Several transport 

associations, boards of trade and manufacturing industries also spoke against the proposal. The 

Canadian Shipowners' Association, speaking for the owners of ayproximately 100 Canadian owned 

ships on British r e g i s ~ ,  and nineteen companies involved in hiring British ships, also submitted 

briefs against closure of the coastal trade.'2 The opposition voiced to the proposal by the trade 

organizations and provincial governments of Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan was easily 

anticipated. They were al1 Iarge producers of bulk commodities, which thrived best on low shipping 

rates. The Canadian Shipowners' Association found itself in the invidious position of favouring free 

trade, because their Canadian-owned vessels on UK registry would have been debarreci participation 

in the coastal trade. The UK government was unlikely to support any special arrangement which 

allowed those ships access whiIe denying other "British" vessels the same right. The opposition or 

equivocation from B.C. and the Atlantic provinces (save P.E.I. which made no submission) reflected 

the degree of penetration of their local economies by British shipping interests. The imperial tie 

' ' ~ e ~ o r t  of Roval Commission on Coastina Trade, (Ottawa, 1957). 

 or or the recornrnendations of the CSA, see testirnony, W. J. Fisher, Manager, to the Royal Commission 
on Canada's Coastal Trade, Ottawa, 12 July 1956, evidence volume 1 ,  Part B, p. 279. 
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afforded many local producers satisfactory and low cost shipping. As their forebears in the age of 

sail had argued against closure of the coastal trade, so did 

But it was not the fate of the coastal interests that prompteci the Royal Commission. The real 

concem was the potential impact of the St.Lawrence Seaway on shipping and shipbuilding interests 

upon the Great Lakes and St.Lawrence River. Great Lakes shipbuilders and shipowners almost 

uniformly spoke in support of closing these waters to foreign, including UK, ~hipping.?~ 

The final report of the Royal Commission aired those views, but found them fimdamentally 

unsound. Throughout the enquisr, the chief comrnissioner, Judge Spence, made little effort to 

contain his views of economic destiny. To a shipyard owner that recommended closure of the coastal 

waters, Spence intoned. . . "1 say to you . . . you cannot build a wall around yourselves, you are al1 

part of Canada." Elsewhere he explained that the "history of progress has been somebody else 

producing a thing cheaper, not by some cost being increased, that is the opposite of progress." " In 

that view fully two-thirds of the representations to the Royal Commission agreed. Progress was fully 

served by the final report of the Spence Commission. The ill-effects of the Seaway on shipbuilding 

and Canadian shipping remained only hypothetical. It vas certain, however, that closure of the 

coastal trades to foreign vessels would definitely result in higher freight costs; consequently, the 

Spence Commission recommended against closing the coastal trade.26 

'3~h i s  paragraph is based on a reading of the 13 voIurnes of testirnony and exhibits of the Royal 
Commission on the Coasting Trade, available through the National Library of Canada. On the historical 
parallel to this opposition by the "culture of Entrepôt growih," see, Sager and Panting, Maritime Cavital, p. 
165. 

24~ubmissions of the CSSRA and Canadian Steamship Lines, in Royal Commission on Coasting Trade, 
evidence and submissions. 

"~xhibits and testirnony, Royal Commission on the Coasting Trade in Canada, vol. 4. pp. 153 1 and 
1590. 

2 6 ~ e ~ o r t  of the Royal Commission on Coasting Trade, (Ottawa, December 1957). 



Policy After The Royal Commission 

The conclusions of the Royal Commission clearly coincided with the views of the Minister directly 

responsible for recommending the government's response, George Hees. The free market again 

would have its day, at least until any ill-effects of the Seaway became known. With minor exception 

the philosophy of non-intervention prevailed through 1958. 

The primary exception remained the vessels on UK registry. With a down-turn in shipping 

rates they again appealed for assistance. George Hees resubmiîted the special tax proposals which 

his government had placed in abeyance shortly after their election. Intermingled with the new 

proposals from indus0 were several by the Maritime Commission. These originated in discussions 

with the shipbuilders. The ShipbuildUig Association had not welcomed the conclusions of the Royal 

Commission, While the builders were most concerned about increased cornpetition, the Maritime 

Commission viewed the continued decline in government work as cause for syrnpathy. The 

Commission's proposals to the Minister therefore again sought to Iink the fates of shipping with 

shipbuilding. To 1h.k the two interests, the Commission pointed out that one reason for the failure 

of Canadian shipowners to modernize their f l e t  was the financial disadvantage they faced vis à vis 

British shipowners. British owners could depreciate a new ship to a limit of 140 percent of cost. The 

Commission maintained that Canadian shipowners should be able to enjoy sirnilar depreciation, but 

only on Canadian-built ships; lesser depreciation was proposed for foreign built ships." 

These recornmendations made little headway against the opposition of the Department of 

Finance. The Associate Deputy Minister of Finance, D.V. LePan, a diplomat turned economic 

analyst, rehearsed al1 of his department's objections in a lengthy memorandum to the Chairman of 

2 7 ~ ~ ~  RG 46, vol. 1 192, file 2401 -0 pt 5, letter Audette to Hees, 29 October 1958; RG 19, vol. 4950, 
file 3910-02 v. 1 ,  letter D.V. Le Pan to Audette, 11 December 1958, with marginal notes of Minister's 
comments recorded by LePan 1 2 December 1 958. 



the Maritime Commission, Louis Audette. The collapse of Canada's deep-sea merchant fleet brought 

little apparent ill-effect, which demonstrated to LePan that Canada couid do without it. There was 

no shortage of fiiendly shipping, particularly American and British, rendering it "unrealistic to think 

in terms of duplicating some of the existing capacity." Present military considerations did not 

suggest a larger ocean fleet was necessary. Moreover, he pointed out, the interests of Canadian 

foreign trade "are best served by the most favourable shipping rates we can obtain."" These 

objections appear to have prevented fiuther discussion of Hees' proposa1 in 1958. They anticipated, 

however, the lines of argument that emerged again in 1959. 

Although the Minister of Finance had originally been "shocked at the mere suggestion of 

subsidizing ship-operators" the issue eventually gained a second hearing, prompted by the actions 

of Hal Banks." In early 1959 Banks and the SIü attempted to gain a foothold aboard the Canadian 

ships operating on United Kingdom regisüy. Approximately sixty Canadian ships remained on the 

UK registry, operating under the special transfer agreement. Banks managed to arrange with several 

of the British unions for Canadian crews to sign an agreement with a Company operating five of those 

ships. Both the British and Canadian governments became involved in the matter, seeking to prevent 

Banks from eniarging his position. The Maritime Commission opposed the move because Canadian 

owners had in part fled to the Union Jack to avoid Canadian wage rates. The British were concerned 

with preventing Canadian labour troubles causing a disruption to their waterfiont, as had happened 

in 1949. 

The incident proved a short tempest. The British unions had been willing to accede to Banks' 

=NAC RG 19, vol. 4950, file 39 10-02 v. 1, Letter D.V. LePan to Chairman CMC, Louis Audette, 8 
August 1958. in sarne file see the CMC proposais, "Canadian Shipowning Industry," ICETP Doc. 196,23 
Apnl 1958. 

2 % ~ ~  RG 19, vol. 4950, file 391 0-02 vol. 1, Memo to Minister, 1 1 December 1958, see merginai note 
by DM-Finance on Muiister's reaction to CMC proposais. 
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effort but the British Ministry of Transport dissuaded them fiom allowing hirn access to more ships, 

until Banks made some arrangements with the Canadian govemment. The Canadian Cabinet were 

not of a mind to make any arrangements with Banks, for much the same reason they had opposed him 

during the troubles with the CNS. The affair appears to have ended there -- at least the discussion 

of the problem disappears from al1 the relevant department files.30 

There were, however, two legacies of some note. First, the actions of Banks prompted the 

Chainnan of the Maritime Commission to enquire into the British govenunent's position on releasing 

al1 the remaining covenanted ships from British registry without returning them to Canadian registry 

first. Canada had aIways had the option of recalling the ships in a crisis, but under the original 

agreement the ships were not to be sold to other than Canadian registry while under British control. 

If in response to the challenge posed by Banks the Canadian govemment released the vessels fiom 

the flag covenant, that meant they would have to be rehirned to Canadian registry before they could 

be disposed of or registered in some other country. The return to Canadian registry would ody 

worsen the situation with, and cause considerable embarrassment to, the government. 

ln early March 1959 the British response made clear the UK government would allow 

Canadian owned ships to simply change registry. That alleviateci the political problem, but the 

British response went further than the Commission's enquiry sought. The British governrnent had 

only recently removed most restrictions on the convertibility of sterling and other controls affecting 

the shipping indusiry. The Transfer agreement had been to the mutual benefit of both nations. For 

the British that mutuality had largely lapsed, as it no longer had to conserve dollars. The implications 

of these observations were not lost on the Chairman of the Maritime Commission. The Canadian 

governrnent could no longer rely on frarning a merchant shipping policy premised on registering 

%AC RG 46, vol. 1246, file 2627.0 pt.4, letter Sir W. Graham, Permanent Secretq British Ministry 
of Transport, to Louis Audette, 16 Febmaxy 1959; letter Graham to Audene, 19 Febniary 1959; letter 
Graham to Audette, 5 March 1 959. 
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Canadian ships in the United Kingdom. Further, as far as Britain was concerned, the days of special 

considerations for Canadian ships on UK registry were ~ v e r . ~ '  

These new considerations prompted the renewed attention to the joint problems of ocean 

shipping and the shipbuilding indusîry which had remained under consideration by the Commission 

and Minister. Hees outlined the direction of the policy response he favoured, introducing relief to 

the shipping industry, or removing the flag covenant, and maintaining the shipbuilding industry at 

its approximate curent level of employment, then some 11,500 strong. Audette began preparing 

some detailed proposak3' However, Audette resigned fiom the Commission shortly thereafier in 

a persona1 dispute with Hees unrelated to the matters in question. By 16 March, Hees with direct 

assistance Erom the Deputy Minister of Finance Ken Taylor, and the Deputy Minister of Transport, 

J.R. Baldwin, had prepared a memorandum for Cabinet calling for some major measures of relief. 

Nearly a third of the Canadian ships on British registry were tied-up. Both their diminished 

commercial viability, and the new challenge by the SIU, were cited as reasons for immediate 

attention to the issue. The response he proposed was not terribly detailed, but containai a plan for 

a special investment allowance for shipowners to underwrite the cost of new construction in 

Canadian yards. As for the vessels on UK registry, he requested an immediate lifting of al1 restriction 

on the monies held in escrow and release Çom the flag covenant. Despite the iugency to these 

requests Cabinet did not deal with the matter for some 

Despite the assistance of the Depuiy Minister of Finance in preparing these recommendations 

the fact the budget was in its final stages before being tabled early the nest month delayed their 

3 1 N ~ ~  RG 46, vol. 1246, file 2627.0 pt.4, letter, Audette to Graham, 6 March 1959; letter Graham to 
Audette, 1 1 March 1 959. 

320n the development of Hees' thinking see NAC RG 46, vol. 1 1 92, file 240 1 -O pt.5, Hees memo. to 
Audette, 7 October 1958, and Audette's reply, 29 October 1958. 

3 3 ~ ~ ~  RG 19, box 4422, file 9 175-02 v. 1 ,  draft memo. for Cabinet, 16 March 1959. 
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consideration. The government expected a deficit of some $650 million, and increases to income tax 

would be called for. Additional spending would have little support. The British government's 

discussions with their unions also appeared to have had some effect, thus reducing the urgency of the 

situation. Finally, the opening of the Seaway to its first season of shipping rendered it premature 

to frame a policy for the shipyards and merchant marine before the immediate consequences of the 

Seaway were known. In any event, the Minister's proposais gained little further attention that year. 

Similar deiays confronted the navy's shipbuilding and repIacement programme. 

Defence Production Nurtures the Navy and Industry 

The general reduction in naval building expenditures through the decade prompted the search for new 

efficiencies and refmement of the defence production process. Through the continuhg naval 

programme of vesse1 maintenance, rnodemization and limited new construction predorninantly of 

repeat or "one-off' vessels, the Department of Defence Production honed its contract management 

skills and insisted on better staff planning from the navy and more accountabiliîy fiom the shipyards. 

Defence Production found itself acting as both client and teacher. As a client, it sought the greatest 

cost efficiency in government procurement. As a teacher, it chastised, prodded, lectured and 

negotiated with both the shipyards and navy in order to develop greater accountabiliîy and efficient 

planning. This was a mission Defence Production developed for itself, but it came at the insistence 

of the Treasury Board. The Treasury Board, as the chief cornmittee for Cabinet monitoring 

government expenditures, insisted on the creation of better control mechanisms. With the support 

of Finance, the Treasury Board encouraged and protected Defence Production in taking on this 

nurhiring role, serving as a prototype for a department of indusûy. 



These trends within the public administration were acknowledged at the t h e  and there was 

considerable pressure for a general reform of the civil service. Diefenbaker's govemment would 

form a Royal Commission, the Glassco Commission, to study the issue and it eventually provided 

a b l u e - p ~ t  for reform much along the lines being encouraged by the Treasuy Board. The final 

report of that Royal Commission would play an important role in û-ansfoming the whole of Canada's 

maritime policy. Before its appearance, however, the Treasury Board defended Defence Production's 

plodding reforms in governrnent procurement. 

Protection was necessary because Defence Production was actually espanding its powers 

beyond those given it in law. For that reason, organizations like the Defence Supply Naval 

Shipbuilding Panel, though chaired by a naval officer, were actually sub-cornmittees of the Treasury 

Board, whch itself was estending its authority over more and more of al1 govemment expenditures 

through the d e ~ a d e . ~ ~  As the oficial histoly of the Treasury Board notes, these steps "effectively 

downgraded the responsibility" of each department's deputy minister by superseding the DM'S 

oversight of fuiancial rnatter~.~' Al1 were responsible to the Treasury Board, and in the case of naval 

shipbuikiing, Defence Production, with some exceptions, spoke for the Board. 

Through the fmt three years of Diefenbaker's govement,  Defence Production and the 

Treasury Board were content with rnodi@ing contractual procedures for naval procurement. Until 

196 1 the o d y  major naval building programme undertaking by Diefenbaker's governrnent was the 

34~ublished accounts have confused this relationship, describing the DSNSP as a body constituted under 
the Department of Defence Production and have stated the panel wound up in 1965. It was not and it did 
not. Full Panel minutes are available in Treasury Board files, NAC RG 55. For the confused limage see, 
S. Mathwin Davis, "The Defence Supply Naval Shipbuilding Panel, 1955- 1 965," The Northern Mariner, 
(October 1 992):2:4: 1-1 5. 

350n the growth of the Treasury Board's power through these years consult the official history by W.L. 
White & J.C. Strick, Policv. Politics and the Treasurv Board in Canadian Service, (Toronto, 1973); the 
comment is fiom pp. 34-5. On the thinking of a senior TB officia1 regarding these trends, see G.G.E. 
Steele, "The Treasury Board As A Control Agency," Canadian Public Administration, (1 96 I )4: 1 97-205. 
See, also Jack Granatstein, The Ottawa Men (Toronto, 1982), particularly his discussion of RB. Bryce 
that has infonned my argument. 



Repeat Restigouche programme announced at the end of 1957. The vessels were almost identical 

to the fiigates previously produced by the industry, which in some cases were still under 

construction. The start-up costs and programme management costs of such a repeat programme were 

correctly anticipated to be substantially less han those associated with a wholly new design. 

Upon election the Conservatives fioze al1 major defence production orders, pending their 

reconsideration by Cabinet. By August 1957 the Minister of Defence, George Pearkes, was able to 

reintroduce the naval "Ship Replacement Programme" proposals that the Liberals had accepted 

earlier that year. The present destroyer escort building programme would complete in 1959, and 

citing the need to replace aging vessels, Pearkes recornrnended undertaking a four vesse1 programme 

to follow, with rninor m0difications,3~ the lines of the previous Restieouche class, with an option to 

order two more vessels of similar design the following year. 

Approval of this programme, to constmct vessels designated DE 26 1 to DE 266, came only 

afier the Treasury Board and Department of Finance gained assurances that major changes would not 

be introduced into the design of these ships without pior Treasury Board or Cabinet Defence 

Committee approval, and that no construction would occur until al1 the required components were 

available to allow an orderly construction schedule. These measuses were uisisted upon as a means 

of reducing the extremety high over-head costs which had been forced on the govemment by the long 

delays associated with the St.Laurent programme. Further, as many components as possible would 

be procureci on a "fm price" basis, or some other means of enwuraging cost contr01.~' 

The fact the programme would be less demanding afforded Defence Production the 

3 6 ~ h e  major difference of these repeat vessels compnsing the DE 26 1 class from the Resti~ouche DE 
257 class were as follows. Only one fue control systern, (GFCS 69), or SPA 34 Radar versus the SPA 8, a 
different nidder, and a five bladed rather than three bIaded propeller. The main dserence in appearance 
between the classes came with the fitting of lattice topmast in lieu of tt pole mast. 

3 7 ~ ~ ~  RG 2, series 16, vol. 1893, Cab. doc. 17 1-57, 14 August 1957, Cabinet Conclusions, 16 August, 
1957, and 19 August 1957. 
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opportunity to experirnent with new contract formulae designed to give the government greater 

control of cost. in these efforts Defence Production drew on its growing experience of prograrnrne 

and financial management gained in the construction of a number of less demanding and minor naval 

vessels. Consequently, the navy and Defence Production were locked into an evolving relationship 

between each other, and with the shipbuilding industry. The Department of Defence Production 

actively combated rising costs by innovative contractual formulas aimed at reducing the financial 

liabilities of the government, and improving the productivity of the industry. An examination of the 

changing contractual relationships serves to illustrate maturation of ihis relationship. 

The Shipbuilding Association and Defence Production undertook talks on contract reform 

following the St-Laurent programme. This resulted in agreement to a frxed-fee cost-recoupment 

fornula. The first test of this formula came with the construction of six MCB class rninesweepers. 

These were small, uncomplicated vessels so their construction allowed experimentation with the 

contract formula. To ensure greater cost control the shipyards were required to supply estimates of 

man-hou requirements. Defence Production similarly produced an estimate. Attention then went 

to reconciling the two figures. As the builder's fee wodd depend on the man-hou. target, rather than 

the total cost of the vesse], this resulted in considerable debate because the prospective builders 

sought a high man-hour estimate as a cushion against delay and cost o v e m s .  Negotiations ended, 

however, when DDP insisted that its estimate of 500,000 man-hours was final. Disgnintled, but no 

doubt desirous of work, the Association accepted the figure. 

While the final target figure of 500,000 man hours caused the Association concem, the actual 

constniction man-hours averaged 438,000 over the six vessels involved. One reason for the 

efficiency of the MCB programme was the degree of scheduling and planning. Because detailed 

naval plans were provided before construction, the orderly scheduling of work was far beyond 

ariythmg previously achieved. Govenunent agencies and shipyards alike exercised greater 



managerial discipline. Sirnplicity of design greatly aided that process. Production efficiency was 

demonstrated in a DDP analysis that estimated that the profit position of the six contractors was 

better in every case, except one, than if the ships had been built employing the former cost-plus 

~ontract .~ '  Although minesweepers presented few of the technical difficulties for the commercial 

yards associated with the DE 205/257 programme, the MCB contract effected major changes in naval 

procurement by serving as the mode1 contract formula. 

DDP was very pleased with the success of the MCB contract fomuIa. The delay in the 

Re~ea t  Restkouche programme, accepted by the Liberals in laie 1956 but placed on hold by the 

Tories in early 1957, allowed DDP to develop plans for imposing a sirnilar contract formula on the 

next set of advanced naval vesseIs. With the acceptance of the Repeat Resti~ouche programme by 

Diefenbaker's government in late 1957, the Shipbuilders agreed to a contract formula based on a 

target-price, and cost-re~ouprnent.~' These principles were agreed upon before construction began, 

but the details took many years to hammer out. A forma1 contract was not signed until the fmt of 

these ships was nearly finished. Debate over the specific fees, man-hours and overhead formula were 

exceedingly protracted, and complicated by M e r  efforts by DDP to control costs. 

With the first vessels of the class already under construction Defence Production sought to 

reduce the complicated audit process, and forestail delays and costs prompted by individual shipyards 

ordering major components. During the St.Laurent programme the govemment had t r i4  to allow 

the various shipyards to operate along the lines of normal commercial construction by ordering their 

own materials, except for the main engines and several sirnilar items. The lead yard, Canadian 

Vickers, identified key materials and searched for a price based on ordenng al1 the material for the 

3 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ i n u t e s ,  14 June 1957 

3 9 ~ e e  discussion of the exact formula, and the detailed estimates given by DDP, CSSRA-Minutes, 1 July 
l958,6 May 1959,l June 1960,15 June 196 1,29 November 196 1 .  
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class. But instead of ordering those materials Vickers then just informed each shipyard of the 

specific items and the supplier and let each shipyard order the materials. The suppliers came to 

dislilce this system because orders tnckled in. The purchasers disliked this system because they were 

pressured to coordinate orders for materials they were not ready to receive, and then had to store a 

nurnber of items for long periods. Defence Production disliked the system because it was bombarded 

with complaints and the navy had to pay higher overheads associated with extra storage and handling 

problems. 

To prevent the recurrence of these problems the navy, at the prompting of Defence 

Production, established the Naval Stores Central Purchasing Agency (NSCPA). This agency 

superseded the lead yard in identi@ing suppliers of major components. By identieing and ordering 

components, the NSCPA ended the practice of the follow-on yards ordering and storing major 

components thus reducing the manufacturer's overhead. For the last vessels of the DE 261/266 

programmes, the NSCPA ordered al1 items "fitted to" the vessels, that is, the main-machinery, 

armament, electrical components, and domestic fittings40 The commercial yards remained 

responsible for only "items worked into" the vessel, such as steel, plywood, and linoleum. As these 

developments greatly reduced the administrative overhead, and the nurnber of components on which 

the manufacturers could calculate costs, the DDP increased the profit allowed on labour, overhead 

and materials fiom 5 percent to 7.5 per~ent.~' 

Even with these higher profit rates, cost control in the production of these repeat vessels 

proved far superior to any previous programmes, despite the hundreds of design changes introduced 

'%TAC RG 24 83-8411 67, box 124. f. 1277- 1 1 Vol. 2, DSNSP minutes, "Procurement Policy', 
Instructional Letter, DDP-No.39-BN- 1044-9-2-B-3, 18 December 1959. 

4 ' ~ ~ ~  RG 24 83-8411 67, box 124, file 1277- 1 Vol. 1 ,  minutes-DSNSP, 7th meeting, 1 9 Fehmary 1 957, 
20th meeting 1 1 March 1958; and CSSU-Minutes, 17 June 1957, and 13 November 1958. 
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after work co~nrnenced.~~ The success of the contract form cannot be removed from considerations 

of the repeat nature of the work involved. The available data on costs, delivery schedules, overheads 

and man-hows which Defence Production had gained with the construction of the 14 original vessels 

simplified the planning of the work and aided in the establishment of man-hour targets. For example, 

from the outset of contract negotiations Defence Production was able to identify 110,000 groups of 

components which the main and sub-contractors would supply. Such exacting detail at the start of 

the programme proved invaluable." Certainly the shipbuilders argued that the fm design and prior 

availability of detaiied drawings "should be credited" most heavily for the accuracy of man-hour 

esti~nates.~' 

However, even before the final vessels in this succession began, construction representatives 

at Defence Production read the success in controlling the costs of the repeat destroyer escorts as a 

sign that M e r  reforms of the contract process were possible. Defence Production aimed at moving 

the industry toward fm priced contracting. They would not have the opportunity to introduce such 

a formula for new warships until the naval replacement p r o g r m e  was more developed. 

By late 1960, however, Defence Production was in a position to try such a formula on new 

naval building when the Cabinet authorized the laying down of the first of three tankerlsupply 

vessels. The strategic origins of this programme are addressed later in this chapter. The construction 

of the tankerlsupply ship, later redesignated a "fleet replenishrnent vesse]," was not a major challenge 

for the industry. The ship, HMCS Provider, was not laid down until 1961, but its planning, initiated 

in late 1958, afforded Defence Production the opportunity to insist on greater contractor liability and 

demand greater design development fiom the navy. To reduce lead-the and associated costs the 

4 2 ~ a n y  were eventually introduced to these vessels. See, CSSRA Annual Report, 1965. 

4 3 ~ ~ ~ R ~ - M i n u t e s ,  1 Jdy  1 958. 

44~eport of Financial Section, CSSRA Annual Report, 1965. 
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basic design was purchased fiom the United States Navy Bureau of Ships (BuShips). The RCN 

technical services branch introduced several modifications, but these were considered rninor and not 

expected to entai1 major fabrication or performance uncertainties for the builders to deal with. Even 

so, someone on the naval team modified the engine room to allow the retro-fitting of a small nuclear 

reactor. The resulting change in hull lines caused a serious vibration which took several years of 

experimentation to remove. This problem, however, was not apparent in 1960-6 1. Technically the 

ship followed commercial standards of design and fabrication, differing little fiom a civilian tanker. 

In the interest of economy both the Ministers of Defence and Defence Production accepted the 

recomrnendations of the shipbuilding branch that the policy of allocating naval work not be follou~ed 

for this vessel. Instead competitive tenders were called. Few difficuIties were encountered in 

securulg fm b i d ~ . ~ ~  

Further competitive pressures were introduced that tested the industry's technical planning 

capacities. Defence Production introduced target-hour with ceiling-price contracts for naval 

conversiodrefit work. After several experirnents, yielding mixed results with this f0nnula,4~ DDP 

introduced straight fm-price competitive bidding to full and accurate specifications for conversion 

work. The first test of the industry's ability to meet fm-price contracts for the construction of a 

modem warship comparable to the challenges posed by the St.Laurent programme would not corne 

until the navy could articulate its requirements, and the navy would not be ready to do that for some 

time. 

Even so, the thmst of Defence Production's thinlüng was clear. Defence Production would 

point to the success of this cornpetition as a mode1 for the nest large naval building programme. The 

4 5 ~ ~ ~  RG 2,  series 16, vol. 2745, Cabinet Conclusions, 25 June 1959. 

4 6 ~ i t h  the target-hours on ceiling price formula it was possible for the bidders to adjust their estimate to 
the ceiling established by Defence Production, thus recovering or avoiding any penalty for not meeting the 
target. C SSRA Annual Report, 1 965. 
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example served despite the fact that the economies achieved related to ships that were either not 

tembly complex or repeats of the earlier fiigates. Further, Defence Production's effort to allow 

market forces and competition to discipline and develop the shipbuilding indusîry faced a iimit 

imposed by conflicting government policy. Shipbuilding policy remained the general responsibility 

of the Maritime Commission which still practiced the policy of allocating work to specific strategic 

shipyards. Reconciling competition for contracts with the Maritime Commission's mission of 

allocating al1 government work brought Defence Production into conflict with that policy. The 

problems of applying firm yrice or fixed-fee contracts to a t d y  new naval warship would only be 

discovered late in Diefenbaker's administration because the navy's new fleet replacement programme 

was not ready to proceed until late 196 1. 

The RCN through the Period of Austerity and Technical Challenge 

Fleet planning for most of this p e n d  involved making repeated compromises between new 

technology, new cornmitments and maintaining old wmmitrnents. Simply maintaining comtnitments 

from the period 1955 to 1960 proved exceedingly difficult because the navy faced a double-bind 

created by rapidly changing technolom and dwindling budgets. Reflecting the financial problems 

of the governrnent, the naval appropriation was progressively reduced over 1957-61, declining fi-om 

$326.3 million dollars to $271.3 million by the end of this period. Despite these declining estimates, 

RCN personnel strength increased from 13,500 to over 20,000, and the size of the fleet had trebled 

since 1950. Yet, in real dollars the naval budget in 196 1 was only 19 percent greater than it had b e n  

in 195 1. Moreover, while older vessels required replacement many of the newer ships required 

extensive modernization to remain abreast of the advances in naval weapons, sensors and electronics. 



The financial strictures faced by the RCN thus came at a moment of very rapid technical and 

strategic change. With its eye to economy the Cabinet insisted the three anned services identi@ their 

"most essential pnorities." These were to be met without increasing the defence budget. The 

development of tactical capabilities was to be clearly subordinated to wider strategic concems. In 

keeping with developing NATO strategy this was interpreted for the three services to mean 

developing the "greatest possible deterrent and the means to defend this deterrent."" 

The meaning of such guidance to the navy was not irnmediately self-evident. It was clear, 

nevertheless, that it was becoming more important to dernonstrate naval capacity as a contribution 

to stable deterrence. Not only had the fleet to remain in readiness for war but it had to demonstrate 

superioriîy over the Soviet Union's submarine forces. The tactical problem of anti-submarine warfare 

was becoming much more cornplex, and the submarine threat was changing from a tactical to a 

strategic problern, as the Soviet submarine fleet increased rapidiy in size and ~apab i l i t y .~~  

The growth of Soviet submarine forces and the explosion of the Soviet H-bomb in August 

1957 left little doubt that these capabilities would soon be marrieci to present a major new threat to 

North Arnerica. By the end of 1957 the USSR \vas h o w n  to have developed submarines capable 

of f i ~ g  short range atomic The advent of missile-canying submarines put Soviet forces 

off the Coast of North Amerka on a permanent basis. The increasing scale of Soviet submarine 

operations in the western Atlantic did not heIp matters. The exact number of SOSUS contacts 

rernains classified, but contacts by other means demonstrate the increase in scale. Four visual 

4 7 ~ ~ ~  RG 2, series 16, see Cabinet Defence Cornmittee discussion, 19 September 1957, confirmai by 
Cabinet, 20 September 1957. 

480n the growth of the Soviet Union's submarine fieet see the authoritative, Nonnan Friedman, 
Submarine Design and Develovment, (Annapolis, 1984), pp. 100- 102. 

49~or the development of Soviet submarines and missile technologies see, Jan Breemer, Soviet 
Submarines: Desien. Developrnent and Tactics, (London, 1989); and John Jordan, Soviet Submarines. 1945 
to Present, (London, 1989). 
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contacts were confmed in 1958, 19 in 1959, 2 1 in I960,22 in 196 1 .'O An a g r d  defence threat 

assessrnent between the United States and Canada estimated that in the time frame 1959-1963 the 

USSR could maintain 100 inissile-firing boats within range of North Arnerica. This relatively short 

range cniise missile threat was anticipated to lessen after 1963 when it was expected the USSR would 

be commissioning submarines capable of firing long-range inter-continental ballistic missiles.*' Al1 

these forces proved a potentiaily devastating threat and particularly dificult to neutralize by naval 

forces. 

The increased threat to North America resdted in the United States and Canada coordinating 

greater development of coastal surveillance. Naval forces previously prornised for operations in the 

eastern Atlantic were repositioned to the West Coast, which both Canada and the United States argued 

was part of the NATO defensive area. Aerial surveillance of the coastal area took on increased 

importance. In early 1958 Cabinet approved increasing Canada's long range maritime surveillance 

aircrafl kom the current 28 to 40 by 1963.52 

Compounding the missile threat was the advent of nuclear propulsion. The success of the 

USN's nuclear powered submarine USS Nautilus, which travelled under the polar ice-cap in 1957, 

demonstrated to the Naval Board both the viability of the propulsion plant and that Canada's northern 

waters were no longer immune to submarine operations. The spectre of nuclear missiles in nuclear 

submarines was a potent combination. The Chief of the Naval Staff esplained to the Chiefs of Staff 

''~ee, NAC RG 24 83-84/167, "Prediction of Operational Exposure Pends in ASW," in ASW 
Operational Research Tearn, Closed Circulation Report, cited in German, The Sea is at our Gate, p. 272. 

"NAC RG 24, vol. 207 1 1, file CSC 2-3-2 pt.6, "Defence Questions for Discussions," 4 Novernber 
1959. 

S 2 ~ ~ i s t . ,  minutes Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee, 61 9, 13 Febniary 1958. 



Cornmittee, these developments had "left anti-subrnarine warfare far behind. . .."53 

Finding increasingly sophisticated Soviet submarines demanded irnproving the effectiveness 

of the ASW fleet. To do so within the restrained naval budget demanded economies be made 

elsewhere. Almost irnrnediate attention went to cutting the strength of the naval reserve. Under 

current war assumptions there would be little time to effectively mobilize the reservists. Walter 

Hose had developed the reserve system to build national support for the navy through the inter-war 

years. It had proven invaluable to wartirne expansion. There would not be tirne to repeat the 

experience of the Second World War. To maintain operational forces-in-being at peak strength the 

Naval Staff cut drastically the appropriations set aside for the reserve. Despite the consequences of 

reducing the political visibility of the navy, total naval reserve strength was cut to less than 3,500.54 

These were not the last of the cconornies. To keep more ships in operation, maintenance of 

the operational fleet was allowed to slip. More ships were kept on coastal patrol for longer periods 

of time than was best for operational maintenance or readiness. The Atlantic's Senior Canadian 

Officer Afloat through 1960 submitted several detailed critiques of fleet readiness, which partially 

cost him his career. The flag oficer concluded that except for the newer ships the fleet was "ill- 

equipped for prolonged ope ration^."^^ Others agreed that the press of work through the late 1950s 

led to an erosion of the good condition of the n a ~ y . ' ~  

5 3 ~ t  one point the Americans sought Canadian adoption of new rules of engagement that would have 
authorized ships' captains to force an unidentified vessel, operatine within or in prommity to territorial 
waters, to the surface by fire if necessary. Although the Canadians prevailed in stating such a response was 
unacceptable to the Canadian government, it illustrates the level of concem. DMist., Navy Board min. 
592-6,8 April 1959; and, 7311223 series 1, file 379, memo. Chief of Naval Staff to Chairman, Chief of 
Staffs, "RCN Submarine Programme", 1 8 November 1959. 

5 4 ~ ~ ~  RG 2, series 16, vol. 1893, Cabinet Conclusions, 20 September 1957. 

"NAC MG 32 B 19 (Harkness Papers), vol. 59, file: x [narne undisclosed] report "The Atlantic Fleet 
Report," Senior Canadian OEicer Afioat, 1 5 September 1 96 1. 

''%AC Harlaiess Papers, vol. 59, file: x, Appendix "E" to NSS: 1900- 18, of 13 July 1962, "State of Fleet 
in the Atlantic Comrnand." 
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While trying to address the ASW problem the Naval Board authorized reductions in the fleet 

and declined additional missions. After long debate the Board voted to dispose of the two cruisers, 

HMCS Ontario and Ouebec. Though only being used for training missions, the cruisers had been 

promised to SACLANT for operations in the eastern Atlantic d e r  mobilization. But the cost of 

maintaining that cornmitment threatened to expend fünds that were more urgently required for 

addressing the submarine threat in the western Atlantic." Further, in the naine of econorny, though 

reducing the fleet's general service capability, the navy's only ice-breaker, HMCS Labrador, was 

transferred to the Department of T ransp~r t .~~  In focusing on the submarine threat in the western 

Atlantic the Navy Board declined participation in an American plan to extend the Distant Early 

Waming radar system at ~ e a . ' ~  A Canadian contribution to ASW barrier operations closer to the 

Soviet Union, for instance in the Greenland-Iceland-United Kingdom gap (G-LW), was declined 

to allow concentration of resources in the western Atlantk6' 

Moreover, the problem of fleet replacement still had to be faced. The carrier, HMCS 

Bonaventure, was scheduled for replacement before 1975, but no replacement programme was even 

undenvay. With the loss of the two cruisers, the Tribal destroyers were the remaining major surface 

vessels in the RCN, but al1 were due for retirement before 1970. The impending obsolescence of al1 

these vessels cut at the heart of the navy's cherished balanced fleet concept. The Tribals were general 

purpose ships: small but fast and heavily gunned. The carrier bore the navy's fighters and its crucial 

A/S aircraft. Without these ships the fleet would be reduced very IargeIy to a limited speciality in 

"~/Hist., Navy Board min. 564-3, and 570-4, 1958. 

58~ /H is t . ,  Navy Board min. 540-2,28 August 1957. 

'%AC RG 2, vol. 5775, Cabinet minute, 19 December 1956. 

%AC RG 24 83-841167, box 89, NSS 1270-78-1 vol. 6, "RCN Position Regarding G-1-UK Study 
Group Recornrnendations" "Appendix A", 26 September 1960. 



ASW. 

Although the Naval Staff grew concerned with maintaining a general surface capability, the 

pressing problems of tactical ASW prompted the search for new operational meîhods for existing 

forces. Particular attention went to improving the ASW efficiency of the existing fieet. These 

improvements were related to a developing operational method designed to increase the protection 

of North America. Against the short range cruise missile threat, RCN AS W forces established three 

box-search patrol areas of approximately 700 by 300 miles. Two regular search areas were patrolled 

off the east coast and one off the west coast, at a range sufficiently far fiom land-fa11 to negate the 

range of Soviet missi te^.^' To cover the patrol areas, ships were to operate in pairs, with 24 ships 

required to cover each search area. Given 24 ships to conduct a search, one hou  and Gfty minutes 

would be required to responded to a SOSUS contact for vessels capable of 27 knots, (i.e. StLaurent 

class) or NO-hours and fifieen minutes for ships of 18 knots (Prestonian class). These operational 

requirements highlighted some of the deficiencies of the current destroyer escort forces. The RCN 

expected to have fourteen 27 h o t  St.Laurent/Restigouche DDEs, and four Tribal class destroyers 

in service by the end of 1958.6' There were eleven other escorts in the fleet- four Tribals and seven 

Prestonians, but they possessed neither the speed nor ASW gear suitable for these missions. 

To maintain the necessary number of ships in operation the Naval Staff proposed deploying 

tanker/support vessels, and modemizing many of the older ships. The need to keep ships operatkg 

at maximum efficiency within the patrol areas prompted the cal1 for the tanker/replenishment ships, 

611n 1956 that was ody 200 nautical miles, but by 1960 it was judged to be between 1000 to 1500 
nautical miles. See, NAC RG 24 83-84/167, vol. 457, file 1650-26 vol. 15, "Some Factors Pertinent to the 
MC-48 War Concept", especially, "Annex 1-- Force Requirements for the Support of Sound Sunieiltance 
Systems," memo fiom Dir. Naval Plans to ACNS (Plans), 14 February 1956. 

62Lf there was one helicopter per two ships, then not more than 40 minutes was required to reach the 
DATUM point. As for maritime patrol aircrafl, maintaining three on continuous patrol would give a tirne 
on daturn of 40 minutes. With those performance requirements, a fleet of 40 Neptune patrol aircraft was 
required to provide 24. "Some Factors Pertinent to the MC-48 War Concept." 
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which gained Cabinet approval in 1959.63 As well, authonty for an extensive modemization 

programme came with little debate because it was apparent that the delays experienced in ordering 

the Re~eat Resti~ouche vessels threatened to seriously erode fleet effe~tiveness.~~ Beyond irnproving 

the on-station t h e  of the fleet, drastic improvements were also sought for al1 ASW vessels. 

Even the St.Laurent class needed immediate improvement. Substantial modifications were 

planned for the St.Laurents and other patrol vessels. Improvements included incorporation of a 

helicopter hanger and flight deck, and the installation of the Canadian designed Variable Depth Sonar 

(VDS).65 Other countries planned simirar fittings, but through the early 1960s the RCN led the world 

in mating helicopters and VDS to small ships. Consisting of a large towed sonar array that could be 

lowered through the ocean's surface layers, the VDS had by late 1958 achieved effective active sonar 

detection beyond 21,000 yards, and was exceedingly reliable for ranges up to 11,000 yards at 15 

knots -- that is two to three times the effective range of hull-mounted sonar. Theoretically, two ships 

operating with VDS could search the same area previously demanding Helicopters depIoyed 

fiom the decks of Canada's escorts and capable of operating dunking sonar fiirther enhancecl the 

operational area. Although the potential of the VDS and helicopter were recognized very early by 

63"~ome Factors Pertinent to the MC-48 War Concept." 

6 4 ~ h e  Chief of the Naval StaiT gained authority to plan the modemization p r o g r m e  d e r  a private 
meeting with the ministers of Defence, Estemal MTairs, and Finance. See marginal note by CNS on 
Cabmerno 4-57, 14 August 1957, in NAC RG 24 83-841167, box 3549, file 8000-35 vo1.2. 

6s0n helicopter effectiveness and need for VDS see, D/Hist., Naval Board min. 576-4,24 September 
1958. Before committing to these new systems Naval Board recomrnended Iiuther study using two vessels 
converted to test the concept. The vessels converted were HMCS Sioux and HMCS Crusader. As well, an 
examination was to be made of converting the five figales with longest remaining operational service to 
carry up to three helicopters. 

%AC RG 24 83-841167, vol. 455, message from Maritime Commander Atlantic to Naval Secretary, 
"Analysis of Operations September 7 and 8, 1958 Analysis of Contact P-86," 15 September 1958. 



the RCNF a lengthy penod of design development and sea trials was necessasr before their 

incorporation into the fleet. With completion of those trials in the early 1960s, fitting of these new 

systems was delayeci only by the rate of production and the need to rnaintain an orderly shipyard 

schedule. The last two of the Repeat Resti~ouche class were suffïciently changed in outline by the 

addition of flight decks and helicopter hangers to foml a separate ship-cIass. HMCS Ni~igon and 

HMCS Anna~olis, authorized in 1958, would be built with these features, but would not join the fleet 

until the early 1960s. In the rest of the fieet shipboard deployment of hclicopters and VDS could not 

occur until the mid 1960s, during the mid-life refits of the St.La~rents.~' 

Solutions more permanent than the short-term modernization programme required a series 

of studies. But rather îhan develop a new path for navy to follow out of the technical, financial and 

strategic labyrinth it had entered, these new studies complicated identification of the next class of 

ASW vessels to undertake. A series of studies demonstrated that the effectiveness of the fleet would 

be greatly irnproved by the deployment of submarines, heiicopters and fixed wing aircraft working 

in combination to support the SOSUS banier. But the RCN did not operate its own submarines. 

Instead, two Royal Navy and one American submarine were on loan for training purposes. 

Subrnarines, it was argued could be incorporateci into the annual estimates for 195 8- 1 959.69 

This raiseci a serious question about the best type of ASW vesse1 to follow the Restigouche 

6 7 ~ ~ s t . ,  791246 Policy Planning Coordiiating Cornmittee (hereafter PPCC) min. 103-3, 17 March 
1958, Naval Board min., 564-4,2 April i 958. See "ASW Weapons Effectiveness Study, 1957- 1967" 
Director of Undersea Warfare, 1 8 September 1 957, discussed 1 20th PPCC, 1 5 November 1 957, and Naval 
StafF, 24- 1957,29 October 1957, Naval Board, rnin. 552,20 November 1957. 

6 8 ~ / ~ i s t . ,  79/246 PPCC Files Project EE-5 "NS Detection Equipment -- Variable Depth Sonar -- 
ANlSQS 504. See also, Maritime Warfhre Bulletin. Cornernorative Edition. 1985, (Maritime Warfare 
School, Halifax, 198S), pp. 45-53, and 66-74. 

6 % ~ s t . ,  791246 PPCC min. 103-3, 17 March 1958, Naval Board meeting, 564-4,2 April 1958. See 
"ASW Weapons Effectiveness Study, 1 957- 1967" Director of Undersea Warfme, 1 8 Scptember 1 957, 
discussed 120th PPCC, 15 November 1957, and Naval Staff, 24-1 957,29 October 1957, Naval Board, 
meeting 552,20 November 1957. 



class. In considering the usefulness of surface escorts the fleet anti-aircraft capacity also required 

consideration. Maintaining an anti-air capability while improving the ASW effectiveness of the fleet, 

and meeting the replacement schedde evolved into a long m i n g  problem. Rernaining current was 

an age-old problem for navies but the rapid rate of technical change being experienced by the late 

1950s was unprecedented. Missiles, nuclear propulsion, greatly improved sensors, ship mounted 

computers were just a few of the advances. Larnented the Director of Naval Operations: "Al1 

modem weapons and their vehicles seem to become obsolete as they go into producti~n."'~ 

Simply to stay in place the navy really was running faster but getting nowhere. The current 

fleet would rust out if no replacement vessels were laid down. The rapid changes in missile, sensor, 

propulsion and weapons systems would have to impact the design of any new surface ASW craft. 

Speaking to the Shipbuilding Association in 1958 Commodore (E) Brian Spencer, the RCN's chief 

engineer, found solace in a parallel found in Kipling: 

This new ship here is fitted accordingly to the reporteci increases of 
knowledge among mankind. Namely she is curnbered, end to end, 
with bells and tnimpets, and clocks and wires which, it has been 
told me, can cal1 voices out of the air or the water, to con the ship 
while her crew sleep.'' 

Deciding what "bells and tnunpets" were necessary and what was affordable appeared treacherous 

to the Naval Staff. Excellence cost more rnoney than the navy had. Simply remaining current also 

took a heavy toll. It was clear the navy had to plan for fewer ships, but there was no guarantee they 

could get the better ships. For a while it appeared that moving into a submarine fleet would afford 

the navy its necessary tactical ability, at a reasonable cost. 

'%AC RG 24 834341167, vol. 3549, file 8000-35 pt.4, minute sheets, rnemo. to Commodore D.W. Piers, 
(ACNS Plans) fiom Cap.  J.C. Littler, DNOPS, 1 1 August 1960. 

"CSSRA files, Commodore (E) B.C. Spencer, "Some Recent Developrnents in Marine Propulsion of 
Naval Vessels," bief to CSSRA Technical Section, 4 March 1958. 



Submarines or Surface Hunters? 

By late 1957 the USN was arguing that the best means of hunting Soviet submarines was with 

subrnarines. Submarines could operate with virtual impunity fiom aerial or surface observation, and 

their sonar did not have the same problem with temperature gradients as plagued hull-rnounted ship 

sonars. The RCN kept abreast of the technical advances in submarines being made by both Britain 

and the United States throughout this pe r i~d .~ '  But the possibility of acquiring nuclear-propelled 

submarines parîicularly intrigued the Chief of Naval Technical Services, Vice Admirai Bnan 

Spencer.73 From early 1955 he had encouraged the continuous appraisal of nuclear drive technology 

and its incorporation into the fleet. When it became a proven technology, and the American and 

British developments of anti-submarine submarines became clear, great attention was given to the 

issue by the Naval Board. 

The success of the USS Nautilus nuclear submarine prornpted Spencer to argue that a 

requirement for Canadian nuclear propelleci submarines existed. At the 564th meeting of the Naval 

Board, on 2 April 1958, it was agreed there was a requirement, and îhat a detailed feasibility study 

on Canadian construction facllities be undertaken. After reaching a "Scope and Means" agreement 

with the United States Navy and Atomic Energy Commission, the Nuclear Submarine Survey Team 

completed its study by July 1959. After an extensive survey of Canadian shipyards and discussion 

with manufactures, the Survey recommended Canadian industry could build nuclear submarines, 

''DIH~s~., Naval Board min. "Special meeting", 16 November 1953, provides an early exarnple of the 
British response to American ASW submarines. 

73~ear-~dmiral S. Mathwin Davis, lends many particuiar insights on Spencer's views in, "It Has Al1 
Happened Before: The RCN, Nuclear Propulsion and Submarines-- 1958-68," in Canadian Defence 
OuarterIv, (Autumn 1987): 1 7:2: 34-4 1 . 



the only limiting considerations being t h e  and money. 74 

These two generous caveats prompted the Chief of Naval Staff, Vice Admiral H.G. DeWolf, 

to cal1 into question the findings of the survey. For the conservative cost estimate of one nuclear 

submarine, the RCN could gain three to five conventional s~bmarines .~~ The latest conventional 

boats possessed many of the same operational advantages against other submarines, the only real 

disadvantage being subrnerged endurance and speed -- those limitations in light of the tremendous 

cost differential eventually proved decisive in deciding against any imrnediate programme to build 

nuclear boats. 

These were the major points of DeWolfs criticism. Consequently, the Chief of Naval Staff 

recommended that unless additional funds could be made available to the navy to meet the cost of 

building nuclear boats, conventional submarines should be undertaken on the basis of equal priori@ 

with the surface vessels of the planned replacement programme. However, until the submarine 

programme was settled the surface ffeet replacement programme was aIso delayed. 

Neither the navy nor industry wanted any major delay in bringing fonvard future naval 

building. By the end of 1958 it was clear to the navy that there would be delay. Consequentiy, the 

last two of the Repeat Restigouche class were authorized by the Cabinet Defence Cornmittee. Laying 

down these vessels and bringing forward the fieet mdemization programme promised to maintain 

shipyard employment, but somewhat below what the industry asked for. With these delays shipyard 

employrnent would decline fiom 16,000 in 1953-54 to approximately 10,000 in 1960. The Maritime 

Commission busied itself with a number of proposals to maintain the major shipyards. Several steps 

74 DMst., 79/246 PPCC Project L-2, NSS 8000-SSN "Progress Report on the RCN Nuclear Submarine 
Study". 

7 5 ~ / H i s t . ,  79/246 PPCC project files, L- 1 and L-2. The Canadian Nuclear Submarine Survey team 
conçluded an atornic boat could be built in Canada according to an Arnerican design for approximately 65 
million dollars. A British designeci conventional boat of the Porpoise (progenitor of the Oberon class) 
could be constructed for 15- 18 million dollars in Canada or 9 million dollars in the UK. See "RCN 
Submarine Programme" memo CNS to COSC, 18 November 1959, p. 2. 
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were soon taken to alleviate the dedine in naval work, and these are addressed in the next chapter. 

Before tuniing to that story it is important to complete discussion of the navy's effort to define its 

requirements, which, in turn, would influence shipyard policy, 

The shipbuilding industry was looking forward to the submarine programme, conventional 

or nuclear. Saint John Shipbuilding, Marine Industries, Vickers and others wrote the Prime Minister 

or Defence Piduction or the Maritime Commission outlining their capacity to undertake these 

vessels. Defence Production had tried not to get the industry excited and had made only very general 

inquiries. Still several yards promised certain strategic mergers with American corporations or 

between themselves in order to secure submarine w01-k.~~ The enquiries had whet their appetites but 

the cost of Canadian production was a deterrent and the navy was not ready to proceed. 

The Naval Staff prepared a detailed proposal on Canadian production for the Chiefs of Staff 

Cornmittee in November 1959. The Chief of the Naval Staff recomrnended that Canada introduce 

a submarine service for the purpose of irnproving its ASW capability, and at the same time augment, 

and eventually replace, the present submarine training squadron on loan from the United Kingdom. 

The RCN proposal demonstrated a marked preference for nuclear boats, but would accept 

conventional boats if no additional h d s  to off-set the additional cost were authorized for the naval 

appropriation. The Chiefs of Staff Comrnittee endorsed the conventional building programme. 

Ministerial approval for a complete study of a conventional building programme came in 

March 1960. This further survey was completed in conjunction with the Department of Extemal 

Affairs, Treasury Board, and Department of Defence Production. Its final report proposed 

introducing submarines into service for training purposes and operational purposes as part of the ship 

replacement programme. Considering operational characteristics, the navy recommended 

construction of six US Barbel class boats, conventional submarines of American design. 

7 6 ~ ~ ~  RG 24 83-84/167, vol. 3789, file 8200-21 Subrnarine Survey. 



Recommending production be undertaken in Canada at a rate of two ships a year comrnencing in 

196 1, the entire programme, including spares, essential stores, and support facilities bore an 

estimated cost of $171.35 million dollars. The report noted that should these costs be judged 

excessive the navy would accept British Oberon class submarines built in the United Kingdom. 

Constniction of the "O-boats" in UK yards promised approximately a 50 percent reduction in 

programme costs. Whatever the consequences for Canadian shipyards, the RCN wanted 

~ubmarines.'~ 

The results of the conventional submarine survey were presented to the Minister, George 

Pearkes, on 16 August 1960. The navy was ready to propose the programme but the Cabinet was not 

prepared to address it. The navy's proposal moved forward to Cabinet less than a week in advance 

of a major Cabinet shuffle. 

Diefenbaker undertook a major reorganization of his Cabinet in the late sumrner of 1960. 

Both the Minister of Defence and the Minister of Transport left their portfolios. Pearkes was thankfbl 

to leave the Cabinet altogether because of his growing confiict over nuclear weapons policy with the 

Minister of External Affairs, Howard Green and Diefenbaker. Pearkes left for the calmer climes of 

Victoria, B.C. to replace Frank Ross, the Liberal appointeci Lieutenant-Governor. George Hees 

remained in the Cabinet, but Ieft Transport to head the Department of Trade and Commerce. In that 

post Hees lent support to the new initiatives towards the shipyards and merchant marine that his 

replacement at Transport, Leon Baker, soon brought forward. At both Transport and Defence the 

new rninisters would push ahead major new initiatives affwting Canada's maritime policy. Both 

would move against the trends of policy established by their predecessors, and for a short tirne they 

"~/Hist.  , 73/1223 series 1. file 379, "RCN Submarine Prograrn" 18 November 1959; and, draft 
submission to Cabinet Defence Committee, "RCN Submarine Programme", 10 November 1960; 79/246 
PPCC files, project F-3, "The Report of the 1962 Submarine Comrnittee," July 1962, provides a detailed 
historical survey and comparative statistics on the operational performance of the Barbel and Oberon class 
boats. 



would succeed. 

Maritime policy through the first three years of Diefenbaker's governrnent was highly 

reactive, and rarely positive. No long term policy for support of the shipyards was established. The 

Maritime Commission was pushed aside f?om its role in supervising the naval building programme 

as the Department of Defence production continued its quest to both develop the technical capacities 

of the indusby while developing better contractual means of managing nava1 production. Tensions 

between the Commission's allocation/protection-of-industry mandate and Defence Production's 

efforts to find an acceptable market mechanism for the "liberal regdation" of these private industries 

for public works remained unresolved. The last major block of Canadian registered oceanic merchant 

ships, CN Steamships, was sold out of registry, but not even preserved through some flag covenant 

arrangement. No serious relief was brought forward for the Canadian ships on British registry still 

subject to that covenant. The government had waited for the effects of the Seaway to become clear. 

It had waited for the navy to define its requirements, purposes and composition. The shipyards 

waited for government work. The shipowners waited for relief fiom the covenant. After 1960 the 

waiting was over. 



CHAPTER TWELVE 

The Conservative Crescendo, 1960-1963 

A flurry of activity marked maritime policy in the last thirty-six months of Diefenbaker's 

govemment. The flurry is partially esplained by the press of wider developments. On the 

commercial side, Great Lakes shipping and shipbuilding interests were in trouble. On the defence 

side, the navy was at last ready to commence its major fleet rnodernization and replacement 

programme. That programme, however, would not sustain the level of work the shipyards had been 

awaiting. 

It had always been largely over the shipyards that naval and commercial aspects of Canada's 

maritime policy converged. Here they did so again, but the response generated within the 

govemment brought several elernents of the bureaucracy into conflict with one another. As the 

Minister of Transport attempted to protect the commercial interests, Defence Production and the 

Defence Department attempted to reduce costs incurred in the shipyards. Recornmendations by the 

Maritime Commission to support the shipyards and shipping fims of the Great Lakes, by structuring 

support so that only the most viable or competitive private companies could take advantage, brought 

the Coinmission and Minister of Transport into conflict with senior bureaucrats in the Department 

of Finance who had a very different concept of industrial policy. 

The strong-dled Minister of Transport chose to ignore the judgement of Finance oficials 

and to adopt the policy proposals of the Maritime Commission. The seeming victory of the 

Commission, however, cost it much credibility within the bureaucracy. Many Departrnents, 
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particdarly Finance, and Trade and Commerce, now viewed the Commission simply as a mouth- 

piece for the shipyard Iobby. The Shipbuilding Branch at Defence Production appeared more neutral 

to those same oficials, who launched an effort to have Defence Production take over full 

responsibility for shipbuilding policy. Naval construction had been its only responsibility, and there 

it had continued to act as bot .  mentor and paymaster to the shipbuilding industry which it continued 

enticing along the path of contract refom. The new naval building programme promised to test the 

success of tliose measures. In the dying months of Diefenbaker's govemment it became apparent 

tliose reforms had not succeeded. The new naval programme was promising to explode into cost 

overruns before siny steel had been cut. Defence Production rang the alann. The Treasury Board 

insisted the navy's methods of prelïmïnary planning and cost estimation corne under cntical review. 

The matter spilled into a public controversy. The navy's plan had fallen subjcct to al1 of the tirne 

pressures and hasty decision making that had typified the errors of the earlier St.Laurent programme. 

Conservative initiatives had brought Canada's maritime policy to thrs crescendo on the eve of 

Diefenbaker's collapse. It collapsed in turn. 

Response to  the Seaway 

By the t h e  the government was in a position to fiame policy in response to the effects of the 

Seaway, George Hees was no longer the Minister of Transport. This ministry fell to Léon Balcer in 

his first Cabinet p s t .  A Quebec city lawyer, Balcer had seen wartime service as a Lieutenant in the 

RCN Volunteer Reserve. Somewhat more than Hees, Balcer took a very lieen interest in maritime 

policy. Balcer, like Hees a leading figure in Diefenbaker's Cabinet, proved sure of his opinions and 

determined to see them prevail. This shared trait among several proninent members of Diefenbaker's 

Cabinet later brought them into direct confiict wiîh Diefenbaker. Discontent aniong these ministers 
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over Diefenbaker's handling of defence issues unravelled his caucus. These divisions contributed 

to the loss of a vote of confidence in the House and forced the spring 1963 election.' Before helping 

to force that split, however, Balcer proved very effective in gaining Cabinet support for a number of 

protective measures for shipping and shipbuilding. 

For his recommendations to Cabinet, Balcer relied on the advice provided by the new 

Chairman of the Maritime Commission. Over the objections of the departing Audette, Hees 

appointed Alexander Watson as chairman -- a title that was a little misleading since there were no 

other ordinary commissioners. The Liberals had not replaced McGugan when he died suddenly in 

the surnmer of 1956, nor had they appointed J.R. Baldwin to the Commission when J.C. Lessard 

resigned from the Deputy Minister's position in 1954. Audette, with the very able assistance of 

Captain Eric Brand, the Cornrnission's Managing Director, conducted the diverse responsibilities of 

the Commission with a great degree of tact and diplomatic skill. He possessed the requisite sang 

froid and legal skills to conduct formal diplomatic negotiations, those for NATO Planning Board for 

Ocean Shipping (PBOS) and the rnoribund United Nations Maritime Organization. Further, Audette 

managed the legal affairs and contracts regarding the escrow rnonies of the slip replacement fund, 

and he often negotiated with shipowners and bankers. He was held in high respect by the Ministers, 

Deputy Ministers, and industry representatives he interacted with on a regular basis. He was a 

persona1 lifelong friend of several senators and senior bureaucrats, like Simon Reisman at Finance. 

Despite Ieaving the Commission, because of an unrelated personal quarrel with Hees, Audette was 

offered several senior postings and settled finally for the Chaimanship of the Canadian Tariff Board. 

Audette's replacement at the Maritime Commission possessed few similar traits. George 

Hees simply looked within his department for a replacement. Alexander Watson, the new chairman, 

was a career member of the Department of Transport, then employed on the St.Lawrence Seaway 

'Erik Neilson, The House 1s Not A Home, (Toronto, 1989), p. 1 16. 



Commission. Watson had neither the diplornatic nor legal skills of Audette. He wodd be unable to 

rely on the experience of Captain Brand, who Ieft the Commission in 1959 to head the newly formed 

coast guard -- wluch represented merely a reorganization of the fleet of Deparûnent of Transport 

marine service vessels.' Both the shipbuilding and shipowning associations would argue Watson was 

too junior a bureaucrat to cany much weight within governmental discussions, contrasting pwrly 

with a11 of his predecessors. Audette tried to wani Hees off the choice, but to no eflect. Hees was 

headstrong enough not to cast his net f i e r  &eId. Audette knew Watson and found him highly 

opinionated, but generally ill-infomed. He was also exceedingly tight-lipped and sus pi ci ou^.^ These 

traits proved to his disadvantage, diminishing his stature in the eyes of the shipbuilding industry, and 

members of the Department of Transport. Those traits also came to work against the survivaI of the 

major policy recommendations put fonvard by the Commission during his tenure. 

Balcer relied very heavily on Watson's advice. Watson desired to develop a policy to 

minimize govenunent financial risk, while at the same time encouraging the development of shipping 

and shipbuilding. Balcer desired to fiame a comprehensive policy of protection wvith the dtimate aim 

of maintaining not only the shipbuilding industry, but of rebuilding the ocean merchant marine. The 

early recognition of the detrimental consequences of the St.Lawrence Seaway to Lakes shipping 

afforded Watson and the new Minister the opportunity to have these policies considered by Cabinet. 

Bq' late 1960 the effects of the Seaway were becoming clear. Canadian participation in the 

coasting and Lakes trades declined fiom 85 percent of carriage in 1954 to 78 percent in 1960. UK 

and other Commonwealth carriers increased their share accordingly. Virtually al1 of the decline 

followed completion of the Seaway in 1959. Even at only two to three percent a year the decline 

'The Canadian Coast Guard was formed in 1959 by rwrganizing al1 the various service crafl maintained 
by the Department of Transport and had neithcr the type of equipment nor temtorial defence mandate of its 
US counterpart. Thomas E. Appelton, Usaue Ad Mare. A Historv of the Canadian Coast Guard and 
Manne Services, (Ottawa, 1968). 

3~udette interview, Ottawa, 17 July 1990. 
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indicated an unfavourable trend line for Canadian shipping and shipbuilding interests. In the first 

three years of operation, 1959-61, ûafXc through the St.Lawrence averageci 19 million mebic tons, 

a sharp increase fiom the pre-Seaway average of I l  million meûic tons. The depth limitations of the 

Seaway, 27 foot ~Iraft,~ still precluded access to the lakes of very large oceanic vessels, but lakes 

shipping companies faced increased competition fiom foreign buk cargo carriers. Bulk cargoes, 

predominantly wheat and iron ore, compriseci 91 percent of t raff~c leaving the Mes .  Until the 

opening of the Seaway al1 these bulk cargoes were carried in specialized bulk carriers of shallow 

draft known as Lakers. By 1961 the Lakers had lost a thûd of their market to foreign bulk carriers.' 

This new intrusion into what had traditionally been a closed market was precisely the 

difficulty anticipated by shipbuilders and shipowners, and it brought many lobbies to cal1 for 

protection. In a trend contrary to its reputation, the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, leci by T.R. 

(Rodgie) McLagan, the President of Canada Steamship Lines, added its weight behind the traditional 

lobbies of shipbuilders, trade unions, owners and ope rat or^.^ There was growing sympathy within 

the govement for measures to at least soften the blow these industries were taking. It was after al1 

a state lead initiative that had changed the d e s  of the game by opening the Seaway. United 

Kingdom authorities let it be known they would not be too exercised if Canada moved to protect the 

Lakes interests, though they still desired access to the rest of Canada's coastal waters through the 

193 1 Merchant Shipping agreement. It appears Diefenbaker remained content to let Balcer take the 

lead in forming the government's response. Proposais put fornard by Balcer and the Commission 

"Contrasi this to the Suez Canal at a depth of 37 feet, and the Panama Canal with a depth of 40 feet, both 
of which were too shailow for the larger bulk camers then being produced. Alexanderson and Nortrbm, 
World Shippinq, p. 27 1. 

'These figures are denved from Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation, Annual Report, 
1960, Woods Gordon Report, Appendix II, p. 13, and Alexanderson and NorstMm, World ShiDDinq, pp. 
270-27 1. 

%orne have argue. the CMA was a prirnary champion of "cornpetitive fjree enterprise." See John Porter, 
The Vertical Mosaic, (Toronto, 197 l), p. 306. 
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rode the wave of this sympathy but attempted to do much more than simply protect Lakes interests. 

Watson's initial recommendation built upon policy proposals already prepared by Audette. 

These proposals favoured extending support to al1 the major shipping and shipbuilding concerns in 

Canada. The proposals recognized the long-held objections to the principle of direct subsidies. 

Instead a leaf was taken from the currently accepted Replacement Plan escrow fund. Watson's 

proposa1 was too involved to hIly explore here. In essence, shipowners were to receive improved 

capital depreciation allowances and would be given tax deductions to cover the dserential in 

operating costs between ships on British and Canadian registry. Watson's proposa1 originated in a 

practice which certain large corporations had been abIe to take advantage of since some minor 

changes were introduced to the Canadian Vessel Construction Assistance Act (CVCA) in 1957. 

Because of changes to the depreciation provisions of the CVCA, companies such as the Great Lakes 

based Canadian Steamship Lines had begun employing "higher-purchase" agreements between 

builders and operators -- the builder would lease a ship to another large company thereby giving 

depreciation alIo\-vances to both f w s ,  effectively obtaining double benefits under the legislation. 

The Chairman of CSL, and head of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, Rodgie McLagan, 

began calling for expansion of what he called the "Ange1 Plan." 

The Angel Plan remained highly elaborate and very dependent on the structure and profit 

position of the two legal entities involved. A parent company would build a vessel and operate it for 

three years. In those three years of operation, they would depreciate the ship as quickly as possible, 

using the increased depreciation allowances of the Canadian Vessel Construction Assistance Act, that 

is 33.3 percent per annum. M e r  hlly writing off the vessel it would be sold to a subsidiary for the 

original cost. The proceeds of that sale were then placed into the escrow ship replacement fiuids, 

where they enjoyed fieedom from taxation and could be used for more new construction or sold at 

a discount to some other interested party. The "purchasers" then also enjoyed the rapid vessel 
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depreciation given them by the CVCA.' Finance oEcials grew alarmed at these practices, of which 

they were unaware until alerted by the Maritime Commission's proposais to enlarge the scheme. 

Finance officiais estimated that on a vesse1 costing $7,000,000 the original owner could enjoy a tax 

free profit of $900,000.' Opening up the loopholes so that more companies could take advantage of 

the Ange1 Plan was the purpose of Watson's recommendation. 

Full advantage of this scheme could only be had by engaging in both shipbuilding and then 

ship operating. The ability to fûIly utilize the depreciation and tax deductions was deriveci from the 

scheme's structure, which precluded small shipping companies from using the arrangement. The plan 

aimed at giving relief to major companies which relied on shipping operations for only part of their 

capital eamings so that even if the shipping operation lost money they could stilI take advantage of 

the rapid depreciation to off-set eamings el~ewhere.~ 

Developing a means of financial protection which only the largest companies could take 

advantage of, Watson assumed, would preclude the government paying subsidies and would only 

encourage commercial enterprises which were the most likely to prosper in any event. This was 

siinilar to the conclusion previously reached by Audette and built on measures already introduced 

by him. In short, it recognized the need for a form of economic eugenics. The problem with many 

forms of assistance was that many new or marginal producers were encourageci ta stay in the 

industiy. Extending aid to al1 in need was simply too expensive. Developing a form of triage, 

designed to aid the most fit, lay at the heart of Watson's scheme. Finance opposed the scheme 

'NAC RG 46, vol. 1199, file 2626.4 pt.2, letter Balcer to Watson, 28 October 1960 For a sliglitly 
different description of the Angel Plan which is closer to the Finance Department's understandhg of it 
consult, Collard, Passage to the Sea, pp. 272-273. 

qor a longer explanation see, NAC RG 19, vol. 4950, file 3910-02 v. 1 ,  Claude Isbister to Minister of 
Finance, 27 November 196 1 .  

'~lexander Watson originated this proposal; see, CSSRA-Minutes 6-7 January 1960. 
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because it offered "windfall subsidies to profitable cornpanie~."'~ Profitability of course was 

precisely what Watson had aimed for -- encouraging the suMval of those most fit to prosper. It was 

a form of preference not unknown in the shipping world. 

This Spartan approach to industrial policy was followed in many other countries. Japan 

offered perhaps the strongest example at the time of allowing large corporations to deflect the 

expenses of non-profitable but important development sectors of industry, such as shipbuilding, by 

using special tax laws to absorb the costs incurred. In the late 1950s Japan introduced a surtax on 

sugar imports, and through the Japanese Development Bank al1 this surtax was directed into the 

shipbuilding industry. " 

Encouraging a similar plan in Canada encountered the stiff opposition of the Department 

of Finance. The Department of Finance had been reconsidering its basic approach to Canadian 

industrial policy for several years. The leading mind behind that effort was Simon Reisman. in 

Reisrnan's view, the entire thrust of Watson's proposal ran contrary to sound economic or industrial 

policy. Finance had been reconsidering ail special use and exemptions from tax laws, they now 

judged it fimdamentally unsound to use special tax laws to aid any one industry. That conclusion was 

partially bolstered by the Finance Department's understanding of the GATï's non-discrimination 

provisions. Subsequent Canadian policy, ironically, was to be premised on assurnptions exactly the 

opposite to those guiding Japan's industrial policy. Any industry requiring special assistance, 

Reisnian argued, should only be helped by direct and above-board subsidies that could be defended 

"'NAc RG 19, vol. 4422, file 9175-02 V. 1, see Cab. doc. 34 1-60 26 October 1960, and Reisman to 
Claude Isbister, 30 November 1960, and Isbister to Minister of Finance, 7 December 1960. 

ll~apan gave vcry special encouragement to shipping and shipbuilding. Measures such as the redirection 
of revenues collected by placing a surtas on the irnport of sugar were used exclusively to promote Japanese 
shipping and shipbuildLng by the Zaibatsu. Chalrners Johnson, MIT1 and the Ja~anese Miracle. The 
Growul of Industrial Policv, 1925-1 975, (Stanford, 1982), pp. 209-232. 



under the GATT.'* 

Reisman's arguments were well-founded in the general thrust of Canadian trade policy but 

were little informed by an understanding of the changing nature of ocean shipping. Baker's efforts 

to help only large companies develop and maintain shipping fleets offered a response to a developing 

niche market in veqr large buk carriers. Rather than encourage construction for tramp services, the 

Angel Plan was to create a specialized large bulk carrier fleet. Canadian Stearnship Lines, where the 

scheme originated, took advantage of the plan to lay down two 25,000 dwt carriers. Dominion Steel 

and the K.C. Irving empire similarly expressed interest in this scheme to finance new construction. 

There were only one or two other corporations capable or interested in pursuing the plan. The 

creation of large specialized vessels effected real economies for the simple movement of goocis, but 

also reduced crew per ton costs, thus alleviating one of the greatest operating disadvantages of 

Canadian registered slups.13 The unintended encouragement of such developments by the Angel Plan 

was not governent policy, and the Finance Department rnoved to ensure it would not become 

policy. 

By the end of 1960 Finance had succeeded in blocking any more consideration of expansion 

of the "Angel plan," or slluilar tax deduction schemes. Finance oficials remained disturbed, 

however, because the small number of companies able to use the plan retained that option. In al1 

subsequent inter-departmental discussion of shipbuilding policy the Finance Department called for 

an elimination of the special provision of the CVCA and Ship Replacement Plan which aorded the 

'%AC RG 19, vol. 4422, file 9 175-02 v. 1, Reisman to Isbister, 30 Novernber 1960, and Isbister to 
Minister of Finance, 7 December 1960. The Japanese moved away fiom a policy of subsidies and towards 
using special tax laws. See Johnson, MITI, p. 232. 

')On the general trends in large bulk carier construction see, Emest W. Williams, Jr., "Rail and Water 
Transport," in Melvin Kranzberg and Carroll W. Pursell, Jr., Technolonv in Western Civilization. Vol. II, 
(New York, 1967), pp. 150- 15 1. On the cost advantages see, Collard, Passage to the Sea, pp. 272-273, and, 
Public Archives of New Brunswick, Hon. L. Robichaud Papers, RS 4 16 1963 #134, "A Brief Related to the 
need for a Canadian Deep Sea Fleet," by Saint John Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co. Ltd., Septernber 1963. 1 
am indebted to Dr. Jirn Kemy for bringing this document to my attention. 



extraordinary benefits of the Angel Plan. 

Discussion on these points dragged on for several months. Balcer insisted that the Maritime 

Commission's control over the escrow funds retained under the Replacement Plan gave the Minister 

effective control over the Ange1 Plan. If sale proceeds could not be shielded fiom taxation then the 

Ange1 Plan was markedy less attractive. Balcer wanted to control the escrow fund's disposition so 

that the Minister could see the Angel Plan encourage the growth of a deep sea merchant marine. 

Finance would not concede the point. Balcer liad grown distressed over the slow progress of inter- 

departmental discussions. No sooner had he concedeci abandoning M e r  development of the "Ange1 

Plan" than lie insisted that Finance consider an above-board subsidy. 

Balcer found strong support for his proposals among Cabinet. The shipbuilding indusîry and 

Canadian Manufacturers' Association had their appetite wvhet with the prolonged discussions over 

special relief. The defeat of the Angel Plan proposals was well known within the industry. The 

government continued to be distressed over the ill-effects of the Seaway, but was not in the position 

to offer much increased work for the shipyards. No new naval programme was ready to commence 

and budgetary problems had delayed increases to the navy's capital equipment programme. With the 

general down turn in governent work the Department of Defence Production also calleci for steps 

to be taken to support the major shipyards. l4 

The Special Shipbuilding Subsidy 

In light of the Finance Department's opposition to special tax incentives, discussion turned to direct 

subsidies. Balcer determineci to tnove quickly on the subsidy programme. In short order he would 

ignore or ovemde many of the objections raised by the Treasuq Board and Department of Finance 

14NAC RG 46, vol. 1199, file 2626.4 pt. 2, letter J.C. Rutledge, DDP, to A. Watson, CMC, 25 3uly 1960. 
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officiais. Given the constant lobbying fiom industry representatives and the delay in bringing 

forward either special relief or the naval building programme, Balcer's fast movement on the subsidy 

question appeared to have the hl1 support of the Prime Minister, but he unsettled many in Finance 

and they would not forget the role of the Maritime Commission in the fiair.  

The shipbuilding subsidy found strong support within Cabinet but faced appreciable 

resistance wiihin the Department of Finance. The decline in Lakes shipping and delays in b ~ g i n g  

forward a large naval building programme, with its attendant shipyard employment, provided 

sflicient political cause for support. By May 1961 shipyard empIoyment had declined from the 

1957 average of 15,000 to around 1 0,000. l 5  The origins and general structure of the subsidy faced 

great opposition among the professional bureaucrats at the Department of Finance and elsewhere. 

The subsidy ran counter to a number of efforts that had been made to wean the shipbuilding indusûy 

off governent support. Critics of the subsidy could not miss how poorly it contrasted with the 

management and programme control of government expendihires being exercised by the Depariment 

of Defence Production over naval building. 

Despite the slow Pace of interna1 govemment discussions of shipbuilding policy, in May 

1961 Balcer announced the government's intention to iiitroduce a comprebensive subsidy scheme and 

to amend the Commonwealth Mercllant Shipping Agreement (1930) to limit access of foreign 

registered vessels into the Great Lakes.I6 These measures had only been approved in principle by 

Cabinet. The details remained to be negotiated with industry and the various departments concerned. 

After Balcer's announcement bo th measures went to consideration by senior members of the 

Department of Finance and the Department of Transport. The Interdepartmental Committee strucli 

"NAC MG 32 B 18 Rt.Hon. Louis Balcer Papers, (hereafier B a h r  Papers), vol. 51, "Proposais For 
Assisting Shipping and Shipyards," May 1 96 1. 

%JAC RG 19, vol. 4422, file 9 l7S-W v. 1, Cabinet approved these actions 1 1 May 196 1 ,  and B a h r  
~ M O U I I C ~ ~  them to the House, 12 May; and, record of Cabinet Decision, 1 1 May 1961, and summary of 
Balcer Announcement, 12 May 196 1. 
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to settle the details of the subsidy quickly divided over the Angel Plan. Finance hsisted that the 

special depreciation provisions of the Canadian Vesse1 Construction Assistance Act and the Ship 

Replacement Plan should be revised to prevent verticdly integrated shipping and shipbuilding 

interests f?om receiving multiple benefits through means such as the Angel Plan. The Maritime 

Commission argued it could prevent abuses of monies retained in the Replacement Plan escrow fùnd 

and would limit the companies able to use the Angel Plan. Balcer argued the Minister of Transport 

should retain discretionary power in the use of monies in the escrow account so that he might better 

promote the building of a viable ocean fleet." Cabinet had not Mly endorsed a plan to encourage 

an ocean merchant marine, but Balcer resented the obstructionism he felt from Finance bureaucrats. 

Balcer increased the pressure on the interdepartmental committees by declaring policy in 

advance of its acceptance. The committee was still addressing the details of rates and the means of 

administration when, on 7 July 1961, Balcer rose in the House to outline the details of the proposed 

subsidy. The subsidy would amount to 40 percent of the selling price of the vessel, and the Minister 

would retain discretionary power to allow certain companies to gain additional benefits in order to 

encourage a modemized merchant marine. Neither of these conditions had been acceptable to 

Finance." Finance insisted that the subsidy apply only to shipyard cost because the cost of 

production was considerably less than the price of purchase. Balcer's action prejudiceù continuhg 

discussion of the details, because the tninister's statement would be held up as policy. Finance 

officiais and members of the T r e a s u ~  Board were outraged. The Minister had not played the game 

and Watson, his minion, had let Balcer cuckold the bureaucracy. Finance continued resisting certain 

details of the subsidy and would make a particdarly determined stand on the question of extra 

"NAC RG19, vol. 4950, file 3910-02 v. 1, Claude Isbister, Department of Finance to J.R. Baldwin, 
Deputy Minister of Transport, 25 May 1961. 

WAC RG 19, vol. 4422, file 9 175-02 v. 1 ,  Summaty of Balcer's cornments, in memo., C. Isbister to 
A.F.W. Plumptre, 10 July 196 1. 
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incentives for encouraging an ocean merchant marine. 

Citing the Prime Minister's desire to have the legislation brought forward in a timely mariner, 

Balcer, aided by the Chairman of the Maritime Commission, drafted the final provisions of the Ship 

Construction Assistance Regulations, as the subsidy plan would be christened in law. To pass 

Cabinet, the scope of the subsidy was greatly expanded. Unlike Watson's pIans to encourage only 

the largest companies, small shipyards and boatworks would now be able to use the subsidy. The 

first proposais would have precluded the use of the subsidy by many boatworks and small shipyards 

engaged in barge, tug-boat and fishing boat production. A mininiurn size limit of 125 tons was 

thought sficient to preclude encouraging these smaller yards. At the insistence of his Cabinet 

colIeagues, Balcer's draft lowered the tonnage restriction to 75 tons, and then at the insistence of 

AtIantic Canadian interests included a special provision to allow the subsidy to apply to certain 

classes of fishing vesse1 of only 25 tons.Ig The early objective of only aiding the most fit was lost 

sight of 

Faced with stiff resistance from the Department of Finance, Balcer's ciraft was further 

amended. The defmition of ship owner was expanded by removing a citizenship requirement. Balcer 

had sought a Canadian owned, Canadian flagged lakes and ocean fleet, The citizenship requirement 

had been recommended by T.R. McLagan, of Canadian Steamship Lines, as a means of preventing 

American companies simply reflaging their ships in order to gain access to Canadian waters. The 

restriction, however, was contrm to normal Canadian business Iaw. Finance argued the problem 

offlag dumping, if it did occur, could be combatteci in other ways. Balcer relented on this point. 

Balcer also found it necessary to relent on the wider objective of encouraging the re-creation 

of a Canadian ocean merchant marine. The ultimate rejection of his plan resulted in the final demise 

of the fleet held under the flag covenant. Several additional provisions to the subsidy plan would 

IgSee discussions of Interdepartmental Cornmittee, in NAC RG 19, vol. 4950, file 3910-02 v. 1. 



have been necessary to allow Canadian ocean vessels to run on a profitable basis. Baker sought to 

gain some adjustment to the Ship Replacement Plan to keep its escrow fiuids replenished and tlien, 

via the Angel Plan, employ that money to help a select few companies build modem large bulk 

carriers and tankers. His defence of the scheme was not well-conceived. Prestige and strategic 

necessity were marched out in support. National prestige proved vaporous. What h m  in the eyes 

of the world had Canada sufiéred because it had no oceanic merchant fleet? Finance offered a 

pointed retort to the strategic argument as weli. Canada had access to the NATO shipping pool in 

an emergency, and a contribution of ships to that pool was not a condition of membership." Aiter 

weeks of floating various proposals with industry and his colkagues, including a scheme wherein 

the government would match one-for-one al1 new oceanic construction and then lease the 

"government" ship to the corresponding private operator, Balcer relented. Most of his Cabinet 

colleagues were more than content with the fact the basic subsidy promiseci to preserve shipyard 

employment and aid Great Lakes shipping." So passed the Iast effort of Balcer to preserve or nurture 

a cornpetitive deep sea merchant marine. 

In conceding the issue, Balcer tunied to relieving Canadian shipowners of the flag covenant 

restriction. Unable to secure additional assistance for the ocean merchant marine, Baker sought 

abrogation of the flag covenant restriction on the war-built cargo vessels remaining on UK registry. 

Cabinet accepted. It was the end to a long effort to preserve and build on the legacy of the war. 

Many of these remaining vessels would be sold for scrap. With the end of the flag covenant al1 but 

one war-built 10,000 tonner had left Canadian ownership by 1963. With the end of the covenant the 

"AC RG 19, vol. 4422, file 91 75-02, pt. 1 and pt.2. The planning of the subsidy can be foliowed in, 
E.A. Oestreicher to A.F.W. Pfurnptre 17 August 1961; letter G.G.E. Steele, Deputy Minister of Finance, 
and Secretary of the Trasury Board to Dr. C .  Isbister, 17 August 196 1 ; J.R. Baldwin, Deputy Minister, 
Transport to G.G.E. Steele, 2 1 August 196 1 ; memo. for File, G.G.E. Steele, 22 August 196 1 ; letter D. 
Fleming, Minister of Finance to 1,. Balcer, Minister of Transport, 5 September 196 1 .  

2 ' ~ ~ ~  RG 19, vol. 4422, file 9175-02, pt. 1 .  C .  Isbister to A.F.W. Plumptre, 10 July 1961, and J.R. 
Baldwin to G.G.E. Steele, 2 1 August, 196 1 .  
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Ship Replacement Programme lapsed, and with it the Minister's discretionw powers that facilitated 

the Ange1 Plan. Over its twelve years of operation the escrow fund had channelled over $104 million 

into rnostly Canadian shipyards. In September 1961, Cabinet agreed to lifting the covenant. and 

adopted the subsidy plan." 

From September 1961 until 3 1 March 1963 the subsidy was set at 40 percent of builder's 

costs, but thereafler the subsidy rate declined to 35 percent, a dechne premised on the assumption that 

a new major naval buiIding programme would then be undenvay. The higher rate of subsidy was to 

allow Canadian yards to produce new vessels for Canadian owners at costs comparable to United 

Kingdom production costs. As intended, the subsidy primarily aided Great Lakes and coastal 

shipping interests. For example, of the 142,000 tons of shipping receiving the subsidy in 1963-64, 

some 96,000 tons were suitable only for the Great Lakes and coasting ~ a d e . ' ~  The subsidy produced 

a large volume of orders for commercial ships and increased employment îhroughout the industry. 

Unlike previous policies which favoured mostIy the shipyards of the CSSRA, the subsidy helped 

many srna11 yards throughout the country. From its introduction in 1961 to its suspension in 1965 

the shipbuilding subsidy contributed some 30 percent of capital expenditures, $96.5 million, towards 

new construction in Canada.24 

Whatever the benefits of the subsidy, the origins and nature of its management remained sore 

points with the T r e a s q  Board and Finance Department. The introduction of such large-scale, 

almost indiscriminate support, contrasted greatly with the general developments of naval 

procurement policy, which had moved the state away fiom wide-spread support, towards greater cost 

22NAC RG 19, vol. 4422, fiIe 9 175-02, pt.2, see P.C. 1260- I96O,8 September i 96 1 ,  and Record of 
Cabinet Decision, 1 1 September, 1961. 

=CSSRA Records, Woods Gordon Report (1 96 1 ), Appendix 1, p. 18. 

24NAC RG 19, vol. 4950, file 39 10-02 pt.2 between 196 1 and 1 965 this Federal subsidy amounted to 
$96.53 million dollars for new construction. See, dr& Cab. doc. 1 186-69. 
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eficiency in goverment procurement. Moreover, over the objections of Finance and Treaswy 

Board, administration of the subsidy fell to the Maritime Commission. Both had argued that Defence 

Production or a separate branch of Transport should be given that job. They had corne to view the 

Commission as too much the mouthpiece of indusûy and much preferred the more detached, tutonng 

approach taken by Jack Rutledge at the DDP. They Iater had opportunity to voice those concems 

about the Conmission during the far-reaching review of this shipbuilding policy initiated by the 

Liberals shortly after their 1963 election victory. Reforming shipbuilding policy was hi& on the 

Liberals' agenda because of problems with, and a very public debate over, the naval building 

programme. 

Fleet Replacement and the Brock Report 

The RCN by 1961 had more than sixty warships in commission, forming a sizable, modern fleet of 

which many were justifiably proud. The vessels included the aircraft carrier HMCS Bonaventure,l$ 

modern Canadian-built destroyer escorts of the St.Laurent and Restkouche classes, and a number 

of war-built but modernized vessels, including 11 Tribal (or related) class destroyers and 18 fngates 

of the Prestonian class. A submarine loaned by the USN operated on the Pacific coast and two 

submarines on loan from the RN operated on the Atlantic. The RCN fleet also included ten 

minesweepers, two escort maintenance ships, and seven smaller crafi. In addition, there were over 

100 auxiliaq vessels. These ranged from research ships to oil scows and yard craft. The RCN 

provided three first Iine air-squadrons consisting of CS2F Trackers, Banshee fighters and anti- 

submarine helicopters. Four other squadrons engaged in training and evaluation duties. Nearly 5 1 

percent of its unifonneci personnel were at sea. This was a ver= high sea-to-shore ratio in comparison 

to other NATO navies. Under construction in Canadian shipyards were several destroyer escorts and 
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the 22,000 ton tanker-supply ship HMCS Provider. As Vice Admiral Herbert Rayner, the Chief of 

the Naval Staff, eexplained at the time: "Al1 efforts are directed towards the support of the fleet -- for 

it is the fleet that is the tnie expression of the navy's worth."'' 

By 1961 much of that fleet's continued existence was in doubt. Block obsolescence was 

approaching for most of the pre-war and war-built fleet. The carrier required replacement before 

1975, and the 18 fi-igates and 1 1 Tribal class destroyers were due for retirement before 1970. Bi- 

lateral agreements under the Canada-United States Regional Planning Groiip (CUS RPG) for the 

defence of the Pacifie Coast, and NATO multi-lateral arrangements for the Supreme Allied Cornrnand 

Atlantic (SACLANT) committed Canada to providing 29 anti-submarine warfare escorts to 

SACLANT and 14 to the Canada-US region. With so many vessels requinng replacement the KCN 

would have a net deficiency from agreed force goals of 23 ships by 1970. Living up to that 

cornmitment required a continuing ship replacement programme. Without a ccontinuous replacement 

programme entailing the laying down of at least two ships a year, the RCN operational fleet would 

be reduced to only 20 vessels by 1970. The naval staff had early recognized that the most cost 

effective and quickest way of forestalling such decline was to purchase ships off-shore. Because this 

option was politically unpalatable an extensive fieet modernization programme aimed at keeping 

obsolescent ships in operational readiness was developed at the same time as a new but reduced 

domestic building programme was under de~elopment.~" 

From late 1960 to early 1963 the navy had reasonable assurances that the long penod of 

financial austerity was coming to a close and a substantially new building programme would gain 

Cabinet approval. In keeping with NATO's Medium Tenn Essential Force Requirements, outIined 

25Crowsnest, (November 196 1):4: 1 :7. 

26D/Hist., PPCC files, minutes, PPCC 147th meeting, 14 August 1958. Privy Council Office (hereafter 
PCO), "Memorandum to the Cabinet. National Defence Equipment Programmes, 1965-1 966 to 1969-70, 
Inclusive," Cab. doc. 497164, 16 November 1964, and Cabinet minutes, 8 December 1964. 
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in MC-70, the federal Cabinet agreed on 22 March 1960 to increase the Canadian defence budget 

from its present level of approximately $1.5 billion annually to $2 billion by fiscal year 1964-65." 

Although the MC-70 statement remains classified, several of its key features are known. M e r  the 

Suez Crisis, Britain called for greater attention to defence needs in Europe. Britain and France both 

also expressed doubts about America's willingncss to employ nuclear weapons in their defence. To 

enhance deterrence, Britain and France asked for the stationing of American short range nuclear 

ballistic missiles in Europe. It was one of the paradoxes of the developing nuclear stalemate that 

confidence in escalation was a stabilizing influence on the western alliance. 

The naval implications of these changes were not immediately clear. Both Britain and the 

United States, however, began struchiring their naval forces more for strike operations against the 

Soviet Union's naval bases. Requirements for support of MC-70 Iiad influenceci NATO fleet 

planning since 1958, but Canada did not move to increase its participation in fonvard strike- 

operations. In fact, Canada was still moving towards the requirements derived from MC-48, which 

indicated a need to irnprove ASW capabilities in the open ocean. MC-70 promised to bring changes 

to that "passive" or defensive ASW orientation by calling for greater concentration of forces in the 

eastem Atlantic. Subtle pressures through SACLANT had been brought to bear on the Cabinet for 

the deplopent of a second Canadian aircrafl carrier. The Canadian Naval Staff was behind this 

recommendation, whch emerged in 1957 when the RCN was preparing to replace and r e m  to 

Britain the carrier HMCS Magnificent upon delivery of the HMCS Bonaventure ordered in 1952. 

Neither the Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff, General Charles Foulkes, nor the Cabinet Defence 

Corninittee thought the recommendation warranteci detailed examination. Foulkes preferred to see 

the navy concentrate in the western Atlantic. Whatever the Cabinet's reluctance to contemplate 

"PCO Cabinet minute 22 March 1960, "MC 70 The Minimum Essentiai Force Requirements 1958- 
1963." 



contributing to strike operations, the financial requisement proved decisive in killing M e r  t ak  of 

a second carrier.2s Instead the escort force nominated to be dispatched to support Canada's sole 

carrier, HMCS Bonaventure, in the eastem Atlantic doubled from 6 to 12 vessels. Although the 

naval aviation arm would not expand, the promise of increased funding wliich came with Cabinet's 

acceptance of the MC-70 concept in March 1960 allowed for the first time since the early 1950s 

planning for a balanced-fleet. Despite the fact real additional funding would only corne in 1962-63, 

the horizons for naval planning broadened in~nediately.'~ 

Within the navy the long delays in obtaining approval for any fleet replacement plan had 

caused grave concem. Concern also developed over the specialization in the ASW mission. Within 

NATO strategy the MC-70 concept entailed for niaxitinie forces a policy of forward engagement as 

developed by the RN and USN. Tactical ASW in the western Atlantic, wliile troubling for the navy, 

was neither the true end of NATO strategy, which was to deter aggression, nor the most efficacious 

means of counter-acting Soviet submarine operations. Keeping the bear in its pen was better than 

dealing with it on the loose, or at least that is where SACLANT's naval strategy was pointed, whether 

or not Canada participated. Canada's general purpose forces had been pared away in pursuit of a 

better ASW force at a time when allied navies were changing their approacli to the submarine 

problem by building strike forces. 

RCN fleet replacement planning by late 1960 had identified submarines as the best system 

for optimizing their ASW forces. Several more years of study, however, were essential before the 

RCN could hope to obtain these vessels. Consequently, to keep up employment in the shipyards and 

"On the naval staffs designs see, DMst., NSS 1650-26, Operations and Plans, vol. XZX VCNS to CNS 
6 March 1 957. On SACLANT's request and the Canadian rejection see, NAC RG 49, vol. 708, file 247-5 
vol. 4, "NATO Annual Review. Draft Cornments for Guidance of Canadian Delegation on Prepared List of 
Questions," 23 October 1958. 

'Q/Hist., Naval Board minutes 630,6 September 1960, "An Examination of the Implications of 
Implementing the 1 96 1/62 Defence Programme Wiihin the 1 96016 1 Budget Limitations. " 



continue replacing retiring vessels, the naval stafï maintained design~ for an "austerity figate" which 

could be laid down following completion of the last of the Re~eat  Restieouche class (HMCS 

Annamlis). Once it appeared to the Naval Staff that some fonn of submarine programme would be 

authorized attention t m e d  to developing better designs for follow on surface vessels which would 

preserve the general surface capacity of the fl eet.30 Through 1960, with Cabinet approval of any 

submarine programme uncertain, the Naval Staff still listed a low cost "austerity" ASW fiigate as the 

top  priori^. building require~nent.~' But then it was an either-or proposition, either submarines or 

ASW fiigates. 

However, the Fleet Replacement Programme sent to the Chiefs of StaEf Committee on 18 

May 196 1 discarded the "austerity" frigate and sought instead permission to undertake 

simultaneously construction of a subinarine and new surface vesse1 progranune. This proposed 

building programme was elaborated on in the Ad Hoc Remrt on Naval 0biectives3' sent to the 

Minister in December 196 1 . 

The Report bore the hallmark of the incoming Vice Chief of Naval S t a  Vice Admiral Jeffry 

V. Brock. There is no doubt Brock's forceful personality influenced the contents of the cornnittee's 

final report. By his own admission it was the "first opportunity to put mlr own han& on the helm 

after al1 these years."35 Dubbed the Brock Report, it clearly identifieci most of the recent trends in 

naval technology confkonting the Naval Board. Transitions in air, surface and sub-surface 

operational requirements were portrayeci as calling for many new surface and sub-surface vessels. 

3"D/Hist., 79/249, PPCC Project D-4, see espially,  "Minutes of Special Meeting of the Ship 
Characteristics Panel" NSS 8885- 1 ,  12 November 1958. 

3 1 ~ / H i s t . ,  PPCC minutes, 192-2,3 May 1960; RG 24 83-84467, vol. 3549, file 8000-35 pt.3, memo. to 
Cabinet Defence Committee, "Ship Replacement Programme" 21 January 1960, which called for a six ship 
programme with the vessels espected to cost $20 niillion each. 

"DMst. (Ottawa, 196 1).  

33~efEy V. Brock, The Thunder and the Sunshine, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1983), p. 80. 



In sum, the report endorsed a fleet based on the concept of "cheap and many." To forestall s e n ~ ~ ~  

deficiencies in its escort forces, Brock called for a replacement and modernization programme. The 

future fleet required replenislunent vessels to allow the fighting units to stay within their patrol areas 

longer, and the addition of six Barbel class conventional submarines. Eight General Purpose Frigates 

(GPFs) were called for in order to make a balanceci fleet suitable for operations in the eastem Atlantic 

and srnail-wars outside the NATO area in support of the United Nations. These proposed general- 

purpose frigates, which w r e  to be capable of shore bombardment, limited air-defence, and ASW 

missions, would replace the Second World War vintage Tribals. To replace the old, slow ocean 

escort Prestonians and to replace the aircraft carrier, Brock called for construction of a number of 

heliporters. These would be frigates only marginally larger than the Prestonians, but capable of 

operating three helicopters in the ASW role. These heliporters could also easily be converted to 

provide moderate troop lift capacity -- souietiung that woufd be greatfy reduced with tiie retirement 

of the Bonaventure in 1975. Finally, the RCN was to continue an extensive research progranune into 

unconventional ASW crafi, such as hydrofoils and hovercraft. This new construction, argued the 

Report, could be funded through a modest increase in naval appropriations. The fmding goal was 

one percent of the Gross National Product annually for 15 y e a r ~ . ~ ~  in dollar tcms, the programme 

called for naval capital expenditures 10 increase from $275 million dollars to peak in 1972 at $525 

million, representing approximately 17 percent of the total defence budget.-'5 

In representing the outcomes of several divergent developments the Brock Report did not 

mark a major deparhue for naval planning. Instead, it brought together most of what the Naval 

Board and govemment had already, or were about to, authorize. Through a series of eleven meetings 

34During the Korean War naval expenditures represented 1.24 percent of GNP; over the decade of the 
1950s they declined to a low of .7 percent of GNP. The ten year average was .98 percent. See Brock 
Report. 

3S~rock Report, p. 95-98. 



held between the last week of September and 12 December 1961, the Naval Board endorsed the 

Brock Report and approved its submission to the Minister of Defence and Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee. 

From then until early 1964 the Report fomed the fundamental planning document for fleet 

d e ~ e l o ~ n i e n t . ~ ~  Although neither the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee, nor federal Cabinet, endorsed the 

fui1 recommendations of the Brock Report, many of its recommendations were acted upon. The very 

personal role played by Jeffry Brock in shaping this report should not be underestimated, but 

however mucli Brock cannot be separated fiom the Brock Report, the developing submarine threat, 

the limitations of current undenvater surveillance techniques, and the almost prohibitive expense of 

modem surface ASW vessels, combined to suggest the force requirements and building programme 

it ~utlined.~' 

In developing the design of the General Purpose Frigate the Naval Staff huned to the 

char acteristics of new general purpose designs being developed by the RN and USN.38 BO& allied 

navies developed their designs in light of new missile technologies and a concept of operations that 

illustrated the precarious place strictly ASW forces occupied in their strategies. From the late 1950s 

both navies increased their reliance on strike operations. For their attack at source missions, or the 

imposition of near source ASW barrier operations designed to hold Soviet submarines in the eastem 

Atlantic, surface fire and anti-aircraft forces were essential. Their general purpose frigates were 

designed for those operations. 

In seeking a Canadian GPF the stnke mission was not a stated goal of the Naval Board. Yet, 

36DMist., Naval Board minutes, 659th meeting, September-December 196 1. 

''CC Peter Haydon, "When Military Plans and Policies Conflict: The Case of Canada's General Purpose 
Frigate Problems," The McNauahton Pamrs, Vol. II, (Toronto: CISS, 199 l), p. 59, and Brian Cuthbertson, 
Canadian Militarv Indmndence in the Aae of the Summwers, (Toronto: Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 1977), 
pp. 129-30. 

3BThe RN had recently produced a new Tribal class, the Type 8 1 Frigate, and the USN the guided missile 
Charles F. Adams class frigate. 



the air defence capabilities would soon be essential for defence of the Canadian carrier task force. 

The Bonaventure's Banshee fighters, scheduled for retirement in 1962, were not going to be replaced. 

Consequently, steps were taken to plan the carrier's conversion into a coinmando or heliporter 

~ a r r i e r . ' ~  The decision to develop the carrier along these lines marked a loss for the proponents of 

carrier aviation within the navy. The decision not to retain the fighters marked a step away from 

operations in the eastem Atlantic and was closely tied to acquisition of the GPF. Maintenance costs 

of the naval air-arm consumed approximately 20 percent of the annual naval appropriation: a large 

share of the budget for a rather small force. The VCNS, Vice Admira1 Tisdall, certainly questioned 

the worth of maintaining the entire fised wing force, noting in a presentation to the incon~ing Chief 

of Naval Staff that Australia planned to elirninate its carrier a m  over 1962-63.40 Funds not used to 

replace the Banshee figliters would be turned to new ship constr~ction.~' The limited air-defence 

capaciîy pIanned for the GPF would ensure the navy retained operational capabilities in the eastern 

Atlantic. 

In seeking authority for the GPF, h o  M e r  arguments were marshalled. First, champions 

of the General Purpose Frigate pointed to its potential contribution to United Nations operations, or 

to its possible use in brush-fire wars. Although the Chaiman of the Chiefs of S t a  Cornmittee had 

been wary of recommending construction of the GPF because it threatened to move the RCN toward 

participation in strike operations in the eastern Atlantic, the UN and small war argument won him 

~ v e r . ~ '  The argument was not without merit. Canadian destroyers were among the first Canadian 

3Q/Hist., Naval Board minutes, "SpeciaI Meeting" 22 July 1960; NAC RG 24 834341167, vol. 3549, file 
8000-35 pt. 4, memo. VCNS to CNTS, 8 August 1960. 

4Q/Hist., Naval Board, Special Meeting, 22 July 1960; 12th Senior Officer's Meeting, 20-21 November 
1961. 

4'~/Hist., COSC minutes 686th meeting 16 March 196 1. 

42D/Hist., COSC minutes 692, 18 May 196 1. 
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forces to participate in UN operations during the Korean war. In 1956 the RCN had transported û 

Canadian battalion to Suez for UN deployment. The large UN military action in the Congo 

demonstrated that Canadian participation in brush-fires was likely. But just so no one missed the 

point, a line was inserted into the RCN Long Term Planning Guide noting that the "successful 

deterrent in global war w i I I  tend to increase the likelihood of limited war. "43 

The second major argument marshalled in favour of the GPF was the RCNts newly 

developed concept of a balanced ASW force. By April 1961 the Naval Board had developed the 

concept of what constituted a modern, balanced ASW fleet. The ideal balanced force required one- 

fifth submarines, three-fifths ASW escorts, and one-ff i  general purpose ships. Witli Canada 

comrnitted to provide a 43 ship ASW force to SACLANT, the required force mix would yield a fleet 

of 26 A/S escorts, 9 A / S  submarines, and 8 General Purpose Frigates -- tliis was the precise mix later 

included in the Brock Report4' 

Through circuitous means the Naval Staff succeeded in having SACLANT recommend just 

such a fleet structure to the Chiefs of S t f l  Committee when generating new force requirements in 

support of the MC-70 Medium Term Defence The Naval Staff were clearly anxious to see 

the RCN retain much of its general surface capability. It could not Mly preserve the balanced f l e t  

that had been striven for since the closing days of the Second World War. The RCN's plan, 

nevertheless, would result in a fleet structureci for participation in global operations and able to 

undertake air, surface and subsurface missions. 

Al1 of these diverse strands came together in the buiIding programme proposed in early 196 1. 

These proposais moved to the Chiefs of Staff Committee in early May 1961. The RCN gained 

43D/Hist., PPCC/NPCC minutes 255-2, 18 December 1 962. 

"Dfist., Naval Board minutes 648 meeting, 2 1 April 196 1. 

4SD/Hist., COSC minutes 680th meeting, 9 January 196 1 .  
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permission to include the GPF in its annual estimates for fiscal year 1962-63. Consideration of the 

annual estimates came in Noveniber, which brought a detailed ship regdacernent building programme 

before the Chiefs of StafF Cornmittee. As outlined in the submission prepared for the Cabinet 

Defence Committee, 18 frigates, and 11 Tribal class destroyers would exceed tiieir usehl lives by 

1970. Without replacement the RCN would have a net deficiency fiom agreed SACLANT goals of 

23 ships by 1970. Given the scale of approaching obsolescence, the Naval Board argued there was 

a greater need for conventional submarines in reasonable nubers,  rather than very capable nuclear 

submarines in small nunibers. Two options were presented to the Cabinet Defence Committee. 

Programme A) recommended construction of six Barbel class submarines, and eight General Purpose 

Frigates. Programme B) recoinmended that if cost was the major concem three Oberon submarines 

should be produced in the United Kingdom, while detailed proposais for construction of advanced 

submarines in Canada were being developed. Eight General Purpose Frigates, to be undertaken in 

Canadian shipyards, rounded out this proposal. 

The Cabinet Defence Committee recommended procurement of the Oberons and the GPF. 

Negotiations were recommended to open with the United Kingdom over having the Oberons built 

in Admiralty yards, as a means of reducing costs, while to protect the Canadian shipyards the GPF 

were to be spread among domestic yards. Cabinet agreed on 19 March 1962.46 Following tentative 

discussions with the British over off-setting the Oberon pwchases by British defence purchases in 

Canada, the minister announced the new naval construction programine in the House on 11 April 

1962.47 Mer nearly four years of consideration the ship replacement programme was signed and 

sealed. DeIiveIy proved another matter. 

'%JAC RG 24 834341167, vol. 3549, file 8000-35, pts.3 and 4; D/Hist., NPCC files, "The Report of the 
1962 Submarine Survey"; Privy Council OEce, Cab. doc. 54/62,7 February 1962, and Cabinet minute, 19 
March 1962. 



Farewell the  Wish Fleet 

The consequences of not undertaking any truly new warship construction in Canada since the eady 

1950s immediately began to be felt. Cabinet agreed with building GPFs in Canada as a means of 

preserving the "back-bone" of the nation's shipbuilding capacity. But the design capacity built up 

within the industry for the St.Laurent and Resti~oiiche programmes during the early 1950s was al1 

but lost by the time the GPF programme was undertaken. None of the vessels built for the navy in 

the Iate 1950s, including the Re~ea t  Restoeouclie (recluistened the Mackenzie class in 1960) and 

Amamlis class vesseIs still building, demanded the retention of the design s t s s  essential for 

undertaking a major new departure in warship conslr~ct ion.~~ But before the industry's diminished 

technical capacity made itself apparent, the technical deficiencies of the governent agencies 

responsi ble for construction became clear and with telling effect. 

Detnand for the scarce resources dedicated to defence spending was controlled through the 

budgetary process. The navy largely deterrnined what types of vessels it required, but obtaining the 

funding to build ships entailed gaining authority fiom many other interested bodies. Individual 

seMces were required to intemally generate their demrinds before seeking fünding through the tri- 

service Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee, and then the Cabinet Defence Comrnittee. Finally, the decisions 

of the Cabinet Defence Cornmittee had to gain ratification in the federal Cabinet. The Treasury 

Board, and other interested parties, süch as the departments of Defence Production, External AEairs 

or Finance couid intervene at any of these l e v e l ~ . ~ ~  Each service, however, was responsible for 

articulating and costing its own requirements before proceeding through the iugher cornmittee 

4 8 N ~ ~  RG 49, vol. 1, file 39-N-152 1-2, "Naval Shipbuilding Economic Considerations General Purpose 
Frigate Programme," May 27, 1 963. 

'%e Panel on the Economic Aspects of Defence Questions represented these three interests on a 
continual basis at the Chiefs of Staff level. See, NAC, RG 49 (Defence Production), vols. 707 and 708, file. 
247-5 "Privy Council Panel of the Economic Aspects of Defence Questions." 



system. 

The Naval Board bore responsibiliîy for establishine naval policy. As one former insider has 

recalled, the power to shape the fleet was in the hands of a very small circle of men." Unlike its 

narne-sake created during the Second World War, which inchded a civilian Deputy Minister 

responsible for financial and administrative oversight, the Naval Board fi-orn 1957 consisted of seven 

senior naval oficers: the Chief of the Naval Staff, the Vice Chief, the navy Comptroller~ the Director 

of Personnel, the Assistant Chief of Naval Staff (Plans), and the Assistant Chief of Naval Staff (Air 

& Warfare). These last two merilbers controlled the two functional directorates of the Naval Staff 

responsible for force planning and reported to the Vice Chief of the Naval Staff. The coordination 

of technical, financial and operational requirements was facilitated through the Policy Planning 

Coordinating Committee." Chaired by the Vice Chief of the Naval StafT, Jeffry V. Brock, the PPCC 

controlled proposais moving forward for consideration by the Naval Board. 

Al1 of these structures lent the appearance of long drawn-out, wel1-prepared, deliberate 

decision making. But the proposal for the GPF which came out of this system was neither well 

thought-out, nor weH-planned. A survey of al1 of the files of the PPCC responsible for every capital 

procurement project reveals there is ahos t  no paper trail to the GPF. Rather it was a project 

humiedly designeci and brought forward only after the Cabinet authorized a real increase to the naval 

budget in accordance with MC-70. Brock took this as the opportunity to ensure the swvival of a 

well-balanced fleet. Not one to believe in compromise, Brock had lived with the unsatisfactory 

results of compromise in questions of material through World War II as a corvette commander, and 

then in command of Canadian destroyers in Korea. Brock's forcefùlness of personaliîy was often 

''One who was present dunng the GPF design phase, later termed it akin to being locked in a smoked 
filled room and thrashing out the design, S.M. Davis, in Douglas, The RCN in Transition, p. 194. 

"The Policy and Planning Coordinating Cornmittee became the Navat Policy Coordinating Committee 
in 1960. 
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remarked upon. W.A.B. Douglas has noted that whereas "'satisficing' rather then 'maximizing' has 

ofien been the Canadian way" Brock "fdminated against the folly of such attitudes. . .."" Under a 

anticipated budget cap of about $33 million, the senior Naval Staff drew-up the basic design of the 

? 
GPF and pushed it though the approval process. Those outside the smail circles of the Naval Staff 

were generally unaware of the various trade offs and considerations which saw the staff proposal 

generated. Tactically, submarines would be the best vessel for combatting submarines, but the 

promise of new money allowed the senior Naval Staff to envision a fleet with a broader set of 

missions. As the Depuîy Director of Naval Plans put it, in iight of the possible acquisition of nuclear 

weaponss3 and submarines, the General Purpose Frigates would be far better for morale "than our 

obsession with the subniarine threat." As he saw it, the present ASW forces could hold "îhe thin red 

line" until relieved by the submarines.-" 

Many specialists in ASW witliin the navy were aghast at the proposal, as the vessel promised 

little help in solving their tactical problems. Intemal dissenters soon found external support. The 

press were generally critical of the General Purpose Frigate programme. Ottawa press fixture Charles 

Lynch, long tirne fishing companion of Simon Reisman, headed the scrum. This led to an unusual 

confrontation between Brock and Lynch on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's telecast, 

Inquiry. Requested to appear on the programme to explain the new building progranune, the Chief 

of the Naval Staff, Vice Admira1 Herbert Rayner sent Brock instead. Who better to defend the 

project than its champion within the Naval Stan? On reading the transcript one cannot escape the 

conclusion that Brock did not fare well. If the problein was fi@-hot missile firing submarines, why 

52Douglas, "Canadian Naval Historiopphy," p. 359. 

"T'he possible acquisition of nuclear weapons was under constant study through the late 1950s. 
However, no major steps were taken to actually retain nuclear depth bombs in Canada or on its warships 
until 1964. See, D/Hist., COSC minutes 667-VI, 1 I August 1960; NPCC minutes 293-1, 4 March 1964. 

5 4 N ~ C  RG 24 83-84/167, vol. 3549, file 8000-35 pt.4, memo. Director ofNaval Operations, Capt. J.C. 
Littler to ANCS(P) Commodore D.W. Piers, 11 August 1960. See also Pier's reply attached. 



build twenty-nine h o t  general purpose ships? Couldn't the moncy be better spent making the older 

ships more capable? Brock's retorts about thinking of each ship as simply part of a wider defensive 

weapons system and the possibility of "brush-fire" wars left Lynch thoroughly uiiconvin~ed.~~ He 

was not alone. 

Very quickly into the production of tliese vessels, both the RCN and Defence Production 

demonstrated they possessed neither the technical staff nor knowledge to control progranune costs. 

Time was against them gaining that expertise. The Minister's announcenient to the House indicated 

construction would commence before the end of 1963. 

Basic design work commenced in late 1961, while discussions with the Shipbuilding 

Association over contractual terms began in July 1962. Initially, Defence Production anticipated 

only slightly modifjling the contractual tems adopted for the MCB minesweeper In 

order to detennine the allocation of contracts, limited competitive tenders would be ca l l e~ i .~~  Defence 

Production had long aimed at ending the practice of allocation. Once cornpetitive pncing had been 

sought through man-hour target fixed-fee contracts, it was clear that the principle of allocation made 

negotiation over the necessary man-hour target and overhead estimates dificult "since we lack the 

keen edge of cornpetition."'* To sharpen that edge Defence Production had to be in a position to 

present the shipyards very detailed specifications and designs, but for these it relied on the navy. 

As in the DE 205/257 programme, the RCN, although possessing only sketch designs, 

"NAC MG 30 E522 (J.V. Brock Papers), vol. 3, file. Transcript of Interview, Inquiv, 20 November 
1962. 

S6CSSR~-Minutes, 2 July 1962. 

"The competition would not apply to the man-hour target or materials but to other areas where costs 
were relatively fixed, such as overhead, profit and handling fees. 

58For the assertion that the original contract fom resulted fiom the Korean Crisis see, Jack Rutledge, 
"Defence Purchasing of Ships and Components," paper delivered to the Technical Section of the Canadian 
Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Association, 2 1 February 196 1 .  As demonstrated above, the contract fom 
was settled before the crisis. 



esthatecl total ship costs and sought authority to commence production. The Naval Technical 

Services staff developed the basic design and cost estimates without recourse to the financial 

planning resources of Defence Production. In part this was necessasr under e'iisting legislation 

because inoney had to be authorized to allow Naval planners to obtain material and equipment 

required for refining design characteristics. Upon completion of the in-house development process, 

the sketch design, draft characteristics, and cost estimates were circulated outside the Naval StafX 

The naval estimates proved ~ ~ c i e n t  to gain programme approval. However, as project defmition 

continued the navy's estimates required constant revision. As prices spirafled, the Treasury Board 

pushed for greater cost control. 

Both agencies found themselves short of the skilled engineers and cirafismen necessary to 

finalize the design. Compounding this shortage were design changes voted by the Naval Board. 

Delays and costs quickly mounted. By December 1962 the keel laying was set back to July 1964, 

and vesse1 costs had risen from $33 niillion per ship to $36.2 million. Then the Department of 

Defence Production, with the Treasury Board growing concerned, insisteci on establishing the 

projected costs for the entire programme. An additional $150 to 200 million dollars would have to 

be found. To keep to the replacement schedule set by the Minister's staternent, the RCN tried to 

shorten the design development phase by simply choosing the component suppliers it preferred. The 

Department of Defence Production balked at these proposals. Further, in investigating how the RCN 

devisai its original estimates, Defence Production found that the Naval Technical Services had relied 

simpIy on the manufacturer's "bal1 park" figures. These were found completely insufficient for 

completing designs or fonning the basis for contracts. By early 1963 the GPF programme estimates 

had risen from $275 million to $450-500 miliion, and design refinement was still at an early stage." 

'!'For these developments see, NAC RG 49, vol. 1, file 3 9-N- 1 52 1 -2, report of A. W. Allan, J. 
Longhurst, G. Hughes-Adams to J.C. Rutiedge, Director of Shipbuilding, DDP 28 June 1962; Letter 
Director Generai of Ships to A.J.C. Pomeroy, Defence SuppIy Naval Shipbuilding Panel, 14 December 



Such measures were rightly the wncern of Defence Production. Having esamined the 

emerging modern management techniques in practice in the United States, DDP sought the 

imposition of similar practices in Canada. In looking to the expenence of the US Defense 

Department and US Navy, the Shipbuilding Branch of Defence Production aspired to develop one 

key element of the US Navy's procurernent regime, known as critical path planning, developed at the 

US Naval Post-Graduate School for the management of the Polaris missile pr~gramme.~' As a 

management technique it promised to control work scheduling and production costs. This system 

of identfiing critical design, supply, fabrication, and production interrelationships before any steel 

was cut allowed more efficient planning and execution of work. Naturally this entailed an elaborate 

plaiming process and refinement of requirements before commencing worli. To the Director of 

Shipbuikihg, Jack Rutledge, such measures were essential not only for the refinement of fixed-fee 

formula contracts but also for the eventual adoption of fim-price cornpetitive contracts. 

But the Canadian navy now balked at providing the elaborate preparatory planning and 

design work essential for such steps. The navy's Director General of Shipbuilding, the British trained 

naval constructor Commodore S.M. Davis, labelled critical-path planning "unproved managerial 

techniques." When pressed on improving project planning Davis drafted a testy reply to the Deputy 

Minister of Defence and the Treasuy Board member of the Defence Supply Naval Shipbuilding 

Panel -- "get off our backs and let us get on with the job."6' The navy did recognize the need for a 

central coordinating body for the project and had pushed for the DSNSP to take on this hct ion.  The 

a n x i e ~  of naval planners increased as Treasury Board and Defence Production expressed doubts 

1962; letter G. W. Hmter, Deputy Minister Defence Production to Secretary Treasury Board, 29 January 
1963. 

600n the management regimes being developed by the US Navy and Department of Defense see, Rear 
Admira1 R.W. King, ed., Naval Ennineerinn and Arnerican Seauower, (Baltimore MD, 19891, pp, 3 10-3 12. 

6 ' N ~ C  RG 24 83-84/167, file. 1277-DDG vol. 1, memo Director General Ships, NavaI Technical 
Services, to A. J.C. Pomeroy, D.D.P., 14 December 1962. 
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about their ability to conîrol costs. As project definition continued cost estimates increased apace. 

With significantly higher estimates the question of funding the GPF- 270 was returned to the 

Treasury Board.62 

The growing concern of the Department of Finance and Treaswy Board was soon shared by 

a new government. For mishandling the question of adopting nuclear weapons supplied by the 

United States, Diefenbaker's Conservatives lost a vote of confidence in the House on 5 February 

1963.63 The shipbuilding indusby was stilf preparing its response to the new contract proposals when 

the project was cancelled by the new govemn~ent.~" The immediate reason for the project's 

cancellation appeared to be the financial austerity programme of the newly elected Liberal 

administration of Lester B. Pearson. Announced shortly after the June 1963 election, the austerity 

programme fioze al1 capital construction while govenunent priorities and procurement practices were 

reviewed. Attention quickly turned to the GPF-270 project already embroiled in political debate. 

Failures in planning and budgeting experienced with the GPF 270 programme brought not ody its 

cancellation but also sparked the full reconsideration of government shipbuilding p o l i ~ y . ~ ~  

%AC RG 24 83-84/167, file 1277-DDG v. 1, summary of discussion, Treasury Board-DND, 2 1 
Januaq 1963. For an esceedingly detailed discussion of the inter-govemment debate over the DDû 270 
see Davis, "Technological Decision-Making in the Canadian Navy 1953-1 965," pp. 203-357. 

63For the best account of this problem see, NAC MG 32 B 19 [Hon. Douglas Harkness papers], vol. 57, 
"The Nuclear A m i s  Question And The Political Crisis Which Arose From It In January And February, 
1963," August 1963. 

aCSSRA-Minutes 11 June 1963, and minutes 22 October 1963. 

650n the foundations of the review of gowrnment procurement policy, and their consequences for the 
Defence Department see, Paul Hellyer, D a m  the T o d o e s .  Mv Fiaht to Unifi the Amed Forces, 
(Toronto, 1 99O), pp. 36-38. 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

The Liberals Return -- Maritime Policy Undone, 1963-1965 

The very public nuclear weapons controversy that toppled Diefenbaker's administration ensured the 

incoming Liberal administration would turn attention to matters of defence policy. Mike Pearson's 

Liberals ran the entire campaign on a reformist date. They promised "sixty days of decision" that 

would bring change well beyond the defence portfolio. Reforming the modalities of governrnent 

operation was a major pillas of their campaign, but so was the introduction of greater social 

spending. Upon election they took immediate steps to sweep away confusion in defence policy and 

to develop new social programmes.' For the new Minister of Finance, Walter Gordon, these 

questions were two sides of the same coin. Neither the defence agenda nor goveniment 

administrative waste were to disrupt the social platform of the party. As the organizer of the Liberal 

campaign, and nwnber two man in the party, Gordon's influence within Cabinet ensured his agenda 

becarne the nation's. 

These developments brought far-reaching change to Canadian maritime policy. The naval 

building programme was revised and the General Purpose Frigate cancelled. An over-arching review 

of defence policy would see the elimination of the naval staff and Naval Board as the first step 

toward integrating the Armed Forces. The navy would be redefined within a narrow ASW mission 

'The role of 'new' thinking wiîhin the Federal govemment through this period cari be gleaned from the 
suggestive works Joseph Wearing, The L-Sha~ed Partv: The Liberal Parîv of Canada, 1958- 1980, 
(Toronto, 198 1 ), and David E. Smith, "Patronage in Britain and Canada: An Historical Perspective," 
Journal of Canadian Studies, (Summer 1987): 22:2:34-54. See also, John English, The Worldlv Years: 
The Life of Lester Pearson 1 949- 1972, (Toronto, 1 Wî), pp. 253-296. 
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that only made sense under the NATO unibrella. A thorough review of goverment shipbuilding 

poIicy was undertaken, which brought about the clear separation of naval building fiom shipyard 

support policies. The civil shipbuilding subsidy was canceIled. Responsibilit. for shipbuilding 

policy was taken fiom the Maritime Commission, and transferred to the new Department of Indusûy. 

Finally, the Canadian Maritime Commission came under review, revision and elimination. The 

dénouement of Canada's maritime policy under the Liberals is the subject of this chapter. 

The Charge To Reform 

Upon taking office the Liberals moved quickly to reform the civil service and defence policy. A 

special body, the Bureau on Government Organization, more commonly referred to by its initials 

BOGO, was established within the Prime Minister's ofice?o coordinated the series of Departmental 

reforms the Liberals' inb-oduced. Serving as the practical basis for this review were the reports of the 

Glassco Royal Commission on Government Organization, which had commenced work in 1959.3 

In a series of intenm reports released fiom 1961 to 1963, the Royal Commission recommended 

sweeping reforms of government procurement and industrial support strategies. The Glassco 

Conmission's attention îumed to al1 areas of government organization, but focused heavily on 

Defence, Defence Production, and the Department of Transport. Several interim reports of the 

Commission released while Diefenbaker was in office stimulated political debate over the need for 

'1t later shified offices to the Treasury Board. The records of the BOGO are found in NAC RG 2 and 
RG 55 (Treasury Board), Dr. G.F.D. Davidson, headed the BOGO and compiled monthly reports based on 
reports from each department indicating progress achieved in adopting the refoms indicated by the Glassco 
Royal Commission. 

'On the influence of the Glassco Royal Commission on subsequent reforms within the Defence 
Department, see Hellyer, Darnn the Tomedoes, pp. 36-38. 
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sweeping changes to government bureaucracy. Lack of accountability for programmes, duplication 

of effort between departments, rampant cost o v e m s  associated with defence procurement and a host 

of other problems were identified by the Glassco C~mmission.~ Some of the findings had fiielled 

debates in the House, and they were used by the Liberal Party to fiame plans for civil service reform 

before regaining office. 

The debates stimulated by the Glassco reports greatly influenced the thinking of several of 

Pearson's leading ministers, particularly Walter Gordon at Finance, Jack Pickersgill at Transport, and 

Paul Martin at Extemal Affairs. Gordon was most particularly interested in reforming govenunent 

operations and reducing al1 unnecessary expenditures. He had chaired the 1956 Royal Commission 

on Canada's Economic Prospects and had grown alarmed at the growth of govemnlent expenditures. 

An economic nationalist, Gordon was determined to see control over expenditures imposed so that 

greater economic planning and better social programmes could be introduced as a partial bulwark 

against American cultural encroachment.' 

But neither Gordon nor the Glassco Royal Commission provided a full blueprint for reform. 

The particulars came to depend upon the predilections of the ministers involved. Lester Pearson 

allowed his ministers to grab the reins of reform forcibly. Jack Pickersgill at Transport,6 C.M. (Bud) 

D r u v  at Defence Production, and Paul Hellyer at Defence, al1 set about fundamentally altenng the 

structures of their departments. By the end of 1965 their loosely coordinated effort had 

îùndamentally revised Canada's maritime policy. The initiatives of each minister warrant attention. 

4The records of the Glassco Commission reviewed for this study are in NAC RG 33/46 (Glassco Royal 
Commission), see particularly vol. 282, the Transportation Study Group. 

'0x1 Gordon's views and influence within Cabinet see, Hellyer, Darnn the Tortwdoeq pp. 133-134. 

6~eorge McIlraith was Pearson's first Minister of Transport, but the major reforms of policy fell to 
Pickersgill. 



Defence Review, Redmction and Reorganization 

The nuclear weapons controversy which toppled Diefenbaker had severely undermined public 

~ o ~ d e n c e  in Canada's defence policy and defence commitments. The very public debate over 

acquisition of nuclear weapons helped break the early cold-war consensus over Canadian defence 

policy. Pearson, Gordon, and Hellyer al1 desired a fundamental review of defence policy. HeIlyer 

immediately began reùiinliing the strategic roles and structures of the Canadian forces. The refoms 

he subsequently introduced rcsuIted in Armed Forces unification. The "unification" of the three 

separate armed services -- army, navy and airforce -- into the h e d  Forces is one of the more 

notable achievements of Pearson's government. This development was, and has remained, 

controversial. 

O f  al1 the members of NATO Canada remains the ody nation to have &ed the three 

separate services, air, land and sea, to such a degree. The full details of this reform and the 

controversy surrounding it csuuiot be revisited in full here. The process of unification was not 

complete until 1968 when al1 the services adopted a common unifonn and a unifiecl headquarters 

under the single Chief of the Defence StaK We need address only the early steps taken along the 

path to unification. The first step, "integration," was completed by the end of 1964. For the navy 

"integration" marked the end to the Naval Board and Naval Staff. This brought an effective end to 

the "navy's" ability to seek a balanced-fleet blue water navy. The "maritime element," as the m p  

of the RCN has been called ever since, struggled on doing what navies do, but fleet strength was 

allowed to erode as the navy's purposes were redefined more narrowly within the context of Canada's 

collective security arrangements under NATO. 

The erosion of the navy's independent fleet capabilities began with the cancellation of the 

General Purpose Frigate. It would have been the frst major fleet class introduced since the 
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St.Laurent Class, designed in 1948-49. Unlike the anti-submarine specific St.Laurents, the GPF was 

designed for surface missions, such as troop lift, evacuation, or gun-fire and air-defence support for 

United Nations operations. In May 1963, Hellyer ordered a programme review. In June al1 

government capital programmes were suspended, pending a full review of govemment defence 

expenditures. By early October, the Cabinet had agreed to cancel the General Purgose Frigate. The 

cancellation cannot be explaineci as simply a response to the expected cost o v e m s .  Rather, 

cancellation was directly tied to the more fundamental refonns of defence policy and defence 

spending. Cancellation of the General Purpose Frigate proved among the first major steps taken by 

the new Minister of Defence to reorder defence policy. The armed forces would be restructured not 

for independent operations, but to be contributions to collective security within NATO. Upon 

appointment Hellyer turned his inmediate attention to the navy's shipbuilding programme. Formerly 

opposition defence critic, Hellyer once argued Canadian forces should be made more suitable for 

small scale conventional or "bnish-fire ~ a r s . " ~  But it was precisely such flexibility that Hellyer now 

vetoed for the navy. 

To publicly rationalize the refoms already drafted in the mind of the Minister, the 

govemment fonned the Special Cornmittee on Defence. Under the chaimanship of Maurice Sauvé, 

the Committee commenced public hearings in June 1963. Many tesming at the review argued that 

the Canadian forces had yet to effectively deal with the new strategic calculus represented in nuclear 

weapons. Many particular items of equipmeni were criticized, but few programmes drew as much 

criticism as the General Purpose Frigate. Some very particular criticism of that system fùelled 

pressure Mthin Cabinet to cancel the ships. By September 1963 the frigate programme was being 

debated before that Committee and in the press. Much of the public controversy was sparked by 

'P~UI  Hellyer, "The Liberal Party and National Defence," Canadian Commentator, (Apnl 1961): 5-6, 9. 
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retired Commodore James Plomer's article, "The Gold-Braided Mind 1s Destroying Our N ~ v - . " ~  

Plomer, only recently retired after what he considered a public humiliation by the Chief of the Naval 

St&, criticized the RCN on many levels, including the hold RN-trained oficers still had on the 

senior ranks of the RCN. He argued that the fleet was poorly rnaintained, not operationally fit, and 

improperly structured for the effective conduct of ASW operations. Plomer called for a much larger 

building programme than currently authonzed, and much greater attention to the very particular 

problems of hunting submarines. On these points he took exception to the building of the GPF. He 

considered it a waste of resources. According to Plomer, rather than general pwpose forces, Canada 

needed more ASW dedicated vessels. 

Plomer appeared before the Sauvé Committee on 10 October 1963. He attacked the present 

plans and composition of the navy at several levels. First, he argued that the RCNts senior ranks 

remained dominated by pre-war RN-trained onicers. Their affectations were stili said to strike at the 

morale of the fleet. As for the fleet's structure, Plomer argued its niaterial state of readiness had 

suffered greatly under the spirit of financial restraint imposed since the mid-1950s. The tactical 

problems of ASW, argued Plomer, demanded larger numbers of specialized ASW vessels. 

Consequently, he portrayed the General Purpose Frigate as an extravagance that took resources from 

this more challenging and direct task of finding submarines in the North AtIantic.' 

Plomer's public attack on the programme in front of the Sauvé Committee came the sanie day 

the full Cabinet accepted the minister's recommendation that the GPF be cancelled, 10 October 

%4aclean's, (September 7, 1963): 22-23,44-45, 50. But the programme had b e n  attacked in the press 
when fust amounced, see Charles Lynch, "A Wastefiil Make-Work Navy Project," Ottawa Citizen, Apnl 
14, 1962 -- Lynch's criticism was unceasing. 

'ifouse of Conunons Special Cornmittee on Defence, Minutes of Proceedinus and Evidence, no. 12, 
Thursday, October 10, 1963. On Plomer's argument about promotion of pre-war RCN officers and 
implementation of the Mainguy Report, see Appendix A 1962 /review of the "Mninguy Report" by 
Commodore James Plomer, appendix A to Proceedings of Evidence, no.2 1. 
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1963." Still, to allay public reaction to Plorner's cnticism the Minister asked the Chief of the Naval 

Staff, Admiral Herbert Rayner, to defend the GPF to the Sauvé Cornmittee on 15 October." Such 

duplicity proved typical of Hellyer's relationship with his senior officers. At the time the ruse went 

unnoticed, and Rayner remained uninformed of the Cabinet decision for several more days. 

Nevertheless, few were surprised when the Minister rose in the House on 25 October to announce 

cancellation of the GPF. The Minister's statement maintained the vessels were too expensive, too 

specialized, and too inadequate at ASW operations to fulfiI Canadian n d s .  

Given the problems of programme management demonstrated during the early phases of the 

GPF programme, the issue of expense carried the ring of truth. But despite the cost escalations, noted 

above, neither the navy nor Deparîment of Defence Production argued for cancellation of the 

programme. The navy was prepared to meet the costs within its proposed budget even if that entaiIed 

reducing orders to only four ships." But, as demonstrated below, even that proved unacceptable to 

the new government because the entire naval budget was at issue. 

Well before the public debate over the GPF, Hellyer began explonng major reductions in 

the defence appropriation. The Minister of Finance, Walter Gordon, was insisting the defence 

appropriations be reduced. Gordon directed the budget not rise above the $1.5 billion level, and if 

possible be reduced from the projected $2 billion required under the MC-70 Medium Term Defence 

Plan, to $1.5 billion, and maintained at that level for three years.'3 The Korean War build-up sparked 

annual expenditures in current dollars of $1.8 billion. The defence budget liad been progressively 

' h v y  Council Office, (hereafter PCO) Cabinet Conclusions, 10 October 1963. 

 ouse se of Cornrnons Special Cornmittee on Defence, Minutes of Proceedinas and Evidence, no. 13. 
Tues*, October 15,1963. 

I2pc0 Cab. doc. 195-63, 1 August 1963; Cabinet minutes, 2 August 1963. 

I3~avid Patrick Burke, "The Unification of the Canadian Armed Forces: The Politics of Defense in the 
Pearson Administration," (Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, 1 975). pp. 1 1 5, 1 28- 129. 
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reduced so that by 1964 annual expenditures in current dollars were $1.5 billion. Inflation had taken 

its toll on capital expenditures over this period, and manpower and over-head costs had increased 

their share of the budget accordingly. The RCN was asked to develop a plan to live within an annual 

budget of $280 million for three years, with three percent growth allowed in the last two years. For 

the navy which had planned on a budget of $300 million for fiscal year 1963-64, $335 million for 

fiscal year 1964-65, and $425 for fiscal year 1965-66, the squeeze this placed on procurement was 

acute. Personnel, operations and maintenance expendilmes (PO&M) for 1962-63 accounted for $2 18 

million. To live within the $280 million ceiling meant cutting many capital procurement 

programmes. l4 

Asked to respond to the proposed reductions, the navy recommended postponing the GPF 

programme for one year, borrowing submarines from the United States (instead of building the 

Oberons), and deferring al1 the major refits already planned for the fleet. In outhing these cuts to 

the full Cabinet the Chief of the Naval Staff pointed out that the RCN would efféct savings of $280 

million dollars as requested by the Minister by taking $197 million over the next two and half years 

fiom capital programmes, the balance to be reduced by cutting the uniformeci strength fiom 21,324 

to 20,500 and removing four Tribal class destroyers fiom service. By 1970 the RCN would be 

reduced to 27 warships, 16 of which would be obsolete and overdue for replacement, and with 11 of 

the 20 St.LaurentlResti~ouche/Mackenzie classes of vessels lacking the most effective ASW 

equipment. 

The ramifications of the proposed cuts were spelt out in detail to the Cabinet, wrote HelIyer, 

so that they could adequately judge the "order of magnitude."'' The Cabinet minutes indicate that 

'%AC RG 49, vol. 1, file 39-N-1521-2, J.C. Rutledge to W.H. Huck, Assistant Deputy Minister, 
Defence Production, 15 July 1 963. 

l5 PCO Cab. doc. 195-63, August 1, 1963; Cab. minute August 2, 1963 



the Prime Minister was moved by the passion of the arguments presented by the service chiefs as they 

outlined the consequences of reducing the defence appropriation. But the minutes also record 

Pearson's conclusion: "in order to get public support for the defence programme, there would have 

to be radical change in its character."16 The GPF took the first real blow in this long process of 

radical reform." 

Although the Minister's persona1 eniissary investigating the GPF found it as capable of 

efféctively contributing to ASW operations as any other unit in the fleet (or proposed design), the 

need to reduce the general defence budget drove the i s ~ u e . ' ~  The proposed cuts swn sparked the 

recommendation from the Deputy Minister of Defence to cancel the GPF and retain the Oberon 

building programme. The Deputy Minister of Defence Production was more circumspect. If no 

major naval programme was undertaken within two years, the cancellation of the GPF, he argued, 

would likely cause dispersal of the indusûy's technical specialists, and the navy could not bnng 

forward a significantly different vesse1 design in less than three years. Further, the cut to defence 

work would make the commercial yards less internationally competitive because shipyard overheads 

would likely increase by some 30 to 40 percent.Ig The Deputy Minister spoke in support of the 

programme and argued that while it was still alive that DDP could introduce much better cost control 

and other management regirnes. Further, Defence Production argued cancellation would be a hard 

blow to the industry, almost at par to the effects cancelling the Avro Arrow had on the aeronautics 

indusûy. As the cancellation demonstrates, these arguments did not influence the decision. They 

'~Pco Cab. minute, August 2, 1963. 

"PCO Cab. minute, October 10, 1963. 

18 DMist., 73/1223 Rayrnont serks 1, file 403, R. J.Sutherland, Chief of Operational Research to the 
Minister, "The General Purpose Frigate Program," 3 1 May 1963, p. 34. 

'%O CDC-142 meeting, 2 October 1963, see also Doc. D863, "Naval Ship Procurement," 27 
September 1 963, 



were not without some effect, however. A decision to bring forward Depariment of Transport work 

was partially premised on easing the effects cancellation would have on the maintenance of ski11 

levels within the shipyards, not simply employment l e ~ e l s . ~ ~  Similar concerns resdted in a hastening 

of other naval work and some special measures were later developed to help the shipbuilding industry 

through the period of delay. Given the public controversy and Liberal pre-election policy the 

programme was on the block. Weight to the blow was added by the British governent agreeing to 

off-set the submarine sale by contributing 50 percent of the development costs, some $10 million 

dollars, to the development of a small drone aircrafl that demonstrated "a good prospect of sizable 

export sales for Canada."" Cabinet decided to stick with the submarine purchase and cancel the 

GPF. 

The minister's recommendation to cancel the GPF and maintain the Oberon building 

programme did not shield the ramifications f?om Cabinet. Cancellation wouid yield a fleet 

"incapable of meeting current NATO commitments. . ." and without "satisfactory" air-defence 

capability. Senior NATO commanders when consulted on the cancellation maintained the move 

wouId reduce the effectiveness of the Canadian carrier ASW group, particularly in the eastern 

Atlantic. The effectiveness of the navy would be M e r  reduced because 23 surface vessels of 

Second World War construction would remain in seMce for years past their effective life. But as 

the Minister's memo to Cabinet noted, "in view of the reduced resources available for defence" 

cancellation had to be recommended." Al1 that remained to be determineci was how to sugar coat 

'%AC RG 49, vol. 1, file 39-N-152 1-2, see, "An Appraisal of the Industrial Significance of the General 
Purpose Frigate Programme," 5 July 1963; and "The Industnal Significance of Cancellation of the G.P. 
Frigate Programme," 30 September 1 963. 

"NAC RG 24 83-841167, vol. 3549, file 8000-35 pt.5, letter, Deputy Minister Department of Defence, 
to Secretary Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee, 27 Septernber 1963. 

*'PCO, Cab. Defence Cornmittee Doc. D9-63,27 September 1963, attached to Cab. doc. 293-63 "Naval 
Ship Procurement", 4 October 1963, and Cab. minutes 10 October 1963. 
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the pill. Cabinet turneci its attention to this rnatter on 18 and 22 October 1963. In discussion it was 

agreed to state the reduction came as part of a current NATO review of policy, even though the two 

matters were unrelateci. Further, press announcements would stress that no jobs had actually been 

forfeit, because no shipyard work had starteci. Lastly, the public statement was delayed so that the 

Depariment of Transport could prepare an announcement that its shipbuilding programme would be 

expanded. The expanded DOT programme and cancellation of the GPF were announceci on 25 

October 1963 .23 

Whatever the merits of the GPF, its development promised a re-infiision of capital into the 

shipbuilding indusûy. On 22 October 1963, however, Hellyer informed the Shipbuilding 

Association tliat purchase of the GPF would not p r ~ c e e d . ~ ~  Lnstead, the Department of Transport 

would bring its building programme fonvard, authorizing construction of several more vessels on top 

of the five already authorized in the 1964-65 budget. For a comparative rate of shipyard employment 

Department of Transport vessels entailed only 25 percent of naval construction costs, but could 

maintain approximately the same rate of shipyard ernpl~ynient.'~ 

Attenuating the impact on the shipyards allayed protest, but cancellation of the GPF was 

more significant than a decision simply not to proceed with a certain type of vessels. Cancellation 

meant that the entire naval building programme proposed in the Brock Report had been resoundingly 

rejected by the government. The navy would now follow a far different blueprint, but one, as yet, 

unwritten. Although these cuts were the first of major reforms to come, the Minister of Finance 

noted the excellent job Paul Hellyer was doing in reversing the upward curve in defence 

- - - - - -- 

'"CO Cab. minutes, 18, and 22 October 1963. 

2 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ i n u t e s ,  22 October 1963. 

*%AC MG 32 B 34 (Rt.Hon. Jack Pickersgill Papers) vol. 150 E50-15 (1963), J.R. Baldwin, Deputy 
Minister of Transport, to J. Pickersgill, Minister of Transport, 7 October 1963. 



expenditures. In praising Hellyer's efforts Gordon informeci the Cabinet this was al1 the more 

difficult coming as it did, "before long-tem policy decisions were reached. . .."'6 

For the RCN, it was portent enough of Iong-term policy. What the Vice Chief of the Naval 

Staff termed Operation "cut back" continuai into 1964." The Brock Report had been struck down 

without any other agreed course of action being introduced by the Minister. Efforts to devise a naval 

plan for the future sliape of the fleet prepared by the Naval Staff through early 1964 maintained the 

assumption that the RCN, while primarily an ASW navy, should also have a capability for UN peace- 

keeping operations and limited war c~rnmitments.'~ The lack of suitable air-defence capabilities 

remained a pressing concem, as did long term planning for the introduction of nuclear submarines 

and helicopter  carrier^.'^ Neither the navy nor Canadian industry believed it possible to commence 

either of these programmes in anything less than a year. The navy would soon need ships, but had 

little direction regarding the Minister's frame of niind. No long-terni, indeed, no short-term goals 

were established. The shipyards would soon be demanding more govenunent work in order to retain 

the highly skilled staffs essential for naval construction. 

The Chief Ship designer, Commodore Mathwin Davis, captured the aûuosphere among the 

Naval Staff: "we see the navy apparently at a complete loss to know what it wants and content, nay 

eaaer, to accept any carrot (however irrelevant) which may be dangled by our Political rnasters." 

Even if the new minister set no clear goals, argued Davis: 

"CO Cab. minutes 4 December 1963. 

"~/Hist., VCNS files, "Naval Programmes", vol. 1, & 2, are devoted exclusively to the reduction of 
forces. 

" ~ / ~ i s t . ,  Naval Staff minutes, 1/64,7 January 1964; and "Report of the Ad Hoc Working GToup on 
Naval Programmes 1964-1 974," 4 January 1964. 

'PD/Hist., N E C  files, Project AA-3 "Ad Hoc Working Group", and Project AA-4 "Studies on the 
Future Composition of the Fleet". 



If al1 else fails - perhaps you would care to hit the road togeîher 
again - with straw hat and cane in an attempt to sel1 Say an 'Organization 
Cruiser' (North Atlantic Treaty Or~anizaiion or United Nations 
Or~anization-) - some 400 ft. moderate speed, reliable gun, most modern 
medium and short range guided missiles, helicopter facilities, sophisticated 
command and control and space for emergency carriage of (say) a group of 
disaster relief workers, doctors, nurses, etc. 

A rose, in fact, by another name." 

The Naval Staff were not ready to concede that their search for a general purpose f l e t  was doomed. 

But the Minister was determined to break the cycle of procurement that had emerged since 

the Korean War. Cliarlcs Foukes, who resigned as head of the Chiefs of Staff in 1959, remained 

very infiuential with the Liberals. Foulkes long called for some form of arrned forces unification 

and remained critical of procurement practices. He had previously sliared his opinions with Prime 

Minister Pearson, who valued those ~ i e w s . ~ '  Just before the announced cancelIation of the GPF, 

General Foulkes appeared before the Sauvé Cornmittee. For the RCN his comments wuld only be 

considered highly critical. He remained uncoavinced that anyone knew the most "eficient and 

economical" anti-submarine force for Canada. As far as he knew there had never been an "unbiased 

assessment of the relative value of carriers, tracker aircraft, fngates, submarines, heliwpters, and long 

range maritime aircraft" in the anti-submarine role. What had happened, he argued, is that: 

we have replaced the w i f i c e n t  by another carrier, the wartime 
frigates one for one with a $30 million . . . relatively slow escort. The 
Lancasters [long-range patrol aircraft] with the Argus maritime aircraft, 
which needs another replacement in 1970. But is this present 
conglomeration of c h e r ,  tracker aircraft, frigates and helicopters and 
long range maritime aircrafl the most efficient effective and economical 

30~mphasis in orig. D/Hist., 79/246 NPCC files, project AA-4, memo. Davis to NCNS (A&W), 
March 1964. 

3 ' ~ ~ ~  MG 26 P (Rt.Hon. Lester B. Pearson Papers), vol. 7, file: "Defence. Liberal Party Defence 
Policy 1962- 1963, especially documents, "Liberal Defence Policy," n.d. but late 1962, and "Policy Since 
1945," n.d. but late 1963. See also confidential correspondence circulateci to nine close advisors which 
cannot be openly quoted. 



grouping for this task? Or is this growth just a collection of the plans 
and ambitions of the air force and navy planners? 1 suspect it i ~ . ~ '  

Hellyer commissioned a special study to provide him an unbiased answer to those questions. 

Hellyer relied on Dr. R.J. Sutherland, the Chief of Operational Research, Deparbnent of National 

Defence, to produce a number of reports in preparation for the 1964 White Paper. Hellyer has 

acknowledged the debt that the White Paper owed to the strategic analysis papers prepared by 

Sutherland, which wiIl be examined momentarily. The study undertaken on the naw, however, had 

no effect. In providing the unbiased answer to Foulkes question, Sutherland conctuded the naval 

budget should be raised to $375 million and more suxface vessels undertaken to allow the RCN to 

fulfil its many missions. These were unwelcome conclusions. The budget remained fiozen at $298 

million.33 

Of much greater influence to the course of action set upon by the Minister was a previous 

report by Sutherland, the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Defence Policy. Commissioned by 

the minister in late 1963, this report served as the strategic fondation for the impending White 

Paper. Though the product of a conunittee, the report largely reflected the opinions of Dr. 

Sutherland. Sutherland proved one of the chief theorists of nuclear deterrence and was highly 

regarded within NATO circles for his strategic insights. He was the frrst nuclear strategist to 

distinguish between JSrst and second strike nuclear weapons deterrence postures. It was nithin the 

fiamework of stable deterrence, based on mutual assured destruction, that Sutherland viewed 

Canada's strategic requirements. Canada's defence policy, argued the Sutherland Report, had not 

32~ouse  of Cornons, Proceedings, Srwcial Committee on Defence, 22 October 1963, p. 495. 

3 3 ~ ~ s t . ,  WI223 series 1, file 402,, "Report of the Maritime Systems Studies Group," 1 July 1964. On 
annual naval appropriations see, Dan Middlemiss, "Economic Considerations in the Development of the 
Canadian Navy Since 1 945," in The RCN in Transition, p. 259. 



adequately responded to the new strategic dilemma of mutual assured destruction. The Cold War 

resembled a contest between two scorpions in a bottle, each with the power to destroy the other, but 

at the risk of being desiroyed. Canada unfortunately lay between the two scorpions. According to 

Sutherland, the "pst-war period in world &airs" Iiad "come to an end." International tensions were 

easing, it was time to end the ernphasis on tactical war fighting and concenirate on building stable 

d e t e ~ ~ e n c e . ~ ~  Instead of fundamentally rethinking Canada's defence policy, previous administrations 

had only reaIly maintained the tactical forces built up at the tirne of Korea. These forces had simply 

been added to and modemized. Canada's real defence could not be secured by these forces in the 

missile age. 

Argued the Sutlierland Report, Canada's future defence policy should recognize that security 

was best protected through collective security arrangements that reinforced stable deterrence and the 

prevention of superpower warfare. Given the nuclear equation, reserve forces, mobilization planning, 

and tactical fighting forces were now far less important. In short, the m e d  forces were best viewed 

primarily as the means to the end of deterring war. Sutherland recommended several changes to 

current force structures that could enhance maintenance of the objective of building strong 

deterrence. The naval and other amed forces were simply required to maintain suitable forces-in- 

being to present a deterrent sufiCicient not to invite attack. Diplomacy would be used to enhance this 

deterrent's credibility. Peace and security were best secured through alliance solidarity. Sutherland's 

precepts were not unique, indeed they experienced a certain vogue at the Pentagon, where their 

influence was transitory. The report, however, greatly influenced Paul Hellyer, who relied on it to 

the point of plagiarism in cirafting the 1964 White Paper on D e f e n ~ e . ~ ~  

3 4 ~ ~ ~  RG 24 83-84/107, vol. 7366, file DRB l70-8OIl75 voI.3, Sutherland, to heads of Defence 
Research Board, Februav 1964. 

35Hellyer, Darnn the Tomdoes, pp. 34-35. 



For the navy the implications of the Sutherland Report were ~minous. Sutherland's study 

concluded that beyond the need to molliS. her continental ally, Canadian maritime defence could rely 

on a "coastguard iype maritime force. . .. Beyond this, there is no compulsion upon Canada to 

maintain naval forces or a maritime air force."36 This was a recommendation that Hellyer accepted, 

For the most part major cuts to the serving fleet were not introduced, but time and rust took their toll. 

Between April 1963 and January 1967, the navy lost 4,000 members fiom its personnel 

establishment. The number of ships in commission declined fiom 64, in Juiy 1963, to 28 in March 

1967, and only 16 were immediately available. The last Chief of the Naval S t e  Vice Admira1 Herb 

Rayner, infonned the House Standing Comrnittee on National Defence: " . . . 1 Lhink that so much 

damage has been done to the na\y in the last three years that it wilI take years to recover from it."37 

But where Hellyer's reductions would lead was unknown, when, in accordance with the new 

defence White Paper, on 1 August 1964 the Chiefs of Staff Committee, independent service heads, 

Naval Board, and Naval StafT' were struck down as the fust step in integrating the Department of 

National Defence. With independent service staffs eliminated in the first blow in the eventual 

unification of the amed forces, the once separate branches proved unable to coherently respond to 

the Minister's initiatives. Al1 the major reforms that followed, leading to unification in 1968, s p m g  

inchoate fiom the Minister and his coterie of persona1 advisors. Because the Minister chose to avoid 

the use of long established committees and bypass regular staff channels no accurate written record 

has been left. Thougli technical directorates and the scattering of professional naval offices within 

National Defence Headquarters managed several rear-guard actions, those measures were desultory 

and unorganized. They are also matters wliich de& definition as products of a professional naval 

36D/Hist., "Report of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee on Defence Policy", 30 September 1963. On Hellyer's 
reliance on this report, see Hellyer, Darnn the Torpedoes. p. 34. 

"NAC MG 30 ES1 7 (VADM Herbert S. Rayner Papers), vol. 5, statement of House Committee, March 
1967. 
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administration. How operation ~ut-bock continuai -- how the now decentralized and headless navy 

f a r d  d e r  1964 -- is largely beyond the scope of this enquiv, but reforms to the wider elements of 

Canada's maritime policy require attenti~n.~' 

Reforms at Transport 

Jack Pickersgill, the new Minister of Transport, p r e p a d  to act quickly on a number of 

recommendations of the Glassco Commission and the suggestions of the Minister of Finance Walter 

Gordon. The shipbuilding subsidy was high on the agenda of reform. As Gordon informed 

PickersgiII, the subsidy further expanded construction capacity, when there were already too many 

inefficient yards.39 Unlike previous policies that mainly favoured the slupyards of the CSSRA, the 

subsidy also helped many srnall yards throughout the country. The assistance proved far Iess 

discriminating than Baker had intended. This indiscriminate assistance reflected the conflicting 

reasons for govenunent intenrention. The necessity of gaining Cabinet approval had meant 

expanding the terms of subsidy and broadening political support. Though politically attractive, tliis 

rendered the intervention counter-productive by rewarding mediocrity and ineficiency. Just as naval 

building hampered productivity by reducing the consequences of comparative advantage and 

cornpetition, so did the subsidy. Instead of encouraging rationaiization or consolidation within the 

industry, the subsidy maintained and encouraged greater over-capacity. The social consequences of 

enhanced or continuous employment in these industries should not be overlooked, but the subsidy 

artificially enhanced the viability of marginal producers. Moreover, it probably hampered 

3 8 ~ .  Keith Cameron, "The Royal Canadian Navy and the Unification Crisis," in James Boutilier, ed. 
RCN in Retros~ect. 19 10-1 968, (üBC Press, 1982), provides a very solid analysis of unification and the 
navy response. 

%JAC Pickersgill Papers, vol. 8, file 53-2, Gordon to Pickersgill, 1 June 1964. 



development of the most cornpetitive yards by ensuring a satisfactory rate of interna1 return for their 

cornpetitor~.~' Further, the subsidy ran counter to the govenunent's objective of reducing total 

expenditures. As Gordon saw it, the subsidy was best ended now, while the economy was buoyant 

and eniployment in the yards hi&" Pickersgill prepared to suspend the subsidy programme, but 

coordinating his actions with the other interested departments caused some delay. It was decided to 

let Defence Production make several irnportant changes first. 

Pickersgill did not have to wait on other departments before dealing with the Canadian 

Maritime Conmission. The Glassco Commission's assessment of the Maritime Conunission was 

most unfavourable. It recornmended its complete elimination. W. J. Fisher, of the Department of 

Transport, directed the Glassco Commission's Transportation Study Group. Fisher, formerly an 

employee of the Maritime Commission and sometime manager of the Canadian Shigowners' 

Association, drew heavily on his own experiences and the opinions of Treasury Board, Finance and 

others at Transport to seal the fate of the Commission. The Maritime Commission's handling of the 

shipbuilding subsidy scheme was fresh in the minds of many when Fisher prepared his report that 

concludeci the Canadian Maritime Commission "rarely seems to consult other interested govenunent 

organizations." He added that its staE and Cornmissioners were now al1 civil service appointees 

holding little stature either within the govenunent or in the eyes of industry. With less than 22 

employees the Commission had become "in practice, no more than a 'barnacle' on the ship of State," 

best scraped a ~ a y . ~ ~  

The recoinmendations of the Glassco Commission regarding other departments or 

40These are not uncornmon problems of industrial policy, see, Donald G. McFetridge, Economics of 
Industrial Policy, (Toronto, 19851, p. 49-64. 

4 1 NAC Pickersgill Papers, vol. 8, file 53-2, Gordon to PickersgiIl, 1 June 1964. 

4 2 ~ ~ ~  RG 33/46, vol. 282, W.J. Fisher, head, Transportation Study Group, (director of Econornic 
Policy and Research Branch, Department of Transport), report of Transportation Study Group, Canadian 
Maritime Commission, 13 July 1 96 1. 



commissions were rarely as blunt. The fuial Glassco report recommended that the Maritime 

Commission's responsibility for shipbuilding should be passed to a separate Departnlent of Industry, 

while shipping matters become the purview of the Department of Transport. Those acting upon the 

Glassco report within the Cabinet's Bureau on Government Organization (BOGO) agreeà with this 

assessment and recommended disbanding the Maritime Commission, but raised concern that the 

shipbuilding industry would protest the loss of a valuable eniree to government, especially one 

"sympathetic to their pr~blems."~~ 

The industry would have to find another mouthpiece. In early February 1965, the 

govenunent announced the suspension of the shipbuilding subsidy pending its review by an 

interdepartmental cornmittee. Twelve days later, on 15 Februaxy 1965, came the resignation of the 

Chairman of the Maritime Commission. This followed on the heels of Pickersgill authorizing the 

transfer of responsibilities for shpbuilding from the Maritime Commission to the new Depariment 

of Industry. With the ocean merchant marine viituaIly extinct and now stripped of its responsibiliiy 

for the shipbuilding indusûy, the Canadian Maritime Commission lirnped on into 1966 by 

supervising the final expenditure of funds previously authorized under the subsidy programme. Its 

survival was proIonged only by delays associateci with Pickersgill's wider reorganization of the 

Department of Transport, particularly the formation of the Canadian Transportation Commission 

which absorbai the nimp of the Maritime Commission in early 1966. Pickersgill was prepared to 

act on disbanding the Maritime Commission much earlier, but forestalling these changes at Transport 

were more basic reforms of defence procurement and defence p o l i ~ y . ~ ~  

'%AC Pearson Papers, file 753-Policy, letter R.G. Robertson, to Pearson, 24 September 1965 

4 4 ~ ~ ~  RG 55 C, (Treasuy Board), vol. 862, file Transport, memo H.O.R. Hindley to G.F.D. DaMdson, 
Director Bureau on Govemment Organization, (the cornmittee established under the Privy Council and 
Treasury Board to examine the various measures recornrnended by the Glassco Commission), 1 1 June 
1964. 



Reforms at Defence Production 

Bud Dniry, at the Department of Defence Production, received authority fiom the f i m e  Minister in 

February 1964 to pursue the recommendations of the Glassco Commission and reorganize 

government procurement practices. Greater cost control and accountability had been called for in 

the Glassco Commission report which recornmended greater separation between government 

purchasing and industrial policy. It had suggested the creation of a Department of Industq. Dnuy's 

refoms progressed along these lines, eventually resulting in the division of Defence Production into 

the Department of Industry, and the Depariment of Supply and Services. 

Progress toward that objective took several years of interdeparîmental negotiation, More 

immediately Defence Production turned attention to problems being experienced with naval building. 

Following cancellation of the General Purpose Frigate, D m y  and Pickersgill forrned a special 

committee to review shipbuilding poIicy and naval procurement pra~tices.~' Two main tasks faced 

the committee. Dnuy desired the committee appraise shipbuilding for both its future capacity to 

provide for govenunent vesse1 requirements and for its competitiveness and ability to tneet civilian 

domestic and international deniand. Both tasks were given to the committee. However, Dniry 

mfomed the chairman that if assessing domestic and intentational competitiveness proved an issue 

difficult to resolve the committee could first address government procurement policy. The committee 

did in fact address govemment procurement needs first, and then turned its attention to a 

comprehensive development assistance programme, comprised of subsidies, tax incentives, and other 

4 - ? ' 4 ~ ~  PickersgiH Papers, vol. 8 file 53-2 pt. 2, J.R. Baldwin, Deputy Minister of Transport, to Minister, 
March 1964. 



means of encouraging commercial dernax~d.~~ 

Jack Rutledge of the Department of Defence Production, and later Department of Industry, 

headed the initial review of government shipbuilding policy. The review of both naval and civil 

shipbuilding assistance would not complete its first phase until Iate 1965. But even before the 

consequences of these refoms became clear, the industry was informed that naval procurement 

woidd follow fundamentally new lines. By June 1964 changes were clear enougli for the 

Shipbuilding Association to be informed that it had "reached the end of an epoch - there would be 

no more multi-ship naval programs allocated across the country. . .."47 From incepfion, allocation 

had increased costs of naval con~truction.~~ Allocation, begun largely as a means to preserve the 

industry, had expanded well beyond its original goals, but it also proved a stunningly successfùl form 

of bureaucratic patronage. When the Maritime Commission assigned work aIong a regional basis 

it rarely encountered resistance from federal p~liticians.~' With the object of reducing costs, 

however, national cornpetition for naval contracts, based on firm pricing, instead of the previously 

employed cost-plus or target incentive formulas would be followed in al1 fùture work. As Rutledge 

had previously argued these new measures would reintroduce the "keen edge of c~mpetition."~~ 

Allocation was abandoned for several related reasons. Strategically, allocation had been 

4 6 N ~ ~  Pickersgill Papers, vol. 150, file 50-1 5, see discussion of Drury's recommendations, letter G. 
Mcllrasth, Minister of Transport to Walter Gordon, Minister of Finance, 7 Novernber 1963; NAC RG 19, 
vol. 4422, file 9175-04-5 V. 1. Surnmary of Dniry's cornrnents, and policy development, letter J.J. 
McKennirey, Deputy Director Shipbuilding and Heavy Equipment Branch, Defence Production, to E.A. 
Oestreicher, Director of Resources and Development, Department of Finance, 26 August 1964. 

47 CSSRA-Minutes, 19 June 1964; on the full progress of the inter-governrnental review, NAC RG 19, 
vol. 4422, file 91 75-04-5. 

48 NAC RG 46, vol. 632, file 201-42-1 pt. 1, report, J.C. Rutledge, Deputy Director Shipbuilding Branch, 
to D.A. Golden, Deputy Minister D.A. Golden, 2 1 October 1954. 

49 Audene interview, Ottawa, 15 July 1989. 

'%AC RG 49, box 769, file 300-3 13, J.C. Rutiedge, Director Shipbuilding Branch, Defence Production, 
draft comments to Technical Section of the CSSRA, 2 1 Februaxy 196 1. 
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premised on rnaintaining and then creating a wide-spread industrial base for wartime mobilization. 

But now only forces-in-being at the start of the conflict were expected to be available for war-the 

use. This scenario had been accepted for planning purposes by NATO countries for some time. 

That this held little consequence for naval procurement policy until 1964 is perhaps attributable to 

the few new warships actually undertaken between 1958 and 1963 (only six destroyer escorts). 

Second, the Director of Shipbuilding for Defence Production long regarded aIlocation as an 

impediment to competition. He found that shipyards that were high on the priority list bargained 

more shrewdly over contract particulm. To streiigthen the government's hand in future negotiations 

the industry was also informed that organizations such as the Naval Central Drawing Office and 

Naval Stores Central Procurement Agency would cease to f~nction.~' 

The Cornmittee discoimted the shipbuilders' calls for a continuation of allocation, or the 

preservation of agencies such as the Naval Central Drawing Office. It countered that increased 

competition would not cause the industry to collapse, indeed it would create "a more viable industry 

which is the most suitable defence ba~e."~' In rejecting a continuation of allocation, the new policy 

aimed at reducing government liabilities and enhancing commercial competitiveness. 

Neither the indusûy nor senior naval technical officers believed that these measures were 

appropriate, because the demands of advanced naval work held no paralle1 in civil shipbuilding. 

Large teams of draflsmen and vexy detailed blueprints and fabrication work were simply not in 

suficient demand for the industry to rnaintain large suitable staffs in the off chance they mi&t win 

a naval contract. The Chief of Naval Technical Services maintained: 

S 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ i n u t e s ,  19 June 1964; NAC RG 19, vol. 4422, file 9 175-04-5, minutes. 

S 2 ~ ~ ~  RG 46, vol. 1207, file 305-1 pt.2, "Shipbuilding Subsidy Policy. Outline of Problems to be 
Solved," 9 August 1 965. 



there will still be a need for design and Naval Centrai Drawing 
Office effort, even to produce vessels to another Navy's outdated 
conception. 

Canadian shipbuilders can not provide the design, workulg 
drawing and production control activity which will be requiredS3 

Industry also asked for some organization like the Naval Central Drawing Ofice to be maintained. 

They cited the practice of West Germany. There the government and industry maintained a large 

technical pool, like the NCDO, that al1 major shipyards could employ when undertaking naval work. 

But this was just the s p e  of anti-competitive behaviour which the review committee was most 

determined to eliminateSs4 

The early conclusions of the interdepartmental review tvere far-reaching but not made known 

to the industry. Certain Cabinet members were infonned that after ffieen years of allocation and cost 

recoupment contracts aimed at presening and developing the indusûy, the industry remaind 

technicaily backward, lacked s6cient design capacity, amployed obsolescent fabrication techniques 

and could not corupete internati~nally.'~ Dependency on govenunent aid was particularly the case 

of the major yards. The eight largest yards received some 86 percent of al1 govenunent work 

between 195 7 and 1964. This work accounted for between 25 and 40 percent of d e r n a ~ ~ d . ~ ~  

The cornmittee's confrdential surnmary concluded: 

5 3 ~ / ~ i s t . ,  79/246 NPCC files, project AA-4, merno. CNTS to VCNS, 6 May 1964. 

5 4 ~ ~ ~  Pickersgill Papers, vol. 8, file. 53-2, -'The Canadian Shipbuilding hdustry and its Relations to 
Govemment," and reply, August 1 965. 

%AC Pickersgill Papers, vol. 8, file. 53-2, "The Canadian Shipbuilding Industry and its Relations to 
Government," and reply, August 1965. 

?NAC RG 19, vol. 4422, file .9175-04-5 v. 1, "Govemment of Canada Procurement and the Canadian 
Shipbuilding Industry", joint report of Defence Production and Department of Indusîry, 18 December 1964. 



If there is inertia and moribundity in the industry, then it was 
conceived, nurtured and encouraged by the type of contracts allocated from 
1949 until re~ently.'~ 

It was a sweeping conclusion not fdly justified by the experiences of production. Without 

access to Company records, however, the degree to which defence production disrupted normal 

commercial development of the industry cannot be measured defuiitively. Nor can the consequences 

of operating with the hi& overheads attendant to defence production be measured with certainty, 

The theoretical problems caused by artificiaily maintained labour and plant overheads associateci with 

defence production are, however, well recognized -- such as the avoidance of plant modemization 

through the adoption of more efficient machine tools, because operations are subsidized by the f o m  

of government contract that pays costs. Thus the tems of government work inay have encouraged 

less efficient, labour-intensive processes. Measuring the competitiveness of Canadian shipyards is 

complicated by considerations of domestic advantages versus international competitiveness. Even 

the most advanced Canadian yards faced international disadvantages because of the high costs of 

North Arnerican production, of which labour was the major component. From the records that are 

available, it is clear, however, that some major shipyards only began large scale reinvestment in 

modem plant and machinery once government shipbuilding policy began changir~g.~' If the actions 

of the few major yards whose records are available are representative of the entire industry, it could 

"NAC Pickersgill Papers, vol. 53, file 53-2, "The Canadian ShipbuiIding Industry and its Relations to 
Govement", and reply, August 1965. 

580n the problem of measuring competitiveness see the government's efforts in NAC RG 19, vol. 4950, 
file "Industry Shipbuilding Cornmittee," vol. 1, and Vol. 4422, file 3910-02 pts. 1 & 2. On plant 
modernization and its timing in Canada see, British Columbia Provincial Archives, Add. Mss. 1230, J.S. 
Marshall & Co.Ltd., "Burrard Dry Dock Company," 197 1, 5: 475-96, and 6: 497-98; Add. Mss, 124 1, J.S. 
Marshall & Co., "Yarrows Limited," 197 1,4: 351-92, Saint John Shipbuilding also underwent major 
modemization at this time after the Wilson family sold the yard to J.K. Irving. John DeMont, Citizens 
irvinp, (Toronto, 1 992), pp. 65,84. On problems caused by the t m s  of government contracts, see 
unpublished ciraft history of Canadian Vickers Ltd, (in author's possession). 
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be said îhat while defence production sustained the industry through most of the 1950s, it restricted 

normal commercial trade, while allocation and other contractual foms prevented individual f m s  

capitalizing on their comparative advantage~.~' But these deleterious effects of government 

procurement policy were not the primary reason those poIicies were refonned. Rather the state's fust 

objective was to reduce govenunent costs. 

The perspective at Defence Production was one of patron toward an expensive client. 

Defence Production as purchaser became more concemed with limiting costs than with maintaining 

or developing the shipbuilding industry. The same lights that fiarned these policies, led by Jack 

Rutledge, moved on to the newly fomed Department of Industry, which superseded the Maritime 

Commission in overseeing the shipbuilding industry. The new Deputy Minister of Industry, Simon 

Reisman, esplaineci, the task at hand involved developing an appropriate strategy of helping these 

f m s  "too heavily concentrated on defence goods" diverse  toward "civil markets."60 

The shipbuilding review cornnittee recomrnended the best policy would be to let the indusûy 

endure several years of real competition for commercial work. Govenunent work, naval and 

otherwise, would be maintained at a lower level and with very strict cost controls. This would 

winnow-out the indusûy to a more sustainable base. To ease the blow of competition, however, the 

committee recommended imrnediate restriction of the coastal trades within the St.Lawrence and 

Great Lakes to Canadian flagged ve~sels.~'  Diefenbaker's government had promised this measure, 

but the kgislation had died on the order books when the Tories fell fiom ofice. Closure of the 

coastal trade and the last of the work subject to Balcer's subsidy plan would see shipyard demand 

'%or the theoretical argument that defence production retards plant modeniization see, Seymour 
Melman, The Permanent War Economy, (New York, 1974), pp. 87-92. 

'%AC RG 49, vol. 1 .  file "Organization of Defence Production." Reisrnan to Dniry, 13 December 1965 

%ee, Bill S-7 "An Act to Amend the Canada Shipping Act," introduced to the House, 3 March 1964 
and given Royal Assent, 18 March 1965. 



remain at a fairly hi& level, at Ieast over the next three or four years. The Liberals promised to 

suspend the subsidy shortly after t h g  ofice, but undertook to honour a11 the applications that the 

industry could demonstrate had been under consideration when the actual announcement was made 

in February 1965.62 

Shortly afler these recommendations went to Cabinet, steps were taken to introduce the bill 

required to close the coastal trade within the Great Lakes and on the St.Lawrence River, below 

Montreal. There was no consideration given to encouraging any f o m  of oceanic merchant marine. 

Several within the Liberal caucus had raised the issue but the Prime Minister was quickly warned off 

letting anyone "start this h t ~ r e . " ~ ~  Pearson did not let it run. As he informed one member, there was 

no point in the govenunent undertaking to support operations which "other countries' shippers can 

do for us at a lower real ~ o s t . " ~ ~  Except for several vessels, rnostly tankers, there was by then no 

Canadian registered ocean-going fleet. Canadian needs were being met, and Canadian shipping 

companies operated prirnarily through chartering foreign registered vessels. 

Figures available in 1965 demonstrated that the 21 Canadian shipping companies operating 

in world-wide trade employed 195 ocean going vessels of al1 types. But ocean going tonnage on 

Canadian registry in 1964 amounted to only some 236, 294 gross tons, in 27 vessels. By the end of 

1965 this was down to 22 vessels. Of these vessels, three were tankers, and 15 were war-built dry 

cargo vessels. But of those 15, ody two remained engaged in ocean work. Many more slips 

operated into Canadian waters but were owned by companies of foreign domicile. It had been five 

years since any Canadian Company had undertaken construction of a new general purpose ocean 

6 2 ~ ~ ~  Pickersgill Papers, vol. 8 file 53-2-2 1 pt.2, see the recomrnendation of these steps, "Report of 
Interdepartmental Cornmittee on Shipbuilding Subsidies," 6 Decernber 1965. 

%AC Pearson Papers, file 753 "Construction- Marine Construction", memo. Tom Kent to Pearson, 7 
November 1 963. 

6 4 ~ ~ ~  Pearson Papers, file 753 "Construction - Manne Construction", letter Pearson to Arthur Laing, 
Minister of Northem Affairs, 8 November 1963. 



vessel. Canadian needs were being met predominantly through charter of foreign ships. in 1962, the 

last year Canadian companies kept joint records through the Canadian Shipbuilding Association, 

Canadian companies chartered some 400 vessels, wliich carsied one-quarier of Canada's dry cargo 

trade. Payments to foreign vessels accounted to approximately a $90 million debit on Canada's 

international payments. Only 1 8 years previously, in 1 946, Canadian companies owned and operated 

15 1 general purpose ocean going vessels, surpassing one million gross tons. These ships had carried 

38.1 percent of Canada's total seabome imports and 25.7 percent of exports, for a net eamings of 

$92,000,000. Of al1 the world's major industrialized countries Canada's merchant shipping decline 

was the most precipitous.65 The Canadian Shipowners' Association had corne to regret speaking 

against closing the coasting trade to the Royal Commission in 1957 but, by the tirne it was done, 

revival of the Canadian oceanic services was impossible to undertake without govenunent support.66 

That hare was not again ~nleashed.~' 

Letting the shipyards find their own Ievel proved another matter. The effort to retum to a 

policy of laissez faire caused very particular concem in Cabinet. Opening up govemment work to 

competitive tender caused a minor revolt among the Liberal members of parliament fiom British 

Columbia. Since the war, B.C. yards had been more espensive because of wage differentials between 

the east and west coasts. West Coast M.P.s met with Bud Dniry to try and convince him that 

government procurement could not be on a piuely competitive basis, but to no avail. If the 

government was simply interested in reducing costs, wrote Ron Basford, M.P. for Vancouver- 

65 CSA Annual Report, 1965. and CSA record, file: History & Role 50- 1, "Aide Memoir" Canadian- 
Dry Cargo Ocean Going Shipping Industry," 8 May 1963. On the growih of world fleets see, "The British 
Shipping Industry," Planninq, 16 November 1 959. 

6 6 ~ ~ ~  Annual Report, 1964. 

6 7 ~ y  198 1 Canadian registered ships camed only one percent of estemal trade. See, Kevin Griffen, 
"The Canadian Deep Sea Fleet, 198 1. Rule Britannia!," Seauorts and the Shi~pina World, (April 1982): 
26-36. 
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Burrard, "we would obviously be purchasing most of our ships in Japan."'' David Groos, a recently 

retired RCN Commodore and the new M.P. for Victoria demonstrated his conversion fiom sailor to 

politician. He confided to Pearson: "My objections are almost entirely p~ l i t i ca l . "~~  To defise 

protests in B.C. the West Coast members recommended some type of regional cornpetition be 

followed. 

In response Pearson requested a special study of the issue of subsidies be undertaken to 

assess the effects of offering it at reduced levels. This special study was undertaken by George 

Davidson, the Head of the Bureau on Governent Organization, and completed in late 1965. 

Davidson assessed the industry's level of work between 1961 and 1964, and the consequences of the 

current subsidy. The industry was employed in four main areas of work: 22 percent was govemment 

new construction, 30 percent commercial new construction, 28 percent repair work, and 20 percent 

miscellaneous fabrication. If the subsidy was eliminated, argued Davidson, ody thi* percent of 

over-al1 demand would be affixted. His analysis niade no effort to judge what effect such a decline 

might have on any particular shipyard, or how it would a e c t  the associated overhead carrying 

charges that tvould have to be applied to remaining work. He did point out, however, îhat the subsidy 

had allowed the twelve major shipyards, "the 'fat cats' of the indusûy," to enjoy their most productive 

years since the war. Davidson found no sound economic argument to continue the shipbuilding 

subsidy, but in recognizing it was becoming a political issue, he recommended its contin~ation.'~ 

The subsidy he recommended would be at a reduced level and exclude certain classes of 

vessels, whch Davidson argued would have to be built in Canada anyway. In particular, he cited the 

building of provincial ferries by British Columbia. The cwrent subsidy applied to those vessels, but 

%AC Pearson Papers, file 753-Policy, letter Basford to Pearson, 1 March 1965. 

Pearson Papers, file 753-Policy, letter Groos to Pearson, 25 Febniary 1965. 

'%AC Pearson Papers, file 753-Policy, rnemo George F. Davidson to Pearson, 23 September 1965. 



it was unlikely the B.C. government could purchase similar ships off-shore, at least not at an 

acceptable political cost. To calm the political waters a new subsidy programme along the lines 

outlined by Davidson was announced late in 1965 and 25 percent of government work would go to 

British Columbia shipyards through local tender cornpetition. Unlike the subsidy introduced by 

Balcer, this new subsidy was only at 25 percent of vesse1 cost and both the regional cornpetitions and 

subsidy would terminate at the end of 1970." 

In place of naval deniand, procurement for other agencies of the govenunent and a reduced 

subsidy wodd be employed with the short term objective of protecting the domestic market for 

shipbuilders. Despite these steps, the Departnient of Industry's effort to develop a long-tenn policy 

remained unsettled into 1966. The department sought to frarne a policy to iniprove the efficiency of 

the industry to a level "equivalent to similar secondary industry and eventually to a level whereby 

it could hopefully export to international markets of a class within its cornpetence. . .." " While the 

means of achieving those goals remained undeterniined, the government responded to considerable 

political pressure by introducing the much reduced differential shipbuilding subsidy. It also hastened 

orders for a new class of naval vessels: the DDH 280 destroyer series. Through such measures the 

Department of Industry set about 'rationalizing' the shipbuilding industry. 

Although discussions within the Department of Industry continued on these issues afler 1965, 

by the end of that year the elements constituting the old maritime policy had al1 been hdamentally 

altered. Shipping and shipbuilding policy were thereafter handled by dflerent govemment 

departrnents. The Maritime Commission, divested of its responsibility for shipbuilding, was fmally 

"NAC Pearson Papers, file 753-Policy, merno. Davidson to Pearson, 23 September 1965; drafi 
comments for the Prime Minister by Norman Robertson, 1 1 October 1965. 

7 ' ~ ~ ~  RG 19, vol. 4950, file 39 10-02 Vol. 2, see summary in Cab. doc. 1186-1969, 10 DeCernber 1969; 
NAC Pickersgill Papers, vol. 160 f.53-2-21, pt. 1; and, report of the Interdepartmental Cornmittee on 
Shipbuilding Subsidies, 8 December 1965, NAC RG 46 Vo1.4 f.3051.1, and Record of Cabinet Decision, 17 
January 1966, NAC RG 46, vol. 1 169 file Shipbuilding Subsidy. 
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dissolved by Cabinet in January 1966. The policy of allocation was gone. Naval procurement was 

marked to follow a more competitive course. 

The Legacy of Reform 

The wnsequences of the new fderal policies toward the shipbuilding industry require brief note. 

A much reduced effort to maintain marginal producers followed. Employment in Canadian shipyards 

declined from about 13,000 in 1966 to roughiy 7,200 in 1970. Without govenunent tax incentives 

to compte with foreign producers no domestic shipyard produced a ship for export between 1962 

and 1972. The total value of new ship construction fell fiom roughly $150,000,000 in 1967 to 

$80,000,000 in 1970. Between 1964 and 1970 virtualIy no major ship compIeted construction in 

Canada.73 Four leading shipyards, including Canadian Vicker's, withdrew fiom shipbuilding. 

Cornpetition proved a dubious development policy. Regardless of whatever entrepreneurial failures 

intensified this decline, the adjustment strategy adopted by the Department of Industry clcarly neither 

revitalized the shipyards, nor recaptured the export market. 

Improved conditions of cornpetition for naval construction also proved problematic. New 

procurement policies govemed the next construction programme, the construction of the helicopter 

equipped destroyer escorts comprising the DDH 280 Iroquois Class. Completing the DDH 280s 

proved a severe test of the new procurement regime. In March 1965 the government informecl the 

shipbuilders that the new regime included the introduction of unrestricted competitive tenders for 

naval construction. So that work could proceed on a firm-price basis, government representatives 

endeavoured to supply a statement of requirements definitive enough to permit assessrnent of 

73 See, A National Stratew For The Shipbuildiiin . S h i ~  Re~airina And Allied Marine Industries, A Brief 
prepared by The Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing Association, May 1977. 



cornpethg proposals by common standards. The RCN sought to retain the Naval Central Drawing 

Office, as a means, in part, to develop those standards. But, argued Defence Production, "as long as 

the RCN controls the drawings, competition does not e ~ i s t . " ~ ~  

The Shipbuilding Association protested the step to fixed price tenders as premature. The 

CSSRA argued that, neither the navy, Defence Production nor any shipbuilder possessed the 

requisite, continuous, coordinated experience of producing naval ships to accept siich a high rkk 

form of contract. Doubting the navy's stated ability to iùmish the required specifications, the 

Association pointed out that the DDH 280 programme was aIready behind schedule, and that working 

drawings for even the second ship would not be available when "fm price" bids were to be made.75 

Moreover, the refonned procurement policy did not address the problem of standards of 

workmanship. As during the St.Laurent and Resti-uche programmes, the navy was to remain 

responsible for inspections and ultimately acceptance. The discretion of the local naval overseers 

had resulted in significant differences in standards of acceptance between shipyards, and resulted in 

design changes, and standards of workmanship not fully anticipated in any contract. For the 

shipbuilder this caused considerable friction. They were caught between the navy's search for 

quality, and Defence Production's search for economy. No commercial purchaser possessed such 

undefined authority. The shipbuilders argued îhat fm-pnce contracts did not protect them fiom this 

p r ~ b l e r n . ~ ~  

Many of the shipbuilders' coricerns proved right. The problems of completing the DDH 280 

74 Minutes Defence Supply Naval Shipbuilding Panel, 7 1st meeting, 20 January 1965, cited from Davis, 
"Naval Procurement 1950-1 965," p. 1 10. 

" ~ e e  CSSRA Minutes, 1-2 March 1965, and 9, 10, 11 March 1965; and CSSRA Annual Report, June 
1965. 

760ther government agencies had progressively developed with the shipbuilder "industry standards," but 
this had not proven possible with the navy. CSSRA Annual Report, 1 965; CSSRA Minutes, 1 96566, 
passim. 



programme are aiready a twice told tale." A summary of the major problems associated with the 

programme is sufficient for this discussion. Expectations of the commercial indusûy's capacity to 

Mil the demands of modem warship construction proved premature. Premised on the assumption 

that the industry could provide competitive bids and technical leadership, the DDH 280 programme 

faltered on both counts. Politics prevented al1 the work going to the most cornpetitive yard. Instead 

the work was divided between Iwo shipyards, one being designated the prime contractor. The 

competitive edge sought by Defence Production proved itseX two edged when the sub-contractor 

sought to discredit, if not bankrupt, the prime c~ntractor.~' Further, the industry did not prove 

capable of providing the detailed drawing work. Only the resumection of the Naval Central Drawing 

Office solved this problem. The navy took advantage of this confusion by substantially changing the 

ships' characteristics f i e r  work comrnenced, and developed requirements and specifications during 

construction. Indeed the navy largely resurrected the design of the General Purpose Frigate, changed 

its superstructure so that two helicoptcrs could be housed and modified the engine. The navy got 

their "rose by another name" -- the hull and fighting equipment were virtually identical to the General 

Purpose Frigate design. 

The acceptance of the basic design and changes to it came with little immediate objection 

from the Treasury Board because the Cabinet was anxious to have work commence at an early date. 

There were many particular failures of programme management by government agencies. The 

programme experience. many of the the-pressure and design refinement problems that had been 

associated with the earlier St.Laurent class. Whatever the full particulars of those problems, the 

' ?~ee  Proceedinas ofthe Standing Cornmittee on Exqemal Affairs and Defence. A ~ ~ e n d i x  "Gu DND- 
DDH 280 Helico~ter Destroyer Proiect, No. 12, (1 8 February 197 1) pp. 12-38; and J. W. heneault ,  The 
DDH 280 Program: A Case Study of Govemrnent Expenditure Decision Making," in David G. Haglund, 
ed., Canada's Defence Indusirial Base, (Kingston, 1988). pp. 1 18-136. 

78~onfidential interview with the former Deputy Programme Manager, 18 July 1990; also see, Jacob 
Goodwin, Brotherhood of Anns, (New York, 1985), pp. 128-3 1, and passim. 
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cornpetitive contractual formula did not alIay such pressures and proved unable to prevent a virtual 

cost over-run of 100 per~ent. '~ 

Whatever the details of the problems encountered after the comprehensive reform of 

maritime policy undertaken by the Liberal govemment, those changes fwidamentally altered the 

state's relationship with the shipping, and shipbuilding industries, and redirected the form and 

bc t ions  of the naw. The navy was lefi to ponder the inevitability of rust-out. Naval elements 

continued tlieir search for a general purpose surface capability, but the navy's role was clear only 

within the ASW mission of the NATO alliance. By the close of 1965, the Canadian blue-water cargo 

fleet had Mrtually disappeared; the Maritime Commission survived as a shadow of its former self; 

and the basic approach to maintaining the shipbuilding industry was overtunied. The coordinated 

maritime policy that had emerged slowly from the legacy of the Second World War had run its 

course. 

The distortions introduced to that policy by the unusual problems posed by market and 

currency restrictions and then the Korean War created the conditions in which the govemment 

extended more support to the shipping and shipbuilding industries than the econoniics of either 

industry was thought to warrant. When the strategic importance of the merchant fleet passed, so too 

did positive state policy. The ocean merchant marine had been allowed to witlier and no effective 

means of modernizing the fleet was found economically justifiable. It was more difficult to let the 

market decide the fate of the shipbuiIding industry. Removing the massive level of state financial 

support for the shipyards reopened a political tinder box. State support and special policies for 

shipping and shipbuilding would have to continue but it would not be the sarne fonn of maritime 

poIicy traced in the preceding pages. Politics and employment ruled future shipyard policy in a 

'9~ee Proceedinas of the Standing Cornmittee on Esternal Affairs and Defence. A ~ n d i s  "Gu DND- 
DDH 289 Helico~ter Destrover Proiect, No. 12, (1 8 February 1971) pp. 12-38. 
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manner different fiom thar practiced under the Maritime Commission. As for Canada's future 

shipping policy the general thrust can be illustrated by two ships building for Canadian Paczjk 

Steamships mermuda) at Mitsibushi Heavy Industries, Japan. In January 1966, two large ore carriers 

for operations in Canada's coastal trade were laid down at Mitsibushi and christened the H.R. 

MacMillan and the J.  V: C.D. Howe was not so honoured. 

80 George Musk, Canadian Pacific: The Storv of the Famous Shiu~ina Line, (Toronto, 198 11, p. 65. 



CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

Conclusions 

From the end of the Second World War until the fundamental reconsideration of defence policy by 

the Pearson administration, Canadian maritime policy linked considerations of ocean shipping, 

shipbuilding and naval policy. This gave coherence, if not consistency, to government relations with 

the shipping and shipbuilding industries, as it did between the agents of the state, notably the 

Maritime Commission, the RCN and the Departments of Transport and Defence Production. The 

shifting strategic requirements of the navy and the progressive development of the shipbuilding 

management regimes of the Maritime Commission and Defence Production naturally brought change 

to the state's relationship to its pnvate sector partners. This evolving partnership lends credence to 

the claim that throughout the years 1943-1965 Canada pursued a dedicated maritime policy 

reminiscent of that proposed by Mahan. Establishg that point has been the primary object of this 

enquiry. Current histones of Canadian transportation and naval policy have yet to recognize that 

such a coordinated maritime policy esisted. 

From its initial faissez-/8ire policy to its final forrn of management through subsidy and 

"rationalization," govement policy wove together the interests of economic orthodosy and national 

security. Prirnacy among these interests varieci over time. The abortive free-enterprise period, 1945- 

1946, gave way to the lirnited protection introduced by the Maritime Commission, 1947- 1950. The 

short-lived free enterprise period ended with several expedients being proposed for both shipping and 

shipbuilding industries. For shipping, unstable labour relations and growing baniers to the 
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international market resul ted in Cabinet endorsing the reflagging scheme. This effort maintained a 

high degree of govemment control over the ships of the reflagged merchant fleet in t h e  of national 

ernergency and furthered wider trade interests with the United Kingdom. For shipbuilding, defence 

concerns dominated government interest and production dernand fiom 1 950 through 1 95 7. Efforts 

to wean the industry off the defence dollar proved lirnited until the introduction of direct subsidies 

in 196 1. Opposition to subsidies, new strategic assumptions and reconsideration of the basic 

approach to govermnent ship procurement resulted in the redirection of Canada's maritime policy in 

1965. The state's naval building needs were separated in policy from the state's general approach to 

the shipyards, thus separating development support and procurement. The Pearson govenunent's 

reforms fmally broke the ambiguous militaristic ties between shipping, shipbuilding, and national 

defence that helped shape policies throughout the p e n d  1945- 1965. 

The forms of protection afforded the chef maritime industries had relatively few precedents 

in Canadian history. The well-documented protection of Canada's manufacturing base tluough the 

"national policy," new and old, which prornoted east-west inter-provincial trade and staples export 

is not a ready parallel.' Both shipping and shipbuilding were international trades. in 1947 the 

shipbuilding indus9 viewed itself primarily as an esport manufacturer. The decline of the export 

market resulted from several changes, only a few of which the industry could respond to 

independently. Revitalization of foreign yards, international monetary controls through exchange 

blocs, and commodity controlsl al1 placed Canadian shipowners and shipbuilders at a disadvantage 

that they could not Mly respond to alone. The state's response proved exceedingly limited as these 

constrictions tightened. Special building and shipping policies, though widely advocated from 1943, 

faced deep-seated and contradictory commitments within the federal apparatus. Had defence 

'On the National Policy see discussion in chapter one, and Car1 Berger, The Writinr of Canadian 
Histont, (Toronto, 1986), pp. 287-88. 
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requirements not escalated so drarnatically in June 1950, the post-war fate of these industries would 

have been markedly different. The special measures adopted for both industries in the face of 

problems with the international market and the growing Cold War proved expedients. Drawn 

together by expediency long term harmony between the interests of the various state actors and 

industry was unlikely. 

In accounting for this relationship, harmonious or othenvise, this thesis has taken an 

administrative approach, focussing primarily on the activities of several government agencies or 

departments, particularly the RCN, Canadian Man time Commission, and the Department of Defence 

Production (and its predecessor agencies). The initiatives of these government actors were addressed 

in light of intra-departmental interests, and the strategies employed by the two main civil lobbies 
' 

agitating for a coordinated maritime policy, namely the shipbuilders' and shipowners' organizations. 

The long-term goals of these five interested parties were to be harmonized under an over-aching 

maritime policy, but harmony of interests proved fleeting. 

National policy cm be construed to require clarity similar to that necessary for rational 

business planning. If so, then the development and articulation of iong-term goals and the means of 

allocating and controlling resources to achieve those goals need consistent attention and acceptance 

throughout the state's corporate entity. This is particularly bue of the senior decision-making level.' 

At that level, the formulation of Canada's maritime policy rarely passed this lucidity test. The 

Canadian Maritime Commission's efforts to secwe a maritime policy tying the fate of ocean shipping 

to promotion of work in Canadian shipyards met resistance fiom other elements of the federal 

govemment, and it ran counter to wider economic or industrial policy. In post-war planning the navy 

called for preservation of the merchant marine, but through the early Cold War years the navy 

showed little interest in the issue and often deferreci the strategic question to the Maritime 

20n business strcitegy see, ChandIer, Stratem and Structure, (Cambridge, MA, 1962), p. 16. 
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Commission. Similarly, the navy favoured efforts to develop Canada's warship construction 

capability but grew to protest the costs associated with such an endeavour. The Department of 

Defence Production, which superseded the wartime Department of Munitions and Supply, moved 

into open conflict with the policies implemented by the Maritime Commission over the management 

of naval shipbuilding contracts. Efforts by Defence Production to introduce greater competitive 

pressures in naval building brought about a fùndamental reconsideration of government policy 

toward the shipyards. Equal access to government largesse practised under the arrangements 

established by the Canadian Maritime Commission proved contrary to the frnancial interests of the 

navy; moreover, this came to nin counter to the effort by Defence Production to reduce defence 

contract costs. Disparate voices within the state bureaucracy were aided by the failure of the civil 

lobbies to fully coordinate their calls for support. 

Students of political economy will recognize the implication of this intra-governmental 

conflict. The relative autonomy of competing agents of the govemrnent demonstrated in this work 

must be recognized as a contribution to the continuing debate within political economy over the role 

of the state. In frarning Canada's maritime policy, state actors proved not Janus-faced, giving one 

account to the public and one to themselves, but rather schizophrenic with competing policy voices 

originating within the state apparatus, vying to be heard and acted ~ p o n . ~  These conflicts affected 

al1 the major pillars of Canada's maritime policy. 

For the navy, two essential thnist lines of development emerged. The role and composition 

of the fleet constituted separate issues argued within the navy, and between other elements of the 

govemment. In defining its role the senior naval staff consistentIy sought a large, balanced blue 

30n the autonomy of the state see, Theda Skocpol, "Bringing the State Back In: Strategies of Analysis in 
Current Research," in P.R. Evans, D. Rueschemeyer, and Skocpol, Bringinr- (Cambridge, 
1985), pp. 3-37. 1 am indebted to Dr. Bill Parenteau and Dr. Jim Kenny for bringing the work of Skocpol 
to my attention. 
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water fleet capable of global rather than coastal operatims. The Second World War brought the 

creation of this fleet, but did not guarantee its retention. In the initial post-war years the navy's 

designs conflicted with the Prime Minister's view of the international order. The first stirrings of 

rearmament revived the naval staffs search for a large balanced force. The revitalization of the 

carrier arm and acceptance of the convoy escort role in the early rearmament programme that 

followed the outbreak of the Korean War confmed the RCN as an oceanic force. As such, the RCN 

had to be stnrctured to fight in Europe's coastal approaches as well as in Canadian coastal areas. 

Building and maintaining vessels for Canada's navy, whatever its role, linked naval policy 

to wider industrial policy. Naval building came to be the largest single component of demand in 

Canada's major shipyards throughout the 1950s. The costs and problems associated with such a 

military-industrial effort, combined with changes in strategic assumptions, brought a fundamental 

reworking of the relationships established between the navy and industry at the start of the Cold War. 

Gradua1 subordination of the RCN within Canada's wider defence cornmitment developed 

through the 1950s. The rise of the strategy of stable deterrence and refinement of the term "collective 

balanced forces" within NATO/SACLANTts plans meant maintaining not general purpose naval 

forces but rather more mission specific forces. For the RCN that meant ASW, and the paring away 

of the requirement for Canada's large ship navy. Throughout the 1950s this brought reductions in 

large vessels, such as Canada's two cruisers, and the transfer of the icebreaker, HMCS Labrador, to 

the Department of Transport. Even then the tactical utility of the small-ship ASW force in light of 

evolving theones of strategic deterrence and fiscal concems allowed the continued reduction of the 

fleet through the 1960s. The substantial decline in the RCN's ASW fleet, illustrated in the following 

figure, reflects the consequences of these reconsiderations on the composition, if not strength, of the 
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Table 3 

Changing strategic assumptions similarly affected ocean merchant shipping policy. 

Subjected to a series of crises related to labour disputes and international market restrictions, 

Canada's merchant shipping fleet presented a particular problem for the government. Many within 

the governent recognized that state protection was essential for Ihis industry to survive. But 

protection through carriage restrictions, which were probably the only way to ensure Canadian 

vessels were employed, could only be done at the espense of what the senior members of the Finance 

'Table derived fiom DMist., 1 24.0 1 9 (D 1) "RCN Future Requirements Planning Guide for the P e n d  
1962- 1972," 26 January 196 1 and Hobson, The Composition of Canada's Naval Fleet, passim. 
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Department considered Canada's primary trading interests. The primary concerns were increasing 

trade with the United Kingdom, hclping the Exchequer conserve US dollars, and promoting the 

elimination of international trade barriers. The state's contradictov calls upon the merchant marine 

for intemationaliy cornpetitive rates for the carriage of commercial goods, but maintenance of a 

standing reserve in the event of war, esplain the dilemma facing the Canadian indusby. Though left 

subject to commercial pressures more formidabIe than simpIy a laissezfiire international market, 

those who purchased covenanted ships were not allowed to seek the most competitive regisûy. The 

shipowners' calls to reserve Canadian waters met resistance fiom many quarters. Moreover, the 

industry did not consistently seek such a course. In any event, the demise of the Canadian merchant 

marine can no longer be simply explained away as just one more example of the invisible hand 

playing its role.' Rather, while market forces greatly influenced the fate of this enterprise, the state's 

handling of the question of intervention set the industry on a very particular course of decline. 

In the face of closed markets, government policy actively favoured intervention, though not 

to preserve the merchant marine but to maintain or open markets for Canadian exports to Europe. 

That access came in part at the expense of the Canadian shipping industry. Foreign nations earned 

Canadian dollars by employing their ships in trade with Canada. Restrictive rneasures irnposed by 

those purchasing Canadian goods squeezed out the Canadian registered tonnage, but little effort was 

made to impose carriage restrictions which matched those formally irnposed by the United States 

through the Marshall Plan, or infomally by the United Kingdom when it allowed shipping 

conferences to assign cargoes. The 1949 reflagging scheme, and successive indulgences to allow 

further reflagging under the Union Jack, came in partial effort to redress those problems. These steps 

also alleviateci a growing problem with Canadian maritime labour, but the move ultimately 

'Such a claim is found, for esample, in "Task Force on Deep-Sea Shipping," Report to the Minister of 
Transport, TP6347E, (Ottawa, April 1985). 
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eliminated both the labour union and the merchant f l e t  from the oceanic trades. Largely for strategic 

reasons the reflagging scheme stipulated that the ships had to go to British regisûy. This channelled 

the Canadian ships into a market govemed by its own particular restrictions. 

The irnpediments faced by Canadian owners on British registry remained difficult for 

Canadian government officiats to identi@ or, if identifiai, proved hard to alleviate. These 

restrictions and government inaction in the face of repeated pleas by the Canadian Shipowners' 

Association for relief fkom the flag covenant ensured that Canadian vessels rode the eye-link of the 

anchor that soon bottomed the British merchant fleet. As the Canadian deep-sea regisûy collapsed 

the bulk of Canadian slips transferred to the UK. When these transfers first occurred British registq 
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appeared quite prosperous. But as Table 4 dernonstrates, the growth of the British merchant fleet did 

not keep Pace to the rates of growth enjoyed by most other major industrial powem6 The Canadian 

state had failed to follow the active policies that fuelled such growîh among other countries; 

moreover, it forced Canadian owners to transfer to the flag that proved arnong the least likely to 

actively nurture or preserve ships on its registry. The British government had actively supported the 

re-building of its merchant marine after the war. However, after the spurt of new building in 1947-48 

rebuilt the British registsf to near pre-war levels little further growth occurred. Foreign tramp lines 

eventuaily devastated the British merchant marine, but its real collapse came in the 1960s, a decade 

after Canada experienced i t . ' 

Quite distinct problems have been dernonstrated in the experience of the shipbuilding 

industry. The limited state initiatives to help the shipbuilding industry convert fi-om a war footing 

to the demands of peace, in 1945 and 1965, betrayed sirnilar problems. Representatives of the state 

found it dlfficult to recognjze the economic logic of size and ability in public policy toward this 

industry. Despite the market not being truly open, it proved difficult to advance or gain acceptance 

for policies that favoured those most economically suited to succeed with minimal state support. 

Through allocation of governent work, state support went to both weak and strong individual firms. 

This egalitarian industrial policy, perhaps inadvertently stimulated by the Korean boom, proved 

politically difficult to reforrn. Overcoming that dilemma infonned Balcer's shipbuilding subsidy 

proposals in 1961. For the subsidy to gain Cabinet acceptance such rational measures were rejected 

in favour of a plan that only enlargeci the number of weak hands seeking or taking assistance. Howe 

avoided this dilemma in the period 1945-48 by inforrnally ensuring that government work and 

6Source for Table 4, "The British Shipping Industry," Planning, (1 6 November 1 959), p. 1 94. Annual 
Reports Canadian Maritime Commission, various years, passim. For both Canada and USA figures 
excluded Great Lakes fleets, and for the USA exclude the 14 million ton "Reserve Fleet." 

'Cornmittee of Inquiw into Shiuvinn, Rochdale Report, (London, 1970). 



foreign orders went to shipyards he thought most capable and needy. in 1965 the cornmittee review 

of shipbuilding policy avoided the dilemma simply by ignoring the question. In the face of the 

political clamour to continue the subsidy programme, however hastily organized, regionally 

deterrnined shipbuilding subsidies put the question off to a later date. Industry sponsored schemes, 

such as the state controlled central design authority met rejection, at least in part, because they ran 

counter to free market ideals. More practically, such measures would continue to complicate the 

government contracting process. That the next naval building programme demanded the state 

reconstitute its centralized drawing authority demonstrates that government policy proved at least 

premature in assuming the industry possessed the required architectural and design tearns. The 

continued subsidies maintained the shipyards, but clearly not at the state of industrial preparedness 

required by the navy. 

As a development strategy, defence production proved probiematic. The naval programme 

forestalled development of a comprehensive policy towards the shipbuilding industry. As Table 5" 

illustrates, naval work did resuscitate the indushy in the mid 195Os, and remained the dominant 

element of demand through 1959. But naval work restricted gains in comparative advantage between 

f i m s  by virtually filling al1 order books, at least those of the major yards within the Canadian 

Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Association. While defence work received priority, commercial 

contracts were declined for lack of shipyard space or access to sufficient marine components. Even 

when prospects for the commercial sale of naval vessels to foreign nations appeared promising, the 

government forbade sales of the associated sensitive technologies. Monopolized by defence, no 

Canadian shipyard completed a vesse1 for foreign order between November 1953 and March 1957.' 

'Figures derived 6.om NAC RG 19, vol. 4422, file 91 75-04-5 pt. 1 interdepartmental Cornmittee on 
Shipbuilding Policy, and Maritime Museum of the Great Lakes, Kingston Shipyard collection, Bx. 4, file 7, 
documents subrnitted to the CSSRA by J.C. Rutledge, 4 March 1965. 

'Sec, CSSRA minutes, 13 June 1 953; NAC RG 49 vol. 48, file 1 22-3 vol. 1, K. S. Harris to D. Scnule, 
Halifax Shipyards, 17 August 195 1 ; Canada Stearnship Lines, Newsletter, 1 5 March 1957. 
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The relationships developed through the St.Laurent/Resti~ouche class naval building 

programmes resulted in a short-lived national technological enterprise. Defence Production and the 

navy had learned new techniques and gamered technical and administrative innovations from the 

whole industry. Despite the costs, goverment objectives had been attained. Having shunned 

economies of scale, they succeeded in developing and maintaining an industry capable of meeting 

the demand for warships -- as long as the state supplied the plans. 

The relentless march of Defence Production to shift the burdens of design and risk to 
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industry was an uneven stniggle. Dependent on government work, private industry could only 

endure the demands of its intransigent but vital customer. Throughout the various naval construction 

programmes, the bargaining over contract particulars, evinced in the discussions between the 

Association and Defence Production, marked an effort to minimize risks for both parties. The 

govenrment move to increase competition via tendering met limited resistance from the Association, 

but the breeze of competition was relentless. The kindling of economic rivalry, prernised on the 

furtherance of public interest, sought to employ the market as a check on the perceived undue public 

expenses incurred during the DE 205-257 Class programme. The move to competition demonstrated 

the belief that market forces could correct the planning and production failures of the state. The 

evolving contractual formulas reveal how the agents of the state sought economies. The efficacy of 

the changing contractual forms was supporteci by only limited experiences of production. 

The state's base of experience remained limited. First came the experience of sponsoring 

significant innovations in design and fabrication techniques for the DE 205 class, the progenitor of 

al1 the subsequent advanced warshps produced during this period. Second came the experiences of 

producing relatively less comples naval vessels, such the MCB minesweepers, but under more 

cornpetitive contract conditions. For the shipbuilding branch of Defence Production, the contract 

form that worked for the minesweepers apparently proved the rule. It succeeded again during ihe 

largely repeat orders for the DE 2611266 vessels. From that experience the state assumed that the 

industry could avoid delays and cost overruns when producing an advanced warship. But it was an 

assurnption not tested until the DDH 280 programme. Of that programme, it warrants note, the 

government found it essential to reestablish more positive working wntrol. It becarne necessary to 

reçuscitate the Naval Central Drawing Office, and re-negotiate the contracts to forestall bankrupting 



the shipyards involved. 'O 

The shifting foundations of state support were endured by marginal and advanced producers 

alike during the heyday of defence production. As a lobby, the Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship 

Repair Association proved most effective in having the govemment accept thcir arguments about 

contract particulars, the spreading of defence work and the terms of the shipbuilding subsidy. A long 

recognized feature of our economy is that "competition is something of which producers have only 

as much as they cannot elirninate."" While the national-security argument held sway, the 

Shipbuilding Association succeeded in controlling many of the rigours of the free market by 

managing well the largest single component of shipbuilding demand, that represented by the state. 

Naturally these gains were at the expense of smaller competitors, and the taxpayer. Less effective 

was the shipbuilders' cal1 to restrict Canadian coastal waters to Canadian-built vessels. Domestic 

demand faced a fundamental and enduring ban-ier imposed by the vestiges of the imperial connection. 

The CommonweaIth Merchant Shipping Agreement offered free access to Canadian waters of lower- 

priced Commonwealth shipping services. Oniy at the close of this era was suficient political will 

found to challenge British access to the Canadian waters, but then only on the Great Lakes and 

St.Lawrence River. 

The impact on individual firms of forced innovation for warship construction is beyond the 

scope of this study. Judging fkom govemment appraisals, however, the comparative advantage of 

the key firms producing the DE 205/257 class does not appear to have altered.'' Without access to 

'OProceedin~s of the Standing Cornmittee on External Anairs and Defence. Amendix G Dm-DDH 280 
Heiico~ter Destroyer Proiect, No. 12, (Ottawa: 18 February, 197 1).  Author's confidential interview with 
Deputy Project Manager, 26 July 199 1 .  

"D. Lynch, The (New York, 1 946), p. 109. 

12NAC RG 19, vol. 4422, file "Procurement and the Canadian Shipbuilding Industry," 
"Interdepartmental Cornmittee on Shipbuilding Policy" Joint Report by the Departrnent of Industry, and 
Departrnent of Defence Production, 18 Decernber 1 964. 
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Company records a defmitive measure of the degree to which defence production disrupted 

commercial production throughout the industry cannot be offered. Nor cm the consequences of 

operating with the high overheads associated with defence work be assessed with certainty. 

Certainly the final assessments of the policy of allocation made by Defence Production attest to the 

accuracy of the propositions suggested by theorists. Governent work that paid excessive overheads 

associated with naval contracts apparently maintained less efficient, labour intensive processes. 

WhiIe defence production sustained the industry through most of the 1950s, it restricted normal 

commercial pressures and trade. Allocation and other contractual forrns prevented firms fiom 

capitalizing on many of their individual competitive advantages. Such deleterious effects of 

government procurement policy were noi, however, the primary reason those policies were refomed. 

The state relied on the private sector for technological talent to help fulfil strategic rnilitw 

requirements. As those requirements changed, so naturally did the state's relationship with the 

industry. The transition in part reflected a maturation of the defence production bureaucracy. 

Contractual relationships established through ad hoc organizations in the frenetic build-up of 1949- 

50 gave way to relationships based on neo-classical theosf, an established bureaucracy, and a 

growing concern for sound financial management of government procurement. In the name of public 

interest, reformists of federal procurement vieweà increased cornpetition as a solution to the 

fundamental weaknesses of the industry. The kindling of econornic rivafry, premised on the 

furtherance of public interest, sought to employ the market as a check on perceived undue public 

expenses incurred in naval construction. The state acknowledged little fiduciary responsibility for 

building and maintaining the industry through defence contracting. Weaning the industry off the 

easy defence dollar becarne a task primarily of the market. Through default and design government 

intervention had helped shift the industry away from international sales towards the dornestic market, 

a market initially dorninated by military production. With no little irony the state's new development 
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policy was premised on construction for esport, but continued subsidies were estended as much for 

political as economic reasons. 

Unlike previous policies that favoured the members of the CSSRA, the shipbuilding subsidy 

helped many small yards throughout the country. This indiscriminate assistance is a common 

problem of industrial policy.13 It reffects the conflicting reasons for governrnent intervention. The 

necessity of gaining Cabinet approval entailed broadening the base of support by increasing the 

number of likely recipients. Though politically attractive, this rendered the intervention counter- 

productive by rewarding mediocrity and inefficiency. Just as naval building harnpered productivity 

by reducing the consequences of comparative advantages and competition, so did the subsidy. 

Instead of encouraging rationalization and consolidation of capacity, the subsidy maintained 

overcapacity. The social consequences of enhanced or continuous employment cannot be ignored, 

but the subsidy did little to enhance the commercial viability of the marginal producers, and it likely 

weakened that of the major shipyards by ensuring an unsatisfactory interna1 rate of return for growth. 

The measures of protection first proposed by the Maritime Commission gained acceptance 

as expedients. The inability of the Maritime Commission to propose long-terni policy acceptable to 

the Department of Finance, Treasury Board and others stood at variance with the apparent ability of 

Defence Production to bring discipline to the shipbuiIding industry. That competition ultimately 

proved the undoing of the Commission, but it must be recognized that it had taken on a role not fully 

envisioned by its frarning legislation. Despite the rccommendations emerging fiom the post-war 

planning cornmittees, the Canadian Maritime Commission was founded as only a small advisory 

body. The creeping impediments to shipping and problems with maintaining shipyard employment, 

however, moved the Commission towards a regdatory agency with direct powers. Cold-War 

rearrnament pushed the Commission even M e r  beyond its limited original mandate. The roles 

I3McFetridge, ed., Economics of Industrial Policv and S tra te~ ,  pp. 49-64. 
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played by the Commission in planning the naval building programme, and in planning for the use 

of merchant shipping under wartime conditions, went weil beyond the advisory mission given the 

Commission in 1947. The collapse of the merchant fleet and the rise of the Department of Defence 

Production undermined those new foundations. 

Through the heyday of the Canadian Maritime Commission, strategic requirements held 

sway in shipbuilding policy. Giving work to al1 the major shipyards and regions, no matter what cold 

economics demanded, met many of Canada's perceived strategic needs, but at a cost which even the 

navy came to reject. Allocation proved a dificuit policy to reforrn. Whatever strategic merit the idea 

possessed, it was perceived as an estraordinary measure that adrnitted to little adjustment. For most 

of the 1950s allocation substituted for a more studied industrial policy. It did not develop the 

industry. The reforms introduced in the late 1950s and during the Pearson era found that allocation 

was a barrier to the discipline of the market-place. M e n  the strategic argument was peeled away, 

the new purchasing regime sought to inflict such discipline but had mixed results. The dose was not 

fully delivered in the DDH 280 programme. Without the Canadian Maritime Commission political 

infighting for government work retumed to the ministerial level, which, in turn, lacked an industrial 

Tsar of the stature and discipline of C.D. Howe. 

After the dis-integration of Canada's maritime policy the navy's fortunes remained uncertain. 

The troubles associated with Hellyer's reforms marked onIy the beginning of cearly two decades of 

unsettled naval policy. The redirection of the navy, under both new Canadian defence priorities and 

new assumptions about the shape of future war, reduced liniiages between the navy's requirement for 

ships and the Canadian indusSr's role in producing them. The preservation of a strategic nucleus 

within the shipyards held less importance for the navy by the f 960s and in government policy 

generally. New strategic assumptions had also seen the navy lose interest in preserving the merchant 

marine. Such interests could never be completely divorced fiom one another, but the clear set of 
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overlapping interests -- that in 1944 and 1949 had seen the navy agitate for a coordinated maritime 

policy, îying shipping and shipbuilding and the naval policy together -- disappeared long before the 

last gasps of the Canadian Maritime Commission. 

Before the state deemed them essential for national defence, the shipping and shipbuilding 

industries enjoyed only vey limited protection in the face of rising international barriers. The 

heightening of the Cold War brought unprecedented protection. The expedients of the flag transfer 

scheme and measures adopted for defence production followed. For the state these measures 

promised steadily increasing costs. In accord with neo-classical economic theory, the costs 

associated with such industrial protection were warranted by raison d'étnr. The profligate and 

unexarnined defence procurement policies adopted at the time of rising international tensions and war 

could only face challenge as tensions eased. The hasty mobilization rneasures of 1949-5 1 took 

Canada's maritime policy in a direction at variance witb previous policy. The search for a sound civil 

policy resurned shortly after those hasty steps were taken, but was slow to bear results and they 

proved niised. As defence waned in prominence the special steps taken at the beginning of the Cold 

War were reversed, first for commercial shipping and then slipbuilding. The rise of the NATO 

shipping pool agreements, the era of "New Look" defence policy, and finally the Liberals' grasp of 

the "forces-in-being" philosophy al1 undermined the foundations of any maritime policy. Security 

policy, however, was not simply a product of changing international circurnstance. Domestic policy 

interests jeopardized by the expense of defence production fùelied the change in policy. "Forces-in- 

being" and reformed procurement policies proved virtuous necessities as the state set new industrial 

and social prionties. When it suited the state, the bonds to both the shipping and shipbuilding 

industry, typified by the role of the Canadian Maritime Commission and lucrative contractual 

relationships of naval building, were pared away with little national debate or protest, as the state set 

new industria1 and social objectives, generally regarded as more progressive. Aller Pearson's r e f o m  
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there remained little of the naval-maritime-industrial cornplex. Remnants of the integrated maritime 

policy protected the shipping and shipbuilding interests of the Great Lakes -- the new heartland of 

the once mighty Empire of the %Lawrence. 
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MC 
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British Ministry of War Transport 

Canadian Chief of the Naval Staff 

Chiefs of Staff Committee 

Canadian Shipowners' Association 

Canadian Shipping Board 

Canadian Shipbuiling and Ship Repair Association 

Directorate of History, Department of National Defence 

Depuîy Minister 

Department of Munitions and Supply 
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European Recovery Plan a.k.a. Marshall Plan 
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Interdepartmental Cornmittee on Merchant Shipping Policy 

Industrial Defence Board 

Munitions and Supply 

Military Committee of NATO 

National Archives of Canada 

Newfoundland Escort Force 

North American Air Defence Comrnand 
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Naval Service Headquarters 

Planning Board for Ocean Shipping 

Permanent Joint Board on Defence 

Projecü'Naval Planning Coordinating Cornmittee 

Royal Corps of Naval Constructors 

Royal Canadian Navy Volunteer Reserve 

United Mari tirne Authority 

Wartime Merchant Shipbuilding 
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